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PREFACE 
In the late sixties the editor of this  volume reviewed in a survey article 
(Bender 1971) the linguistic dividends of the opening of Micronesia to the 
Western world following World War I I :  the li terature beginning to accumulate at 
that time in English on the languages of the area . Four stages were noted:  
(1) Beginning even before the American occupation of the islands prelimi­
nary studies were produced that were meant to be of value to new governers but 
were also of great interest to Western linguists ,  for whom the area was virtually 
unknown . Researchers of this  era included Denzel Carr , Samuel H .  Elbert , and 
Robe rt A .  Hal l .  
( 2 )  More systematic and in-depth work on some of the languages as part of 
the Coordinated Investigation of Micronesian Anthropology (CIMA) brought ( inter 
alios ) Paul L. Garvin and Saul H. Riesenberg to Ponape , Elbert to Kapingamarangi , 
Isidore Dyen and Ward H .  Goodenough to Truk , and Arthur Capell to Palau and 
Sonsorol-Tobi . 
( 3 ) Civilian administration beginning in 195 1  brought resident anthropol­
ogists , linguist-educators , and missionary-linguists , whose research efforts 
often had an applied side or took a back seat to the primary aims of their 
employment , but whose time in the islands often spanned years rather than months ,  
and who were thus also able to contribute to the continuing task o f  describing 
the languages . Among these in addition to the editor of thi s volume were 
Charles-James N .  Bailey , John L. Fischer , Eugene A. Nida , Edward M. Quackenbush , 
Alfred G .  Smith , Donald M .  Topping, and Gregory J .  Trifonovitch . 
(4) The decision to send hundreds of American Peace Corps volunteers to 
Micronesia in 1966 gave fresh impetus to basic linguistic research , and support 
from the United States government that continued, directly or indirectly , well 
beyond the appearance of the survey article ,  and through the additional stages 
which can now be identi fied : 
( 5 )  The language lessons produced for Peace Corps volunteers generally 
included grammatical notes and a glossary . The next step was to develop full er 
reference grammars and bilingual dictionaries for use by the island governments 
in the production of documents and in the school systems . This effort began 
under a shoestring budget at the Pacific and Asian Linguistics Institute of the 
University of Hawaii ,  but soon gained the support of the Department of Education 
of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands . The East-West Center assisted 
in what came to be known as the Pacific Language Development Proj ect by sponsor­
ing speakers of Micronesian languages as research assistants in programmes that 
permitted them to work toward academic degrees at the University while serving 
as the chief resource people in the grammar and dictionary research . The first 
paper in this volume reports on the computer assistance developed for the 
viii 
ix 
dictionary work by two University of Hawaii faculty members , and inclUdes a list 
of the dictionaries that were written , most of which had a companion reference 
grammar project. 
A prerequisite for the publication of dict ionaries and reference grammars 
for use in island schools was the development of standard orthographies . This 
was accomplished by local committees that acted on the recommendations of the 
linguist teams. The paper by Jo-Ann Flora (who was not directly connected with 
the University of Hawaii activities) on schwa in Palauan is a sample of phono­
logical analysis that was incorporated into the orthography recommendations 
made . The papers by Ho-min Sohn and Frederick H. Jackson on the Woleaian and 
Saipan Carolinian orthographies exemplify these recommendations and the varying 
extent to which they were followed in the committee decisions . 
Four of the papers had their origins in a University of Hawaii graduate 
seminar on historical-comparative Micronesian linguistics conducted by ProfessQr 
George W. Grace in 1971-72 ,  while  the dictionary and grammar research was still 
in progress and several years before those works appeared : those on the history 
of Ponapean phonology (Kenneth L .  Rehg) , and on Proto-Oceanic reflexes in 
Woleaian (Ho-min Sohn) , Mokilese (Sheldon P .  Harrison) , and Kosraean (Kee-dong 
Lee and Judith W. Wang) . Although Rehg ' s  paper was revised for appearance in 
the Uni versi t y  of Hawaii Working Papers in Lingui stics in 19 7 3 ,  and Lee and 
Wang ' s  has been revised in a qualified way for this volume , these papers do not 
reflect more recent attempts at reconstructing Proto-Mi cronesian or other sub­
groups of Proto-Oceanic such as are discussed under Stage 7 below . 
The papers by Lewi s S .  Josephs on Palauan , and those by John Thayer Jensen 
on Yapese , Ho-min Sohn and Byron W. Bender on Ulithian , and Sheldon P .  Harrison 
on segmental quantity in Mokilese are examples of spin-off from this stage 
addressed to other linguists . (The reference grammars were aimed at an educated 
lay reader . )  
(6) The next stage that can now be recogni sed is one in which the products 
of the preceding stage are being interpreted to an audience of non-linguist 
i sland educators as part of broader training for programmes of bil ingual edu- ; 
cation . An average of some 20 have participated in thi s pro j ect each year since 
its inception in 19 75 . It is estimated that by the end of 1983 some 50 partici­
pants will have been awarded University of Hawai i  degrees . 
The interaction between these participants and the faculty and advanced 
graduate students working closely with the project has made po ssible continuing 
research of a more reflective comparative or theoretical nature , of which the 
remaining papers in this volume are examples. Other exampl es are to be found in 
the proceedings of the symposia and international conferences on Austronesian 
linguistics that have been held s ince 1974 (see Oceanic Lingui stics 12 and 1 3 ,  
March 1977 ,  and Wurm and Carrington 1978) . The termination o f  United States 
government funding which seems imminent as of this writing can be expected to 
diminish sharply the intensity of interaction that has characterised the Bilingual 
Education Proj ect for Micronesia and may slow the research output . But papers 
of this sort can be expected to continue to appear from time to time . Attempts 
will be made to find support for continuing description , especial ly of Mortlock­
ese and Nauruan , and for comparison and reconstruction of the sort to be found 
in Stage 7 .  Beyond that , no strong predictions wi ll be hazarded, except to 
express the hope for a stage in which Micronesians themselves take the lead in 
writing about their languages and add psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic 
dimensions whi ch have not been possible under conditions to date . 
x 
( 7 ) The one other stage that can now be  identified partially· overlaps Stage 
6 ,  and dates from the appearance of Marck 1977 ,  which gave impetus and focus to 
additional efforts at reconstructing a proto-language for those languages 
thought to be nuclear within Micronesia . A group of faculty and students at the 
University of Hawaii have been working cooperatively at this task , and as of 
this writing have compiled on computer file some 1400 tentative reconstructions . 
A few of these are cited in the paper on higher numerals by Harrison and 
Jackson , and Jackson ' s  paper on Proto-Oceanic reflexes in Trukic gives a number 
of reconstructions for the Proto-Trukic subgroup . These papers also turnish a 
preview o f  the sort of results that can eventually be expected of these joint 
efforts , whi ch could we ll be the basis for a sequel volume . 
The organisation of this volume is genetic and geographic ,  proceeding 
( after the first four more general papers) from west to east , beginning with 
Palauan (a Western Austronesian ' outlier ' ) , and proceeding to Yapese (whose 
status within Austronesian remains problematic ) . There follow in order papers 
from the five main branches of Micronesian : Trukic ,  Ponapeic , Kosraean , 
Marshallese , and Kiribati . Whether Nauruan should be considered a sixth is  
unresolved and beyond the scope of this  volume . Other languages of Micronesia 
not treated in any direct way (in addition to Nauruan) include a second Western 
Austronesian ' outlier ' ,  Chamorro , and two Polynesian outliers , Kapingamarangi 
and Nukuoro . 
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COM P U T E R S  AND M I C R O N E S I A N  D I C T I O N AR I E S :  
A C H RON I C L E O F  S Y S T E M S -D E S I G N F I E LDWO R K  AMONG T H E  LEX I C O G R A P H E R S  
Robert W .  H s u  and Ann M. Peters 
1. I NTRODUCT ION 
The dictionaries of languages of Micronesia compiled in conj unction with 
research reported elsewhere in this volume were processed at the University of 
Hawaii with the help of specially written computer programmes. Though developed 
primarily to meet the needs of the Micronesian (MC) dictionaries , the programmes 
are of course indifferent to the source of the data , and have in fact also been 
used to process many dictionaries of other languages from around the Pacifi c .  
Thi s  article chronicles the development o f  these computer tools for lexicography . 
It i s  not ,  however , primarily a description of the tools but rather an account 
of their development . It tries to convey some of the flavour of this process by 
sketching in some background and then describing some of the problems that arose 
and the various attempts to solve them. It may be likened to a ' fieldwork history ',  
of the sort often seen in the anthropological l iterature .  Such accounts provide 
an additional dimension in which to evaluate and understand the ' formal' results 
of the work - in this case the computer tools developed and the dictionaries 
compiled. They are also frequently interesting in themselves because they expose 
an aspect of research that is not normally accessible to future investigators . 
The work reported here forms a chapter not only in the history of MC linguistics 
but also in the history of linguists ' attempts to harness the computer to their 
complex and unformal ised tasks , and should be of interest to other linguists and 
programmers contemplating similar proj ects . Another function of this article is 
to acknowledge the contributions to the development of computer-aided lexi­
cography made by those lexicographers ,  many of whom are the authors of other 
papers in this volume , who have been the ultimate designers , as we ll as the 
guinea-pigs , victims , and beneficiaries of the programme systems whose evolution 
is described here.  I t  has been their needs and ideas which have been responsible 
for this evolution , and which will influence the future course of this craft .  
The system development work , a s  has already been hinted , took on many of 
the typical features of fieldwork , and since most l inguists are more familiar 
wi th the latter than with computer s it may be suggestive to view the work in the 
general terms of a linguistic fieldwork experience . The designers were the ' in­
vestigators ' ;  the lexicographers' stated needs were the data from which general­
isations were to be discovered and used to motivate the programmes and procedures , 
the ' grammatical description' . To the extent that these were usable by the lexi­
cographers they embodied a proper analysis of the lexicographers '  information 
Byron W. Bender,  ed . St udies in Micronesian Lingui stics , 1-36 . 
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2 ROBERT W. HSU AND ANN M. PETERS 
processing needs (their ' language ' ) , whether stated or unconscious . Some of the 
early programmes and conventions proved definitely to be unsuitable , being remi­
niscent of the abortive but necessary initial attempts at description made by a 
linguist before the proper generalisations have been recognised . These descrip­
tions are awkward to begin with , and are difficult to generalise or modify to 
accommodate the slightest additional input . Analogous ly , the early programmes 
were too specialised , and could not readily be generalised to answer needs 
slightly different from the one for which they were originally written . Other 
similarities with linguistic fieldwork are the following : 
1 .  The lexicographers ( 'informants ' )  were at first not consciously aware of 
all their needs ,  and those they were aware of were not necessarily formulated 
in data-processing terms ( ' theories ' ) . 
2 .  The system designers were initially even more ignorant of these special 
needs ,  and were hesitant about imposing general external concepts on them -
putting theory before the data . 
3 .  The designers also frequently failed to appreciate the significance of 
every request of the lexicographer , just as a linguist does not always recognise 
the significance of every piece of information offered by the informant . 
4 .  The development of the systems was influenced not only by the ' data ' but 
also by the theoretical and practical tools available to the ' investigators ' , 
and their own biases and preferences . 
5 .  Each party grew to better appreciate the outlook of the other . In fac t ,  
the association also led each party to better appreciate , and to refine , its own 
skills .  
The following Section ( 2 )  will provide some background against which to view 
this ' fieldwork ': 2 . 1 . will describe the external circumstances of the work , 2 . 2 .  
the technological tool-kit that was available , and 2 . 3 .  the background and 
interests of the 'investigators '  themselves . These are three major , relatively 
independent, components of the background influences . In Section 3 we describe 
the ' fieldwork ' itself ,  in terms of the interaction between the developing needs 
of the lexicographers ( the unfolding ' data ' ) and the design of the systems ( the 
development of the ' grammatical description ' ) . Elements of the background that 
have influenced this interaction are. also mentioned . In an appendix are listed 
all the dictionaries that are mentioned in this narrative that have been pub­
lished , together with relevant dates . Al though thi s chronicle stops at 1976 , 
the appendix has been updated to 1981 . 
2 .  BACKGROUND 
2 . 1 .  Background and over v i ew o f  the d i c ti onary projects . 
Over 2 5  dictionaries have been or are currently being processed by the com­
puter at the University of Hawaii ,  of which about 14 are of languages of Micro­
nesi a .  About 15 have so far been published , 10 by means of computer-controlled 
photocomposition ( see 3 . 8 . ) . They are the first extensive dictionaries to be 
compiled of these languages . There is little or no material wri tten in these 
languages .  The di ctionaries are bilingual , with Eng . as the target language , 
and each is accompanied by an Eng . 'finderlist ' (Eng. -to-source-language 
wordlis t) generated by computer from the di ctionary (for detai ls see 3 . 3 . ) . 
They are intended for general use by both Eng . speakers and speakers of the 
respective source languages , as wel l as by descriptive and comparative linguists 
and writers of teaching materials . 
COMPUTERS AND MICRONESIAN DICTIONARIES 3 
The completed dictionaries typically contain five or six thousand entries 
each,  with a few having ten or twenty thousand . Each entry typically includes , 
besides Eng . definitions , such information as part-of-speech and other grammati­
cal information , derivational privileges , loan source where appropriate , dialect 
and other variant forms , scientific identification of flora and fauna , and 
example sentences wi th translations . Some dictionaries further include synonyms 
and antonyms , morphological analysis of words where appropriate , idioms , derived 
and inflected forms where not readily predictable ,  reconstruction in proto­
languages , phonemic transcription if the headword is given in some non-phonemic 
orthography , etc . 
Each dictionary was typically compiled by one linguist in collaboration 
with several native speakers of the source language . A reference grammar of the 
language was usually produced as well . For several of the Me languages , work 
toward standardisation of orthography was concurrently undertaken , by special 
committees of native leaders and educators in consultation with the respective 
linguists . Data for each dictionary was gathered both in the field and , in most 
cases , also from native speakers brought to Hawaii .  Often the linguist himself 
had at times to conduct the project from a distant university while data was 
entered or processed here in his absence .  To date all computer-processing and 
data entry have been performed locally. Some of the dictionaries had been com­
piled over many years before they were committed to the computer here . Others 
were punched onto cards from the very beginning of data gathering . 
All the dictionaries except for a block of seven from Micronesia belonged 
to separate unrelated proj ects and did not form a single coordinated lexico­
graphical effort.  These proj ects were aimed primarily at the compilation of 
dictionaries , and not at the development of theory or technique . In particular , 
they were not aimed at the development of computer techniques , though all of 
them assumed the availability of some computer support .  Since existing computer 
programmes were initially not adequate to provide thi s support ,  special pro­
grammes were written by two linguist-programmers . These programmes generated a 
demand for greater support and attracted greater numbers of linguists to com­
puterised lexicography. More programmes were written to satisfy their demands 
and the cycle repeated . Finally , after certain patterns of needs had become 
clearer and demand had risen to a critical level , a concerted effort was made to 
replace the heretofore scattered and specialised computer tools by a single 
coordinated system of programmes and conventions to satisfy a wide range of 
demands .  Throughout this development , theory and technique of lexicography , at 
least as practised by the users of the programmes ,  have had to be refined and 
made more explicit.  This has had an indirect unifying influence on the various 
proj ects . 
The development of a unified programme system would not have taken place 
without the concentration of similar kinds of lexicographical activity at one 
place and time . For even though these dictionary projects seem , from the point 
of view of computer usage , quite different from those carried on elsewhere , they 
do , in retrospect , seem remarkably homogeneous among themselves . All of them 
have used the computer for storing and editing of dictionary entries , for 
printing mUltiple copies of dictionary files to take or send out to the field , 
for generating finderlists , alphabetising , helping with proofreading and consist­
ency checking , and , in the case of most of the published dictionaries , for type ­
setting. They have not used the computer to process text in connection with 
discovering words or studying their usage and variation . Nor have they asked 
the computer for much help with the s tudy of the information accumulated in the 
dictionaries themselves . 
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2 . 2 . Technol og i ca l  background: hardware and software 
The technological facilities available have played a key role in the direc­
tions the experiments have taken , much as the theories and techniques available 
to a linguist influence the work he does in the field .  It will be helpful to be 
familiar with this background while reading about the ' fieldwork '  in Section 3 .  
COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE 
The computers in use at the University of Hawaii Computing Center when 
dictionary processing began in 1964-65 were the IBM7040 and 140 1 ,  with the latter 
used primarily for li sting (printing out) . Although we did obtain a version of 
the SNOBOL3 programming language and modified some of its inner workings so that 
it would run on the 7040 , it ran too slowly , and hence was too expensive , to 
consider seriously for 'production ' work ( as opposed to small-scale experimental 
work) . This left Fortran as the principal high-level programming language 
available for our use .  The Sort/Merge programmes available on the 7040 system 
were used f"or alphabetisation . 
In 1967 the Computing Center began a long association with the IBM 360 (and 
later the closely related 370 )  family of computers that continues to this day . 
The first model was a 360/50 , acquired in January 1967. The early programmes 
written for the 7040 were transferred or rewritten for this machine . Fortran IV 
was still the language used , and an efficient Sort/Merge programme was again 
available on the new machine . The new programming language PL/l had j ust become 
available ,  but,  even though it was much more powerful than Fortran for our pur­
poses , we at first avoided it for any serious work because the implementation 
was still unreliable and the documentation inadequate . During a later period 
however we programmed exclusively in that language . We also looked into COBOL 
and RPG as possible other languages to use but found them less suitable for our 
needs . Similarly we decided not to use LISP , which though extremely powerful 
for manipulating highly fluid data structures was poorly suited for string pro­
cessing and inconvenient for formatting input and output .  
In February 1969 the computer was upgraded to a model 6 5  ( 360/65) and in 
March we acquired a copy of the newly available SNOBOL4 compiler . We had been 
eagerly awaiting this language , with its convenient and powerful string manipu­
lation facilities . We used it at first for some of the more complex formatting 
programmes but found it too slow and expensive on the computer for general 
processing . Nevertheless , partly because of the introduction of multiple task 
processing (MVT) on the 65 ,  general computer costs were coming down rather 
significantly so tha t it became more economically j ustifiable to use the com­
puter in ways that previously would have been prohibitively expensive . One of 
these ways was programming in SNOBOL4 . The increase in complexity of the 
extraction conventions for finderlists ( see 3 . 3 . ) , in particular of the allowable 
environments of kEywords and phrases , was a direct consequence of the avail­
ability of the more powerful features of SNOBOL4 . 
Another stimulus to programme development was the Computing Center ' s  
acquisition of the newly available SPITBOL compiler for SNOBOL4 , in 1971 . Ident­
ical programmes run from 6 to 10 times faster in SPITBOL than in SNOBOL4 and 
require much less memory space . In addition , after an initial trial period we 
found SPITBOL to be a well engineered and reliable system , in contrast to the 
early PL/l . Very soon we began writing exclusively in SPITBOL . It was now 
possible to develop , in less time , more complicated programmes that were at the 
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same time more economical to run , than would have been possible in any other 
language . It also became possible to respond to ind ividual requests from lin­
guists by quickly writing small , ad-hoc and inexpensive programmes . Furthermore ,  
a few of the lexicographers themselves , after learning the rudiments of SPITBOL 
programming in a few lessons , were able to write simple inexpensive programmes 
for their own dictionary research. 
The latest system of lexicographical programmes was written entire ly in this 
language.  Tha t we undertook to design this system at all was due to the possi­
bil ity ,  presented by SPITBOL , of writing the entire set of programmes in a reas­
onable amount of time . It probably would not otherwise have been attempted . 
Most significantly, however , during a period of three or four years around 
1971 , the quality of service provided by the computer improved substantially 
even as costs were decl ining , due to increased hardware capability and relia­
bility.  Whereas previously we would often have had to wait for 12 hours ( in 
effect overnight) for a job to be returned , the turn-around period steadily 
decreased until it was typically under an hour . The effect this had on our 
ability to experiment with new programmes and on the improvement of service to 
the lexicographer s cannot be overestimated . Though usually taken for granted 
because it occurred gradually over a long period of time , the improved computer 
service has quite possibly been the single most decisive stimulus to the advance­
ment of computer-lexicographical techniques , since it held forth the promise 
that,  if armed with the appropr iate programmes , the compu ter could be a dependable 
tool for daily use rather than a luxury to be resorted to only in case of extra­
ordinary need . It thus opened the way for arming the computer with such pro­
grammes .  
INPUT-OUTPUT AND CHARACTER SETS 
The keypunch has remained the most economical input device for us , taking 
into consideration not only cost but also convenience and the scale and sporadic 
nature of the dictionary processing . Perhaps the most constraining factor in 
the use of the keypunch for the linguist is the limited and inflexible character 
set. The first dictionaries were punched on the 026 keypunch , which had few 
symbols besides letters and numerals . After the 360 computer arrived , 029 key­
punches began to be available , with the larger character set that is standard 
on the 360 . We quickly ass igned phonetic and typographical functions to many 
of the new characters .  However there remained the inconvenient lack of upper 
and lower case distinctions on the keypunch .  These were desired for readabil ity ,  
for distinguishing proper names ,  and for providing additional symbols for spec ial 
uses. We investigated the possibility of an upper- and lower-case keypunch but 
the findings were not encouraging . There apparently existed such a machine , but 
it would not print on the card - neither lower case nor capital letters nor any 
other symbol .  Since the printing was necessary for visual proofreading and 
locating of errors on the card , the non-printing keypunch was not considered 
acceptable for our purposes . However entering capital/lower case distinctions 
on the ordinary keypunch was not entirely ruled out even though only one case 
could be punched . We adopted the convention of punching the special character 
# before a letter that was to be interpreted as a capital . Letters without the 
prefixed # would be considered as lower case . 
Lower case letter s could not be directly encoded until a time-sharing 
system became available which could be accessed from a mixed-case terminal such 
as an IBM 2741 Selectric typewriter terminal .  When this eventually came abou t ,  
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it turned out for other reasons to be still impractical to use the terminal as 
an input device on a large scale ( see below : TIMESHARING) .  Though we handled 
three or four dictionar ies in this way , we were for most input purposes still 
effectively restricted to the keypunch. 
What the 2741 terminal did make possible was the entry of data containing 
special characters that are available on Selectr ic type elements , e . g .  a 
phonetic symbol element . A minor detail first had to be cleared up , however . 
There are two models of 2741  terminals, one with EBCDIC coding , the other with 
' correspondenc e '  coding . If one places a type element from an ordinary office 
Selectr ic on an EBCDIC-coded terminal , the letters typed out do not correspond 
to the letters on the keys depressed . On the correspondence-coded terminal 
such a type element prints the expected letter s .  Special linguistic type 
elements , such as Camwil's IPA symbol element , were of course designed for 
ordinary office Selectric s ,  and so must be used on correspondence- rather than 
EBCDIC-coded terminals . The latter however happen to be the standard model of 
2 74 1 ' s  available. After we unravelled this mystery and ordered the proper 
model of terminal ,  we were able to type in linguistic data with phonetic symbols 
and diacritics . The 2741  terminal thus opened up the possibility of entering 
material in certain languages with unusual character-set requirements , without 
turning to much more specialised and expensive equipment. Processing of dic­
tionaries of  several Amerindian languages of the Pacific North-west was thus made 
possible in this way , utilising a special element that had previously been 
designed for these languages by Laurence Thompson . 
For printed output we have always relied on the Computing Center ' s  high­
speed line printers ,  which have increased in both speed and number ( there are 
now 3 )  over the years.  Any character that could be keypunched (except the 
exclamation and cent sign) could normally be printed on the line printer , but 
lower case letters could not .  Thus upper and lower case material entered at 
the terminal , or keypunched text converted by programme to upper and lower case 
within the computer , could not be printed out in upper and lower case on the 
line printer . In 1972 the Computing Center rented a special print train (bank 
of type slugs) , the so-called ALA train (designed by the American Library 
Association) , which could be mounted on the printer when requested , and which 
contained lower as well as upper case letters . The train also contained certain 
diacritical marks , so that text wi th diacritics could be printed by appropriately 
overprinting the line s .  The diacriti cs were sti ll keypunched with special in-line 
characters , such as an apostrophe after a letter to represent an accent over i t ,  
and special programmes were written to cause them to print above the appropriate 
letters . 
Material entered with a special type element , however, still could not be 
printed satisfactorily on the line printer because of the special characters 
required . Such printing still had to be done at the terminal itself, an 
extremely slow process. Other method s ,  such as purchasing all the necessary 
type slugs for the train or using a special multi-font terminal , would have been 
prohibitively costly for our scale of operations . 
The ALA type font was however rather heavy in appearance and unpleasant to 
read , and furthermore ,  the train printed very slowly , a serious consideration 
when large dictionaries were to be printed and when the computer installation 
had only two printers .  In late 1973 the Computing Center bought a TN print 
train , which had a much more pleasant upper and lower case type face and could 
print faster than the ALA train. We also managed to buy a slug with a few of 
the commonest diacritics to place in the train. We have since been using this 
train for upper and lower case print-outs. ( see 3.5 . for further di scussion of 
character sets) . 
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In summary ,  for data entry and printing out we have relied on the equipment 
standard at most computing instal lations , keypunches and line printers (aug­
mented on occasion with an upper and lower case print train) , and to a lesser 
extent on a typewriter terminal , because these machines have been available 
in-house or for a minimum commitment of fund s .  The need for special characters 
continues to be poorly met , at least for large volumes of output . 
TIME-SHARING 
During 1970-71 the Computing Center instal led several small interim or 
experimental time-sharing systems , with which we could do little more than 
experiment with on- line input and programme development. In 197 1-71 the long­
awaited general purpose TSO time-sharing system was installed . We were hoping 
to be able to process ( e . g . , edit) dictionaries on-line with this systen . Among 
other advantages of on-line editing would be the availability of immediate con­
firmation of every edit operation . Instant retrieval capabilities would also 
open up possibilities for using the dictionaries as an extensive research 
resource .  Hardware problems i n  the early days , however , presented frustrating 
obstacles , resul ting in l ittle , if any , net saving in time and effort . There 
were difficulties with terminals ,  couplers ,  and telephone lines , as wel l  as with 
the computer system itself .  Over several years these problems have stabilised 
at a relatively low level , but still pose a significant deterrent to using the 
time-sharing system . 
Another limitation to accessing dictionaries on-line has been the limited 
amount of on-line storage in the computing system .  A typical large dictionary 
has had to be broken up into as many as 100 fragments , only one of which could 
be accessed on-line at any one time for retrieval and editing with the standard 
TSO facilities.  Even though these limitations can now , with the steadily 
improving hardware situation at the Computing Center , probably be circumvented 
by appropriate programming , they and the unreliability of the system itself did 
succeed in steering us away from relying on time-sharing for dictionary pro­
cessing . All the dictionary programmes in use now stay entirely within the 
' batch ' environment - that is , jobs are submitted , and later retrieved , at the 
Computing Center . Only a few dictionaries , as mentioned above , were or are 
being entered and edited at a terminal , at some inconvenience , in order to satis­
fy special character-set requirements . 
The most practical use of time-sharing has turned out to be in the seemingly 
trivial area of programme maintenance . The many programmes in the system that 
has evolved are kept on disc files where they can easily be modified , augmented , 
and tested from a terminal . This is much faster , and more convenient and fool­
proof , than handling and transporting large decks of punched cards . This 
facility has been another significant factor in reducing the development time 
for the more recent programmes .  
PHOTOCOMPOSITION 
Another technological development that has influenced our work is the 
growing availabil ity of computer-driven photocomposition . In this technology , 
a properly prepared computer tape is fed to a specially programmed and equipped 
computer , usually at an installation specialising in this service , instructing 
it to proj ect , by electronic , optical , and/or mechanical means , images of letters 
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and other symbols in 
paper . The resulting 
for printing . Unlike 
need to be proofread 
been properly tested . 
various sizes , fonts , and positions onto special sensitive 
camera-ready copy can be reproduced by standard methods 
manual ly composed galleys , computer-composed pages do not 
in detail ,  that is , if all the programmes involved have 
We were anticipating the possibility of using this method of typesetting 
when the earliest dictionaries were first computerised . We corresponded with 
several firms as early as 196 8 ,  and visited the few small operations that were 
starting up locally . By the time one of the dictionaries was ready for the 
press in 197 1 ,  the cost of the commerc ial services had become low enough and 
the technical capabilities versatile enough for our purposes . Even then , we 
were embroiled in seemingly endless correspondence with the relatively small 
firm doing the work on the mainland , to iron out the misunderstandings , ambi­
guities , and mistakes that kept cropping up. The second dictionary was composed 
at a local firm , but the problems were no less s imple to resolve since thi s  
firm had a much smaller machine . The difficulties with both firms were caused 
in part by the newness of the technology , and the consequent inexperience of the 
people involved , compounded by a lack of adequate documentation . The third and 
subsequent dictionaries to be photocomposed were again sent to the mainland , 
to a large and experienced firm which had more sophisticated equipment .  This 
firm has been in much better control of the technology , so that we have had 
only relatively minor problems with these later typesetting jobs . 
One effect of automatic photocomposition has been to lay on the lexi­
cographers themselves the responsibility for the proper placement of typograph­
ical instructions in their own ' manuscript ' or dic tionary file . With more 
conventional methods of publication , this responsibility would have been borne 
by a special editor . Proofreading for typographical instructions in a printout 
must be taken particularly seriously since a small error can have more conspic­
uous effects in the printed book than a similarly small error in the text 
itself .  The lexicographers have thus had to be very consciously aware of the 
intended typographical appearance of their material . This necessity has in turn 
been reflected in the development of additional computer tools , of the kinds 
described in 3 . 5 . and 3 . 7 . ,  beyond those merely necessary to prepare the photo­
composition tape , to ease the burden on the lexicographers ( see 3 . 8 . for further 
discussion of photocomposition) . 
2 . 3 . Bac kground of the system des i gner s 
Just as the skills and outlook of a l inguist influence the course of field­
work , so have the system designers ' skills  and outlook influenced the development 
of the systems of lexicographical programmes . Programmes for the first dictionary 
(Maranao (MRO» were written by a succession of graduate students . Soon after , 
conSUlting and programming became the responsibility of two linguists who had 
had some previous experience with non-numerical computation , namely the present 
authors .  There are now , in addition , student assistants to run , or help run , 
j obs for the lexicographers .  The lexicographers themselves have in the main 
stayed away from actual programming and design . This section , then , concerns 
princ ipally the skills and outlook of the authors of this paper and how these 
have influenc ed ,  and have been influenced by , computer processing of the Micro­
nesian and other dictionaries . 
Our outlook was dominated by an interest in promoting the wise use of com­
puters in l inguistics and in the humanities in general . Thu s ,  even though we 
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f elt that the field of lex icography could , in general ,  profit from use of the 
computer , we were cautious about recommend ing this route for every lexicographer . 
We insisted on trying to under stand the particular motive s  of each prospective 
u ser , and on his trying to apprec iate the advantages and d isadvantages of pro­
cessing his dictionary on the computer , since whether using the computer wou ld 
result in any savings over using conventional methods depended on the nature of 
the project.  For even if the computer can in some instances save some work, i t  
c a n  a lso produce additional work for the user , often in subtle and unantic ipated 
ways . Several proj ects were,  in fact,  steered away from the computer as a 
result of such prel iminary consultation. 
Another aspect of our outlook that affec ted the evolution of the programmes 
was an interest in designing systems rather than in only writing programmes .  
As a general policy we tried to avoid respond ing to particular needs with special 
solutions . We were instead inclined to wait until a pattern of need s  had become 
sufficiently cl�ar before writing a general programme or devising a general 
convention to satisy the class of need s .  A f ieldworker , too , would not wr ite a 
formalised description of each day ' s data , but would instead search in a larger 
corpus for patterns that could be described with greater generality .  The lexi­
cographers thus found themselves working not so much with programmers willing to 
help with every request as wi th independent investigators who had their own goals 
and interests to serve and their own ideas of what was interesting or worthwhile 
to design. The development of the f inder l ist programme , for instanc e,  has been 
held back because we have been consistently unable to find any generali sations 
in the many r equests for different features ( see 3 . 3 . ) .  In contrast ,  the new 
data format ( see end of 3 . 1 . ) is perhaps more general and complicated than 
necessary, though this has not proved to be a disadvantage .  
Another motive for searching for general ity was the reali sation that ,  being 
l inguists, we were in a position to attempt to understand the more general needs 
of our colleagues,  and thus had a greater responsibil ity to develop general 
tools to meet these needs than to assist individual proj ects on an ad hoc basis . 
Even though we often performed the latter service in response to urgent individ­
ual requests , to have restricted our function to this would have been a waste of 
resources and opportunities . The effort to adhere to thi s  general pol icy proved 
to be a profitable investment in the long run. 
Though our training in l inguistics was useful in thi s  respect ,  not having 
ourselves compiled dictionaries was at times a handicap since we would often 
fail to grasp intuitively or to anticipate the difficulties of our c lients or to 
evaluate the relative importance of their var ious need s .  Thi s  resulted in much 
misunderstanding , backtracking and wasted effort on everyone ' s  part . Further­
more , our ' elicitation'  techniques in system-design fieldwork were poorly devel­
oped and we were generally unsuccessful in deliberately extending our ' corpus ' ,  
as a l inguist would normally do , in order to hasten the discovery of significant 
patterns . 
The advantage of being relatively naive , on the other hand , was that we 
were less tempted to impose our own lexicographical technique and biases on our 
colleagues . The lack of preconceptions can be both an advantage and a hinderance 
to a fieldworker . We are now , of course , much better educated in the needs of 
a particular class of lexicographers .  Nevertheless , unlike f ieldworkers who 
learn to speak the language under investigation , we have still not become lexi­
cographer s ourselves , and have had no occasion to use any of our programmes . 
Thus there exists the possibility that their suitability is partly i llusory and 
that more proper general isations remain to be d iscovered . In sum , whi le being 
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l inguists has often been an advantage , not being lexicographers has sometimes 
been a disadvantage . 
Our computing skill s  and outlook also exerted a strong influence on the 
d ir ection of the work . Our previous experience with computing was with small­
scale modelling-type programmes , that i s ,  with complexity rather than with quan­
tity . We were familiar with some powerful programming languages , but not with 
assembly language or with file-management techniques . These were probably only 
minor handicaps but did influence our approach to the tasks , which were charac­
terised , as it turned out , more by quantity of data than by complex ity of pro­
cesses . Thus we preferred to use higher- level string- and li st-processing 
languages . We avoided assembly language and even felt that Fortran and PL/l 
were unsuitable , though these were the only languages ava ilable to us at first . 
We were instead led to explore the possibilities of the SNOBOL series of lan­
guages , and eventual ly found SPITBOL to be the most suitable language for our 
use , where someone else might have remained with PL/l or assembly language . We 
were , in fact,  instrumental in getting SPITBOL installed at this computing 
c entre.  This choice ,  in  turn,  strongly influenced the development of  our pro­
grammes . Our file structures and file management however remain of the most 
e lementary sort availab le on the 370 computer system. As a consequence , when a 
dictionary tape i s  processed by our programmes , as when it is edited or printed 
out , it must be processed in i ts entirety , and sequentially , from beginning to 
end . For small dictionaries this constraint has not been intolerab le , but for 
much larger one s ,  say those containing tens o f  thousands or hundreds of thousands 
of entries ,  our present mode o f  operation would be extremely cumbersome i f  not 
completely impractical . 
We also were inc lined to use available systems whenever possibl e .  We 
checked the available tape editing programmes which come with most computer 
system s ,  but finding them too inflexible for our purposes we wrote our own (see 
3 . 2 . ) . However , for reasons mentioned above we hesitated to write our own 
editing system for time- sharing use even thouqh the existing system was ,  for our 
purposes , severely restricted ( see TIME-SHARING, above) . We have instead resigned 
ourselves to l iving with the existing on-line editing system and , when necessary , 
j uggling large numbers of small file s .  For sorting we could rely on the 
efficient Sort/Merge facility of the computer system. To permit alphabetical 
ordering different from that of the machine we developed a strategy for gener­
ating multi-level keys , which we called ' sort handles ' ,  preparatory to sorting . 
This method relied on famil iar string-hand ling techniques ,  those for which the 
SNOBOL languages are admirably well suited , while still taking advantage of the 
efficiency of the Sort/Merge programmes .  I t  did not require either meddl ing 
with the sort programmes or writing our own . It has in fact turned out to be a 
very versatile technique ( see 3 . 6 . ) .  
Though we were in favour of using existing systems as much as possibl e ,  we 
stopped short of importing and installing , on our own , large systems developed 
elsewhere for file maintenance and retrieval , because of the difficulty of 
obtaining suffic ient information to evaluate them and because of the suspicion , 
based on past experience , that by the time an imported system is successfully 
installed and learned one could have written one ' s  own more directly applicable 
system .  I n  retrospect this seems to have been the right decision . 
We also had high hopes initially for time-sharing in dictionary processing , 
and actively sought to have a system installed here . When a general-purpose 
system was finally operational , however , various impediments , as noted above , 
prevented the real isation of its full potential for dictionary processing . In 
the meantime we have taken advantage of the system for less demanding , but 
nevertheless quite significant , uses . 
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3 .  DEVELOPMENT OF NEEDS AND OF PROq�MME SXSTEMS 
The data processing needs of the lexicographers , and the system designers ' 
responses to them formed the substance of the ' fieldwork ' experience .  We have 
divided these needs into several c lasses and wil l  discuss them in chrQnological 
order . 
3 . 1 .  Informati on structure 
Before information can be encoded ( e . g .  keypunched) for computer processing, 
conventions must be established for signalling the structure of the information . 
In punching a dictionary onto cards , for instance , conventions are needed to 
differentiate the entries one from another , and to signal the different parts. 0:1; 
an entry (headword , definition , etc . ) .  Developing such conventions , or data 
formats , for increasingly complex dictionary entries has been one of our central 
concerns , since the actual programme.s mus.t be designed around thes.e conventions .. 
The first dictionary to be processed here had a very simple structure . It 
was the Maranao (MRO) -Eng . dictionary , punched in 1965 .  Each entry cons.is.ted 
of a headword and one or more Eng . words or phrases. which served as. definitions., 
with , in some instances , illustrative sentences . The conventions. for punching 
were as follows : Each entry began on a new card , the headword s.tarting in 
column 1 and followed on the same card by the definitions . Each definition was 
prefixed with an asterisk , which served to separate it from the previous defi­
nition or from the headword , as wel l  as to mark the Eng . words to be extracted 
by a programme to make an Eng . -MRO finderlist . A typical card in this. format 
would have looked like this : 
KAKEP *METAL STRIP USED FOR BINDING*GO NEAR*SURROUND*ENCLOSURE*CLOSE 
I llustrative sentences were kept in a separate file from the definitions . The 
headword was again punched on a card , but this time it was followed by the illus­
trative sentences , e . g . , 
KAKEP/ ( l )  KAKEPEN KA ON SO PINTOQ . CLOSE THE DOOR .  ( 2 )  SO MANGA* 
* KAKEP 0 BARUIL NA OADIA . THE BANDS OF THE BARREL ARE MADE OF* 
* STEEL.  
The stars at the ends and beginnings of cards were a means of indicating 
continuation of an item onto additional cards . This convention was also used 
for continuation of definitions . These two files were kept on two tapes in the 
same form in which they were punched , and they were sorted together before pub­
lication . 
Keypunching o f  the Marshallese (MRS) and Chamorro ( CHA) dictionaries began 
in 1966-67 . Unlike the MRO dictionary proj ect , these two proj ects had publi­
cation only as a very remote goal . Rather , the authors wished to have a computer­
readable file for the lexical data that they had accumulated on slips over a 
number of years . The file was to be further revised and expanded indefinitely . 
They needed flexible conventions which would allow them to enter diverse types of 
information ( e . g . , etymology , variant forms , part of speech , definition , illus­
trative sentences , etc . )  for each lexical entry and which would allow addition 
of new types of information in the future . These were therefore to be ' lexical 
files ' rather than dictionaries .  An actual dictionary for publication migh t ,  we 
envisioned , someday be extracted from the information accumulated in such a file . 
In the meantime it could continue to grow and could be used as a research and 
teaching resource . 
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For a number of reasons we decided to start with a punched card oriented 
system rather than with one that depended on the use of tape and hence the com­
puter . The file would be kept on punched cards in boxes , corrections would be 
made by punching new cards and manually substituting them for the old cards , and 
new entries would be manually inserted in the proper alphabetical position in 
the boxes .  The cards could be printed out on paper by the IBM 407 Accounting 
Machine - a noisy electro-mechanical monster that in those days still inhabited 
most computing centres . If the cards should be dropped or otherwise disordered , 
or if a batch of newly punched entries had to be alphabetised , they could be 
physically sorted on another electro-mechanical device , the model 83 sorter . A 
set of sorted new entries could be merged with the main file by using a third , 
now obsolete , machine , the model 87 collator . 
This decision stemmed partly from a belief that being able to handle one ' s  
own data cards would restore some of the traditional flavour of being c lose to 
one ' s  data that was lost through mechanical processing . Using a punched card 
file , the l inguist could always have physical control of the data , could himself 
perform , manually and on the machines , the ordinary operations such as updating , 
sorting , and listing , and would only depend on a programmer and on the computer 
for more special ised processing . Since the volume of data and of activity on 
the two dictionaries was then rather low and the future course of the proj ects 
was not at all c lear , such a humble technological beginning was , we felt , tol­
erable and appropriate . Only as definite limitations were felt would we seek 
or develop more powerful techniques .  Furthermore , the computer in those days 
was not , as noted earlier , particularly accessible , and would not have sayed a 
small project very much time . 
As a consequence of this decision , the card format had to satisfy a number 
of conditions besides being easy to punch in : 
1 )  A simple listing (print-out) , made on the 407 , of the cards as punched 
should be relatively readable and usable - that is , no formatting programme 
should be required for j ust getting a print-out . 
. 2 )  Each card should carry on it all the information necessary to determine 
uniquely its proper place in the file . This information would ensure that cards 
removed from the file or misfiled could be properly replaced . It would also 
permit mechanical sorting of the cards . 
3 )  The format should be flexible enough to accommodate varied type s of 
information and varying amounts of information in each entry . 
(The MRO format had not been designed to satisfy any of these requirements . )  
Requirement 2 could be satisfied by punching a unique serial number on each 
card , but this would have made it next to impossible to expand or insert entries . 
Giving each entry a serial number would be simi larly constraining . But since 
the headword of an entry had to be punched anyway , and the entries were to be 
kept in alphabetical order by headword , we decided to use the headword , dupli­
cated into a special field on every card of an entry , as the main sequencing 
field of the file . A fixed- length field of 18 columns ( columns 3 through 20 
on the card) was ass igned for this purpose . There was a provision for longer 
headwords but only their first 18 characters would be significant . When two 
headwords were spelled exactly alike , we required them to be disambiguated by 
suffixation of numerals following a dol lar sign , e . g . , $ 1 ,  $ 2 ,  etc . We called 
these ' subscripts ' in anticipation of their typographic realisation in a future 
book . An additional field of two columns ( columns 1 and 2 ) , of which. usually 
only the first was punched , was used to subsequence the cards within an entry . 
This field and the headword field together satisfied requirement 2 .  
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Each type of information was punched on a separate card or group of cards 
in columns 21 through 80 ,  and the contents of the subsequencing field , usually 
a single letter , assumed the additional duty of identifying the type of infor­
mation on the card . For each dictionary the linguist assigned a letter or block 
of letters from the alphabet to each type of information that might be entered 
into the dictionary . Thus B might signal grammatical information ; E etymological 
information ; G through L definitions , which might need several cards ; s imilarly 
Q through U for illustration sentences ;  and so on . These letters or blocks of 
letters , assigned to signal different types of information , were known as ' bands ' 
because they corresponded to horizontal strips in the print-out of an entry ( see 
example below ) . (This term contrasted with ' fields ' ,  which are vertical , or 
columnar , divis ions such as the two-column subsequence field or the headword 
field . )  Each information type then also came to be known as a ' band ' , as did 
the actual contents of such a strip in a particular entry. Each dictionary 
compiler was free to divide up the alphabet and assign bands in whatever way he 
chose , perhaps leaving certain letters unassigned in anticipation of possible 
future addition of new types of information . In practice it was not hard to 
become accustomed to what the different letters stood for in one ' s  own dictionary . 
Not every band , of course , needed to be present in every entry : i f  there 
were no i llustrative sentences in an entry there would be no cards punched for 
that band . Adding or changing material in a band that was already punched 
involved punching entire new cards to replace one or more of the old ones . When 
this resulted in having to insert additional cards between existing ones in a 
band , the additional cards could be punched with a 1 ,  2 ,  etc . in the second 
column of the subsequence field : M ,  Ml , M2 , etc . all came before N .  The two­
column subsequence field thus served both to sequence the cards within an entry 
and to encode the type of information that was on the card . That is , it helped 
to satisfy requirement 2 and at the same time provided the f lexibility of 
requirement 3 .  
Two MRS entries might have looked like this ,  as listed on the 407 : 
B DA"PDE ' P  
H DA"PDE ' P  
HIDA"PDE ' P  
N DA"PDE ' P  
o DA"PDE ' P  
R DA"PDE ' P  
S DA"PDE ' P  
T DA"PDE ' P  
B DDE ' B  
D DDE ' B  
H DDE ' B  
HIDDE ' B  
N DDE ' B  
o DDE ' B  
DRABDREB 
1 ( - 1 ) , 2 ( INF , TR DA"PIJ ) , 3 ,  5 (DA"PDIPIJ ) , 7 ,  8 ,  
1 0  (DA"P IJEK) 
*HOLD ; *GRIP;  *RESIST; *CLASP ; *CONTROL ; *KEEP ; 
*LINGER; *MAINTAIN; *NEGATIVE ; *RETAIN; *ADHERE 
#KATE EOK DA"PDE ' P  BWE WA IN EJ BUUL ' . ' DO YOUR 
BEST TO HOLD ON BECAUSE THIS VEHICLE IS  GOING F 
AST . ' 
DREDRO"B (RAT . )  EDDRO"B (RAL . ) 
W :  YE ' DDE ' B ,  E :  DE ' DE ' B  
1 (- 1 ) , 2 ( INF , TR DIBO"J ) , 3 ,  4 ,  5 (DIBDIBO"J )  , 7 ,  
8 
*HUSK *COCONUTS ; *PIERCE WITH *HUSKING STICK OR 
*SPEAR; *JABBING 
The two headwords in this example are DA"PDE ' P  and DDE ' B .  The bands are as 
follows : B ,  old MRS spelling of the word ; D ,  dialectal variants (only the second 
entry in this example has this band ) ; H ,  derivational information ; N through Q ,  
definitions;  R through T ,  illustrative sentences . 
Cards were easy to punch in this format and the listing was reasonably 
readable , i . e . , requirement 1 was at least not grossly violated , especially if 
the print-out was double-spaced . Nevertheless we soon did write a simpJ e print­
out programme that could optionally be used,  to perform a few formatting functions 
such as skipping a l ine between entrie s ,  suppressing the repeated h eadword field , 
n'umbering pages , etc . 
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Afterwards , when these dictionaries grew so large that they had to be com­
mitted to tape , this card-oriented format was retained . Each ' record ' on tape 
corresponded to one 80-column card . Such a tape file is known as a ' card-image ' 
file . Even though on tape there was no danger of cards , or records , being 
dropped , the sortability criterion was still relevant : requirement 2 is just 
as necessary for sorting by computer as for sorting on the 83 machine . The 
format was retained also so that the finderlist and other programmes that had 
by then been written would not have to be rewritten, but could be used for both 
card and tape files . 
The Nukuoro (NUK) dictionary was keypunched beginning in 1966 . Due to its 
size it was immediately transferred to tape rather than kept on cards . It had 
different inf01TIation structure requirements from the MRS and CHA dictionaries . 
While the number of different bands (types of information) was small and fixed , 
the entire file had to be sortable not only by headword but also by root . Each 
headword was affiliated with one or more roots through different derivational 
relationships . Thu s ,  while requirement 3 could be relaxed , requirement 2 was 
compounded . 
The purposes of putting this dictionary on the computer were also different 
from those for computerising the previous two dictionaries .  The NUK dictionary 
was already approaching its proj ected size before it was keypunched . I t  was now 
proposed to refine some of the definitions and to complete some of the deri­
vational sets with the aid of computer. print-outs and an informant , as well as to 
generate a finderlist . The prospect for indefinite growth that characterised 
planning for the previous two dictionaries was absent . 
Although the NUK entries could have been distorted to fit the band format 
and then been reconstructed , by special programmes , for sorting and printing , 
we designed a new format in order to minimise such programming . The format was 
however convenient neither for keypunching nor for editing ; it was convenient 
for sorting . Data on tape in this format could be sorted directl y ,  in either o f  
the required orders . The following example shows a few entries i n  an approxi­
mation of this format : 
GANO/A B GANNUI A 1 THE GELATINOUS LAYER IN 
GANO/A B GANNUI A f THE KERNEL OF THE IMMATURE 
GANO/A B GANNUI A 3 COCONUT 
NUI $ l  XCO GANNUI A 1 THE GELATINOUS LAYER IN 
NUI $ l  XCO GANNUI A 2 THE KERNEL OF THE IMMATURE 
NUI $ l  XCO GANNUI A 3 COCONUT 
GAO R GAOGAO NL 1 SIDE OF ; THE PART SURROUNDI 
GAO R GAOGAO NL 2 NG; ENVIRONS OF ; SIDE OF 
GAO R GAO GAO NL 3 THE ABDOMEN 
The fields are , from left to right,  1 ) roo t ,  2 )  derivation type code (which 
gives the morphological relationship between the headword and the root ) , , 3 ) 
headword ,  4 )  word class code , 5 )  sequence number , 6 )  definition . The sequence 
numbers were necessary to keep the continuation cards in order during sorting . 
This example shows that the headword GANNUI has affiliations to two roots , GANO/A 
and NUI $ l ,  in the relationships B and XCO respectively . Its word class , A ,  and 
definition , contained on three cards due to the shortness of the definition 
field , are replicated , one set for each root . 
This excerpt is in order by headword ( sorted by fields 3 ,  1 ,  and 5 ) . I f  the 
file were reordered by the roots ( sorted by fields 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  and 5 ) , these two 
sets of records for GANNUI would appear in two separate places in the printout 
because the roots GANO/A and NUI $ l  would have been sorted apart . A third poss-
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ible way to sort this fil e  would be by word class code ( sorting on fields 4 ,  3 ,  
5 ) , giving a list classified by word class . 
After sorting in any o f  these ways the file was formatted for printing by 
simple programmes ( requirement 1 ,  direct readability ,  is not wel l  satisfied by 
the above format) . In return for the convenience of direct sortability of the 
file in al l these ways , punching of the original and correction cards was made 
more difficul t .  This was due to the rigid data format ,  the short definition 
field requiring frequent continuation cards , and the consequent necessity o f  
entering multiple copies o f  data o r  corrections wherever the same information 
was duplicated ( and in some cases repeated three or four times ) . However we 
thought that thi s  was an acceptable inconvenience for a dictionary that was going 
to be entered only once from beginning to end with probably very few corrections 
to be made afterwards . 
In actual fact , the editing o f  the dictionary continued over several years , 
spurred on by computer-aided checking o f  the kinds described in 3 . 7 . The 
format had to be drastically revised twice , and the programmes rewritten ( in 
PL/l) , to faci litate this proces s . Even so , work on the dictionary was in cer­
tain respects curtailed or discouraged because of time and expense .  In the 
revised format redundant information was not stored on tape - requirement 2 was 
abandoned .  Each field (headword , root ,  etc . )  of an entry was s tored only once . 
Instead, a special set o f  subprogrammes was written to convert between the dif­
ferent formats used for tape storage , card punching , sorting , processing within 
the computer ,  and printing . Thus by calling on the appropriate subprogrammes 
a tape for sorting satisfying requirement 2 could be reconstructed any time it 
was necessary to do any sorting , and entries to be edited could be converted 
into the processing format as they were read into the computer from tape , etc . 
Later the similarly structured but smaller Kapingamarangi (KAP) dictionary 
was cast in the same scheme and processed in about two years ' time ( from 19 71 
to 1973 ) . Since then thi s data format has not been used because no dictionary 
of a language so derivationally rich as these two Polynesian outliers has since 
been processed . 
Meanwhil e ,  the Bontok ( BON) dictionary , already coll ected in two large 
typescript volumes , was being keypunched ,  beginning in 19 70 . The purpose of 
computer ising thi s dict ionary seemed to be similar to that of computerising the 
NUK dictionary : a final stage of expansion with the help of an informant , finder­
list generation , and editing for publication . It too was committed , due to its 
initial size , to tape right from the beginning . But the structural requirements 
seemed at first to be pretty well met by the old band format . A few entries 
did , however , present a minor problem. When a word could be used both as a 
noun and as a verb for instance , the entry for the word would have to contain 
two sets of bands , each set containing , say , a part-of-speech band , a definition 
band , and an illustrative sentence band . To accommodate the two sets of bands 
by repeating the band letters in the same entry (e . g . A G L P A G L P) would 
have destroyed the useful sequencing property , within an entry , of the band 
letters (part of requirement 2 ) . On the other hand , renaming the second set 
with l etters coming later in the alphabet ( e . g .  Q S U Y )  would have degraded the 
mnemonic value of the l etters and would have required modi fications in some o f  
the programmes . Furthermore , the alphabet would have been hard pressed to 
accommodate a third or fourth set of band letters . I t  was evident that in order 
to stay within the old framework we would have to make two separate entries for 
the same headword . But they would have to be kept apart , during sorting and 
other processing , in some way . We adopted the convention that in the first 
entry the headword would be suffixed with ' (A ' and in the second ' ( B ' . When 
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the file was sorted these suffixes kept the two ' entries ' separated but next to 
each other in the proper order , and in the printout they signalled to the reader 
that the ' entries ' belonged together .  These ' entries '  correspond to what were 
later to be known as different ' modes ' of a single entry ( see end of 3 . 1 . , the 
Palauan (PAL) example ) .  
Another structural requirement that surfaced later in the BON dictionary 
was not so easily resolved within the old framework . Thi s  was the problem of 
handling subentries . These are entries whi ch do not appear in their proper 
alphabetical order in the file but rather under the entry for the main word from 
which they are derived . We could find no way to punch subentries in the old 
format without abandoning requirement 2 ,  that the file as keypunched should be 
sortable .  At that time this requirement was also being assailed by the emerging 
need to sort dictionaries in orders other than the machine alphabetical order 
( see 3 . 6 . ) . With this background , the problem of proper ordering o f  subentries 
was seen as part of the general need for ' unusual ' ordering of entries , for 
which we already had a strategy , rather than as one requiring expansion of the 
data format . Abandoning requirement 2 ,  then , we adopted the fol lowing convention . 
A subentry would be punched in the same way as a normal entry , except that it 
would have a special ' root ' band, labelled by ' $ '  instead of a l etter , and in 
this band would be entered the root word under which the subentry was to appear . 
With this convention a subentry for the word PATAY , a derivative of ETEY , might 
have looked like thi s :  
$ PATEY 
G PATEY 
M PATEY 
ETEY 
+v 
TO BE EXTREMELY PAINFUL 
To prepare a file for sorting, a programme would find every subentry , which 
was marked by having the $ band , and place a copy of the root followed by a copy 
o f  the headword of the subentry (e . g .  ETEY PATEY) in a new fi eld ,  call ed the 
' sort handle ' . Thi s  field was added to the 80-character card image records on 
tape.  ( Records on tape are not restricted to 80 characters in length . )  I f  an 
entry was not a subentry , the headword alone would be copied into this field . 
Thus the entry for the root word ETEY and the subentries for the derived words 
P ' ATAY and PATEY would be assigned sort handles as follows : 
headword 
ETEY 
P ' ATAY 
PATEY 
handle 
ETEY 
ETEY P ' ATAY 
ETEY PATEY 
Sorting by the handle field instead o f  the headword field caused the subentries 
to follow immediately the root word ETEY rather than to come somewhere in the 
P ' s .  
The following i s  an example o f  such a compound BON entry . It  also i llus­
trates the use of (A ' s  and ( B ' s .  It is  shown with the minor formatting provided 
by the tape printout programme : serial numbers are attached and the headword 
appears only on the first line of an individual entry ; its repetitions on all 
subsequent l ines are suppressed ; a blank line is  inserted between entries . 
2685 G ETEY (A +N , (GEN) 
M * DEATH 
P NG ' AAG NAN ETEY SI KANKANAN . " IT I S  BAD TO 
Q BE TALKING ABOUT DEATH . "  
2686 G ETEY (B +v, P .  P :  NA- (NATEY) . 
M TO *DI E ;  *DEAD 
2687 $ 
G 
M 
N 
2688 $ 
G 
Gl 
M 
N 
0 
2689 $ 
G 
M 
P 
P ' ATAY 
PATEY (A 
PATEY ( B  
ETEY 
+N 
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ANY *SACRIFICE PERFORMED ON BEHALF O F  THE 
VILLAGE 
ETEY 
+V , A B I .  A ;  IN-/-OM- ( +REV) , B :  -EN 
( PATAYEN) , I :  1 - .  
TO *KILL ; TO *EXTINGUISH O R  PUT OUT , AS A 
FIRE OR A LIGHT ; TO TURN OFF , AS A RADIO OR 
A MOTOR. SEE : ' ADEP ( A) . 
ETEY 
+V, A .  A :  -OM- ( +REV) . 
TO BE EXTREMELY *PAINFUL 
POMALEY NAN ' OIDK . "MY HEAD IS KILLING ME . "  
The main entry in this example i s  ETEY , with its two parts o f  speech , noun and 
verb , distinguished with (A and (B after the headword . Grammatical information 
such as part-of-speech is recorded in the G band . Below these two entries is a 
subentry for the derived word P ' ATAY , in whose $ band appears the root word , 
ETEY . Finally there i s  another subentry , for the derived word PATEY , which also 
has two parts of speech and hence appears as two entries . Each of these also 
contains a $ band referring to ETEY . 
As subentries became more numerous , the arti fice o f  adding the root in the 
sort handle often interfered with the (A ' s  and ( B ' s ,  causing entries to be 
sorted into the wrong order . The individual ' entries ' in the above example were 
in fact once sorted wrongly ,  though they are shown here in the correct order . 
With some careful adjustment o f  the sort-handle generation programme this prob­
lem was corrected . The proper place for words with subscripts (the $ l ' s  and 
$ 2 ' s  used to disambiguate homonyms ) in all thi s had also to be attended to by 
adj usting the sort handle .  Nevertheless the need for these added complexities 
was just one o f  the many indications beginning to appear ,  that we were definitely 
outgrowing the system . However by then the BON dictionary was nearing com­
pletion , and none of the other band format dictionaries , including the new ones 
(Yapese ( YAP) , Kosraean ( Kusaeian) ( KSR) , Mokilese (MOK) , and Ponapean ( PNP» 
that had been initiated during 19 7 1  and 1972 , seemed to need these features . 
Furthermore , we thought (wrongly as it developed) that there would be no further 
dictionaries to be processed , and since we were busy writing other special pro­
grammes for those currently active , we looked no further . 
During 1971-72 preparations were being made to commit the large Trukese 
(TRK) dictionary file to computer storage for further processing and expansion . 
The structure of entries in this file was a little more complicated than that o f  
the BON entries . Each word could have two or more ' tense-modes ' and within 
each tense-mode there could be two or more ' senses ' .  Bands would have to be 
repeatable for each different tense-mode as well as for each sense . Certain 
bands at the beginning of the entry would need to be shared by all the tense­
modes in the entries : they would not be assigned to any single tense-mode . To 
accommodate these structural requirements by further bending the old band format 
in the way we had done for BON would have been extremely awkward . The only 
solution was to design a new format for TRK .  
I n  this new format , the letters that label led the bands were prefixed with 
numerals to indicate the l evel and sequencing of the tense-modes .  We made no 
attempt to keep the requirement of sortability of the file ( requirement 2) and 
abandoned the headword field . Instead of being repeated on each l ine , the 
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headword was assigned its own band, labelled with a blank instead o f  a l etter , 
and positioned at the beginning o f  the entry . Since this dictionary , instead of 
being keypunched,  was being entered from a terminal directly into computer (disc)  
storage , where there was no question of cards being mi sfiled, the headword as a 
field on each record was neither needed nor ,  for ease of typing , desirable . The 
format was easy for the typist , and was not too hard to read ( requirement 1 )  so 
that no special print-out programme was needed , at least for routine proofreading 
purposes . Addition of new types of information was not anticipated ,  so require­
ment 3 was not critical . Since the process of entering and proofreading thi s  
massive dictionary was to be a long-term pro j ect i n  itse l f ,  we were little 
concerned with the fact that none of our programmes for ' standard ' band format 
files could be us ed on it . Programmes for this dictionary would not be needed 
until some indefinite time in the future . 
Following is an example o f  a TRK entry , as typed in upper and lower case : 
arakak 
c 3 
e arakaka 
1 n .  (T3)  
lla *ringworm and simi lar skin *diseases ; 
llf  ef=ew a .  l one r . ; 
llg arakakan I his r . ; 
l li arakaken cuuk I Trukese r . ; 
l2a * candle *bush ( *%Cassia alata l ) ;  
12d [ the po�ded l eaves are-used as medicine for ringworm 
12d and prickly heat . ] 
2 vi . 
2 1a have ringworm; 
2 1i Raa a .  I They have ringworm . ;  
The band names , singl e l etters , are in the third column , preceded by di gits for 
tense-modes and senses . The headword band and the tense-mode band it.self ( the 
first band o f  each tense-mode) have blanks instead o f  letter names . The body 
o f  each band begins in the fi fth column , separated from the band names by a 
blank column for readability .  The headword o f  this entry is a rakak , appearing 
in the body of the headword band ( first line in exampl e) . There are two tense­
modes , n .  and vi . ,  and the firs t  tense-mode has two senses , 'ringworm etc. ' and 
'candLe bush etc. ' Bands c and e ( derivational class and root form) as well as 
the headword band belong to the entire entry and not to any of these subdivisions , 
so are not prefixed with any numerals . 
The necessity of designing a special format for the TRK dictionary was 
another indication that the old band format was not sufficiently general . Other 
aspects of the system of programmes were also proving inadequate . Furthermore , 
the MOK dictionary was beginning to acquire subentries , and the KSR dictionary 
to acquire modes . When it appeared , in 19 7 3 ,  that more dictionaries were defi ­
nately about to be computeri sed , we decided to design a more general format , and 
write new programmes for i t ,  that would accommodate in one system as many of the 
requirements so far encountered as possible ,  whil e  seeking simpli fication in 
generali sation . This decision was aided by the hardware and software improvements 
described in section 2 . 2 .  
The new format that evolved during 1973- 74 after initial trials with the 
CHA, Woleaian ( WOL) , and PAL dictionaries can accommodate entries with more 
compl ex structures than heretofore encountered . An entry may now have multipl e 
' modes ' such as the tense-modes in the TRK dictionary and the BON entries with 
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(A ' s  and (B ' s .  Modes may be nested to any depth : the TRK dictionary required 
only two levels , but the new format accommodates any number .  TheLe may be 
subentries , such as those in the BON dictionary , and each may have within it as 
much internal mode structure as a main entry . There may be subentries to any 
depth . Bands are no longer label led by single l etters or blocks of single l et­
ters . A band name may be made up of any short convenient string o f  letters ( e . g .  
ETYM , DEF , or SYN) . There may b e  more than one occurrence o f  a given band . I f  
for instance there are three example sentences i n  an entry , each can be placed 
in a separate band labelled ,  say , S X .  
The following two entries from the PAL dictionary , for the words 
o l tobedechu ' r and recho ' r ech , illustrate some details o f  how these structural 
features are keypunched or typed at a terminal . The period in the first column 
signal s  the beginning o f  an entry ; two periods signal the beginning o f  a subentry . 
There are two subentries ( for the derived words rec he reche ' 1 and me recho ' rech)  
under the second main entry ( recho ' rech ) . Deeper subentries would be flagged by 
correspondingly more periods . The digits enumerate modes , and multiple digits 
(which do not occur in this example , but would look l ike those in the TRK example )  
indicate deeper nesting o f  the modes . . The band name follows the periods o r  
digits . Then , after a few spaces comes the body , o r  the information portion , 
of the band . A continuation line would have column 1 blank . The influence o f  
the TRK format is evident but a l l  vestiges o f  fixed fields have now disappeared , 
and headwords get a full-fledged band name . 
. hw 
rna 
lps 
ldf 
2ps 
2df 
cf 
sx 
. hw 
ps 
df 
. .  hw 
ps 
. .  hw 
lps 
ldf 
2ps 
2df 
3ps 
3df 
oltobedechu ' r  
oltobed a chur 
v . s .  
* comical ;  * funny ; * laughter-provoking 
n .  
*joke 
chur$ l ,  oltobed 
Ng kmal mle oltobedechur a nglikir . I Their dance was very comical . 
recho ' rech 
n .  
*stealing ; *theft ; *robbery ; *selfishness 
rechereche ' l  
n . poss . 
merecho ' rech 
v . t .  
steal (including wi fe , girlfriend, etc . ) ; rob 
v . s .  
sel fish 
n .  
thief 
Thi s input format was designed to be easy to keypunch or type in , but is  
the l east readable o f  all the formats . Requirement 1 has been relaxed beyond 
recognition . For printing therefore , a programme was written which inserts 
indentations and blank lines to highlight the structure of the entry for the 
reader , producing what is  known as an L-format (listing format) print-out , whi.ch 
i s  quite readable after some getting used to : 
. hw oltobedechu ' r  
rna oltobed a chur 
lps v . S .  
ldf *comi cal ; * funny ; *laughter-provoking 
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2ps n .  
2df * j oke 
cf chur$l , oltobed 
sx Ng kmal mle oltobedechur a ngliker . I Their dance was 
very comi cal . 
• hw recho ' rech 
ps n .  
d f  * stealing; *theft ; *robbery ; *sel fishness 
. •  hw rechereche ' l  
ps n . poss • 
. •  hw merecho ' rech 
lps v . t .  
ldf steal ( including wi fe , girlfriend , etc . ) ; rob 
2ps v . s .  
2df selfish 
3ps n .  
3df thief 
Requirement 2 ( direct sortability) has also been abandoned . Programmes are 
needed to generate and attach sort handles to the entries before any sorting can 
be done . However ,  since many small dictionaries are still kept on punched cards 
rather than on tape , and even most of those on tape depend on punched cards for 
input , the capability of properly replacing any card in a punched-card fi le is  
sti l l  desirable . Some keypunchers feel thi s  need more than others . We have put 
thi s  capability back into the punched-card format by allowing (but not requiring) 
a fixed-length field,  of whatever length the keypuncher wishe s , at the beginning 
of the card , into whi ch may be punched any desired sequencing or identi fying 
information - a serial number , headword , part of a headword plus seri al number , 
etc . Thi s  field is ignored by the programmes . It is there only for the key­
puncher ' s  security . I t  i s  only a part o f  the card format and not , as the head­
word field used to be , a part of the information structure i tsel f .  
Requiremen� 3 ( flexibility) has , on the other hand, been vastly expanded . 
Band names need no longer be limited to s ingl e  l etters , and as a consequence of 
l i fting requirement 2 from band names they need no longer appear in alphabetical 
order in an entry , and may even be repeated . Modes and subentries ,  each of 
which may be ne sted to any depth , provide new dimensions of flexibility . 
The WOL , PAL , and Itawis ( ITW) ( a  Phi lippine language) di ctionaries were 
the first to be entered directly in this format , in 19 7 3-74 , followed by the 
dictionary of Thompson , an Amerindian language of the Pacific North-west . The 
others still active when thi s  format was implemented were converted during the 
following year from the old format : KSR ,  MRS ,  PNP ,  MOK ,  YAP . After it had been 
compl etely entered in the original format , the TRK dictionary too was converte d ,  
i n  19 76 . Some dozen other dictionaries have been comfortably accommodated in 
this format . 
A striking aspect o f  the dictionary projects was the reliance on the print­
out i tself - the paper on which it i s  printed - as the principal medium on 
whi ch field data was gathered by the lexicographer . In most other computer 
applications a print-out is mainly consulted for the information it contains . 
But with the dictionary projects the print-out was used as much for writing on 
as for reading . Hence the physical characteristics of the print-out - quality 
and size o f  paper , type o f  binding , distribution of blank space on the paper , 
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etc. took on an unaccustomed prominence . The sparse print-out format is partly 
a response to thi s  need . The programme can be instructed to leave even more 
blank space . It i s  not uncommon to hear requests for triple or quadruple spaced 
print-outs . 
3 . 2 .  Edi ti ng 
After storage and listing , the next most necessary faci lity for an active 
lexi cal file is an easy way to make changes to the fi l e .  I f  changes are extensive 
one might do better to repunch the entire fil e .  This was in fact done for the 
MRS and CHA dictionaries whi le they were st ill on cards , after new fieldwork 
had resulted in a large amount of revi sion . For MRS , new band assignments were 
made and the system of transcription was change d .  
More often however only relatively small revisions had to be made to a file . 
Revising a file stored on tape or cards is known as updating or editing . To 
update a punched card file , individual cards can be replaced with new 
cards . A tape file can be updated in a similar way , except that the replacement 
of individual records in the tape file must be done by a programme . The MRO 
tape was edited in this way , using serial numbers to identify the records to be 
replaced . (The programme actually sorted the new records in with the old accord­
ing to serial number , and then deleted those old records that fell next to the 
new ones . )  
The NUK file was at first edited in a similar way , by replacing entire 
records , redundant fields and all ,  on tape . After the non-redundant storage 
system was adopted , a n ew editing programme was written in PL/l whi ch allowed the 
user to address particular fields ( e . g .  headword , word class code , root , etc . )  
to be replaced in an entry . The definition however was often still spread over 
a number of fixed length fields , and to edit such a definition one had o ften to 
edit two or more of these fields . The resulting inconvenience and possibility 
o f  introducing errors partly accounts for the preponderance o f  short definitions 
in that dictionary . 
When the first band format dictionaries (MRS and CHA) were put on tape an 
editing programme was written in Fortran that was oriented specifically to thi s  
format . Since the headword was repeated on each record of an entry , the pro­
gramme was designed to permit the headword to be edited independently o f  the 
rest of the entry . An edit instruction gave either a replacement headword for 
an entry or a replacement for the body of a record ( columns 2 1-80 ) in a particu� 
lar entry . The location of the entry in which the replacement was to take place 
was specified by punching the serial number of the entry (entries were assigned 
serial numbers when placed on tape ) , and an individual record within an entry 
was located by punching , in addition , the one or two character subsequence (band 
name) fiel d  of the record . We could have chosen to use headwords rather than 
serial numbers for addressing entries but reasoned that a three or four digit 
number was easier to punch and l ess prone to error than a long word in a l anguage 
perhaps unfamil iar to the keypuncher .  Also , if two entries , by mistake , had 
the same headword , there would have been no way to distinguish them . 
Both thi s  and the MRO system of editing , as well as the systems used on the 
NUK dictionary , had the disadvantage that , in order to change anything in a 
record or field the entire record or field had to be repunched , and if the 
revised material spilled over the end of the record or field , either a continu­
ation record had to be inserted to take the overflow or an existing continuation 
record had to be revised . As far as the amount of keypunching and the possi-
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bility of introducing additional errors were concerned , these systems were little 
better than manual filing in a punched card file . Only the job of hunting 
through a file and replacing cards was turned over to the computer . Nevertheless , 
nothing better was available for several years until the new system of programmes 
was adopted ,  even though an experimental editing programme was written and tried 
out on the CHA dictionary . 
The editing programme developed for the new system used a contextual s cheme 
for specifying changes . The decision to use thi s  scheme was based on three 
real isations : 
1 )  One should be abl e  to instruct the programme to replace only some 
specified portion o f  the material in an entry without having to repunch an entire 
record or fiel d .  
2 )  The unit within which this portion is speci fied should not be a record 
but an entire band - that i s ,  such a portion would never straddle two bands but 
might indeed often cut across a record boundary . 
3 )  The user should not have to worry about record boundaries at all when 
making changes to material in a band . Records are arbitrary units o f  storage , 
and need not correspond to the units o f  information that the user is interested 
i n .  
These considerations l ed to the conclusion that an entire band , however 
long or short , should ,  for editing purposes , be considered as a singl e uni t ,  
which we called a ' paragraph ' ,  no matter how i t  was stored . The band label 
should be an integral part of the paragraph . Any material in the paragraph 
should be editable merely by referring to the serial number ,  or other identifier , 
o f  the paragraph and by further specifying enough of the context within the 
paragraph . In the notation developed for the new edit programme , an instruction , 
say , to change SHARK to SHARKS in paragraph 2 4 5 7  ( serial numbers were now given 
to paragraphs instead of to entries or to records) would be punched as follows : 
@2457 . /SHARK//SHARKS/ 
How the paragraph i s  broken up into lines on the print-out or on the original 
punched cards is of no concern to the person punching the edit instructions . 
In fact , on tape each paragraph is stored as a single variable-length record , 
a type of storage that SPITBOL programmes can handle even more simply than 
fixed-l ength records . Only on printing out are the paragraphs broken up as 
necessary to fit on a page . The editing programme can , in fact , be used on any 
file of variable-length records , not only dictionary files . The availability 
of string handling facilities in SPITBOL was especially convenient for writing 
an editing system to meet these new requirements . 
This editing system was a considerable improvement over the old one . I t  
nevertheles s required the error-prone process of punching cards . After each 
edit run the new print-out still had to be carefully proofread against the old 
one on which the corrections had been penci lled .  We had ,  however ,  been exploring 
the possibility of a potentially much better system , namely editing on-line at 
a terminal . Such a system has the advantage that corrections are made in the 
file as soon as they are typed , and the results can be immediately seen . Any 
errors made in the process become immediately evident and can be corrected . 
Another advantage for us is that , at the proper kind of terminal , upper-and-lower 
case material can be edited j ust as easily as all-upper-case material . When TSO 
gradually became more reliable we experimented both with entering and editing 
dictionaries on-line , even before our current system of programmes was designed .  
The final editing passes of the C HA  dictionary , by then converted to upper-and-
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lower case , were made on-line in a minimal ly altered , but still fixed-fiel d ,  band 
format . Editing in this way turned out to be extremely awkward not only because 
of the fixed-length records but also because of the limited size of files that 
could be worked on with the available computer facilities . This limitation meant 
that we had to split the dictionary up into 20 or 30 fil es , and , because of space 
l imitations on disc and the cos t  of storage , bring each of them individually in 
from tape as we were ready to work on it and copy it out to another tape after­
wards , a process that required keeping careful records of the different files 
as wel l  as frequent trips to the computing centre . 
Two other MC dictionaries (TRK and PAL) were entered and edited at the 
terminal , principally b ecause they were already nearly in their final forms and 
editing was to be minimal . The j uggling o f  the large number o f  files into which 
they had to be divided for on-line access continued to be a major headache . 
In sum , the promi se of easy on-line editing of dictionaries has not yet 
materialised,  due largely to the cos t ,  limitations , and unreliability of TSO . 
In the meantime , punching edit cards remains our principal means of entering 
corrections and additions to dictionary files . 
3 . 3 .  Fi nderl i sts 
While information storage and editing faci lities must be part o f  any active 
filing system , the generation of finderlists from dictionaries was the first 
specifically lexicography-related need that the l ingui sts expressed, and one of 
the principal motivations for storing dictionaries in computers . 
There were three proj ects , in fact , which needed the computer only for gen­
erating finderlists from already completed or published dict ionaries .  Two o f  
these (the Eng . -Puluwat ( PUL) and Eng . -Maori (MAO) finderlists ) were begun when 
there already existed a rudimentary system of programmes for generating finder­
lists from band format dictionaries ,  but rather than use these programmes it 
was simpler and more economical to punch each of the dictionaries in a special­
purpose format that could be directly sorted.  The format for the PUL dictionary , 
for instanc e ,  was simplicity itself : 
PWE ' L  BURNED 
PWELE SEA BASS 
PWELE FISH 
PWE ' N- REASON 
PWE ' N- BECAUSE 
PWER VINE 
PWER PLANT 
PWER HOT 
PWER GLOWING 
Note the repetition of the PUL word on several cards when it has multiple 
Eng . glosses . After sorting on the Eng . , the sorted print-out was manually 
edited and augmented with additional Eng . entries , and then typed for publication . 
The Eng . -MAO finderlist,  wi th a more complicated format , was edited and expanded 
into an Eng . -MAO dictionary in Auckland after having been keypunched here . The 
third and much later finderl ist-only pro j ect , for Eng . -Rennellese ( REN) , was 
able to take advantage of the much improved and more flexible finderlist 
programmes described below . 
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To punch a dictionary file which was intertded to serve other purposes than 
the one-time generation o f  a finderlist however ,  the rigid format with one Eng . 
word per card would have been unsuitable . The lexicographers generally wished 
to have these words automatically extracted by the computer from the normally 
phrased definitions in the dictionaries .  Conventions for marking these words , 
and programmes to extract them, were therefore developed .  Thus identification 
and extraction of these ' keywords ' ,  as they were known , became the first of a 
series o f  finderlist-generation tasks the computer was to be asked to perform . 
In the MRO dictionary file for instance , words to be extracted were marked 
with an asterisk , as in the first sample entry in 3 . 1 . ,  repeated here : 
KAKEP *METAL STRIP USED FOR BINDING*GO NEAR*SURROUND*ENCLOSE*CLOSE 
From this entry finderlist entries would be generated whi ch , after alphabetisation 
by Eng . , would give 
CLOSE KAKEP 
ENCLOSURE KAKEP 
GO NEAR KAKEP 
METAL STRIP USED FOR BINDING KAKEP 
SURROUND KAKEP 
The devi ce o f  marking keywords with an asteri sk for extraction into the 
finderlist is still us ed in the present programmes , but many refinements have 
been added since its introduction in the MRO dictionary . One restriction o f  the 
MRO system was that , since the asterisk served also to mark the beginning o f  each 
definition , only the first word of a definition could be made a keyword . The 
word BINDING in the above example could not be starred . If a word within a 
definition was to be marked , the definition had to be turned inside out so that 
that word would appear at the beginning . What should have gone before the word 
was placed after the end of the definition , set off by two hyphens , as in these 
examples : 
AMBAKOL *CROP--BUMPER*CROP--PRIMARY AND UNTOUCHED 
AMBAQ *SLAVE*RANK--LOW SOCIAL 
This awkwardness was partially reduced in the system used for the first band 
format dictionaries ( CHA, MRS ,  BON) and for the NUK dictionarJ .  These programmes 
recognised the period rather than the asterisk as the boundary of definitions . 
The asterisk could then be placed before a non-initial word o f  a definition . 
The programme would extract the text ·up to the next period on the right , and as 
far as ten characters to the l eft , of the asterisk . Identification of the bound­
aries of the definition , now no longer necessarily marked by asterisks , was a 
second task assigned to finderlist-generation programmes . This ten-character 
span to the left was long enough to encompass some of the phrases that mo st com­
monly preceded keywords ,  such as TO , TO BE , CAUSE TO , and A KIND OF . The 
asterisk itself was replaced , in the extracted definition , by a blank . The 
ten-character l imit was merely a function o f  the finderlist print-out format , 
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which had a fixed-width field to the l eft of the keyword , rather than a struc­
tural constraint . It could have been made longer . but seemed to take care of 
most cases . Longer pre-keyword phrases were simply truncated.  With these con­
ventions , the above MRO definitions eould have been phrased more naturally . The 
entries , had they been punched in band format , would have looked l ik e  thi s : 
A AMBAKOL 
A AMBAQ 
BUMPER*CROP . PRIMARY AND UNTOUCHED *CROP . 
*SLAVE . LOW SOCIAL *RANK 
The corresponding finderlist entries generated by the programme would have looked 
l ike this : 
BUMPER CROP 
UNTOUCHED CROP 
LOW SOCIAL RANK 
SLAVE 
AMBAKOL 
AMBAKOL 
AMBAQ 
AMBAQ 
Note that the keywords (CROP , RANK , SLAVE) are alphabetised and vertically 
al igned for ease of scanning , and that ' PRIMARY AND ' has been truncated from the 
left of ' UNTOUCHED CROP ' due to excessive length . 
This print-out format was used for finderli sts generated from the early 
band format dictionaries (MRS , CHA , BON) and NUK . The rigidity of the pre.-keyword 
field soon became annoyingly restrictive , however ,  as authors more frequently 
needed to contort their definitions to protect them from decapitation . Allowing 
a wider pre-keyword field would only have alleviated but not solved the problem . 
There was also the consideration of readabil ity of the output and the efficient 
use of space . With the capabilities of a computer available the finderli st 
should ,  it was felt , be able to look more like a dictionary than a traveller ' s  
list of ready equivalents or a keyword-in-context concordance . The finderlist 
began to be viewed more as a final product and less as a skeleton to be fleshed 
out by the linguist before publication . Hence making a finderlist ' presentable ' 
was a third type of finderlist-related need that developed . 
A format was finally worked out with the authors of the NUK and BON dic­
tionaries which solved the probl em and was to prove more flexible ,  susceptible 
to refinement , and acceptable to all the other dictionary compilers . Its primary 
innovation was to separate the keyword from the definition in which it occurred . 
The keywords would stand , in alphabetical order , at the left of the page . In­
dented under each keyword would appear all the definitions in which it had 
occurred . Each definition would be followed immediately ( rather than at a fixed 
column) by the word or words in the source language whose entries contained the 
definition . This format overcame the necessity for a keyword to occur near the 
beginning of a definition . It also made it possib le to have more than one 
keyword per de finition . Following are two sample entries from the Eng . -BON 
finderlist in an early version o f  this format : 
PAINFUL 
PAINFUL : OT-OT; SAKIT . 
TO BE EXTREMELY PAINFUL : PATEY 
TO HAVE A PAINFUL BACK : EDEG. 
PALATE 
PALATE : TA=NGEN . 
THE SOFT PALATE : IL-ILOK . 
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In a subsequent revision of the format we el iminated those lines on which the 
definition consisted only of the keyword , moving the source word ( s )  onto the 
same l ine as the keyword itsel f ,  as in the following example :  
PAINFUL : OT-OT; SAKIT . 
TO BE EXTREMELY PAINFUL : PATEY . 
TO HAVE A PAINFUL BACK:  EDEG . 
Since this format relaxed certain constraints on the phrasing of definitions , 
the dictionary authors now had to rephrase many of their definitions that had 
been contorted to satisfy the conditions of the old format . 
Another such widespread revision was necessitated by a change in the con­
vention for delimiting definitions in the dictionaries .  The period had been 
used to terminate definitions , but this usage began to conflict with the ordinary 
convention of terminating abbreviations with periods . While  we had once agreed 
with the authors that such conflicts would be rare , as the dictionaries increased 
in volume the occasions when a definition in the finderlist was prematurely 
truncated at the end of an abbreviation became distressingly frequent . I t  was 
therefore decided to reassign the function of terminating definitions to the 
semicolon , a symbol that had not been available on the 026 keypunch , on which 
the earliest dictionaries had been entered . The stretches of text between 
semicolons were now called ' phrases ' .  As a consequence of this change , several 
large dictionaries had to be carefully edited to replace certain periods with 
semicolons . Thi s  was typical of many detail s  that had to be attended to when 
dictionaries grew l arger and provided more opportunities for conventions to 
conflict with each other . 
Encouraged by the string-handl ing facilities of PL/I (our first finderlist 
programmes were written in Fortran , before the days of PL/l ) and later of 
SNOBOL4 , and even later by the efficiency of SPITBOL , we added in successive 
rewritings of the finderlist programmes many further refinements of the three 
types mentioned , in response to various needs voiced principal ly by the compil ers 
of the MC dictionaries . For instance , whil e  originally the keyword was con­
sidered to be everything from the asterisk up to the following blank , conventions 
were later made available for the user to specify easily exactly where a given 
keyword was to end if not at the next blank . Also , asterisks were now no longer 
replaced by blanks . They were closed up . This meant that an asterisk could be 
placed in the middle of a word , as in UN*COMMON , making a part of the word 
( COMMON) the keyword . Another useful feature was thi s :  if some desired keyword 
could not be worked into the definition at all it could be placed in some other 
band designated for such words . This band could easily be suppressed before 
publication . Along with the regular defini tion band , this band could be searched 
by the finderlist programme for keywords and phrases . It was also permitted to 
disambiguate homographous keywords with subscripts ( e . g .  *LIE$l and *LIE $ 2  as in 
' te l l  a lie ' and ' lie down ' )  to force different finderlist entries to be generated 
for them and for the phrases in which they were embedded . This device was 
needed so that instead of the s ingle entry 
LIE 
TO FOOL , LIE , CHEAT : MI S 
TO LIE DOWN HERE AND THERE , LIE RANDOMLY : GAILETAB 
TO LIE , TELL A LIE : GATTIG,  RUT 
TO SETTLE , LIE STILL : WOLOPAG 
one would be able to force two entries to be generated : 
LIE 
LIE 
TO FOOL , LIE , CHEAT : MI S 
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TO LIE , TELL A LIE : GATTIG,  �UT 
TO LIE DOWN HERE AND THERE , LIE RANDOMLY : GAILETAB 
TO SETTLE , LIE STILL : WOLOPAG 
A final example o f  finderl i st features : The current programme generates the 
finderlist in the standard dictionary format (with ' keyword ' and ' phrase ' bands ) 
so that it too , l ike the dictionary proper , can be edited , independently o f  
the dictionary . 
The thrust o f  these and numerous other devices accumulated over several 
revisions and expansions of the programme has been to allow the lexicographer 
to control the content and form of the machine-generated finderlist with as 
l ittle effort as possible beyond the normal writing of definitions . We have 
apparently not stopped introducing new devices .  The finderlist programme is now 
the most expensive of the various programmes to run on the computer . 
To summarise , the finderlist-related needs have followed the fol lowing 
trend : the machine-generated finderlist was originally thought of as a starting 
point - a first draft that would be edited and expanded into a work in its own 
righ t  ( as was the c ase for the three finderli st-only proj ects mentioned above) . 
But it came increasingly to be regarded as a final product ,  for which much effort 
was spent in programming for new conventions and in refining the phrasing and 
punctuation in the individual definitions . This development was at l east partly 
motivated by the fact that , under the pressure of time , both parts had to be 
worked on simultaneously . It was simply not feasible for most of the projects 
to wait until the dictionary was compl eted before starting work on editing the 
finderlist.  In any case the finderlist has always been considered only to be 
a kind of wordlist or index and not a full-fledged dictionary in i ts own righ t .  
3 . 4 .  Systemati c generati on of  possi bl e words 
Dictionary ,compilation projects for languages that already possess a large 
amount of written material o ften use computers to search texts for words to be 
added to the dictionary and to print out their contexts for studies o f  their 
meanings and use . None of the dict ionaries processed here has required concord­
ances of texts to aid compilation . ( However , a number of concordances of the 
illustrative sentences have been made after a given dictionary was compl eted , 
these 3entences being the most extensive corpus of text assembled to date in the 
particular language . )  However many o f  the proj ects have used another computer 
technique , first implemented by Carroll ( 1966) for collecting NUK vocabulary . 
In this method , the computer i s  programmed to print out all phonotactically 
po ssible words in the language up to some specified l ength . Thi s  print-out i s  
then sifted carefully by literate speakers o f  the l anguage for actually occur­
ring words - usually only a very smal l percentage . For languages with large or 
even medium-sized phoneme inventories the print-out of all possible disyllables 
o ften runs into hundreds of thousands i f  not millions of forms . A print-out of 
monosyllables is,  of course , much more manageable ,  and frequently quite produc­
tive of new words in the early stages of word gathering . Monosyllable and 
disyllable print-outs were frequently made for MC and other dictionary pro j ects 
and for proj ects which were otherwis e  not computerised . Programmes for producing 
these print-outs have been written to order for each language in PL/l . 
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Thi s  allows us to take maximum advantage o f  the simpl e devices in PL/I for 
generating and printing such regular patterns . 
3 . 5 .  Unconventi onal characters 
Lingui sts using computers o ften feel confined by the limited set of charac­
ters that can be keypunched and that can be printed by the computer . Fortunately 
mos t  of the languages under discussion can be written with the Latin alphabet 
plus a few of the additional symbols available on the keypunch , especially since 
mo st of the languages have practical orthographies designed to be usable on the 
typewriter . Requirements for non-printable characters have been handled in 
different ways as they arose . Digraphs and trigraphs have been used to represent 
non-Latin letters . Since on the keypunch it is not possible to overstrike a 
symbol ,  a diacritic such as a stress mark has been represented by some character 
such as an apostrophe punched either before or after the base l etter . Similarly , 
to mark a letter as a capital in a field or band that is considered normal ly to 
be in lower case we have punched a preceding # sign ,  e . g . #AMERICA . On an upper/ 
lower case terminal this convention is o f  course not needed . When a string of 
phonetic symbol s was to be represented , as in giving the pronunciation of a 
headword , we delimi ted the entire phonetic string in some way , typically by 
placing it in a band o f  its own , and established special correspondence rul es , 
valid only within these l imits , between keypunch and phonetic symbols . For 
typesetting purposes , font changes have been signalled by keypunch symbol s  adopted 
for this purpose : % for shift to ital i c ,  I for roman , etc . The reader will no 
doubt have noticed instances of the above conventions in the examples that appear 
in the preceding sections . 
Most authors were content to live with these conventions while working with 
their print-outs . As a dict ionary approached the publication stage however ,  
these conventions felt increasingly obtrusive since the print-out now represented 
more and more directly the final published book . Proofreading for accuracy o f  
such detail s  as capitalisation and font shifts became more intensive during the 
final editing phases and was made difficult by the representation of these typo­
graphical functions by special symbols . 
Some of this difficulty was alleviated by writing special programmes to print 
out the keypunched dictionaries in upper and lower case . (Those entered at the 
terminal were of course already in upper and lower case . )  But for cost and other 
reasons this was never done on a regular bas i s .  A further refinement was to 
compose the entries so as to approximate the shape of dictionary entries in a 
printed book , and print the fil e in upper and lower case with overstruck dia­
critics and with mUltiple impressions for simulating boldface letters . This was 
done for CHA and BON by special programmes ,  but was not repeated because of cost . 
For some languages the poverty of the keypunch font may be a serious 
deterrent to using the computer . This was the case for certain North North-west 
Amerindian languages until the arrival o f  a time-sharing system allowed us to 
use a Selectric terminal , equipped with a special element , as the input and 
output device . Thi s  i s  still not a compl etely satisfactory solution to the 
character set problem ,  because the printing speed of the terminal is extremely 
slow . It is not even a general solution s ince it depends on the existence of 
a specially designed element . Any general solution in the current status of the 
technology will probably carry a high initial price .  
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3 . 6 .  Non-Engl i sh a l phabeti cal order 
The standard alphabetical order for most of the languages under di scussion 
is different from that of Eng . A simple example is MRO , in which Q fall s  between 
K and L .  The co�puter ,  however , sorts in Eng . order . The expedient used to 
sort MRO words into proper order was to punch K as J ,  which was not othe�ise 
used , and to punch Q as K .  After sorting and before publication the K ' s  were 
replaced by Q ' s  and the J ' s  by K ' s .  (The MRO examples in previous sections were 
shown in the correct spelling , not as punched . )  
For the other dictionaries the l inguists were mostly content to follow Eng . 
alphabetical order in their working print-outs . In fact , not all the languages 
had adopted standard orthographies or alphabetical orders when work on the dic­
tionaries began . The early dictionary files were therefore simply sorted di­
rectly on their headword fi elds , in Eng . order . After official ordering rules 
were adopted , or in some cases changed, for a given language , the lexicographer 
would want the dictionary sorted according to the new rules for taking out to 
the field or,  later , for publicat ion . For such sorting , a general strategy was 
adopted that involved writing a programme to generate from the headword an 
additional field called a sort handle whi ch , when sorted on , would yield the 
words in the desired orde r .  I n  NUK for example , P follows B ,  T follows D ,  K 
follows G ,  and NG follows N .  To generate the sort handle the programme would be 
instructed to make a copy o f  the headword , then replace any p ' s  in it by BZ , any 
T ' s  by DZ , any K ' s  by GZ , and any NG ' s  by NZ . Thus , to the entry for the word 
PEDIANGA would be added a field containing BZEDIANZA . After all the entries 
were sorted by their handl es , the handles would be deleted before th� entries 
were printed out . The actual headword did not need to be reconstructed as in the 
MRO case , because it was never changed in the first place . 
The above is a simple exampl e of constructing sort handle s .  Almost all the 
dictionaries required non-trivial sort handles , some much more complex than this , 
consisting actually o f  several handles in a row . Any alphabetisation scheme 
that is dependent only on the spelling of th� word itself ( and not on external 
information such as part of speech) can be specified by describing an appropriate 
handle-making transformation . The present sorting programme contains features 
to help the user experiment with different handle-making transformations . Again , 
SPITBOL i s  particularly wel l  adapted for writing programmes to construct sort 
handles . The ability of the computer to alphabetise thousands of words accurately , 
especially in an unusual orde r ,  has often been cited by the lexicographers as a 
significant bene fit o f  computer processing. 
3 . 7 .  Check i ng and systemat i c  al terati ons  
When a compiler ' s  attention eventually turned from expanding the dictionary 
to preparing it for publication (but frequently before this stage ) , a distinct 
new phase of activity typically began which made special demands on the computer . 
The most characteristic activity in this phase was checking for consistency at 
all level s ,  ( e . g .  in punctuation , abbreviations , and typography) ,  and for paral­
lelism of phrasing in different definitions , etc .  Inconsistencies might have 
crept in when work was resumed after months or years of inactivity on the dic­
tionary , or when two or more people had independently written material for the 
dictionary , or merely when the l inguist was too busy writing an entry to attend 
to some unrecorded convention invented for a forgotten entry . It is probably 
desirable that the author not be burdened with such detai ls whil e  working on 
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recording the e ssential information , but whereas in a large and well organised 
lexicographical operation such as those behind the standard reference diction­
aries of Eng . a separate staff is assigned to enforce the batteries of editorial 
conventions , and even a smaller book published in the usual way is subj ected to 
blue penci l  of the copy editor , our dictionary authors found themselves solely 
respons ible for such details and furthermore for the consistent insertion of 
typographical signals , another chore normally performed by an editor . The accu­
racy of typographical signals was even more important than that of spelling and 
punctuation since an error in, say ,  a font shift can generally have much more 
conspicuous consequences in the printed book . This phase of a dictionary proj ect 
has tended to be relegated to the end , and there it has o ften unexpectedly 
assumed the proportions of a major pro j ect in itself , stretching over many unan­
ticipated months and years . 
However , special programmes were helpful , not only in presenting the data 
in ways in which inconsistencies could be more readily spotte d ,  but sometimes 
in rectifying an entire class of inconsistencies . In fact , as an author grew 
to appreciate the power o f  the computer in ferreting out inconsistencies , he 
would often be able to formulate additional and more refined tests for the com­
puter to apply ,  for discovering ever more obscure inconsistencies . By making 
the checking easie r ,  the computer actually generated a greater need for checking 
on the part of the lexicographers . This cycle often continued until some arbi­
trary halt had to be called . 
Fol lowing are some typi cal kinps of inconsistencies : inconsistent spellings 
or misspell ings of words ( j udgment/j udgement , or triggerfish/trigger-fish) in 
different entrie s ,  unparallel phrases where no real di fference in meaning i s  
intended ( a  kind of/kind of/type of) , inconsistent abbreviation (esp . /e specially , 
or sp . / species), fai lure to mark on keypunched material unpredictable capitalis­
ation , errors of font and capitalisation in Latin binominals , etc . 
While such inconsistencies could in principle be discovered by relentless 
proofreading , the process was aided by special programmes of varying sophisti­
cation . The simplest programmes printed out all occurrences of a given band , 
say all definition bands . While scanning such a print-out one ' s  attention could 
be l imited to the conventions appli cable to a s ingle band , so that one was much 
more l ikely to notice anomalies than when presented with entire entries . More 
sophisticated programmes were more se lective , and presented the data in special 
formats ,  perhaps in upper and lower case , making certain errors easier to spot . 
I f  one cared to formulate rules , they could be programmed and used to discover 
non-conforming material . The finderlist itself , of course ,  often served as a 
consistency-checking device of a special kind . Many inconsistent spellings and 
misspell ings of keywords and unparallelisms of phrases were detected by scanning 
a finderlist . 
Another way in which a print-out of a subset of a dictionary has been help­
ful is  in the checking of special ised technical information . For instance , i f  
the entries have been appropriately tagged , such as b y  some special symbol i n  a 
certain band , all the botanical terms , with their definitions , could be printed 
out and sent to a specialist for checking . This was in fact done for several 
dictionaries . Retrieval for research rather than checking purposes belongs in 
the discussion here , though it was done relatively rarely .  It has so far been 
l imited to printing out lists of words satisfying given grammatical or phono­
logical criteria , e . g .  all intransitive verbs , all reduplicated words , all words 
with geminate consonants ,  etc . Phoneme concordances of headwords were made for 
several dictionaries and proved to be highly useful for phonological and morpho­
logical studies .  Word concordances of illustrative sentences in several dic­
tionaries were also made , for research as well as for checking purposes . 
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Having discovered inconsistencies ,  mi stakes ,  o r  infelicities ,  it was necess­
ary to make corrections in the file . This could be done in the usual way , by 
editing the file . I f  however there were many corrections of the same kind to be 
made , and the environment of the correction could be exactly specified , a pro­
gramme could be wri tten to do the job .  For instance , all occurrences o f  ENG .  
in the etymology band could b e  changed to ENGL . , o r  all instances of KIND OF in 
the definition band that lacked a preceding A could have the A added . 
Such programmed alterations were not necessarily restricted to the correc­
tion of errors . If an author decided to restructure the material in every 
occurrence of some band according to a speci fiable scheme , this could be done 
by programme . One o f  the more frequently occurring examples of this kind of 
restructuring was occasioned by spelling reform or standardisation . When new 
spelling conventions were adopted , all the source language words already in the 
dictionary would have to be respel led . The programme would be instructed to 
find not only all the headwords but also all the other occurrence s o f  source­
language words embedded in exampl e sentence bands , cross-reference bands , etc . 
For MRS , the conversion o f  tens of thousands of phonemically transcribed forms 
to their orthographic shapes required testing and applying an ordered set of 
some 50 context-sensitive rules , a process that would not have been attempted 
by hand , or even by programming in a language less powerful than SPITBOL . 
This subsection has ranged over a wide variety of needs and programmes that 
are characterised by these properties : they are a miscellaneous class - they 
do not obviously fall into any of the major categories of programmes described 
previously;  each is a special-purpose programme , written for a particular need 
and used typically only once ; they have to do either with retrieving some speci­
fied subset o f  the material in the dictionary and presenting it in some special 
way or with modifying some subset according to specified rules . These programmes 
have to be written for each occasion , and at one time they accounted for most o f  
the programming effort . In the new system w e  have simpl ified the process some­
what by providing two or three fixed programme frameworks .  The specific re­
trieval or restructuring instructions for each situation still have to be 
programmed , but they can be inserted into one of these frameworks .  This method 
has considerably expedited certain types of one-shot operations . 
We also now have a broad-spectrum retrieval programme which has proved 
extremely useful for a variety of purposes , including checking . It is simply a 
closely printed listing o f  all , or specified , bands grouped by band name and 
alphabetised on the data in the band . It has the useful property that it can be 
run without any deliberate forethought as to what material should be retrieved , 
yet the format of the output easily leads the eye to detect inconsistencies and 
errors . I t  can also serve as a crude retrieval device that suffices for many 
different purposes . 
3 . 8 .  Publ i cati on 
After a dictionary in computer form had been worked over and proofread many 
times it was natural to look for some means of automatically preparing photo­
ready copy directly from computer tape in order to bypass another manual step , 
that of typesetting , with the need for yet another proofreading pass . 
The MRO dictionary was , in fact , photographed directly from a specially 
formatted , all upper-case , computer print-out . For the BON dictionary a special 
print-out in galley format was produced , using the newly available upper/lower 
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case TN train with diacritic s ,  and with multiple impressions to simulate boldface 
type . I talics and other fonts were , however ,  not available ,  and print impression 
was not perfectly clear , so the publisher decided to retype the entire print-out 
with Selectric elements for photo-offset . A third, smal ler , dictionary of ITW 
was also retyped for publication from a computer print-out . 
The NUK dictionary was the first to be typeset from computer tape at one of 
the newly formed firms specialising in computer-controlled photocomposition . 
Although working out the technical and administrative detail s  leading up to the 
successful composition of this dictionary stretched over several years and took 
an inordinate number o f  man-hours and reams o f  correspondence , the difficulties 
stemmed not from the technology itself but from the poor communication between 
the six or seven levels of technical and administrative personnel involved in a 
novel distribution o f  responsibil ities . The purpose of saving the author another 
proofreading pass was ne�ertheless achieved , though the other theoretical advan­
tage , that of speed , over the conventional typesetting methods , was not in this 
case realised . The composition of the KAP dictionary was helped by the previous 
experience , but since the technical detail s  had to be worked out anew with 
another firm , the operation still was far from efficient . 
The CHA dictionary was composed by yet another company , but fortunately we 
have been able to stay with this firm for all the other MC dictionaries sub­
sequently published . These dictionaries have been able to take advantage of a 
general system o f  programmes and procedures that developed out o f  the experience 
gained with the first three . Specifically , after the CRA dictionary was composed 
we worked out a set of basic conventions for all the photocomposition tapes 
subsequently to be sent to this firm , as well as an administrative routine for 
all the principals involved with each dictionary . 
The conventions work as follows . The general appearance of an entry , and 
of a subentry , etc . in terms o f  indentations , vertical spacing , width of columns , 
size and style of type , is fixed . All the bands in each entry are strung into a 
single paragraph and printed with a hanging indent ( see typeset example below) . 
However , within the entry the author has complete control over typographic style 
on a band -by-band basis . Let us use the following two entries from the WOL 
dictionary as an example :  
. HW GESHAP 
BA GASHAPA 
lPS N .  
lDF *BILGE AREA OF A CANOE . 
lPX SEUW G. l ONE SECTION WHICH IS CUT OFF THE BILGE 
AREA OF A CANOE . 
2PS VN .  
2DF TO *CUT THE BILGE AREA OF . 
2SX RE G. WA WE .  I THEY ARE CUTTING THE BILGE AREA 
OF THE CANOE . 
SEM *CANOE-PARTS : BILGE AREA 
. HW -GIT 
BA -GITI 
GR VERBAL *SUFFIX 
DF * SMALL , NOT *MUCH ( IN QUANTITY AND SIZE) . 
PX MWONGOGIT I TO EAT A SMALL AMOUNT . 
ANT -LAP 
SEE GITIGIIT , FARIGI IT .  
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Instructions for typesetting are given in terms such as these : everything is to 
be converted to lower case unless otherwise specified ; headword (HW) band in 
boldface ; base-form ( BA) band in ital i cs , enclosed in parentheses ,  followed by a 
period; part-of-speech (PS)  band in small caps , preceded by the mode number i f  
there i s  one , i n  boldface , which i s  i n  turn preceded b y  a n  em-space ; grammar ( GR) 
band in roman , enclosed in square brackets (remove any asterisks ) ;  ' (definition -
( DF) band in roman ( remove any asterisks) ;  phrasal example (PX) band begins in 
italics ( the shift back to roman in mid-band is already signalled in the data by 
the I sign ) ; sentential example (SX)  band treated in the same way as PX band, 
except capitalise first letter o f  band and fi rst roman l etter;  delete semantics 
( SEM) band (which was used only for finderlist generation) ; antonym (ANT)  band 
in boldface , preceded by ' ANT . ' in small caps ; cross-reference ( SEE) band also 
in boldface , preceded by ' CF . ' in small caps . 
These instructions apply to the entire dictionary . Each lexicographer i s  
free t o  set such conventions for h i s  own dictionary . It is unfortunately not 
possible , for reasons of time and cost , to make trial samples for evaluating the 
effect of di fferent conventions . The deci sions for each book have to be based 
solely on studying those dictionaries which have already been published . Once 
these decisions are made , however , the instructions can be encoded directly and 
s imply into instructions for the programme that generates the photocomposition 
tape from the dictionary tape . The portion of the photocomposition tape generated 
from these two entries according to the above instructions would look something 
l ike thi s :  
020BgeshapOR (algashapaOR) . On DEI .  aCn . ORbilge area o f  a canoe . alse 
uw g . , ORone section which is cut off the bilge area of a canoe . an aB 
2 .  acVN . ORto cut the bilge area o f .  aIRe g .  wa we . ORThey are cuttin 
g the bilge area of the canoe . 
020B-gitaR ( OI -gitiOR) . [ verbal suffix ] small ,  not much ( in quantity 
and size ) . OIMwongogit , ORto eat a small amount . OCANT . OB-Iap . OCCF . 
OBgitigiit , farigiit . 
Each typographi c function i s  signalled by a ' box code ' consisting o f  the ' box ' 
(a)  symbol fol lowed by another character .  aB means ' shi ft to boldface ' ;  OI , 
' shift to itali cs ' .  ac and OR are for small caps and roman , respectively . an 
represents an en-space , which together with a following word-space makes an em­
space . 02 signals the start of an entry : everything up to the next 02 is to be 
set as one paragraph with a I-em ' hanging indent ' .  There are more than a dozen 
other box codes not illustrated here , plus certain box codes that represent 
special , e . g . phonetic , symbol s  that we have had made up . 
This tape i s  sent to the photocomposition firm where i t  contro l s  a machine 
which composes entire pages by ' drawing ' the letters on special paper with an 
extremely fast and high-resolution e lectron beam . The two entries in our sample 
would come back on these sheets looking like thi s :  
geshap (gashapa) . 1 .  N .  bilge area o f  a 
canoe . se uw g. , one section which i s  
cut o f f  the bilge area of a canoe . 2 .  
VN .  to cut the bi Ige area of . Re g .  wa 
we . They are cutting the bilge area of 
the canoe . 
-git (-gi ti ) . [ verbal suffix ] small , not much 
( in quantity and size ) . mwongogi t ,  to 
eat a small amount . ANT . -lap. CF .  
gitigiit , farigiit . 
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Each page would have two vertically j ustified columns of this material , compl ete 
with page headings and page numbers . These camera-ready pages are then used by 
the printer to produce pages for the book . 
3 . 9 .  Acces s i b i l i ty of the programmes 
The programmes used to be run exclusively by the programmers themselves . 
For a long time everyone believed that i t  would be too time-consuming and 
unprofitable to teach the linguists to run programmes for thems elves , for several 
main reasons : each lingui st needed at first to run programmes only at rare inter­
val s , so would not get the frequent practice so necessary for l earning and 
maintaining complex rote skills ; the programmes were designed merely to run 
correctly , and were not ' engineered ' for uninitiated users ( this would have 
required much more programming effort ) ; the intricacies of the computer ' s  control 
language (Job Control Language) and its error messages required much training , 
experience , and reading of obscurely worded manuals ,  to understand . 
As we gradually learned the idiosyncracies of our programmes , e . g . the kinds 
of mi stakes human users are liable to make and their typi cal consequences on the 
computer runs , and as we continued to make the programmes easier for ourselves 
to use , the prospect of other linguists l earning to use them became more prom­
ising . Thi s  situation actually was forced upon us when several o f  the MC dic­
tionaries began to need more frequent service from the computer . We then 
attempted ,  as an emergency measure , to train some of the linguists to run the 
more frequently needed programmes , such as the editing and finderlist programmes . 
Thi s  was facilitated by several circumstances : the linguists concerned were 
willing to l earn ; having gained more confidence in our programmes we had col­
l apsed some of the multiple-job programmes into s ingle jobs , which requi red much 
less physical effort and bookkeeping to run ; we had started to store and maintain 
the programmes themselves on the newly-available TSO disc files , which obviated 
the inconvenience of duplicating , distributing,  and updating large decks o f  
programme cards for everyone that needed them; and the computer itself had become 
more reliable . 
Nevertheless , user involvement even after the training was still halting , 
due to the relative infrequency with which each l inguist used the programmes 
and to the complexities of setting up the j ob cards . Further , some of the users 
we had trained then moved away , conducting their dictionary work by mai l .  Sti l l , 
it was significant that those lexicographers who depended on others to run j obs 
for them experienced a greater degree of frustration in using the computer than 
those who ran their own even though the latter had to cope with quantities o f  
technical detail . 
Some o f  the experience gained by teaching lexicographers to run programmes 
was useful in designing the new system of programmes . These were still written 
under pressure of time , and accuracy was still more of a concern than user­
oriented conveniences . However these programmes have required much less training 
to use than the previous set , and have been used by several linguists on their 
own after some initial instruct ion from already initiated users . The most 
glaring fault in the present system ( aside from the difficulty of the j ob control 
l anguage , whi ch will probably always be with us) is the lack of self-contained 
and detailed documentation , though this is being s lowly corrected . Mo st of the 
knowledge of how to run the jobs is still  disseminated by word of mouth and by 
example , that is , by an experienced user showing a novice how to set up the job 
deck . As more and more lexicographers are attempting to run the programmes for 
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themselves the need for more adequate documentation and tutorial aids becomes 
more pres s ing.  
The programmes themselves are o f  course s ti l l  not finished , and never will 
be . Like any fieldwork project,  this one too has had to be terminated or dras­
tically curtailed for external reasons , and the results made available to others , 
even though much ' data ' remains to be examined and more continues to be accumu­
l ated . 
APPENDI X :  
L I ST O F  PUB L I SHED D I CT IONAR I E S  MENT ION ED I N  THE TEXT 
(Updat ed t o  19 81) 
t i t le s  
A Maranao di ctionary 
Marshallese-Engl i sh 
di ctionary 
Nukuoro lexi con 
Chamorro-Engli sh 
dictionary 
Pul uwat dicti onary 
Bontok-Engl i sh 
dict i onary wi th 
Engli sh-Bontok 
finderl ist 
Kapingamarangi 
l exi con 
Kusaiean -Engl ish 
dictionary 
Yapese-Engl i sh 
dictionary 
Mokilese-Engl ish 
di ctionary 
authors 
Howard P .  McKaughan 
Batua A .  Macaraya 
Takaj i Abo 
Byron w .  Bender 
Al fred Capelle 
Tony DeBrum 
Vern Carroll 
Tobias Soulik 
Donald M .  Topping 
Pedro M .  Ogo 
Bernadi ta C .  Dungca 
Samuel H .  Elbert 
Lawrence A .  Reid 
Mi chael D .  Lieber 
Kalio H .  Dikepa 
Kee-dong Lee 
John T .  Jensen 
Sheldon P .  Harrison 
Sal i ch Albert 
computer publisher 
processing 
1965-1967 University of Hawaii 
Pres s ,  196 7  
1966-1976 University Press o f  
Hawai i ,  19 76 
1966 -1972 University Pre s s  o f  
Hawaii , 1 9 7 3  
1967-1974 Unive rs i ty Press o f  
Hawaii , 1 9 75 
1970 Paci fic Linguistics 
( finderlist C-2 4 ,  1972 
only)  
1970 -19 73 Pacific Linguistics 
C-36 , 1976 
1971-1973 Unive rs i ty Press o f  
Hawaii , 19 74 
19 71-1975 Univers i ty Pre ss of 
Hawaii , 1 9 76 
19 71-1976 Unive r s i t y  Press o f  
Hawaii , 19 7 7  
1972-1 9 76 Univers i t y  Pre s s  o f  
Hawaii ,  19 7 7  
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Ponapean-Engl ish 
dictionary 
Trukese-Engl ish 
dicti onary 
Itawi s  dictionary 
with Engl i sh-Itawi s  
finderl ist 
wal ea ian-Engl ish 
dictionary 
Palauan-Engli sh 
dicti onary 
The complete Engl ish­
Maori dict i onary 
Dicti onary of the 
language of Rennell 
and Bellona , Part 2: 
Engl ish to Rennel lese 
and Bel lonese 
Kenneth L .  Rehg 1972-19 76 
Damian G .  Sohl 
Ward H .  Goodenough 19 72-1 9 80 
Hiroshi Sugita 
James A. Tharp 19 73- 1975 
Ho-min Sohn 1974-19 75 
Anthony F .  Tawerilmang 
Edwin G .  McManus , S . J . , 19 74-1976 
revised and expanded by 
Lewis S .  Josephs and 
Masa-aki Emesiochel 
Bruce Biggs 1 9 6 7-1968 
Samuel H . Elbert 19 75-19 76 
Ro lf Kuschel 
Toomasa Taupongi 
University Pre ss o f  
Hawaii , 1 9 79 
American Philosophical 
Society , 1980 
HRAFLex Book s ,  
1976 
University Press o f  
Hawaii , 1 9 76 
University Press o f  
Hawaii , 19 7 7  
Auckland Univer s i ty 
Pres s , 1 9 81 
National Museum o f  
Denmark , 1981 
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R E LAT I VE S , E Q UAT I VE S , A N D  I N F O RMAT I O N S T R U C T U R I N G 
Rode r i ck A .  J acobs 
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION 
Thi s  paper 1 is concerned with three major question s :  
1 .  Why in many languages do topi cali sed sentences resemble relative 
constructions in systemati c  ways? 
2 .  Why are the markers for both constructions so o ften proforms , 
speci fically why third person singular pronouns? 
3 .  What dimensions s igni ficant for grammatical description 
are suggested by these phenomena? 
The data we will use for our discussion of these questions are drawn from several 
of the languages forming the so-cal led Truki c (TK) Continuum of nuclear Micro­
nesian (MC) ( Bender 1971) . But the i ssues that arise have wider application . 
2 .  SOME RELATIVE  CONSTRUCT IONS FROM THREE LANGUAGE FAM I L I ES 
Look , for example , at the fol lowing three sentences , each of which contains 
a relative construction . The languages they represent belong to quite distinct 
famil ies - Austronesian , Indo-European , and Uto-Aztecan . 
1 .  At -mwa l ke - l a  WE i -a -we r l - I r  re -pwe - l e mwongo 
boy PL-that that I-ASP-see-them they-going-to eat 
Those boys that I saw were goVng to eat . 
Saipan Carolinian (CRL) 
2 .  Those boys THAT I saw were about to eat. 
3 .  Iv- i m-ep k i k i t -am PE? 
this-PL-Past boy-PL that 
These boys that I saw were 
ne-tew i - ve pem-kwa?-p i 
I-see- REALIS they-eat-IRREALIS 
going to eat . 
cupeno (Uto-Aztecan) 
pe? -mi yaxwen 
they-were 
In TK sentences like 1 .  above , the form we , that , might be called a 
relative pronoun and assumed to be a proform which substitutes for a noun phrase 
coreferential with the head noun phrase of the relative , i . e .  at -mwa l ke- l a ,  
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those boys . But i f  that were so,  we might expect the plural pronoun form ke-we 
since the head noun phrase i s  plural . Alternatively the form we might be a sub­
ordinating conj unction homophonous with the third person singular demons trative 
and , perhaps , having only a historical connection with the demonstrative . This 
would explain the lack of plural marking . Forms with a plural demonstrative 
after the head noun phrase are not acceptable : 
4 .  *At -mwa l  ke - l a  KE-WE i -a-we r i - i r  re- we - I e  mwongo 
boy pL-that PL-that I-Asp-see-them they-going-to eat 
although it is possible to omi t the we altogether . 
The Eng .  sentence ( 2 ) has the form ' that ' after the head noun phrase . Like 
TK we , the form looks like the third person singular demonstrative pronoun . I t  
i s  often referred to a s  a rel ative pronoun and has been analysed a s  a proform 
for a noun phrase coreferential with the relative clause head . But there are 
several reasons to rej ect such a characterisation . Firs t ,  although there i s  a 
plural form ' those ' for ' that ' in other usages , thi s  plural form cannot appear 
in the relative pronoun position : 
5 .  *Those boys THOSE I saw were about to eat. 
Secondly , relative ' that ' di ffers from true relative pronouns - ' who (m) ' ,  ' which ' ,  
' whose ' - i n  that it cannot occur after a preposition : 
6 .  *the boy to THAT I spoke 
The WH forms , when obj ects of a preposition , may be fronted along with the prep­
osition . Prepositional phrase fronting is a fairly general process not restric­
ted j ust to relative clauses and WH questions . Thirdly , another non-pluralis able 
' that ' incapable of fol lowing a preposition occurs before noun phrase complement 
clauses .  Since this form cannot be coreferential with a head noun phras e ,  it 
would seem more reasonable to consider both forms as really one , a marker of 
embedding. Considerations like these have l ed Downing, Bresnan , Stahkle , and 
others to rej ect the relative pronoun analysis , treating ' that ' as a subordinating 
conj unction and relativisation as being of two kinds . In one , a WH form replaces 
the coreferential noun phrase and is fronted ,  replacing the embedding conj unction 
' that ' . Alternatively the coreferential noun phrase is de leted and the con­
j unction ' that ' remains in its clause-introducing position . Of course , i f  
' that ' i s  a conjunction , its failure to take plural marking after a plural head 
is hardly surprising. Once again we have a case of homophony and the coincidence 
is heightened by the fact that the TK and the Eng . forms seem to fil l  j ust the 
s ame coincidental roles . 
However it also happens that the relative marker pe? in Cupeno has the s ame 
shape as the Cupeno third person s ingular demonstrative pronoun . Furthermore 
although the pronoun has a third person plural form pemem , those , this plural 
never appears in the introducing position for relatives : 
7 .  *Iv- i m-ep k i k i t -am PEMEM2 ne-tew i - ve . 
this-PL-PAST boy-PL those I-see-REALIS 
*These boys those I saw 
Nor can pe? take a postposition : 
8 .  *I? i 
this 
This 
naw i shma l PE-YKA ne-yawayw i -ve . 
girl that-to I-spoke-REALIs, 
girl to whom I spoke . . . 
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I f  we rej ect a relative pronoun analysis for this Amerindian language , we 
might assign to pe? the status o f  subordinating conjunction . So once again 
homophony would have struck - and in j us t  the same places as in the other two 
languages ! 
3 .  D IACHRON IC  EXPLANAT IONS 
Obviously there is  something rather suspicious about so many similar co­
incidences in unrelated languages . Why should j ust these homophonies occur and 
in j ust these places? We cannot escape into a diachroni c explanation , for we 
mus t  then face the diachronic question as to why i t  should be a third person 
singular demonstrative that became a conj unction . Certainly we can find no easy 
answer by looking at the one language of our sample for which we have earlier 
texts , texts going back over a thousand years . Anglo-Saxon oe and Offit turn out 
to provide no answers not available in modern Eng . except perhaps that oe 
relative constructions are a l ittle more like TK in one respect - they al low two 
proforms between the head and the relative , the first agreeing in number and 
case with the head , the second being invariant oe ,  presumably a third person 
form .  
But even i f  there were a good diachronic explanation available , this would 
not help us understand the present wo rkings of the language . Children l earn to 
use the two ' that ' forms , the two ' we '  forms , or the two pe? forms with the 
appropriate inflect ion or lack of inflection according to the grammatical con .... 
texts . We have no formulation that encapsul ates the intuitive perception o f  the 
native speaker in thi s  regard . We shall seek some clues to a possible expla­
nation by looking in more detail at what happens in TK . 
4 .  RELAT IVE  MARKERS I N  TRUK IC  
The TK languages each have a rich and flexible demonstrative system marking 
locational , temporal , and discourse perspectives for the enbities involved . 
Wi th relatives , demonstrative-like forms are used as introducers when needed . 
In fact , relative clauses most often have no introducer at all . In some circum­
stances thi s  absence of marking l eads to ambiguity . Thus : 
9 .  Ekkewe sern i r i i t  re - sowu kkech i uw re - rna mw i t t i r  
that-PL children they HABITUAL cry they die early 
(Lagoon Trukese (TRK» 3 
is most l ikely to mean Those chi ldren who habitually cry die young. But , s ince 
there is a rule like the Eng . relative clause extraposition , the sentence could 
a lso mean Those ohi ldren who die young cry habitually. Sentence 9 .  survives 
without a demonstrative-like form, in part because clear intonational di fferences 
distinguish the two senses . An ordinary demonstrative inflected for number ,  
and/or a demonstrative-like form , becomes n ecessary where the speaker especially 
n eeds to mark off a clause as an identi fying sentence rather than as a main 
assertion . An additional alternative is available in some special pro forms that 
most often occur in relative constructions lacking an ordinary noun phrase head 
as well as in certain other constructions . These we shall deal with later in 
thi s paper . 
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The full range o f  proforms following the head noun of a rel ative includes 
not only the we and l a  forms already mentioned but many others . However , for 
those languages where demon strati ve determiners do not precede the head noun , 
i . e .  for all TK languages in our sampl e except TRK , only we or l a , the invariant 
forms , can be the second of two proforms fol lowing the head . I f  these are not 
relative pronoun demonstratives but conj unctions , then we cannot draw upon the 
special features o f  the demonstratives in any direct way . The ordinary demon­
strati ves we and 1 a ,  and their pI urals are unlike the others in that both. are 
used to mark discourse referents known or already obvi ous to both speaker and 
hearer . Typically the demons trative we marks something previously mentioned in 
the discourse or something not in the perceivable vicinity . The demonstrative 
l a  indicates something perceivable by both parti cipants but often closer to the 
hearer , or,  more rarely ,  something to do with future time . This shared knowledge 
feature is one which would also characterise the relation between a head noun 
phrase and its attributive relative clause . The relative clause i s  semanti cal ly 
a kind of predication concerning the referent of the head noun phras e,  but the 
relation b etween the head and the attribute i s  assumed by the speaker to be known 
to the hearer . So , i f  this invariant we or l a  is a conj unction synchronically , 
it is another coincidence that the semanti c relation i s  j ust that relation which 
is posited for simple noun phrases with a true demonstrative proform . An 
alternative is  to concede that these invariant forms are proforms and to claim 
that they have a conjoining function . But then we will need to explain what we 
mean by ' proform ' . The lack of number agreement and the fact that these pro forms 
never precede an ordinary demonstrative belonging to the head suggest that they 
are external to the head noun phrase and may not refer to i t ,  j ust as that in 
10 . below , if it does refer,  does not refer back : 
10 . If there be any amongst you such that he doubts these things . . .  
5 .  THE I DENT ITY O F  l a  AND we FORMS 
What is in question then i s  the identi ty of this introducing element for 
relative clauses . It seems to us that the arguments against considering Eng . 
that a relative pronoun substituting for the coreferential noun phrase apply with 
s imilar force to the TK forms (and to the Cupeno forms also) . Indeed there is  
one further paral lel . I n  some of the TK languages there is also a l a  form which 
acts as a clause complementiser - in Ulithian (ULI)  it introduces propositions 
that are presupposed true . This l a  cannot be pluralised , nor can it be co­
referential with the head noun phrase since there isn ' t  one . It cannot stand 
for a missing noun phrase in the embedded cl ause since none i s  missing . Both 
the relative l a  and the complementiser l a  precede embedded clauses , and both 
kinds of embedded clauses have a non�assertive force . That i s ,  the relative 
clause i s  not asserted to be true of the head but i s  assumed true , while in ULI 
and in other TK languages complement clauses whi ch are indeed asserted cannot 
take the l a  complementiser . Thus in sentences meaning ' I  think that he i s  
l eaving ' ,  the complementiser could not b e  l a  i n  ULI but must be the reportive 
complementiser bo o 
I f  the l a  and we forms are not the kind of relative pronoun des cribed ,  i . e .  
not like the WH relative pronouns in Eng . , are they then conjunctions? Like 
the adverb category in many grammars , the conj unction category is apt to be a 
wastebasket for i tems we cannot pin down more precisely . In Eng . , Cupeno ( and 
its sister languages ) ,  and the TK languages , the forms generally considered to 
be conjuncti ons are invariant . This is certainly true of ' that ' , pe? , and l a  and 
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we . And they clearly conjoin in the sense that they are interposed between a 
main clause and a subordinate c lause . However , unlike other subordinating 
conj unctions in the languages , ' that ' pe? , and l a  or we can o ften be omitted 
with little or not apparent effect on the structure or meaning of the sentence . 
Moreover , unlike the other conj unctions in these languages , they all happen 
by coincidence , it seems - to be homophonous with third person s ingular 
demonstrative pronouns . 
with these considerations in mind , we favour a third position . The pro­
nominal resemblance noted for these forms is no coincidence - they are indeed 
pronouns .  And the invariant third person s ingular shapes are also no coinci­
dence ; they arise from the fact that they refer to third person s ingular entities 
- embedded sentences .  In other words l a  and we in TK are cataphors , forward­
looking anaphoric pronouns used here to announce sentences embedded as noun 
phrases , j ust as the omi ssible ' i t '  in 1 1 .  announces a factive noun phrase 
complement : 
11 . You won 't regret IT that you signed o ver your property to me . 
In an interesting sense these cataphoric pronouns function as articles , the l a  
and the we preceding embedded sentences but following s imple head nouns . 
6 .  ASSERT ION VERSUS ASSUMPT ION 
Interestingly thi s  seems to be the rol e  o f  we ( in i ts TRK form ewe ) in 1 2 : 
12 . Enaan ��t EWE e -wopwut nengg i n  
that ( deictic) boy that he-hate girls 
But 12 . is di fferent in a signifi cant way . The sequence b eginning with ewe i s  
not an attributive forming a complex noun phrase with enaan  ��t a s  i ts head . 
Nor i s  it the asserted predicate , as e-wopwut nengg i n  is the asserted predicate 
in 1 3 :  
1 3 .  Enaan aat  e - wopwut nengg i n  
that (dei cti c) boy he-hate girls 
That boy there hates girls . 
(TRK) 
There is an important difference between 12 . and 1 3 .  Sentence 12 . is translated 
' That boy there is the one that hates girls ' .  The speaker assumes that his hearer 
sees the individual referred to as enaan aat  and he assumes that the hearer also 
knows already that some individual hates girl s .  The function of 12 . is to ident­
i fy the latter ( the gi rl-hater) as the former ,  the boy over there . That i s ,  
enaan  ��t i s  the major predication , one whi ch consists solely o f  a referential 
noun phrase . It i s  predicated of a referential noun phrase consisting o f  a 
sentence and introduced by the demonstrative determiner ewe . This sentence i s ,  
we claim, the TRK equivalent o f  the Eng . c left sentence : 
14 . It is that boy there that hates girls.  
As we shall argue later , the Eng . clause ' that hates girls ' ,  despite its appear­
ance , is not a restri ctive relative with ' that boy there ' as its head . 
We might the refore show the relevant relations approximately as 15 : 
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1 5 .  S 
-----------
PIP �s 
iT \ .1. � 
I l that e - "lOpwut nengg i n enaan a�t he hate girls 
that boy 
It is of interest here that 1 2 . ,  with somewhat different intonation and , 
more o ften than not ,  with we rather than ewe , may serve as a noun phrase con­
taining a relative clause . Such a noun phrase contains no assertion and so 
would be shown without a predi cate phrase : 
16 . NP � DET N 
I L enaan aat 
that boy 
P 
D�S 
et � 
that e wopwut nengg i n  
The we form ,  like the enaa n ,  does not obligatorily change i ts shape according to 
whether its noun phrase is asserted or purely referential and identifying in 
function . We are claiming here then that relative clauses wi th their heads form 
a s ingle noun phrase consisting of two noun phrases ,  much like two equivalent 
noun phrases in apposition to each other . The second noun phrase , the l es s  noun­
like of the two , may have a determiner to identify it as a ' referring ' sentence . 
But the determiner is optional .  
So far , except for the so-called cleft sentence 12 . ,  we have examined only 
relative clauses . We have proposed an analysis in which two referential noun 
phrases are sisters forming a complex noun phrase in which the relation between 
the two major constituents is assumed (or ' presupposed ' )  rather than asserted . 
We have argued that the optional introducing element for the embedded sentence 
is in fact a pro form marked as s ingular because sentences when functioning as 
nouns cannot be plural . Hence the inability of ' it '  and ' the fact ' to pluralise 
in 
17 . 
18 . 
{ It is } like ly that he wil l  resign and that a new government *They are 
wil l  be formed. 
Is she aware of the {*���;s} that I founded the society and that 
I fund all i ts activities ? 
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7 .  TOP I CAL I SED  SENTENC ES 
We shall now turn to topi cal i sed sentences . In 19 . and 2 0 .  below i i gh i we 
that fish is the topic fo r both sentences , though its referent is in some sense 
the obj ect of the verb ang i : 
19 . I i  gh i we i -a-ang i 
fish that I-ASP-eat 
As for that fish� I ate it .  
20 . I i gh i  we I LA i -a-ang i 
fish that TOPIC I-ASP-eat 
While 19 . has an intonational break after the topi c noun phrase i i gh i we , 2 0 .  
has the special form i l a .  Wi thout the intonational break 19 . could b e  used as 
a noun phrase containing a relative , the fish that I ate . 
In sentences l ik e  20 . and tho se j ust below , the i l a  form follows the given 
information , separating it from the new information , whi ch constitutes the maj or 
assertion of the sentences : 
2 1 .  Ngaang Y I LAA y i  sa t amo l o  
I TOPIC I ASP chief 
As for me � I ' ve become chief. 
(ULI)  
2 2 . Ken I NA e wa i res i n  i t to i kka 
Ken TOPIC he rare come here 
As for Ken� he rare ly comes here . 
( STW) 
2 3 .  Sa r mwa l - l a  ye be l mwongo I LA serna l sen s e i  
boy-DEM h e  wi l l  eat TOPIC one teacher 
That boy who 's going to eat� he ' s  a teacher. 
( WOL) 
The actual form i l a resembles the form l a  that we have been dis cus s ing.  I t  is 
s imi lar in one o ther respect - it never occurs in plural form in thi s use .  This 
may simply mean that i t  i s  merely a conj unctive particl e .  Since the relative 
determiner l a  has a we counterpart, it might be us eful to check into the possi­
bil i ty of an i we functioning like an i l a .  There i s  in fact an i we .  But accord­
ing to Sugita ( n . d . ) in his study of TRK it is " us ed as a sentence adverb or 
conj unction with the meaning of ' th en '  or ' and then ' '' .  He adds : " I t  introduces 
an event that fol lows another event that is men tioned in the same sentence or in 
the sentence that precedes the one in which i t  is us ed . " ( 5 . 32 )  
H e  gives examples like the following : 
24 . Ika kaa wocheey waach eey , I WE en i s i -pwe mwoo t i w .  
i f  YOu-ASP eat-it boat-our this then probably we-wi l l  sink-down 
If you (=mouse) eat our boat� then we wil l  probably sink . 
(TRK) 
We note here that both i l a  and i we forms introduce a new assertion . In the case 
of the i l a samples 2 0 . , 2 1 . , 2 2 .  and possibly 2 3 . , the sentences happen to look 
like relative clause constructions except that the internal claus e i s  introduced 
by an i l a ( y i l aa ,  i na )  rather than a l a  ( l aa ,  n a ) . In 20 . ,  2 1 .  and 2 2 . and thei r  
relative construction counterparts a noun plus a determiner is fol lowed b y  a 
claus e .  I n  one case we would posit head noun phrases fol lowed by relative 
clauses ; in the other , topic noun phrases fol lowed by comment cl auses . 
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8 .  PRE D I CATIVE  AND  EQUAT IVE SENTENCES 
Now there are two maj or sentence types in TK languages . We wi l l  re fer to 
them as Predica tive Sentences and Equative Sentences though they have been given 
many other label s .  Predicative sentences consist of a noun phrase sub j ect , 
though it i s  sornetimes omi tted , and a predicate phrase beginning with a sub j ect­
referring proform known as a sub j ect copy , and followed at least by a verb , 
perhaps preceded by negative and aspectual markers . Equative sentences have no 
main verb ; both the sub j ect and the predicate must be noun phrases . Thus 2 3 .  
above is an equative sentence with the noun phrase sa r mwa l - l a  ye be l mwongo , 
the boy who 's going to eat , as the sub j ect and the noun phrase serna I sense i ,  
a teacher , as the predi cate phrase . But embedded as a relative in the sub j ect 
noun phrase is the predi cative sentence ye bel mwongo ,  who 's going to eat . The 
ye i s  the third person s ingular sub j ect copy . In 2 3 .  i l a separates the sub j ect 
noun phrase not from a comment clause but from a comment simple noun phrase . 
We want to claim that comment clauses after i l a are also noun ph rases and that 
the - l a  part of i l a  is the cataphoric third person s ingular pro form discussed 
earlier wi th regard to rel atives . 
Sentences without the optional i l a ,  such as 2 5 . ,  
2 5 . Gaang serna I sen s e i  
I one teacher 
As for me� I 'm a teacher. 
I am a teacher. 
( WOLl 
are equative sentences .  The predi cate phrase has no sub j e ct copy and no verb . 
There i s  l i ttle point in treating 26 . any di fferently , 
2 6 .  Gaang I LA serna I sense i 
I TOPIC one teacher 
(WOLl 
s ince it has - minus a very s l ight emphasis - the same meaning ,  and has no sub­
j ect copy and no verb . But sentences l ike 19 . and 20 . ,  col lapsed here as 2 7 . , 
present s ome difficulties for such a claim : 
2 7 . I i g h i  we ( ILA) i - a -ang i 
fish that I-ASP-eat 
As for that fish� I ate it .  
( cRLl 
The comment claise i -a-ang i has both a sub j ect copy and a verb . But i f  
indeed i l a  includes a cataphoric proform , then the clause following i t  would 
be a sentential noun phrase , i ts internal structure i rrel evan t .  For such a noun 
phrase the expected external sub j ect copy would be the third person singular 
form e ,  marking i -a-ang i as a predi cate phrase in a predicative sentence . Such 
a combination is not permissib l e .  However ,  the impermi ssabi lity o f  thi s  com­
bination does not itsel f  val idate any noun phrase status for i -a-ang i , even after 
i l a ,  and thi s  remains a weak point . Important here is the determination of the 
i dentity of the i l a  marker .  
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9 .  THE ROL E OF i -
Now in our dis cussion of relatives we claim that l a ,  l ike we , i s  a cata­
phoric proform marking as a noun phrase the clause following it , unnounlike as 
that clause wo uld otherwise seem. If indeed the - l a  of i l a  were this s ame cata­
phoric proform , what could we s ay of the i - ? We note that without the i - ,  i . e .  
with j us t  l a ,  an equative relati on between the two noun phrases i s  assumed , 
whereas with i - l a  the relation i s  asserted . The major di fference lies in the 
asserted/presupposed relationship and , in TK , the i - marks this difference for 
the relat ion between noun phrases . We wi l l  mark i l a as be- that in translations . 
We might say that th e topic of any relative clause is the referent o f  i ts h ead 
noun phrase ,  i . e .  �opic is to comment as h ead noun phrase is to relative claus e .  
The i - then appears to b e  the introducer for an asserted predicate noun 
phrase , much as Gundel and Jacobs h ave claimed for ' b e '  and various exis tential 
presentative verbs in English , Thai , Russian ,  and o th er languages . The order 
Topic-Comment is not the only o rder , as our earli er example 12 . might s uggest . 
I l a  ( i na  in TRK) i s  typically in initial position when the - l a  ( - na )  part itself 
is the only marking fo r the as serted noun phrase : 
2 8 .  I-NA ewe i i mw 
be-that the house 
That one is the house. 
( TRK) 
29 . Ika I-NA w8-pwe 
if be-that I-wi ll 
If that 's the oase3 
fey i nn6 i ye .  
go-away there 
I ' U  go there . 
( TRK) 
I f  the asserted entity i s  animate , a marker i s  attached to a fo rm o f  i l a :  
30 . I-LAAL I R  mwa l ke- l a  we re gha l kanta  
be-those man PL-that that they ASP sing 
These are the men that were singing. 
3 1 .  I-NAANIIY ewe mwJan 
be-that-one the man 
That is the man 
(TRK) 
( CRL) 
We wil l  fol low Sugita in calling i l a  forms and o ther i - forms ' predi cative 
demons tratives ' .  Sugita ' s  insightful discuss ion o f  TRK re cogni ses the assertive 
characteristic of such forms and provides one especially illuminating contrast 
between a this form marked with i - and one without : 
3 2 . EEY e fbch p l l n  
this one- long penoi l 
This is a pen. 
I-YEEY ewe p i i n  
be-this the pen 
This is the pen. 
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Such examples might be us ed to contrast ewe as a definite determiner with e f�ch , 
the long obj ect classifier prefixed with the numeral e- one , as an inde finite 
determiner . At l east as signifi cant i s  the contrast between i -yeey and eey . 
Ewe p i i n  in 3 3 .  is the nonasserted , i . e .  given , information and th e predicate 
introducer i - marks i -yeey as the asserted new information . But in 32 . the l ack 
of an i - indicates that the dei ctic eey i s  not asserted whi le the e f� ch-introduced 
noun phrase h as to be the asserte d predi cate noun phrase . 
The indi cations then are fairly clear that i - l a ,  like the rel ative intro­
ducer l a ,  is a cataphori c proform who se number depends on the constituent it 
introduces rather than the consti tuent preceding i t .  Where the introduced noun 
phrase is an embedded sentence , the i l a  cannot be marked for plurality nor ,  
obviously , for s ingu l ar animacy . Where the introduced information i s  referential 
and the reference is to animate enti ties ,  singular or plural proforms o ccur as 
appropri ate . The i l a  announces sentential noun phrases as being noun phrases 
( the l a  rol e )  and as constituting new information . 
10 . NON-ASSERTED SENTENT IAL NOUN PHRASES 
Compare the fol lowing sentences , which contain much the same info rmation 
though it is s tructured dif ferently : 
34 . I i mw  we I - LA i we r i i 
house that be-that I see-i t 
As for the house� I saw it.  
35 . I i mw  we M I L L E  we r i i 
house that that-one I saw-it 
It was the house that I saw. 
(CRL) 
The content that is asserted in 34 . i s  given in 35 . ,  and vice versa .  Both 34 . 
and 35 . are equative sentences . We claim that the noun phrase i i mw we is the 
subj ect of 34 . while m i l l e i we r i i is the noun phrase sub j ect of 3 5 .  An 
interesting question then ari ses . Why would the asserted noun phrase , the so­
called new information , have the we determiner? The answer is s traight-forward 
e nough . Sentence 35 . is an identi fying sentence . It identi fies one enti ty 
already known to both speaker and hearer,  ' the one (hous e) I saw '  as being one 
and the same as another entity , ' that house ' already fami l i ar to speaker and 
hearer from other ( unspecified) past experience . What is asserted is that th e 
two known entities are in fact one . 
The form m i l l e (m i nne , me nna , ma l aa ,  me l wee , me l e  in other TK languages)  
marks an embedded sentence as a given non-as serted noun phrase . We might refer 
to thes e as me forms , s ince they may all contain a des cendant of Proto-Mi cronesian 
( PMC) *me , a ' complete sentence parti cle ' whi ch survives as a relative clause 
marker in at least one other MC group , Ponape i c .  This i n  turn may derive from a 
Proto-Austronesian *mea thing , whi ch survives in Polynesian and other subgroups . 
The remainder of each o f  the m i l l e forms consists o f  a demonstrative , sui tab ly 
assimilated phonologi cally . The demon s tratives are , not surprisingly , mainly 
the l a  and we forms . The me forms are non-assertive and seem to serve as both 
head and introducer,  much as ' What ' does in ' what he wants ' .  
These me forms , which we h ave seen in equative sentences s uch as 35 . ,  can 
also serve as a kind of relative marker in T RK .  We have not found clear 
parallel exampl es in the other TK l anguages : 
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I -na i i rnw  M I NN E  , , , t a y i f u u n . 36 . ewe o s un we aa a s s i no reen ewe 
be-that the house one roof -i ts that it-ASP b lown by-it the typhoon 
That 's the house whos e roof was b lown off by the typhoon. 
3 7 .  Ewe aat M I NNE  i t an Ta ro • • .  
the boy one name-his Taro 
The boy whose name is Taro . . .  
( TRK) 
In al l the exampl es we are aware of , the me form occurs when there i s  a pos ses sor/ 
pos sessed rel ation that might be translated as whose fo r an Eng . relative cl ause . 
The me forms seem here to be head noun phrases in apposi tion to the immediately 
preceding noun phrase . Such a development i s  a l ikely one from sources l ike 38 . , 
38 . Ya to -we ye sh i uwe l i me l aw i ye MELE -WE tamweon i u  Mo l oka i 
time-that he sti l l  alive he one-that chief-of Mologai 
While he lived, it was he that ruled Molokai (he was the one that . . .  ) 
( IDL) 
in which the construction beginning me l e -we does not restri ct the reference of 
the noun phrase i ye he as a restri ctive relative but i s  outside the noun phrase 
altogether. There is still the NP S structure usual ly associated with relative 
constructions and both i ye and the me l e -we construct ion refer to the same 
pers on .  But the rel ation i s  asserted,  whi le i t would be assumed in a true 
relative cons truction . 4 
1 1 .  PARALLEL.S I N  ENGL I SH 
We have cl aimed then that , structural ly , TK rel ative constructions are noun 
phrases made up o f  two noun phrases , one containing the lexi cal head ,  the other 
consi sting o f  a sentential des cription having the same referent as the head noun 
phrase . Thi s  complex noun phrase i s  the assumed (or ' presupposed ' )  counterpart 
of an equative sentence in whi ch the sentential des cription is asserted about 
the topi c ( corresponding to the head) . 
Thi s  is very much as i f  we considered Eng . constructions like 39 . and 40 : 
39 . that doctor (who (m) ) she married . . .  
40 . this house where I stayed . . .  
to be the non-assertive counterparts of the asserted equatives 41 . and 42 . 
below : 
4 1 . That doctor is (the one) who she married. 
42 . This house is where I stayed. 
where the is verb corresponds to the TK i - . Examples 39 . and 4 1 .  might be 
represented as 4 3 .  and 44 . respectively : 
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4 3 .  NP 
� 
NP NP 
6 �s 
that doctor � � 
4 4 . � A PREDIfTE P 
� NP 
that doctor N� S 
she married X 
� � 
she married i 
Arguments for a double noun phrase analysis receive some support from cl eft 
sentences like 4 5 .  and 46 : 
4 5 . It was Karolyn THAT I real ly liked. 
46 . The one THAT I really liked was Karolyn. 
In 4 5 .  the relative clause , which I claim to be a noun phrase , does not belong 
with i ts apparent head noun phrase ,  ·Karolyn ' ,  as the intonation also indi cates . 
That relative clauses cannot have proper nouns like ' Karolyn ' as heads . 
Moreover ,  the real assertion concerns the topi c ,  s ome individual ( x) that I 
really l ike . The assertion i s  that the individual was Karolyn . The apparent 
modi fier of ' Karolyn ' is , rather ,  an extraposed sub j ect noun phrase ,  one 
required to have a lexi cal head , even i f  it is a false h ead , as is ' Karolyn ' in 
4 5 . ,  o r  a semanti cally almost empty h ead , as is ' one ' in the unextraposed con­
struction in 46 . Downing , Stahlke and others h ave argued against relative 
pronoun s tatus for ' that ' . By ' rel ative pronoun ' they mean a proform s tanding 
for a noun phrase ( in a relative clause )  co referential with the rel ative cl ause 
head noun phrase .  We consider ' that ' a pronoun , but i t  i s  a cataphoric pronoun 
marking an embedded sentence as a noun phrase . In other words we do not feel 
compelled, after rej ecting relative pronoun s tatus for ' th at ' , to accept s imple 
conj unction status for this form. Our analysis means that the pronominal 
appe arance of that , l ike those of its Uto-Aztecan and TK counterparts , is no 
coincidence but a consequence of the syntactic and informational context o f  the 
form .  
1 2 .  SOME CONCLUS I ONS 
I n  our introduct ion we asked three questions . First w e  wanted t o  know why 
topi calised sentences in many l anguages resemble relative constructions . Our 
tentative answer is that semantically , both involve what we call equative 
relations between two noun phrases and that in both , the second noun phrase , 
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the sentential des cription , is about the first noun phrase . Many l anguages 
therefore ' economise ' by using s imilar kinds of structures and forms , differ­
entiating them according to assertive/non-asse rtive s tatus . Se condly we asked 
why third person s ingular proforms were used in both con structions . We answer 
by saying that this is no coincidence . In both con structions the proforms are 
used to announce sentences as noun phrases , and sentences seem always to be 
third person s ingular noun phrases for those l anguages that have these dis tinc­
tions . Finally we asked what dimensions s ignificant for grammati cal des cription 
are suggested by these phenomena . Perhaps the mos t  significant dimension h ere 
beyond the mo re traditional syntactic and morphological criteria i s  that of 
informational s tructure , the s tructure that reflects the speaker ' s  assumptions , 
genuine or hypocriti cal , about what his audience knows or believes relevant to 
what he i s  saying. Notions such as ' as sertion ' ,  ' re fe rentiality ' ,  ' topi c ' ,  and 
' comment ' mus t be centrally involved in the formulation o f  the grammati cal 
description of a l anguage . 
NOTES 
1. A shorter version o f  thi s  paper was read at the Lingui stic Society of 
Ameri ca ' s  Annual Meeting in Boston , December 1978 . 
2 .  However 7 .  is acceptable if the pemem i s  interpreted as itse l f  a full noun 
phrase .  There i s , however ,  a s light intonational di fference and ,  more con­
clusively , pemem can i tsel f be fol lowed by th e non-pluralisable form pe? Thi s  
may also be true o f  the corresponding T K  sentence 4 .  above . 
3 .  The TRK e xamples here , as in most other parts o f  this paper ,  are drawn from 
an unpublished mimeo by Sugita . Al though we have found many o f  his insights 
extremely valuable , he is not ,  o f  course , responsibl e  for any extensions and 
pos sible mi sinterpretations by us . 
4 .  TRK also has a mey i , des cribed by Sugita as an aspectual s tative marker 
typically but also used to mark what he calls " asse rtive mood" . But mey i occurs 
initially in both ' stative ' and ' dynamic ' (non-stative) clauses , though it i s  
obligato�y only for the former type . It can also occur i n  sentence-initial 
pos ition not only before the existential verb wo r but before s tative verbals , 
as in 
Mey i  fokkun n i yey��ch pWQnQwen ewe 
STATE very woman-good spouse-of the 
The man 's wife is very pretty . 
, , nwaan we . 
man the 
In thi s example mey i looks much like m i nne i . e .  it may be serving as the head of 
a noun phrase in apposition to the noun phrase beginning pwQnQwen . It may be 
that the (y)  i was the asse rtive i - di scussed earlier . Hence the us e o f  mey i for 
Sugita ' s  so- cal led "assertive mood" . I f  these speculations are val i d ,  the main 
clause use of mey i developed from the embedded clause construction . Note also 
the simi l arity to the m i nne exampl es 34 . and 3 5 . of the fol lowing mey i sentence : 
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Enaan mw��n MEY ) m i nef� newun ppwuk ney i y  chbbn s ukun . 
book my person-of sohool 
my student. 
that man new his 
That guy whose book is new is 
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T H E  OR I G I N S O F  ' COM P E N SATORY L E N G TH E N I N G ' R U L E S  I N  
M I C R O N E S I AN LA N G UA G E S  
Kenneth Rehg 
In studies of Micronesian (MC) languages ,  considerable attention has been 
paid to what most linguists working in this area have traditionally - and I 
believe mistakenly - called ' compensatory lengthening , . l The nature of thi s 
phenomenon is illustrated by the following exampl es from Ponapean (PNP) . 
Base Construct Form Free Form Gloss 
* k i  1 i k i 1 i n  k i : 1 skin 
*set i set i n  se : t  sea 
*mwa rE mwa rEn mwa : r  title 
*::>SE ::>sEn  ::> : s  thatch 
* ror)E rOr)En ro : r) news 
*umw i umw i n u : mw earth oven 
The base forms listed in the first column represent ,  depending upon one ' s  theor­
etical persuasion , either the synchronic underlying forms of these morphemes or 
historically earlier forms arrived at through internal reconstruction . The 
construct forms of these morphemes (meaning ' X  of ' ;  therefore , ' skin of ' ,  ' sea 
of ' ,  etc . )  are derived by suffixing n i  to the base and deleting the final vowel . 
The free forms of .  these morphemes di ffer from their corresponding base forms in 
two respects . 
( 1 ) The final vowel of  the base is deleted . 
( 2 )  The first or remaining vowel of  the base is lengthened. 
Thus , all short base vowels are lost before word boundary in PNP . Lengthening, 
however , operates only on the first vowel of a disyllabic base of  the shape 
(C) V (C) V .  The construct forms of the morphemes do not exhibit lengthening , nor 
do the free forms of  bases of shapes other than (C) V ( C) V .  Note , for example ,  
the following forms . 
Base Free Form Glo ss 
*nsa ra n s a r  snare 
*Emp i Emp coconut crab 
*a rama sa a rama s person 
An excellent summary of the history of the study of such vowel lengthening 
in MC languages is provided by Bender ( 19 7 3 ) , who notes that the earliest account 
Byron W .  Bender , ed . Studies in Mi cronesi an Linguistics ,  5 3 - 59 . 
Pacific Linguistics , C-80 , 1984 . 
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of this phenomenon was provided by Dyen . Dyen ( 1949 : 4 2 3) observes that the 
double or long vowels in the free forms of earlier disyllabic words in Trukese 
(TRK) can "be traced directly to compensatory doubling • . . . The last vowel was 
lost and the preceding only vowel of the word was doubled" . Although Dyen 
( 1949 : 4 2 3) does not make expl icit which TRK word classes undergo compensatory 
doubling , all of the exampl es he cites are nouns . He does observe that denominal 
verbs as well as nouns in close fusion with prepositions do not undergo compen­
satory doubling "because any such word was part of a closely connected sequence , 
and the sequence was longer than a monosyllable " . He gives these examples , 
using q for what is today spelled pw . 
q i i n  
q i n i -n 
j a  a q i n  
nee q i n  
night 
night of 
it is night 
at night 
Bender ( 19 7 1 : 440-44 1) notes that in TRK 
both consonants and vowels occur long (doubled and short , 
although some vowel length is inherent . . •  and other vowel 
length is compensatory . • .  , the result of a late stage rule 
requiring independent forms of some word classes to have 
the equivalent of two syllables . 
Again ,  which word classes undergo compensatory lengthening ( Dyen ' s  compensatory 
doubling) is not discussed . 
So far as I am aware , the earliest formulation of a rul e that restricts 
this lengthening to a speci fic word class was provided by I rwin Howard at the 
University of Hawaii at Manoa .  Using TRK data in probl em sets for his phonology 
classes , Howard not only specified nouns as the word class this rule of length­
ening operates on , but also demonstrated that , within a generative framework , 
a number of  facts about TRK phonology could be more effectively accounted for 
if one ordered lengthening prior to final vowel deletion . What had previously 
been assumed to be compensatory lengthening was shown by Howard to indeed be,  at 
least synchronically , anticipatory lengthening ( Bender 19 73 : 46 7-469 ) . 
My own work on PNP phonology in the early 19 70 ' s  (Rehg 19 73)  mirrored 
Howard ' s  analysis of TRK and ordered lengthening prior to final vowel deletion . 
The following three rul es ,  informally stated and somewhat simplified for this 
presentation , exhibit the ordering of the PNP rule of lengthening in relation to 
final vowel deletion as well as to a rule of  raising . 
Rule 1 :  Lengthening 
[ # (C) V ( C) # JN 
=> [ # (C) V :  (C ) V# � 
This rule lengthens the first vowel o f  an unaffixed disyllabic noun . 
Rule 2 :  Raising 
-+ E 1 __ (Ci) (C) i#  
This rule raises short lal  to lEI when the final vowel in a word is a high front 
vowel , providing that no vowel other than I i i  intervenes . 
Rule 3 :  Final vowel deletion 
v -+ ¢/vc (v) # 
This rule deletes a final vowel before word boundary . 
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I will not attempt to j ustify the particular form of  these rules . In fact , 
I am now reasonably confident that , as a synchronic account of PNP , they are in 
error .  But , as the following sample derivations illustrate , it is clear that 
lengthening mus t precede raising (so as to block raising in certain forms) and 
that raising must precede final vowel deletion (since the rule of raising 
includes this final vowel in its environment) .  
i na i na+n i l al) i  l al) i +n i  l al) i +na  
mother mother of sky sky of cloudy 
Rule 1 :  Lengthening i : na 1 a : 1) i 
Rule 2 : Raising i ne:+n i 1 e: l) i +n i 
Rule 3 :  Final vowel i : n i n e:+n l a : 1)  l El) i +n l a l) i +n 
deletion 
Lengthening , raising, and final vowel de letion rules interact in a paral lel man-
ner in TRI<. 
It has been assumed that lengthening in all Me languages which exhibit this 
phenomenon could be accounted for in essentially the same manner as it is 
accounted for in PNP . Yet , I think that all Micronesianists have in fact been 
troubled by this account of lengthening . Indeed, it is reminiscent of a cartoon 
I recently saw .  In this cartoon , a mathemati cian i s  standing before a large 
blackboard that is filled with a long, complex proo f .  In the middle o f  thi s 
proof is the phrase " and then a miracle occurs " .  At l east two aspects of  this 
account of lengthening strik e me as mysterious , if not miraculous . The first i s ,  
if  lengthening has anything to do with final vowel deletion , then how could it 
literally be anticipatory? I do not believe that languages , any more than the 
people who speak them, have the ability to see into the future . The second is , 
why should this rule of  lengthening apply only to nouns? It is obvious that 
lengthening requires further explanation and investigation . 
With respect to the issue of  rule ordering , it is clear that historically 
at least,  lengthening did precede final vowel deletion . For example , in some 
western Trukic (TK) languages , base final vowels are retained as voiceless vowels ; 
nevertheless , lengthening of  the first vowel of  disyllabic bases still occurs , 
as illustrated by the following examples from Woleaian : 
Base Free Form 
1 a 1)0 l a : l)� 
yaf i ya : f !  
i ta i :  t �  
mata ma : t� 
r i g i  r t  : g !  
Gloss 
fly 
fire 
name 
eyes 
running (noun) 
Ward Goodenough has also pointed out (personal communication) that , in Kiribati 
( Gilbertese )  (KIR) , the only base-final vowels that undergo deletion are high 
vowe ls after a nasal . Nevertheless , a similar pattern of  lengthening exists in 
this language , as illus trated by the following examples . 
te  mat a  
matana 
ma : t a 
eye 
his eye 
eyes 
The plural translation eyes for the form ma : t a indicates that when a noun is 
used without the article , or is in no other way modi fied , it is given a generic 
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reading . It should also be noted that KIR lengthening affects surface mono­
syllables as we ll as disyll ables , as illustrated by the next examples . 
te ton a to : na yC1JJJS 
te umwa u : mwa house 
te i ka i : ka fish 
te  pen pe : n  ripe coconut 
But , as in TRK and PNP , KIR lengthening does not affect bases of grea�er length . 
t e  pwapwa i 
t e  mwmwaane 
pwapwa i 
mwmwaane 
root of a taro- Zike pZant 
man 
Based upon evidence from western TK languages and KIR,  it thus seems clear 
that , diachronically , lengthening did precede final vowel de letion . However ,  
the issue of  whether o r  not this lengthening has i n  fact anything to do with 
final vowel deletion is not resolved by these data.  I will return to this issue 
later .  
The order of lengthening with respect to final vowel deletion was one of  
the "mysteries "  to which I referred earlier . The other was the fact that 
lengthening , as commonly des cribed for TRK and PNP , is presumed to apply to nouns 
only . With regard to thi s concern , data from KIR are again particularly 
interesting,  since it is not true in KI R that lengthening is so constrained . 
Note the following examples : 
E p i  r i  He ran. P i : r i  ! Run! 
E nako He went. Na : ko !  Go ! 
E s i ku He stayed. S i : ku !  Stay! 
E k i pa He jumped. K i  : pa !  Jump! 
These forms illus trate that when a disyllabic verb occurs alone in a phrase , the 
first vowel of the verb undergoes lengthening . Verbs thus behave precisely as 
nouns do . Therefore , as with nouns , lengthening does not apply to verbs of 
three or more syllables , as demonstrated by these exampl es : 
E os i nako .  
E anene . 
He went out. 
He sang. 
O s i nako ! 
Anene ! 
Go out! 
Sing! 
In KIR ,  therefore , l engthening is not constrained to apply only to nouns . A 
closer examination of PNP reveals that , in fact , lengthening is not so constrained 
in this language either . While verbs never undergo lengthening , other word 
classes do , as illustrated by PNP reflexes of the following Proto-Micronesian 
(PMC) forms . 
INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS 
PMC 
* i a  
*k i t ' a 
PNP 
i :  
k i  : t '  
3rd pers . sing . 
1st pers . excl . 
Since independent pronouns never occur with affixes or in combination with other 
words in a phrase , they do not exhibit  alternations of length however .  
NUMERALS 
e : w  
yew 
one (independent form) 
one (encliti c form) 
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POSSESSIVE FORMS 
a : y  
ey 
a : rnw  
ornw 
a :  
e 
rmne 
my 
yOUI'S 
yOUI' 
his 
his 
QUESTION WORDS 
t a :  what 
ta  what 
i : 5 who 
i s i me who 
( What is this?) 
(What kind is this ?) 
What all of these word classes have in common , along with nouns , is that they 
may occur alone without further modifi cation in a noun phrase . When alone , they 
have a long vowel ;  when not alone,  they have a short vowel . Only words having 
the potential to stand alone in noun phrases in PNP exhibit this kind o f  length­
ening. 
The exampl es from KIR and PNP suggest that , diachronically , l ength.ening of  
the first vowel of a disyllabic morpheme was a phrase governed phenomenon , not a 
l exi cally governed one .  Therefore , the origins of  l engthening might b e  explained 
in terms of the phrase . Two related explanations corne to mind . 
The first is that in a language ancestral to PNP , KI R, and the TK languages 
( as wel l  as possibly to other Me languages) , a constraint existed to the effect 
that all phrases had to be minimally trimoric . Since all lexical items belonging 
to major word classes were apparently minimally disyl labic in thi s language ( as 
in Proto-Oceani c) , noun phrases were normally at l east trimori c as a consequence 
of the presence of an article . Verb phrases , too , normally contained at l east 
three mora because of the presence of a subj ect pronoun . When disylLabic nouns 
were us ed generi cally , with no further modification , or when disylLabic verbs 
occurred in commands , with the deletion of the subj ect pronoun , the constraint 
that phrases be minimally trimoric was satisfied by lengthening the first vowel 
of the disyllabic base . 
The preceding account of the origins o f  lengthening is not entirely satis­
factory , however ,  for the simple reason that it fails to explain why it is the 
first vowel of a disyllabic base that lengthens . Three mora could just as easily 
be arrived at by doubling the last vowel , by adding a prothetic vowel , by 
doubling a medial consonant,  etc . The observation that phrases must have been 
minimal ly trimoric in some ancestral Micronesian language is better explained ,  
I believe , as a consequence of  the interaction of  the following two quite 
natural rules (in which II marks phrase boundary) . 
STRESS ASSIGNMENT 
V + [ +stress ]/ __ (e) v I I 
PHRASE INITIAL STRESSED VOWEL LENGTHENING 
V + [ +long ] " (e) 
The first rule ass igns primary stress to the penultimate vowel of  a phrase . 
Penultimate stress is the expected position of  stress for Oceanic l anguages , and 
I have argued elsewhere (Rehg 1978 ) that one mus t assume such a stress pattern 
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for Proto-Ponapeic to account for certain vowel deletion phenomena that tak.e 
place in Mokilese , a Ponapeic  language . The second rule lengthens a stressed 
vowel when it is the first vowel in a phrase . Many phonetic arguments can be 
brought to bear in support of the naturalness of this rule , including the 
heightened air pressure that exists at the onset of a breath group , the common 
occurrence of phrase-initial stress in many languages , and the expected (but 
not inevitable)  pattern of stressed vowels having greater duration than unstressed 
vowels . These two rules , then , might account for the genesis of the length.ening 
of disyllabi c bases in MC languages . When the phrase was only two syllables 
long,  the stressed vowel occurred in phrase-ini tial position and was thus 
lengthened. I f  the phrase contained more than two syllables , the stressed vowel 
was never in phrase-initial position , and was thus not lengthened. 
The preceding discuss ion , if  correct , renders vacuous the i ssue of whether 
the lengthening of disyllabic bases was anti cipatory or compensatory with 
relation to final vowel de letion . Such lengthening quite probably had nothing 
to do with final vowel deletion . In contemporary KIR ,  for example ,  it is not 
the loss o f  a final vowel whi ch triggers lengthening ,  but rather the position of 
a stressed vowel in relation to the beginning of the ph rase . Thus , a surface 
monosyllabic form will contain a short vowel in a phrase like te p�n the ripe 
coconut , but will have a long vowel in a generic phrase such as p� : n  ripe 
coconuts . It is presumably the case , therefore , that in modern KIR stress is 
assigned prior to final vowel deletion , or the rule governing stress has been 
modi fied to the form V + [ +stress J/ (C) (V) I I  The presence o r  absence o f  
final vowels in surface forms plays -ru;-role i n  determining when length.ening 
applies . 
While lengthening in KIR can possibly be accounted for by only slightly 
modi fying the two rules presented earlier, it is quite clear that thes e rules 
will not suffice for contemporary PNP nor for the TK languages . How synchronic 
lengthening is to be accounted for in PNP is a problem I am currently investi­
gating , but for which I have not yet arrived at any satis factory solution . 
Thus , the resolution o f  this issue must be considered at another time . 
The final point I wish to cinsider here concerns the relative antiquity of 
phrase-initial s tressed vowel lengthening . As Bender ( 1973 )  noted , the length­
ening of disyllabic bases occurs in all TK languages , in KIR ,  and , I believe , 
mus t  certainly have been a feature of Proto-Ponapei c .  Tw o  mo.dern Ponapeic 
languages - Mokilese and Pingelapese - no longer exhibit such alternations in 
length , but evidence exists that they once did .  Geoffrey Nathan has reported 
(personal communication) that sporadic lengthening exists in Nauruan , and 
Kee-dong Lee and Judith Wang have observed that all monosyllabi c bases have long 
vowels on the surface in Kosraean , at least when those bases are uttered in 
isolation . So far as I am aware , only Marshallese fails to offer evidence for 
the existence of an earlier rule of phrase-initial stressed vowel lengthening.  
Whether or not this observation will prove useful in determining subgroupings 
within the MC family of languages remains to be seen , but it is a line of inquiry 
worthy of further investigation . 
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NOTE 
1 .  An earlier version of  this paper was presented to the Diachronic Linguistic 
Festival at the University of Hawaii in November of 1979 . 
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H I G H E R  N UM E RALS I N  S E V E R A L  M I C R O N E S I A N LA N G UA G E S  
O .  I NTRODUCT ION 
Sheldon P .  H arri son 
Frede r i ck H .  Jack s on 
In a number o f  Micronesian (MC)  1 languages , there exi st monomorphemic 
numbers for mUltiples of ten , reaching 10 9 in the case of Ponapeic ( PP )  languages .  
( In one Polynesian (PN )  language , Nukuoro ( NUK) , a s imilar series reaches 10 1 0 . ) 
Reports of the exis tence of higher number systems of thi s sort are o ften treated 
with a great degree of scepticism . A typi cal reaction is that of Elbert and 
Pukui ( 1979 : 160 ) who , in con sidering the Hawaiian ( HAW) numbers l a u ,  mano , k i n i , 
and l ehu , 2 state that " they are used poetically as nouns indicative of great 
numbers " .  
They note ( 19 79 : 16 1 )  3 that "el sewhere these quantities are somewhat fanci­
ful ly translated as 400 , 4 , 000 , 40 , 000 , and 400 , 000 . It is doubtful that actual 
counts of thi s  magnitude were ever made . . . .  Of even greater magnitude i s  
na l owa l e ,  usually translated lost but sometimes considered a number equal to 
ten l ehu , which i s  four mill ion . I t  i s  inconceivable that people counted that 
many " . 
While it is undoubtedly true that there were no obj ects in any society that 
one would want to count into the hundreds of thousands or mil l ions , we do not 
find it inconceivable that an abstract mathematics with l inguistic means o f  
representing quantities of such magnitude or beyond could have developed i n  
traditional Oceanic societies . I n  our experience , speakers of MC l anguages wi l l  
present the higher number series in order [ 10 1 through lOX , where the value o f  
x is l anguage specific ] much as w e  would recite the numbers ' one ' through ' ten ' , 
making it clear through the counting procedure itself that each member of the 
series is agreed upon as a ten-multiple of the immediately lower member . Though 
skepticism on the part of those encountering these systems is perhaps under­
s tandable , any a p r i o r i  rej ection of the po ssibil ity that such systems could 
exist in a traditional society is in our opinion unwarranted .  
In Section 1 .  o f  this paper , we present some background information on the 
numeral systems of MC languages , with particular attention paid to the status o f  
the category countable base ( numeral clas s i fier ) . Sec tion 2 .  considers the ten­
power bases of MC languages , with some attempt at reconstruction of these bases 
for earl ier periods in the history of these languages ( Section 2 . 1 . )  and a 
somewhat more detailed discussion of MC forms for ' ten ' ( Secb.on 2 . 2 . ) . In 
Byron W .  Bender , ed . Studies in Micronesian Lingui stics, 61-79 . 
Pacific Linguistics, C- 80 , 1 984 . 
© Sheldon P .  Harrison , Frederick H .  Jackson 6 1  
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Section 3 . ,  we consider very briefly the ten-power bases of other Oceanic (OC) 
languages . Section 4 .  provides a speculative first attempt at an account o f  the 
evolution of the ten-power base series . 
1 .  M ICRONES IAN NUMERAL SYSTEMS 
This section gives a brief review of those features of the grammar of 
numerals in MC languages that have some bearing on the interpretation o f  the 
ten-power base series found in many of these languages .  
All MC languages reflect the Proto-Oceanic ( POC) numbers ' two ' through 
' nine ' as reconstructed in Pawley ( n . d . ) , 4  with the sol e exceptions of 
Marshal lese (MRS ) , which has replaced the numbers ' six ' through ' eight ' by o ther 
forms , and Truke se ( TRK) , which has similarly replaced the numbers ' three ' and 
' four ' in unit counting , although not in serial or higher-order counting . (These 
language-specific developments are not directly rel evant here , however . )  Except 
in the serial ( enumerative) counting systems of some languages , these numbers 
always appear as first component of a bimorphemic numeral , the s econd component 
of which is a numeral cl assifier . All MC l anguages , again with the exception 
of MRS , S have a numeral classification system , though the number of class ifiers 
varies from language to language . A minimal binary classi fication sys tem is 
found in Kosraean ( KSR) ( Lee 1975) . At the other extreme , TRK ( Sugita in 
preparat ion , Benton 1968) and Kiribati ( Gi lbertese) (KIR) (Harrison in prep­
aration , Trussel 1979)  have some ninety classifiers , not all of which however , 
are in common use.  Rehg ( 19 8 1 )  li sts twenty-nine class ifiers for Ponapean ( PNP) . 
Sohn ( 19 7 5 ) , in a "non-exhaustive l i st " , gives thirty-eight Woleaiean ( IDL) 
numeral classi fiers . The fol lowing table gives the numerals ' two ' through 
' nine ' in the general counting system (with reflexes of the class ifier Proto­
Micronesian ( PMC) *-ua < POC *pua fruit)  and in the animate counting system 
(with reflexes o f  the classifier PMC *-manu 6 < POC *manu ( k ) bird� creature ) in 
KIR, PNP , and WOL , representative of three of the five first-order MC subgroups . 
Though we have employed the widely-used term numeral classifier above , it 
i s  perhaps not as appropri ate for these morphemes , given their semantics , as a 
more neutral term such as countabl e base . Some countabl e bases are ' qualitative ' 
(what Lyons 19 7 7 : 460ff terms ' sortal ' )  selected in terms o f  a classification o f  
objects i n  the world o n  the basis o f  s al ient features of the inherent semantics 
of the obj ects being counted . For exampl e :  
KIR uoua t e  bo k  i 
two-general art book 
uoman a t ae i 
two- animate child 
uaka i te n i  i 
two-plant art coconut 
uaa i te t i ka ret i 
two- long art cigarette 
two books 
two chi ldren 
two coconut trees 
two cigarettes 
Other countable bases do not reflect a hyponymi c classificat ion in thi s sense , 
but are set labels for individual classes of obj ects (what Benton 196 8 terms 
' repeaters ' )  : 
KIR PNP WOL PMC 
General Animate General Animate General Animate General Animate 
two- uoua uoman r i au r i emen r i uwauw r i uwema l *ruwa-ua '� ruwa -manu  
three- ten i ua t en i man s i 1 uh s i 1 i men  se l i uw se l i me l  *te l  u - ua *te l u-ma n u  
foUl'- aua aman pah i eu pahmen faauw faama l ;'fa ( a )  - ua *fa {a ) -manu  
five- n i maua n i  i man 1 i mau  1 i mmen 1 i ma uw 1 i mma l '� l  i ma - ua '� l i ma-manu  
six- onoua onomaun weneu wenemen wo l ouw wo l oma l ,"ono -ua *ono-manu  
seven- i t i ua i t  i ma un i suh i s  i men f i s i uw f i s i me l  *f i t u-ua ,', f i t u-manu  
eight- wan i ua wan i man wa l uh we I i men  wa l i uw wa l i me l  "'wa l u -ua ," wa I u-man u 
nine- rua i ua ruaman duwau duwemen t i weuw t i wema 1 '�s I i wa -ua ," s I i wa -man u  
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TRK r�wechamw chamwen i i k  two fish heads 
two-head head-of fish 
r�weche cheen wuuch two banana leaves 
two-flat leaf-of banana 
object 
r�wefew faaw two rocks 
two-round rock 
object 
ruUfutuk futuken kkow two lumps of beef 
two-meat meat-of coW 
However ,  in mos t  Me languages , a large proportion of all countabl e  b ases are 
' quantitative ' (what Lyons terms ' mensural ' ) , referring to enumerable (measur­
able)  quanta of time or space , to containers , sets or agglomerations , or to 
parts o f  a whole . For exampl e :  
KIR ua bong two days ( bong day ) 
uangaa two fathoms ( ngaa fathom) 
uamwangko two cups ( mwangko cup ) 
ua r i nan two rows ( r i nan  row) 
uaat ao two layers ( a t ao layer) 
uamwako ro two pieces (mwako ro piece ) 
The category quanti tati ve countabl e ba se in Me l anguages also includes bases 
with a fixed numerical value , the ten-power bases that are the focus o f  this 
article . The morphology and syntax o f  these i tems i s ,  in mo st languages , not 
distinct from those of other countable bases . This observation wi l l  prove 
significant in our account of the evolution of the ten-power base series ( see 
Section 4 . ) . Some examples are : 
KIR uangaun 
uabubua 
uangaa 
twenty 
two-unit of ten 
two hundred 
two thousand 
( n gaun 
( b ubua 
( ngaa 
unit of ten) 
uni t of hundred) 
unit of thousand) 
1 . 1 .  Seri a l  (en umera ti ve )  co un t i n g and the n umb er one 
Wi th the exception of MRS , all Me l anguages ( and many other oe languages as 
wel l )  7 possess a serial or enumerative counting system , which ,  in Me l anguages , 
does not involve countable bases ( cl assifiers ) . The numb ers in this system 
are not used as nominal adjuncts ; they are used either in abstract counting or 
in enumerating a series . The following table presents the serial counting 
systems from one to ten of representative Me languages . s 
Seri al /en ume ra t i ve co unti n g  
K1R9 KSR PNP MOK TRK IDL PMP · 
one ( t e ) e ra s ra ehd oahd/ehd eet yet [ yeetA J �'- sa 
two uua 1 0  ( a )  r i ( a )  r i ( te )  ruu r i uw [ 1" uuwA J  * rua 
three teen tol (e) s i 1 (e )  j i 1 ' , ye l [ yee I I ]  *te l u een 
four aan,ga ahng (e ) peng (oa ) poang faan fang [ faangI ]  �'fang i I*fanga 
five n i  i ma l uhm ( a )  1 i m ( a )  1 i m  n i  i m  1 i m  [ 1  i i mA ]  * 1  i ma 
six on (0)  un (0)  hn ....oon ....0 1 [ woo l 0 ]  *ono 
seven i t  (e )  i s  ( e )  i j fuus  f i s  [ f i i s I ] '�f i t u  
eight oa l ( e ) we 1 ( a )  wa 1 waan wa l [ waa I I ]  *wa l u  
nine yuh (a) du (a) du t i i w  t i w  [ t  i i wA ] ,'os I i wa 
ten l O i koa s i n guhu l  e i sek e i j ek engoon se i g  
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Wi th the exception of the serial counter for four ,  whi·ch apparently 
reflects a PMC *fang i (KIR aanga suggests an earl i er *fanga ) . t.he se:t;ial coun ting 
forms for two through nine in all the languages re flect established POC recon­
structions for the cardinal numbers . The forms for one appear to re flect POC 
* ( n ) sa (Pawl ey , n . d . ) - wi th all the l anguages except KSR showing cl ear evidence 
of a prefixed increment .  Pawley has also recons tructed POC *ta ( n ) sa  one . . . , but 
none of the MC prefixes i s  a clear reflex of *ta- . I f ,  however , the pre fix on 
the forms for one were recons tructed as *te- , as suggested by KIR tee ra , l l  all 
forms could be accounted for .  Moreover , there is substantial evidence , in the 
Solomons at least , that such a form existed outsi de Me as well . 
A second pre fix must also be reconstructed to account for the forms for 
two through nine in the PP languages PNP and Mokilese ( MOK) . This prefi x ,  which 
apparently is not attested outside PP , can be reconstructed as PPP *a_ . 1 2 The 
data also suggest the need for yet a third prefix to be reconstructed to account 
for TRK t � ruu two , but it is our belief that the te- reflects the final *sa  of 
*te -sa one copied onto * ruwa two : yeete- ruu . ( In TRK, final vowel s are deleted 
at the ends · of words , but not before encl itics or suffixes . We suggest that 
*te-sa- ruwa one-two was treated in TRK as a s ingle ' phrase ' ,  before final vowel 
deletion applied . )  
The forms for one with countable bases involve a pre fix that in mos t  
l anguages is also a reflex of PMC *te- : 
KIR t euana 1 3  one ( general obj ect) 
ternanna one ( animate creature) 
MRS j uon one 
TRK eew one ( general ob ject) 
ernen one ( animate creature) 
WOL seuw one ( general ob j ect) 
serna ! one ( animate creature) 
However ,  al though PP forms for one also involve a prefixed countable base , the 
pre fix is more l ikely to be a reflex of PPP *a- than of PMC *te - ,  unl es s  one 
assumes i rregular assimi latory lowering in forms like MOK apas one ( long ob j ect) 
( c f .  Harrison 19 76 , Rehg thi s vol ume ) : 
One 
MOK ew one ( general obj ect) 
ernen one ( animate creature) 
apas  one ( long obj ect) 
ek i j  one (piece) 
must , then , reconstruct the fol lowing forms for one : 
i )  PMC *-sa  one ( serial counting) , which i s  a reflex of POC * ( n ) sa  one . 
i i )  PMC *te- one , which i s  affixed i n  K I R  and the Trukic (TK) l anguages to 
*-sa in serial counting , and in MRS , KIR ,  and TK to countable bases . 
It i s  likely that *te  is also related to the KI R common arti cle te  and 
to a demons trative pre fix in TRK ( see Bender 1981 and Harri son in 
preparation) .  Similar forms , though usually ta , are attested in the 
New Hebrides and the south-east Solomons . The i somorphism between the 
KIR arti cle and the number one is unlikely to be an accident , though 
it is difficult to determine which function , i f  either , i s  hi sto rical ly 
prio r .  
----------- --- ---
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i i i )  PPP *a - ' uni t and seri al pre fix ' ,  which may , however , also prove to b e  
related t o  the a- pre fix appearing with demons tratives i n  K I R  (ae i 
this , anne that , a a re i  that) . 
2 .  TEN-POWER COUNTABL E BASES I N  M ICRONES IAN LANGUAGES 
As al ready mentioned , morphemes for ten, hundred, etc . in MC l anguages are 
countable bases that combine with the number pre fixes one through nine to 
form numeral s .  1 4 For example , with the countable base ten , we find : 
KIR PNP WOL 
( - bwi  i ten) ( - i  sek ten ) ( - i g 
ten tebw i i na e i sek se i g  
ten) 
twenty uabw i  i r i e i sek r i uwe i g  
thirty ten i bw i  i s i I i  h sek s e l  i i g  
forty abw i  i pah i sek faa i g  
fifty n i ma bw i  i I i me i sek I i ke i g  
sixty onobw i i wene i sek wo l o i g  
seventy i t  i bw i i i s i hsek f i  s i i g  
eighty wan i bw i  i we I i h sek wa l i i g  
nintey ruabw i  i duwe i sek t i we i  9 
Higher numbers such as , for example , four hundred and thirty five are formed in 
a left-to-right sequence beginning with the highest appropri ate power of ten . 
In some l anguages the numerals are con joine d ,  while in others they are j uxta­
posed : Thus : 
KIR a bubua ao ten i bw i i ma n i maua 4 35 
4- 100 and 3- 10 and 5-generaZ 
MOK pahpw i k i  j i l  i hj ek l i moaw 4 35 
4- 100 3- 10 5-generaZ 
WOL faab i ug i uw me se l i i g me I i ma uw 4 35 
4- 100 and 3-10  and 5-generaZ 
Unlike Indo-European ten-power numeral s ,  whi ch , except for relatively recent 
fo rms like ' mil lion ' ,  do not exceed 10 3 ( thousand) , the ten-power b ase s of some 
MC l anguages go as high as 109 • The following chart presents the uni t numeral 
for the ten-power morphemes ( i . e . , 1 x 102 , etc . )  in a representative s ample 
of MC languages : 1 5 
KIR MRS KSR PNP TRK WOL CRL 
tebw i i na j ono u l  s i ng uhu l e i sek en goon se i g  se i gh 10 1 
tebub ua j i b ukw i s i o fok 1 6 epwi k i  epwuku seb i ug i uw ebwugh uw 102 
tengaa j e ra pen 1 7 k i d  , , 10 3 enge rew sange ras sanga ras 
t e rebu nen ek i t  sen [ sennA ] s se l  104 
teku r  i l opw se l ob 10 5 
t eea ra r sep i y  10 6 
t etano dep seng i t  1 0 7  
tetok i sapw sange ra i 10 8 
I i k  10 9 
Al though the extent to which the entire set i s  known by all speakers o f  a 
language seems to vary , in no case is it difficul t to find speake rs willing to 
volunteer the full series . Furthermo re ,  as mentioned earl ier , speakers are in 
total agreement as to the values of the numbers . 
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In some l anguages , numb ers above 10 3 are more usually formed on the Engl ish 
pattern (o ften wi th Eng . borrowings like KIR rn i r i on mi LLion and b i r i on bi LLion. 
For example :  
KIR t e n i ngaa 
ten i bw i  i t engaa 
ten i bubua tengaa 
ten i ua te  rn i r i on 
ten i bubua ao ten i bw i i tengaa 
ten i b ub ua ao ten i bw i i rna ten i ua tengaa 
3, 000 
30, 000 
300, 000 
3, 000, 000 
330, 000 
333, 000 
In the traditional KIR system , ' 300 , 000 ' would be rendered 
KIR ten i ku r i  ao ten i reb u  30 ten i ngaa 
3- 10 5 and 3- 104 and 3- 10 3 
2 . 1 . Recons tructi ng PMC ten-power bases 
I gnoring the base ' ten ' i tself ( see Section 2 . 2 . ) , it i s  poss ible to 
reconstruct five of the ten-power base series on the bas is of cognates found in 
at l east two lower-order subgroups o f  MC ( ULI = Ulithian , PUL = Puluwat) : 
PMC *pukua *k ( u , i ) s i 1 8  * l opwa *sep ( u ,  i )  *nena 
KIR bubua 
MRS bukw i  
KSP fu� 
PNP pw i k i 
T� pwuku  
C� bwughuw 
ULI buxuy 
OOL b i ug i uw 
PUL pwukuw 
k u r i  
1 1 jo-kde-n  
k i d  
( k ) k i t  
kk i t 
l opw 
1 0b[ 1 0bWA ] 
rebu 
1 1 dep  
dep nen 
s se- l 
se-n [ sennA ] 
PMC *pukua hundred is re fl ected throughout MC . It is problemati c only in KI R ,  
where one mus t assume a n  i rregular change *k > b i f  the KI R form i s  i n  fact 
cognate . PMC *k ( u ,  i ) s i  is also widely . distributed , though i ts value is not 
consistent ( 10 5 in KIR ,  10 3 in PP , and 10 4 in T� and PUL) . MRS j okden ten 
pairs is doubtful , since MRS d i s  not a regular reflex of PMC *s . PMC * l op ' a  
i s  reflected only in PP and WOL . PMC *sep ( u , i )  i s  re flected in KIR as 104 and 
in PP as 10 7 •  
The reconstruction PMC *nena requi res some comment . I t  i s  reflected in TK 
and PP with the same value ( 104 ) .  In the forme r ,  however , the reflexes at first 
glance might appear to be less than secure . For WOL sen [ sennA ] ,  we hypothesise 
lo s s  o f  *e between identical consonants ( i . e . ,  *te-nena > se+nnA) , which is a 
regular development in TK .  This same process i s  assumed in the development o f  
C �  s se l . In th is form, however ,  the mora count has been redistributed , so that 
it is now the initial consonant that is geminate (where a geminate consonant 
counts as a mora) : *te-nena > se+nna > s sena > s s e l . This type o f  development , 
too , i s  widespread in Truki c .  
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Two additional reconstructions can be made for PTK : 
PTK *t "e-nga ra t"u  
TRK , , e-nge rew 
CRL sa-nga ras 
ULI sa-ngaras  
WOL sa-nge ras  
, 
PUL ye-nge ray 
* ( p ) p i ya 
pp i y  
p p i y 
p i y  
PTK * ( p ) p i ya is in fact a noun meaning 'sand ' ( see Section 4 . ) . PTK 
*t ' e-nga rat ' u  10 3 has no cognates elsewhere in MC but i s  widely reflected else­
where . It i s  clearly a reflex o f  PAN *Rat u s ,  POC * Rat u hundred ( Bl ust 19 72 ) , 
with the uni t prefix PMC *te and reflex of the numerical li gature POC *nga ( see 
Pawl ey ,  n . d . ) . KIR -ngaa 10 3 i s  a pos sible cognate for PTK *nga rat ' u  10 3 but 
only if one assumes a ver� irregular loss of the histori cal final syllabl e .  
(The expected KI R form would b e  *ngaat i ) . 
It i s  s igni ficant that WOL shows a contrast between sanga ras 1� 000 and 
sange ra i  100� 000� 000 . The forme r ,  as already discussed, is a reflex of POC 
*nga-Ra t u  100 , whi le the l atter is uhdoubtedly related to PPN * l a u  oountLess� 
indefinite number ' ( Biggs , et al . 19 70) , which is taken by Pawley ( n . d . ) to 
reflect his POC *dau hundred� unit of hundreds . So far as we are aware , WOL i s  
unique in independently refl ecting both o f  these POC reconstructions . The 
fai lure of the other TK languages to reflect both forms , however ,  may be the 
result of recent phonological developments which would result in *Ra t u  and *dau 
being reflected identically : TRK and Mortlockese (MRT) engerew and PUL yenge ray 
are as likely to be re flexes o f  one as the other POC reconstruction . ( As 
Codrington ( 1885 : 24 9 )  noted , the i somorphi sm between the word for ' hundred ' and 
that for ' l eaf ' [ POC *da u J is probably not accidental . Note , however , that all 
MC l anguages reflect a POC nasal grade *ndau Leaf but oral grade *dau hundred 
where thi s  i tem is re flected . )  
In KIR ,  three ( four if KIR ngaa has TK cognates )  of the ten-power bases 
above ' ten ' (102 through 10 5 ) have cognates in o ther MC l anguages . Of the 
remaining three , t ano and tok i have nominal interpretations in KI R ,  the former 
meaning sand� soi L ,  ground and the latter end� Limit.  In PP , sapw 10 8 also 
means Land and l i k 10 9 means outside. PNP ra r 106 , as a noun , has the meaning 
finger ooraL.  It i s  possible that this l atter i somorphism is not accidental , 
given the nature of ' finger coral ' ,  an ob j ect that i s  frequently found in small 
fragments on the shore . MOK evidence with regard to thi s  item i s  problematic , 
however , s ince finger ooraL is MOK l a r while 10 6 i s  MOK ra r .  Al l the TK forms 
have numeral cognates ,  either intra-MC or extra-MC , except PTK * ( p ) p i ya sand� WOL 
-ng i t 107  and CRL - p�ng�t 10 5 • ( I t  is pos sible , however ,  that these latter forms 
are rel ated in some way to Uripiv ongut 100 and simi l ar forms in the northern 
New Hebrides ( Ray 1926 ) . J  
I t  i s  interesting to note that in the case o f  those higher power numerals 
with independent nominal interpretations , although the forms themse lves are not 
cognate in a strict sense , they appear to reflect s imi l ar semanti cs . Thus the 
highest ten-power bases of KIR and PP (KIR tok i end� PNP l i k outside )  both 
carry the sense of ' l imit , extreme ' .  In these same l anguages the immediate 
lower ten-power base (KIR t ano sand� soiL , PNP sapw Land) also have simi lar 
nominal interpretations , as does PTK * ( p ) p i ya sand, the highest power b ase in 
CRL and ULI and a rel atively high one ( 10 6 ) in WOL . These observations sugge s t  
that a similar semantic may govern the ten-power base systems o f  all MC l anguages , 
even in cases where the forms themselves are not cognate . 
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2 . 2 .  Mi crone s i an forms for ' ten ' 
The following forms for ' ten ' , or for groups of ten , are extant in MC 
l anguages ( PUA = Pulo Annian) : 
KI R tengaun 
MRS jonou l  
KSR s i nguhu l 1 9  
PNP 
T� 
PUL 
C� 
WOL 
�I 
PUA 
MRT 
ngou l  
engoon2 0 
yengoo l 
sengau l  
yengoo l  
tebw i i na 7 i koa 
ehk  
- i k  
heey i k  
see i gh 
se i g  
seyex 
de i kI 
seek 
e i sek 
Re flexes o f  PMC *ngauJ u ten are found in all subgroups of MC ,  and serve as 
the sole forms for ' ten ' in MRS and KSR .  The KIR re flex is used i n  a l l  counting 
systems except the gene ral ( - ua ) system ( in which case KIR tebwi i na ten is used) . 
The PNP reflex is restricted to countinq days , food prepared in an earth oven , 
mul ti-stemmed plants , and small pieces .2 1  WOL senga u l  has the restricted interpret­
ation ten groups . Cognates of PMC *nga u l u ten are widely distributed outside 
MC as the number ' ten ' . Its base i s  recons tructed as POC *pu l u ten , usual ly 
reflected with a unit pre fix and the ligature *nga , paral lel to POC *Ra t u  and 
*da u .  
CRL a�f ten does not appear to be current , though reported in Fr�tz ( 1911) . 
WOL seya f means ten pieces of copra and i s  also used in counting cains and 
valuable shells . The KIR root - bw i i ten may be related to MOK ( e ) - pw i  some� 
several and to PP *pw i h n  and TK pw i i group (with PP l anguages showing a reflex 
of the suffix *-na ) . ( This latter form has been reconstructed as PMC *p ' ut u ( - na)  
group� flock, school ,  l argely on th e basi s  of MRS bw i j i n  group (PMC *t  > MRS J) . 
Though loss of PMC *t is not unexpected in PP and some TK languages in thi s  
environment ,  it would be unusual for KIR . ) 2 2  
The history o f  the remaining forms for ' ten ' i s  complex . For the TK forms 
and PNP e h k  we reconstruct a base *-ke ten . The PNP form derives from this 
base , with a unit pre fix (probably *a- )  by regular hi storical changes ( see 
further below) . The TK forms require us to postulate an optional pre fix i _2 3 
(PTK *t "e- i -ke ten)  whos e  source and function is unclear . However , these same 
e lements , in a di fferent order , also yield PNP e i sek ten « PPP *a- i -te-ke ) . 
Although T� , P� , and MRT do not provide direct evidence for * - ke in the 
forms for twenty ( ruwe ) , fifty ( I  i me ) , sixty (wone) , and ninety ( t t i we )  ( i . e .  
when the number morphemes end in a non-high vowel ) ,  th e loss o f  *k in this 
envi ronment is not unexpe cted : e . g . * ruwa-ke twenty > * ruwa-e > ruwee > ruwe . 
After hi stori cal high vowels ,  PNP -ehk has the al ternate -akan ( PNP s i l  i akan 
thirty, i s i akan seventy, we I i akan eighty ) , the shape o f  which i s  problematic . 
The final -n may be a reflex of the *-na suffi x ,  but why it should appear in 
the se forms i s  uncl ear , s ince it i s  usually restricted to units (one, ten, et c . ) 
rather than in mUltiples . The low vowel o f  -ka- is likewis e unexpe cte d .  KIR 
i koa ten (pair counting) is only que stionably a re flex of an earl ier * i - ke ,  
s ince no account can be given for the final a o f  the KIR form. 
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The reconstructed * - ke ten appears t o  have extra-MC cognates , but with the 
value one ; for example , the form ke one i s  widespread in th e south-east Solomons . 
(Note also Roviana ( ROV) manege ten . )  There may be some relat ionship between 
these forms and the reconstructed POC *t a - ( n ) sa-ka i one (Pawley n . d . ) , with a 
uni t  pre fix ,  though the * -ke � *-ka i alternation i s  perhaps problemati c .  One 
might also note , within MC , KSR soko , a possible re flex o f  poe * ( n ) sa-ka i , 
which becomes more plausible i f  one can assume a pre-KSR *sa -kau one . 
3 .  TEN- POWER BASES OUTS I DE M ICRONES IAN 
Ten-power base systems o f  the sort described here , though perhaps most 
developed in Me , are attested in many other oe l anguages . 2 4  In PN , for example ,  
though the s eries ends in mo st languages at 10 3 ( ' tihousand ' ) ,  Tongan (TON) has 
numerals up to 10 5 . The mo st extensive ten-power base system thus far 
encountered is , in fact , that of NUK, which reaches lO l a . Other oe languages , 
e specially in the Solomons ( e . g .  Bugotu ( BUG) , and Kia (KIA) o f  Guadal cana l )  , 
Motu (MTU) , Nguna (NGU) , and ROV , have ten-power bases above 10 3 • Thus ( SAM = 
Samoan ) : 
-TON SAM NUl< MAO BUG KIA Ml'U NGU ROV 
hongofu l  u sef u l  u hu l u!mada ngahuru  sa- l age! t azo! gwauta  ( d ua l  i ma )  manege! 10 1 
hangavu l u ( f)a ) f u l u - f)avu l  u 
teau!ngea u se l au l a u rau hathanga t u  gob i s i na h u  ponot i a  gogo to 102 
a fe a fe mane mane toga toga dahu man u  t i na 10 3 
mane semada mo l a  vuro gerebu t i v i  I i a v u ro 10" 
k i  I u segu l  i fe fe r i  fefe r i  domaga 10 5 
se l oo vu t hea t ahozea 106 
sengaa vat heg i l a 10 7 
semuna 10 8 
sebug i 109 
sebaga 10 1 0 
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We wi l l  not attempt any reconstructions from these data , except t o  point out that 
most of the forms for ' ten ' reflect th e  POC b ase *pu l u .  The bases pec *dau and 
* Ra t u , considered in Sect ion 2 . 1 . , are also re flected in some of the forms above . 
( For PPN reconstructions up to 10 3 , see Biggs et al . 19 70 ; Pawley (n . d . )  gives 
some reconstruct ions for POC . )  
4 .  EVOLUT ION O F  TH E TEN-POWER BASE SYSTEM 
Though extensive ten -powe r base systems are extant in a number of wide ly 
separated areas of Oceania ,  it is unlikely that forms above 10 3 (or pos sibly 102 ) 
can be reconstructed for POC (or for PMC) . One observes , for example , that : 
i )  few o f  the higher ten-power bases ( above 10 3 ) are reconstructable 
beyond the very lowest order subgroups . 
i i )  in many instances , what appear t o  be cognate items have di fferent 
ten-power values in di fferent languages . 
i i i )  i n  some language s , the morphology of ten-power bases above 10 3 
i s  di stinct from that o f  the lower ten-power base s . Thus PP 
ten-power bases above 10 3 do not take the unit prefix e - ,  while 
in NUK tho s e  below 10 � do not take the pre fix se - .  
These observations suggest that the higher ten-power bases have to some degree 
a hi story distinct from that of the lower . In our view , they may have developed 
as numbers at a more recent histori cal perio d .  Similarly , th e ligature *nga i s  
found only (but not always ) with the b ases * p u l  u ten, *Rat u hundred, ," dau 
hundred, Large number (where these b ases are reflected in extant l anguages ) ,  
suggesting an older numeral morphology fossilised in some reflexes o f  the oldes t  
ten-power bases . Though i t  i s  pos sible that a n  older extensive ten-power base 
system may have broken down and subsequently been reintroduced with new items , 
it i s  more likely that the systems found are the result of a number o f  independent 
innovations . That such systems developed is not in our opinion compl etely 
accidental , as we wi ll attempt to demonstrate below . 2 5  
As stated above , evidence from MC ( and throughout OC) suggests that the 
ten -powe r bases , even those of the simpl est systems , were morphosyntactically 
not numbers of the same sort as the numbers ' one ' through ' nine ' but were 
countable bases ( quantitative classi fiers ) that were themse lves counted . That 
i s , the ten-power base s can best be interpreted as ' unit of lOX , and counted as 
' one unit of lOX " ' two uni ts of lOX " etc . The ten-power bases themselves are , 
then , countable bases di stinct from o th er countable bases only in that their 
sole interpretation i s  a mathematical abstraction , 2 6  a fixed quantity , and in 
that they form a semantic set based on another mathematical abs traction , a ten­
multiple seri es . 
However ,  mo st of the items in the ten-power base series may not always have 
had a numerical interpretation , but are l ikely to have b egun as quantitative 
classi fiers with meanings like ' pile ' ,  ' group ' , ' heap ' , or mo re spe ci fi c meanings 
implying quantity , such as ' s and ' or ' leaf ' . There is ample evidence in the 
ten-power base systems of MC and other OC l anguages that many of these i tems had 
such interpretations ; for example , PTK * ( p) p i ya sand, functioning as a high er 
ten -power base in a number o f  TK languages ; KI R te tano ground, soi L, 10 7 , tetok i 
end, compLetion, 10 8 ; PNP sapw Land, 10 8 , 1 i k  outside, 10 9 ; PPN * l a u  Leaf, 102 • 
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The dynamic posited for the evolution o f  the ten-power base system is a 
s imple one : a countab l e  base ( quantitative classi fier) came to be incorporated 
into a mathemati cal series based on increasing powers of ten , the bas i s  of 
which ( on pres ent evidence , as far as 10 3 ) was already present in the proto­
language . In some instances , the b ase in question may have first be come 
associated with a specific numeral value , as possibly in the case o f  KI R 
tebw i i na ten (MOK -pw i  severaL, TK pw i i - group, schoo L, j1ock) , which may have 
been associated with a group whose conventional extent was ' ten ' ,  and later came 
to represent the abstraction ' ten ' alone . (Note that WOL sengau l  means ten 
groups (of eight or ten) , possibly i ts original interpretation , or poss ibly the 
converse development to that des cribed above . )  
On the o ther hand, we also find i t  plausible to conceive o f  individual 
ten-power bases being incorporated into the exis ting series simply by b eing 
conventionally ' tacked on at the end ' , as would be the case were English to 
develop a word for ' ten thousand ' from a sequence ' ten , hundred , thousand , a 
heap ' . The capacity for mathematical abs traction of thi s  sort is certainly 
w ithin human po tential . 
The sole l ingui s tic prerequisite for the development o f  ten-power base 
sys tems in the manner described above i s  the exi stence of a grammatical category 
' countable base (numeral classi fier) ' .  The l arger and more open thi.s category 
i s ,  the more likely i t  is that new ten-power bases wi ll be added to the series 
through time , though it does not follow that this development need take pl ace . 
It i s  interesting to note that it i s  precisely those MC languages that have 
largely abandoned the numeral class ifi er category (MRS and KSR) that have the 
mos t  l imited ten-pow er base sys tems . It is not clear whether more extensive 
systems simply never developed in these languages , or have e roded through time 
along with the classifier system . 
In order to account in this way for the e xistence o f  ten-power base systems 
outside of MC we must assume that the category ' countab l e  base (numeral class i­
fier)  , i s  not a MC innovation , but existed al so at earl i er periods in the 
history of other OC l anguage s . There is some evidence that this was in fact so . 
Residual sets of countable bases are a feature o f  many PN l anguages ( fo r  example , 
TON tekau score, uangakau two score; tet u l a  score (of thatch) , uan�ot u l a  two 
score (of thatch) ; tekum i  ten fathoms, uangokum i twenty fathoms ) . 2  Simil ar 
quantitative countable bases are attested e l s ewhere - Nggela na kua ten eggs, 
na bana ra ten baskets of food, na gob i ten canoes, na paga ten non-human 
animates . 
Qualitative countable bases , on available evidence ,  are not widespread in 
OC . Outside o f  MC , thi s  category has been reported on San Cristobal and 
Mal aita (Pawley 1972 ) , on Bougainvil l e  ( Ross 1981) , and in the Trobriands . The 
number of qual itative classifiers reported in these languages is , howeve r ,  
apparently consi derably smaller than in MC l anguages .  
Extra-MC evidence for the existence o f  a ' countable base ' category is so 
fragmentary that i t  i s  difficult to draw more than th e most speculative con­
clusions regarding the level for whi ch such a category should be reconstructe d ,  
o r  regarding the nature o f  the system ( for exampl e ,  whether qualitative 
countables evolved after quantitative ones , or whethe r there was an extensive 
system of qual itative classi fiers at some earl i er period in the history of OC 
l anguages that has been eroded to a greater or l esser degree everywhere but in 
MC) . Such observations as the fact that the countable bases of TON appear with 
refl exes of the ligature *nga suggest that the category may have had a long 
history . 
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NOTES 
1 .  The term ' Mi cronesian ' i s  used here in the s ame sense as the term ' nucl ear 
Micronesian ' of Bender ( 19 7 1 ) , including Nauruan ( rel evant data from which i s ,  
however ,  not available) ,  Kiribati ( KIR) ( Gilbertese ) ,  and a l l  languages o f  the 
United States Trust Territory of the Paci fic Islands except Chamorro , Yapese , 
Palauan , Nukuoro (NUK) , and Kapingamarangi . As a working hypothes i s  we wi ll 
assume the existence o f  a Mi cronesian (MC)  subgroup of Oceanic (OC) , much as 
described in Marck ( 19 7 7 ) , though the integrity of such a subgroup has yet to be 
demonstrated conclusive ly . Within MC , we assume the exi stence of a Trukic (TK) 
subgroup ( see Jackson pp . 259-280 in this volume ) , and a Ponapeic (pP) subgroup , 
including Ponapean (PNP) , Ngatikese , Moki lese (MOK) , and Pingelapese . We take 
the l iberty here of making PMC reconstruct ions on the basis of cognates between 
any two first-order subgroups of MC , in ful l recognition of the fact that this 
procedure may be methodologically questionabl e .  
2 .  In citing exampl es , the orthographies used in the standard reference woXks 
( see References ) are employed . Where deemed necess ary , phoneti c detai l is given 
in square brackets . ( Data cited from l anguages for which no reference works are 
available are given in the transcription of the source . )  
3 .  Cognates o f  the first four HAW numbers have base-ten interpretations ; for 
example ,  Maori (MAO) rau 100� mano 1000� Fij ian (FIJ) t i n i  10, Motu (MTU) 
ge-rebu 10� 000. That ' four ' is a common factor in the interpretations of th e 
HAW forms is rel ated to the particular status o f  ' four ' in Hawa iian culture . 
HAW forms for ' hundred ' and ' thousand ' are Eng .  borrowings , hane l e  and kaukan i ,  
respectively . 
4 .  The number ' one ' i s  hi storically probl ematic - see Section 1 . 1 .  
5 .  MRS numerals ' one ' through ' three ' appear to reflect the Proto-Mi cronesian 
( PMC ) general classifier *-ua :  j uon one ( see Section 1 . 1 . ) , ruo two� j i l u  thpee� 
albeit somewhat opaquely . MRS eman foup appears to reflect the PMC animate 
classi fier *-man u .  We can thus assume that earlier stages o f  MRS had a numeral 
classifier system . 
6 .  Other classi fiers are also reconstructable for PMC . 
7 .  Codrington ( 1885)  notes the exi stence o f  serial counting systems in several 
languages of the Solomons . Such systems are also found in Roviana ( ROV) and 
Rotuman . 
8 .  In MC languages , once ' ten ' has been reached in serial counting,  the series 
begins again at ' one ' .  The same procedure is fol lowed once ' twenty ' has been 
reached , etc . 
9 .  The KIR forms are used i n  pair counting . 
10 . The forms for ' ten ' will be considered in Section 2 . 2 .  
1 1 .  The long vowel o f  KIR tee ra , as well a s  the long vowels i n  other KIR ,  PNP , 
MOK , TRK , and WOL forms is the resul t of a regular phonological process . See 
Rehg ( this volume) . 
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12 . MOK ehd one almost certainly reflects *te-sa ; oahd , on the other hand , may 
reflect PPP *a-sa ; that i s ,  the *a- prefix found before number roots ' two ' 
through ' nine ' in PNP and MOK may have been extended to this form for ' one ' . I t  
i s  noteworthy that MOK e h d  is used when counting out the ten-power series (one­
ten-hundred-thousand . . . ) ,  while oahd is used only in unit counting (one-two­
three . . .  ) . 
1 3 .  The suffix -na accompanies all uni t value countabl e  bases in KIR except 
tho s e  of the ten-power series . (KIR tebw i i na ten takes -na  except when a 
conjoined numeral follows : for example , KIR tebw i i rna teuana e leven) . MRS j uon 
one i s  cognate with K I R  teuana one ( see Bender 1981) . 
14 . Countable bases above ' hundred ' in PP ( as wel l  as PNP ngo u l  ten) do not 
take the uni t pre fix e - , al though they do take other number pre fixes : PNP 
e pw i k i  one hundred� r i epw i k i two hundred� but k i d  one thousand� r i ek i d  two 
thousand. 
15 . Al l the l anguages represented here , except MRS and KSR ,  have other bases 
with the value ' ten ' - see Section 2 . 2 .  CRL stands for Saipan Carolinian . 
16 . KSR - foko hundred appears after the number prefixes ' two ' through ' nine ' . 
1 7 . MRS - rap (e } - thousand is archaic ,  now largely replaced by the Eng .  loan 
touj i n .  Note the form MRS 1 i madep five thousand. 
1 8 .  The correspondences between KIR -ku r i  10 5 and the PP and TK forms are not 
problematic . It should be pointed out , however , that the KIR form might be a 
PN loan , corresponding to NUK segu l i 10 5 and TON k i l u  10 5 • Goodenough and Sugita 
( 19 80 )  give TRK e-k i t  104 • Our checking of thi s  form with a native speaker 
revealed a geminate /kk/ , as in PUL -kk i t .  
19 . KSR -nguh u l  ten has the variants -ngo u l  and -ngau l  after some number 
prefixes . 
2 0 .  TRK -ngoon ten i s  not used for mul tiples o f  ten ( ' twenty ' ,  ' thirty ' , etc . ) ; 
TRK - i k  (� -e - see below) appears in ten-mul tiples with the prefixes ' two ' 
through ' nine ' . 
2 1 .  PNP koadoango u l , a serial counting ten or hundred� reflects the same base , 
with a fossilised causative prefix ( PMC *ka- )  and a reflex of the uni t  number 
PMC *sa ( >  PNP doa ) . 
2 2 . WOL also fai l s  to show a reflex o f  PMC *t  in thi s  form, which suggests the 
reconstruction PMC *p ' u ' ( t } u '  ( -na ) ; that i s ,  it is MRS ,  not KIR or WOL , that i s  
aberrant . 
2 3 .  Nei ther ULI nor MRT shows evidence o f  th e  prefix * j - . There is a l so evidence 
( see below) that the pre fix is not reflected in all TRK or PUL forms for ' ten ' . 
2 4 . Extended ten-power base systems may be found in western Austronesian lan­
guages , as well . Al though we have not been abl e  to systematical ly check the 
data for such languages , we find it very interesting that two sources have 
provided the fol lowing Ilokano forms : sangapu l o  ten� sangagasut  one hundred� 
sanga r i bu one thousand� sanga l aksa ten thousand� r i wr i w  one mil lion . ( Cons tantino , 
19 7 1 )  
2 5 .  Girschner ( 1906 ) , after describing the PNP ten-power base system , comments 
that ' expressions for still higher numbers have been introduced by missionaries 
but are not current with the natives ' .  I f  Girschner ' s  remarks are in fact 
directed towards the forms in quest ion here , it should be obvious that there 
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is n o  evidence for such a n  origin for the ten-power bases . We are grateful to 
Ken Rehg for bringing thi s  reference to our attention . 
26 . It should be pointed out again , however ,  that some MC l anguages also show 
a ' qualitative ' distinction in forms for ' ten ' ( see Sect ion 2 . ) . In addition 
to those cases already cited we might note MRT yengoo l ten ( inanimate ) and 
seek ten ( animate ) . Simi l ar contrasts are apparently found outside of MC , par­
ticularly in the Solomons ; for exampl e ,  Nggela na gob i  ten canoes, na paga ten 
puddings, ten pigs, ten birds, ten fish, etc. , na p i gu ten coconuts, ten bread­
fruit, ten crabs, ten she l lfish, na bana ra ten baskets of food, na mo l a  ten 
baskets of nuts, na ga i ba t a  ten bunches of bananas, as compared with e hangavu l u  
ten (counting) ( Codrington , 1885) . Such contrasts are not found with b ases 
above ' ten ' . In MC at l east , the primary meaning of the bases in question 
remains quantitative , in that the MC forms do not have specifi c l exical inter­
pretations , in apparent contrast to at l east some of the forms Codrington cites . 
2 7 .  PPN *kum i ten fathoms is refle cted as HAW ' um i  ten.  
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T H E  I M PACT O F  B O R R OW I N G ON PALAUAN 
Lew i s  S .  Jos ephs 
1 .  I NTRODUCTION 
Wi thin the last century alone , the Palau I s l ands of th e Western Carolines 
have been under the influence of four different foreign admini strations . Spanish 
cul ture , gradually introduced into Palau after the annexati on o f  the islands by 
Spain in 1686 , 1 lasted until the end of the Spanish-American War . In 1899 Spain 
sold the islands , together with other possessions in the Carolines group , to 
Germany , whi ch administered them briefly until the armistice terminating Wo rld 
War I .  After World War I ,  the League o f  Nations granted Japan a mandate to the 
Carol ines , including Palau . In spite of its withdrawal from the League in 1 9 3 5 , 
Japan did not relinquish the mandated islands , but instead put th em to i ts own 
mil i tary and economi c use . Palau ' s  principal town , Koro r ,  was made the admin­
i strative headquarters of all the Caroline Islands , and the islands of Peleliu 
and Angaur , south-west of Koro r ,  were heavily forti fied . Japan ' s  de feat in World 
War II marked the end of its control over Palau and the Carolines , and on July 
19 , 194 7 ,  the United States was granted United Nations trusteeship over the 
area (henceforth called the Trust Terri tory o f  the P acific) , which is now in the 
process of termination . 
The impact o f  four di ffer.ent non-indi genous languages - three European and 
one Asiatic - upon the language of Palau has been unders tandably great . Large 
numbers of lexi cal i tems borrowed from Spanish , German , Japanese , and Engl ish 
are used frequently in everyday speech . As we might expect , the majority o f  
the se represent names for i tems o r  concepts originally alien t o  Palauan culture , 
but it i s  clear that quite a few foreign borrowings have also replaced , or at 
l east come into competition with , native lexical items . Many borrowed words 
have been ' Pal auani sed '  to some degree or other - that i s ,  they have been 
sub j ected to the complex derivational and inflectional processes of Pal auan noun 
and verb morphology and have been introduced into certain characte ri stic 
syntactic constructions . Although many foreign lexical items have been taken 
into Palauan without any change in meaning, a signifi cant number show a rather 
wide variety of semantic modification and distortion . Judging from a purely 
s tatistical count of foreign borrowings and from the over-al l e ffect o f  
Palauanisation , the influence o f  Japanese has obviously been the mo s t  pervasive , 
in spite o f  the fact that Japan control led Palau for l ess than three decades. 
From the s ame points of view , English comes in second ( and wil l  presumably 
continue to have a strong influence ) , whi le Spanish and German , respectively , 
show considerably weaker impact . 
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2 .  PALAUAN LOAN WORD PHONOLOGY 
In general , the influx of foreign words into Pa lauan ( PAL) has had surpris ­
ingly l i ttle e ffect on the language ' s  phonological sys tem . Wi th a few relatively 
minor exceptions , foreign borrowings are always modified or dis torted to conform 
with the phonemes and phonotactics of PAL , and in many interes ting cases , these 
borrowings undergo phonological rules just as if they were native s tems . The 
inventory of phonemes and phoneme combinations has increased only s l ightly under 
the inf luence of foreign sounds : most obvious is the appearance of the fricative 
/h/ (pronounced [ h J  in words of Jp . and Eng . origin and [ x J in stveral i tems 
from Sp . )  and the affri cates / t s/ ( corresponding to Jp . [ c J  or [ ts J  and Eng . 
[ c J ) and /dz/ ( corresponding to Jp . [ J J) .  Whereas chronologi cally older loan­
words from Sp . ,  Ger . ,  and Jp . have been almost totally assimi lated into the PAL 
phonological sys tem , more recent loanwords from Eng . do not exhib i t  the same 
degree of Palau�nisation . Thi s  is undoubtedly due to the fact that they represent 
the newes t  wave of foreign intruders and also to the fact that many educated 
speakers of the younger generation are essentially bi lingual with Eng . Since 
these speakers have learned the correct Eng . pronunciation , they often preserve 
i t  when Eng . words are borrowed into PAL conversa tion . 
In an attempt to i llus trate the overwhelming tendency to reinterpret foreign 
borrowings in terms of the PAL phonological sys tem , the sections below present 
a somewha t  simplified ske tch of PAL phonology 2 in which various classes of sounds 
are examined with emphasis on their occurrence in loanword vocabulary . Reference 
is made where necessary to the phonological systems of the contributing languages 
and to the relevant orthographic and ( for Jp . )  Romanisation sys tems . 
2 . 1 .  Pal auan consonants and thei r use i n  l oanwords 
In the chart below , the PAL consonant phonemes are presented in s tandard 
PAL orthography according to manner and point of articula tion : 
Chart of PAL consonants 
Manners of Points of Articulation 
Ar ticulation bi labial dental alveolar velar glottal 
S tops < voice less t k ch voiced b d 
Fricative s 
Nasals m ng 
Liquids r ,  1 
Fi gure 1 
As we will see below ,  the rather res tricted consonantal sys tem of PAL requires 
considerab le dis tortion of nonindigenous consonantal sounds that have no exact 
PAL counterparts . 
2 . 1 . 1 .  
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There are only two labial consonant phonemes in PAL - namely , nasal m and 
non-nasal b .  The bilabial nasal m poses no problem and is used in loanwords 
whenever the contributing language has m ,  as the following examples illus trate : 
( 1 ) Loan Source 3 PAL4 
Sp . � � ma l z  corn ma l s  
meda l l a re ligious medal meda l i a  
Ger . Masch i ne machine, motor mes f l  
Tu rm tower t u rm steeple 
Jp . mado window mado 
tuna , magu ro manguro 
Eng . movie mub f 
rum r rom liquor 
The non-nasal labial phoneme b is a bilabial stop with two major allophones . 
Syl lable-initially before an 1 or a vowel , the voiced allophone [ b ]  occurs ( e . g .  
b l a i  [ b l ay ]  house, b i l f s  [ b i l f s ] dog, rubak [ r ubakh ] old man ) . Adj acent to 
another consonant in the same syllable ( except 1 )  and in word-final position , 
we find the voi celess allophone [ p ]  ( e . g .  b t uch [ p tu? ] star, tbak , [ tpakh ] my 
spitt le, chab [ ?ap ] ashes ) . 
All labial obs truents in words borrowed from Sp . ,  Ger . ,  and Eng . are 
reinterpreted as the appropriately conditioned allophone of PAL fbi . Thus , the 
stops p and b and the fricatives f and v all become PAL /b/ , S as the following 
indicate : 
( 2 ) Loan Source PAL 
Sp . pad re priest bad nf 
Pascua Eas ter Baskua 
p l a to p late, dish be l a tong 
pu rga to r i o  purgatory bu rkato r i o  
t rompe ta trwrrpet, bugle t rombetang 
bandera fZag, banner bangde rang 
ba r r  i 1 barre l ba r r f l 1 6 
B i b  1 i a Bib le B fb  1 i a 
bote l l a  bottle bu t  i I i  ang 
d i ab l o  devi l d i ab l ong 
ca l abaza pumpkin ka l ( e ) basang 
ca l abozo dungeon, ce U ke l ebus 
sabado Saturday sebadong 
cebo l l a ( s )  onion (s) seb u l  ic�S 7 
jai l, prison 
fa ro l lantern ba ror  tab le lamp 
v i rhen virgin b i rhen 
( 3 ) Ger .  Pap i e r paper, document bab i e r  paper, letter, book 
Pos t pos t office bos t 
Kap i tan captain kab i te i  
Lampe lamp, lantern l ambe i 
Sch l i p s necktie s 1 i b s  
B r  i e f  letter be r fb 
B i l d  picture b i 1 t 
Sch raube screw se raub 
holy picture 
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Tafe l 
Fens ter  
G rammophon 
Masch i nengewehr 8 
auswend i g  
( 4 )  Eng . pipe 
piston 
present 
aspirin 
hospital 
company 
sheep 
box 
b eer 
bishop 
club 
table 
flour 
office 
softball 
valve 
verandah 
glove 
navy 
shovel 
b lackboard 
window 
phonograph 
machine-gun 
by heart 
tabe r 
beng s te r  
ka rmobo l 
mes i l keb i e r 
chausbengd i k  memorise 
baeb 
b i s tong 
pipe, windpipe 
b resengt 
chasbe r (ng 
osb i ta r  
komba l ( i  
s i b  
baks 
b i an g  
b i sob 
k l ab 
tebe l 
b l auang bread 
ob (s 
sabtbo l 
ba rb 
be rangdang 
ku rob 
ne i b r 
sebe l 
As the words in ( 2 -4 ) illustrate , any labial from Sp . ,  Ger . ,  or Eng . becomes 
PAL Ibl realised phonetically as the indicated allophone in the selected examples 
below : 
( 5 ) [ b ]  
( i )  syllab le-initially , before I :  
sp . d i ab l o  PAL d i ab l ong [ d i ab l oQ ]  
Eng . f l ou r  PAL b l auang [ b l awaQ ] 
( i i )  syllable-ini tially , before a vowel :  
( 6 )  [ p ]  
Sp . B i b  I i a PAL B (b I i a [ b (b I i a ] 
pad re PAL bad re [ ba d r8 ] 
fa ro l  PAL ba ror  [ ba ror ] 
sabado PAL sebadong [ sabaooQ ] 
Ger .  B i l d  PAL b i l t  [ b i l t h ] 
Eng . 
Pos t PAL bos t [ bos th ] 
Pap i e r PAL bab i e r [ bab I 8 r ]  
piston 
box 
valve 
table 
PAL b i s tong 
PAL baks 
PAL ba rb 
PAL tebe l 
[ b  i s tOQ ] 
[ baks ] 
[ ba rp ] 
[ dba l ] 
( i )  adj acent to consonant other than I in same syl lable : 
Ger . 
Eng . 
Sch l i ps = PAL 
present = PAL 
softball = PAL 
s I i  b s  
b resengt  
sab tbo l 
[ s l i p s ]  
[ p rE s8n th ] 
[ saptbo l ] 
( ii)  word-finally : 
Ger . B r  i ef  PAL 
Sch raube PAL 
Eng . pipe PAL 
club PAL 
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be r f b  [ ba r fp J 
s e r � ub [ sarawp J 
b �eb  [ bacp J 
k l ab [ k l ap J  
A few exceptions exist ,  of course , to the patterns of loanword phonology 
described above . In several borrowings from Eng . , the labio-dental fricative f 
is not changed into fbi , but instead remains as [ f J . PAL words showing this 
innovating pronunciation are , for example , fengda fender, and ta i f�n 9 typhoon. 
In addition , the initial and medial p ' s  of Sp . Papa pope are also pronounced [ P J  
in PAL Papa . 1 0 The PAL word bos tal  apostle is a rendition of Sp . a pos to l , but 
the initial a - was evidently misinterpreted as the PAL prenominal particle a ,  
resulting in bos ta l being taken as the independent noun . 1 1 The PAL noun Sebang i o l 
Spain is derived from the Sp . adjective espano l Spanish ; in this word , pronounced 
[ sabaQyo l J ,  the initial vowel e [ c J  has been dropped and a r a J  has been inserted 
to avoid a rather infre�uent PAL word-initial consonant clus ter sb- . Finally , 
in a word like PAL neb ta i from Eng . necktie , we observe an unusual switching 
from one grave consonant to another ( k  to b )  . 
The Jp . bilabial stops p 1 2 and b are borrowed into PAL in the expected way 
- that is , they are rendered as the appropriately conditioned allophone of PAL 
fbi . Thus , the exampl es below require no special explanation : 
( 7 )  Loan Words PAL 
Jp . bunpo gramnar b umbo 
denpo te legram dembo 
h i npyoka i exhibition, fair h i mb i aka i 
kenpe i mi litary policeman kembe i police 
senpuk i e lectric fan sembuk f 
[ dialect J 
, ( long) cabbage nappa greens nappa 
ba ra rose bara 
bengos h i  lawyer bengngos 
bun minute, part bung 
a sh i ba scaffolding chas i ba 
dobu ditch dob u 
kya b u 1 3 carburetor k i ab 
In Jp . the phoneme /h/ has three allophones ,  distributed as follows : before 
u in the syllable /hu/ (wri tten as fu in the Romani sation used here ) , /h/ is 
pronounced as a voiceless bi labial fricative [ � J ;  before i in the syllable /h i /  
and before y in /hya . hyu , hyo/ , i t  is pronounced as a voice less palatal or 
prevelar fricative [ � J similar to the fricative in standard Ger . i ch I) ; l � and 
before other vowels in the syllables fha , he , hoi , it is a glottal fricative 
similar to Eng . /h/ . Although there is one rare example - PAL kangngob « Jp . 
kangofu nurse ) - in which an allophone of Jp . /h/ has become an allophone of 
PAL / b/ , the allophones of Jp . /h/ are normally borrowed into PAL as a new 
phoneme /h/ wi th a single allophone , the (voiceless) glottal fricative [ h J . 1 S 
The following PAL loanwords containing /h/ ( [ h J) are subclassified according to 
the original Jp . syllable containing the /h/ : 
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( 8) 
ha [ ha ]  
h ·  [ •• . 1 I c;: I "
fu [ cpu ] 
he [ he ]  
ho [ ho ]  
Loan 
ha i za ra 
hanafuda 
hash i 
hanta i 
ha rau 
h i npyoka i 
h i m i t s u  
kOhT 
i fukuro 
fu ran s u  
fusen 
futo 
futsu 
ma fu ra 
henj i 
hoko r i  
hon 
hon to 
mahOb i n  
m i hon 
Source PAL 
ashtray ha i s a ra 
Jp . card game hanahuda 
chops ticks has i 
opposite han ta i 
pay (for) ha rau 
exhibition3 fair h i mb i oka i 
secret h (m i t s  
coffee koh ( 
paunch of stomach ch i huku ro 
France hu rans 
baUoon h useng 
enve lope huto 
common3 usual hut s u  
muffler3 scarf mah u ra 
answer3 reply hen z (  
dus t hoko r ( 
book hong 
main is land honto Babeldaob 
thermos bottle mahob i ng 
sample m (hong 
Until the large influx of Jp . - vocabulary , /h/ was not really well es tablished 
as a phoneme of PAL . During the Sp . period , a few words had been borrowed in 
which Sp . ( orthographic) 9 or j ,  both pronounced as the voiceless velar fricative 
[ x ] ,  were rendered in PAL as [ x ]  or [ h ] . These two phones are in free variation 
even today in such words as the fol lowing: 1 6 
( 9 )  Loan Source PAL 
Sp . V i rgen Virgin b i rhen 
ange l ange l changhe l 
Jesus  Jesus Hesus  
. , box3 chest kaho l wooden box3 coffin cajon 
Once /h/ was established as a PAL phoneme after the introduction of many Jp . 
lexical items , the way was paved for assimilating certain Eng . loanwords con­
taining this sound. Thus , in the words below ,  Eng . /h/ becomes PAL /h/ : 
( 10 )  Eng . helmet 
home run 
hose 
hotel 
he rmet 
homrang 
hos 
hote r 
In a few cases ,  however ,  the Eng . /h/ is los t ,  as in 
( 11 )  Eng . hinge 
hospital 
horse 
� . I I ngs 
osb i ta r  
, uos 
2 . 1 .  2 .  
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PAL has two contrasting dental s tops , voice less It I and voiced Id/ . The 
phoneme I t  I has two allophones : word- finally , an aspirated variant [ th J occurs , 
whi le in all other environments ( i . e .  word-ini tiallh and word-internally) the 
unaspirated variant [ t J  is found ( compare cha t [ ?a t  J smoke with tang [ tal) J 
one ) . The allophonic variation of Idl is somewhat more complex , however . Word­
initially before a vowel , Idl is p�onounced as either of the voiced allophones 
[ d J  or [ a J , wi th the former more likely to occur in rapid ,  casual speech . Thus , 
two possible pronunciations are heard for words such as dub [ dup , auP J dynamite 
and deb [ d€ p ,  O€p J sugar cane . Word-initially before a consonan t ,  the pronun­
ciation of Idl varies between the voiceless allophones [ t J  and [ e J ,  with [ t J  
appearing before Ibl and Iml ( e . g .  dbak [ t bakh J my dynamite ) and [ e J  occurring 
before Ikl and Ingl ( e . g .  dngod [ el)oo J tattoo needZe ) . Intervocalically and 
word-finally , Idl is normally realised as the voiced allophone [ a J  ( e . g .  medak 
[ maa�kh J my eye� bad [ ba a J  stone ) . In final pos ition , Idl sometimes begins as 
[ o J  and trai ls off into the voi celess variant [ e J .  
Dental or alveolar s tops from Sp . ,  Ger . , Jp . ,  and Eng . are simply borrowed 
into PAL as the appropriately conditioned variants of I t  I or Id/ , and in a few 
loanwords from Jp . geminate t is also permitted . Note the examples below , which 
all conIorm to this principle : 
( 12 )  
Sp . 
Ger . 
Jp . 
Eng . 
Loan Source 
ad i os l 7  
d i ab l o  
sand ( a 
so l dado 
Turm 
Pos t  
Rad [ ra t J l 9  
Schwes ter 
tane 
ten 
tosen 
ben to 
ama tte i ru 
da i 
do i s u  
bakudan 
bucket 
court 
s tore 
time 
dance 
bid 
( re )  bound 
good-bye 
devi Z 
type of waterme Zon 
so Zdier 
tower 
post office 
bicyde 
nun� sister 
seed 
grade� point 
ferry boat 
box Zunch 
(be) Zeft over� 
p Zenty 
p Zatform 
Germany 
bonW 
PAL 
ad i os 
d i ab l ong 
sangd i ang  
so l dau l 8 
t u rm 
bos t 
r r a t  , s ue s te r  
, tane 
teng 
toseng 
ben to 
chama t ter  
da i 
Do i s  
bakudang 
baket 
kort  
s toang 
, taem 
dangs 
b i d  
bangd  
[ ao i os J 
[ d i ab l o� ,  o i ab l o� J  
[ s ano i al) J 
[ so 1 oaw J 
[ t u rm J  steepZe 
[ bos th J 
[ ra th J 
[ sw€s d r  J 
[ tan€ J 
[ t€1)  J 
[ tOSEI) J 
[ bEn to J 
[ ?ama t : e r J 
[ da i , oa i J 
[ do i  5 ,  oo i s J 
[ baguoa� J 
[ bag€th J 
[ ko r th J 
[ s  toal) J 
[ ta€m J 
[ dans , oans J 
[ b i a J 
[ bana l  
auction� 
bidding 
A small , but significant,  number of exceptions appear among Eng . loanwords , 
most of which involve reinterpretation of Eng . word-final (or ,  less frequently', 
word-ini tial) Idl [ d J  as PAL I t / .  Thus , we find PAL bet [ b € th J « Eng . bed) , 
ka t [ ka th J « Eng . (playing) card) , ko l t  [ ko l th J « Eng . gold) , rot [ rot h J 
« Eng . rod) , and toktang [ tokta� J « Eng . doctor) . Two other unusual examples 
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include PAL bos « Eng . boat) , in which a final s top has been rendered as a 
fricative , and ba l l as « Eng . ballast) , in which the word-final consonant cluster 
has been simpli fied . Interes tingly enough , there are no attes ted examples of 
Eng . loanwords containing orthographic th ( [ e J  or [ 0 ]) ,  so it is not known how 
these phones would be interpreted in PAL . 
2 . 1 .  3 .  
PAL has only one indigenous fricative phoneme , the al veol ar spirant Is/ , 
with a single allophone [ s J . There is no voiced counterpart /z/ , and no pala tal 
fricatives such as /5/ or Iz/ . The total absence of palatal arti culations in 
PAL results in several interesting distortions when PAL adopts Sp . ,  Ger . , Jp . ,  
or Eng . words containing the palatal fricative [ 5 ]  or the palatal affricates 
[ c ]  and [ J J .  
To take the simpler cases first ,  loanwords containing [ s J pose no problem 
when borrowed ,  as the [ s ]  merely becomes PAL /s/ (with geminate Is/  also being 
accepted from Jp . ) .  Several representative examples are given below : 
( 1 3 )  Loan Source PAL 
Sp . D i os God d i os 
c ruz2 0  cross kerus 
g rac i a 2 1  grace k ras i a  
san to saint sangto  
Ger . Fens te r window bengs te r 
pole, rod , fishing pole sao sao 
sense i teacher , sense i 
Jp . 
sum i  charcoal , s um i  
bus soge hibiscus bus songe 
Eng . school skuu l 
sauce sos 
police bu 1 (s  
When Jp . words containing the syllables za , zu , ze , and z o  are borrowed 
into PAL , the syl lable-ini tial z - pronounced in Jp . either as the voiced 
fricative [ z ] or the voiced affricate [ � ]  ( = [ dz ]) - is normally devoiced to 
PAL /sl  [ s ] . This change , which is resisted by many speakers of the older 
generation wi th a knowledge of Jp . ,  is  illustrated in the examples below : 
( 14 )  Loan Source PAL 
Jp . draLJing, picture , zuga s unga 
z ubon pants, trousers subong 
zu ru i s ly, foxy , . s u r u l 
zor i  rubber thongs , so r i 
ze i taku luxurious se i tak 
ha i za ra  ashtray ha i sa ra 
kanzume canned goods kansume 
k i zu injury, scar k (s u  
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A small number of Eng . borrowings with Izl [ z J  also exhibit devoi cing to PAL 
lsi [ s J  - e . g .  PAL b resengt  « Eng . present) , PAL hos « Eng . hose ) , and PAL 
k [ i s key « Eng . keys ) . 2 2 
Because PAL lacks any palatal fricatives such as lsi or Iz/ , the nearest 
equivalent - name ly , lsi [ s J  - is substi tuted for the [ s J  of contributing 
languages . In Ger . and Eng . lsi  i s  a separate phoneme whose major allophone 
[ s J  is pronounced with concomitant lip rounding . Note the examples below : 
( 15 )  Ger . Sch rank 
Sch raube 
Sch l i p s 
Masch i ne 
Eng . shovel 
sheep 
bishop 
Marshall ( Is lands) 
cupboard3 she lf 
screw 
necktie 
machine 
se rangk2 3 
se raub 
s 1 i bs 
mes [ I  
sebe l 
s i b  
b i sob 
Ma rs i a l  
In Jp . ,  [ s J  is not an independen t phoneme but actually an allophone of lsi  
that occurs before the high front vowel I i i  and the palatal glide Iy/ . This 
sound , which is not accompanied by lip rounding and is somewhat tenser , higher , 
and further back than its Eng . counterpart , is found in the Jp . syllables sh i , 
s ha , s h u ,  and s ho ( phonemically Is i / ,  I sya/ , Isyu/ , and Isyol , respectively) . 
I t  is adopted into PAL as lsi [ s J , as the following examples illustrate : 
( 16 )  Loan Source PAL 
shash i n  photo � Jp . s i as l n g 
s h i n a c:hina S [na 
s hoba i business s i oba i 
s hukan cus tom3 habit s i Likan� 
s h i ken tes t3 exam skeng2 
basho place3 locality bas i o  
ha i sha  dentist ha i s i a 
mush i ba cavity mus i ba 
PAL has adopted a considerable number of loanwords from Jp . containing 
the affricates [ c J  and [ J J . These affricates (voiceless and voice d ,  respectively) 
are articulated in Jp . as dental s tops released into palatal fricatives ( there­
fore , they might be more accurately characterised by the phonetic symbolisations 
[ t� J  and [ � J) . These sounds occur in Jp . in the same environments as [ s J  -
namely , before the high front vowel I i i  and the palatal glide Iyl - and represent 
allophones ,  respectively , of It I and Iz/ . These al lophones are found in the 
syl lables ch i ,  cha , chu ,  cho (phonemically I t i / ,  I tya/ , I tyu/ , I tyo/ )  and in the 
syllables j i ,  j a , j u ,  j o  (usually analysed phonemi cally as Iz i / ,  Izya/ , Izyu/ , 
I zyo/ ) . The Jp . affricates [ c J  and [ J J have had an overt influence on the PAL 
phonological system , since they have been reinterpreted as the PAL affricates 
[ c J  and [ ? J , which are not native to the language . It is only in loanwords 
from Jp . ( and Eng . )  that we hear PAL [ c J  and [ ? J , which are affricates consisting 
of a dental s top released into an alveolar fricative , perhaps :more accurately 
represented as [ (s J  and [ dZ J . When we compare the original Jp . [ t� J and [ d) J  
with their PAL counterparts [ [s J  and [ az J , we notice two important facts . Firs t ,  
the fricative portion o f  th e affricate ( a  palatal articulation in Jp . )  becomes 
an alveolar fricative in PAL , a natural distortion considering the fact that 
PAL has no palatal fricatives but only the alveolar fricative lsi [ s J . Second , 
the deve lopment of PAL [ dZ J , while filling a gap in the pattern , introduces 
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the voiced affricate articulation [ z J  into the PAL phonological sys tem as part 
of the affricate [ oz J . In the examples of ( 17 )  below , we find cases of Jp . 
[ ts J  ( Romanised ch )  = PAL [ ts J  (orthographic t s ) , and in the examples of ( 18) , 
there are ins tances of Jp . [ dZ J  ( Romanised j )  = PAL [ dZ ]  (orthographic z ) : 
( 17 ) Loan Source PAL 
Jp . chosh i condition� state ts i QS 
chUbu  (inner) tube ts i ub ( u ) 
chui ( s u ru )  be careful ts  i U I 
bakuch i gamb ling bakuts l 
och i ru fal l� fai l  (exam) o t s l r  
dench i battery dents ( i )  
k i rnoch i fee ling k i rnOt s  
mach i town� ci ty mats ( i )  capital� main town 
kech i stingy kets 
mOcho  appendix rnO t s i o  appendicitis 
( 18 )  j akk i (car) jack z i akk i 
ju  rifle • I gun� Z I U  
nej i screw I nez i 
aj i taste� flavour chch i 
benj o toi let benz i o  
d a  i j obu all  right� OK da i z i ob 
In ( 17 )  above , we have seen examples in which Jp . ch  ( [ t1 J) is rendered as 
PAL t s  ( [ (5 J) . In addition , the Jp . affricate t s  [ (5 J  ( an allophone of the 
phoneme I t  I that occurs only before the high back vowel u ) , also gets adopted 
into PAL as t s . This straightforward correspondence is illustrated in the 
examples below : 
( 19 )  Loan Source PAL 
Jp . tsubame barn swa l low tsubame 
t s unam i tidal wave tsunam i 
h i m i t su  secret h lm i  ts  
ka tsuo bonito kat s uo 
n i motsu  baggage n lmot s  
doku r i t s u  ( s  u ru)  become independent doku r l ts independent 
utsusu  take (photo of) chuts ( i ) u S 2 5 
Looking at loanwords from Eng . , we observe that Eng . ch  [ t1 J as we ll as the 
consonant c lus ter ts is borrowed into PAL as ts [ � J . Eng . ts  corresponds to 
PAL t s  in several cases where the plural of an Eng . noun ending in t has been 
reinterpreted as a PAL singular ( c f .  fns . 7 and 2 2 )  - e . g .  PAL chaut s  « Eng . 
outs ( in basebal l»  and PAL dona ts  « Eng . doughnuts ) .  Eng . ch becomes PAL t s  
in i tems such a s  tsesa « Eng . (beer) chaser) , t s i okko l e t « Eng . chocolate ) , 
and t s u i n gam « Eng . chewing gum) . 2 6 
In this complex area of PAL loanword phonology , there are bound to be some 
exceptions or irregularities . The small , but significant,  number of these all 
invo lve cases in which [ t� J or [ d1 J  of the contributing language is  rendered as 
the PAL fricative lsi [ s J  rather than the expected innovating affricate ts 
[ fs J or z [ az J . This simplification is observed in words such as PAL kusa rang 
« sp . cucha ra spoon) , PAL s uk l a te i  cocoa tree « sp . choco l a te choco late ) , PAL 
s i dos i a  « Jp . J i dosha auto) , PAL s i kang « Jp . j i kan hour) , PAL l i n gs « Eng . inch or hinge ) , 7 and PAL mases ( singular) « Eng . matches ) .  
2 . 1 . 4 .  
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PAL has two velar consonant phonemes , the s top Ikl and the nasal I�/ . The 
phoneme Ikl has three major allophones , distributed as follows : in word-final 
posi tion , the aspirated allophone [ kh ] occurs 2 8  ( e . g .  b rak  [ p rakh ] taro de rumk , h ' [ aarumk ] thunder) ; intervocalically , Ikl is realised as the voiced s top [ g ]  
( e . g .  rekas [ ragas ] mosquito, mekea l d  [ mag£a l a ]  hot) ; and elsewhere ( i . e .  word­
initially or word-medially adj acent to another consonant) Ikl has the unaspirated 
allophone [ k ]  ( e . g .  ka r [ ka r ]  medioine, skors [ s ko rs ] oane . When [ k ]  and [ g ]  
are contained in loanwords from Sp . ,  Ger . ,  Jp . ,  and Eng . , these sounds are 
simply converted into the appropriately conditioned allophones of PAL I k/ . Thus , 
the examples below require no further explanation : 
( 2 0 )  Loan Source PAL 
Sp . ca r ro pushoart, waggon ka rrong 
cat6 1 i co Catho lio kate I (k 
Pascua Eas ter baskua 
man teca lard man g tekang 
g rac i a  graoe kras i a  
i g l es i a  ohuroh i ke l es i a  
Ger . Kap i tan oaptain kab i te i  
Ma rk mark (monetary unit) mak 
Sch ran k oupboard, she lf se rangk  
Gumm i rubber kum i 
Jp . ka i she l l  ka i 
kak i ne fenoe kak i ne 
ga rasu g lass ka ras 
g i nko bank k (ngko 
gomen pardon me komeng 
Eng . clock k l ok 
cake ke i k  
tank tangk 
guitar k i ta 
glove kurob 
bucke t bake t 
The velar nasal phoneme I�I (orthographic ng )  has two major allophones -
e n ]  and [ � ]  - whose distribution is by and large determined by a principle of 
assimilation . Before the dental s tops It I and Id/ , the alveolar fricative lsi , 
and the liquid I r/ ,  the more forward dental variant e n ]  is used ; this allophone 
is spe lled ng in all native PAL words - e . g .  i ungs  [ yuns ] is land, me rangd 
[ marana ] (type of) oora l .  Phonemic Inl e n ]  is totally lacking in native PAL 
vocabulary as the consequence of a very early sound change in which proto­
Austronesian I*nl and I"'r)/ became I I I in various positions except that before 
I t / , Id/ , etc . ,  thus re legating e n ]  to the status of an allophone of I�/ .  The 
resulting resistance to e n ]  in prevocalic  or word-final position was at least 
partially viable through the Ger . times , as attes ted from the following borrow­
ings from Sp . and Ger . in which the e n ]  o f  the contributing language was taken 
into PAL as [ 1 ] : 
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( 2 1 )  Lo an  Source 
Sp . 
Ger .  
. , caj on 
- , canon 
campana 
Ma r i  anas 
Masch i ne 
G rammophon 
box, ches t 
cannon 
be l l  
Marianas (Is lands) 
machine 
phonograph 
PAL 
kaho 1 wooden box, coffin 
ka 1 i 0 1 2 9 
kamba 1 ang 3 0 
Ma r i a 1 as 
mes ( 1  
ka rmob0 1 
However , we also find examples of Sp . borrowings containing prevocalic [ n ]  
in which the [ n ]  was retained in PAL , thus indicating the beginning of  a trend 
to accept this sound in a wider number of environments . Such examples ( in which 
PAL orthographic n is used rather than ng ) include ke r i s t i ano « Sp . c r i s t i ano 
Chris tian) , komun i on « sp . comun i on Holy Communion ) ,  and korona « Sp . co rona 
crown) . With the large influx of Jp . vocabulary , prevocalic [ n ]  gradually became 
established as a possible PAL articulation , and this situation has by and large 
continued through the present period of Eng. borrowings . 3 1 In the list below , 
representative examples are taken from Jp . and Eng. in which prevocalic [ n ]  is 
adopted without change into PAL: 
( 2 2 )  Loan Source PAL 
nasu  eggplant nas 
n i k i b i  pimple, acne n (k i b i  , neg i green onion neng i 
no r i  g lue, paste, starch , nor i  
okane money okane 
tane seed tane 
Jp . 
abuna i dangerous chabuna i 
Eng . navy n e i b i  
nurse n urs 
gardenia kaden i a  
tennis ten i s  
In borrowed words containing [ n ]  before dentals or alveolars , PAL simply 
uses the [ n ]  allophone of 18/ . By convention , this [ n ]  is spelled ng in borrow­
ings from Sp . , Ger . ,  and Eng . , but spe lled only as n in loanwords from Jp . These 
potentially confusing orthographic conventions are to be kept in mind when 
examining the lists below :  
( 2 3 )  
( 2 4 )  
Loan Source 
Sp . bandera flag, banner 
man ta b lack c loth 
santo saint (m. ) 
Ger . Fen s te r window 
auswend i g  by heart 
Eng . pound 
dance 
Jp . 
inch , hinge 
ground 
Sunday 
bento 
dench i 
box lunch 
battery 
PAL 
bangde rang 
mangtang woo t ten b lanket, cotton 
sangto 
bengs ter  
chausbengd i k  memorise 
bongd 
dangs 
I .  
I I ngs 
kurangd 
sangde i 
ben to 
den ts ( i )  
p layground 
Sunday, week 
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ensok u pi ani c, outing ensok 
monda i problem m6nda i 
n i nj i n  carrot n fnz i n tupe of swe�t potate 
The second allophone of I�I - namely , [ � ]  - is used in native PAL words in 
all positions where the al lophone e n ]  is excluded . In other words , [ � ]  is of 
much wider distribution than e n ]  because it occurs prevocalically (both in 
word-initial and medial positions) ,  word-finally , and before the velar stop Ik/ , 
the glottal stop 17/ , and the liquid I I I .  Some examples of the [ � ]  allophone 
of /�I in native words are given below : 
( 25 )  prevocalically : ngau fire 
mouth 
word-finally : 
before Ik/ , 17/ , I I I :  
ngor 
rnen� ( l t 
onge u 
bung 
reng 
d i ng 
ngk l ek 
ome!1gkangk 
Ngches a r  
ng l o i k  
ng l a i  
put oi l on 
steering wheel,  rudder 
flower 
heart, spiri t 
ear 
my name 
lay on ground 
vi llage in E. Babe ldaob 
dance 
taken, brought 
In PAL words of foreign origin , the sound [ � ]  ( always spe lled ng )  appears 
from several sources . First of all , in Ger . , Jp . ,  and Eng . ,  [ � ]  is probably 
best analysed not as an itidependent phoneme , but rather as an allophone of Inl 
before velar consonants . Since the combination velar nasal [ � ]  + velar stop is 
natural in PAL ( cf .  2 5  above) , it is borrowed without modi fication , as the 
examples below indicate : 
( 26 )  
Ger .  
Jp . 
Loan Source 
schenken 
Sch ran k 
den k i  
h ankach i 
hosenka 
kanke i 
kan kodan 
ka to r i  senko 
send 
cupboard, shelf 
e lectrici ty 
handkerchief 
garden balsam 
re lationship 
tourist group 
mosquito coi l 
PAL 
sengk 
serangk 
dengk i  
hangkats  
hosengka 
kangke i 
kangkodang 
ka to r i sengko 
Eng . bank bangk 
monkey ( card game) mongk ( i  
sunglasses sangk l as 3 2 
soft-drink sob d r (ngk 
tank tangk 
trunk torangk 
gift on chi ld IS 
firs t birthday 
touris t 
In a large number of PAL loanword items , [ � ]  occurs word-finally . One of 
the maj or sources of this [ � ]  is a word-final e n ]  in the contributing language . 
Thus , Jp . word-final n (phoneti cally a nasalised version of the preceding vowel 
and , for many speakers , somewhat velarised) is invariably taken into PAL as 
[ � ] , as the examples be low indicate : 
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( 2 7 )  Loan Source 
Jp . ba r i kan 
byoi n 
botan 
bun 
da i kon 
yoch i en 
sen 
udon 
hair clippers 
hospital, 
button 
minute, part 
radish 
kindergarten 
line, wire 
noodl,es 
PAL 
ba r i kang 
b i o (ng 
botang 
bung 
da i kong 
i o ts i eng  
seng 
udong 
The same phenomenon is observed in Eng . borrowings , where word-final Eng . [ n ]  
is pronounced in PAL as [ Q ] : 3 3 
( 28 )  Eng . pis ton 
aspirin 
drum ( can) 
home run 
curtain 
sign 
b i s tong 
chasbedng 
dero�ukang water drum homrang 
ka teng 
, sa l ng 
A second major source of word-final [ Q ]  in loanwords is clearly due to 
excrescence . In most native PAL words , an excrescent word-final [ Q ]  appears 
after the vowels a ,  0 ,  and u when the word in question appears in isolation ( e . g .  
when being cited) , in sentence-final pos ition , or sentence-internally before a 
major pause . To take a typical example , the PAL intransitive verb mong go has 
no excrescent [ Q ]  within a sentence , as in ( 29a) , but does take this [ Q ]  sentence­
finally , as in ( 29b) : 
( 29 )  a .  Ng mo e r  a skuu l 
b .  Ng mong o  
He 's going to school, .  
He 's going . 
A good number of Sp . words ending in a and 0 take an excrescent word-final 
[ Q ]  in PAL . When the word in ques tion is used sentence-internally ( not before 
a pause ) , the [ Q ]  is normally lost . Some representative examples include the 
following : 
( 30 )  
Sp . bande ra 
p l a to 
bote I I  a 
d i ab l o  
ma rt i 1 1 0 
M i sa 
!l,ag, banner 
dish, p l,ate 
botHe 
devil, 
hammer 
Mass 
bangderang 
be l a tong 
b u t i l i an g  
d i ab l ong 
ma rt i l i ong 
M i sang 
Interes tingly enough , many loanwords from Jp . end in the vowels a ,  0 ,  and 
u ,  but virtually none of  them exhibit excrescent [ Q ] . 3 4 Why Jp . borrowings 
should have been resistant to this  phenomenon is quite mysterious , especially 
because many Eng . borrowings , which were of course chronologically later , were 
clearly susceptible to i t .  I n  the majority o f  Eng . loanwords below , note the 
loss of word-final Eng . [ r ]  and its replacement in PAL by the vowel [ a ] followed 
by an excrescent [ Q ] : 
( 3 1 )  Eng . verandah 
beer 
flour 
master 
s tore 
doctor 
number 
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berangdang  
b i ang  
b l auang 
mas tang 
s toang 
toktang 
l ambang 
A few exceptions to this pattern exi s t  - e . g .  PAL bote to « Eng .  potato) , PAL 
k i te! « Eng . guitar) , and PAL t sesa « Eng . (beer) chaser) . 
In certain dialects of Jp . such as Tokyo s tandard , the voiced ve lar s top 
/g/ is pronounced between voiced sounds as a nsasl ( [ � J) . Since the s tandard 
dialect was used by government officials and taught in the Palau s chools during 
the Jp . period , it is not surpri s ing that most Jp . words with intervocalic /g/ 
[ 8 J  were borrowed into PAL with [ 8 J . Some typical examples are listed here : 
( 3 2 )  Loan Source 
Jp . aga ru rise, increase 
dogu too l 
yanag i wi l low 
maegam i bangs 
mag u ro tuna 
sa i go las t time 
t amago egg 
PAL 
changar 
dongu 
' . i anang l 
ma i n gam i 
, mangu ro 
' . sa I ngo , tamango 
In the s tandard dialect of Jp . ,  when a syllable ending in n is fol lowed by a 
syl lable beginning wi th g ,  the resulting sound is some thing like a long ve lar 
nas al - e . g .  bango [ baa88o : J member. A s imilar long velar nasal is pronounced 
in the corresponding PAL loanword and � s  represented by the orthographi c  sequence 
ngn g :  
( 3 3 )  Jp . bango number bangngo 
bengosh i lawyer bengngos 
kangofu nurse kan gngob 
r i  n go app le , r l n gngo 
songa i ( financial) loss , songnga i 
2 . 1 . 5 .  
The PAL gl ottal s top phoneme /7/ (orthographic ch )  has no al lophonic 
vari ation , and is pronounced [ 7 J  in all posi tions (word-ini tial , word-internal , 
and word-final) - e . g .  cha rm animal, ch i se l  news of him, meched shallow, decho r 
s tanding, taoch mangrove channe l, and buuch bete l  nut. None of the languages 
contributing loanwords to PAL has phonemic glottal s top , although in Jp . vowel­
initial words are normally pronounced with an excres cent prevocalic glottal 
s top both in isolation and within sentences . The same phenomenon tends to occur 
in Eng . ,  especi al ly when vowel-ini tial i tems are uttered in isolation . Most Jp . 
and Eng . loanwords in this category have been borrmved into PAL with word-initial 
glottal s top , as the fol lowing samp ling of vocabulary indicates : 
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( 34 )  
Jp . 
Loan Source 
aburasash i 
abuna i 
e i se i  
i m i  
oto 
ur i 
usu i 
oil can 
dangerous 
sanitation 
meaning 
noise� sound 
melon� cucumber 
( liquid) weak 
Eng . ambulance 
air ( for tyre , etc . )  
ice 
okra 
PAL 
chaburasas i 
chabuna i 
che i se i  
ch (m i 
choto 
chu r i  
chus u i  
chambe l angs 
chea 
cha i s  
chokura 
muskme lon 
There are , of course , cases in which the PAL form lacks the initial glottal 
s top - e . g .  PAL ensok « Jp . ensoku picnic� outing) , PAL okane « Jp . okane 
money ) ,  PAL usang i « Jp . usag i rabbit) , PAL ob (s « Eng . office ) , and PAL 
osb i ta r  « Eng . hospital ) . 
The Jp . syl lables wa , ya , yu , and yo , which begin with glides , are adopted 
i n to PAL as two separate syl lables - that is , w and y become ful l vowels . When 
PAL word-initial u or i has developed from thi s source , there is no word-initial 
glottal s top . Several representative examples are PAL uata « Jp . wata cotton) , 
PAL uatas i bune « Jp . watash i bune ferry boat) , PAL i ak i u  « Jp . yakyu baseball ) , 
PAL i asa i « Jp . yas a i  vegetables ) ,  PAL i aksok « Jp . yakusoku promise) , and 
PAL i ote i « Jp . yote i p lan� schedule) .  
2 . 1 . 6 .  
Palauan has two l i quids with phonemic status - I I I  and I r/ . The phoneme 
I I I  is a late ral articulation similar to Eng . I I I :  i t  shows no al lophonic 
variation and can occur ' long ' ( [ I : ] = phonemi c / 1 1 /  and orthographic I I ) . The 
phoneme I rl is a f lap r [ r ] very s imi l ar to Jp . I r/ ,  and when two r ' s occur 
phonemi cally in s equence ( / r rl = orthographic r r )  the result is a tril led r ,  not 
unlike Sp . [ ? ]  but often pronounced wi th considerab le fri ction . In spite of the 
fact that PAL has both I I I  and I rl in contrast ( e . g .  l i se l  its coconut tree vs . 
r i s e l  its roo t) , these phonemes are often interchanged in loanwords , as we will 
see be low . The instability of an absolutely c learcut contras t between I I I  and 
I rl is evidenced not only by such loanwords but also by certain native pairs of 
free variants ( e . g .  me r rede l - me r rede r leader and ( i k r - ( i k l  outside ) 
exhibi ting an interchange of these sounds . While there are a few examples in 
which r of the contributing language i s  taken into PAL as I ,  in the great 
majori ty of cases non -indigenous I is adopted as PAL r : 3 5 
( 35 )  
sp . fa ro l  
sa l , azuca r 
Ge r .  Tafe l 
Pap i e r 
lantern 
sal t  
sugar 
blackboard 
paper� document 
b a ror  
sa r 
suka l 36 
taber  
bab i e r - bab i l nge l 3 7  paper� letter� 
book 
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Eng . valve 
belt 
ba l l  ( in baseball) 
helmet 
hospital 
hotel 
keel 
glove 
barb 
bert  fan belt 
bor 
he rmet 
osb i ta r  
hoter  
k i r 3 e 
ku rob 
Interestingly enough , when words are borrowed from Jp . ,  which has only I rl and 
no 1 1 / , there is never any distortion : all Jp . I rl [ r ]  become PAL I rl - e . g .  
PAL ch f ro « Jp . i ro colour) . 
Even though PAL has word-final r and r before other consonants ( e . g .  ngo r 
mouth� skors cane� dar t  one hundred) , when r occurs in these pos i tions in loan­
words , it is often los t .  Thus , Ger . Ma rk mark (monetary unit) becomes PAL mak 
fifty cents� and r i s  lost word-finally in the Eng . words of ( 3 1 )  and be fore a 
consonant in the fol lowing addi tional items : 
( 36 )  Loan Source PAL 
Eng . carcinoma kas i noma cancer 
card ka t p laying cards 
market mak f t  
horse 
, uos 
It is not known to what extent , if any , exposure to Eng . r - less dialects might 
have influenced the pronunciation of the PAL words in ( 3 1 )  and ( 36 ) . 
The phoneme sequences 1 1 1 /  and / r r/ in loanwords also reveal some distor­
tions . Thus , Sp . ba r r i l  barre l shows a lengthening of the 1 in PAL ba r r ( l  1 ,  
and while this very same word and ka r rong « Sp . ca r ro pushcart� wagon) show a 
correspondence be tween PAL I r r/ [ r ]  and Sp . Ir/ , in loanwords r ra t  « Ger . Rad 
bicyc le) and r rom liquor « Eng . rum) we find an idiosyncratic doubling of the r .  
2 . 2 .  PAL vowel s and thei r use i n  l oanwords 
The fol lowing chart presents the six vowels of PAL classified in terms of 
tongue height and relative tongue advancement : 
Chart of PAL vowel s 
Tongue Advancement 
Tongue height front central back 
high i u 
mid E: a 0 
low a 
Fi gure 2 
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There are five full vowe ls in PAL - I i i ,  lui , lEI ( orthographic e ) , 101 , and 
lal - which occur in stressed or unstressed syllables . In addi tion , there is 
one reduced vowel - [ a  J ( also orthographic e)  - whose occurrence i s  res tricted 
to unstres sed syl lables ( very much l ike Eng . r a J  schwa) . Vowels in loanwords 
are taken into PAL according to the following general principle : full vowels in 
the contributing language are normal ly pronounced as the PAL vowel closes t  to 
them in articulation unless they happen to fall in an unstressed syllab le of 
the PAL word , in which case they are sometimes pronounced as [ a J . 3 9 
2 . 2 . 1 .  
Both Sp . and Jp . happen to have , like PAL , a s imple system of five full 
vowels - namely , i ,  u ,  e ,  0 ,  and a .  Unlike PAL , however , they have no reduced 
vowel such as r a J  that occurs in uns tressed syl lables . Because there is no 
' conflict ' with the PAL five-vowe l sys tem , loanwords from Sp . , and Jp . are 
only rarely taken into PAL with any modification of vowel quality . The only 
cases of distortion involve vowe l rai sing in Sp . loanwords - e . g .  
( 3 7 )  Loan Source PAL 
Sp . bote 1 1  a bottle but i 1 i c�ng  ( o> u ,  e> i )  
cebo l l as  onions seb u l  i as onion ( o>u ) 
choco l a te choco late suk l a te i cocoa tree ( o>u )  
I n  addi tion , full vowels i n  several Sp . words are reduced to r a J  i n  an uns tressed 
syl lable of the PAL form - e . g . PAL ke l ebus [ ka l abus J « Sp . ca l abozo jai l, 
prison) and PAL sebadong [ sabaoo8 J « sp . sabado Saturday ) .  By contras t ,  the 
full vowels of Jp . loanwords are never reduced to r a J  even when they occur 
uns tres sed in the corresponding PAL form , as many previous examples will attes t .  
Al though the vowe l sys tem of Ger . i s  much more complex than that of PAL , 
there i s  l ittle indication of dis tortion during borrowing . The lack of loan­
words containing , for example , the front rounded vowels U and 0 of Ger . is 
probably due to the small statistical sample ( since at mos t 2 5. loanwords from 
Ger . are attes ted) . At any rate , the only phenomenon of interes t we find in 
loanwords from Ger . involves the reduction of full vowels to r a J  in an unstre ssed 
syllable o f  the PAL form - e . g .  PAL mes ( l  [ mas ( l  J « Ger . Masch i ne machine, 
motor) . 
The Eng . vocalic sys tem i s  very rich , wi th a relatively large number of 
s i ngle vowels ( e . g .  i n  the author ' s  dialect,  [ r ,  i ,  U ,  u ,  E ,  e ,  � ,  0 ,  A , a ,  ffi J) 
and several diphthongs ( [ aw ,  ay , �y J ) . When the Eng . vocalic sys tem is ' trans ­
lated ' into PAL , numerous changes and distortions occur , and we find quite a 
s ignifi cant numb er of exceptions and i rregulari ties . The major modifications 
to be dis cussed below all involve cases in which a vowel of Eng . ( e . g .  [ ffi ,  A , � J) 
has no direct PAL equivalent and is therefore rendered as a PAL vowel contiguous 
to it in terms of articulation . 
Th e Eng . low front vowel [ ffi J  i s  almost always borrowed as PAL low central 
r a J , as the list below i l lustrates : 
( 38 )  Loan Source PAL 
Eng . [ ffi J  > band bangd 
[ a  J valve b a rb PAL dance dangs 
s tamp s tamb 
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Only in one unusual case is Eng . [ re J  taken into PAL as [ e J  - i . e .  PAL bek « Eng . 
bag) • 
The Eng . mid central ( s tressed) vowel [ A J  is borrowed either as PAL low 
central [ a J  or PAL mid back [ o J , in each case preserving one of the positional 
features of the ori ginal Eng . vowel . Examples of both of these s i tuations are 
given below :  
( 39 )  Loan Source PAL 
Eng . [ A J > bucke t baket 
PAL [ a  J doughnuts d6na ts  
club k l ab 
Eng . [ A J > pump bomb 
PAL [ 0  J cup kob 
rum r rom 
Th e Eng . lower mid back vowel [:) J is borrowed as the PAL mid back vowel 
[ 0  J, as shown be low : 
( 40 )  Loan Source PAL 
Eng . [ :)  J > ball bo r 
PAL [ 0  J sauce 50S 
Eng . has several pai rs of contrasting l ax vs . tense vowels - i . e .  [ I J  vs . 
[ i  J ,  [ U J  vs . [ u J ,  and [ € J  vs . [ e J . 4 0  Since PAL has only one vowel corresponding 
to each of these pai rs , the Eng . lax vs . tense contrast is neutralised in loan­
words , as th e fol lowing data i l lus trate : 
( 41 )  Eng . [ I ,  i J > bid [ bId  J b i d  
PAL [ i J ( tense)  piston [ pis tan J b i s tong 
sheep [ ;; i P J s i b  
keel [ k  i 1 J k i  1 
Eng . [ U , u J  > puss [ pUs J bus  
PAL [ u J  ( tense ) pool [ pu 1 J b u l  
room [ rum J rum 
Eng . [ e ,  e J > bed [ bed J bet 
PAL [ e ]  ( lax) tennis [ tenIs  J ten (s 
save [ sev J seb 
chaser [ cesar J , tsesa 
In addition to the above , some Eng . tense vowels become long vowe ls o r  diphthongs 
in PAL - e . g .  PAL k ( i s  [ k i  : s J  « Eng . keys ) , PAL skuu l [ s ku : l J « Eng . s chool) , 
PAL te i b  [ teyp J « Eng . tape ) , and PAL ke i k  [ keykh J « Eng . cake ) . Furthermore , 
s ome full vowels or diphthongs of Eng . are reduced to PAL [ a J , Ln unstressed 
syl lables - e . g .  PAL chambe l angs L ?amba l an s j « Eng . ambulance ) and PAL 
cha s be r (n g  [ ?asbar (rj ] « Eng . aspirin) . 
The Eng.  diphthongs [ aw J  and [ ay J  are adopted into PAL with much i rregularity . 
In some cases , Eng . [ aw J  remains a diphthong in PAL ( e . g .  PAL s a usab [ sawsap ] 
« Eng . soursop) ) ,  wh ile in others i t  becomes the single vowel a ( e . g .  PAL 
ku rangd « Eng . ground ) ) or the single vowel 0 ( e . g .  PAL bongd « Eng . pound) ) .  
Eng . [ ay J  i s  either pronoun ced as a simi l ar diphthong in PAL ( e . g . PAL ch� i s  
[ ?ays J « Eng . i ce ) ) or as th e diphthong [ ae J  ( e . g . PAL b aeb [ b�ep J « Eng . pipe) ) .  
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Some of the more unusual PAL renditions of Eng . vowels are undoubtedly due 
to spe l l ing pronunci ations . Thus , in words like the fo l lowing , the PAL vowel 
corresponds to the Eng.  orthographic vowel rather than to the actual Eng. 
phonetic vowel : 
( 42 )  Loan Source PAL 
Eng . pocket bokklh 
bi shop b i sob 
altar cha l ta r  
deacon d fakon 
c lock k l ok 
compass kombas 
2 . 2 . 2 .  
I n  a small number of loanwords from Sp . ,  Ger . , and Eng . , the PAL form shows 
an excrescent [ a J  between the two consonants that form a cluster in the contrib­
uting language . Since k r , s r ,  and d r  are not pos sible as word-ini tial consonant 
clusters in PAL, it is natural that a [ a J  would be inserted in the PAL form to 
obviate an unpronounceable sequence . Thus , cr- ini tials from Sp . are rendered 
in PAL as kar- ( e . g .  PAL ke r i s t i ano « Sp . c r i s t i ano Christian) and PAL kerus 
« sp . cruz aross » , and sch r- [ s r J  ini tials from Ger .  become PAL sar- ( e . g .  PAL 
se rangk « Ger . Sch rank aupboard, she lf) and PAL se raub « Ger .  Sch raube sarew» i 
in addition , Eng . drum ( can ) becomes PAL de romukang . An excrescent [ a J  may 
appear as well , however , between the consonants of clus ters that are themselves 
acceptable in native PAL words - e . g .  k l , sb , and b r .  This unpredictable and 
sporadi c phenomenon is observed in such examples as PAL i ke l es i a  « Sp . i g l es i a  
ahurah ) , PAL Sebang i o l  Spain « sp . e s pano l Spanish ) ,  and PAL be r fb « Ger . 
B r i ef letter) . 
2 . 2 . 3 . 
I n  Jp . the high vowels i and u are characteristically devoiced between 
voiceless consonants and in word- final pos i tion after a voiceless consonan t . 4 1  
S ince such vo ice less vowels have a very low audibility ,  it i s  not surpris ing 
that they are very often omi tted in PAL loanwords . In the words of ( 4 3)  be low , 
the omitted voice less vowel of Jp . is interconsonantal , in the examples of ( 44) 
i t  is word- final , and in ( 45)  it occurs in both posi tions : 
( 43 )  Loan Source PAL 
Jp . bokuso grass, pas ture bokso e lephant grass 
kuse habit kse 
rek i sh i  history nfks i 
s h i tag i underwear s tang i pettiaoat 
sh i ken tes t, exam skeng 
h i kok i aerop lane skok i 4 2 
tsukernono piak les ( t )  skem6no 4 3  
( 44 )  bengosh i 
do i s u 
doku 
hach i 
h i m i t su  
kangofu 
ke i kaku 
s hokum i nch i 
( 45 )  mokutek i 
s h i kaku 
yakusoku 
lC1lJ.)yer 
GeY'IT/any 
poison 
bee 
secre t 
nurse 
p lan 
co lonY3 
purpose 
square 
promise 
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bengngos 
De i s 
dok 
hats  
h fm i ts 
kan gn gob 
ke i ka k 
settlement s i okumfns .. ..  
moktek 
skak 
i aksok 
In mos t  PAL loanwords from Jp . ,  the high back vowel u is de leted after r ;  
u i s  also deleted sporadically after certain other voiced consonants . Examples 
of thi s  phenomenon are i l lustrated be low : 
( 46 )  Loan Source PAL 
Jp . taoru  towe l tao r 
sarumechTru ( Jp .  brand name ) sarme t s f r  liniment 
ama t te i ru  left over3 p lenty chama t ter  
k i i te i ru effective k i te r  
kotowa r u  refuse kotoua r 
tebukuro g love teb ( u ) ku ro 
da i j obu  a l l  right3 OK da i z i eb 
2 . 2 . 4 .  
Of the five full vowels of PAL, four can occur long ( ortho graphically,  ee , 
i i ,  00 , and uu) . Phon etically,  these long vowels are not only greater in l ength 
than the corresponding s ingle vowel s but also are followed by a s l i ght gl i ding 
articulation , at least for many speakers . Native words containing long vowel s 
include kmeed [ km£ : o J near , d f i l  [ o i : l  J abdomen3 dekoo l [ oago : l  J cigarette , and 
b uuch [ b u : ? J bete l nut. " 5 As we observed in 2 . 2 . 1 . above , some PAL loanwords 
from Eng.  contain long vowel s as renderings of Eng . tense vowels - to repeat one 
example , PAL k ( i s  [ k i  : s J  « Eng . keys ) . Given the fact that PAL has long vowels 
both in the native phonology and in Eng . loanword phonology , it is very surpr i s in g  
that there has been a total resistance t o  borrowing long vowels from Jp .  Thus , 
even though Jp . has long equivalents for all five vowels ( Romani sed as a ,  T, U ,  
e,  and 0) , there i s  not a s ingle case i n  which PAL has not shortened a corre­
sponding Jp . long vowel . A few o f  the numerous exampl es o f  this across-the-board , 
yet puzzling , phenomenon are provided b elow : 
( 4 7 )  Jp . sa  rumechTru ( Jp .  brand name) sa rmet s  ( r  liniment 
kohT coffee koh ( 
kyur i cucwnber k i  u r i  
senpuk i e lectric fan semb uk f 
raj i" eta radiator raz i e ta 
kos u i  perfume kos u i 
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3 .  PAL LOANWORD MORPHOLOGY 
The PAL morphological sys tem has been surprisingly flexible in the extent 
to which it has allowed loanwords to be integrated , as illustrated by the fact 
that many borrowed noun and verb s tems participate in characteristic native 
inflectional and derivational patterns . In addition , lexical i tems from diverse 
grammatical classes in the contributing languages have been readily borrowed 
in to PAL as members o f  the several major native parts of speech , o ften accompanied 
by interes ting shifts of meaning . 
3 . 1 .  Change of part-of-speech affi l i ati on dur i n g  borrow i n g  
In the majority of cases , as we would expect,  PAL has borrowed a foreign 
lexical i tem as a member of the indigenous grammatical c lass that mos t  closely 
corresponds to the original class membership in the contributing language . 
Thus , mos t  borrowings that are nouns in Sp . ,  Ger . , Jp . ,  and Eng . also function 
as nouns in PAL . To take only one typical example , the loanword sens e i  teacher, 
a noun in Jp . ,  also is used as a noun in PAL and can occur in three basic  
nominal posi tions - i . e .  as  sentence subject,  sentence ob ject , and after the 
preposition e r  of, to, etc. Each of these is  illustrated in the sentences below : 
( 48) a .  A sense i a ung i 1 .  
b .  Ak m i l sa a sen se i . 
c .  T i a  a hong e r  a sense i .  
3 . 1 . 1 .  
The teacher is good. 
I saw the teacher . 
This is the teacher 's book (= book of 
the teacher) . 
Whereas mos t  non-indigenous nouns are borrowed as PAL nouns , a significant 
number are also adopted into PAL as sta te verbs . As opposed to action verbs , 
which designate actions , activities , or events that involve an active participan t ,  
PAL s tate verbs describe s tates , qualities , o r  conditions that temporarily or 
permanently characterise persons or things . Syntactical ly , action verbs can be 
distinguished from state verbs in terms of the pattern of past tense formation : 
action verbs use an infix - i l - ( e . g .  mengaus weave - m i l engaus was weaving) , 
while s tate verbs use the auxiliary ml e was, were ( e . g .  ung i l  good - m l e  ung i l 
was good) . PAL s tate verbs normally correspond to Eng . adjectives ( and , as we 
will see below , to various classes of modifying words in Jp . ) , but not always : 
thus , for instance , the PAL s tate verb medenge i know ( cf .  past ml e medenge i 
knew) has an Eng . verb ( know) as i ts nearest equivalent . 4 6  
Mos t  o f  the cases in which a foreign noun i s  borrowed into PAL as a s tate 
verb come from Jp . Because the part-of-speech affiliation is changed , the 
meaning of the lexical i tem is also modi fied , but in a fairly consistent manner : 
thus , as the glosses for the PAL s tate verbs in ( 49 )  below indicate , the PAL 
meaning is something like ' characterised by/similar in appearance to [ the 
referent of the original Jp . noun ] ' . 
( 49 )  
ba i k i n  
bozu 
asebo4 7  
aj i 
ha i byo 
han bun 
kama 
j i man 
tamaneg i 
tamagoga t a  
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Jp . Noun PAL S tate Verb 
baci l lus� bacterium� ba i k (ng  unsanitary� unhygienic 
germ 
Buddhis t pries t, monk� bozu  (head) comp lete ly 
shaven head shaved 
prickly heat� heat chasebo broken out in prickly 
rash heat 
taste� flavour chaz i tas ty 
lung disease, TB ha i b i o sick with TB 
half hambung half-witted, 
kamang 
simp le-minded 
sickle, hook (arm) twis ted/cripp led 
pride� vanity , vain, boas tful s i mang 
onion tamaneng i (head) comp le te ly 
shaved 
ovoid figure , tamangongata  egg-shaped� oval 
In addition to being used in PAL as s tate verbs , some of the items in ( 49 )  can 
also be used as nouns ( e . g .  chaz i tas te� flavour, kamang sickle� and tamaneng i  
onion) . 
A few examples following the pattern o f  ( 49 )  are found from Sp . and Eng .  
sources . These are given below : 
( 50 )  Noun PAL State Verb 
Sp . d i ab l o  devi l d i ab l ong terrib le, awful 
ca l abozo dungeon� ce l l  ke l ebus jailed, in prison 
ma rt i l l o hammer ma rt i l  i ong clumsy� ungraceful 
Eng .  curve kab curved 
butterfly bate rf l a i  (person) fickle/prone to 
you-drive ( car) i udo ra i bu 
changing one 's mind 
(woman) loose/fas t .  4 8 
All of the words in ( 50 ) except bate r f l a i  can also be used in PAL as nouns . 
Several PAL loanwords i l lus trate other types of shi fts in part-of-speech 
affiliation resulting from the process of borrowing. Thus , the two Eng . 
adj e ctives Engl i sh and American are the source for the PAL nouns Ingk l (s 
England and Me r i ke l  America. 4 9 In addition , a few Jp . nouns were adopted into 
PAL as in transi tive verbs - e . g .  PAL v . i .  chan zang add� do sums « Jp . n .  anzan 
mental arithme tic/calculation) and PAL v . i .  sb'( i do speed up « Jp . n.  sup i i do 
speed) . As a final example of inte res t ,  the Ger . adverbial auswend i g  by heart/ 
memory is turned into a transi tive verb in PAL - i . e .  chausb�ngd i k  know/learn 
thoroughly� memorise . 
3 . 1 . 2 .  
There are three major classes of modi fying words in Jp . , all o f  which are 
borrowed into PAL as s tate verbs . Jp . adjectivals are forms that inflect for 
tense and other categories : for example , in the present tense , they take the 
suffix - i  and in the past tense the suffix -ka t ta ( e . g .  usu i ( liquid) weak -
usuka t ta ( liquid) was weak) . When Jp . adjectivals are adopted into PAL they 
are invariably taken in th e present tense ( - i )  form , as the examples below 
i l lus trate : 
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( 5 1 )  Jp . Ad j e ctival 
abuna i 
usu i  
komaka i 
ko i 
kusa i 
omosh i ro i  
sab  i s h  i i 
z u ru i 
taka i 
dangerous 
( liquid) weak 
de tai led3 thorough, 
s tingy 
( liquid) strong 
bad-sme l ling 
interes ting3 funny 
lonely 
S lY3 foxy, sneaky 
expensive 
PAL S tate Verb 
chabuna i 
chus u i  
komaka i  
ko i 
ksa i 
omos i ro i 5 0  
sab i s (  
, . s u ru l 
taka i 
Jp . nominal adjectivals are non-inflecting noun -like e lements that are 
divided into two subclasses according to whether they must be linked to a fol low­
ing modi fied noun by the particle na or the partic le no ( e . g .  kantan na koto 
simp le matter vs . futsu no koto usual matter) . Nominal adj e ctivals from both 
subclasses are taken into PAL as s tate ve rbs , as shown in the examples of ( 5 2 )  
b elow :  
( 5 2 )  Jp . Nominal Adj ectival 
na-type bonkura duU3 slow-witted 
i ro i ro various 3 diverse 3 
misce Uaneous 
otenba pert3 saucy 
da i j obu aU right3 OK 
kantan simp le, brief 
kech i stingy, miserly 
ze i taku luxurious, high-
class 
no- type oso ro i ( clothes3 etc. ) 
of uniform sty le 
da i ta i  general, main, 
rough 
hadaka naked 
hadash i barefooted 
han t a i  opposite, dis-
senting 
futsu common, usual 
kata te (with) one hand 
k i ch i ga i  crazy, insane 
PAL State Verb 
bongkura 
ch i roch ( ro 
chotemba 
da i z i ob 
kantang 
ket s  
se i tak 
choso ro i 
da i t a i  
hadaka 
hadas i 
han ta i 
hut su  
ka tate 
k i t s i nga i 
many-co loured, (chi ld­
ren of particular 
woman) fathered by 
different men 
(woman) loose/fast/ 
flirtatious 
aU right� OKS 1 
naked, bare-breasted 
(wi th) one hand3 
dexterous 
Many s tative expressions in Jp . consist of a ve rb in its ge rund form (with 
the suffix - te l  fol lowed by the auxi l i ary verb i r u be, exist - e . g .  t suka rete 
i ru (be) tired from t s uka re ru get tired) . A few of these -te  i ru expressions 
have b ee n  borrowed into PAL as s tate verbs : in the reSUlting PAL forms , of 
course , the i dentity of the separate Jp . morphemes ( verb s tem , suffix - te , and 
auxili ary verb i r u )  has been obs cured . Some representative examp les o f  thi s  
interesting phenomenon are listed below :  
( 5 3 )  
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Jp . Stative Expres sion PAL S tate Verb 
chamclt ter  ama t te i ru 
a t te i ru 
kanke i s h  i te 
i ru 
k i i te i r u 
t s uka rete i ru 
(be) left over/p lenty, 
more than enough 
(be) suitab le/appro­
priate (tor eaoh other) 
(be) re lated to/ 
oonneoted wi th 
(be ) effeotive/ 
effioacious 
(be) tired 
kangke i s te r 
k i t e r  
( t )  skareter  
A small number of Jp . intrans i tive verbs have been converted into PAL s tate 
verbs . In every case , the Jp . intrans i tive verb i s  o f  a special type consisting 
of a noun fol lowed by th e verb s u ru  do . In th e PAL form , however , the verb s u ru 
is omi tted : 
( 54 )  
3 . 1 .  3 .  
Jp . Intrans i tive Verb PAL S tate Verb 
doku r i t s u  
( - s u ru )  
kos ho ( -s u ru)  
panku ( - s u ru )  
beoome independent dokur f t s  independent 
break down, go out kos i o  broken, out of order 
of order 
get punotured, bangk (tyre) flat lpunotured5 3 
b low out 
Most transi tive and intransitive verbs from Japanese and Engl ish. are 
borrowed into PAL without any change in part-of-speech affi liation . Thus , the 
examples in ( 55-6)  be low are rather s traightforward , with the semantic changes 
being of mos t intere s t :  
( 55 )  
Jp . 
Jp . or Eng . Trans itive Verb PAL Trans i tive Verb 
ha rau ha rau 
yakusoku 
( -s u ru )  
kaburu  
ken sa  ( - s u ru)  
kotowa ru 
mawas u  
sh i me ru 
sh  i rabe ru 
ch"Ui  ( - s u ru )  
oen ( -s u ru )  
t s ukamae ru  
pay for 
promise 
put on/wear 
(hat) 
i aksok5 4 
kabur  
inspeot, exam- kensa5 4 
ine, (medioal ly) 
refuse kotoua r 
turn, sorew mauas 
olose, strangle, s i me r 
ohoke 
examine, inves­
tigate 
be oareful, 
watoh out for 
support, oheer 
oatoh, seize, 
arrest 
5 i raber 
t s i u f  
o ( i ) eng 
( t )  skamae r 
flip (person) over 
one 's shoulder and 
throw down 
s trangle, ohoke, turn 
off (e . g. water) 
watoh out for (one 's 
behaviour) , warn 
(person) 
praise, honour, aoolaim 
oonfront, faoe, oorner 
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Eng . s top 
sign 
bake 
( 5 6 )  Jp . o r  Eng . Intransi tive Verb 
Jp . bakuha t s u  b low up, exp lode 
( - su ru )  
ayama ru apo logise to 
katsu  win 
kawa ru  change 
k i ze t su  faint 
( - s u ru )  
make ru  lose 
mawa ru 5 8  tuY'n/ go around 
s tob 
sa (ng 5 5  
be i k  
PAL Intransitive Verb 
bakuhchs 
cha i ama r 
ka ts 5 6 
kauch ( condition of wind) 
change 
k i sets  
make 5 7 
, mauar  
moka ru make profit, gain moki h 
s h i n pa i worry s (mba i  
( - s u ru )  
son ( - s u ru)  lose money, song 
incur loss 
se i ko ( - s u ru )  succeed se i ko 
tao re ru fa U, coUapse taore r  
Eng . drive dora i b  drive around in car 
go ahead kohe i go ahead/forward, advance 
As exceptions to the above , a few intransi tive verbs or express ions of Jp . have 
been reinte rpreted as PAL transi tive verbs . The most s triking examples are PAL 
v . t . chan ga r promote « Jp . v . i . agaru  rise, increase )  5 9 and PAL v . t . k i ngatsku 
notice, be aware of « Jp . v . i . k i  ga t suku take notice of, be attuned to) . 6 0  
3 . 2 . Paradi gma ti c  features o f  l oanwords 
PAL native morpho logical s tructure is extremely varied and rich , with 
highly developed sys tems of inflection and derivation . Trans i tive verbs occur 
in both imperfec tive and perfe ctive forms , with each type composed of character­
i s ti c  morphemes and the perfe ctive forms involving a whole paradigm of incor­
porated pronominal ob j ect suffixes . In addi tion , transi tive verbs have re lated 
s tative forms ( the so-called resulting and anticipating s tate verbs to be 
explained in 3 . 2 . 1 .  below) as we ll as derived reciprocals , causatives , and 
numerous redupli cated forms . Intransitive verbs and s tate verbs have inchoative 
forms ( ' i s  beginning to . . .  , is becoming . . .  ' )  and predictive forms ( ' is about 
to (become ) • . .  ' )  and also exhibit derived reciprocals , causatives , and redup­
li catives . Finally , the great majori ty of nouns are inflected with suffixes 
that i ndicate the person and number of the possessor ( see 3 . 2 . 2 .  be low) . 
3 . 2 . 1 . 
Whi l e  complete coverage of the derivational morphology o f  PAL verbs is 
beyond the scope of this paper , 6 1  th e fol lowing i l lustration will suffice to 
describe those categories relevant to loanword morpho logy . Given a basic noun 
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s tern such as che l ebed whip, club, any thing to hit with, the following forms can 
be derived : 
( 5 7 )  a .  erga tive meche l ebed gets hi t m i l eche l ebed got hit 
b .  imperfecti ve menge l ebed hits, is mi l enge l ebed was hitting 
hi tting 
c .  perfecti ve cho l ebedak hi ts me ch i l l ebedak hit me (pas t) 
cho l ebedau hits you ch i I I ebedau hit you (sg. ) 
cho l ebed ( i  
(sg . ) 
hits him/ ch i I I ebed ( i  hit him/her/it 
her/it 
d .  resul ting che I l ebed (in a state of having been) hit 
state verb 
e .  anticipating che l ebeda l l is/needs to be hi t 
state verb 
Both the ergative and imperfective forms begin with the verb marker me ­
(0- in verbs formed from b -initial s terns ) and inflect for the pas t tense by 
infixing the past tense marker - i l - after the word-initial consonant . In the 
imperfective form , an additional morpheme - the imperfective marker ng  ( l or m 
in other environments ) - appears before the s tern che l ebed , whose initial 
consonant has been deleted . 6 2  The perfective forms consist  basically o f  the 
s tern che l ebed (but note the change of vowel :  the 0 of cho l ebed - is mos t  likely 
a phonetically modi fied , infixed form of the verb marker) followed by a series 
of suffixed pronominal ob j ects - e . g .  -ak me, -au you (sg . ) ,  - ( i  him/her/i t, 
and so on . The past tense of perfective forms also involves infixing the pas t 
tense marker - i l - after the word-initial consbnant . The two s tate verbs -
resulting and anticipating - are used as nominal modi fiers with rather special­
ised meanings . The resulting s tate verb , formed by infixing - ( e ) l - after the 
word-initial consonant, describes the s tate or condition th.at some person or 
obj ec t  is in as a result of having undergone the related action , while the 
anticipating s tate verb , formed by suffixing -a l l ( or - ( e )  I )  , focuses on some 
person or object as being expec ted or required to undergo that action . 
A significant number of loanwords have been Palauanised to the extent that 
they participate in paradigms s imilar to ( 5 7 ) . Some representative examples 
are given below in the same format : 
( 58)  PAL n .  k ( i s  key « Eng . keys) 
a.  erg . mek ( i s  gets opened m i l ek ( i s  got opened 
b .  impf . meng ( i s  opens (with key), unlocks m i  l eng ( i s  was opening 
c .  pf . k i i s ( i opens it up k i l i s ( i opened it up 
d .  res . sta te vb . k l ( i s  opened 
e .  an tic . sta te vb . k i sa l l is to be opened 
( 59 )  PAL n .  cha s ua r t  asphal t  « Eng . asphalt) 
a .  erg . meches ua r t gets asphalted m i l eches uart  got asphalted 
b .  impf . mengesuart  puts asphal t  on m i  I enges uart  was putting 
asphalt on 
c .  pf . chosue r t f i  asphalts i t  over ch i l s ue r t ( i  asphalted it over 
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d .  res . sta te vb . che l s uart  asphal ted 
e .  an ti c .  sta te vb . chesue r ta l l is to be asphal ted 
( 6 0 )  PAL n .  sebe l shove l « Eng . shovel) 
a .  erg . 
b .  impf . 
gets cleared of debris m i l sebe l 
(by shove lling) 
got c leared of de­
bris (by shove l ling) 
mesebe l 6 3 shove ls, removes m i l sebe l 
debris from 
was shove l ling/removing 
debris from 
c .  pf . sobe l ( i  shove ls it out s i l ebe l ( i  shove l led it out 
d .  res . state vb . s e l ebe l shove l led out, cleared of debris 
e .  an ti c .  state vb . [ none ] 
( 6 1 )  PAL n .  smeng t  cement « Eng . cement) 
a .  
b .  
c .  
d .  
e .  
( 6 2 ) PAL 
a .  
b .  
c .  
d .  
e .  
3 . 2 . 2 .  
erg . mesmeng t  gets cemented m i l smengt go t cemented 
impf . mesmeng t  puts cement on m i l smengt  was putting cement on 
pf . s i mengt ( i  cements i t  over s i l emeng t ( i  cemented it over 
res . state vb . s e l emeng t  cemented over 
an ti c .  state vb . smeng ta l l  is to be cemented 
n .  bomk6 4 pump, small  boat engine « Eng . pump) 
erg . obomk ge ts pumped u l ebomk6 5  got pumped 
impf . omOmk pumps u I emOmk was pumping 
pf . memk ( i  pumps it  out m i l emk ( i  pumped it out 
res . state vb . b l omk pumped out 
an ti c .  state vb . bemka l l is to be pumped out 
The great majority of PAL nouns are inflected with possessor suffixes to 
indicate the person and number of a possessor . The categories of possessor 
expressed in the suffixes correspond exactly to the seven major pronominal 
dis tinctions of PAL , as indicated in the list below : 
( 6 3 )  Category of Pronominal Possessor 
first person singular 
second person s ingular 
third person s ingular 
firs t person plural inclusive 
firs t person plural exclusive 
second person plural 
third person plural ( human) 6 6  
Possessor Suffixes 
-ek , -uk , - i k , -ak 
-em , - urn ,  - i m ,  -am 
-e 1 ,  - u l , - i I ,  -a l 
-ed , -ud , - i d ,  -ad  
-am,  - ( e) mam 
- i u ,  - ( e) m i u  
- i r ,  - ( e ) r i r 
Given the phone tic form of an independently occurring noun s tem , i t  i s  
impossible to predict whether the possessor suffix w i l l  take the vowel e ,  u ,  i ,  
or a in the three singular forms and in the first person pl�ral inclusive form . 
Thi s  is i l lustrated by the following examples : 
( 6 4 )  Independent Form 
reng 
ke r 
ock h 
oak 
c ha rm 
chu r 
chu r 
chu r 
heart, spirit 
question 
leg 
anchor 
animal 
laughter 
tongue 
rib of coconut frond 
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Sample Pos sessed Form 
renguk 
ker lm 
och I I  
okud 
chermek 
chedm 
chu ra l 
chu rud 
my heart, my spirit 
your question 
his/her/its leg, their 
{non-human} legs 
OUT' {inc l . } anchor 
my anima l 
your laughter 
his/her/its tongue, their 
{non-human} tongues 
OUT' {inc l . } frond 
As most of the examples ( 6 4 )  also show , PAL noun s tems undergo various 
types of morphophonemic changes when the pos sessor suffixes are added . These 
changes affect the vocalic e lement in the s tem and are due mainly to the shi ft 
of stress from the noun stem to the possessor suffixes , which are always s tressed . 
Thus , for example,  the a of cha rm animal and the u of chur  laughter are both 
reduced to a schwa r a J ( orthographic e) in the possessed forms , where .they come 
to appear in unsbressed syllables . Similarly , the diphthong represented by oa 
i n  oach leg and oak anchor is reduced to the single vowel 0 in the corresponding 
pos sessed forms . 
Wi th regard to the phenomenon of pos session , PAL nouns fall into three 
c lasses . The examples of ( 6 4 )  are all optional l y  possessed nouns because the 
noun s tem can occur as an independent word as wel l  as with posses sor suffixes . 
Bound noun s tems that must always have a suffixed pronominal possessor are 
cal led obl iga tori ly pos sessed nouns - e . g .  budek , b udem , etc . my skin, Y0UT' 
skin, etc . or obeku k ,  obeku l , etc .  my o lder brother, his o lder brother, etc .  
I n  other words , with obligatorily possessed nouns we do not find independently 
occurring free forms such as *bud skin or *obek o lder brother. Las tly , 
unpossessibl e nouns are those that never take possessor suffixes . A few 
native PAL nouns and - as we will see in 4 . 1 . below - the majority 0= loanword . 
nouns be long to this category . In order to show posses sion with such lexical 
i tems , i t  is neces sary to use a preposi tional phrase of the form e r of + 
possessor - e . g . de l me rab  e r  n g i i  his room { lit .  room of him} and sen se i e r  
n g a k  my teacher { lit .  teacher of me} . 
A s igni ficant numb er of loanword nouns have been suffici ently Pa lauanised 
so as to participate in the paradigm of noun possess ion i llustrated in ( 6 3 )  
above - i n  other words , they have been borrowed a s  optionally pos sessed nouns . 
Some typical examp les are li sted below ,  with only the third person s ingular 
form given as a repres entative example : 
( 6 5 )  Loan Source PAL I ndependent Noun PAL Pos sessed Noun 
Ger .  Sch raube scret.) s e raub se rube l 
Jp . tao ru  towel tao r  to re l 
Eng . pipe baeb bebe l [ b e b £ l  J 
box baks bekse l [ baks £ l  J 
( re ) bound bangd rebound, bounce b engd  el [ ban M l  J 
dance dangs  deng s e l  [ oan s £  1 J 
keys k ( i  s k i se l  
shovel sebe l sebe l e l  [ s ab a  1 £ 1 J 
school s kuu l s ku l e l  
time 
, taem teme l  [ t em£ l J 
tank tangk tengke l [ t al) k£ l J 
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As the examples of ( 6 5 )  clearly show , loanword noun s tems undergo the very same 
phono logical processes of vowel and diphthong reduct ion to which native s tems are 
susceptible .  
Many loanword nouns , especially vowel-final s tems from Jp . ,  are adopted 
into the paradigm of noun possess ion wi th the addition of a s tem-final augment 
of the form - l e ng- or - (e ) ng- . 6 7  Note the fol lowing examples : 
(66 )  Loan Source PAL Independent Noun PAL Possessed Noun 
Ger . Pap i e r  paper bab i e r  bab  i 1 nge 1 
Jp . kama sickle kamang kame l enge l 
banda belt banda bande l enge l 
ka ta shape kata  kate l enge l 
s kate skirt s ka to s ka te l enge l 
z ubon pants s Ub6ng s ube l enge l 
tama bal l  tama tame l e nge l 
Eng . bucket baket bake tenge l 
bamboo bambuu bamb unge 1 
bag bek bekenge l 
boat bos besenge l 
book b uk buke l enge l 
cup kob kebenge l 
matches , ma sesenge l mases 
soap sob sebenge l 
3 . 2 . 3 . 
Loanword s tems participate rather freely in a large variety o f  PAL deri ­
vational patterns . Perhaps the derivational affix occurring most frequently 
with forei gn noun s tems is the prefix ou- , which derives verbs that designate 
ownership or use of , control over , or participation in the entity designated by 
the s tem i tsel f . Firs t of all , the use of ou- with native s tems is i l lus trated 
in the examples below : 
( 6 7 )  Noun S tem 
b 1 � i house 
cha rm anima l 
s e r s  garden 
seche l e i  friend 
Derived Verb in ou-
oub l � i  
oucha rm , ousers  
ouseche l e i  
own a house 
keep a pet 
keep a garden, do farming 
have (particular person) 
as a friend 
The great maj ority of verbs in ou- formed with loanword s tems are intran­
s i tive verbs derived from nouns . Note the following examples : 
( 68 )  Loan Source 
Ger .  Rad bicycle 
Jp . bakuch i gamb ling 
as h i  foot 
PAL Noun PAL I ntrans itive Verb 
r ra  t 
bak u t s f 
[ none J6 B 
ou r ra t  
twenty-one oubaku ts ( 
(card game) 
, ouas i 
have/own a bicyCle 
play twenty-one 
walk/go on foot  
(rather than ride) 
denwa te lephone dengua 
yakyu basebaU i ak i u 
s h i ba i p lay s i ba i  
j i dosha  auto s i dos i a  
picture� , zuga s unga 
dmwing 
Eng . basket (ball) baske t  
card ( s )  ka t 
s tore s toang 
tape ( recording) te i b  
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oudengua have a te lephone� 
make a te lephone 
caU 
ou i ak i u  p lay baseba U 
ous i ba i act in a p lay 
ous i dos i a  have/own an auto 
, make a picture/ ous unga 
drCl1JJing 
oubas ke t  p lay basketbaU 
oukat p lay cards 
ous toang run/own a store 
oute i b  make/have a tape-
recording of 
In a few cases , a borrowed noun prefixed with ou- yie lds a transi tive verb -
e . g .  
( 6 9 )  Loan Source PAL Noun PAL Transi tive Verb 
Jp . s h  i rankao feigned s i rangkao ous i rangkao pretend that one is 
ignorance innocent 
s h i ke n  tes t� exam s keng ouskeng examine� give tes t to 
Eng . dance dangs oUdangs dance (particular 
s chool s k u u l  ouskuu l 
type of dance) 
teach 
Another common PAL prefix is beke - , which is used to form s tate verbs that 
designate two divergent and apparently unconnected categories of meaning . Firs t ,  
beke- can b e  added to noun s tems to form s tate verbs meaning ' prone to . . .  , 
hab i tually doing . • .  ' Thus , with native stems we have , e . g . beke teko i talkative 
from teko i word, speech and bekes i us swear a lot� talk vividly , from s i us swear­
ing. Borrowed noun stems prefixed with beke - and having the connotation of 
hab i tual action include PAL monqk comp laint - bekemongk always complaining ( cf .  
Jp . monku complaint) and PAL b e t  bed - beke b e t  prone to spending a lot of time 
in bed ( c f .  Eng . bed) . Second ,  b eke - is also used with noun s tems to form state 
verbs meaning ' having the characteristi c sme l l  of . . .  ' Native words with this 
interpretation a re ,  for e xample , beke ch e l uch sme l l  of coconut oil from che l uch 
coconut oil and bekeng i ke l  sme l l  of fish from n g i ke l  fish . Loanword nouns 
appearing w ith the same category of meaning include kos u i  perfume - b ekekos u i  
sme l l  of perfume ( c f .  Jp . kos u i  perfume ) and kat uu cat - bekekat u u  sme l l  of a 
cat ( c f .  Eng. cat) . 
The process of plural formation in PAL i s  quite res tricted , since the 
p lural prefix re - ( r - before a vowel) can only be added to noun s tems desig­
nating human beings - e . g .  chad person - rechad peop le� nga 1 ek chi ld - renga l ek 
chi ldren� ekeb i l  girl - rekeb i l  girls� and so forth . Loanword nouns with 
human referents can l ikewise be prefixed with re - ,  as in sense i teacher « Jp . 
sense i )  - resense i teachers� tok tang doctor « Eng . doctor) - re tok tang doctors� 
etc . In addi tion , PAL uses a special prefix consisting of the plural morpheme 
re - followed by another e lement - ch i - to designate nationalities ( e . g .  
Ruk Truk - rech i r u k  Trukese people) ; this ,pre fix , too , can accompany non­
indigenous s tems , as in Do i s Germany « Jp . do i s u )  - rech i do i s  Germans and 
Me r i ke l  America « Eng . Ameri can) - rech i me r i ke l  Americans . Another prefix 
added to PAL nouns is k l ( e ) - ,  which is used to derive abs tract nouns meaning 
s omething like ' the experience of being . . .  ' or ' the act of doing . . .  ' Thus , in 
addition to examples from the native vocabulary such as chad person� human being� 
- k l echad human life� way of life� we find examples based on loanword s tems 
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such as sense i teacher « Jp . sense i )  - k 1 sense i the experience of being a 
teacher and dora i b  drive « Eng . drive ) - k 1 edora i b  the action of driving around 
in a car. As one f inal example of the appli cation of PAL derivational processes 
to foreign vocabulary , ob serve how the reciprocal pre fix (basic alternan t :  kau- )  
can be added to loanword nouns to form related reciprocal verbs - e . g .  mon da i 
prob lem « Jp . monda i )  - ka umonda i dispute� argue over and mus i ng cooperative 
enterprise « Jp . muj i n  mutual financial business )  - ka umus i ng participate 
jointly in a cooperative enterprise .  
4 .  SYNTACTI C  PHENOMENA RELATING TO LOANWORDS 
By and large , the PAL syntactic sys tem has readily accommodated the various 
clas ses of loanwords that have penetrated into the language . Thus , for example , 
there i s  no dis tinction between native and borrowed nouns in terms of the i r  
ab i l i ty t o  function a s  sentence sub j e c t ,  sentence ob ject , and s o  on . In a like 
fashion , s tate verbs from non-indigenous sources are vi rtually indis tinguishable 
from native s tate verbs with respect to the characteristic syntac tic functions 
of thi s  grammatical class . Neverthe les s , there are two areas worthy of mention 
in which PAL syn tax has b een espe cially f lexib le in dealing with loanwords , 
one having to do with nouns and the other with verbs . 
4 . 1 .  
As mentioned i n  3 . 2 . 2 . above , PAL nouns fall into three c lasses with regard 
to the phenomenon of posses sion . Thu s ,  in addition to optionally pos sessed 
nouns and obligatorily pos sessed nouns which , respective ly , may or must occur 
with pos sessor suffixes , PAL has a class of unpossessible nouns that never 
allow these suffixes . In order to express possession with such nouns , PAL 
speakers use a periphras ti c expression consis ting of the preposition e r  of 
fol lowed by the noun ( or noun phrase )  indicating the poss essor . Whi l e  there is 
a smal l  c lass of native PAL unpossessible nouns consis ting primarily of i tems 
des i gnating animals , plants , or parts of the natural environment ,  the great 
majority of loanword nouns fall into the unpos sessible category . As was observed 
in 3 . 2 . 2 . ,  a significant , but neve rthe less quite smal l ,  numb er of borrowed 
nouns have been ass imilated into PAL to the extent that they participate in the 
paradigm of noun pos session shown in ( 6 3 )  - in other words , they have become 
optionally possessed nouns . Most borrowed nouns , however ,  remain unpossessib l e ,  
and their forei gn nature is clearly marked syntactically b y  the necessity o f  
using a periphras tic expre ssion with them to indi cate the possessor . This 
phenomenon is i llustrated below :  
( 70 )  Loan Source 
Sp . ros a r i  0 rosary 
Ger .  Pap i e r  paper 
Mas ch i ne machine� 
motor 
PAL 
Unpossessible 
Noun 
, . rosa r i o  
bab i e r 
mes ( 1  
Sample Use of Unpossessible 
Noun Fol lowed by Periphras tic 
Express ion of Possess ion 
ros a r i o  e r  a Ma r i a  Mary 's 
rosary 
bab i e r  e r  ng i i his paper/ 
letter6 9 
mes i  1 e r  a dengk i generator 
( l i t . �  machine of e lectricity ) 
Jp . dog u too l 
kota i answer 
Eng .  clock 
s tore 
4 . 2 .  
dongu 
kota i 
k l ok 
s toang 
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clock, 
watch 
dong u  e r  a k l da i ks a n g 7 0 
carpentry tools 
kota i e r  a och u r  answer to 
the math prob lem 
k l ok e r  ngak my c lock/watch 
s toa e r  a D ro teo Droteo 's 
s tore 
As observed at the beginning of 3 . 1 . 1 . , PAL s tate verbs use the auxil iary 
m l e  was, were to expres s  the past tense , while action verbs ( trans i tive and 
in transi tive )  take the infixed pas t tense marker - i l - .  The use of - i l - with 
action verbs o f  foreign origin i s  restricted to those few items discussed in 
3 . 2 . 1 . in which a borrowed noun has served as the s tem for derived ergative and 
imperfe ctive forms prefixed with the verb marker me- ( or 0- ) - e . g .  imperfe ctive 
meng i i s  open (with a key) - m i l e ng i i s  was opening (with a key) ( c f .  k i i s  key ) , 
e tc .  Transi tive and intransitive action verbs of foreign origin are otherwise 
impervious to pas t tense formation with - i l - ,  and instead the native pattern 
for s tate verbs is use d ,  since th is provides an alternative way (with the 
auxi liary m l e )  to mark the past tense overtly . This usage is illustrated in the 
sentences be low : in ( 71 )  the borrowed action verb is transi tive , while in ( 72 )  
i t  i s  intransi tive : 
( 71 )  a .  v . t .  h a r a u  pay (for) 
« Jp . ha ra u )  
, 
b .  v . t . s i rabe r examine, 
inves tigate « Jp . 
s h  i rabe ru )  
c .  v . t . s kamae r confront, 
face, corner « Jp . 
t s ukamaeru  catch, 
seize, arres t) 
( 7 2 )  a. v . i . bakuh a t s  explode, blow 
up « Jp . bakuha t s u )  
b .  v . i .  s �ngk i o  vote « Jp . 
se nkyo [ s u ru J) 
c .  v . L  sa (ng sign name as 
p ledge to abs tain 
from liquor « Eng . 
sign )  
A sense i a m l e  ha rau a b l a l s ·  
teacher PAST pay fine 
The teacher paid the fine . 
A b u l i s  a m l e  s i rab e r  
police PAST inves tigate 
tekoi · 
matter 
e r  t i a  e l  
this 
The police inves tigated this matter. 
Ng techa a m l e  s kamae r e r  kau?  
i t  who PAS T corner you 
Who was it who cornered you? 
Ng m l e bakuha ts  a tangk . 
i t  PAST exp lode tank 
The tank exp loded. 
A be tok e l  chad a m l e sengk i o .  
many person PAST vote 
A lot of peop le voted. 
A tok i a m l e  s a i ng e r  a 
PAST sign 
etc .  
Toki p ledged las t night 
from liquor. 
ke s us . 
las t 
night 
to abs tain 
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S tate verbs of foreign origin are identical to native s tate verbs with 
respect to th e use of m l e  for the past tense . Thus , we have , for example , ks� i 
fou l-sme lling « Jp . kusa i )  - m l e  kusa i was foul-sme l ling� kan t�ng simp le « Jp . 
kan tan )  - m l e  kan tang  was simp le � and so forth . In addi tion , PAL s tate verbs 
take the auxi l iary mo go� become (past tense : m l o ) to express a change of s tate 
- e . g .  ung i l good - m l o ung i l became good� imppoved, meke a l d ho t - m l o  mekea l d  
got hot� etc . The very same pattern i s  used as well with state verbs o f  fore ign 
origin , as in s ab i s f  lonely « Jp . s a b i s h i i )  - m l o  sab i s i  got lone ly and 
k i t s i n g a i  crazy, insane « Jp . k i ch i ga i ) - m l o k i t s i n ga i went crazy . 
5 .  TH E SEMANTICS OF LOANWORDS I N  PAL 
As we have seen in the examples so far given , the great maj ority of foreign 
lexical i tems have been borrowed into PAL with no dis cernib le semantic modi ­
fication . There are nevertheless quite a few striking cases in which the 
o�iginal meaning of a loanword has undergone signifi cant dis tortion . It is 
difficult to propose a clearcut method of categorising the types o f  semantic 
change , but as a rough approximation , the fol lowing three-way distinction seems 
reasonable . Firs t ,  a process of semantic change called narrowing or specifi ­
cation involves taking a loanword having a general category (or generic) meaning 
and using i t ,  in the borrowing language , to designate some speci fic member , 
subtype , or subcl ass of the category in ques tion . Se cond , a process called 
widening and expansion involves just th e opposite phenomenon - that is , a term 
with fai r ly specialised reference in the contributing language is borrowed 
with a more general or generic meaning , perhaps being used to refer to the whole 
class of which the ori ginal referen t is a part or member . Finally , a thi rd 
proces s  called extension or shift does not involve the whole-part or part-whole 
relationships , respective ly , of narrowing or widening , but ins tead hinges on 
a part-part relati onship . In other words , a given term representing a memb er 
of some category is shi fted or extended to refer to another comember of the 
same category , or is s imply shi fted , somewhat imprecisely , to a referent having 
s imi l ar or rel ated prope rties . 
Seman tic narrowing or specifi cation is observed in the loanword items 
l i s ted below : 
( 7 3 )  Loan Source PAL 
Ger .  B i I d 
Tu rm 
Jp . bango 
bok uso 
a i noko 
i ro i ro 
ude 
ek i 
picture 
tower 
nwriber 
grass� pasture 
b i I t  
t u rm 
b�ngngo 
boksb 
halfbreed, cha i nokb 
mulatto 
various, diverse� ch i roch ( ro 
misce l laneous 
arm 
liquid� fluid� 
so lution 
chude 
chek ( 
ho ly picture 
church tower� s teep le 
identification number� 
door nwriber � number in 
batting order (basebal l) 
e lephant grass (used as 
animal feed) 
ha lf-Japanese and half­
Palauan 
many-co loured� (chi ldren 
of particular woman) 
fathered by different men 
biceps 
battery acid 
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hake brush h ake paint brush 
hon to main is land honto Babeldaob 
kan kod an touris t group kangkodang (individual) touris t 
kansoku observation, kan sok meteorologiaal survey 
survey 
mach i toum, ai ty ma t s  main town, aapital 
m i na tohan7 1 harbour quarter m i na tohan g area of Koror be tween 
Neao Store and T-Doak 
nappa 72  , aabbage greens nappa 
Eng . b locks b l aks aemen t b looks 
ground ku rangd playground 
numb er l ambang  identifiaation number, 
te lephone number 
s auce 50S soya sauae 
In some cases , the PAL word not only pre serves the original , more general 
meaning but also develops a more specialised meaning - e . g .  
( 7 4 ) Ge r .  Gumm i rubber kum i  rubber, rubber band 
Jp . bakudan borrib bakudang borrib, dynami te 
kata  shape, form kata shape, form, frame for 
weaving 
Eng . pipe baeb pipe, windpipe 
Semanti c widening or expansion appears in loanword i tems s uch as the fol­
lowing : 
( 7 5 ) Jp .  ba i k i n baai Uus, baa- ba i k (ng disease 
terium, germ 
b o i  page, wai ter, bo i servant 
porter, bel lhop 
bokugo air-raid shelter, bokungo deep hole, pit 
dugout 
ken pe i mi li tary po liae- kembe i po liae 
man 
r i nbyo gonorrhea r fmb i 0 venereal disease 
Eng . rum r rom liquor 
In certain cases , th e PAL word maintains the original specific meaning 
and , in addition , develops a more general meaning - e . g .  
( 76 ) Jp .  o t s u r  i ahange (from 
purahase) 
s a i da aider 
tanjob i birthday 
Eng . buoy 
Sunday 
The phenomenon of semantic extension 
examples below : 
' . o t s u r  I 
s a i dang 
tans i ob i  
bo i 
s ande i 
or sh ift is 
ahange (from purahase) , 
benefi t, reaompense 
aider, soft-drink 
birthday, birthday party 
buoy, property marker 
(on land) 
Sunday, week 
i l lus trated in the 
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( 7 7 ) Ge r .  Mark 
schenke n 
Jp . buda 
denk i b u  
han 
mOcha 
n i nj i n 
s a r uma ta 
tagan 
Eng . flour 
bal l four 
mark (monetary 
unit) 
giveJ send 
grape 
Electric Depart-
ment 
fiefJ feudal 
domain 
appendix 
carrot 
shortsJ trunks 
wax gourdJ 
Chinese water-
me lon 
mak 
sengk 
b �do 
dengk i bu 
hang 
mOts i o  
� n i n Z I  n 
, sa ruma ta 
ton gang 
b l a uang 
borhua 
fifty cents (old value 
of one mark) 
gift of money to firs t­
born child by father 's  
family 
Panama cherry 
power p lant 
hamlet 
appendicitis 
type of sweet potato 
(with orange-co loured 
inside) 
panties 
squash 
bread 
walk (in basebal l)  
I n  addition , th ere are cases i n  whi ch the PAL word maintains the original 
meaning and develops one or more coexisting or extended meanings - e . g .  
( 7 8)  
Ge r .  Pap i er paperJ document bab i e r paperJ documentJ le tterJ 
book 
Jp . tama ballJ marb le , tama ballJ marbleJ fried flour 
bal l  
Eng . cat ka t uu catJ swee theart 
clock k l ok clockJ watch 
soursop sausab soursOPJ spade or heart 
in cards 7 3  
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NOTES 
1 .  The Palau Islands were di s covered in 1543 by the Spanish explorer Ruy LOpez 
de Vil l alobos , who named them the Arrecifos . I t  is s aid that S i r  Francis Drake 
visited th e is lands in 1579 . 
2 .  For a more detai led analysis of the PAL phonological system , see Josephs 
19 75 : Chapter l .  
3 .  For Sp . ,  Ger . , and Eng . , the loan source i s  given in the modern s tandard 
orthography . For Jp . ,  the Romanisation sys tem used is that found in Kenkyusha ' s  
New Japanese-Engl ish dictionary , ed . Koh Masuda ( Fourth edition , Tokyo , 19 7 4 ) . 
Thi s  system presents a phoneti c ( rather than phonemic) spelling of Jp . syl lables 
u s in g  Eng . orthographic equivalents for the sounds in ques tion . Thus , the 
syllables of Jp . are rendered as follows : 
a u e 0 
ka k i ku k e  ko 
sa s h i [ 5 i ] s u  se so 
ta  ch i [ c  i ] t s u  [ cu ]  te to 
na n i  n u  ne no 
ha h i  h u  [ <I>u ]  he h o  
ma m i  mu me mo 
ya yu yo 
ra r i ru  re ro 
wa 
g a  g i  g u  ge go 
za j i [ J i ] zu [ � u ] ze zo 
da de do 
ba b i  ' bu be bo 
pa p i  pu pe po 
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In addition to the above , a palatal gl ide can occur between a consonant and a 
fol lowing a ,  u ,  or 0 ,  as indicated in the fol lowing syllables : 
kya kyu kyo 
s ha [ �a ]  s h u  [ � u ]  sho [ 50 ] 
c h a  [ �a ] chu [ �u ] cho [ co ]  
nya nyu nyc 
hya hyu hyo 
my a myu myo 
rya ryu ryo 
gya gyu  gyo 
j a  [ Ja ]  j u  [ J u ]  j o  [ Jo ]  
bya byu byo 
pya pyu pyo 
Long vowels within a single syl lable are indicated by a long mark ( e . g .  ku , go , 
etc . ) , and geminate consonants are spe l led doub le ( e . g .  t t ,  p p " etc . ) . The 
symb ol n s tands for a syllab le- final nasal phoneme that ass imilates to the 
initial consonant of the fol lowing syllable within the word ( e . g .  sh i npa i 
[ 5  Lmpay ] l.Jorry� k a n ke i [ kal)key ] re lationship ) and is realised in word-final 
posi tion as a nasalised version of the preceding vowe l ( e . g .  hon [ hoo ] book� 
s h i n b un [ 5 i mb uu ]  newspaper) . In Tokyo dialect , the 9 in syllab le-ini tial pos ­
i tion i s  usually pronounced [ I) ]  word- internally ( e . g .  neg i [ n£l) i ] green onion) . 
The location o f  the pi tch accen t ,  although marked in Kenkyusha ' s  Romanisation , 
i s  omitted here . 
4 .  The orthographic conventions o f  PAL should become clear from the ensuing 
discuss ions , but note the fol lowing equivalents : 
PAL orthography 
ch 
ng 
d 
1 1  
r r  
Phonetic equivalent 
[ 7 ]  
[ n ,  I) ]  
[ 0 ,  e ]  
[ 1 : J 
[ r ]  
In thi s  paper ,  the primarily stressed syllable o f  a po lysyll abi c  word i s  marked 
with an accen t over the vowel or the peak of a diphthong , although no such 
marking is made in s tandard PAL orthography . Note , fur ther ,  that i f  no PAL gloss 
i s  given , the word in ques tion has the same meaning as in the contributing 
l anguage . 
5 .  Some minor detai ls of pronunciation in the contributing languages are dis­
regarded here . For example , whereas orthographic b and v of Sp . are both 
pronounced as bi labial s tops in word-initial pos i tion , inte rvocali cally they 
are normally articulated as lenis bilabial fri catives . For further detai ls on 
the Sp . s i tuation , see Stockwel l  and Bowen 1965 : 47-4 8 . 
6 .  In the PAL form, the final 1 o f  Sp . ba r r i  1 has been idiosyncratically 
lengthened . 
7 .  Note that the Sp . plural form cebo l 1 a s was reinterpreted in PAL as " a singular . 
8 .  In Ger .  orthography , w s tands for [ v ] . 
9 .  In this word , the final nasal is pronounced e n ]  rather than [ I) ] - hence , the 
unusual spe l l ing with n rather than ng . 
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10 . Indeed ,  the i rregular spe l ling of PAL P a pa wi th p ' s  is intended to highlight 
this exception . 
1 1 . For a detailed di scussion of PAL a ,  see Josephs 19 7 5 : Section 2 . 6 .  When 
adopting certain PAL nouns and place names , Eng .  speakers al so h ad tro uble w ith 
PAL a "  interpreting it as an integral part of tlle s tems in que s tion . Thus , in 
Eng . texts , we find the PAL communi ty house ba i being referred to as an aba i and 
the villages of I r ra i  and Ime l i i k  spe ll ed as A i r a i  and A i me l  i i k . 
12 . In Jp . i tse l f ,  / p/ is a rather restricted phoneme , occurring only geminate 
in words of native origin . Otherwise , the occurrence of / p/ is l imited to 
borrowings from Chinese and Eng . and to a special class of ' onomatopoei c '  
vocabulary . See McCawley 1968 : 7 7ff . for further detai ls . 
13 . Jp . kya b u  ( longer alternan t :  kya b u r e tal is i tself a borrowing from Eng . 
A s i gn i fi cant number of PAL loanword i tems can be traced through Jp . ( from which 
they were directly borrowed) to their ul timate Eng . source . Thus , in certain 
cases , characte ristic distortions of the original Eng . pronunciation clearly 
s uggest direct borrowing from Jp . - e . g .  Jp . and PAL b a n do be l t  « Eng .  band) ; 
Jp . p u ragu p lug - PAL b e r a n g u  spark p lug « Eng . plug) ; Jp . and PAL kana r i a  
canary « Eng .  canary) ; Jp . and PAL ma s k u  mask « Eng . mask) ; Jp . me r i ke n ko 
flour « Eng . Ameri can + Jp . ko powder) - PAL me r i kengko flour; Jp . rann i n g u  
athletic shirt - PAL rann i n g n g u  athletic shirt « Eng . running [ shirt ]) ;  Jp . 
raj i eta radiator - PAL raz i e ta radiator « Eng .  radiator) . In other cases , how­
eve r ,  it is very diffi cult to te ll whether a given loanword was taken directly 
from Jp . or from i ts original Eng . source - e . g .  PAL b a t te r i  ( c f .  Eng.  ba ttery , 
Jp . ba t te rT) ,  PAL chea ( cf .  Eng . ai r ,  Jp . ea ) , PAL da i namo ( cf .  Eng .  dynamo , 
Jp . da i n amo) , PAL s a i reng ( c f .  Eng . s iren , Jp . s a i r e n ) . 
14 . In some dialects o f  Jp . ( e . g .  downtown Tokyo ) , /h i /  is pronounced [ s i ] 
rather than [ c i J .  , 
1 5 . Many speakers o f  the olde r  generation , who s ti l l  have knowledge of Jp . and 
spoke the l anguage fluently during the period of the mandate , tend to maintain 
the original Jp . pronunci ation for the allophones of / h / . Thus , for example , 
the initial fricative of PAL h u t s u  common, usual ( cf .  Jp . f u t su) will often be 
h eard as [ � ]  or [ f J  rather than [ h J . 
16 . In present-day PAL , [ x J  appears in the words o f  ( 9 )  and sporadi cally among 
younger speakers as a replacement for the [ kh J al lophone of /k/ when the sound 
in question occurs word-finally after a s tressed vowel Thus , for such speakers , 
c h e rmek my anima l is pronounced as [ 7a'rmex J rather than as [ 7a rmekh J .  Interest­
ingly enough , i t  i s  reported that as late as the Ger .  times , many PAL speakers 
( at leas t the older generation) pronounced the present-day phoneme / 7 /  as [ x J . 
Following Ger . orthographi c  conventions , the letters ch were used to spe l l  this 
sound ( cf .  Ger .  doch [ d�x J therefore ) ,  and this spelling has remained s tandard 
even after the phoneti c change from [ x J  to modern-day [ 7 J . Only one loanword 
with [ h J appears to have been taken from Ger . - name ly , the PAL inte r jection 
ha l I s top ! ( cf .  Ger .  Ha l t !  s top ! ) . The origin o f  the unusual h -initial pair 
h n gong ( exclamation to draw attention to a pleas ant sme l l )  and h n gob ( excla­
mation to draw attention to an unpleasan t  sme l l )  i s  obscure . 
1 7 . Intervocalically , Sp . / d /  i s  actually pronounced as a lenis voiced 
fricative s imilar to [ o J .  C f .  note 5 and see Stockwe l l  and Bowen 19 6 5 : 44- 4 7 .  
1 8 .  The loss in 
the Sp . sound is 
native speakers . 
PAL o f  the second d of s o l dado is probably due to the fact that 
so lenis ( cf .  note 1 7 )  as to appear nearly inaudib le to non­
This phenomenon is mentioned by S tockwe ll and Bowen 1965 . 
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19 . In Ger .  ( morphophonemi cally basic)  voiced s tops are automatically devoiced 
in word- final pos i tion . Thus , the Idl at the end of Rad was heard as [ t ]  and 
borrowed into PAL as I t  I ( realised word-finally as [ th ]) . The same phenomenon 
is observed for Ger .  B i  l d  [ b i  I t ]  picture - PAL b i l t  [ b i l th ] ho ly picture . 
2 0 . The sound represented by word- final orthographic z in Sp . is either [ s ]  
or [ 9 ] . 
2 1 .  Sp . orthographi c  ' so f t '  c ( i . e .  c be fore i or e )  is pronounced either as 
[ s ]  or [ 9 ] . Cf . note 20 . 
2 2 . In all o f  these e xamples , Eng . I zl [ z ]  i s  represented by orthographic s .  
PAL k ( i s  is used as a s ingular although borrowed from the Eng . plural keys ( cf .  
note 7 )  • 
2 3 .  In thi s  and the fol lowing example , a s chwa [ a ] (orthographic e )  has been 
inserted to avoid the prohibited consonant cluster s r . 
2 4 . In Jp . s h i ke n ,  the high front 
consonants - i . e .  we have [ s l kEe ] .  
completely - hence , skeng [ SkE� ] .  
2 . 2 . 3 .  be low . 
vowel i is voice less between two voi ce less 
In PAL , the voi celess vowe l [ 1 ]  is lost 
For more dis cussion of this phenomenon see 
2 5 . Note the unexpected optional i in the PAL form , indi cating that the Jp . word 
might have been misinte rpreted as *uchu su  by some speakers . 
2 6 . A good numb er of younger speakers with a knowledge of Eng . pronounce these 
words w ith initial [ t1 ]  rather than [ Cs ]  
,... ,... ,... ..... 
2 7 .  Because both the [ ts ]  of i nch [ In ts ]  and the [ d z ]  of h i nge [ hlnd z ] become 
PAL S and the h of Eng . hinge i s  los t ,  the PAL form ( i ngs is homophonous . 
2 8 .  Note the similarity to the phoneme I t/ , which also has an aspirated allo­
phone [ th ] word- finally ( cf .  2 . 1 . 2 . ) . 
29 . Sp . orthographic n represents a palatised nasal - hence , the appearance of 
i in the PAL counte rpart .  
30 . Word-final PAL ng will be discussed presently . 
3 1 . Even a few Eng . borrowings show th e change of n to I - e . g .  PAL l ambang 
« Eng . number ) , komba l ( i  « Eng . company) , and Luk i l e i  « Eng . New Guinea) . 
3 2 . In this interesting example , PAL has [ � ]  before [ k ]  even though the Eng . 
source does not have [ � ]  ( due , undoubtedly , to the morpheme boundary intervening 
between the final nasal of s un and the ini tial ve lar of g l asses ) . Note , in 
addi tion , that in the PAL form , th e Eng . plural suffix has been omi tted . 
3 3 . I nterestingly enough , no examples were ob served of Eng . loanwords with 
word- final [ � ] . One or two exceptions exi s t  to the pattern observed here 
e . g .  PAL ta i f 8n « Eng . typhoon ) ,  where word-final Eng . [ n ]  = PAL e n ] . 
34 . One notab le exception to this s tatement is PAL kamang (arm) twis ted/ 
cripp led « Jp . kama sickle, hook) . 
3 5 . Note , in addi tion , the existence of a rule in the native phonology that 
requires the ass imil ation of I I I  in certain morphemes to an I rl elsewhere in the 
word . Thus , while th e bas i c  form of the pas t tense infix is I- i I - I ,  as in 
m i l l eseb burned ( c f .  me l eseb burn ) and ch i l a rm suffered ( cf .  ch ua rm suffer) , 
the I changes to r in such forms as m i r rae l trave l led ( c f .  me rae l trave l )  and 
r i ros drowned ( cf .  remos drown) . 
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36 . In this example , the a o f  a zue�r has evidently been analysed as the PAL 
prenominal parti cle a ,  thus l eaving - zuea r ( = PAL s uka l ) as the independent noun 
( c f . note 1 1 )  . 
3 7 .  Bab i l nge l his paper/letter/book i s  the thi rd person singular possessed form 
of bab i e r .  Note the change of r to 1 in the possessed form and see 3 . 2 . 2 .  below 
for further dis cussion . 
3 8 .  The form k i l is also used by some speakers . 
39 . Al though the occurrence of s tress i s  probably predic tab le within the native 
phonology ( see Wilson 1972 : 39-4 2 ) , there do no t appear to be any consistent 
patterns governing s tres s  in loanword phonology . Whe ther the contributing lan­
guage has a s tress accent system ( as in Sp . ,  Ger . , and Eng . )  or a pi tch accent 
sys tem ( as in Jp . )  does no t seem to matte r :  it is virtual ly impossible to predict 
which syllable of the PAL loanword will receive primary stress . Clearly , much 
more research is needed in thi s  challenging area . 
40 . The tense vowels in these pairs are sometimes analysed phonetically as 
diphthongs - i . e .  [ i y ] , [ uw ] , and [ ey ] .  
4 1 .  Th ere are some further conditioning factors that determine whether or not 
a given high vowel will devoice ( e . g .  the location of the pi tch accent within 
the word and the numb er of devoiceable vowels potentially occurring in ad j acent 
syll ab le s ) , b ut these are no t relevant to the present di s cuss ion . For a complete 
analysis of Jp . vowel devoicing, see Han 1962 : 17-45 . 
4 2 . In this word , Jp . h before i [ e i ] becomes 5 in PAL with concomitant loss 
of the vowel . S imil ar examples are ' Pal . s koz i o  « Jp . h i kojo airport) and PAL 
s k i das « Jp . h i k i dash i drawer) . 
4 3 . Wi th the loss of devoiced u ,  the PAL form gets an initial cluster tsk- , 
which i s  optionally simpli fied to sk- . Another simi lar example is PAL ( t ) s ka re te r 
« Jp . t s uka re te i ru tired) . 
44 . In this word , Jp . eh [ t1 ]  gives PAL ts ; and after the loss of the word­
final devoiced vowel , the consonant cluster n t s  s impli fies to ns . 
4 5 . Alternate pronunciations , inc luding the glide articulation , are [ km£ : Yo ]  
[ 0 i : Y 1 ]  [ oago : \J 1 ] ,  and [ b  u : \J? ] 
46 . For a more de tai led di s cussion o f  the syntactic and semantic properties of 
PAL s tate verbs , see Josephs 19 7 5 : Chapter 7 .  
4 7 . Thi s  is a s lang form for s tandard a s emo . 
4 8 . This PAL s tate verb i l lustrates a humorous semantic shift from the original 
meaning of th e Eng . noun . 
49 . In comparing Eng . American wi th PAL I�e r i ke 1 ,  we again observe the phenomenon 
in which an initial a- in th e source word has been interpreted as the prenominal 
partic le a ,  thus leaving -me r i ean as the basis for the independent PAL noun. 
Cf . notes 11 and 36 . 
50 . This word i s  also used in PAL as a noun meaning joke . 
5 1 . Note the unpredi ctable meaning dis tortion here , pos s ibly influenced by 
con tami nation from da i z i ob ,  which has the same meaning and is partially simi l ar 
phonetically . 
5 2 . The Jp . negative equivalent of a t te i ru - namely , awana i  not suitable/ 
appropriate (for each o ther) - is also borrowed into PAL as ehauana i .  
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5 3 .  Thi s  word i s  also used as an intransitive verb in PAL - i . e .  i t  can also 
h ave the meaning go flat, ge t punctured, blow out . 
5 4 . The PAL forms can also be used as nouns ' th th . Wl e meanlngs , respective ly , 
(a) promise, (b) inspection, examination. 
, 
5 5 . PAL sa l n g (note the unusual accen tuation) is also used as a noun meaning 
sign and as an intrans i tive verb meaning sign name (especial ly as pledge to 
abs tain from liquor) . 
56 . PAL kats  i s  also used as a noun meaning winner. 
5 7 . PAL make is also used as a noun meaning loser . 
5 8 .  Jp . mawa ru is the intransi tive partner of mawas u  ( cL ( 5 5 )  above ) . 
59 . �e PAL form changar is also used as an intransitive verb meaning (salary, 
etc . ) �ncrease, (person) ge t excited/nervous . 
60 . PAL has also borrowed the negative equivalent k i ngatskana i not be aware of, 
not notice « Jp . k i  ga t s ukana i ) . 
6 1 .  The many detai l s  omitted here can be found in Josephs 19 75 : Chapters 5-7 , 
9-12 . 
6 2 . In o ther words , the bas i c  form of imperfective 
me- + ( imperfective marker) -ng- + ( s tem) che l ebed 
logi cal rule , the initial ch of the s tem is delete� 
imperfe ctive marker . 
menge l ebed is ( verb marker) 
and by a special morpho­
directly following the 
6 3 .  I n  the imperfective forms of some verbs with s -initial stems , the imper­
fect ive marker is idiosyncrat ical ly absent , thus making the imperfective forms 
homophonous w ith the ergative forms . Thi s  phenomenon is a lso obs e rved in example 
( 6 1) . 
64 . Note the unusual dissimil ation of word- final b to k in this form . An 
alte rnant without dissimil ation - i . e .  bomb - is also in use . 
6 5 . In verbs w ith 0- as the ve rb marker ,  the past tense is forme
d by replacing 
0- with u l e- .  The sequence u l e- may be a phonologically changed form of ( ve rb 
marker) 0- + (pas t tense marker )  - i l - in which the conti guous vowels mid back 
o and high front i have blended to yield high back u .  See Josephs 19 7 5 : 6 . 3 . 2 .  
for more discuss ion of the phenomenon of vowel blending in PAL . 
6 6 . Th e suffixes - i  r and - ( e ) r i  r designate human plural pos sessors only . In 
order to express a non-human plural posses sor , the third person 
s ingular 
s uf fixes -e l / - u l /- i l /- a l  are required , thus resulting in some potential ambig-
u i ty .  
67 . The -ng- augment is also found i n  the pos sessed forms o f  certain native 
s tems - e . g .  bas charcoal - besenge l , b i l as boat - b i l senge l , �um kitchen 
umenge l ,  and teu  width - tengel . 
6 8 .  Interes tingly enough , there i s  no independent PAL noun as i foo t  but only 
the derivative ouas i .  
69 . The borrowed noun bab i e r paper, letter i s  ' semi-possessible ' because some 
speakers use pos sessor suffixes ( e . g .  bab i l nge l his paper/letter of ( 6 6 »  while 
others indicate possess ion with a periphrastic expres s ion , as gi
ven here . 
70 . K l d a i ksang being a carpenter i s  an abstract noun formed by adding the 
prefix kl ( e ) " ( cL the l ast paragraph of 3 . 2 . 3 .  above ) to the borrowed noun 
da i ksang carpenter « Jp . da i ku carpenter + san  [ ti tle of address ] ) .  
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71 . This term i s  archaic in Jp . 
72 . This is a Jp . dialect word . 
7 3 . The meaning shift here is based on an analogy between the shape of the sour­
sop fruit and that of the heart and spade symbols in cards . To dis tinquish hearts 
from spades the fol lowing terms are used : beke reka rd e l  s a usab heart ( ti t .  red 
soursop) and chede l eke l ek e l  s a usab  spade (tit.  btaak soursop) . 
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C O M P L E M E NTAT I ON I N  PALAUAN 
Lewis S .  Jo seph s  
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION 
A survey of extant works on Pal auan ( PAL) reveals a steadily expanding 
intere s t  in elucidating the syntactic prope rties of the language , and in the 
post-war period especially , much emphas is has been placed on the investigation 
of complex sentences , in particular those involving various type s of subordi­
nation . In this essay ,  a specifi c  type of subordination - namely , complemen­
tation - wi l l  be examined in detai l ,  and contrasting complement s tructures w i l l  
be identified in terms of salient syntactic and semantic characteris tics . 
2 .  CHARACTER I ST ICS OF OBJ ECT COMPLEMENTS 
In PAL, as in all other languages , whole sentences ( or proposi tions ) can 
function as the subj ects or ob jects of verbs . Thus , embedded sentences dominated 
by the sub j e c t  NP ( noun phrase) node are called subject compl emen ts , whi le those 
dominated by the ob ject NP node are termed object compl emen ts . We shall focus 
first on the latter type . 
There is an important c lass of PAL transitive verbs that can take either 
concrete ob j ects or ob j ects that des cribe actions or activi ties . These two 
contrasting ob j e ct types are i llustrated in the examples below : 
( 1 ) a .  A k  m l a  mo me rek e r  a s ube l �k .  
I have finish my homework 
I have finished my homework . 
b .  Ak m l a  mo me rek e l  me r u u l  a ka I I . 
I have finish prepare food 
I have finished preparing the food. 
( 2 )  a .  A D ro teo a m i l s uub e r  a reks i . 
learned his tory 
Dro teo learned his tory . 
b .  A D ro teo a m i l s uub e l  me ruu I a m l a  i .  
learned make canoe 
Droteo learned how to make canoes .  
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In the ( a ) -sentences above , the ob j ects of mo me rek finish and mes uub learn, 
study are the s ingle concrete nouns s ube l ek my homework and reks i his tory, 1 
whi l e  in the (b) -sentences the ob j ects of these same verbs des ignate certain 
ac tions or activities (preparing food , making canoes ) . S ince the ob ject in the 
(b) -sentences contains a finite verb but no overtly-expressed sub j e c t ,  we can 
conclude that it is ul timately derived from a fully speci fied embedded sentence 
whose sub j ect has b een deleted under identity with that of the ' higher ' ,  main 
c l ause . Thus , whi le l a ,  for example , has the following deep s tructure ( s impli­
fied with respect to irrelevant detai ls) , 
( 3 ) S 
NP Aux 
ak m l a 
VP 
------------
V NP 
I I mO , me rek s ube l ek 
sentence lb has the more complex s tructure below :  
( 4 )  S 
NP Aux 
I I ak m l a 
VP 
�� 
I I mo me rek S 
� 
NP Aux VP 
� 
V NP 
I I ak Pres me r u u l  ka l l  
(=�) 
I n  the deep s tructure configuration 4 ,  the expans ion of the ob j ect NP into 
a ful ly speci fied sentence ( the ob j ect complement) re flects the semantic fact 
tha t  in lb , the ob ject of mo me rek finish is an entire activi ty (preparing food) 
performed by a particular agent (ak I) . The semanti c interpretation of lb 
requires a deep s tructure in which the agent ( = sub j ect) o f  the embedded prop­
osi tion is identi cal to that of the higher , main clause , since lb can only be 
unders tood to mean that the person preparing the food and the person completing 
that preparation are one and the same individual . For this reason , the verb 
mo me rek is said to require the Like-Subject Constrain t :  in deep s tructures l ike 
4 ,  the sub j ec t  of the ob j ect complement must always have the s ame referent as 
tha t  of the verb mo me rek itself . In deriving the actual surface s tructure lb , 
the complement sub j ect ak  is de leted by a process called Equi -NP Deletion , and 
an insertion rule in troduces e l  at the b eginning of the complement . As we will 
see , e l  marks many varieties of compl ements in PAL and i s  thus j usti f iably 
labe l led a complemen tiser . 2 
In addition to having no overtly expressed subj ects , the ob j e ct complements 
of lb and 2b require verb forms in the present tense , even when the verb of the 
main clause des ignates some past tense - e . g . m l a mo me rek has finished ( recent 
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pas t) , m i l s uub learned (non-recent past)  - and the whole sentence therefore 
describes a past action or even t .  Thus , sentences like the following are ungram­
matical because the ( i talicised) verb of the ob j ect complement is in some past 
tense : 
( lb ' )  *Ak m l a  mo me rek e l  mirruul {mla meruul } a ka I I . 
I have finish { prepared } have prepared food. 
( 2b ' )  *A d roteo a m i  I s uub e l  mirruul { ml a meruul } a m l a i . 
learned { made } have made canoe 
The apparent ' neutralis ation ' of tense marking in the embedded sentences of 
lb and 2b is a characteristic property of certain types of complement s truc­
tures 3 as opposed to, say , relative c lauses . Thus , as the fol lowing example 
shows , there are no res tric tions whatsoever on the tense markers which can occur 
in PAL relative clauses : 
( 5 )  
A chad e l  
person 
The person 
a .  
{ 
� � , " " I } 
b .  me ruu I 
ml a me r u u l  a m l a i  a Sebas t i an .  c .  
d .  m i  r ruu l 
{ 
a .  wi l t  make } 
b .  makes 
c .  has made 
d .  made 
canoe 
who b .  makes the 
{ a .  wi l l  make } 
c .  has made 
.:i .  made 
canoes is Sebastian . 
The di fferences in freedom of occurrence of tense markers in complement 
s tructures as opposed to o ther s tructures ( e . g .  relative c lauses ) may we ll 
represent a universal phenomenon .  Thus , Kaj i ta 1967 : 47-58 notes that in Eng . , 
the ob j ect complements accompanying verbs l ike hesi ta te , fail , vol unteer , 
etc . are restricted in their internal s tructure such that only the present tense 
form of the in fini tive can occur : 
( 6 )  a .  John hesi tated t o  go/ *have gone . 
b .  B i l l  fai l ed to in form/ *have informed the teacher . 
c .  Mary volunteered to drive/ *have driven the limos ine . 
The s tarred verb phras es in 6 show that the ob j ect complement cannot contain 
pas t  (or perfective ) markers . By contras t ,  Eng . re lative clauses have no tense 
res tri ctions , as the translation in 5 clearly illustrates . 
Returning to the deep s tructure configuration of 4 ,  we can now see that the 
embedded sentence which represents the obj ect complement cannot be expanded with 
total freedom as can the highe st (matrix) sentence . First of all , the NP sub­
ject of this complement cannot be any noun or pronoun , but must correspond to 
the sub j ec t  of the matrix claus e ;  and , second , the Aux node of the complement 
cannot be any tense marker at all , but must be specifi cally expanded as Pres 
(present tense) . 
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2 . 1 .  Further exampl es o f  object  compl ements 
In the sentences below we observe further instances of ob ject complements 
following the trans itive verb mo me rek finish : 
( 7 )  a .  Ak m 1 0  me rek e 1  remu r t  e r  a ea i e 1  k 1 ok . 
I finished run at eight c lock 
I finished running at eigh t o 'clock .  
b .  A D roteo a m 1 a  mo me rek e 1  bech i i 1 . 4 
has finished married 
Droteo is no longer married. 
c .  Ke m 1 a mo me rek e 1  omeng u r ?  
d .  
you have finished have dinner 
Have you finished eating? 
Ke m 1 a  mo me rek 
you have finished 
Have you finished 
e 1  me 1 amech a dekoo 1 ? 5 
smoke cigare tte 
smoking your cigare tte ?  
Other trans itive action verbs such a s  omuch e 1  begin and me 1 a sem try (out) 
resemble mo me rek in al lowing both concrete ob j ects ( as in the ( a ) -sentences )  
and ob j ect complements ( as i n  th e  (b) -sentences ) : 
( 8) a .  Kede mo omuche 1 e r  a b 1 a i  e r  a k 1 ukuk . 
b .  
we wi l l  begin house tomorrow 
We wi l l  begin ( to bui ld) the house tomorrow. 
Te u 1 emuche 1 e 1  me r u u 1 
they began make� 
bui ld 
They began to bui ld the 
e r  a b 1 a i  e r  a e 1 i i .  
house yesterday 
house yes terday . 
( 9 )  a .  Ke m 1 a me 1 a sem e r  a sas i m i ? 6 
you have try out sashimi 
Have you tried out/tasted the sashimi ? 
b .  Ak m i 1 1 asem e 1  me nga e r  a ng i ke 1 . 
I tried eat fish 
I tried to eat the fish .  
PAL has a small class of transi tive s tate verbs 7 that can b e  identi fied 
by the fol lowing two features : fi rst,  like all other transi tive verbs , they can 
take ob j ec ts ;  and , second , like all other s tate verbs , they have past tense 
forms derived with the auxili ary m 1 e  was� were . Two transitive state verbs 
meduch know how ( to) � be ski l led at and me t i t u r  be ignorant of� not know how 
( to) � not be capab le of - can be fol lowed by concrete ob j ects as wel l  as ob ject 
complemen ts . Thus , the examples below parallel those of 8 and 9 above : 
( 1 0 )  a .  A k  m 1 e  meduch e r  a och u r . 
I was ski l led at math 
I used to be good at math . 
b .  A D roteo a m 1 e  meduch e 1  me 1 eko i a teko i e r  a S i ab a 1 . 
was ski l led at speak Japanese 
Droteo used to be good at speaking Japanese . 
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( 1 1)  a .  Ak me t i t u r  e r  a mes i l  e r  a s i dos i a .  
I am ignorant of motor of car 
I don ' t  know any thing about (fixing) car motors . 
b .  A John a me t i t u r  e l  meng i ka i . 
is ignoran t of swim 
John doesn ' t  know how to swim. 
In all of the examples given so far , the unexpressed subj ect of the object 
complement is understood to be identical to that of the preceding higher verb . 
There are some cases , however ,  in which the unexpressed sub ject of the ob ject 
complement i s  understood differently , as in the sentence below : 
( 1 2 )  A Tok i a m l a  menge tak l e r  a S a t s ko e l  mo e r  a b u l  i s .  
has persuaded go to police 
Toki has persuaded Satsko to go to the police . 
Here , the higher subj ect ( Tok i )  influenced some other person ( S a t s ko) to do a 
particular action ( i . e .  go to the police) . In other words , the action of 
going to the police was carried out by the person persuaded ( S a t s ko) rather 
than by the person doing the persuading ( Tok i ) . Therefore , the unexpressed 
sub ject of the object complement e l  mo e r  a b u l i s  ( to) go to the po lice cannot 
be identical to Tok i , the subject of ml a menge t a k l  has persuaded, but rather 
mus t  be identical to S a t s ko ,  the noun immediately following m l a mengeta k l . I n  
12 , then , the verbal express ion mla  menge tak l appears to b e  followed b y  a suc­
cession of two objects , the firs t a noun identifying the person influenced or 
affected by the persuasion and the second an object complement describing the 
action pursued as a result of the persuasion . This two-object s tructure , in 
which the first object may be termed ' indirect ' and the second ' d irect ' ,  is 
i llustrated in 1 3 ,  the deep s tructure of 12 : 
( 1 3 )  � 
TI i :r: /� 
v 
I 
mengetak l 
NP NP 
I I 
S a t s ko .---1-----
Ni Aux VP S a t s ko pJes � 
(=�) V � 
I P NIP 
mo e 1r b u l i s  
In the derivation of 12 from 13 , the identi cal sub j ect. S a t s ko of the ob ject 
complemen t is deleted under identity with the indirect obj ect S a t s ko of the main 
clause , and the complementiser e l  is inserted in complement-initial position . 
The two-object s tructure des cribed above is typical of other PAL verbs 
such as o l engeseu he lp, o l i sechak l teach, and o l d u rech te l l, ask .  Observe the 
examples below :  
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( 14 )  a .  A k  u 1 1 engeseu 
I he lped 
I he lped Toki 
e r  a Tok i  e l  me r u u l  a s ube l e l . 
do her homework 
do her homework . 
b .  Ak ng i l s u te r i r 8 a re seche l i k e l  menge tmok l e r  a b l a i . 
I he lped them my friends clean house 
I he lped my friends clean the house . 
c .  A rubak a u l l i secha k l er  a D roteo e l  me l asech a m l a i . 
old man taught carve canoe 
The o ld man taught Droteo how to carve canoes . 
d .  A sense i a u l de rchak9 e l  mo e r  a Guam . 
teacher told me go to 
The teacher told me to go to Guam. 
3 .  CHARACTER IST ICS OF SUBJECT COMPLEMENTS 
Any adequate description of PAL syntax must recognise a process of subject 
extraposing, as illus trated in the pairs of sentences b elow :  
( 1 5 )  a .  A seche l i k  a m l a  me i . 
my friend has come 
b .  Ng m l a  me a seche l i k .  
he has come my friend 
( 16 )  a .  A b i ang  a meke l e ko l t .  
beer co ld 
b .  Ng meke l eko l t a b i a ng . 
it co ld beer 
MY friend has come . 
The beer is co ld. 
To PAL speakers , the ( a) and (b) -sentences in 1 5 - 16 are equally natural and 
acceptable . While the ( a) -sentences show the normal word order subject - predi­
cate , in the (b) -sentences the sub jects ( seche l i k  my friend and b i an g  beer) 
have been shi fted , or extraposed , to the right of the predicates (m l a me i has 
come and meke l eko l t is cold) . Thus , the (b) -sentences are derived from the 
( a) -sen tences by a process of sub ject extraposing , which leaves in subject 
position a pronominal trace of the extraposed sub ject . Since the extraposed 
subjects of 1 5 -16 are third person singular nouns , the third person singular 
non-emphatic pronoun ng  he� she� it remains as a trace . I f ,  however ,  the extra­
posed sub ject is third person (human) plural , the pronominal trace mus t be te 
they , the corresponding third person (human) plural non-emphatic pronoun . With 
1 5  above , contrast the following pair : 
( 17 )  a .  A res eche 1 i k a m l a  me i .  
my friends have come 
MY friends have come . 
b .  Te m l a  me a reseche 1 i k .  
they have come my friends 
The only di fference between 15 and 1 7  is that the subjects are singular 
( seche l i k  my friend) and plural ( reseche l i k 1 0 my friends ) ,  respectively ; in the 
former case the pronominal trace is ng , while in the latter i t  is te o 
PAL has a spe cial group of ob ligatorily possessed nouns 1 1 whi ch ,  among 
other things , re fer to such concepts as l iking or disliking, as illustrated in 
the examples below : 
( 18 )  a .  Ng 
b .  Ng 
( 19 )  a .  Ng 
b .  Ng 
soak a b i ang  
my liking, beer 
what I like 
so r i r a b uuch . 
their liking, bete l 
what they like nut 
che t i k a m i  1 k .  
rmJ dis liking, 
what I dis like 
che t i 1 a dekoo l . 
his dis liking, ciga-
what he dis likes rette 
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I like beer. II 'd like some beer. 
They like bete l nut. IThey 'd like 
some bete l nut. 
I dis like mi lk. II don ' t  want 
any milk.  
He dis likes cigarettes . IHe doesn ' t  
want any cigarettes . 
Although the Eng . equivalents for the above examples include verbs (l ike , dis­
l ike) , the PAL sentences do not contain any verbs at all but ins tead have 
obligatorily possessed noun s such as soak my liking, what I like and che t i l his 
dis liking, what he dis likes followed by concre te nouns such as b i ang beer and 
de koo l cigare tte . Therefore , these sentences appear to mean , literally , MY 
liking is beer, His dis liking is cigarettes, and so on . 
What is s triking about all of the sentences in 18-19 i s  the appearance of 
ng in initial ( subj ect) position . The only plausib le explanation for this ng 
i s  that i t  has arisen as a pronominal trace of an extraposed sub ject . Thus , we 
propose that a sentence like 18a is derived from the following source by a 
process o f  extraposi tion : 
( 20 )  A b i ang  a soak . Beer is what I like . 
Example 20 is a copular sentence in which two noun phrases ( b i a ng beer and soak 
my liking, what I like ) are being equated . The s tructure of 20 is the same as 
that of copul ar sentences such as the following : 1 2 
( 2 1 )  A D roteo a sense i e r  a ochu r .  
teacher of math 
Droteo is a math teacher. 
Interes tingly enough , copular sentences like 20 are not used very frequently 
by speakers of PAL . Such a sentence would be uttered only for the purpose of 
imparting a special emphatic connotation - i . e .  20 implies that it is beer and 
only beer ( out of a choice of various possible beverages)  that the speaker has 
corne to like . Under normal circumstances ,  a copular sentence like 20 - namely , 
one containing as i ts second element a form of the ob ligatorily possessed nouns 
soa l or che t i l  - must undergo the process of sub ject extraposing to yield sen­
tences like 18-19 . In other words , while sub j ect extraposing is optional with 
sen tence types such as those of 15-16 ( in which both the ( a) and (b) -alternatives 
are equally acceptable) , this process is nearly obl i ga tory with copular sen tences 
containing soa l and c he t i l  . 1 3  
Now , with 18a and 19a compare the following sentences : 
( 2 2 )  a .  N g  soak 
my liking, 
what I wan t 
I wan t to drink 
e l  me l i m  a b i a ng 
drink beer 
some beer. 
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b .  Ng chet i k  e l  me l i m a m i l k . 
my dis Ziking� drink 
what I don ' t  want 
I don ' t  want to drink any mi Zk .  
Whereas the sentence-final elements i n  18a and 19a are extraposed subject noun 
phrases ( b i ang and m i l k ) , in 2 2 a-b the sentence-final elements e l  me l i m a b i a ng 
and e l  me l i m a m i l k  are reduced clauses containing a finite verb ( me l i m  drink )  
but n o  overtly expressed sub ject . Although the subject of these clauses is not 
expressed , i t  is nevertheless understood to be identical to the pronominal pos­
sessor ' my '  designated by the suffix ( -ak  or - i k ) on the preceding obligatorily 
possessed noun ( soak or chet i k ) . 
The abovementioned phenomena can be accounted for i f  we assume that sentences 
l ike 22a-b have as their sub jects not simple noun phrases , but entire sentences 
representing activities performed by a specific agen t .  Thus , while 18a is 
derived by sub ject extraposing from a relatively simple copular s tructure of 
the form 
( 2 3 )  s 
� I� 
NP Aux NP 
I I I I Pres 
b i an g ( =� )  soak 
a sentence like 22a has i ts source in the following more complex s tructure : 
( 24 )  
_____________ s � 
NP Aux NP 
J Pres I ----I � T pAlxs / �  soa k 
ak (=�) v NP 
I 
me l i m  b .  I l ang  
Although 24 is  a copular sentence like 2 3 , i t s  sub ject has the s tructure of an 
entire sentence - i . e .  the sub j ect NP of 24 dominates a subject complemen t .  
Jus t as in the case o f  ob ject complements , the s tructure o f  the subject comple­
ment in 24 is restricted in two significant ways : firs t ,  the embedded sub j ect 
( a k  I) cannot be freely chosen but must correspond to the pronominal possessor 
of the obligatorily possessed noun soak in the matrix sentence ; 1 4 and , second , 
the verb of the sub ject complement must be in the present tense . 
In deriving 22a from 24 , the sub ject complement is obligatorily extraposed , 
leaving the pronominal trace ng . 1 S Thus , the following intermediate s tructure 
results : 
( 25 )  
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---------------�'� 
NP Aux NP S 
I I I �  
ng Pres soa k NP Aux VP 
( =� ) I I /� 
ak  Pres v NP 
(=� ) I I 
me l i m  b i Cing 
Then , the subjec t  ak I of the extraposed subject complement is deleted under 
identity with the possessor suffix -ak of soa k and the complementiser e l  is 
inserted at the beginning of the complement .  
From the above discussion we can see that PAL subject complements and obj ec t  
complements are res tricted in identical ways and must undergo iden tical trans­
formations such as Equi-NP deletion and complementiser insertion . Furthermore ,  
i t  i s  clear that subj ect extraposing i s  obligatory in copular sentences with 
soak and chet i k ,  etc . regardless o f  whether the deep structure sub j ect is a 
simple noun phrase ( as in 18-19 ) or a fully specified embedded sentence - i . e .  
a sub j ect complement (as in 2 2) .  I t  should be noted in passing that deep s truc­
tures like 23 semantically represent ei ther general statemen ts or statements 
about someone ' s  desire ( or lack of desire) on a speci fic occasion , whi le deep 
s tructures l ike 2 4  can only represent specific occasions . Because 19a , repeated 
here for convenience , 
( 19a)  Ng chet i k  a m i l k .  
my dis liking� 
what I dis like 
I dis like mi lk . /I don ' t  want any 
mi lk . 
is derived from a structure like 2 3 ,  chet i k  refers either to a general , habi tual 
distaste ( c het i k  = I dis like [ on all occasions ])  or to a lack of desire on a 
specific occasion ( che t i k  = I don ' t  want [ on this particular occasion ]) . By 
contrast ,  22b 
( 2 2b)  N g  che t i k  e l  me l i m a m i  l k . I don ' t  want to drink any mi lk. 
can only constitute a refusal on a specific occasion . 1 6  
As we have seen above , the obligatorily possessed nouns soa l his/her liking 
and che t i l  his/her dis liking can have either simple noun phrases or sentential 
complements as their deep s tructure sub j ects . As opposed to soa l and chet i l ,  
the frequently-occurring obligatorily possessed nouns sebeche l his/her abi lity 
and k i re l  his/her ob ligation can only take sub ject complements in deep s tructure . 
For this reason , sebeche l and k i re l  are always fol lowed in the surface structure 
by extraposed sub j ect complements , as illustrated in the examples below : 
( 2 6 )  a .  N g  sebechek e l  eko e r a b l i m  e r  a k l ukuk . 
my abi lity come, go your house tomorrow 
I can come to your house tomorrow. 
b .  A D ro teo a sebeche l e l  me l e ko i a teko i e r  a S i aba l . 
his abi li ty speak Japanese 
Droteo can speak Japanese . 
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c .  N g  k i rem e l  meng u i u  t i a  
yOUI' ob ligation read this 
You must read this book . 
d .  A Tok i a k i re 1 e l  mes uub 
her ob ligation study 
Toki has to study now. 
3 . 1 .  Further exampl es of subject compl ements 
e l hong . 
book 
e r  a e l echang . 
now 
Examination of negative sentences in PAL reveals that the negative state 
verb d i ak isn ' t� doesn ' t  exist (past :  d i m l ak )  is a higher verb that can take 
ei ther simple noun phrases or sentential complements as sub jects . Note first the 
following negative expressions of existence : 
( 2 7 )  a .  N g  d i a k  a m l  i k .  I don ' t  have a car. 
isn ' t  my car 
b .  Ng d i m l a k a udude l a Tok i . Toki didn ' t  have any money . 
wasn ' t  her money 
c .  Ng d i a k a chad er t i an g .  There isn ' t  anyone here . 
isn ' t  person here 
In each cas e ,  the logical sub ject of d i ak appears in sentence-final pos ition and 
d i a k i tself is preceded by the pronominal sub ject ng i t .  Clearly , 2 7a-c have 
been derived by the now-fam�liar process of sub ject extraposing , which leaves a 
pronominal trace in the original sub j ect pos ition . Thus , 2 7a has a deep s truc­
ture like the following , 
( 2 8) 
NP Aux VP 
I I I 
m l  i k  Pres d i a k 
(=S!1l 
where the extraposed subject of 2 7a ( m l  i k  my car) i s  indeed the underlying sub­
ject of the higher ( matrix) negative verb . As in the case of deep s tructures 
containing the ob ligatorily possessed nouns soa l his liking and che t i l  his dis­
liking as predicates ( cf .  1 8-19 above ) , deep s tructures with the negative verb 
d i ak as predicate mus t  apparently undergo subjec t  extraposing obligatori ly . 
Therefore , 2 8  must be processed or else the ungrammatical sentence 29 will 
result :  
( 2 9 )  * A  m l  i k  a d i a k .  I don ' t  have a car . 
Now , i f  the underlying sub ject of d i ak is a whole proposition rather than 
a s imple noun phrase ,  we have deep s tructures l ike the following ,  in which the 
proposition in question appears as a sub ject complement :  
( 30 )  
NP 
I 
s 
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Aux VP 
I I 
� Pres (=0) d i ak 
NP Aux 
I I ng  Pres 
(=0 )  
VP 
� 
V NP 
I I mengu i u  
read 
hong 
book 
Before the sub ject complement of 30 is obligatorily extraposed , i ts sub ject and 
verb mus t  be changed into a hypothetical verb form under the influence of the 
governing higher verb d i ak .  I n  PAL , the hypothetical mood i s  required when a 
particular proposition is unrealised - i . e .  when i t  is denied ,  supposed , 
assumed , imagined , wished for , etc . Because a context of denial is supplied by 
d i ak ,  the sequence of embedded sub ject ng he and ( non-hypothetical ) verb meng u i u  
read mus t  be replaced by the hypotheti cal verb form 1 0ngu i u ,  which consists of 
a prefixed hypothe tical pronoun 1 0- he and the s tem of the verb mengu i u . 1 7 Thus , 
30 is transformed into 
( 3 1 )  s 
NP Aux VP 
I I I 
� Pres ( =0)  d i ak  1 0ngu i u  a hong 
Finally , sub j ect extraposing applies obligatorily to 31 to yield 
( 32 )  Ng  d i ak (e 1 ) 1 0ngu i u  a hong . He 's not reading the books . 
I n  example 3 2 , sentence-ini tial ng is , of course ,  a pronominal trace of the 
extraposed sen tential sub ject .  The complementiser e l has been parenthesised 
because it i s  not altogether clear whether or not it really occurs in the sur­
face s tructure of sentences like 3 2 .  Although all of the complement s tructures 
so far examined are clearly introduced by e l  in the surface s tructure , the 
phonological evidence for e l in 32 is rather unconvincing . Thus , all we hear 
between d i ak and 1 0ngu i u  of 32 is a weak s chwa ( [ a ]) transition . Moreover ,  in 
cases l ike the following , 
( 33 )  a .  N g  d i ak (e 1 ) kseche r .  I 'm not sick . 
isn ' t  I-sick 
b .  N g  d i ak (e  1 )  chobong . You 're not going . 
isn ' t  you-go 
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there is  no sound at all between the k of d i ak and the initial k or ch ( glottal 
s top) of the immediately fol lowing hypothetical verb form . For purposes of 
maintaining the generalisation that all sub ject and ob ject complements are intro­
duced by e l  in the surface s tructure , it would obvious ly be preferable to claim 
that e l  also exi sts in sentences like 32 and 3 3a-b . But this claim would have 
to be made at the expense of rather ad hoc phonological rules that would either 
reduce e l  to schwa or delete it entirely . This question cannot be solved def­
initely at the present time and must be left open to further research . I S  
NOW , suppose that the sub j ect complement of a deep s tructure like 30 con­
tains a specific third person sub ject rather than a pronoun such as ng he ; in 
o ther words , consider the deep structure 
( 34 )  s 
----------, -------
NP Aux VP 
1 1 1 
S Pres d i ak 
----- 1 -------
NP Aux VP 
( =13 ) 
sech
1
e I i k prls / � 
my friend ( =13 ) V NP 
1 1 
mengu i u  
read 
hong 
book 
Once the sub j ect complement has been changed to the hypothetical mood , i t  is 
extraposed to yield a structure of the form 
( 35 )  ng  d i ak (e l )  [ seche l i k  l ongu i u  hong Js 
The s tructure 3 5  represents an intermediate s tructure that must be further 
changed by applying either of two transformational rules . These rules operate 
to meet an apparent constraint that prevents a specific third person sub ject 
( e . g .  seche l i k  my friend of 35) from remaining in the initial position of an 
extraposed subject complemen t .  Thus , a rule o f  sub ject extraposing mus t  apply 
wi thin the extraposed complement of 35 to give 
( 36 )  Ng d i a k  (e l )  l ongu i u  a hong a seche l i k . 
MY friend isn ' t  reading the books . 
Alternatively , a sub ject-rais ing rule must move the embedded sub ject seche l i k  
back to sentence-initial posi tion , where i t  substitutes for the pronominal trace 
ng . Appli cation of subject-raising to 3 5  yields the following sentence : 
( 3 7 )  A seche l i k  a d i a k (e l )  l ongu i u  a hong . 
MY friend isn ' t  reading the books . 
Some further examples parallel to 36-7 are listed below : 
( 3 8) a .  Ng d i a k  ( e l ) l o i  I i I e r  a se r s  a renga l ek .  
aren ' t  p lay in garden chi ldren 
The chi ldren aren ' t  p laying in the garden . 
( 39 )  
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b .  A renga l ek a d i ak (e l ) l o i l i l  e r  a sers . 
The chi ldren aren ' t  playing in the garden. 
a. Ng d i ak (e I )  l ek l ou a m l  i d .  
isn ' t  big our car 
Our car isn ' t  (that) big . .  
b .  A m l  i d a d i ak (e 1 )  l ek l o u .  
Our car isn ' t  ( that) big. 
4 .  CHARACTER ISTICS O F  ADVERB IAL COMPLEMENTS 
In the sections above , we have surveyed PAL sub ject and ob ject complements , 
both of which are introduceq as embedded sentences under the NP ( noun phrase )  
node . A third maj or complement type to b e  discussed in this section does not 
involve embedding under NP but appears to be adverbial in nature . Observe , for 
example , the clauses introduced by e l  in the following sentences : 
( 40 )  a .  A D ro teo a 
Droteo was 
b .  A D ro teo a 
Droteo was 
u l eba a o l uches e l  me l uches a bab i e r .  
was using penci l write letter 
using a penci l to write the letter. 
m i l l uches a bab i e r  e l  oba a o l uches . 
was writing have, ho ld penci l 
writing the letter with ( U t .  holding) a penci l .  
I n  40a-b , the clauses introduced by e l  modify or speci fy the preceding main 
clause by designating , respectively , the purpose of the activity of the ma in 
clause o r  the instrument with which that activity was carried out . Just as in 
the case o f  the subj ect and obj ect complements discussed in 2 . - 3 . 1 .  above , the 
sequences introduced by e l  in 40a-b have no overtly expressed subj ect and contain 
verbs in the present tense form even though the event designated by the whol e  
s entence took place i n  the past . Furthermore , the e l -clauses are interpreted 
as having sub j ects which are coreferential with the subj ects of the preceding 
claus e .  For these reasons , it is clear that the purpose and instrumen t cla uses 
of 40a-b should be analysed in deep structure as ful ly specified sentential 
s tructures embedded under an adverbial node . Thus , the deep structure of 40a 
contains an adverbi al compl ement : 
( 41 )  
VP 
� 
V NP 
I I oba o l uches 
Droteo 
Adv 
I 
Pres V 
I me l uches bab i e r  
I n  deriving 40a from 4 1 ,  the fami liar rule o f  Equi-NP De le tion must apply to the 
( obligatorily) identical embedded sentence sub ject ( D ro teo) , and the comple­
men tiser e l  mus t be introduced in complement-initial position . 
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Additional examples of adverbial complements are given in the sentences 
below ; in 4 2 , the complements are purpose clauses , while in 43 they are ins tru­
ment clauses : 
( 4 2 )  a .  A k  ousbech a 
I need 
I need money 
udoud e l  rna mecha r a ba i l .  
money go buy clothes 
to (go) buy clothes . 
b .  Ke ok i u  ker e l  rna e r  a kede rang? 
you traverse where go to beach 
What route do you take (in order) to get to the beach? 
c .  Ng nga r e r  n g i  i a b i  l em e l  rna e r  a pa rty?  
there are your clothes go to 
Do you have clothes to go to the party with ? 
d .  A O roteo a me er  a b l i k  e l  me mesuub . 1 9 
come to my house come s tudy 
Dro teo is coming over to my house to s tudy . 
( 4 3 )  a .  Ak m i l kod i r  a ng i ke l  e l  oba a b i skang . 
I ki l led fish have3 ho ld spear 
I ki l led the fish wi th a spear. 
b .  A rechad e r  a S i aba l a omengu r  e l  o l ab2 0 
Japanese (people) eat have3 ho ld 
The Japanese eat wi th chopsticks . 
a has i . 
chopsticks 
4 . 1 .  Furth er exampl es o f  adverb i al comp l ements 
In addition to designating purpos e  and ins trument , PAL adverbial complements 
have numerous other functions , all of which involve modification or specification 
of the event des cribed in the preceding main clause . The major additional 
types , together with any unique characteristics , are summarised below . 
Any adverbial complement that speci fies the conveyance used to move from 
one location to another is cal led a means of transporta tion clause . Adverbial 
complements with this function always contain the existential verb ngar  exist3 
be ( located) followed by a l oeational phrase consisting of the relational word 
( or preposition) e r  in and a noun phrase designating any kind of conveyance -
e .g .  car , train , boat , etc .  The sen tences below contain typical means of trans­
portation clauses : 
( 44 )  a .  Ak m l o e r  a S i ab a l  e l  nga r e r  a skok i . 
b .  
I went to Japan exist in plane 
I went to Japan by plane . 
A O roteo a b l echoe l e l  mo e r  a sku u l  
a lways go to schoo l 
Droteo always goes to schoo l by car. 
e I nga r e r a s i dos i a . 
exist in car 
c .  A Masaha ru a m l o e r  a Me r i ke l  e l  nga r e r  a d i a l l .  
went to America exist in ship 
Masaharu wen t to America by ship . 
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Any adverbial complement which identifies the person with whom s ome action 
is pursued is termed a comi tative clause . PAL comitative clauses always contain 
the special word obengke l aooompany� be together with. This word , which may be 
related to the verb oba have� hold� carry , is unique in PAL in that it has the 
characteristics of both a verb and a noun . Thus , just like any verb prefixed 
with the verb marker 0_ , 2 1  obengke l has a past tense form in u l e- ( i . e .  u l e­
bengke l accompanied� was together with) i furthermore , its distribution resembles 
that of verbs , since i·t directly follows the sen tence sub ject , as in the examples 
below : 
( 4 5 )  a .  Ak u l ebengke l a To k i e r a e l i i .  
b .  
I aocompanied-her yes terday 
I was with Toki yes terday . 
Ak u l ebengkte r i r a reseche I i k 
my friends 
yesterday . 
I accompanied-them 
I was with my friends 
e r  a e l i i . 
yes terday 
The noun-like behaviour of obengke l sho�ld also be clear from 4 5a-b . In these 
sentences , obengke l  behaves like an obliga tori l y  possessed noun in that it mus t  
always take a possessor suffix that agrees in person and number with the indi­
vidual accompanying the subject in pursuit of the activity concerned . For thi s  
reason , the possessor suffix -e l of u l ebengke l i n  4 5 a  agrees with the third 
person singular noun Tok i , while the possessor suffix - te r i r of u l ebengkte r i r 
in 45b agrees with the third person human plural noun reseche l i k  my friends . 
NOW , in the sentences below , the special word obengke l occurs in adverbial 
complements functioning as comitative clauses : 
( 46 )  a .  Ak m l o e r  a kede ra e l  obengke l a D ro teo . 
I went to beaoh accompany-him 
I went to the beaoh with Droteo . 
b .  Ng  sebechem e l  mo e l  obengkek7 
your abi lity go aocompany-me 
Can you go wi th me ? 
c .  Ak m i  I i I i I e l  obengkte r i  r a reseche l i k .  
I was playing accompany- them my friends 
I was p laying with my friends . 
d .  N g  soak e l  mo mengedub e l  obengkem.  
my desire go swim accompany-you 
I want to go swimming with you. 
Because purpose , instrumen t ,  means of transporta tion , and comi tati ve 
clauses have the common function of specifying , qualifying , or giving further 
information about the action or event of the main clause , they could all be 
described by means of a convenien t  cover term such as speci fying clause . While 
particular functional labels like purpose clause , ins trument clause , etc . are 
not as readily availab le for the adverbial complements found in the sentences 
below , it is nevertheless clear that they all represent types of specifying 
clauses : 
( 4 7 )  a .  A D ro teo a u l u reo r e l  menges b reber a b l a i . 
was working paint house 
Droteo was working/used to work painting houses . 
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b .  A seche l i k  a m l a e r  a d i a l l e l  me e r  a Be l a u .  
my friend was in ship come to Palau 
( li t . ) MY friend was in a ship coming to Palau. = 
My friend came to Palau by ship . 
c .  A Tok i a u l ebengke l a D ro teo e l  mo e r  a pa r ty . 
accompanied-him go to 
( lit . ) Toki accompanied Droteo going to the party . 
Toki went to the party with Droteo . 
d .  A Tok i a m l e  dengchok l  e l  kmeed e r  a D ro teo . 
was seated near to 
Toki was seated near �oteo . 
( 48)  a .  Ak m i r rae l e l  mo e r  a Be l au .  
I trave l led go to Palau 
I trave l led to Palau .  
b .  A Tok i a r i r u r t  e l  me e r  a b l  i k .  
c .  
ran come to my house 
Toki ran to my house . 
A katuu  a r i redekek l  
cat jwrrped 
e r  a kerreka r .  
into tree 
e r  
from 
a chedeue l a b l i k  
i ts roof my house 
e l  mo 
go 
The cat jwrrped from the roof of my house into the tree . 
d .  A D roteo a ng i l a i  a i l ume l  e l  me e r  a pa r ty . 
brought drink come to 
Droteo brought the drinks to the party . 
e .  Ak nguu a bech i k  e l  mo e r  a oche rao l . 
I take my wife go to money-raising party 
I 'm taking my wife to the money-raising party . 
f .  Ng  soak e l  o l d u rok l  e r  a nge l e kek e l  mo e r  a Me r i ke l . 
my desire send my chi ld go to America 
I want to send my chi ld to America. 
g .  A sense i a u l d u ruk l  i i  a dempo e l  mo e r  a Sa i ba l . 
teacher sent te legram go to Saipan 
The teacher sent the te legram to Saipan. 
( 49 )  a .  A D roteo a l mu u t  e l  mo e r  a Be l au e r  a k l uku k .  
return go to Palau tomorrow 
Droteo is going back to Palau tomorrow. 
b .  A John a l i l uu t  e l  me e r  a Hawa i i e r  a e l i i .  
returned come to yes terday 
John came back to Hawaii yesterday . 
c .  Ak I i l u u t  e l  mengu i u  e r  a hong . 
I returned read book 
I reread the book . 
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( 50 )  a .  A Tok i me a D roteo a dmak e l  mes uub e r  a l i b ra ry .  
and together study in 
Toki and Droteo are s tudying at the library . 
b .  A reseche l i k  a d i l ak e l  meng i i s  e r  a k l  i ok l . 
my friends were together dig ho le 
My friends were digging the hole together. 
( 5 1 ) a .  A Tok i a m l a e r  a Me r i ke l  e l  ta e l  rak .  
was in America one year 
Toki was in America for one year. 
b .  Ak m i l suub e r  a S i ab a l  e l  e ru  e l  b u i l . 
s tudied in Japan two month 
I s tudied in Japan for two months . 
( 5 2 ) a .  Ak mo k i e  e r  t i a  e l  mo (e r a )  sabadong .  
I go live here go to Saturday 
I ' l l  be ( living) here unti l Saturday . 
b .  Kau a che r reuek e l  mo e r a koda l l .  
you my enemy go to death 
You 're my enemy until death . 
( 5 3 )  a .  Ak ng i l e l m i i a b i ang e l  rok i r .  
I drank up beer all  
I drank up the who le bottle of beer. 
b .  Ke m l a chemu i u  a hong er kau e l  roku i ?  
you have read book of you all  
Have you read all  your books ? 
( 5 4 )  a .  A D roteo a m i l e ng i tak l  e l  ( m l e )  k l ou a nge re l . 
was singing was big his voice 
Droteo was singing loudly . 
b .  A Tok i a u l u reo r e l  kma l ( m l e )  me r i nge l . 
was working very lvas hard 
Toki was working very hard. 
In 4 7 a ,  the speci fying clause e l  menges b reber  a b l a i  painting houses 
narrows down or limits the s cope of the activi ty of working expre ssed in the 
preceding main clause ; in other words , the adverbial complement des cribes the 
parti cular kind of work involved . S imil arly , in 47b-d , the specifying clauses 
all serve to narrow down the s cope of various states des cribed in the main clause . 
Thus , in 4 7 d ,  for example , e l  kmeed e r  a D roteo (being) near Droteo provides 
specific information about where the sub j ect ( Tok i )  was seated . 
The sentences in 4 8  all have main clauses containing an intransitive verb 
of movement ( e . g .  me rae l trave l3 walk3 remu r t  run3 etc . )  or a transitive verb 
of conveyance ( e . g .  nguu  bring3 carry 3 o l d u rok l  send3 etc . ) . The accompanying 
adverbial complement contains a direc tional verb ( i . e .  me come3 mo g03 or eko 
go ( to the hearer 's location» that narrows down the s cope of the action desig­
nated by the preceding main clause by indicating the direction of movemen t .  In 
a sentence like 48c , the source of the movement is indic ated as wel l , in this 
case by the source phrase e r  a chedeue l a b l i k  from the roof of my house . 
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In 49 and 50 , main clauses containing forms of the verbs l mu u t  return, do 
again and dmak be together are fol lowed by speci fying clauses indicating , 
respectively , the ac tion that is repeated or the activi ty that is pursued j ointly 
by the persons des ignated as sub j ects of the sentence . As examples like 50 a-b 
show , the subject of dmak be together must always be plural ( e . g .  Tok i me a 
D ro teo Toki and Droteo of 50a or reseche l i k  my friends ( = plural prefix re - + 
seche l i k ) of SOb ) . 
Finally , as the groups o f  sentences in 5 1 -4 i l lustrate , spe ci fying clauses 
can function to denote a period or duration of time ( 5 1 ) , a time limit ( 5 2 ) , a 
quantity or amount ( 5 3 ) , or the manner in which an activity is pursued ( 54 ) . 
Many further subtypes exi s t ,  each with i ts own special characteri s tics , but 
unfortunately further discussion is beyond th e s cope of the present paper . 2 2  
5 .  EARL I ER STUD I ES ON PAL COMPLEMENTATION 
Wal leser ( 19 1 1 )  presents very li ttle on the syntactic s truc ture of PAL com­
plex sentences . Thus , he gives only brief recognition ( 1 3 3 - 4 )  to the function 
of e l , which he explains as j oining adje ctives , adverbs , or clauses to (pre­
ceding or fo l lowing) nouns or verbs . He provides just a few examples involving 
complementation , citing sentences containing spe ci fying clauses of manner 
( cf .  54 above ) . 
Many more types of complement s tructures are recognised by Cape l l  ( 19 5 0 ) . 
Referring to the ' ligative article ' e l  as an element that ' serves to link 
together words and phrases to make them practi cal ly one uni t '  ( 5-6 ) , Capel l  
presents ( 2 4ff . )  a wide range o f  examples illustrating adverbial complements o f  
the spe ci fying varie ty - e . g .  
( 5 5 )  a .  Ng i i  a meng i t ak l  e l  ung i l .  ( = specifying clause of manner -
cf . 5 4 )  he sing good 
He sings we l l .  
b .  Ak  l i l uu t  e l  me i .  
I returned come 
( =  specifying c lause fol lowing 
1 muu t  - cf . 49 ) 
I re turned/came back . 
c .  Ak k i e  e r  t i a  e l  mo e r  a k l ukuk . 
I stay here go tomorrow 
I ' l l  stay here unti l tomorrow. 
( = specifying clause of time 
limi t - cf . 52 ) 
In addition , Cape l l  specifical ly mentions ( 3 2 )  the use of e l  clauses to 
expres s  purpose , giving examples such as the fol lowing : 
( 56 )  a .  Ng  m l e  
h e  came 
e l  ome s e r  ngak . 
see me 
He came to see me . 
b .  Ak ousbech e r  a besebes e l  me l eche t a keke re e l  k l a l o .  
I use string tie small  thing 
I 'm using s tring to tie up the small  things . 
Final ly , Cape l l  presents examples of ob j ect clauses ( following transitive verbs 
such as meduch know how (to ) ,  be ski l led at and me t i t u r  be ignorant of, not 
know how ( to ) , not be capab le of - cf . 10-11  above ) and extraposed sub j e ct 
clauses ( as soci ated with such ob ligatorily pos sessed nouns as soak my liking, 
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what I like and sebe chek my abi li ty - cf . 2 2 a  and 26a-b ) • 
Carlson ( 1967) , intended for Peace Corps use ,  includes many examples and 
practice dri l l s  on PAL complement s tructures . Broad coverage is given to extra­
posed subject complements ( 3 . 2-4 . ,  4 . 3 . ,  and 4 . 5 . ) , purpose clauses ( 9 . 5 . ) , and 
comitative clauses ( 8 . ) . Interes ting supplementary discuss ions are provided 
on topics such as the various pronunci ations of e l  - i . e .  as [ 1 ]  after words 
ending in vowel s ,  as � after words wi th final 1 ,  and as [ a l ] otherwise ( 12 . 8 . )  . 2 3 
Labelling e l  as a Ve rb i ndungsmorpheme ( ' linking morpheme ' )  Patzold ( 1968)  
gives a wide-ranging analysis 'of the many constructions that involve this 
element. Of parti cul ar relevance are Patzold ' s  discuss ions on speci fying clauses 
of manner and direction ( 87 f f . ) ,  purpose clauses ( 13 4 - 5 ) , Nom i na l sat ze ( ' nominal 
sentences ' )  containing obligatorily possessed nouns of wishing , disliking , 
abi l i ty , etc . ( i . e . sentences wi th extraposed sub j ect complements ) ( 10 2 ff) , and 
ob ject complements ( 1 3 7 ) . 
NOTES 
1 .  For di s cuss ion of the word a ,  which introduces most PAL noun phrases , and 
the word e r ,  whi ch marks ob ject noun phrases as specifi c ,  see Josephs 1978 : 2 . 6- 7 . 
2 .  For convenience of exposi tion , it wi ll be as sumed in this paper that the 
complementiser e l  is transformationally introduced .  Whether this analysis is 
corre c t ,  or whether el has a phrase s tructural orig'in and is therefore present 
in deep s tructure , will be left as an open ques tion . Note that e l  is also used 
to introduce PAL rel ative clauses and to link modifying expres sions to a fol­
lowing noun ( see Josephs 1975 : Ch aps . 2 3 -24 ) . 
3 .  The neutralis ation of tense marking noted here is found in clauses accompany­
ing various clas ses of implicational and non-implicational verbs ( see Kar ttunen 
1970 for further detai l s )  . 
4 .  In this senten ce , the ob ject complement fol lowing m l a  mo me rek contains the 
state verb bech i i l  married ( cf .  buch spouse ) .  Therefore , a literal trans lation 
of 7b would be Droteo has finished being married. 
5 .  As the Eng . equivalents for the sentences of 7 indicate , the sequence me 
merek + object compl emen t always refers to the finishing of something on a par­
ticul ar ins tance or occas ion . Thus , in 7d , for example , the speaker is asking 
someone on a particular occasion ( e . g .  before a class is to begin) whether or 
not he h as fini shed smoking . Such a question is quite different in meaning 
from the following : 
Ke m l a cho i t i  i 
you have give up� quit 
Have you qui t/given up 
a ome l amech 
(action of) smoking 
smoking cigare ttes ? 
e l  dekoo l ? 
cigaret te 
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As opposed to 7d , here the speaker is asking the person addres sed whether or not 
he has quit or stopped the habi tual action of smoking . The ob ject of m l a cho i t i i 
has quit is not a complement sentence but a noun phrase containing the deri ved 
action noun ome l amech (action of) smoking fol lowed by the modi fying express ion 
e l  dekoo l of cigare ttes . 
6 .  With concrete ob j ects , me l asem can also mean cha l lenge or check (on) , as in 
the fol lowing sentences :  
a .  Ke me l a sem e r  ngak? Are you chal lenging me ? 
you chal lenge me 
b .  Ke ml a chesem i i a m l  i m  Have you checked ( the condi tion 
you have check your car of) your car? 
7 .  For a detai led discuss ion of these verbs , see Josephs 1975 : 7 . 4 .  
8 .  The form ng i l s ute r i r is a perfect:ive verb ( s ee .Josephs 19 7 5 : Chapter 6 . )  in the past tense ;  the suffix - te r i r them refers to a third person human plural 
ob j ect and agrees ,  of course , with the fol lowing specific noun ob ject reseche l i k  
my friends .  I f  a specific ob ject is omitted from a sentence like l4b , we get 
the fo llowing :  
A k  ng i l s u te r i r  e l  mengetmo k l  e r  a 
I he lped them clean 
I helped them clean the house .  
b 1 a i . 
house 
Here , the first ob j ect is the pronominal suffix -ter i r  them of the perfective 
verb form ng i l s u te r i r  he lped them , and the second ob j ect is the ob j ect complement 
introduced by e l . 
9 .  The form u l de rchak is a perfective verb in the pas t tense . In this sentence , 
the first ob ject is the pronominal suffix -ak me of the perfective verb form . 
Cf . note 8 above . 
10 . The plural prefix re- ( sometimes reduced to r - )  is attached only to human 
nouns . See Josephs 1975 : 2 . 5  for a de tailed discussion . 
1 1 .  An obligatorily possessed noun is one that has no independent unsuffixed 
form but must always occur with a pronominal suffix indicating the pos sessor . 
Thus , we have forms like budek my skin� bude l his� her� its skin� etc . but no 
independent word bud skin . Cf . Josephs 197 5 : 3 . 5 .  
12 . In the present tense there is no overt expression of the verb ' be '  in 
copular sentences . In the past tens e ,  however , the s tative auxi l iary m l e  was� 
were� functions as a copula . Thus , the corresponding past form of 2 1  would 
be 
A D roteo a m l e sense i e r  a ochu r .  
was teacher of math 
Droteo was a math teacher. 
1 3 . Another class of PAL sentence s in which sub j ect extrapos ing is ob ligatory 
is represented by the large variety of idiomatic express ions composed of a 
posses sed form of the abstract noun reng heart� spirit fol lowed by an intran­
s i tive or s tative verb ( see Josephs 1975 : 17 . 4 . ) . Such express ions , i l lus trated 
below , are used to describe emotional states , feel ings , and personal ity traits : 
a .  Ng ung i l a re nguk . 
good my heart 
I 'm happy . 
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b .  Ng  k l ou a rengu l  
big her heart 
a lok i . Toki is patient .  
c .  Ng  smecher  a re ngud . We 're homesiok . 
siok our ( incl . )  hearts 
d .  Ng ng i l a sech a reng r i r .  They got angry . 
rose up their hearts 
14 . Thus , according to th is analys is , deep s tructures of the fol lowing type are 
ill-formed because the sub j ect of the embedded complement ( D roteo) is not ident­
i cal to the possessor ( I) of the matrix sentence possessed noun soak my liking. 
a .  
D roteo 
�s� 
NP Aux NP 
r I I 
S Pres soak 
(=0 )  
Aux VP 
I A Pres 
(=0) V NP 
I I 
me l i m  b i ang 
Because ( a) i s  i l l- formed , any sentences derived from i t  are , of course , ungram­
mati cal : 
b .  *Ng soak e l  D roteo a me l i m  a b i ang . 
(I  want/would like Droteo to drink beer. ) 
In order to express the intended meaning , the correct PAL sentence is 
c .  N g  soak a D roteo a 1 0 1  i m  a b i ang . 
I want/would like Droteo to drink beer. 
Here , the sequence a l o l i m  a b i ang  appears to be a condi tional clause intro­
duced by a if and containing the third person singular hypothetical ( i . e .  non­
real or conditional ) verb form l o l i m  (if) he drinks ( cf .  non-hypothe tical me l i m  
drink) . Thus , sentence ( c ) , which means , literally , I would like i t  if Droteo 
drank beer , has a deep s tructure di fferent from that of ( a) . For further j us­
ti fication of th is analysi s ,  see Josephs 197 5 : 1 7 . 9 . ,  19 . 1 . ,  and 19 . 4 .  
1 5 . Note that n g  occurs as the pronominal trace for extraposed sub jects that 
fall into either of the fol lowing categories : ( i )  singular noun , human or non­
human , or ( i i )  sub j ec t  complement designating an activity , even t ,  or proposi tion . 
By contras t ,  te occurs as the pronominal trace only when the extraposed sub ject 
i s  a plural human noun . 
16 . For further analysis of constructions which contrast with respect to the 
semantic opposition general sta temen t vs . s tatement about a speci fi c occasion , 
see Josephs 1975 : 1 7 . 8 .  
1 7 . This description of hypothetical verb forms has been greatly oversimpli fied . 
For a more detai led discuss ion of the morphological and semantic properties of 
these forms , consult Josephs 1975 : 4 . 10 . , 4 . 10 : 1-9 . , and Chapter 19 . 
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1 8 .  An alternative analys is would involve the claim that extraposed s tructures 
following d i ak are not introduced by the complementi ser e l  (or any complementiser , 
for that matter) . Thi s  would apparently be an idiosyncratic feature of d i ak 
since it is possible to find other verbs whose extraposed sub j ect complement 
must contain a hypo the tical verb form but is nevertheless introduced by e l . 
Thus , Rob ert Gibson has pointed ou t (personal communication) the fol lowing sen­
tences involving the higher verb dersta  (happen) once in a whi le .  
a .  N g  d i  de r s ta  e l  kbo e r  a che i . 
only once in a while r go fishing 
r only go fishing once in a whi le.  
b.  Ng  de rsta  e l  l e bo l secher . 
once in a while he ge t sick 
He gets sick occasional ly .  
19 . This sentence illustrates a pattern commonly found i n  sentences containing 
purpose clauses : if the verb of the main clause is one of the three directional 
verbs me come , mo go , or eko go (to the hearer 's location) , then the fol lowing 
purpose clause must contain an express ion of the form directional verb + action 
verb in which the directional verb matches that of the preceding main clause . 
Ob serve the following examples : 
a .  
b .  
Ng k i rek  e l  eko er  a b l i m  e l  eko remuu l  
my obligation go to your house prepare 
r have to come to your house to prepare the food. 
A nga l e k  a m l o  e r  a s toa e l  mo omecha r a ka l l .  
chi ld went to store buy food 
The chi ld went to the store to buy food. 
For further details , see Josephs 1975 : 1 5 . 2 . 1 .  
a k a  1 1 .  
food 
20 . In all instrument clauses , the verb oba have, hold, carry mus t  be used in 
one o f  its ( perfective) forms . Thus , in 4 3a oba is used with a third person 
s ingular ob j e ct , while in 4 3b o l ab is required with a third person plural ( non­
human ) ob j ect . 
2 1 . For an in-depth analysis of the PAL verb marker , see Josephs 1975 : Chapter 6 .  
2 2 . The amazing variety o f  PAL specifying clauses is set forth in greater 
de tail in Josephs 1975 : Chapter 1 5 . In addi tion , direct and indi rect quotation 
are expressed by specifying clauses introduced by e l  kmo ( lit . ) being like (the 
fol lowing) or e l  ua ( i ) se ( lit . ) being like that, as in the examples below : 
a .  A O roteo a d i l u  e r  ngak e l  kmo l iNg  soak e l  eko e r  a b l i m . " .  
said to me my desire go to your house 
Droteo said to me, "r want to come to your house . ". 
b .  A O ro teo a d i l u  e r  ngak e l  kmo ng soa l  e l  me e r  a b l i k .  
Droteo to ld me that he wants to come to my hous e .  
c .  A O roteo a s i l e beda k e l  kmo a dema l a m l a mad . 
informed me his father has die 
Droteo informed me that his father died. 
d .  Ak r i renges e l  kmo a C i sco a mo e r  a B u l abe . 
heard go to Ponape 
r heard that Cisco is going to Ponape . 
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e .  Ak omdasu  e l  kmo a Tok i  a mo e r  a Guam e r  a k l ukuk . 
I think go to tomorrow 
I think that Toki is going to Guam tomorrow. 
f .  A Tok i a d i ak l oume ra e l  kmo a Sa t s ko a oum l a i . 
isn ' t  be lieve own a car 
Toki doesn 't be lieve thai. Satsko owns a car. 
For a more complete analysis o f  direct and indi rect quotation , see Josephs 
1975 : Chapter 2 l . 
2 3 . Carlson ' s  decision to spel l  e l  uni formly regardless of pronunciation has 
been adopted in the PAL orthography used in this paper and in Josephs 19 7 5 . 
This orthography owes much to the fol lowing principle set forth in Carlson 1967 : 
12 . 8 :  
Certain s tructural ,particles (e r ,  e l , a )  have been retained 
in the les son material s  even though they are not always pro­
nounced in normal speech . They are wri tten in these lessons 
to help show s tructural relations . 
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S C HWA I N  PALAUAN 
Jo -Ann F lora 
The language under investigation in this s tudy is Palauan ( PAL) . l I t  is 
spoken by approximately 13 , 000 people in the Palau Islands , located among the 
Wes tern Caroline Islands , about 500 miles east of the island of Mindanao , 
Philippines . Though little work has been done along historical and comparative 
lines , it is generally believed that PAL should be classi fied as a member of the 
Wes tern Austronesian division of the Austronesian language family . 
S ince 1900 , a number of studies varying in scope and depth have been done 
on PAL . The Walleser grammar ( 19 1 1 )  and dictionary ( 19 1 3 )  are the earliest 
known works , and are written in a traditional s tyle . The Capel l  grammar ( 19 49 )  
i s  a n  overall sketch o f  the language done i n  conjunction with the Coordinated 
Investigation of Micrones ian Anthropology ( CIMA) . During the fi fties , the 
McManus dictionary was compiled . I t  is comprehensive in nature and served as 
an invaluable aid in conducting the field work for this presen t s tudy . Three 
phonemic analyses , Hsu ( 1960) , Carlson ( 1968) , and Flora ( 1969) , have been done , 
the latter two being detailed and complete accounts of the taxonomi c  phonemes 
and their distribution throughout the language . Patzold ( 1968)  is a compre­
hensive account of the s tructure of PAL , but i ts value is questionable s ince i t  
was based solely on data taken from written sources , such a s  Walleser ( 19 1 1 )  and 
( 19 1 3 )  and Cape ll ( 1949 ) . The first analysis done in the framework of generative 
phonology is Wilson ( 19 72 ) , a s tudy of the phonology and syntax of verb affixes . 
Josephs ( 19 7 5 ) , a reference grammar o f  PAL , i s  an overall treatment of PAL 
s tructure written primarily for the Palauan community . Flora ( 19 7 4 )  is a gen­
erative analysis of the major phonological processes which exist in PAL . 
The particular focus of this article i s  the analysis of phonetic schwa in 
PAL , the identification of i ts various sources in underlying s tructure , and the 
presentation of the phonological rules needed to derive phonetic schwa from 
these sources . The theoretical framework in which the analysis is based is 
that of generative phonology as formulated by Chomsky and Halle ( 1968)  in The 
Sound Pat tern of Engl i sh .  
Basic to a di scussion of phoneti c  schwa in PAL is a clear understanding of 
how s tress is assigned to words . Below i s  our formulation of the s tress rul e :  
1 .  Stress Assignment 
v -+ [ +stress J / C <VC > J# - 0  0 
< stem> 
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In unsuffixed forms , s tress the penul timate 
s tem vowel . In suffixed forms , s tress the 
rightmost vowel .  When there is no penulti­
mate s tem vowel , that is , in the case of a 
monosyl labic s tem , s tress th e only avai lab le 
vowel .  
To i l lus trate the operation of thi s  rule , we present below some data from the 
verb system of PAL . We have listed some surface forms of underlying /CVCVC/ 
verb stems . Al though a di scuss ion of the affixes found on these forms and the 
phonological rules which affect them is beyond the scope of this paper , an exam­
ination of th ese forms can lead to an unders tanding of s tress placemen t .  For 
each example , we give the underlying stem, the present middle , the present 
middle inchoative , and the future participle , in that orde r . 2 
2 .  to patch / tabak/ 
/m+tabak/ 
/m+taba k+a/ 
/ tabak+ l /  
to tie / l e?ot/ 
/m+ l e?ot/ 
/m+ l e ?ot+a/ 
/ l e?ot+ l /  
to halve /doba?/ 
/m+doba?/ 
/m+doba?+a/ 
/doba?+ l /  
to shave / t am i k/ 
/m+tam i k/ 
/m+tam i k+a/ 
/ tam i k+ l /  
matabak 
matabaka 
t abak l  
mal e?at 
mal a?ata 
1 a?ota l  
madoba? 
madaba?a 
daba?a l  
matamk 
matamka ' 
tam(k l  
These examples are representative of a vast number of underlying /CVCVC/ verb 
s tems , and so they can be relied upon for in formation regarding stress assign­
men t .  Notice that the unsuffixed forms , that is , the present middle forms , are 
s tressed on the penul timate stern vowels . Whereas the suffixed forms , that is , 
the present middle inchoative and future participle forms , are s tressed on the 
rightmost vowels . In the case o f  the present middle inchoative , the rightmost 
vowel i s  a suffix vowe l ,  while in the future participle ,  the rightmost vowel is 
a s tem vowel . 
S tress assignment operates throughout the l anguage as it d oes in the verb . 
sys tem . Tak e ,  for example , the fol lowing nouns : 
3 .  /badu/ bad rock 
badu l  his rock 
badamam our (excl. ) rock 
/ke r i  / ker question 
kar r l  his question 
karamam our (excl . )  question 
/mada/ mad eyes 
mada l his eyes 
madamam our (excl. ) eyes 
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As with verbs , these nouns are s tressed on the penul timate vowel i f  they are 
unsuffixed , and on the rightmost vowe l i f  they are suf fixed . 
One o f  the major sources of phonetic schwa is the group o f  underlying vowels 
which are sub j ect to reduction when unstressed in certain environments . Below 
we give some examples from the noun system : 
4 .  /mada/ eyes mad 
/mada+k/ my eyes madak 
/mada+mam/ our eyes madamam 
/ke r i /  question ker 
/ke r i +k/ my question kar (k 
/ke r i +mam/ our question karamam 
/sko ras/ stiek s ko ras 
/sko ras+e+k/ my stiek skarasek 
/sko ras+mam/ our s tiek skarasam 
/?abu/ ashes ?ab 
/?abu+k/ my ashes ?abuk 
I?abu+mam/ our ashes ?abamam 
Our dis cussion of the vowel reduction process will be concerned primarily with 
noun s , although the process permeates the language and affects all classes of 
words . 
What , then , are the specifics of the vowel reduction rule? Firs t ,  only 
s tem vowels are affected . The vowels of pre fixes are never reduced to schwa , 
even though they are unstressed . Tak e ,  for example , the following nouns which 
contain the ins trumental pre fix /0-/ : 
5 .  o l amk 
o l amkek 
o l asa? 
o l ase?ek 
razor 
my razor 
axe 
my axe 
Second , the applicability of the rule to s tem vowels varies depending upon the 
quality o f  the vowel and i ts pos ition in the s tem . The uns tressed s tem vowels 
/a e 0/ , that i s ,  nonhigh vowels , are regularly affe cted by the rule in all 
pos i tions . The high vowels / i  u/ are treated di fferently . Only those uns tressed 
high vowels that are stem final and fol lowed by a suffix are reduced to s chwa 
by the vowel reduction rule . For example :  3 
6 .  /ke r i +mam/ keremam our question 
/ke r i  / ke r question 
/ker i + l / kedl  his question 
/ badu+mam/ bedemam our roek 
/ badu/ bad roek 
/badu+ l /  bedu l  his roek 
However , the s i tuation is different i f  the unstressed high vowel is flanked on 
bo th s ides by s tem consonants . In thi s  posi tion , the high back vowel is regu­
l arly dele ted . For example : 
7 .  /subad/ 
/subad+e+k/ 
/o+ rusu/ 
/o+rusu+k/ 
subed 
spedek 
, o rus 
o rsuk  
announeement 
rrrd announeement 
needle 
my needle 
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The deletion rule may be formulated as follows : 
8 .  High Vowe l De letion � V 
J 
+back 
+high 
-stress 
+ � / [ X [ +cons ] 
s tem 
[ +cons ] y ] 
s tem 
When the high front vowel is fl anked on both sides by s tem consonants , it behaves 
as the most s table of vowe ls . Normally it is sub j ect neither to de le tion nor 
reduction . For exampl e :  
9 .  /d i f)a/ 
/d i f)a+k/ 
/? i 1 t /  
/? i 1 t+e+k/ 
d (f) 
d i f)ak 
? ( 1  t 
? ( 1  tek 
ear 
my ear 
ointment 
my ointment 
There are a few examples to indicate that perhaps there is a trend toward dele ting 
high front vowels as we l l  as high back vowels . However there are many more 
examples of high front vowels which do not delete than of those that do . 
In summary , then , an unstressed high back vowel fl anked by two s tem conson­
ants is deleted by th e High Vowel De le tion rule ( 8 ) . A few high front vowe ls 
in thi s  same environment are marked to undergo this rule exceptionally . 
Unstressed nonhigh s tem vowels flanked by two consonants are reduced to schwa . 
Uns tres sed high vowels in s tem-final position are also reduced to schwa when 
flanked by two consonants . The Vowel Reduction rule may be formulated as 
fol lows : 4 
1 0 . Vowel Reduction 
� -sVtresJ +stem + [ -tense ] / c <+high> <+> C 
Unstressed nonhigh s tem vowels flanked by two consonants 
are reduced to schwa . Unstressed high s tem vowels flanked 
by two consonants also reduce to schwa if a morpheme 
boundary is present between the vowel and the consonant 
to i ts righ t ,  that is , if the vowel is in s tem-final 
position . 
Thi s  rule , then , can account for innumerab le cases of phoneti c s chwa as the sur­
face realisation of an underlying tense vowel . 
We turn now to another phonological process which resul ts in a large number 
of schwas in phonetic representation , that of epenthesis . Consider the fol lowing 
data : 
1 1 . Ibu? i / 
/bu? i +k/ 
/?usam/ 
/?usam+e+k/ 
spouse 
my spouse 
beard 
my beard 
bu? 
ba? (k 
?usam 
?asamek 
L 
/?u r i  / 
/?u r i +k/ 
/du?a/ 
/du?a+k/ 
Laughter 
my Laughter 
ski U 
my ski U 
?u r  
?ar rk 
dU? 
da?ak 
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I t  appears that i n  these cases the uns tres sed high back vowel between two stern 
consonants has b een reduced to schwa rather than deleted . In fact , dele tion has 
taken place , and the s chwas which appear in place of the deleted vowels are the 
result of an epenthesis rule . Notice that in each case a glottal s top appears 
to the right or left of the underlying back vowel .  As a rule , glottal s top 
does not j oin with any consonant to form a cluster . I f  through affixation or 
s ome phonological process such as vowel deletion , a glottal s top appears 
adj acent to a consonan t ,  a s chwa is inserted b etween them . For example ,  there 
is a verbal affix / - 1 -/ which is inserted to the right of an ini tial s tern con­
sonant to form the pas t participle of the verb . When the initial consonant is 
glottal s top , a schwa appears between it and the /- 1 -/ infix . 
12 . /kes  i / sen'ape 
/k+ l +es i /  k l es scraped 
/ba l o?/ shoot 
/b+ l +a l o?/ b l a l a? shot 
/?a rom/ taste 
/?+ 1 +a rom?! ?a l a ram tasted 
/?amu/ break 
/?+ I +amu/ ?a l am broken 
Thi s  schwa epenthes i s  rule may be formulated as follows : 
13 . Glottal S chwa Epenthesis 
* ? f3 C a 
1 2 3  => 1 2 3  
The s tring glottal s top plus consonant and its mirror 
image , consonant plus glottal s top , become glottal s top 
plus schwa plus consonant and consonant plus schwa plus 
glottal s top respectively . 
The derivation o f  a form from ( 1 1 )  would proceed as fol lows : 
14 . 
Stress 
Final Vowel De letion 
High Vowel De le tion 
Vowel Reduction 
Glottal Schwa Epenthesis 
bU? 
spouse 
/bu? i /  
bu? i 
b U? 
ba? rk 
my spouse 
/bu? i +k/ 
bu? (+k 
b? r+k 
ba? r+k 
ba? (k 
Th e process of schwa epenthe sis also takes place within clusters of dental 
consonan ts , usually of the consonant-liquid type . Cons ider , for e xample ,  the 
past participle forms of dental -initial verb sterns . 
15 . /t+ l +abak/ 
/s+ l +ubad/ 
/d+ l +asa?/ 
t a l abak 
sa l ubad 
da l asa? 
patched 
announced 
carved 
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Consonant-liquid dental clusters are not permitted in final posi tion either . 
For example , when the future participle marker /- 1 /  is suffixed to a s tem ending 
in a consonant , we find the following forms : 
16 . / tabak+ l / 
/ k i d i b+ l / 
/ l e?ot+ l /  
/ tabud+ l /  
tebak l  
k i d  fb I 
1 a?ota l  
t abuda l  
to be patched 
to be gathered 
to be tied 
to be pee led 
Noti ce that when a dental consonant precedes the /- 1 / ,  a schwa in tervenes .  To 
account for this we posit the rule : 
1 7 . Dental Schwa Epenthesis 
C C 
v 
� + [ -tense ] / 
�so� 
+ant 
+cor �-:�� -cor -nas 
There is another type of schwa epenthesis which operates in widespread 
fashion throughout the verb morphology in PAL . Verb stems are subject to a 
great deal of affixation in the formation of various tenses and aspe cts . We 
find the process of schwa epenthes is particularly productive among verb prefixes . 
The first of the affixes that we will consider is the Verb Marker ( Vl-1) . 5 
Thi s  productive affix which appears in a vas t  number of verbs has the underlying 
form /m/ , though it is realised in a variety of positions in the word and in a 
variety of phone tic shapes : e m ] ,  [ me ] ,  [ 0 ] ,  and [ u ] .  For the purposes of this 
articl e ,  we are concerned , obviously , with the phonetic realis ation [ ma ]  of the 
VM /m/ , s ince i t  contains a schwa . 
Consider firs t  the fo llowing active transi tive verb forms of the present 
middle and present imperfec tive aspects , in which the VM shows up as a first 
position prefix hav ing the surf ace phonetic shape l ma- ] : 6 
1 8 . Middle Imperfective 
/dasa?/ carve madasa? me l asa? 
/sesob/ burn masesab ma l es eb 
/ l o?ad/ break cord mel o?ed mal o?ad 
/ k i mud/ cut hair mak fmd maf) i md 
Th e VM also appears as a [ ma- ] prefix in some stative verbs , which resemble 
Engl i sh ad j ectives . For example : 
19 . /dakt/ madakt afraid 
/du?a/ medu? ski l led 
/?ed i / me?ed thirsty� shal low 
/?uu/ me?uw shady 
/ ru r/ , bashful me ru r 
We choose to represen t  the VM as /m/ in underlying form , because there is 
a good deal of evidence to show that the schwa which appears in the [ ma- ] 
prefix is predictable and can be inserted by an epenthesis rule . For example , 
con sider the past tense forms of the verbs in ( 1 8 ) : 
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2 0 . /dasa?/ 
/sesob/ 
/ l o?ad/ 
/ k i mud/ 
carve 
burn 
break cord 
cut hair 
m i  1 dasa? 
m i  l sesab 
mi 1 1 o?ad 
m i l k fmd 
m i l 1 asa? 
m i  l l es ab 
m i  1 1 o?ad 
mi 1 f) fmd 
When the Past Tense marker /- i l -/ is positioned to the right of the VM to form 
the past tense , the surface phonetic shape of the VM is [ m- ] .  These facts 
sugges t  that schwa epenthes i s  takes place when the VM is followed by a consonant , 
but not when it i s  followed by a vowel . Our formulation of the rule w� l l  read 
as fol lows : 
2 1 . Prefix Schwa Epenthesis 
v 
� + [ -tense ] / # [ +cons ] + [ +cons ] 
Insert a schwa to the le ft of a consonantal segment 
if a single consonantal pre fix precedes i t .  
I t  i s  easy to see how th is rule would convert the forms below : 
2 2 . /m+dasa?/ 
/m+dakt/ 
madasa? 
madakt 
carve (middle) 
afraid 
There are at least two other verbal pre fixes which , if a schwa epenthesis rule 
were included in th e analys is , could be represented in underlying form as single 
consonants , as we have sugges ted for the VM .  A small class of stative verbs 
is marked on the surface by a [ ba- ] pre fix . For example : 
2 3 . / ra l m/ water bara l m  
/soka l / ringworm basoka 1 
watery 
infected wi th 
Another small class of stative verbs is marked by a [ ka- ] pre fix . For 
24 . /do rom/ kado ram sharp 
/debo/ kadeb short 
ringworm 
example : 
There i s  one last s chwa epenthes i s  process we wish to discus s . It takes 
place in word-final position before a pause i f  a word ends in a consonant cluster 
or in two consonants separated by a schwa . When words of this shape are not 
followed by a pause ,  the schwa does not appear . Thus we have the fol lowing 
alte rnations : 
2 5 . dakt 
ma l k  
f)a l ak 
?usam 
dakta 
ma l ka 
f)a l aka 
?usama 
The rul e may be wri tten as fol lows : 
26 . Phrase-final Schwa Epenthesis 
v 
� + [ -tense ] / C ( a) C I I  
fear 
chicken 
chi ld 
beard 
Since this epenthesis occurs in a very restricted environment and is completely 
predi ctabl e ,  we do not represent the schwa in the surface phonetic forms that 
we cite throughout this s tudy . 
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Thus far , we have shown that surface phone tic schwas are present in the 
l anguage as a resul t of two phonological processes , vowel reduction and epen­
thes i s . It would be ideal if we could explain all occurrences of surface schwa 
in these ways . Howeve r ,  a problem arises when we consider words like the 
fol lowing : 
2 7 . r)a l ak 
r)a l akek 
kamur 
kam r {k 
?usam 
?asamek 
chi ld 
my chi ld 
tai l 
my tai l 
beard 
my beard 
Each o f  these forms contains a schwa in the uns tressed syl lable of the unposs­
e s sed form . It is clear that these schwas are not epenthetic when we consider 
forms l ike the fol lowing : 
2 8 .  ma l k  
mal kek 
kma l 
, marasm 
chicken 
my chicken 
very 
to sew 
These examples contain the clusters [ l k# ] , [ #km ] ,  and [ sm# ] .  The examples in 
( 2 7 )  have these same s trings of consonants separated by a schwa : [ l ak# ] ,  [ kam# ] ,  
and [ sam# ] .  We mus t conclude that the s chwas in que stion are not epenthetic 
and are no t present for the purpose of breaking up unwanted consonant clus ters . 
Therefore , they must be reductions of underlying tense vowe ls . However , it is 
not po ssible to de termine which tense vowe ls underlie which schwas , s ince forms 
like those in ( 2 7 )  are no t derivationally related to other forms in which the 
tense vowel appears on the surface . Since any decis ion about which tense vowe ls 
underlie these schwas would be an arbi trary one , we have chosen to represent 
them as underlying schwas . 
We should at th is point cons ider the Wil son ( 19 7 2 )  analysis o f  this problem . 
In 2 . 5 .  of her dissertation , she describes pos s ible ways of handling the inde­
terminacy of the vowels underlying these schwas . She chooses to represent such 
vowels as IV! , that i s , a segment marked [ +syllabic ] , an unspeci fied vowel . 
She is unconvinced that underlying forms must be ful ly specified and wishes to 
employ the principle of maximum use o f  phonological rules . According to this 
principle , her rule that reduces unstressed interconsonantal vowels would also 
apply to underlying IV! and convert i t  to surface schwa . This wel l-motivated 
and productive rule would then be maximally employed . To posit underlying schwa 
would be to minimi s e  the use of the vowel reduction rul e . Another reason for 
Wil son ' s  posi ting underlying IV! is that she finds it unconvincing to pos it 
underlying schwa for those vowels which are de leted rather than reduced . She 
is referring to certain underlying stem-final vowels which never surface , but 
which are required for the correct appli cation of her stress rule . It should 
be pointed out that unlike the s tress rul e  we have adopted , Wilson ' s  rule s tates 
that s tres s  is assigned to the penultimate vowel in a word of two or more 
syl lables . Suf fixed and unsuffixed forms are stressed in the same way in her 
system . Take for example the fol lowing forms : 
rock 
my rock 
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I t  i s  clear that the second example in ( 29 )  will not be stressed correctly 
according to her rule , given our underlying forms . 
30 . /badu/ 
/badu+k/ 
rock 
my rock 
Howeve r ,  because of her conviction that her stress rule is correct,  Wilson 
assumes that the underlying form of the suffix in ( 29 )  is no t /-k/ , but /-kv/ , 
and that after stress has b een ass igned to the penultimate vowel , the final 
unspecified vowel of the suffix is deleted by th e same rule that deletes the 
s tem-final vowel of the unsuffixed form in ( 29 ) . Her derivation of these forms 
would proceed as fol lows : 
3 1 .  
stress 
Final Vowel De letion 
Vowel Reduction 
/badu+kv/ 
bad�+kV 
bad�+k 
bad�+k 
bad�k 
Wil s on treats all su ffixes consisting of a single consonant in this manner , 
that is , by placing the unspe ci fied vowel Ivl in word-final position , so as to 
ensure correct s tress placement . An analysis which posits underlying schwa 
in this position is unattractive to her . Howeve r ,  there is no mo tiviation 
whatsoever for positing any vowel at all in th is posi tion , if one accepts the 
hypothes i s  that suffixed and unsuffixed forms are stressed dif ferently , as we 
have demonstrated . Thus the prob lem of which vowel to posit in forms l ike the 
second example of ( 29 )  is completely eliminated , and we are free to focus in on 
the more basic problem of the indeterminacy of the vowels which underlie schwas 
in examples such as those in ( 2 7 ) . Our position is the fol lowing :  when a sur­
face schwa cannot b e  accounted for by means of the Vowe l Reduction rule ( 10 ) , 
the Glottal Schwa Epenthesis rule ( 1 3 ) , the Dental Schwa Epenthesis rule ( 17 ) , 
the Pre fix Schwa Epenthesis rule ( 2 6 ) , we represent it in underlying form as 
a s chwa . It would s eem that the language is moving from a position in which 
the underlying quality of all schwas could be determined to a position where 
this is no longer true . At this poin t ,  the underlying quality of only some 
schwas can be determined . I t  is our prediction that as the language develops 
in the future , th e numb er of schwas whos e  under lying quality can be determined 
wil l diminish , and that there wi l l  arise contras ts between schwas and tense 
vowels that cannot be accounted for by phonological rules . At that point , the 
s tatus of underlying schwa will be more secure than at present . 
Th ere is rather solid evidence to support this prediction from the verb 
system, specifically from future participle forms , which are composed of the 
underlying verb s tem plus a suf fix /- 1 / .  Below we give some examples : 
32 . / tabak+ l /  
/daku l + l /  
/da?ob+ l /  
/sam i k+ l /  
/ se sob+ l /  
/ ru sa?+ l / 
/k i mud+ l /  
/ l o?ad+ l /  
/baro t+ l /  
t abak l 
dak� l 1 
daQ6b l 
s am (k l  
s as6b l 
rsa?a l 
km�da l  
l a?ada l  
bar6ta l  
patch 
bury 
cover 
pee Z 
set fire 
pound 
cut hair 
break cord 
hide 
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Their derivations are straightforward : 
3 3 .  daku l l 
/daku l + l /  
Stress daku 1 + 1  
Vowel Reduction daku 1 + 1 
Dental Schwa Epenthesis 
Epenthe sis daku 1 1 
barata 1 
/ba rot+ l /  
ba rot+ l 
barat+ l  
barota+ l 
ba rat a l  
I n  the case o f  stems with the underlying shape /eveve/ , such a s  those in 
( 3 2 ) , it is the future participle form which alone reveals the true identity of 
the vowel in the last syllable . Take for example the various inflected forms 
of the stem /tabak/ ' to patch ' :  
34 . Present middle 
Present imperfective 
Present perfective 
singular 
plura l 
Past participle 
Instrumental 
possessed 
Gerund 
pos sessed 
matabak 
ma l abak 
tobak (y 
twabak 
t a l abak 
o l abak 
o l abakek 
oma l abak 
oma l abakek 
None of these forms gives any hint as to the under lying r epres entation f or the 
vowel of the last syl lable of the stem . In each cas e the s ur face mani festation 
is schwa . The future participle [ tabak l ] is the only form that can give us 
this in formation . In all the other forms the vowe l has been changed to schwa 
by the Vowel Reduction rule . 
Consider now the inflected forms of those /eveve/ stems that have a high 
back vowel in the las t  syl lable . For exampl e :  
35 . /daku l /  to bury 
Present middle madak 1 
Present imperfective ma l ak l  
Present perfective 
singular dok 1 (y 
plural 9ma k l  
Past participle da l  ak 1 
Ins trumental o l ak l  
Pos sessed o l ak l ek 
Gerund oma l ak l 
Possessed oma l ak l ek 
Fu ture participle daku l l 
I f  we did not have the future participle of this verb , we would have to assume 
that the underlying form of the stem is /da k l / .  But the fu ture participle tells 
us that it is / daku 1 / . In all the other forms the vowel I ul has been de leted 
by the H igh Vowel De le tion rule ( 8 ) . 
Suppose the information contained in future participles of / cveve/ stems 
were not available to us for some reason . One consequence of this would be 
that a very large number of underlying forms would look very di f ferent from the 
way they do now . Instead of having the shape /cvcve/ where both vowels are 
full vowels , they would have the shapes /cveae/ or /evee/ . This would increase 
the number of underlying schwas in the language and strengthen the s tatus of 
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this vowe l as an underlying segment. It would also minimise the application 
of the Vowel Reduction rule and the High Vowel Deletion rul e .  These rules 
would s ti l l  be needed for other forms and so would remain well motivated . How­
ever , the number of forms to which they would apply would be greatly lessened . 
The s tate of affairs that we have j ust described is precisely that which 
we predict will exist in the near future , and for the fol lowing reasons . The 
future participles we have cited above in ( 3 2 )  are used mainly by older gener­
ations of Palauans . Rarely is a young person able to produce them in an 
elicitation sess ion . Sometimes , when presented with such a form , the young 
person will admi t that he understands it and has heard older people using i t ,  
but h e  does not use it himse l f . Among young people a new future participle 
suffix / -a l l /  has come into use . Conseq�ently , for some verbs we find two 
future participles . For exampl e :  
36 . 
/dal)ob/ cover 
/ba? i d/ break taro 
/te? i b/ pun out 
/I)e rod/ hoist 
/ rel)od/ tie 
/ l o?ad/ break cord 
/sesob/ se t fire 
For - some verbs we f ind only the innovative 
3 7 . /s i kas/ 
/ r i l)at/ 
/b+r i i d/ 
pole raft 
chew 
scatter 
Conservative 
dal)ob l 
ba? (da l 
ta? ( b l  
I)aroda l  
ral)ode l  
l a?ada l  
sasob 1 
form , as in : 
Innovative 
dal)aba 1 1  
ba?ada 1 1  
ta?aba l l  
I)arada l l  
ral)ada l l  
1 a?ada l l 
sasaba l l 
5 i kasa 1 1  
r i 1)8tcl l l 
bar i da l l 
Either the conservative form never exi s ted or it has disappeared , since in 
some cases both old and young people use the innovative form . 
Consider what happens to forms to which the innovative suffix is added . 
For example : 
3 8 .  /dal)ob/ cover 
/dal)ob+a l l / dal)ob+a l l  
S tress 
dal)ab+a l l  
Vowel Reduc tion 
Because the suffix contains a vowe l ,  it attracts the stress which in turn 
causes the rightmost s tem vowel to be sub j ect to Vowel Reduc tion . The result 
of this is that no inflected form of thi s  s tem shows what vowel truly under lies 
the surface schwa which always appears as the rightmost vowe l .  Consequently , 
the unde rlying form must be / da l)ab /  rather than /da l)ob/ .  It is only because 
we still find the conservative future participle [ dal)ob l ] that we can with 
assurance pos it the under lying form /dal)ob/ . 
I t  i s  our prediction that in time all the conservative future participles 
will disappear , not only because they are being replaced with the innovative 
forms , but also because there are other syntactic constructions which can 
successfully convey the meaning which future participles convey . One such 
construction is exempli fied below :  
39 . k i r+e+k a l  mal abak ar a bay l 
responsibi li ty - my patch c lothing 
I must patch the clothing. -
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This type o f  s entence is used much more frequently than the one which employs 
the future participl , which we give below : 
40 . a bay l a tabak l  
clothing patch 
The clothing should be patched. 
The clothing ought to be patched. 
Elimination of the conservative future participles is one man i festation 
of a trend which had i ts origins in earlier stages of the development of PAL . 
I t  is easy to see the e ffect of this trend i f  we look at some words which today 
have the underlying forms /CVCC/ or /evCaC/ , where the schwa does not alternate 
wi th a full vowel .  Through compari son with other language s ,  we are able to 
establish the fact that these words once had the shape /CVCVC/ , in which both 
vowels were full vowels that later were deleted or reduced to s chwa , depending 
on their quality . For example : 
41 . PAL P� 
dakt fear /dakt/ *takut 
ma l k  chicken /ma l k/ *manuk 
�a l ak chi ld /�a l ak/ *anak 
� (ka l  fish /� i ka l /  * i kan 
The present-day forms have resul ted from application o f  the High Vowel Deletion 
rule and the Vowel Reduction rule to forms l ike those reconstructed for PAN . 
For example , a word like *takut  lost its u by High Vowel Deletion . Perhaps 
there was a stage in the language when a form of this word with an u al ternated 
with one without an u as a result of various types of affixation and s tress 
assignment . Then it still would have been possible to represent this word as 
/ takut/ . Today thi s  i s  no longer possible , since the stem meaning fear always 
appe ars on the surface as [ dakt ] or [ dakt - ] .  I t  does not have an al ternate 
containing an [ u ]  in the last syllab le , and so must be represented as /dakt/ in 
a synchronic analys i s . 
A word like *anak had its rightmost vowel reduced to schwa by Vowel 
Reduction . Perhaps there was an earlier s tage when this word showed up some­
times wi th an a and sometimes with a s chwa in the last syllable . Then it would 
have b een pos sible to represent this word as /�a l ak/ . However , since today the 
s tem for chi ld always appears as either [ �a l ak ]  or [ �a l ak- ] ,  it must be rep­
resented as /�a l ak/ in a synchronic analys is . 
In such cases we see the language moving from a s tage in which some s tems 
had the shape /CVCVC/ with two full vowels to the present s tage in which they 
have the shapes /CVCC/ or /CVCaC/ . E l imination of conservative future parti­
ciples continues th is trenQ toward reshaping underlying forms . A large number 
of active transitive verb stems of the shape /cvevC/ will have to be represented 
as /evCC/ or /evCaC/ when their conservative future parti ciples di sappear , 
s ince there will no longer be a way of identifying a full vowel for the last 
syllable . 
Thus , for s tems originally o f  the shape /cvevC/ , we have some variety in 
present-day underlying forms : /CVCVC/ , /CVCaC/ , and /CVCC/ . Gradual ly ,  as the 
conservative future participles disappear , there will be an increase in the 
number of /evCaC/ and /CVCC/ forms , at the expense of the /CVCVC/ forms . In 
one sense this movement toward the reshaping of underlying forms is one of 
simplif ication . Instead of three pos s ible underlying forms for original /cvevC/ 
words , as we have today , there will b e  two , /CVCC/ and /evcac/ . Furthermore , 
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in a disyl labic form , it wi l l  not be necessary to know which o f  six possible 
vowels belongs in the second syl lab l e ,  since it wil l  always be schwa . The 
S tress Assignment rule will also be s implified and wi l l  read : stress the right­
mos t  tense vowel . There wi l l  be no need to distinguish stress placement in 
suffixed forms from stress pl acement in unsuffixed forms . Suffixed /evCaC/ and 
/CVCC/ forms will receive stress on the vowel of the suffix as they do with the 
present rule . Recall that the only suffix wi thout a vowel that occurs on 
pres ent-day /CVCVC/ , /evCaC/ , and /evCC/ forms is the conservative future parti­
ciple suffix /- 1 / , which will eventually disappear . An unsuffixed /CVCaC/ form 
wi l l  receive stress on its penultimate vowel , not b ecause stress is penultimate 
in suffixed forms as in the present-day system , but because the rightmost vowel 
of the stem is not tense . An unsuffixed /evCC/ form wil l ,  o f  course , receive 
s tress on i ts only vowel . 
In summary , then ,  we have shown that phonetic schwa in PAL has s evera l 
sources . It can be the reduction of an underlying tense vowel , in which case 
i t  is derived by means of the Vowe l Reduction rul e .  I t  can also b e  the result 
of any one of four epenthesis rules . In some case s , schwas appear that cannot 
be derived by means of the reduction rul e ,  the epenethesis rules , or any other 
rul e .  For these cases , we have posited under lying schwas and have shown that,  
because of a trend that is reSUlting in the change o f  underlying forms of stems , 
the status of such under lying schwas is becoming stronger in the language . 
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NOTES 
1 .  The research leading to this paper was supported by grants from the Department 
of Lingui s tics of the University of Californi a ,  San Diego , a Fulbright- Hays 
Do ctoral Di ssertation Research Abroad Fellowship , and two grants from the 
Society of the Sigma Xi . I am grateful to Margaret Langdon and Sanford S chane 
for their ins ights shared in discuss ions of the topi cs contained in thi s  paper . 
I am especial ly indebted to the Palauan people who so generously assis ted me 
in my study of their language and so graciously wel comed me into their community . 
2 .  The underlying forms used in thi s  paper are the same as those used in Flora 
( 19 74 ) . As it is not possible to present here all the arguments for the ir j usti­
fi cation , the reader is directed to Chapters Two and Three of that work . 
3 .  The unsuffixed forms are affected by a productive rul e o f  Final Vowel 
De letion of the form : 
V 
[ -stress ] + ¢ / # 
A discuss ion of this rule may be found in Flora ( 19 74 ) , Chapter Two . 
4 .  This formulation of Vowel Reduction i s  only the first version o f  the rul e 
in Flora ( 19 74 ) , where a new formulation was developed (60 )  for the broader pic­
ture o f  PAL phonology presented there . Th e version given here is quite adequate 
for the purposes of th is arti c l e .  
5 .  An extensive discuss ion of the Verb Marker may be found i n  Chapter Two o f  
Flora ( 19 74 ) . 
6 .  The alternations exhibited in the stern-initial consonants of these examples 
are quite widespread throughout the PAL verb system . They can be accounted for 
by a set of rules di s cus sed in detai l in Chapter Three of Flora ( 19 74 ) . 
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T H E  N OT I O N ' PAS S I V E ' I N  YAP E S E  
John Thayer Jensen 
Some years ago S chutz and Nawadra ( 1 9 7 2 )  showed that the so-called 
' passive verb ' in F i j i an (FIJ) i s  actually a pas sive participle , or as I think 
is an equivalent term for present purpo s es , a resul tative adj ective . When I 
read thi s paper some years after it was written I was struck by the structural 
resemblance to forms of verbal roots in Yapese (YAP ) . The resemblance i s  
e special ly remarkab le in light o f  the fact that YAP i s  apparently n o  more closely 
related to FIJ than it i s  to any other Oceanic l anguage , and probably to any 
other Austronesian language . 
For purposes of the present discussion , a non-defective YAP verb has three 
forms : tran sitive , intransi tive/non-de finite ob j e ct and resul tative adj e ctive 
form . Some examples of these three forms are : 
transitive : ( 1 )  Gu  bea sey ea moo r .  
intransitive/non -de finite obj ect : 
( 2 )  G u  bea masay moo r .  
resultative adj ective : 
( 3 ) Kea say ea moo r .  
transitive : ( 4 ) Gu  bea p i rdeq i y  ea koe b re q .  
non-de finite : ( 5 )  G u  bea pa rdeq koeb req . 
resultative : ( 6 )  Kea pa rdeq ea koeb req . 
I am spLitting bamboo . 
I am spLitting-bamboo . 
The bamboo is spLit.  
I am pounding a can. 
I am pounding-cans . 
The can is flattened. 
In the transit ive sentences the verbs sey to spLit something and p i r deq i y  
to pound something are formally paral lel to trans itive verbs in a language such 
as Eng . By thi s  I mean that the dire ct obj ect of such a ve rb takes the normal 
range o f  modifiers , and there is no special ' voice ' focus in the sentence . YAP 
transitive verbs are ' very transitive ' .  Unlike transitives in many l anguages , 
i f  a verb is transitive in YAP then it cannot (wi th very few exceptions )  be also 
used intransitively . There are no examples like Eng . ' I  am eating ham ' vs . 
' I  am eating ' .  Indeed there exist YAP sentences with no overt direct obj ect , 
but in these cases a de finite ( and anaphori c )  reference is always to be unde r­
stoo d :  
( 7 )  G u  bea s ey .  I am spLi tting i t .  
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In ( 7 )  the ' it '  in trans lation i s  always understood in YAP and the sentence i s  
only situationally appropriate i f  some referent either in the prior l inquisti c 
environment or the larger si tuation is avai lable . Furthermore , this i s  the only 
way to refer to a third person direct obj ect pronominal ly . There i s  no third 
s ingular direct object suffix as in FIJ , although in other persons and numbers 
a suffix exi sts and is obl i gatory . 
The non-de finite ob ject sentences like ( 2 )  have been called ' incorporated 
obj ect constructions ' by me in discuss ions and in Jensen ( 19 7 7 ) . Thi s is because 
syntactically the predicate of thi s  construct ion consists of the pair of the 
verb and i ts obj ect . The pai r  act together as an intrans itive verb in YAP taking 
the intransitive sub j ect number particles : 
( 8) Qu ra masay moo r gow . They were splitting-bamboo .  
Compare the sentence with the intransitive verb ma ruwee l to work : 
( 9 )  Qu ra ma ruwee l gow . They were working. 
The ' dual subj ect number particl e '  gow fo llows the predi cate , thus showing that 
the predicate of ( 8) is masay moo r spli tting-bamboo . On the other hand , the 
pair is shown to be equivalent to an intransitive verb by the fact that transitive 
verbs take the subj ect number particle -eew :  
( 10 )  Qu ra sey-eew ea moor .  They were splitting bamboo . 
For some verbs the non-de finite obj ect form of the verb may also be used 
as an ordinary intransitive verb : 
( 1 1 )  G u  bea ma ruwe l i y  ea kaa r roo . I am working on a car. 
( 1 2 )  G u  bea ma ruwee l kaa r roo . I am doing car-work . 
( 1 3 )  G u  bea ma r uwee l .  I am working. 
It may even be the case that four forms exist in principle for YAP verbs , 
although th is wi ll not be assumed for purposes of the present discussion . The 
four forms would b e :  trans i tive , non-definite obj ect,  intransi tive and result­
ative . One verb di fferentiates non-de finite object and intransi tive forms of 
the verb , though i t  does not contain a resultative adj e ctive form and i s  thus 
defective : 
( 14 )  Gu bea kaay e a  fa l oowaa . 
( 15 )  G u  bea gum fa l oowaa . 
( 16 )  G u bea qab i i ch .  
I am eating bread. 
I am eating-bread. 
I am eating. 
There may in fact be other verbs that dif ferentiate non-de finite object forms 
and intransitive forms of the verb but thi s wi ll not be pursued here . 
The resultative forms are the focus of thi s  paper . FIJ has t rans i tives , 
intransitives and passive participles . So , apparently , does YAP , al though with 
less regularity , and in YAP the intransitive and pass ive participle forms are 
not infrequently identi cal , and in some cases mi ss ing enti rely . Here are some 
examples : 
transi tive intransi tive resultati ve Engl i sh 
sey masay say split 
t ' ae r  duum '  m '  i ng  b.roak off 
b i  1 i 'i 9 b i 1 p i  1 break up 
g i  i q mag mag husk 
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t h ' aeb t h uum ' maa t h ' out 
raeg ma rag rag stiok into gY'ound 
buqoy maboq maboq jeY'k loose 
puug p uw p uw Y'ise/Y'aise up 
kee r  makay kay dig 
k ' a feag mak ' a f  k ' a f line up 
l uf muu l  muu l  pul l  loose 
gay magow paat find 
b i i ng maab maab open 
I '  eeg ma l ' ag I ' ag hook 
y i p '  wup kaen shoot 
gabad i y  gabad gabad stiok 
got hay magoo th  magothgoo th  destY'oy 
k ' adeag mak ' ad k ' a d  join 
q u rufeeg moq u ruuf  moq u ruuf bUY'n 
th i k i y/ t h i n geeg ma th i g  t h i g fal l  oveY' 
gu r uy maag u r  maagu r  sOY'atoh 
p i rdeq i y  pa rdeq pa rdEiq pound 
d i  I eq i y mada l eq mada l eq pY'ess 
I i i  q ma l i i q  v i m '  ki l l/die 
pet h uy pee t h  pee t h  join 
r ugoey ma rag rag stab 
k u ruuf mak u r  k u r  piel'oe 
t hoey mat how t how b low 
f i na t h i y  fanaa t h  fanaat h spin 
toe l ubeeg ma toe l uub toe l uub dive 
I i t haeg ma l i t haeg I i i  t h  dive 
I i i  t h  l u um n ' a g oook 
I '  aeng I uum ' /ma I ' ae ng I uum '  weave 
dey madaaw madaaw soften with heat 
ga l i k ' aed maga l i k ' ae d  ma l i k '  dY'y da reag madaa r  daa r spY'ead 
t e e l  mateii l t a l  tighten 
faa th i y  faa t h  faat hyaa th  stY'ip 
qo l oey moq?l oy moq? l oy' peel qa ruy maqa r maqa rqa r stiY' 
g uchot h i y  mog uchot h mogucho th  teaY' 
gu th ' i y  mag ut h ' g u t h ' stY'ip fOY'eskin 
taay mateo taaw put 
paag paag qaaw dmp 
k ' eeg mak ' eag y i k '  ignite 
qu t h um maq uth m ' u u t h  shaY'p 
Some forms with mi ss ing resu1tative are : 
transitive intransi tive resu1 tative English 
f i l ae t h  f i  I a e t h  -;'; spY'ead out 
q ud i y  maqud -" squeeze out 
doedoqoy madoqdoq -;'. suok 
q i r i  ng  ma roq roq .', steal 
I uqag mae l uqag -k fight foY' 
n ' aeg man ' aeg .. I: thY'ow alJ)ay 
qunum maqun -,- drink 
l an g uy ma l aang -,- eat Y'alJ) 
feek feek -'- oaY'Py 
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koel makool * hold 
yoen ' muun * throw 
yoet ' moed/moedoed * step on 
girengiy gireeng * puu 
toey dumow * bui ld 
g?;ed magad * strike 
qan maaq * pound 
tun guy matong * compose 
l ' angagiy l ' angaag * clean weeds 
bayagiy bayaag * clean weeds 
laal aang malaalaang * chase vio lent ly 
k ' a r i ng mak ' a rang  * tease; cause 
f i reg i y  f i  reeg * weave 
l '  i i ng  1 u um ' /ma 1 ' i i ng * get water 
p i  i q p i  i q  * push; give 
f ' oe t h  f ' oo t h  * share 
qayuweeg maqayuw help 
Verbs without intransitives but with resultatives include all adj ectives 
and there fore are very numerous : 
trans itive intransitive resultative Engli sh 
see reeg ... -  sea r run aground 
wee reeg * wea r separate 
mo 1 eag -'- moo 1  s leep 
saapeag _c saap  face towards 
chuweeg * ch uw go out 
t uqog -'. t uuq start; be erect 
1 eeb uguy .... 1 eebug knot 
buguy -'. buguy bend 
ch ubeeg -'. chob make sound 
fa reag .'. fa r rise 
chuba 1 i y  ';" chuba 1 pi erce 
1 angab i y  ..,', 1 angab embrace 
gaba 1 i y  ... 't gabae 1 stick 
k i qeg -'. k i  i q separate 
row row naag -'. row row red/redden 
Thi s list can be extended by adj ectives that have a transitive with naag . 
( Jensen 19 7 7 : 1 3 1 ,  2 2 1 ) . 
There are also verbs wi thout eith er an intransitive or a resultative : 
transitive intransitive resultative Engl i sh 
1 aeg ... ', i" cut stripes 
y i  f '  -'. ...'" puu from ground 
q i d  ,', -'. have sexual intercourse 
f i ney _c * think 
qadaag J. ..'t want 
naang -'. ...'t know 
t u 1 uuf  -'. ..."- chase away 
The favourite morphologi cal pattern for a triplet o f  words i s  that exhibited 
by da reag/madaa r/daa r ,  in whi ch the bare root is us ed for the resul tative form , 
root with prefix ma- for intransi tive , and root with suffix -eeg ( in certain 
phono logical environments -eag )  or - i y  for transitive . However , there are many 
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exceptions . Thi s  i s  clearly not parallel to the FIJ forms , in whi ch transi tive 
actives take no transitive suffix , but a third singular (or other person) ob j ect 
suffix , while resultatives take th e suffix - i . It may be speculated that the 
YAP transitive suffix - i y  and the' FIJ passive suffix - i  are cognate , but there 
i s  not in any case a uniformity within the morphology of th e YAP derivational 
pattern comparable to that in the FIJ . I note also that Schutz and Nawadra ( 1972 ) 
point out in footnotes 5 and 1 3  that there are cases o f  zero suffix pas sives 
in FIJ . Thi s is common YAP . Another quest ion treated in S chutz and Nawadra ' s  
article i s  the question o f  whether the relationship between active and pass ive 
in FIJ i s  inflectional or derivational ; they conclude that it is derivational . 
For what i t  i s  worth , the YAP rel ationship is clearly derivational . The 
fundamental paralleli sm that seems worth pointing out is the syntactic one , 
however . Both YAP and FIJ appear to have true verbs whi ch are active , and 
resultative adj e ctives ( Schutz and Nawadra call them participles , and thi s term 
is acceptable to me as wel l )  which are pas sive . Do the YAP resultative forms 
meet S chutz and Nawadra ' s  criteria for parti ciple s? 
1 .  Pas sives act l ike adj e ctives . The fol lowing examples compare resul ta­
tives used attributively with adj ectives whi ch are not resultatives : 
( 1 7 )  ba  naqun n i  ba fea I '  a good house 
( 1 8) ba naqun n i ba magothgoo t h  a destroyed house 
( 19 )  ba l ey puw n i  ba weachweach a whi te stiok of bamboo 
( 2 0 )  ba l ey puw n i ba say a split s tiok of bamboo 
Resultatives can also be used as predi cates wi th the stative marker ba , which 
is not true of tran sitives : 
( 2 1 ) Sa fea l ' ea rea naqun ney This house is good 
( 2 2 )  Sa magothgoo th  ea rea naq un 
ney This house is destroyed 
( 2 3 )  S a  weachwea ch ea rea l ey i 
p uw ney This stiok of bamboo is  white 
( 2 4 )  Sa  say  ea  rea rey i puw ney This stiok of bamboo is  split  
Schutz and Nawadra ' s  criteria 2 through 4 are specific to F I J  and not 
relevant to YAP . No s imi l ar criteria are avai lable for YAP to distinguish 
adje ctives from ordinary intransi tive verbs . 
5 .  It i s  not pos s ible in FIJ as it i s  in English to indi cate the ' agent ' 
of a pas s ive form . Th is is equally true o f  YAP . There are no fo rms like 
these : 
( 2 5 )  *Sa s ay ea rea l ey 
ku  Tamaag . 
p uw ney This stiok of bamboo was spLit 
by Tamaag 
I t  may be a l egitimate question to ask why YAP resultatives are not more 
regularly found than FIJ one s . I do not know enough FIJ grammar to be able 
to s ay that the fol lowing suggest ion is not true of FIJ . However , i t  i s  a 
fact that the YAP pronouns contain a member wh ich i s  definite though not specific 
(Jensen 1977 : 14 3 - 14 4 ) . Thus in the sentence : 
( 2 6 )  Y i  bea s ey ea p uw .  They are spLitting bamboo . 
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the pronoun y i  means something like the Eng . ' they/you non-speci fic ' . The YAP 
sentence could refer to one o r  more people spl itting bamboo , but i t  does not 
characterise a situation . It i s  thus definite in that a definite group of one 
or more people i s  referred to , but it i s  non- specific in that the number is 
not speci fied . The YAP indefinite prono un thus serves many of the functions 
of a true passive . Thus ( 2 6 )  coul d be translated Bamboo is being split.  On 
the other hand , of course , when a specific agent is expres sed , only an active 
is possible . It may be that because of the existence of the YAP inde finite 
pronoun , pressure for prese rvation of the pass ive as a productive formation 
was not so great . Alternatively , it may be that FIJ made the passive formation 
into a regular productive pattern to compensate for lack of another mode of 
expression . 
In any case , the main point of this paper is hi stori cal . YAP is not known 
to be more clo sely related to one Aus tronesian language than anothe r .  Al though 
I have studied the l anguage intensely for twelve and a hal f years , and have 
some acquaintance with other Austronesian languages , I have not been able to 
even sati s fy myself that YAP is an Oceani c ,  as opposed to Indonesian , or , 
al ternatively , Indonesian ,  as opposed to Oceani c ,  language (assuming tho se terms 
to be amenab le of precise de finition ) . I f  in fact the paral lelism between YAP 
and FIJ d escribed here is hi storical and not either fortuitous or a result of 
borrowing, and i f  indeed YAP i s  an i sol ated member o f  the Austrone sian fami ly 
tre e ,  then the category ' pass ive participl e '  or ' re sultative adj ective ' must 
have belonged to Aus trone sian . It may prove revealing to determine what other 
Austronesian languages share thi s trait . 
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PROTO-OCEAN I C  R E F L E X E S I N  WO LE A I A N 
Anthony F .  T awe ri lmang and Ho -mi n Sohn 
1 .  GENERAL 
Woleaian (WOL) is a nuclear Microne sian (MC) language spoken by some 1 , 400 
inhabitants of the atolls o f  Woleai , Eauripik , Faccau1ap , El ato , Lamotrek , and 
I faluk , all located in the Yap Di strict of the Trust Territory of the Paci fic 
I s lands . The language used for compari son with Proto-Oceanic (POC) in this 
paper i s  the dialect of Wo1eai Atoll where Tawerilmang came from. 1 POC is the 
name given to the reconstructed language that comprises what have been tradition­
ally known as the MC , Polynesian , and Melanesian groups , as over against the 
Indonesian or Wes te rn Austronesian. The few sets of POC reconstructions then 
avai lable (which had generally not included data from MC language s )  are co l lected 
with slight modi fications in Grace 1969 , to make a total of 698 POC l exical 
items . 2 
The aim of this paper is to describe the pattern of phonological evolution 
from POC to WOL through a comparison of the two sets of vocabulary . It i s  
hoped that the findings presented in thi s paper w i l l  contribute t o  a larger and 
more significant undertakin g :  MC comparative l inguistics . This hope is par­
ti cularly strong in that WOL has been found to be a l anguage which retains POC 
forms faithful ly and cons istently in terms of both the number of obvious cognates 
( see Appendix) and sound ( e specially vowel ) reflexes . 
2 .  METHODOLOGY 
S ince our main concern is the hi stori cal development of the phonological 
structure o f  WOL , it i s  imperative at the outset to draw the line between 
synchroni c  and diachronic aspects of WOL phonology . Needl ess to say , all rul es 
are hi storical products in their origin , i . e .  added in the course of time . 
However , addition of certain rules results in the restructuring o f  the underlying 
representations of l exi cal items , whi l e  addition of others has nothing to do 
with restructuring . Let us cal l the former type o f  rules diachroni c and the 
latter , synchroni c .  For instance , the vowel a is obligatorily raised t o  e 
between two high vowels in WOL . Addition of thi s rul e  in the grammar o f  WOL 
has not yet been accompanied by any restructuring o f  relevant lexical items in 
underlying representations . Thus , the appearance of the alternation between 
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s i  l a - and s i l e- in s i  l a s E  our ( inc l . ) mother and s i l e i  my mother has not caused 
the underlying form s i l a  mother to be changed . On the other hand , the change 
of poe ,', t to WOL s ,  as in poe "'t i na mother vs . WOL s i I a ,  has certainly resulted 
in restructuring of the underlying representation of relevant lexical i tems 
( e . g .  "' t i na > s i l a ) . Therefore , poe ," t > WOL s is a diachronic rule . 
Suppose we directly compare poe * t i na and WOL s i l e- mother, as in the form 
s i l e i  my mother , ignoring the existing synchronic alternation between a and e 
in WOL . We would have to describe the development as �' t i na > s i 1 a > s i 1 e .  
This description would overlook the important fact that s i l a  and s i l e are 
automatic alternants produced by a general rule of a -raising which currently 
appl ies to all forms that meet the given environment ( c f .  Sohn 1972 and Bender 
197 3 ) . This rule , which has no exceptions , has nothing to do with the meanings 
of the lexical items involved , and may be presumed to be internali sed by con­
temporary speakers of WOL . The change *t > s ,  however , is nei ther exceptionless 
nor is  it internalised by contemporary speakers . It may once have been a 
synchronic rul e ,  but is now quite foreign to the native speaker ,  who does 
normally not even know of its existence . 
Currently , there are two opposing views concerning the occurrence of 
restructuring . In transformational generative grammar as represented by Chomsky 
and Halle ( 1968) , it seems that a rule remains synchronic as long as surface 
forms are derivable predictably from underlying representations even by means 
of powerful abstract devices . Restructuring is al lowed only when no predict­
abi lity is  possible . In natural generative phonology , on the o ther hand , 
restructuring occurs much sooner ,  i . e . ,  immediately upon the addition of a new 
phonological rule (e . g . Hooper 1974 : 1 2 1 ) . This c laim of the natural generativists 
is an integral part of their theoretical framework , which also includes the 
general abol ishment of rule ordering , establi shment of only one l evel of 
phonological representation , and adherence to the strong naturalness condition . 3 
Our concept of restructuring falls somewhere between these two extremes . 
We will not postulate any abstract devices , inasmuch as we believe that such 
devices are mostly far from the psychological reality of the native speaker . 
Howeve r ,  we wi ll recognise the existence and importance of deep and surface 
levels of phonological representation . We wi ll also admit a certain amount of 
ordering in phonological rules , not only to attain greater simpli city in the 
s tatement of the conditions associated with rules but to achieve greater gener­
ality in the statement of phonological processes . Let us take an example . 
In WOL , we have a productive process called dissimilation , which , operating 
from right to left , raises a to e before a low vowel ( Sohn 1975 : 31 - 3 2 ) . 4 Thus , 
we have the following alternations .  
( 1 )  [ me ramE J 
{ [ ma rema l I ] 
{ [  tema i ] 
[ t amemamI J 
moon 
moon of 
my father 
our (excl . )  father 
In the natural generative framework , which admit s  only one level of phono­
logical representation , the under lying stem of moon would be either me rame or 
ma rema , and that of father either tema or t ame . However ,  there i s  no way to 
predict one form from the other .  Both forms in each set are derivable only from 
a third which i s  never reali sed on the surface , i . e .  ma rama for moon and tama 
for father. I f ,  in this situation , we were to consider both surface forms in 
each set as lexical representations , we would mi ss an important phonological 
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generali sation ( i . e .  the dissimilation process)  which i s  purely phonological 
and applies without exception . Moreove r ,  to the linguisti cally unsophisticated 
native speaker of WOL , the formal di fference between merarnE and marema ( in 
ma rema l I) , for example , is not recogni sed , because it comes about entirely 
automatically , j ust as in al lophonic alternation . We consider an allophonic 
variation to be a synchronic alternation . Then , there i s  no reason why we should 
not also consider purely phonological alternations such as thi s dissimilation 
process to be synchronic facts . Bo th phenomena are governed by the native 
speaker ' s  unconscious , meaning-disregarding l inguistic habits . Insofar as the 
native speaker of WOL recognises the two forms me ramE and ma rema as one , it 
would be unreasonable to treat the dissimilation process as a historical (or 
diachronic) rule . 
A natural corollary of considering it to be a synchronic rule is that we 
have to admit the existence o f  two levels o f  phonological represe ntation . A 
basic premis e  o f  this pape r ,  therefore , i s  that diachroni c rules apply to poe 
forms and derive the corresponding WOL base forms , which are reconstructable 
from purely phonological alternations , whi le synchronic rules apply to WOL base 
forms to derive the corresponding surface forms . In other words , diachronic 
rules deal with the patterns of restructuring,  while synchronic rules deal with 
the patterns of currently automatic sound alternations . Based on this premi s e ,  
we draw a di stinction between those processes whi ch are partly o r  wholly dead 
and those which are comple tely active in purely phonological environments . I f  
a certain phonological change were suspended prematurely o r  were i n  progress 
through lexi cal diffusion , we would consider it to be a diachroni c fact , since 
restructuring in our sense o f  the term i s  involved in either case . 
Let us go back to our examples . In order to obtain the surface forms from 
the reconstructed base forms ma rama , ma rama- l i , tama- i ,  and t ama-mam i ,  we 
mus t have three general synchronic rules :  prej unctural raising o f  a to e ,  
dissimilation , and devoicing o f  the fi nal post-consonantal simple vowel . 
( 2 )  ma ramj ma rama I i  tama i  t amamam i 
pre-junctural raising I e I I I 
e I 
I 
dissimilation e e e 
devoicing E I I 
[ me ramE ] [ ma rema l I ]  [ tema i ] [ tamemamI ] 
One s ignificant ordering to be imposed on the above rules is that prejunctural 
raising must apply before dissimi lation because the latter requires a surface 
low vowel ( e . g .  [ a ] ) as its environment . On the other hand , devoicing does not 
have to be ordered in relation to the other two rules . 
One may naturally ask , then , how we should treat WOL pairs l ike b 
( = [bw] )  and pw , s and c ,  r and c ,  x and k ,  and I and n .  The members of each 
pair are in complementary distribution in native vocabulary , in that the first 
occurs only as a single consonant and the second only as a geminate . Besides , 
when two of the first members of a given pair meet at a morpheme boundary , they 
are automatical ly replaced by the corresponding second member , as in xx + kk .  
For instance , notice the alternation between xa Q i  to eat it and kkekkaQ i to be 
eating it .  The only feature that differentiates x from k is [ continuant ] .  If  
we take only native vocabulary into account , x and k are certainly al lophonic 
variants . A flood of recent borrowings ( especially from Japanese) , however , 
have caused the WOL system to develop simple pw , c ,  k ,  and n which contrast with 
the corresponding double or fricative ones . Moreover , some neighbouring languages 
retain pw , c ,  k ,  and n where WOL has b ,  sir ,  x ,  and I ,  respectively , which fact 
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makes the native speaker sensi tive to the phonetic di fferenc es be tween , for 
example , x and k .  Based on these observations , we will regard the development 
of b ,  5 ,  r ,  x ,  and 1 as hi storical ( or diachronic) facts , while the fortition 
of for example xx + kk is regarded as a synchronic proces s .  
Another thorny problem concerns the treatment o f  semivowe ls . ;'w and ;�y 
have been reconstructed as phonemes in POC , as in *awa l) mouth and ;" ya l)o ye).. low. 
In WOL ,  w and y are inserted before syllable-initial vowels in an entire�y 
predictable way ( see SR 1 below) . In many cases , therefore , it is difficult to 
tell whether a given semivowel in a WOL form is inherited or has been synchron­
ically epenthesi sed . However , in the case of ya :wE mou th, it is easy to tell 
that the w is an inherited one even wi thout the evidence of POC *awa l) ,  because 
w is never inserted between unrounded vowels . In the case of y a l)oya l)O ye � low , 
on the other hand , one might want to set up a l)o - a l)o as the base form , because 
y i s  inserted in the environment # a anyway . To th is word correspond two POC 
forms , ;" a f)oa l)o and ;" yal)o , both meaning ye l low , which might s\.\ggest either 
y a l)o-ya l)o or a l)o - a l)o as the WOL base form . Some morphophonemic al ternations 
involving the word in question and other s ,  however , lead us to choose ya l)o - y a l)o . 
Compare the pairs in ( 3a )  and those in ( 3b ) . 
( 3 )  a .  { ya l)oya f)O 
xeya l)oya l)o 
ya t e f f a s E  {
xeya t e f f e s a  
{ ya r u s a : s a xeya r u s a : sa : H 
yal)f)el)l)awE {
xeya l) l)el) l)ewa 
{ ya l)ekuwE 
xeya I)eku�va 
b .  { ya l I  
xa : 1 i 
ya r E  {
xa : r a 
{ yax i �exI . xa : x l yex i 
ya f E  {
yefa : f E  
ya l I  { r �wa : 1 I  
ye l low 
make it ye llow 
beardless 
shave him complete ly 
reddish 
make it bloody 
s loppy 
make him do things s loppi ly 
mischievous 
make him mischievous 
to fly 
make it fly 
to get through 
make it get through 
to think 
to plan 
to sunm 
to sunm vigorous ly 
thin piece 
two thin pieces 
Notice that in ( 3a )  y is retained after the causative prefix xa - ( xe ­
before a b y  dissimilation) , whereas i n  ( 3b )  y does not show u p  after the same 
pref ix . Further ,  notice in ( 3b )  that y does not occur in the second member of 
a reduplicated form ( e . g .  yefa : f E )  and after a numeral ( e . g .  r uwa : 1 I ) .  What 
this means is that the y ' s  in ( 3a )  and those in ( 3b )  differ in historicity . The 
former are already fos s i l i sed , either through inheritance from POC or through 
later deve lopment ,  whi le the latter are synchronica l ly epenthes i sed in the given 
environm ents . The WOL base form of yel low shou ld , therefore , be yal)o-ya l)o , and 
not a l)o - a l)o . 
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A s imilar phenomenon is observed with w. For instance , w is epenthetic 
in wo l � : I O  to flip and wo : r O fence , in that the former may be derived from 
o l a -o l a  ( c f . wo l a t i  flip it )  and the latter from o ro-oro . The above observation 
leads us to dis tinguish base- form semivowe ls which are inherited or historical ly 
developed from surface ones which are epenthesi sed through synchronic processes . 
3 .  SYNCHRON IC  PHONOLOG ICAL PROCESSES 
WOL has the following phonological inventory in the native vocabulary . 
Notice that many sounds are limited to single or double occurrence . This i s  
viewed as largely due t o  phonological diffus ion through linguistic contact with 
neighbouring languages , and to the internal pres sures to maintain structural 
symmetry ( Sohn et al : 1976)  . 
( 4 )  Consonants 
p 
pw (doubly) 
b ( s ingly) 
m 
mw 
Vowe ls 
a 
e aa ( long) 
a 
Semi vowe ls 
y w 
t 
5 
( singly) 
n ( doubly) 
u 
o 
�� ( long ) 
c ( doubly) 
5 ( s ingly ) 
r ( singly ) 
k ( doubly) 
x ( s ingly) 
I) 
The ma j or synchronic rules ( SR ' s ) operative in WOL are lis ted below , with 
relevant examples . Rule ordering is specified where applicable . 
SR 1 ( s emivowel insertion ) 
/ 
+ 
I 
{ !!_vr } Vr V 
{ #_vr } Vr V 
(Vr = rounded vowel ; Vr = unrounded vowe l )  
Condition : A semivowe l is not inserted before a high 
vowel ( i , a ,  or u )  or between two identical 
s impl e  vowels . 
( The semivowel y is inserted before a word-initial unrounded vowel or 
between an unrounded vowel and any vowe l .  The semivowe l w is inserted 
before a word-initial rounded vowel or between a rounded vowe l and any 
vowe l .  ) 
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( 5 )  Examples 
a l o s o  � ya l o s o  � ya l o s�  (by SR 7) 
ama � yama � yame (by SR 3) � ya :mE  (by SR ' s  7 & 8) 
a f i  � ya f i  � ya : fI (by ·SR ' s  7 & 8 )  
a te � yate  � ya : t E (by SR ' s  7 & 8 )  
we r i a i  � wer i ya i � we r i ye i  (by S R  5 )  
i a  � i ya � i ye (by S R  3 )  � i : y E  (by SR ' s  7 & 8 )  
1 i i a � 1 i i ya � 1 i : yE (by SR ' s 3 & 7 )  
0 1 0  � wo l o- ( by SR 1 )  
l a l oa � l a l owa � l a l owE (by SR ' s  3 & 7 )  
fa l oa � fa l owa � fa l owE (by SR ' s  3 & 7 )  
xas ooa � xasoowa � was o : wE (by SR ' s  3 & 7 )  
uaa � uwaa � uwa (by SR 7 )  
SR 2 (a  rounding) 
ghost 
office 
fir>e 
chin 
see me 
he 
ki n him 
six 
yester>day 
is land 
bui ld it  
fr>uit  
( The simple word-fina l vowe l a is rounded to 0 after a back rounded 
vowe l fol lowed by a simple or double consonant) . 
( 6 )  Examples 
bunna � bunno � bunnO (by SR 7 )  
s soo �a � s soo �o � s so : �O (by SR 7 )  
xot�� ta � xot��to � xot� : t O (by S R  7 )  
hear>t 
anger> 
cr>ack 
When , instead of a consonant , a semivowe l occurs between a rounded vowel 
and a ,  SR 2 does not apply, as in paxowa � paxowE shar>k (by SR ' s  3 and 7 ) . 
SR 3 (prejunctural a rais ing : applies after SR ' s  1 and 2 )  
( The simple vowel a i s  rai sed to e between a consonant o r  a semivowe l 
(G = glide ) and a word boundary) . 
( 7 )  Examples 
i ta#  � i te � i : t E (by SR ' s  7 & 8) name 
a fa ra#  � ya fare (by S R ' s 1 & 3 )  � yefa r E  ( by SR' s 4 & 7 )  shou ldel" 
mwa ra#mwa ra l i #  � mwa remwa ra l i � mwa remwe ra l i (by SR ' s  4 & 7 )  
S R  4 (dissimilatory a rais ing : applies after SR 3 )  
a � e / (C ) ( a  } i �� 
Condition : This rul e applies from right to left . 
lei of 
( The simple vowel a is raised to e before a low vowe l ,  i . e . , a or �� ) . 
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(8 )  Examples 
( 9 )  
matamam i + ma temam i + ma temamI (by S R  7 )  
ma ta i + meta i 
our ( excl . )  eyes 
my eyes 
xamma ta + xamma te (by SR 3 )  + xemma te + xemma t E  (by SR 7 )  
xa t�� l aa + xet�� l aa + xet� : l a ( SR 7 )  
xam��a + max��wa (by S R  1 )  + xam��we (by S R  3 )  
S R  5 (assimilatory a raising ) 
a + e / Vh ( C )  ( C )  Vh 
bai ler 
make it bLoom 
+ xem��we + xem� : wE (by SR 7 )  
erase i t  
Condition : This rule applies across wo�d boundaries . 
(The s imple vowe l a is raised to e between high vowels , whether or not 
a simple or double consonant intervenes . )  
Examples 
mal) i #ma l) i  + 
i ta i + i t e i  
paa6#sa 1 a + 
ma l) i mel) i + 
paaose 1 0  + 
ma l) i mel)I (SR 7 )  
paause H l  ( SR 7 )  
to think 
my name 
water provisions 
An allophonic process relevant to SR ' s  3 - 5  is that e is pronounced with the 
l ips rounded ( i . e .  [ a ] ) before or after 0 ,  as i l lustrated in ( 10 ) . However ,  
simple [ a ]  i s  not a separate phoneme i n  WOL . 
( 1 0 )  ( a )  before a 
surface form pronunc iation 
1 ex� [ 1 ax� ] 
mmweo [ mmwao ] 
i teo [ i tao ] 
faO feo [ faO faa ] 
(b)  after a 
surface form pronunciation 
ya6 t E  [ ya a t:;! ] 
xo : s E  [ xa : s:;! ]  
pa : a se 1 �  [ pa : a sa 1 � ]  
SR 6 ( i  assimilation ) { a / a ( C ) _ } 
u / u ( C )  
# 
make i t  tight 
broken 
who ? 
to weave 
ourrent 
ootopus 
water provisions 
( The word-final vowel i is completely assimilated to the 
preceding a or u whether a consonant intervenes or not . ) 
( 1 1 )  Examples 
a 1 0s0 1 i + ya 1 0 s 0 1  i ( by SR 1) + ya 1 0s 0 1 0  + ya 1 o s o H l  (by 
x2 t tu i + xa t tuu + xa t t u  (by SR 7 )  
mal)aaxu 1 i + mel)aaxu 1 i  (by S R  4 )  + mel)aaxu 1 u  + mel)a : xu 1 U  
SR 7 )  + 
ghost of 
my finger 
(by SR 7 )  
o lothes of 
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SR 7 ( vowel devoicing and shortening) 
4 J 
devoiced I 
1 0 I 
{ � }_## } 
V ## � --
(A simple vowe l following a consonant or a semivowel (G = gl ide ) is 
devoiced before a phrase boundary ;  a long (geminate ) vowe l i s  
shortened before a phrase boundary . )  
( 1 2 )  Examples 
i mwa 4 i mwe (by SR 3) 4 i mwE 4 l : mwE (by SR 8 )  
i i aa  4 i i yaa  (by S R  1 )  4 i : ya 
i raa  4 i ra 
SR 8 (vowel lengthening) 
0 
4 I # ( {e } )  
{ 
V ( {� } )  V } 0 G # V V .  �-- J 
(¥ voiceless vowe l )  . 
Condition : This rule applies only to a noun . 
house 
wheY'e ? 
bY'anch 
( In a form which consists of only two s imple vowels , with one or 
two simple consonants or semivowe ls (G = glide ) , the first vowel 
is l engthened . )  
( 1 3 )  Examples 
fa� 4 fa : �  
a f i  4 yafI (by SR ' s  1 & 7 )  4 ya : fI 
l amwo 4 l amwO (by SR 7 )  4 l a : mwO 
i a  4 i va (by SR 1) � i y E (by SR ' s  3 & 7) 4 i : y E  
SR 9 ( fortition) 
b ppw 
x kk 
{ � } + ex 4 s cc 
Q. n n  
stone 
fire 
Zagoon 
he 
(When doubled , the fric,ative b .  x .  r .  and Ii are plosivised , and the 
flap 1 is nasalised . '  
( 1 4 )  Examples 
bbubbuu toxo 4 bbubbu u t oxO (by SR 7 )  4 PPWUPPWU : toxO 
( c f . bu : tog O to oome ) 
to be coming 
xxaxxa t a paa 4 xxexxa tepa (by SR ' s  4 & 7 )  4 kkekka tepa to be touching i t  
( c f . xe t t a pE  to touch)  
r ro r ro 4 r ro r r O  (by SR 7 )  4 ccoccO to decorate 
( c f . ros i decorate it )  
r raxo 4 r raxO (by S R  7 )  4 ccaxO to hug 
( c f .  raxom i hue it )  
5 s a s s a l ��a  4 sses sa l ��wE (by SR ' s  1 ,  3 ,  4 ,  & 7 )  4 ccecca l � : w E  
( c f . s a : 1 �  water ) to fi l l  it with 7.Jater 
4 .  
l l D t �  -+ l l o t �  (by SR 7 ) -+ nnD t �  
(cf . l o t �  to jump ) 
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to be jumping 
The Poe phonemic system as reconstructable from Grace 1969 is as fo l lows : 
( 1 5 )  Poe 
POC 
Poe 
Consonants : 
P t 
mp n t  
f)P 
d 
nd 
5 
n s 
nj  
R 
r 
m n 
f)m 
Vowels : 
e 
a 
Semivowel s : 
y w 
k ? 
f)k 
f) 
u 
0 
The fo l lowing d iachronic rules ( DR ' s ) show the development from Poe forms 
to WOL base forms . The WOL forms cited are ,  therefore , all base forms . Ordered 
rules are marked as such . Un like synchronic rules , DR ' s  have certain exceptions 
which may be regarded either as having undergone idiosyncratic changes or as 
later borrowings from neighbouring languages . 
DR 1 ( final-consonant apocope) 
*C > ¢ / # 
All word-final Poe consonants were dropped and no reflexes are found 
unless protec ted by a suffix of a certain kind ( and hence non-final in the 
suffixed form) . 
( 16 )  Examples 
;" ma ?ud i ( p )  > ma u r u  
;" ?a top > a so 
;'< l a f) i  ( t )  > l a f) i 
;" ma s a k i  ( t )  > ma tax i 
;" f)k i n i t  > x i l i -
alive 
thatch 
sky 
sick� pain 
to pinch� pluck 
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"'k '�manu ( k )  > ma l o  bird, animal 
,', 7  '�d a Ra ( 7 ) > ccaa blood 
"'mu ta  ( 7 ) > (m ) mwu ta to vomit 
"' 5 ," rna n i p  i ( s )  > ma l i f i  thin 
�' R  ," rna tudu  ( R )  > ma s o ro to s leep 
," m "' i n u  (m )  > 0 1 6 to drink but o l om i  i drink it 
"' n d anum > s a l o  fresh water 
," onom > 0 1 0  six 
�� n ,� 7a tu n  > a s o  bonito 
"' f) *awa f) > awa mouth 
Notice that o l om i  i drink it retains the final "'m of �' i nu {m )  because it is 
fol lowed by an ob j ec t  suffix . This verb belongs to the class of so-called 
thema tic-stem transitive verbs ( Sohn 197 5 : 1 2 5 - 1 27 ) , in that it retains the 
thematic consonant -m only before a suffix ( c f . 0 1 0  to drink) . 5 
( 1 7 )  
DR 2 ( u  centra lisation ) 
,',u > 
Examples 
"'7 a t un  
"'ndanu  (m )  
," dua 
"'kku 
'�kuR i ta 
'�k u t u  
'�ma taku  ( t )  
," ma tudu  ( R )  
"' n a t u  
"' panua 
" 'p  i t u 7u 
"'Ru?a 
," sau  ( 7 )  
'� s u s u  
,',7 una  ( p )  
"'7 ud a { f) )  
a / i f  not preceded or fol l owed by a POC bi labial consonant 
> a s o  bonito 
> s a I D  fresh water 
> r o a - two 
> kko nai l,  toe 
> xosa  octopus 
> xos i!J louse 
> ma taxo afraid 
> ma s o ro to s leep 
> l ao chi ld 
> fa l oa land, is land 
> foso  star 
> oa neck 
> tao- to  pul l  out 
> t o t o  breast 
> a l a  fish scale, body hair 
> o r a  lobster 
DR 2 does not apply when *u occurs in the neighbourhood of a POC bilabial 
consonant ,  as i llustrated in ( 18 ) . 
( 1 8 )  Examples 
'� l umu > l umwu seaweed, moss 
'< -mu > -mwu your ( s ingular ) 
"'mu t a (7 ) > (m ) mwu ta to vomit 
"' namu ( k )  > l amwu mosquito 
," pua (7 ) > uaa fruit 
*mpua > bbua (be te l ) -nut 
D .  " 'puko > uxo net 
"' puf)a > u f)a ridge pole 
"'mpu to > bu so nave l 
," p u t u  > u t u  tree sp . Barringtonia 
"' t ampu > tabu taboo 
'< t umpu (7 ) > s u bu to be born 
�'7 LJmu > umwu earth oven 
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As we see in "' pu tu  > u t u ,  DR 2 does not apply to ,� u when it fo l lows another 
u which is not subj ect to DR 2 .  Simi larly , the second �'u remains unchanged 
in "' r)a pu l u { ? )  > r)a u l u  ten. '''pu t i  ( D .  "'pun t i )  > w i s i  banana might be cons trued 
as an exception to ( 18 ) . However , w i s i  may be viewed as having been derived 
through us i > w i s i  where u is diphthongised due to the fol lowing i .  A question­
able exception is "' ta u man, person > tau  practitioner where the meanings of the 
two words are only remotely related . 
Due to the operation of DR 2 ,  the WOL phonemic sys tem has seen the spl it 
of POC ,-, u into u and 0 ,  thus resulting in the system of six s imple vowels . 
In addition to the regular shift of *u to a as shown in DR 2 ,  there are 
some high vowe l alternations conditioned by neighbouring vowe ls . One such 
al ternation is represented in DR 3 ,  which appl ies fairly wide ly . 
( 1 9 )  
DR 3 ( i  centrali sation : applies after DR 2 )  
( C )  a 
o '''a n i t u > a n i ta  (by DR 2 )  > a n O t o  > a l o s o  (by DR ' s  7 & 1 4 )  
* i ku > i ko (by DR 2 )  > a ka 
* i n u {m )  > i na (by DR ' s  1 & 
''' 1 i u ( R )  > 1 i a (by DR ' s  1 & 
'' p i tu?u  > p i t o?o (by DR 2 )  
> oxo (by DR 9 )  
2 )  > ana  > 0 1 0  
2 )  > 1 M  
> poto?o  > foso  
(by D R  1 4 )  
(by DR ' s  4 ,  
ghost 
tai l 
to drink 
coconut 
5 ,  & 7 )  6 
star 
One exception is '-' P i tu > f i s  i seven, which may have been changed in order 
to avoid homophony with f O s o  star . The shift '-' ? u  1 u r)a > i l o r)a pi l low is a case 
of change in a direction opposi te to DR 3 ,  in that the first *u changed to i 
(probably by way of 0 )  in dissimilation from the second o .  Some other forms 
which show irregular high vowel reflexes include ," ku 1 i ( t )  > x i  1 i skin, bark 
where ''' u ( > 0 )  changed to i before i ,  and '-'ma ?ud i ( p )  > ma o r o  alive and '-' t uk i 
> soxo  to pound where * i  changed to a in assimilation to the preceding o .  Still 
other correspondences show mutual assimilation between a poe high vowel and a 
neighbouring non-high vowe l ,  as il lustrated in ( 20 ) . Notice that if there is 
an intervening poe consonant , the assimilation occurs only when the consonant is 
del eted by rules to be specified later . 
( 20 )  '-'a u } 
'-'aou aa 
'-'eu > ;);) 
'-'a i > e { e ) 
," pa?u > 
"' ndau  ( n )  > 
'-' pa Ru > 
'-'pa?oRu > 
'-' seu  > 
'-'ma i > 
," sa? i t > 
f aa to tie 
v leaf s aa 
( x i  1 i - ) faa hibiscus 
f faa new 
t;);) rake 
me and, with 
tee-tee to bind 
The above changes are not entirely regular because , for instance , we have 
'''pa t u  > faa  stone, ''' sapu  > tao  to pu l l out, and �'?aRus  > a o t a  current, where 
*au did not change to aa but fol lowed the regular shift given in DR 2 .  Also , 
along with '-' seu > t;);) , we have '''ke s u  > xoo back of head where �'e was completely 
assimilated to the fol lowing o .  One might be able to use some kind of rule 
ordering in the deletion of the consonants involved (e . g .  '''? , ," t ,  '''p , '-' R ,  '-' s )  
to provide an account o f  the vowel changes .  I n  view o f  the lack of supporting 
data , however , such a propo sal does not seem particularly attractive . In any 
case , the fusion of vowe ls added two new long vowe l phonemes aa and ;);) to the 
WOL phonemic system . Remember that these long vowe ls do not have corresponding 
short counterparts . 
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DR 4 (glottal stop del etion) 
,',? > 0 
The Poe glottal stop ;; ? has been completely lost in all positions . Deletion 
of word-final "'? has already been accounted for by DR 1 .  In ( 2 1 )  are given 
examples of deletion of initial and medial ," ? 
( 2 1 )  
ini tia l : '�?apa Ra > a f a r a  shou lder 
"'?a ro-?opa > a rofa- love, like, miss 
'�?a te > a se liver 
*?a top > aso  thatch 
'�?ud a ( l) ) > a ra lobster 
;'?umu > umwu earth oven 
medial : '�pa?u > faa to tie 
'�d a ?a ( n )  > raa branch 
'� Ru?a > aa neck 
'�ma -?anu  to be afloat > maa l a  flood 
'�ma ?ud i ( p )  > maa ra alive 
;' p i t u ?u > f a s a  star 
'�s a ?  i t > tee- tee to bind 
," t u ?u ( d )  > sao  to stand up 
DR 5 ( p  weakening : applies after DR 2 )  
{ 0 / -/'u , -;1;0 " 'p > f / elsewhere 
Poe "' p has been lost before a Poe back vowel ,  whereas it has shif ted to f 
in all other positions , as il lustrated in ( 2 2 )  • 
( 2 2 )  *p  > 0 
"'ma po > m:J;) to hea l 
*napo > ];);) wave, surf 
'�pua ( ? )  > uaa fruit 
D .  ," puko > uxo net 
D .  '�pul)a > u l)a ridgepole 
D .  '�pun  t i > • v .  banana W I S I  
"' sapu  > taa- to  pu l l  out 
," I)apu  I u ( ? )  > I)au I u ten 
"'P > f 
;'?apa Ra > a fa ra shoulder 
"'a p  i > a f i  fire 
"'?a ro-?opa > a rofa- love, like, miss 
'�ma n  i p i  ( s )  > ma l i f i  thin 
'�pada > fasa  pandanus 
*pa i - > fa - ( reciprocal prefix) 
" 'pa I e > fa I e house 
'�pa n u a  > fa l aa is land, land 
," pa p i ne > fa i f i  I e  woman 
"'pa t u  > faa stone 
*p i t u > f i s  i seven 
," t i p i  > s i f i  girdle, skirt 
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One exception to D R  5 i s  observed i n  ''' tupa > s u pa fish poison and '''R i  pa  > 
repa to go close , where ''' p is ref lec ted as p .  In view of the abundance of 
reliable examples supporting DR 5 ,  the exception may be ascribed to one of the 
fo l lowing : ( a )  the Poe forms may be reconstructed with '''mp rather than "�' P i  
( b )  they are not real correspondenc e s ;  ( c )  the Poe forms were introduced in WOL 
as borrowings after DR 5 was no longer active ; or ( d )  the shift *p > f stopped 
prematurely before ," a .  If the last s tatement was actually the case , we would 
have to change DR 5 to DR 5 ' . 
DR 5 '  I 
I 
I 
"' u , "'0 
*a (only in certain words)  
elsewhere 
In *p i l  i ( 7 )  > f f i l i  to se lect and *ka p i  ( t ) > xaf f i i seize it. *p is ref lec ted 
as ff . The transitive counterpart of ff i l  i is f i l i i  se lect i t ,  which explains 
the former correspondence .  The latter , however , has no explanation at present . 
In "' n s  i po > t i we downward and "' tapu > taw i i conch. deletion of "' P is followed 
by an irregular diphthongisa tion of the fol lowing vowel , i .  e .  "'0 > we and 
*u > w i i ,  respectively . 
DR 6 (bi labial denasalisation) 
'mp , ' OP > t I .. ):u ,  -1:0 
I el sewhere 
POC "'mp and ''' rw seem to have been merged , and then denasalised in WOL to b 
(by way of pw) before a back (or rounded) vowel , and to p elsewhere .  However , 
a strong case cannot be made for the two Poe consonants , because there is only 
one correspondence avai lable in which "' r w  occur s ,  as shown in ( 2 3 ) . 
( 2 3 )  { "'mp  } > b "' I)P 
"'mpo- > boo sme l l  
"'mpua > bbua (bete l } -nut 
"'mpu l e  > bu l o  white she ll. cowry 
," mputo > buso nave l 
"' tampu > tabu taboo 
"' t umpu ( 7 )  > subu  to  be born 
"' I)POI) i > bOl) i night 
"'mp > p 
"'mpampa ( n ) > paapa board. p lank 
;" mpaya > paa bait. worm 
D .  ''' tamp i > tap i ya bowl 
Notice in the shi ft '''mpua > bbua that *mp is reflected as bb for reasons 
not statable at the moment . 
DR 7 ( t  weakening) 
> 
;1; a { � II 'U '''u (only in certain words )  
5 I elsewhere 
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Poe ,� t is retained unchanged before the Poe low vowel "'a .  Otherwise it has 
shi fted to 5 or 0 , al though predominantly s .  The dropping i s  observed only 
before POC ," u ,  and that only in a very limited number of words . One can only 
speculate that the words with the 0 reflex have been either influenced by or 
borrowed from other Trukic ( TK) languages , which are regarded as having under­
gone a second shift of ," t ,  i . e .  t > 5 and 5 >  III ( Sohn et al 1976) . This specu­
lation is partly supported by the reflexes of Poe *pa tu stone, which are f a s 6  
(old form) and fa6 (new form) . Examples o f  D R  7 fol low : 
( 24 )  ,� t > t 
"' t a r) i ( s )  
"' t a n s  i ( k )  
," t a  1 i 
," t a  1 i r)a 
'� t ama 
'� t a no ( ? )  
," t a ku 
," ma t a  
'�ma t a ku { t )  
'�muta  ( ? )  
," t u k  i 
"' t umpu ( 7 )  
," t u ?u ( d )  
D .  ," a n i t u  
," ?a t u n  
," k u t u  
," ma t u d u  ( R ) 
," p i  t u  
'-' P j t u?u  
," ?a te  
'-'7a top 
'�mate  
"'mpu to { s )  
," t j ka 
," t i n a  
," t i p i  
," toko ( n )  
,� t > III 
," mo tu  
," n a t u  
"'pa t u  
'�pa t u  
> ta r) i  
> t a t  i 
> ta 1 i 
> ta 1 i r)a 
> t ama 
> ta l o  
> tax6 
> ma t a  
> ma tax6 
> { m ) mwu t a  
> s 6x6 
> s u bu 
> sM 
> a 1 6s 6  
> a s 6  
> x6s6  
> ma s 6 r6 
> f i s i  
> f 6 s 6  
> a s e  
> aso  
> ma se  
> buso  
> s i xa 
> 5 i 1 a 
> 5 i f i  
> soxo 
> mmwe6 
> l a 6 
> fa6 
> fa6-fa6  
to  ory 
sea 
rope 
ear 
father 
earth 
back 
eye 
to be afraid 
to vomit 
to pound 
to be born 
to stand up 
ghost 
bonito 
louse 
to s leep 
seven 
star 
liver 
thatoh 
to die 
nave l 
bad, angry 
mother 
girdle, skirt 
pole, staff 
to break off 
ohi ld 
stone (old form : fa s 6 )  
to weave 
Exceptions to ," t > t are '� t a 7a k i to draw water > saax i i extract it and 
," kuR i  ta > x6sa  ootopus.  Exceptions to ," t > 5 are '�putu  > u t u  tree sp . : 
Barringtonia and '-'ka to > xa to basket .  
D R  8 ( dental denasalisation) 
'�n t . ," n d  > 5 
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The two POC prenasalised dental stops ," n t and *nd have merged into the 
palatal retroflexed fr icative s in WOL , as shown in ( 2 5 ) . 
( 2 5 )  ," n t  > S 
" - n t a  > 'I ( inc l . ) - s a  our 
," k i  n ta > • 'I ( inc l .  ) -x i sa we 
D .  '� pu n t i  > w i s  i banana 
'�nd  > 'I S 
," ndanu (m )  > sa l u  water 
'�ndau ( n )  > saa leaf 
The reconstruction of POC *pu t i  for banana is not adequate as far as the 
WOL (and TK) data are concerned , because ," pu t i would have to be sub j ect to DR 7 
and would resul t in a wrong ref lex . Therefore , " pun t i must b e  the correct 
reconstruction . 
DR 9 (velar spiranti sation ) 
s imple "'k ,  ," I)k > x 
Simple POC ," k is regularly reflected as x in WOL , while POC '�kk  remains 
unchanged . As mentioned earlier , when two x ' s  meet at a morpheme boundary , 
they become kk by a synchronic process . We have only one example of "' I)k 
shifting to x .  
( 26 )  '�k > x 
'� -?ak i 
* (d l ) i k i  
'� i ka ( n )  
," i ku 
'�kau 
'�k i ek i e  
," k i  n ta 
'�ko ( e )  
*ku t u  
," l a ko 
," ma s a k i  ( t )  
," ma taku ( t )  
," puko 
'� toko ( n )  
," kk  > kk 
," kku 
'�I) k  > x 
"' I)k i n  i t  
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
-ax i 
'I • •  S I X I  
i xa 
uxu 
xaa 
x i ex i e  
x i  s a  
xo 
x u s u  
l axo 
matax i 
ma taxu 
uxo 
soxo 
> kku 
> x i  1 i -
One aberrant correspondence is "'ka 1 i 
have been derived through kaka l i > xaxa l i 
> xxe l i > kke l i .  
oause or instrument suffix 
smaU 
fish 
taU 
fish hook 
pandanus 
we ( incl . )  
you 
louse 
to go 
siok, pain 
to be afraid 
net 
staff, po le 
nail, olaw 
to pinoh, pluok, nip 
> kke l i to dig. The WOL form may 
> xexa l i (dissimilatory a - raising )  
There are a couple of examples i n  which ," k and '�I)k correspond to (11 . These 
are ," s u ku > t u u t u u  to bathe and ," wa l)ka ( I) )  > waa oanoe . If the se are true 
cognates , DR 9 has to al low for the 0 ref lex . At the moment , however , we have 
no strong evidence to consider them true cognates . 
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DR 10 ( d  rhotacism) 
'''d , ," r > r 
POC '''d and ," r have been merged to r in WOL , as il lustrated in ( 2 7 ) . Notice 
tha t there ar e not many examples of * r  > r .  In Grace ( 1969 ) , "' ( d r )  indicates 
that some authors reconstructed *d and others *r for the same set of correspon­
dences . 
( 2 7 )  '''d > r 
," -da > - : ra their 
"'dal)a ( n )  > raa branch 
'''del)a > ral)a turmeric, ye l low 
''' dol)o > rOl)o- rol)o to hear 
," dua > roa two 
," madama > ma rama moon 
," ma tudu ( R )  > mas o ro to s leep 
," ma?ud i ( p )  > ma o ro alive 
''' 5 i da > i ra they 
," ?uda ( I) )  > o ra lobster 
''' r > r 
i'ka r i ( 5 )  > xer i to scratch, tear 
''' raku > raxo to take a handfu l, eat c lumsi ly 
''' t u r u  > s o ro post 
,', ( d  r )  > r 
i' ( d r ) an i > ra l e  day 
,', ( d  r )  odo > v night, darkness roso 
''' 5 i ( d r )  i ( t )  > 5 i r i semen, masturbation 
There are exceptions to DR 10 , i . e .  certain occurrences of ," d ( not of i' r ) 
are reflected as 5 in WOL , as in ( 28 ) . 
( 28 )  '' « d r ) odo 
"' pada 
," dudu  
i, ( d  1 )  i k i 
> 
> 
> 
> 
v roso 
fasa 
O S O - 0 5 0  
v .  • s l X I  
night, darkness 
pandanus 
to shake, col lect fruit 
sma ll 
The regular source of 5 is '''nd o r  ," n t ,  as w e  saw in D R  8.  From the WOL 
examples given in ( 28 ) , we are tempted to mOdify the reconstructions in such a 
way that '''d and "' ( d l )  are rewritten as '''nd . 
DR 1 1  (pharyngeal weakening) 
> { :  '''R IU 
Without statable reasons , the POC pharyngeal '''R has either merged with '''d 
and * r  to r ( c f . DR 10) , or been lost as shown in ( 29 ) . Notice that more 
examples favour loss . 
( 29 )  '''R > r 
D .  ," Ra tu > - ras i .1 , 000 
," R i pa > (xa ) repa to go close 
," ?apaRa > afa ra shou lder 
''' t i R i  to urinate > 5 i r i to masturbate 
'�R > 13 
�'kuR i ta > 
"'?aRus > 
," ma ( R )  a > 
�'Rul)ma ? > 
"'waRo > 
." p2woRu > 
'�Ru?a > 
xosa 
a l) t a  
maa 
i mwa 
y�� 
i faa 
oa 
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octopus 
current 
ashamed 
"house 
string, line 
new 
neck 
Here belongs the correspondence �'daRa ( 7 ) ;. ccaa b lood. The form ccaa is 
assumed to have resulted from "'daRa ( ? )  > uaRd ;. ra ra  > r raa > ccaa (by SR 9 ) . 
DR 12  ( non-high vowel fusion : applies after DR 5 & DR 1 1 )  
"'ao > �� 
When *a and *0 me t as a result of dropping of the intervening consonant . 
they fused with each other , resu l ting in the long vowe l �� . Three examples are 
found , as in ( 30) . 
( 30)  "'mapo 
'�napo 
�'waRo 
> m�� 
> b� 
> y�� 
to heal 
surf, wave 
string, rope 
An example parallel to ( 30 )  is "'mawa p > m�� to yaum , where ," awa is ref lec ted 
as �� . 
DR 13 (dental plos ivisation) 
"'ns , �'s > t 
pac '-' ns  and '-'s are both reflected as t in WOL . The two proto phonemes may 
have been reconstructed erroneous l y ,  as Milke has pointed out (Grace 1969 ) . 
According to him , the two phonemes should be one and the same in pac . 
( 3 1 )  *ns  > t 
'�nsake > taxe upwards 
�'nsama > tama outrigger 
'�ns i l a ( k )  > ta l a  to shine 
'�ns i wa > t i wa nine 
'�nsa i > i - tao  who ? 
'�ansa  ( n )  > i t a name 
*anse > a te chin, jaw 
*mansu ( rR )  > ma to  fu ll. (of food) 
�' P i nsa > f i ta- how many 
'-' p i ns i ko > f i t i xo flesh 
'� tans i ( k )  > tat  i sea 
," s > t 
'� s i I i  > t i l i to enter 
," so I a > to l a coconut b lossom 
," s u su  > t o to  breast 
'-' susu  > t i t  i to sew 
1' sa? i t  > tee- tee to bind 
"' sapu > tao to pull. out 
'�seu > t�� rake 
'�?asu smoke > a t u  appearance of smoke 
," ma -masa  > mma ta dry, low tide 
*masak i ( t )  > ma tax i sick, pain 
'�ma sawa > ma tawa strand, sea 
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There are some exceptions to DR 1 3 ,  as shown in ( 3 2 ) , where ;': n s  and 1: 5 
are reflected as 5 or 0 .  It  might be the case that the WOL words either have 
undergone irregular shifts due to the influence of TK languages , or are recent 
borrowings from them . 
( 3 2 )  ,': 5 > 5 
'�f)aSe > f)ase weak 
": s i ( d r ) i ( t )  > 5 i r i semen, mas tu:r>ba tion 
'�n s  , ,': 5 > Q! (cf . *t i R i  to spurt, urinate) 
'�n 5 a f)a > a f)a-a f)a a measure 
,': nsa  f) i > a f) i  wind 
'�sa l a (n )  > a l a  road, path 
":5 i da > i ra they 
'�kesu > xM baok of head 
,': ta s  i m i  > ta i m i - sharpen (it) 
POC ": n j , which is supposed to be Milke ' s  nasal grade of ;< 5 ,  is reflected 
in only one convincing example .  This reflex i s  0 ,  as in *nj a l a ( n )  > a l a  
road (cf . '�sa  1 a ( n ) ) . 
DR 14 ( l in neutralisation) 
simple * 1 ,  ,': n > 1 
POC '<n  and ,': 1 are merged as ,': 1 in WOL . The only case in which ;': n is 
retained unchanged is when it is geminate (cf . Sohn et al 1976) . On the other 
hand , when two 1 ' s  meet at a morpheme boundary , they automatica lly become nn  
( SR 9 ) . 
( 3 3 )  ·I.; n > 
,': -na  > - l a  his, her, its 
;�namo > l amwo lagoon 
'�namu ( k )  > l amwu mosquito 
,':nana ( ? ) > l a l a  pus 
'�n i u ( R )  > 1 M coconut 
'�an  i tu  > a l �s�  ghost 
1:ndanu  (m)  > sa l �  fresh water 
;� i nu (m )  > � 1 �  to drink 
":f)k i n i t  > x i  1 i to pinoh, pluck 
;':ma- ?anu  float > maa l �  flood 
;':manawa > ma l awa to live, breathe 
,':ma n i p  i ( 5 ) > ma l i f i  thin 
'�manu ( k )  > ma l �  bird 
":panua > fa l �a land 
'� tano ( ? ) > ta l 0  ear'th 
": 1  > 1 
'� l a ko > l axo go, walk 
;: 1 a f)  i ( t )  > 1 a f) i  sky 
,': l a f)o > l a f)o a fly 
,': 1 i mu ( '� l umu t )  > l umwu sea-weed, moss 
":nj a l a ( n )  > a l a  road 
,':so l a  > ta l a  coconut blossom 
,': ta  1 i > ta 1 i rope 
;': f)apu l u ( ? )  > f)au l u  ten 
'� ta 1 i r)a 
�'pa I e  
,�?u 1 u r)a 
> ta 1 i r)a 
> fa l e  
> i l D r)a 
DR 15 (velari sation ) 
*m > 
/ "'u , "'0 
/ elsewhere 
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ear 
house 
pi l low 
POC ," m has been split into velarised mw and plain m .  Velar ised mw , which 
occurs only before a POC round vowel , has merged with the Poe * r)m , a labiovelar . 
( 34 )  '�m > mw 
'� -mu > -mwu your 
"'mu?a > mmwa - front 
"'mud  i > mw i r i - behind 
'�mu ta  ( ? ) > (m) mwu t a  to vomit 
"'?umu > umwu earth oven 
''<komu > xumwu mouthful, gargle 
'�namo > l amwo sea, lake, lagoon 
'� 1 i mu ( i' 1 umu t )  > l umwu seaweed, moss 
* namu ( k )  > l amwu mosquito 
i"m > m 
"'rna a > maa to be ashamed 
'�ma -?anu  > maa l D  flood 
"'ma i > me and, with 
''< -mam i > -mam i our (excl . ) 
"'rna n i p  i ( s ) > rna 1 i f  i thin 
'�ma nu  ( k )  > ma l o  bird, animal 
," ma s a k i  ( t )  > ma tax i sick, pain 
," masawa > ma t awa strand, sea 
," 1 i ma > 1 i ma five,  hand 
''' tama > tama father 
As mentioned above , Poe "' r)m appears as mw in WOL . Examples fol low : 
( 3 5 )  "'r)ma l 0  > mwa l 0  to submerge 
"'r)ma ta > mwa ta worm 
," Ru r)ma ( ? ) > i mwa house 
"' n da r)ma > v • head s I mwe 
"'r)ma ne > mwa r)ea- sib ling (different sex) 
Poe "' r) is regularly retained unchanged , as shown in ( 36 ) . 
( 36 )  '�ya r)o > ya r)o-yar)o ye l low 
"'d e r)a > rar)a  turmeric, ye l low 
'� l a r) i ( t )  > 1 a r) i  sky 
"'par)u > far)D to be awaken 
"' r)por) i > bOr) i  night 
"' ta  1 i r)a > ta 1 i r)a ear 
"' t a r) i ( s )  > tar)  i to cry 
"'?u l ur)a  > i 1 l!i r)a pil low 
The poe semivowe ls are retained unchanged , as in ( 3 7 ) . Note that there 
is only one example of *y > y .  
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( 3 7 )  "'y > y 
," yal)o > ya l)o- ya l)o yel low 
,',w > w 
"'mad awa > maa rawa green, raw 
"'ma 5awa > ma tawa sea, ocean 
,':wa l u > wa l i eight 
," awa l) > awa mouth 
One exception to ( 3 7 )  is "'wa Ro > y::>::> s tring, rope where ,',w has shi fted to 
y .  Another exception is ''<mpaya > paa bait where "'y has been dropped between a ' s .  
Aside from the changes e ffected by DR ' s  2 ,  3 ,  and 1 2 ,  the POC vowe l s  are 
consistently retained unchanged , as i l lustrated in ( 38 ) . 
( 3 8 )  �\'a > a 
'''a p  i > a f  i fire 
"' i a > i a he, she, it 
," panua > fa l l!i a is lands 
"'0 > 0 
'''kato  > xa to basket 
," onom > 0 1 0  six 
''' I)POI) i > bOl) i night 
;I: j > i 
,': i ka ( n )  > i xa fish 
," t i p i  > 5 i f  i girdle, skirt 
''' t a l) i ( 5 )  > t a l) i to cry 
,': k i  n t a  > x i s a we ( inc l . ) 
;'re > e 
," a n 5 e  > a t e  chin, jaw 
"' k i ek i e  > x i ex i e  pandanus 
''' pa I e > fa l e  house 
"'ma te > ma5e to die 
5 .  CONCLUSION 
We have tried to describe the phono logical development of WOL from POC by 
expl icitly dis tinguishing synchronic from diachronic aspects . Nine synchronic 
and f i f teen diachronic ru les have been presented , together with examples of 
lexical correspondences and some putative exceptions . As may be noted in the 
Appendix , there are quite a few idiosyncratic sound changes that have not been 
discussed . Some could be accounted for in light of the phonological environments 
involved , while others mu st await further investigation . For instance , there 
are a few examples of (putative) correspondences in which ,': n is reflec ted as 
I) : ''< n u n 5 ( i o ) > I) i to squid , ," ka n i  > xa l) i ( i )  food, eat , "' I)ma ne > mwa l)ea -
sibling of different sex, '' n i pon > I) i i tooth , and ," ponu > ol) i turtle . The 
regu l ar shift is "'n > I in all positions , and we have no way to s tate a quas i­
productive rule *n > I) ,  at least for the moment . We have also included a 
number o f  questionable cognates (marked with 7) in the Appendix in the hope 
that they might provide some important c lues for future study , which should be 
conducted in a broader perspective , i . e .  within the framework of comparative 
Microne sian phonology . 
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Let us conclude by summari sing the regular sound correspondences between 
POC and WOL , as in ( 39 ) . For the sound environments , see the ful ler statements 
of the ru les in Section 4 .  
( 39 )  
Consonants 
Vowel s  
POC WOL 
*C# 0 
," P ========== � 
'�mp } b ( ppw , when '�I)P doubl ed ) 
p 
," t � 0 - 5 
t 
," n 5 }._________ ,�s 
*nj 
'�nt  } 
," nd ------ 5 ( CC J when 
doubl ed ) 
'�d r ( c c , when ::: }  
0 
doubl ed) 
'�k 
"' I)k } 
," kk  
," 7 
*m 
"l:.nn 
,', I) 
x ( kk ,  when 
doubl ed ) 
kk 
o 
mw 
� m 
__ ------------ 1 ( nn , when 
doubl ed ) 
nn 
------- 1) 
------------- a 
*e  -------------- e 
o 
DR ' s  
DR 1 
DR 5 
DR 6 
DR 7 
DR 1 3  
DR 8 
DR 10 
DR 1 1  
D R  9 
DR 4 
DR 1 5  
D R  1 4  
D R  2 
DR 3 
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'�ao , etc . ----- :):) DR 1 2  
'�au , etc . ----- aa 
Semi vowels 
'�y -------- y 
*w w 
APPEND I X .  POC-WOL 
poe WOL surface form WOL base 
l .  '� -?ak  i -ya_x i - or -ax i - -ax i 
2 .  D J a n  i t u  ya 1 6 s l!! a 1 6 s 6  
form 
3 .  1'a I)oa 1)0 ya l)oya l)O yal)o-yal)o 
4 .  '�?apaRa yefa r E  a f a ra 
5 .  '�a p  i ya : fI afi 
6 .  * ?aro-?opa yarofa- arofa-
7 .  ," ?a Ru s ya 6 t E  a M a  
8 .  '�a n s a  ( n )  i : t E i ta 
9 .  '�a n s e  ya : t E a te 
10 . D . :�?a su  ya : t l!! (appearance a t6 
of smoke) 
1 l . '�?a te  ya : s E  a s e  
1 2 .  ," ?a top ( D .  ," ?ato )  ya : 5 0  a so 
1 3 . '�7a t u n  ya : s� a s o  
14 . 1'awa ya : wE awa 
1 5 .  ," -da  - : r E - : ra 
16 . '�d a 7a ( n )  ra raa 
1 7 . '�nda l)ma s i : mwE (head) s i mwe 
18 . ,q d r } a n ( i }  ra :  1 E ra l e  
1 9 . '�ndanu  (m)  s a : 1 l!! s a l 0 
20 . '�d a Ra ( 7 )  eea eeaa 
2 l . '�ndau  ( n )  v saa s a  
2 2 . "'d e l)a ra : I)E ral)a 
2 3 . ,', ( d  1 ) i k i s i xI s i x i  
24 . ,q d r } odo ro : sO  roso 
2 5 . '�do l)o , ndol)o rOl)oro l)O rOl)o- rOl)o 
2 6 . D . '·'dol)o ro : 1)0 rOl)o 
2 7 . ," dua  rowa - r6a-
28 . ," d udu  o s o : s l!! o s o - o s o  
29 . '�eno wo l 0  0 1 0  
30 . '� i a i : y E i a  
Gloss 
causative or instrument 
(affixed to verb ) 
spirit 
ye l low 
shou lder 
fire 
love, like, seek, miss 
current 
name 
chin, jaw 
smoke 
liver 
thatch 
bonito 
open space, mouth 
their 
branch, twig 
head, forehead 
day 
fresh water 
b lood 
leaf 
turmeric, ye l low 
sma l l  
night, darkness, shadow 
to hear 
rite, inheritance 
two 
to shake, co l lect fruit 
to lie down 
he, she, it 
3l . 
32 . 
3 3 .  
34 . 
3 5 .  
36 . 
37 . 
38 . 
39 . 
40 . 
4 l .  
42 . 
43 . 
44 . 
45 . 
46 . 
47 . 
48 . 
49 . 
50 . 
5l . 
52 . 
53 . 
54 . 
55 . 
56 . 
57 . 
58 . 
59 . 
60 . 
6 l .  
62 . 
63 . 
64 . 
65 . 
66 . 
67 . 
68 . 
69 . 
70 . 
7 l .  
72 . 
73 . 
74 . 
POC 
'''i ka ( n )  
'-' i ku 
,-, i nu  (m)  
'� ka (d r ) u  
,':ka i 
'-:ka l i 
'�kam i 
":kamu 
," kan i 
*ka p i ( t )  
'-:ka r i ( s )  
"'ka s u p  
'�ka tea 
'-:ka to 
'-:ka u  
":kau 
;:kawakawa 
'� kawe 
'-:ke 
," kes u  
'�k i a n to 
'-:k i e k i e  
,q k i  ) k i  ( t )  
'-'k i I a l  a 
'-' f)k i n  i t  
'-'k i n ta 
( D .  '�k i n t a )  
'�ko 
," ko ( e )  
'-'komu 
'-'kku 
'-'ku l i ( t )  
'-'ku R i  ta 
," k u t u  
'� I ako 
'-' I aman 
,-, I a f) i ( t )  
'� I a f)  i 
'� I a f)o 
'-' I a·so 
;, I .3wa s 
'-' I  i ma 
'� I i mu 
'-' 1 0  
;' I oku 
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WOL surface form 
i : xE 
� : xCl 
� I � (m )  
xe r i xe r I  
xa : xa 
(Ulithi : xa i )  
kke l I  
xa : mamI 
xa : m i  
xa f) i (eat it) 
xa l E  (food) 
xa f f i  (seize i t) 
xe r i  (scratch it) 
kku tU  
xe ta  
xa : t O 
xa 
xa : xa 
xawexawE 
xa : xa 
i -xa 
(xa p i l i ) x� 
x i y::> 
x i yex i y E 
x� : x� 
xo l a  (know it) 
xi 1 1  
x i : s E  
xo (you ! )  
xo 
xumw19 
kkCl 
x i : 1 1  
x� : s E  
xl!J : s19 
l axO 
l a : mwO 
l a : f)I 
?ya : f)I 
l a : f)O 
? t o :  1 0  
l e I  a :  i 
I i  : m E  
l u : mwU 
I a 1 0 ,  I a-
l exl!! (make it 
tight)  
WOL base form 
i xa 
�x� 
� l � (m )  
xe r i - xe r  i 
xaa -xaa 
kke l i 
xaamam i  
xaam i i 
xa f) i i , 
xa l a 
xa f f i i 
xe r i i 
kku t u  
xetaa 
xato 
xaa 
xaa -xaa 
xawaxawa 
xaa-xaa 
i xaa 
(xa p i l i ) xM 
. x i ex i e  
x��-x�� 
x� l aa 
x i  1 i 
• y x i sa 
xo 
xo 
xumwu 
kk� 
x i  1 i 
xl!! sa  
x�s l!! 
l axo 
l amwo 
l a f) i  
a f) i  
l a f)o 
to l a  
I a I aa i 
1 i ma·: 
l umwu 
I a 1 0 ,  1 a ­
l exl!! 
fish 
tai l 
Gloss 
to drink 
to scratr'h 
tree , woo(1 
to dig 
1st pl . excl . pronoun 
(we) 
ye ( 2nd p� . pronoun) 
eat, food 
seize, squeeze 
to scratch, tear 
to spi t 
side of canoe 
opposite outrigger 
basket 
fish hook 
tree, sta lk 
fish sp . (ye l low finned 
groper) 
to fas ten on with straps 
here 
back of hea(1 
outrigger boom 
pandanus 
to bite at,  squeeze 
to know 
to pinch, p luck, nip 
�st inCl . pronoun (we ) 
specifying particle , 
vocative particle 
you, thou 
mouthful,  garg le 
c law, nai l, toe 
skin, bark 
octopus ( c f . '-'u R i t a )  
louse 
to go, walk 
sea, lake 
sky 
wind 
house-fly 
geni tals 
long 
five, hand 
seaweed, moss 
in 
bend, fo ld 
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POC 
75 . * 1 umu t 
76 .  "'ma 
77 . "'maa 
78 . '"ma -7anu  
79 . mad a 
80 . 0 .  '"madama 
81 . "'ma dawa 
82 . *ma i 
8 3 . ·" ma 1 a 
84 . '�ma 1 a7e  
85 .  '"ma na f) 
86 . "' f)ma l o  
87 . ," ma l u  
88 . ;" -mam i 
89 . "'ma nawa 
90 . "'f)mane 
91 . '�ma n i p i  ( s )  
92 . "'ma n u { k )  
93 . '<ma p i n i  
94 . '"mapo 
95 . "'ma Ra 
96 . '"ma -ma s a  
97 . '\-ma s a k  i ( t ) 
98 . "'ma s awa 
99 . ·" man s u  ( rR )  
100 . 
1 01 . 
1 02 . 
103 . 
104 . 
105 . 
106 . 
107 . 
108 . 
109 . 
1l0 . 
lll . 
1 1 2 . 
1 1 3 . 
114 . 
1 1 5 . 
1 16 .  
117 . 
1 1 8 .  
"'ma t a  
"'f)ma t a  
'"ma ta  ( 7 )  
'\-ma t aku { t )  
·" ma te 
"'ma tudu  ( R )  
ma7ud i ( p )  
"'mawa p 
"'moso 
'"mot u  
"' -mu 
"'mu 7a 
"'mud  i 
"'mu ta ( 7)  
"'m u n t u  
;" - n a  
·\-n a  
"'namo 
'\-namu ( k )  
WOL surface form 
l u : mwU 
me 
ma 
ma : 1 eJ (flood) 
mma s E  
ma : r E (preserved 
breadfrui t) 
meramE 
ma : rawE 
me 
( n  i ) ma 1 E ( open 
space ) 
ma l ema l E  
ke-ma l E  
mwa l O  
ma nneJ  
-mamI 
me l awE 
mwa f)eya­
ma l i fI  
ma : 1 eJ 
ma l i fI 
m:::> 
ma 
mma tE  
me taxI 
me t awE 
ma : t eJ 
ma : t E 
mwa : t E  
yema t E  
metaxeJ 
ma : s E  
ma s a r eJ  
ma a reJ 
m:::> : ( - l  i xa te  1 eJ )  
mo t t O 
mmwea 
-mwU 
mmwa-
mw i r i -
{ m ) mwu tO 
mwosomwo : s O  
- 1  E 
1 E ( imrned . fut . )  
l a : mwO 
l a : mwU 
WOL base form 
l umwu 
me 
maa 
maa l a  
mma s a  
ma ra 
ma rama 
maa rawa 
me 
( n i )  ma 1 a 
ma l a-ma l a  
ka -ma l a  
mwa l o  
ma l l a 
-mam i 
ma l awa 
mwa f)ea­
ma 1 i f  i 
ma l a  
ma l i f i  
m:::>:::> 
maa 
mma ta 
matax i 
ma'tawa 
ma ta  
Gloss 
seaweed� moss 
and� with 
to be ashamed 
to be afloat 
fermented� soft� ripe 
moon 
green� raw 
and� with (cf . "'ma ) 
p lace 
vil lage� open space �n 
vi l lage 
spiri tual power 
to submerge 
soft 
our (excl . )  
to breathe 
woman 's  brother 
thin (cf . *ma p i n i )  
bird� anima l 
thin (cf . "'map i n i  ( s ) ) 
to hea l (of a wound� 
sore) 
to be ashamed (cf . '"maa )  
dry, low tide 
sick� pain 
strand� shore� sea 
(cf . ·" s awa ) 
fu l l  (of food) � plenty 
of food 
eye 
worm 
raw, new 
afraid 
to die � death 
to s leep 
ma ta 
mwa ta 
e-ma ta 
ma taxa 
ma se  
ma s a ra 
maa ra 
m::>:::>( - l  i 
mo t t a  
mmwea 
alive (of p lants) 
xa te l a ) to yawn 
-mwu 
mmwa-
mw i r i ­
(m )mwu ta 
v v mwoso-mwooso 
- l a  
l e  
l amwo 
l amwu 
cooked 
to break off, broken 
your ( s i ng . )  
front 
behind� after 
to spi t� vomit 
severed, cu t short 
(cf . '\-mot u )  
his� her� its 
sign of future tense 
lagoon 
mosquito 
1 19 . 
120 . 
12l . 
1 2 2 . 
123 . 
124 . 
1 2 5 .  
126 . 
127 . 
128 . 
129 . 
130 . 
13l . 
1 3 2 . 
133 . 
1 34 .  
1 3 5 . 
136 . 
137 . 
138 . 
139 . 
140 . 
14l .  
142 . 
143 . 
144 . 
145 . 
146 . 
147 . 
148 . 
149 . 
1 50 . 
15l . 
1 5 2 . 
153 . 
1 54 . 
155 . 
156 . 
157 . 
158 . 
159 . 
160 . 
16l . 
162 . 
163 .  
164 . 
165 . 
166 . 
167 . 
POC 
*nana ( 7 )  
'�napo 
*na t u  
'�n i p i  ( s )  
*n i pon 
'�n i u ( R )  
"' nua 
�'n u n s  ( i  0 )  
*I)apu 1 u ( 7 )  
"' I)a se  
"'onom ( D .  ono) 
�' pada 
'�pa i -
"' paka ­
"'pa k i wa k  
"'pa 1 e 
"' pa 1 i s  i 
"' panua 
," pal) (ou ) ( n ) , 
( D .  *pa l)u ) 
," pa70Ru 
"'papa 
'�mpampa ( n )  
'� pa p i ne 
'� paRa 
*pa R i  
"'pa Ru 
"'pa t 
"'pa t u  
," pa t u  
"'pa7u 
'�mpaya 
*pe­
"'p i ( d r ) i 
"' P i I i  ( 7 )  
p i ne 
," p i  n s a  
," p i n s i ko 
'�p i t u  
"' P i t u7u  
(D .  �'p i  t u 70 )  
D .  '''mpo­
�' ponu  
"'I)pol) i 
''' pon s e  
"'pua ( 7 )  
"'mpua 
'''puk i 
D " "puko 
�'mpu 1 e 
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WOL surface form 
1 a :  1 E 
b 
1 a :  0 
ma l i f i  1 i f I  
I) i 
1 0  
l a l owE 
l a - ,  l e-
I) i : t o  
l)au l U  
? l)a s E  
wo : 1 0  
fa : s E  
fa- ( fe - )  
xa -
paxowE  
fa l E  
f a t  i l l 
fa l owE 
fa l)e! 
ffa 
fa : ­
pa : pE 
fa i f i l E  (archaic ) 
ye fa r E  
fa i yE 
x i I i - fa 
fa : -
fa : o  
faMeo 
fa : -
pa 
fa (which, where) 
f f  i s1 (snap) 
ff i l l 
fa i f  i 1 E (archaic ) 
f i t a -
f i t i xO 
f i : s 1  
fo : se! 
bo 
wo : I)1 
bO : I)1 
? f a t o l E  
uwa 
bbuwE 
wex1 (turn) 
u : xO , 
bu l O ,  u b i l l  
WOL base form 
l a l a  
b::J 
l ao 
ma 1 i f  i I i  f i  
I) i  i 
1 M  
l a l oa 
l a - ,  l e­
I) i to 
I)au l u  
I)ase 
0 1 0  
fasa  
fa-
xa -
paxowa 
�a l e  
f a t  i I i  
fa l oa 
fa l)o 
f faa 
faa­
paapa 
fa i f i  1 e 
a f a r a  
fa i a 
x i  1 i - faa 
faa-
fao  
fao- faa 
faa­
paa 
faa 
f f i s i  
f f i 1 i 
fa i f  i I e  
f i ta ­
f i t i xo 
f i s i  
f a s a  
boo 
ol) i 
bOl) i  
f a t o l a  
uaa 
bbua 
wex i 
uxo 
bu 1 0 ,  ub i I i  
Gloss 
pus 
surf. wave 
chi td, offspring 
thin (cf . ";man i p i. ( s ) ) 
tooth 
coconut 
yesterday 
inside 
squid 
ten 
weak> exhaus t?d, tame 
six 
pandanus 
rec iprocal prefix 
causative prefix 
shark 
house 
grass 
land, ea�th, vil tage 
awaken , arouse 
neW 
under> downwards 
board, p lank, flat 
woman 
shou lder ( cf . "'7apaRa) 
stingray 
hibiscus 
four 
stone 
to weave 
to tie, bind 
bait, worm 
where ? 
to fo ld, twist, sprain 
to select, choose. 
pick up 
woman 
how many 
flesh 
seven 
star 
sme l l  
turt l( 
night 
paddle 
fruit 
(bete l )  nut 
return 
net 
white she l l ,  cowry 
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168 . 
169 . 
170 . 
171 . 
172 . 
173 . 
174 . 
175 . 
176 . 
177 . 
178 . 
179 . 
180 . 
181 . 
182 . 
183 . 
184 . 
185 . 
186 . 
187 . 
188 . 
189 . 
190 . 
191 . 
192 . 
193 . 
194 . 
195 . 
196 . 
197 . 
198 . 
199 . 
200 . 
201 . 
202 . 
203 . 
204 . 
205 . 
206 . 
207 . 
208 . 
209 . 
210 . 
211 . 
2 1 2 . 
POC 
'-'mpu 1 u ( t )  
D . '-'pul)a 
'-'mpu (d r ) i ( t )  
'-'mpuso ( s )  
WOL surface form 
b i I i  s E  
u : I)O 
bl'J r l'JwE 
bu : s O 
'-'pu t i  (D . '-'pu n t i )  w i  : s 1 
*mpu to bu : s O 
'-'pu t u  
'-' raku  
'-' Ra tu 
'-' R i pa 
'�Ru?a 
RU l)ma ( ? )  
'''n s anda  
'-' n sa  i 
;' s a? i t  
'�n s a ke 
'-' s a  I a ( n )  
'''nj a l a ( n )  
'''n sama 
'�n s a  I)a 
'�n s a l) i 
'-' sapu 
'�s a u  ( ? )  
;' - s awa 
'-' seu  
,�s i d a 
'''s i ( d  r )  i ( t )  
'' s i k i ta 
,-, s i ku ( n )  
'-' n s  i l a  ( k )  
,-, s i I i  
,�s i n a  ( R )  
'''n s  i po 
'-' n s  i wa 
;'so ( d r ) i 
'-' n soka 
'-' so l a  
'-' s uku 
'-' s u I u 
,-, s u s u  
,-, s u s u  ( d r )  
;'- n t a  
'-' ta?ak  i 
;' t a - d awa 
'-' ta I i  
u : tU 
rax� 
( s a l)e ) ras1  
repE 
l'J : wE 
i : mwE  
? texa s E  
i tel'J 
te : te 
taxE  
ya : I E 
ya : I E  
ta : mE 
?ye l)a : I)E  
?ya : I)1 
ta l'J -
t t a : wE 
t a  :wE  (channe l )  
t::> 
i : r E  
? s  i : r 1  
s i : x E 
l'J : x� 
t t l'J I E 
t i l l  
t t l'J I E  
t i wE 
t i : wE 
sorou (old form) 
to rou ( new form) 
toka tokO 
to : 1 0  
? t l'J : t l'J 
t t l'J I E  
t l'J : t � 
t i : t I  
- s E  
sa : x i  
xa : rawe rawE 
ta : I I 
WOL base form 
b i I i  s a  
u l)a 
bl'J r l'J a 
buso 
• v .  W I S I  
buso 
u t u 
ra xl'J 
( s a l)e )  ras  i 
repa 
l'Ja 
i mwa 
taxa sa 
i - ta l'J 
tee- tee 
taxe 
a l a  
a l a  
tama 
a l)a -a l)a 
a l)  i 
ta l'J -
t taawa 
tawa 
t::>::> 
i ra 
s i r  i 
s i xa 
l'Jxl'J 
t t l'J l a  
t i l i 
t t l'J l a  
t i we 
t i wa 
so rou , torou 
toka- toka 
to l a  
tM- t M  
t t l'J l a  
t l'J t l'J 
t i t  i 
v - s a  
saax i i 
(extract it)  
xaa - rawa rawa 
ta I i  
Gloss 
gum, sap , g lue 
ridgepo le 
buttocks, excrement 
navel ( c f . *mpu to)  
banana 
nave l, anus 
( c L  '-'mpu so ( s )  
tree sp . :  Barringtonia 
take a handfu l, eat 
clumsily 
one thousand 
to go c lose 
neck 
house 
to rise (sun, moon) 3  
to ascend 
who ? 
to bind3 restrain 
upwards, to c limb 
road, path 
road, path 
outrigger 
a measure, a span 
wind 
to pu l l  out3 take to 
pieces 
outside, far off 
strand, shore, sea 
( c f . '-'ma s awa ) 
to rake, sweep, scratch 
they 
semen, masturbation 
enmi ty, hosti lity 
tai l, tai l  of fish 
lightning, to shine 
to enter 
to shine 
downwards 
nine 
humility toward a 
chief 
to stab 
coconut b lossom 
to bathe, dive, wash 
torch3 glow 
breast, suck 
to sew 
our ( inc 1 . )  
to draw water3 dig up 
green 
cord, rope 
,----- -------------�----------------------------�------------------------------------------------� 
213 . 
214 . 
2 1 5 . 
2 16 . 
217 . 
218 . 
2 19 . 
220 . 
2 2 l . 
222 . 
2 2 3 . 
224 . 
2 2 5 .  
226 . 
227 . 
228 . 
2 29 . 
2 3 0 .  
2 3 l .  
232 . 
233 . 
234 . 
2 3 5 . 
236 . 
237 . 
2 3 8 .  
239 . 
240 . 
24 l .  
242 . 
24 3 .  
244 . 
245 . 
246 . 
247 . 
248 . 
249 . 
250 . 
2 5 l . 
252 . 
253 . 
254 . 
255 . 
256 . 
257 . 
POG 
"' ta  I i  I)a 
�'n t a  I 0 
"' tama 
1' tamo I e  
"' t a no { ? )  
"' t a l)  i ( s )  
D J tamp i 
* tampu 
"' tapu­
"' t ans  i (k )  
D .  "' t a s  i m i  
"' tau-
'� t i a { n )  
," t i d o  
," t i ka 
," t i na 
," t i p i  
,� t i R i 
1' t i Ro (m )  
�' toka 
"' toko ( n )  
,� to I u 
*tom ( i )  
"' topu 
"' t u ?a 
1' tu { d r ) ( i )  
'� t u k  i 
'� t upa 
'� t umpu ( ? )  
1, tu  r u  
* t u s u { k )  
," t u?u  ( d )  
"'?uda  ( I) ) 
1'?u l u l)a 
"'?umu 
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WOL surface form 
ta I i  I)E 
?cce l I  
ta  : m E  
mwa : I E  
tamwe H J  (chief) 
t a : 1 0  
t a l)I  
? ta p i y E 
ta : bU 
taw i  
t a : t I  
WOL base form 
t a  I i  I)a 
cce 1 i 
tama 
mwa l e ,  
tamwe l o  
ta l a  
t a l) i  
t a p i ya 
t a b u  
t aw i  i 
t a  t i 
ta i m i  t a i m i i 
? t a u - (practitioner) t au-
s i ya l E  s i a l a  
s u r O  s u ra 
s i x E  (angry) s i xa 
5 i : 1 E 5 i I a 
s i : fI s i f i  
s i  : r I (masturbate ) 
? s a : rel 
toxO 
so : xO 
se  l i -
?so rom ( i )  
?wo : u  
so :wE 
so  
s o xo (hit it)  
s u : pO 
s u : bU 
s o : rel 
? t i ,  xa t i : t i 
s o  
o : r E 
5 i r i 
s a ro 
toxo 
soxo 
se l i ­
sorom { i i )  
ou 
s oa 
s M  
s axM 
s u pa 
subu  
s a ra 
t i i ,  
xa- t i i - t i i 
s M 
o r a  
Gloss 
ear , ea1'Wa:x; 
shore tree; 
Calophyl l um inophyl l um 
father 
man 
earth, soi l 
to cry, weep 
bowl 
a ban, taboo 
conch 
sea, sa lt water 
sharpen i t  
man, person 
be l ly 
to look at 
bad 
mother 
man 's girdle , woman 's 
skirt 
to spurt. ,  urine 
oyster 
to ar.rive.  land 
staff, po le 
three 
to drink, sip 
sugar cane 
back, beyond, outside, 
edge 
bone, body 
to hammer, pound 
fish poison 
to be born 
post, kneel, knee 
to point, index 
finger 
to stand up 
lobster 
pi l low 
"'?una ( p )  ( o . "' ?una )  
i 1 0 l)E 
u : mwU 
0 :  I E  
a : f E 
i 1 a C)a 
umwu 
a l a  
O fa 
xasa  
earth oven, to roast 
fish-scale, body hair 
seedling, seeds 
octopus (cf . ," kuR i t a )  
to flood, draw water 
root 
'�u pe 
�'u R  i ta 
"'? u t up 
"'wa ka 
"'wa l)ka ( I) )  
'�wa I u 
"'wa Ro 
"'wa sa 
*ya C)o 
xa : s E 
i t  i i t I  
wexa r E  
wa 
wa : 1 1  
y� 
? ta :wE 
ya C)oya C)O 
i t  i - i t  i 
waxa ra 
waa 
wa l i 
y�� 
t awa 
yaC)o-ya l)o 
canoe 
eight 
string, rope 
open sea 
ye l low (cf . *a C)oa C)o) 
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NOTES 
1 .  In the writing of this paper , the labour was divided in such a way that 
Tawerilmang provided the Woleaian (WOL) linguistic data , while Sohn was 
responsible for the analysis . This paper benefited from a comparative Micro­
nesian seminar conducted by Dr . George Grace in 1972-73 . 
For a synchronic descriptio� of the phonology and syntax of WOL , see 
Sohn 197 5 .  
2 .  Other POC reconstructions from Grace n . d .  a and n . d .  b are occasionally 
cited . These are prefixed with a D. (referring to Grace ' s  source ,  Dyen 1949 ) . 
3 .  Lee (1976)  makes a strong case for certain kinds of rule ordering in 
natural phonology . 
4 .  Judging from the description of Marshallese stress in Bender ( 1975 ) , 
dissimilatory a -raising may be related to alternating stresses in Woleaian . We 
must defer the study of WOL stress for the future , however . 
5 .  Base forms of some more thematic-stem transitive verbs are given below : 
ba i 5 i i untie it (cf . ba i -ba i  to untie ) 
bboo l i i pound i t  (cf . bboo to pound) 
be l i i i snap it (cf . be 1 i -be 1 i to snap of!> 
fa tox i i p lant it (cf . fa to- fa to to p lant ) 
f i 1 e t  i i stir i t  (cf . f i l e- f i l e to stir) 
na r i  i taste it (cf . na-na  to taste)  
raxom i i hug it (cf . r raxo to hug ) 
t::>::>f i i  rub it (cf . t::>::>- t::>::> to rub ) 
6 .  This appears to b e  a case o f  idiosyncratic final-vowel shortening , i . e .  
I.'J I.'J  > I.'J .  This exception may be explained away by reconstructing ,o'P i t u ?  for 
some pre-WOL (or Proto-TK) stage . 
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S U R FACE AND D E E P  C O N T R A S T S  I N  U L I TH I A N P H O N O LOGY 
Ho-min Sohn and Byron W .  Bender 
One of the major problems in Ulithian (ULI ) phonology is that there are 
many asymmetrical and limited phonetic contrasts . The aim of this paper is to 
present some conspicuous contrast  patterns of such limited distribution and 
associated problems in Section 1 ,  to suggest solutions to them in Section 2 ,  
to discuss a problem concerning the third person singular obj ect suffix forms 
in Section 3 ,  and to illustrate underlying contrasts in Section 4 .  
As wil l  be seen , we propose to set  up base fcrms of morphemes and word s ,  
which have been decided upon i n  light o f  the general phonological characteristics 
observable in various morphophonemic changes in the surface forms of ULI . 1 
Such phonological characteristics are mostly synchronic , but occasionally 
diachronic evidence is taken into account in cases of indeterminacy . 
There are several definite advantages to this approach in which phonemici­
sation is determined by base form contrasts . For example , various asymmetrical 
and limited phonetic contrasts can be accounted for in terms of environmental 
conditioning ; the alternation of stem-final vowels  may be explained by general 
phonetic rules ; and the maximum uniformity thereby attained in base forms 
facilitates syntactic description , because a given grammatical or lexical item 
generally has one and only one phonemic shape . 
1 .  SURFACE FORM CONTRASTS 
1 . 1 .  A superficial non-contrast might be noticed between the velari sed bi labial 
stop mw and its plain counterpart m when they are unreleased , i . e .  before a 
pause or a homorganic consonant . Consider , however , the following pair : 
+ ( 1 )  a .  [ 1 0. :  m J  
b .  [ l a : m J  
mosquito 
lamp; clear 
Spectrographic analysis indicates that the second format of the vowel in 
( la )  falls  rapidly to a back [ u J  or [ o J  position , showing the velarisation of 
the following consonant ,  while the vowel in ( lb )  shows a smooth transition to 
a plain [ m J  position . This evidence and the distributional limitation of 
[ 0. ( : )  J have led us to the conclusion that the s ignificant contrast is between 
the two final nasals , and that the backing of the vowel [ o. : J in ( la)  is caused 
by the [ +back J feature of the final nasal . 
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1 . 2 .  Two [ 1  J ' s  of different quality contrast in certain limited environments . 
In the first place , the so-called ' construct suffix ' morpheme [ 1  J of ( referred 
to as C s -l) and the third person singular possessive suffix morpheme [ 1  J his 
( 3s -l) contrast in many instances . In such contrasts , Cs-l is light and 
relatively fronted , while 3s-l  is dark and retracted . The different qualities 
of the two [ 1  J ' s  may be reflected in preceding stem vowels ( see below) , which 
fact might lead one to suppose that the grammatical difference between the two 
morphemes concerned is manifested by the stem vowels , and that there are dif­
ferent allophones of 1 following these vowels . 2 Consider for example the 
following : 
( 2 )  [ ub-we 1 < J 
[ ta pa 1 < J 
[ S090 A l  < J 
No contrasts are found 
[ u J , or [ e J .  However , 
suffixes .  
( 3) [ rJ i : l < J 
[ raxe l < J  
[ l u ru l < J  
[ �w;) : del < J  
[ pe ce : A l  < J 
chest of [ u-&wa.l > J his chest 
cheek of [ ta.pa. l > J his cheek 
stick of [ s�v l >  J his stick 
if the vowel preceding [ 1  J is a single ( short) [ i J ,  [ e  J ,  
long vowel [ e :  J does show a contrast before the two 
teeth of [ rJ  i : 1 < J his tee th 
age of [ raxe l < J  his age 
shade of [ 1 u ru 1 < J his shade 
nose of [ �w;) : eel < J his nose 
foo t  of [ pece : V I < J his foo t  
Regarding the [ 1  J ' s  of  the two morphemes as phonemically identi cal would require 
one to set up a number o f  new vowel phonemes , e . g .  a in contrast with a., e in 
contrast with e V , etc . Besides , no regularity could be captured in the alter­
nation between the two series of stem vowels : 
( 4 )  [ e  J + 
[ e  J + 
[ a  J + 
cs-l vs . 
cs -l vs . 
cs-l vs . 
[ a.  ] + 
[ e  J + 
[ a.  J + 
3s-l 
3s - l  
3s-l ,  etc . 
As an alternative to such a treatment , whi ch would set up a number of 
additional vowel phonemes of  limi ted distribution , two distinct l phonemes might 
be postulated ,  with the vowel contrasts accounted for as allophoni c variants 
conditioned by the 1 ' s .  But the two 1 ' s  would actually contrast only in these 
two morphemes (Cs and 3s) after certain vowels ; in all other positions (wi th 
the possible exception of  (6 )  below) they would be in complementary distribution , 
varying mechani cally according to the neighbouring vowels . One could emphasise 
thi s  limitation in a transcription by using an 1 archiphoneme in the non­
contrastive posi tions - using , for example ,  l ' s with fronting and backing 
diacritics for the fully specified 1 ' s ,  and an 1 without any diacritic for the 
archiphoneme . 
( 5 )  wubwe l <  
t a pa l <  
raxe l 
ches t  of 
cheek of 
age of 
wubwa l >  
t apa l >  
raxe l 
his chest 
his cheek 
his age 
Thi s solution impl ies the existence of  two allomorphs for each of  the two suffix 
morphemes . Or one could follow the principle ' once a phoneme , always a phoneme ' 
( Householder 1964 : 25 )  and extend the contrast to the many non-contrastive 
positions in whi ch l may occur , but thi s would introduce a great deal of unnecess­
ary redundancy and tend to obscure the severely limited distribution of the 
I -contrast . None of the solutions dis cussed thus far would provide a basis  for 
any simple generali sation concerning the vowel alternations before the two 
suffixes in some forms but not in others . 
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A second in stance of the 1 -contrast may be found in the following examples : 
( 6 )  ( a) [ xaea 1 <+bwo J 
(b)  [ xo.e0.1 >bwo J 
( c ) [ xo.bw 1 <e J 
( d) [ xo.bw 1 >e J 
to waLk in Line because 
supposedLy 
we ( excl . )  wi L L  . . .  
to miss him 
(6a)  and (6b) di ffer from each other in several respects : ( i )  the quality o f  
the [ 1  J ' s ,  ( i i )  the quality of the low vowels , and ( iii)  the presence of a pause 
j uncture (+) in ( 6a) . (6c )  and (6d) , on the other hand , di ffer only in the 
quality of the [ 1  J ' s .  This suggests that the di fference in the low vowel s  
preceding the di fferent [ 1  J ' s  i n  (6a) and ( 6 b )  is  conditioned b y  the latte r ,  
rather than the other way around .  There b eing no indication that the quality 
o f  1 i s  determined by the presence or absence o f  pause ,  one would have to 
conclude from the evidence of the forms in ( 6 )  that there would seem to be no 
other solution than to set up two underlying 1 ' s o  
1 . 3 . In word-final posi tion , there i s  a contrast between a sequence consi sting 
of the voiceless [ x J  fol lowed by a [ +back J voi ce less vowel ( i . e . [ g , �,  � J) ,  
the same [ x J  followed by ¢ ,  and the sequence o f  the voi ced velar fri cative [ � J  
followed by a corresponding voiced vowel : 
( 7 )  [ bwu ro.xq J smoke [ rna 1 eko. : xg J traveL 
--
[ Xo. :  xg J he Lm [ doxg J to get 
[ k a b xg J hungry [ bwa raxg J dance 
[ bw u 1 0.x� J taro [ fo.sa.ma.x� J pebb Le 
[ ma.Qo. : xhl J clothes [ bwux� J knot 
[ t et : e ra�J sai ling [ bw a re�J pain 
[ 1  abWa : x  J to hide [ togo�J coconut she L L  
[ ko.go J  
- box [ ta.ma.go J cigarette 
The most conspicuous occurrence of this kind is  associated with the second person 
singular obj ect suffix , which has the phoneti c form [ xg J  and its allomorph [ xhi J .  
The latter occurs afte r a high vowel ( e . g . i or u )  and the former e lsewhere . 
( 8 )  [ po. : 1 ux� J to Lead you 
cf . [ pa : 1  i ye i  J to L ead me 
[ to.Vo.xg J to cut you 
d. [ to.vaye i J to cut me 
[ ea.bwoxg J to foL Low you 
cf . [ da bWeye i J to foLLow me 
The above surface info rmation might l ead one to postulate a set o f  voi celess 
vowels of extremely limited distribution ( finally after x) , or else a 9 phoneme 
( in partial complementation with x) to account for the final vowels that do 
not devoice . 
1 . 4 .  There i s  a contrast of high frequency of occurrence between the two low 
vowels [ a J  and [ o. J .  They contrast not only before the two morphemi c [ 1  J ' s  
(Cs -l and 3s -l) as in ( 9 ) but also in many independent forms as in ( 10 ) . 
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( 9 )  short [ waga l < ]  vein of [ wo.go.l > ] his vein 
[ t a 1 < ]  rope of [ to.l > ] its rope 
[ to.pa 1 < ]  cheek of [ to.po.l > ] his cheek 
long [wa : 1 < ]  canoe of [ wo. : l > ]  his canoe 
[ i  fa : 1 < ]  underside of: [ i, fo.: 1 >  ] its underside 
( 10 )  short [ mae ] sated [ mo.e J cooked 
[ bwa l < ]  to inspect [ bWo.l > ]  s tuck 
long [ y a : f ]  fire [ yo. :  f ]  swirrmring 
[ t a : l < ] '  rope [ to. : l > ]  we ll versed 
[ fa : s ] s tone [ fo. : s J penis 
In spite of the high frequency of the contrast , several points may be noted 
against the establishment o f  the two vowels as separate phonemes .  In the first 
place , there is no contrast in the environment C # .  Observe the following 
examples of low and front vowel contrasts : 
( ll)  [ r i  ] spouse [ .t  i ] to ki l l  [ bw i ] sides of vagina 
[ re ]  they [ .te ] this [ bwe ] fortune-te l-Zing 
[ ral ] side [.tal ] as [ bwal ] to find :JUt 
[ ro. ] branch [.to. J that [ bWo. ] rotten 
* [ ra J ,� [.e a J * [ bwa J 
Secondly , [ 0. ]  in C # is differentiated into front and retracted varieties when 
the Cs-.t and 3s-.e. suffixes follow , which suggests that the contrast may not be 
inherent but conditioned by the suffixal environment . 
( 1 2 )  
[ ro. ] 
< [ ra : l > ]  
branch 
[ ro. : l > J  
branch of 
i ts branch 
Thirdly , no contrast has been found in the environment X Y in which X is non­
null and Y is a syllable , though both the fronted and retracted low vowels may 
occur in this position . That is , their occurrences are perfectly predictable 
according to X and Y .  Observe that the quality of the first vowel in each 
word in ( 1 3 )  can be predicted from the vowel in the fo llowing syllable , i . e .  
fronted i f  the following vowel is one classed as non-back (L e .  [ i ,  e ,  al ,  a ,  a J) , 
and retracted elsewhere . 
( I 3) [ ma eep ] 
[ mo.eo.r J 
[ ma ee l < ]  
[ ma.eo.l > ] 
a part 
to disperse 
being sated of 
i ts  being cooked 
In short , the contrast between r a J  and [ 0. ]  is limited to th e  environment C # .  
1 . 5 .  A final problem regarding surface contrasts i s  raised by the existence of  
two di fferent monophthongal vowel qualities in  the mid-central area that contrast 
only when long. For the moment , the two qualities are transcribed as L a ] and 
� e ] :  
The 
but 
( 14 )  [ ta : s ] 
[ fla : r ]  
[ pa :  I ] 
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truth [ te :  5 ] porcupine fish  
lava lava [ fie : r ]  indebtedness 
emptiness of [ pe :  I ] arm of 
vowel in the first column is common , while the vowe l in the second i s  rare 
also occurs in a 
( 1 5 )  [ ye : r ]  
[ me :  I ]  
[ me :  r ]  
[ ce :  I ]  
few other forms such as : 
accustomed; name of an island 
name of a star 
fresh (tree� vegetab les ) 
leaf of 
Sound spectrographs show that both vowels are monophthongal , and that Fl of  the 
vowel in [ t a : s ]  = 450 and F2 = 1600 ;  Fl  of  the vowel in [ te : s  1 = 550 and F2 
= 1400 . The above formants indicate that the two sounds [ a ]  and [ e ]  are very 
close  to the French vowels � and re respectively (Delattre et al . 1952 : 198 ) . 
[ a ]  seems to have more lip rounding than [ e ] .  
Several problems are involved in the phonemic interpretation o f  the two 
sounds . First of all ,  the number of  forms containing [ e ]  i s  small . Secondly , 
the contrast between the two i s  limited to long segments . Thirdly , [ e : ] in 
C C is not shortened before a suffix,  while [ a : ] may be : 
( 16 )  [ ea :  r ]  lava lava [ flara l  ] 
[ ee : r ]  indebtedness [ ee : ra l ] 
[ t a :  5 ] truth [ t a :  5 a I ] 
[ te : s ] porcupine fish [ te : s a l ] 
lava lava of 
indebtedness 
truth of 
of 
porcupine fish of 
These limi tations make one hesitant to set up two mid-central vowel phonemes .  
2 .  SUGGESTED  SOLUT IONS 
2 . 1 . Most of the problems raised in the preceding section can be solved simply , 
straightforwardly , and with greater generality by introducing non-ad hoc base 
forms in the phonology . Then , as wi ll be seen , superficial contrasts of limited 
distribution turn out to be allophoni c  variants conditioned by material present 
in the base forms but not readily observable on the surface , or the result of 
geminates versus non-identical vowel qualities . Such base and surface forms 
will be directly rel ated by a series of ordered phonological rules . The 
approach followed here not only solves the problem of limi ted distribution but 
also contributes to regulari sing most of the irregular morphophonemic alter­
nations . 
2 . 2 .  A solution to the problem o f  surface vowel contrasts before bi labial nasals 
( see 1 . 1 . )  has already been implied in the earli er dis cussion ; the consonants 
can be said to contrast as mw and m in base forms , conditioning vowel allophones 
that in some cases constitute their chi ef stigmata . Thus , for example , the base 
forms of the items in ( 1 )  are established in ( 1 7 ) . 
( 1 7 )  a .  l amwo mosquito ( c f .  [ l amwo l > ] 
b .  l ama lamp; clear ( c f .  [ l ama l < ]  
mosquito of ) 
lamp of> 
Phono logical rules wi ll impose the [ +back ] feature of mw onto the preceding vowe l ,  
lengthen lthe non-final vowels , and delete the final vowels . 
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With regard to the problem o f  two [ 1  ] ' s  of di fferent quality , th e Cs and 
3 5 morpheme s may be set up as I i  and l a  respective ly .  Seemingly contrasting 
s tem vowels before the two morphemes can then both be derived from the same bas i c  
stem vowel a s  the res ul t  of the conditioning of the two contrasting basi c  vowels 
i and a in the s uffix morphemes - I i and - l a .  Although - 1  i and - l a  lost their 
final vowel s ,  as do all other l exical base forms , they sti l l  carry features of 
the vowels such as [ +high , -back , - low ] from i ,  and [ -high , +back , + low ] from 
a ,  which cause the alternations of the stem vowels .  Thus the process is active , 
i . e .  synchroni c .  The fronted and retracted 1 ' s  thereby conditioned do not 
affect the basic stem vowels i ,  u ,  a , or short e .  Rathe r ,  the l ' s  are as simi ­
lated in quality to these mid or high vowels . These four bas i c  stem vowels 
happen to correspond to Sonsorolese ( SNS)  high vowe ls in mo st instances (Bender 
196 7 and Quackenbush 1968) . 3 
(18 )  ULI base forms SNS surface forms 
t a!) i  e t a!) ] [ t a r:l L ] to cry 
c f .  [ t a !) i l < ]  ( +  Cs) 
1 u t u  [ 1 ut  ] [ rut 16 ]  to jump 
cf . [ l ut u l < ]  (+ Cs) 
ma u l  u [ mau  I ] [ mau r l6 ] war 
c f .  [ rna.u l  u l  < J (+ Cs)  
yaee [ ya :  S J [ ya : q J  gal ?- bladder 
c f .  [ yaee l < ]  ( +  C s )  
taxuru [ ta.gu r J  [ t a l txn back 
c f .  [ t agura l < J  (+ Cs ) 
fada [ fa : S J  [ fa : t n  eyebrow 
cf . [ fada l < J  (+ Cs)  
From th is comparative evidence , we tentatively concl ude that only those vowels 
which were historically high vowels are re si stant to the influence from the 
following 1 ' s  of di fferent quali ty .  This may be supported by the fact that SN S 
( and also Woleaian (WOL» preserves many reflexes of original forms . For WOL 
reflexes , see Taweri lmang and Sohn 1976 . 
The i rregul ar alternati on of the stem vowels before the two morphemes Cs 
and 3s , as i l lustrated in (4 ) , turns out to be regular if we set up wel l ­
motivated basic stem vowe l s  covering a l l  re levant l exical i tems and develop 
an appropriate set of morphophonemi c rules to map the base forms onto s urface 
manife stations . Thus , for example , the fo l lowing are proposed as the bas i c  
stem vowels underlying ( 4 ) : 
( 19 )  ___ [e J [ a. J  a ------ [ a J [ a. J  
e [ e ]  [ e ]  
The di f ference in alternation between [ e J  [ a. J  and [ a J : [ a. J i s  due to the 
influence of the vowel in the preceding syllable , e . g .  [ e J : [ a. ]  only when the 
preceding vowel i s  high . � ( 2 0 )  gives the base forms corresponding to ( 2 )  and 
( 3 )  • 
(20)  uba - I  i 
t apa- I i  
soxo- I i 
f) i i - I  i 
raxe - I i 
1 u r u- l  i 
b:>:> ea- I i 
pecee- I  i 
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chest of ub a - I  a his chest 
cheek of t a pa - I  a his cheek 
stick of soxo- I a  his stick 
teeth of f) i  i - I  a his teeth 
age of raxe - I  a his age 
shade of l u r u- I a  his shade 
nose of b:>:> ea- I a his nose 
foot of pecee- I a  his foot  
The reconstruction of  base forms for stems as  we ll as  for - I i and - I a  is  syn­
chronic but largely corresponds to the forms o f  PMC (Proto-Micronesian) , WOL, 
and SNS .  Thus the reconstructed stem vowels not only have historical and 
comparative significance , but they also indicate the traditional declensional 
classes to which the nouns belong . A sample set of  ULI , WOL ,  and SNS forms 
follows , in which the similarity between the ULI base forms and the corresponding 
SNS independent forms should be noted. 5 
( 2 1 )  base form 
ULI yafa ra 
WOL 
SNS 
shoulder 
ULI i mwa 
WOL 
SNS 
house 
ind o form 
[ ya.fa.r ] 
[ ye fa rE6 ] 
[ ya fa l g ]  
[ i : .j.  m ]  
[ i  : m"'E6 ] 
[ i : m"'g ] 
+ Cs 
[ ya f a ra l < ]  
[ y a fe ra l 1 ] 
[ ya fa l a r ! J 
[ i m"'e 1 < ]  
[ i m"'e I i  � 
[ i m"'e r l  
+ 35 
[ ya.fa. ra.l > ] 
[ ya f e ra l E6 ]  
[ ya fa l a rg ]  
[ i m'"'a.I > ]  
[ i m'"' a I E6 ] 
[ i m'"'a rg ] 
The second instance of contrasting l ' s  (6 ) can also be resolved by setting 
up proper base forms . Again , the two l ' s  are allophones of a single underlying 
I .  The processes involved are as follows : 
( 2 2 ) base 
xa da l e#bo => xa da< 1 <e#bo 
=> xae3< 1 <#bo =!> xa>ea< l <+ bo 
[ Xd6a 1 <+&"'0 ] to walk  in line because . . . . .  
xada l boo => xada l >bo 
[ xa.da.1 >b'"'o ] supposedly 
xa#be# l e => xa#be# l <e 
=> xabe l <e => xa& l <e 
[ xa.b"' l< e ]  we (excl . ) wi l l  
xab:> l e  + ya => xa b::ll ey 
=> xab::J l e  => xab l e  
[ xa.b'"' 1 >  e ] to miss him 
2 . 3 . The problematic contrasts among final-syllable velar fricative s and their 
following vowel (or l ack thereof )  ( see (7)  and ( 8 ) ) can be re solved most 
e fficiently by setting up base forms in such a way that surface voiceless vowel s  
are represented a s  [ +back ] single vowels and surface voi ced vowels a s  geminate s ,  
while  ¢ vowels which in this po sition are [ -back ] are set up in the same way as 
are al l other final vowe ls that delete . Thi s treatment is well motivated in 
that (a )  no words end in a double vowe l on the surface , and (b) when suffixes  
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are added , voiceless vowels and � vowels are reali sed as singl e  voiced vowels ,  
while voiced vowels are realised as geminate vowels . These two points are basic 
for the establishing of all ULI base forms . Thus the phonetic manifestations 
of independent base forms are e ffected by simply devoicing single [ +back ] 
vowels  after x but dropping [ -back ] vowels in word-final posi tion , including 
the position x # .  The examples in ( 7 )  can be phonemicised as the following 
base forms . The corresponding phonetic forms followed by Cs-i are also given 
for reference . 
( 2 3 )  b u raxo smoke [ bw u ra.go 1 < ]  
rna l ekaaxo trave l [ rna 1 eka. : go 1 < ] 
xaaxo he lm [ xa. :  go 1 < ]  
eoxo to get [ eogo 1 < ]  
k al ;)xo hungry [ kabgo l < ]  
ba raxo dance [ bwa rago l < ]  
b u l axa taro [ bW u l aga l < ]  
fas arnaxa pebb le [ fasarnaga 1 < ]  
rna l)aaxu clothes [ rna.I)a.: 9 u 1 < ] 
b uxu  knot [ bWugu l < ]  
te t t e raxe sai ling [ t e t  : e rage 1 < ]  
b b a rexe pain [ bioi :  a rege 1 < ]  
l abaaxe to hide [ 1 abwa : ge 1 < ] 
t;)x;)xa coconut she l l  [ t;)g;)ga 1 < ]  
kaxoo box [ ka.go : 1 < ]  
tarnaxoo cigarette [ t a.ma.go : 1 < ]  
In the same way , the examples in ( 8) are the surface forms derived from the 
base forms in ( 24 ) . Notice the morphophonemic changes effected in the environ­
ment of the morpheme boundaries .  
( 2 4 )  paa l i + ye i 
t a fa + ye i 
Elabe + ye i 
to lead me 
to cut me 
to fol low me 
paa l  i + xo 
t a fa + xo 
eabe  + xo 
to lead you 
to cut you 
to fol low you 
2 . 4 .  That the low vowel qualities [ a ] and [ a. ]  turn out to be predictable within 
the general framework adopted here should come as no surprise in light of the 
previous discussions , whi ch indicated that the contrast between them was limi ted 
to the environment __ C # ,  and that certain contrasts in th is environment could 
be conditioned by de leted final stem vowels set up fol lowing the consonant in 
base forms . Thus , [ a ]  and [ a. ]  prove to be conditioned variants of a .  Some 
of  the examples in (9 )  and ( 10 )  are phonemicised as ( 2 5 ) . 
( 2 5 )  waxa- l i 
waa- l i 
rnaee 
yafe 
vein of 
canoe of 
sated 
fire 
waxa- l a  
waa- l a  
ma ea 
yafa 
his vein 
his canoe 
cooked 
swimming 
2 . 5 .  with regard to the two mid-central vowel contrasts , the problem lies in 
the interpretation of [ e : ] .  I t  turns out that words containing this sound 
correspond to words that have a vowel cluster rather than a long monophthongal 
vowel in other TK language s .  
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( 2 6 )  To ULI [ pe :  ] arm and [ pe :  1 ] arm of correspond : 
SNS : paa i and pa t rI 
Tobi (TBI ) : paa and pa t r  
WOL : paau and pau l l 
I faluk : paa and pawu l 
To ULI [ ca :  y ]  leaf and [ ce :  1 ] leaf of correspond: 
SNS : saa t and saa t rI 
TBI : caa t and caa t r  
IDL : s aa and saa l 1 
To ULI [ te : s ] 
SNS : t a ter  
TBI : t a t s  
We are reluctant to establish [ e : ] a s  a new phoneme for the distributional 
reasons indicated in the preceding section , and thi s  comparative evidence 
suggests that we may be able to interpret it as a cluster of already established 
phonemes instead . Internal evidence such as the alternation between the 
independent and construct forms of ' leaf ' also point in this same direction . 
For this item the base form can be established as cay a and then the independent 
form will be derived by dropping the final vowel and lengthening the remaining 
vowel , i . e . , [ ca : y ] . 
[ pe : ] and [ pe : l ]  should be handled differently because they do not show 
parallel  alternation . ULI a corresponds in many case s to a of other TK languages , 
and ULI u to t .  Thus the base form of  [ pe : ] wil l  be set up as pau . (We cannot 
set it up as pau because of the existence of forms such as [ mnu l  ] war ,  for which 
the basic cluster au  is needed) . The other examples such as [ te : s ]  porcupine 
fish and [ oe : r ]  indebtedness may be handled in the same way as [ pe : ] .  A later 
phonetic rule should specify the phonetic qual ity of these phoneme composite s .  
3 .  TH I RD PERSON OBJECT SUFF I XES 
One matter particularly difficult to decide upon was the base form of  the 
third person singular obj ect suffix,  whi ch corresponds to the underlined 
surface forms in the fo llowing examples . 
( 2 7 )  [ l l i - (y ) ] ki l l  him 
[ fa :  ru-=-(y ) ] make it 
[ fa.go- (.1'..)] miss him 
[ xama.oa.va.-� ] explain it 
[ oaewe- (.1'..) 1 fo l low him 
That is , the suffix i s  reali sed on the surface as an optional [ y ]  except for the 
posi tion after [ a ]  where it is zero . There i s  some evidence , however ,  in support 
of the assumption that the base form o f  the suffix i s  -ya . 6 
Although ya never appears phonetically as [ yV ]  when the verb to which it 
is  suffixed functions as the main verb , it does appear as such if  the verb is 
nominalised before an attributive suffix . 
( 2 8) [ l l i ye i ] 
[ l l i yarnw ] 
[ l l i ya l > ]  
[ 1 1  i ye 1 <se rna 1 < ] 
[ l l i yac ] 
what I kil led 
what you ki l l ed 
what he ki l led 
what someone kil led 
what we (incl . )  ki l led 
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[ I I i yoo : r ]  
[ xama eavayey ] 
[ xamaeavayamw ] 
[ xo.mo.eo.vo.yo.l > ] 
[ xamadavaye l <se  ma l < ]  
[ xo.mo.do.vo.yo.c ] 
[ xamadavayoo : r ]  
what they ki l led 
what I explained 
what you explained 
what he explained 
what someone explained 
what we ( incl . )  explained 
What they explained 
If in ( 2 8 )  the forms (e . g . e ye ] ,  [ ya ]  and  [ ye>. ] )  between a verb stem ( L e .  [ I I i ] , 
[ xo.mo.do.vo.] )  and an attributive suffix (e . g .  [ V ] ,  [ mw ] ,  [ I > ] ,  [ 1 < ] ,  [ c J ) are 
reduced to the base form -va , then general morphophonemic rules wil l  derive all 
the forms related to the base -va unambiguously and without exception . 
Exactly the same morphophonemic behaviour may be observed in many words 
which are not transitive verbs . For example ,  [ fo.l u ( y ) ] is land and [ cu ( y ) ] 
to disappear retain the optional [ y J  in their independent form , and if 
attributive suffixes are added , the following phonetic forms are obtained : 
( 2 9 )  [ fo.l uyey ] my island 
[ fo.l uyamw ]  your is land 
[ fo.l uyo.l > ]  his island 
[ fo.l uv e l < s e  ma l < ]  someone 's is land 
[ fo. l uyoo: r ]  their is land 
[ cuvey ]  my disappearance 
[ cuyamw ] your disappearance 
[ cuyo.l > ] his disappearance 
[ cuye l < se  ma l < ]  someone 's disappearance 
[ cuyoo : r ]  their disappearance 
Since the base forms of [ fo.l u (y ) ] and [ cu (y ) ] have been set up as fa l uya and 
cuya , the parallelism between (28 )  and (29 )  leads to the reconstruction o f  the 
forms in ( 2 7 )  except for [ xo.mo.eo.vo. ] as fol lows . 
( 30 )  I I  i -va ki l l  him 
faaru-ya make i t  
faxo-ya miss him 
eabe-ya fol low him 
Thus the final vowel deletion rule and the rule of optional deletion of semi­
vowels may connect ( 30 )  to ( 2 7 ) . On the other hand , [ V ]  s imply does not occur 
on the surface in the environment a # .  
4 .  EXAMPLES O F  CONTRASTS I N  BASE FORM SEGMENTS 
Minimal pairs have not been found in suffi cient number to make phoneme 
attestation easy , but the fol lowing examples may suffi ce to show the contrasts : 
consonants 
p pare a kind of fruit t apa cheek 
t t a l e rope t at a  a kind of fish 
c ca l e  water faca pandanus fruit 
k kakka to carry p i s kaa spear 
b b ade scar t aba tahoo 
f fa se stone va fa swimming 
e eaa intestine fade string 
5 s a re big knife fasa penis 
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x xap i  bottom� hip waxa vein 
ITh'I rnwa 1 e  man lTh'IeelTh'lee to look for 
m ma l e  animal� bird l ama light bulb 
n naanaa rrrummy 5 ukuunu schoo l 
I) I)aal)e I fal)a to permit 1 1 a l)e sky ca 1 e  water 
r ra 1 e  day b a re box 
y ya 1 a  sun xaya fish hook 
w waa canoe wawa stick dance 
short vs . long consonants 
Defective are ( i )  quasi- native n whi ch has the lowest  frequency of occur­
rence ; ( ii )  x whose doubling resul ts in kk . 
p pp pa l e dry ppa 1 e  ligh t  
cap i  ancestor cappa turning over 
c cc cal)a short of reach ccal)a skinny 
k kk mak i  1 i sugar cane makka 1 a  comb (Falalop) 
b bb ba rexe hot (taste) bba rexe pain 
bece hot bbece whi te 
ub a chest b ubb u fish spec. 
f f f  f i  5 i star f f i  5 i lightning 
yafe fire yaffe land crab 
d dd da re to walk dda re to run 
5 5 5  501)0 mangrove 5501)0 angry 
rnw : mlTh'l rnw::> 1 0  desire mrnwo 1 0  generous� kind 
mw i x i 1 i c i miser mrnwi x i pepper 
m mm mat a  eye mmata  to wake up 
mada re to disperse mma da re to burst 
I) I)f) f)a ta hole f)l)a ta hurry 
faye 1 af)a world fa i l)l)a itchy fee ling 
1 1  1 0yo perfume 1 1 0yo wet 
r r r  ro- aU r ro- string-bound bundle 
raxe year� age r r a i  happy 
vowels 
1 1  i to ki U c i be scissors 
e l ee this pecee leg 
ee l ee  as� which peece sexual lust 
a 1 aa that cap i lava lava paca tai l 
::> c::>::> people 1 1  ::>yo sweet b: >1 o  feather 
u cuu to meet 1 1 0yo . wet bo l o  soi l 
a t a for a moment 1 al)a ant bba 1 a fi l thy 
short vs . long vowels 
In the base form phonemicisation , many superficial length contrasts are 
suppressed . For example ,  [ p i x ]  to p lay bal l (v. ) and [ p i  : x ]  bal l  (n. ) have no 
contrast in length in the base . Both are derived from the same base p i x i , but 
the noun form is lengthened while the verb is not , and final vowels are dropped 
from both . 
i i c i ma head c i  i fe1 i nai l 
e e e  fedexe fight fee fe 1 e woman 
ee eeee beex i to float �Vt ) xeeeetaa to do what 
a aa xaamam i we (excl . ) xaamaama to practice 
fa 1 e  food pounder faa 1 e  cynical 
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:> :>:> b:> C) u 
0 00 bo l o  
u u u  I u t u  
b u r u 
a aa daro. 
fa l aC)a 
semi vowels (y and w)  
waye l e  
buyowe 
we l e  
feast 
soi l 
to jump 
high tidE 
woman 's lava lava 
ashes 
aeroplane 
fish-trap 
s trange 
NOTES 
b:>:>cla nose 
boo to boat 
I u u t u  soft wood 
duucluu  to bathe 
taasa truth 
i raata vi l lage 
1 .  SOme o f  the traditional principles of so-called taxonomic phonemi cs (see 
Chomsky 1964 : 75 ff)  such as biuniqueness and invariance are disregarded in 
the base form phonemicisation . On the other hand, concepts like contrast and 
complementary distribution are relevant only at the level o f  underlying base 
forms . Bender ( 1968) also attempted a rigorous base form phonemicisation of 
Marshal lese , where skewed surface distributions are of a different sort . 
2 .  Dyen ( 1965 : 3 3ff) seems to be following such a hypothesis in his description 
of a partially parallel phenomenon in Trukese . 
3 .  The corresponding WOL stem vowels are also high , as pointed out and 
illustrated in Sohn and Bender ( 197 3 : Preface ) . 
4 .  In ULI , WOL, and SNS ,  the basic vowel a is raised to e when it occurs between 
two high (basic) vowels (Bender 1973 and Sohn 19 71  and 1975) • 
5 .  The SNS data were provided by Celestine Yangilmau and the WOL by Anthony 
Tawerilmang. For a description of WOL phonology , see Sohn ( 1975 : Ch . l) . 
6 .  An alternative analysis would lead us to end up with the base form -a  as 
the obj ect suffix. In this case , the semivowe l y must be introduced by a rule , 
as proposed for WOL in Tawerilmang and Sohn 19 76 . 
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AN O R THOGRAP H I C  D E S I GN F O R  WOLEA I AN 
Ho-min Sohn 
The fol lowing di s cuss ion is concerned mainly with orthographic recommen­
dations for WOleaian ( WOL) , but I hope i t  will also contribute to the solution 
of simi lar problems for neighbouring l anguages including Ulithian (ULI ) , 
Satawalese (STW) , and Lamotrek , and mo re importantl y ,  to the design o f  a 
uni fied orthography for all of the Yap Outer I s l ands . The present dis cussions 
wil l  cover ( 1 )  some bas i c  concepts of an orthography , ( 2 )  the sound system o f  
WOL , ( 3 )  the propos ed alphabet , and (4 ) the proposed spe l ling conventions . The 
l ast two constitute the proposed orthography of WOL . ! 
At the end o f  this paper , an appendix , i s  provided to briefly present the 
o rthography adopted in Sohn ( 19 75)  and Sohn and Taweri lmang ( 1976)  s ince the 
recommendations in this paper were made . 
1 .  BAS I C  CONCEPTS  
(1 )  Speech and writing . Th e people o f  Woleai need a standard way of 
writing that everyone can use since writing i s  very important in our use of 
l anguage , especi ally in our modern socie ty where living becomes more complex day 
by day . The main rol e  of a writing system i s  to represent spe e ch ,  thus enab ling 
communi cation acro s s  time and space . Thus , speak ing and hearing correspond 
respectively to writing and reading. 
Three typi cal types o f  writing systems are in use in the world today . 
These are alphabets , ideographies , and syllabaries . Mos t  o f  our fami l iar 
writing systems , including that o f  English , are alphabets . If a writing system 
uses symbol s  or letters , each of which directly corresponds to an individual 
s ound ,  and not to a word or word meanin g ,  it is cal l ed an alphabet .  Thus , for 
example , k in the alphabet of Eng . represents a sound and not a meaning . If a 
writing system uses symbols or characters each o f  which directly corresponds 
to a word or word meaning , it is called ideographic . Thus , for example , the 
Chinese character� [ wo ] represents the meaning T. I f  a writing system uses 
symbols or letters each o f  which corresponds neither to an individual soune nor 
to a word , but to a syl lable , it is called a syl labary . Thus , for examp l e ,  
the Japanese letter � represents the syllable [ ka ]  which indi cates neither one 
s ound no r a meaning but a syl lable consis ting of a consonant and a vowe l .  
Byron W .  Bende r ,  ed . Studies in Micronesian Linguisti cs , 2 1 5-2 36 . 
Pacific Lingui stics , C- 80 , 1984 . 
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Ideographies have the grave di sadvantage that there must be a great number of 
symbols , because every language has tens of thousands o f  words , and the users 
of such a writing system are sub j ected to a much heavi er burden on their memories 
than are those whose languages are represented alphabetically . For example , 
a dictionary of Chinese includes more than 50 , 000 different symbols or characters . 
On the other hand , syllabaries are adequate only in such a language as Japanese 
where there are a relatively small number of different syllables . The number 
of syllables depends on the number of vowels and consonants and the type o f  
syllable s tructure . For exampl e ,  Jp . has only fi fty-one basic l etters represent­
ing all possible syllables in the language , because the numb er of vowels and 
consonants is very small and the syllable s tructure is of the form of a conson­
ant only (C-type) , a vowel only (V-type ) , or a consonant followed by a vowe l 
( CV-type ) . 
WOL has a syl lable s tructure as s impl e  as Jp . ,  but has many more vowels 
and consonants . This fact makes it disadvantageous for Woleaians to have a 
syllabary . In fact , WOL was represented by various types of syllabaries in the 
past ( Riesenberg and Kane shiro 1960 ) . These syllabar ie s  apparently originated 
as i deographic pi ctures , but they were syl labaries in that the symbo ls thus 
created were used to represent any syl lables o f  the same sound , regardless of 
the ori ginal meaning . It i s  important to note that in spite o f  their large 
number, the symbols given in Figure 26 in Riesenberg and Kaneshiro ( 2 78) are far 
from adequate to represent all WOL words and sentences correctly and unambig­
uous ly . 
Alphabets have an advantage over the other systems , in that only a handful 
of l e tters are used to represent an infinite number of words and sentences in 
a language . S ince the number is small ( for example , Eng . has twenty-six basic 
letter symbol s ) , i t  is easy to l earn , write , and read the l etters . 
For this reason , we propose adopting an alphabetic writing system for the 
representation o f  the WOL language . 
( 2 )  Relation between sound and l etter . An i deal alphabet writing system 
should serve not only for native speakers who already know the l anguage but also 
for those who either partly know the l anguage or want to learn or work on i t .  
I f  an o rthography i s  to be devised only for tho s e  who have native control o f  
the language , w e  do not need any strict correspondence b etween sound and l etter , 
because a loose correspondence can also give the ordinary speaker enough 
indication o f  what has been s ai d  so that he can supply the res t .  In any lan­
guage , a great deal can be omitted without a corresponding loss in the trans­
mittal of messages from one pers on to another . For example , if we use the 
traditional spelling s h uh to mean both mountain and basket in spite of the 
difference in pronunciation , there is not much difficulty in the conveyance of 
mes s ages , s ince native speakers would pronounce them correctly i f  given the 
context . However ,  for non-native speakers who want to learn a language or are 
in the process o f  learning , or even for those native speakers who are not mature 
in the language , a strict correspondence between s ound and l etter is important ,  
for i t  wi l l  make l anguage learning easi er and faster i f  they can l earn how to 
pronounce each written word and sentence correctly . Strict sound-letter 
correspondence is also desirable not only for the bene fit of native speakers 
who are in the initial stage of reading , but also because writing has to be a 
correct representation o f  speech . We could devise a totally separate s et of 
phonetic symbols instead of alphabetic l etters as in English , but i f  the alpha­
betic l etters can be us ed as phonetic symbols , as they are , nothing could be 
more e fficien t .  
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Furthermore , s trict sound-letter correspondence wi ll contribute to the 
e conomy of language users ' e f forts . Loose correspondence forces speakers to 
memorise spe l lings o f  individual words with much e ffort , because thei r  pronunci­
ation does not automati ca lly provide correct spellings , as i s  obvious to users 
of Eng . Finally , strict s ound-l etter correspondence will lead eas i ly to the 
s tandardisation of writing , s ince i t  provides native speakers with a norm in 
writing the i r  language , i . e .  the norm ' Follow your pronunciation ' .  
I consi der an orthography to b e  i deal , then , i f  it is use ful for both 
mature speakers and l anguage learners , and if it is subj ect to easy l earning 
and correct reading and writing.  One bas i c  requirement for such an orthography 
i s  that sound and letter mus t match as unambiguously as pos s ible . The WOL 
orthography proposed here i s  devi sed with such ob jectives in mind .  
2 .  THE WOL SOUND SYSTEM 
The mo s t  important prerequis ite for an orthographic device based on an 
alphabet i s  an intensive linguistic analysis in order to reveal the sound 
system o f  the l anguage . A poor knowledge of a sound system often l eads one to 
devise an orthography which contains too many or too few symbols on the one 
hand , and includes use less spelling conventions or mis ses important s ounds on 
the othe r .  The spel ling proposed by Smith ( 19 5 1 ) , whi ch is an alphabetic 
wri ting,  is an example of an orthography based on a poorly analysed s ound system, 
in which Smith sets up too many l etters and poor spe lling conventions . 
My intensive analysis of WOL ,  wi th the help of Tony Tawe ri lmang from Wo leai , 
has revealed that WOL has fi fteen short and eleven long signifi cant consonants , 
six short and e ight long sign ificant vowel s ,  and two s ignificant semi-vowel s ,  
signi ficant i n  the sense that any interchange o f  them i n  words will ne ces sarily 
be accompanied by a change in meaning of the words involved . For example , the 
replacement of [ i  J with r a J  in [ r i x L J  run and [ raxi J year results in the change 
of meaning . ( The square brackets mean the actual pronunciation of the forms . 
For the pronunci ation of each symbol see th e pages following . The small circle 
under a symbol indicates voicelessne s s  of the sound . ) 
There are many non-signifi cant sounds also , non-s ignificant in the sense 
that they have no power to change meanings even if they were interchanged . Thei r  
differences , entirely automatic , are caused b y  their sound envi ronments . For 
example , in [ r i x1 J ,  exchange of the two sounds [ i  J and [ l J , even i f  it were 
made , would not bring about any change in the meaning of the word . Their 
difference i s  qui te automati c ,  [ 1 J  appearing at word-final position and [ i J  
between consonants or at word-initial position . Such non-signi ficant sounds as 
[ i  J and [ 1 J  are grouped into a signifi cant s ound I i i  for orthographic purposes . 
The signifi cant sounds are techni cal ly cal l ed ' phonemes ' and are transcribed 
in s lashes . 
( 1 )  WOL Consonants 
WOL consonant phonemes are either s ingl e or double . The fi fteen single 
consonants of WOL are clas s i fied as fol lows according to manner and place q f  
arti culation : 
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manner of arti culation 
voice mode tongue shape 
stop plain 
voice- plain less 
frica- pul led 
tive back 
curled 
- -- --- back 
plain 
voiced nasal 
pulled 
back 
flap plain 
place of articulation 
l ips lip- teeth- hard soft teeth gum palate palate 
Ipl It I Icl Ikl 
I f  I l si  Ixl 
Ipl 
lsi  
- ----- ------- - - - - -- -- - ---- - - - - - ----- -
I rl 
Iml Inl IrJI 
Iml 
I I I  
The phonemes Ip/ , I t l , Icl , and Ikl are voiceless unaspirated stop conson­
ant s ,  pronounced approximately as p , t ,  ch , and k in the Eng . words ' spy ' , 
' strong ' , ' matches ' ,  and ' sky ' re spe ctive ly . Singl e Icl and Ikl occur only in 
loanwords . The phonemes ' I f  I ,  lsi ,  and Ixl are voi cele ss fri cative consonants , 
pronounced l ike f ,  s ,  and ch in Eng . ' five ' and ' sun ' and Ge r .  i ch [ ,  
respectively . Ixl i s  vo iced between two voiced vowels . 
The phoneme Ipl i s  also a voiceless fricative consonant , produced as i f  
one were blowing a candle while putting the tongue backward . Between two voiced 
vowel s ,  it tends to be voiced . Is/ , ' i s  another voi celess fricative , produced in 
the s ame way as the initial sound o f  Eng . ' shepherd ' but with the tongue curled 
backward . I rl which i s  a voiced fri cative pronounced with the same tongue 
position as lsi . It i s  s imi lar to the initial sound of Eng . " read ' except that 
for WOL I rl the tongue is curled backward . Whi le lsi  has a noticeable his sing 
sound , produced by squeezing the ai r through a narrow slit between the tongue 
tip and the palate , I rl lacks such h i ssing because there is a wide groove 
between the tongue tip and the palate which al lows the air to flow out freely . 
The phonemes Iml , Inl , and IrJI have the same sound quality as the Eng . 
sounds . Simple Inl occurs only in loanwords . Iml is pronounced in the same 
way as Iml but with the tongue pul led back . WOL I I I  i s  a flap sound mo re or 
less like the r in British ' very ' . I I I  i s  pronounced with much less pres sure 
than in the case of It/ . Although I I I  i s  not a lateral sound in WOL , it corres ­
ponds t o  the l ateral I I I  i n  neighbouring l anguages including Ulithian . It i s  
for thi s  reason that the symbol I I I  i s  used t o  represent the sound . 
Observe the fol lowing words in which the consonants discussed above are 
ital icise d .  The examples are given i n  both phonemic and phonetic transcriptions . 
The wedge ( v )  under a symbol indi cate s voi cing . 
Ipaapaal 
lmeta i l  
I i  c i  i I 
Ikaci tool 
Iyaafi I 
Isi le i l  
I i  i xel 
Iwexarel 
Itaa�ul 
Ita�eyel 
/"!;ool 
Iri xi l 
Iyarematel 
Isense i l  
I-!}i i I 
Imaa l el 
Iyaalol 
[ paapa ] 
[ meta i ] 
[ i e i ] 
[ kae i to ] 
[ yaaf i ] 
o 
[ 5  i 1 e i ] 
[ i  i x� ] 
[wexa re ] 
y 0 
[ t aapu ] 
o 
[ t apeeye ] 
y 0 
[ so ]  
[ r i xl ] 
[ y a remat� ] 
[ sense i ] 
[ I) i ] 
[ maa 1 � ] 
[ ya a l � ] 
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to count 
my eyes 
one ( from Jp . )  
movie ( from Jp . )  
fire 
my mother 
fish 
root 
taboo 
fo l low him 
copra 
to run 
person 
teacher ( from Jp . )  
tooth 
man 
sun 
There are eleven double consonants as shown below . 
-
manner o f  articulation place of articulation 
voice mode tongue lips l ip- teeth- hard so ft shape teeth gum palate palate 
plain Ippl I t t l  leel Ikk/ 
stop 
voice- pul led Ippl less back 
fri ca- plain I ffl 1 5 5 1  tive 
plain Imml Innl 11)1)1 
voiced nasal 
pul led Ifrinl back 
Al l double consonants and their corresponding simple consonants share the 
same sound qualities except that double ones are s tronger and longer than the ir 
s imple counterparts .  Ippl i s  the only consonant whi ch does not have a s imple 
counterpart Ipl but corre sponds instead to I�/ . It i s  not only stronger and 
longer than I�/ , but it is also di fferent in that it is a stop sound while I�I 
is a fricative . On the other hand , the five s imple consonants I � ,  x ,  5 ,  r ,  I I  
do not have corre sponding double consonants . When lei , Ik/ , and Inl o ccur in 
native words , they are always pronounced as double consonants . Observe the 
fol lowing examples in whi ch double consonants are i talici sed . 
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Ipp i yel [ pp i Y If ] sand 
Itt i r i l [ t t i r L J  fast 
Iccaal [ cca ] b lood 
Ikkat i l  [ kk a r) U  sharp 
Ipi>e el [ p pe�f6 ] whi te 
Iffaxel [ ffaxf6 ] to cough 
I ssaa pul [ s s aap� ] fishing kit 
Immatel [ mma tf6 to awake 
Ipunnol [ punn<;l ] heart 
/r)1)awel [ r)r)aw� ] bad 
IMutol [ ri1fnut� ] to vomit 
A double consonant is slightly weakened i f  it occurs in word-initial 
position and is followed by a vowel and a second occurrence of the same double 
consonant . For instance , Immommor)ool to be eating is pronounced as [ mommor)o ] 
and Ikkekkepatel to be barking as [ kekkepa tf6 ] .  
( 2 )  WOL Vowels 
WOL vowel phonemes are either single or double . The six single vowel s  of 
WOL may be arranged according to tongue height , tongue frontness or backness , 
and lip shape , as fol lows : 
front central back 
tongue 
( flat lips) (plain lips) ( round lips ) (round l ips ) 
high I i i  101 lUI  
-
mid lei 101 
low lal 
The phoneme I i i  is similar to a short variety of Eng . ' ee '  as in meet , 
lei to Eng . ' e '  in bed ,  lal to Eng . ' a '  as in pa rk , 1 61 to German u in mus s en 
mus t� l ui to the short variety of Eng . ' 00 '  in poo l , and 101 to Eng . ' 0 '  in 
s h o r t , lei is pronounced with s light lip rounding when i t  occurs be fore a 
round vowel , e . g . l i t e M  [ i te 6 }  who ? 
Simple vowels are pronounced as voiceless when they occur in word-final 
positi on after a consonant or semivowel , e . g .  Imaatel [ maate ] eyes . The only 
exception is words of the shape (C) V (optional simple conso�ant + obligatory 
vowel ) in which case no devoicing occurs , e . g . Imel [ me ]  and� Ixol [ xo ]  you , 
and I pel [ "e ]  wi l l� all o f  which are function words . Except for la/ , all the 
simple vowels may occur in word-final position . The voi celess lei , i . e .  [ f6 ] ,  
is  pronounced with s light l ip rounding when it occurs after a round vowel ,  e . g . 
1 6 6wel [ 66w� ] neck. 
Although native speakers are reluctant to spe l l  word-final voiceless 
vowels , these vowels are signi ficant in distinguishing words with different 
meanings . For instance , the two members in each of the fol lowing pairs are 
pronounced differently . Their meanings are di fferent too , indicating that they 
are distinct words . 
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a .  Ipee � i l  [ pee� !  ] hotness 
Ipee�el [ ped� ] "lime 
b .  IxMsbl [ xabs g ]  louse 
Ixbbsel [ xabs'6 ] octopus 
c .  I l aamul [ 1  aambl ] mosquito 
1 1  a arilo I [ 1  aamg ] lagoon 
d .  IxaccD/ [ xacc2 ] good 
Ixaccel  [ xacc� ] fish sme l l  
e .  Ime tax i l [ metaxl ] pain 
Ime taxlJ/ [ me tax� ] few 
f .  I l aa f) i l  [ l aaf) ! sky 
I l aa f)ol [ l aa f)Q ] house fly 
Word-final voi celess vowels are also signi fi cant in that they affect the 
sound quality of the preceding vowel . For instance , the a ' s  and e ' s  preceding 
a final round voiceless vowel (i . e .  [ g ] , [ g ] , [ � ])  are pronounced with the lips 
qui te rounded,  as il lustrated by the rounded a L n ]  o r  rounded e [ ffi ]  in each 
word below: 
Ima l ol [ mn l <;?  ] to hide 
lme�a rol [ mesnr� ] dirt 
Is sexM [ ssffix2 ful l  
1 ��e l M  [ ��rel g ]  dirt 
I l ewemul [ 1 eWallll� ] yOUI' tongue 
Voiceless word-final vowels are sensitive to the sound environment . 
If a word follows them closely in the same phrase , they become voiced.  In the 
fol lowing expressions , notice the italicised symbols which are voi ced vowel s .  
l i me kkaal 
I r i  xi 1 axol 
I�unno xaccal 
Ixotooto l aal 
Il'uso xemasel 
Iya l as b l b yaapel 
[ i  me kka ] 
[ r i �i 1 axg ] 
[ �unno �acc � ] 
[ xotooto 1 a J 
[ �u�o �emas� ] 
[ ya l as a 1 6 yaap'6 ]  
these houses 
to rW'! cauay 
good heart 
that crack 
very stupid 
ghost of Yap 
There are eight double vowels in WOL which may be arranged as follows : 
front central back 
tongue 
( f lat lips ) (plain lips) ( round lips ) ( round lips) 
high I i  i I IbM luul  
mid feel l aal 1001 
low laal 1001 
A double vowel is about twice as long as a simple vowel . Notice in the 
above table that there are two double vowels , laal and 1001 which do not corres­
pond to any simple vowel phonemes . These two double vowels were historically 
each a sequence of two different simple vowel s ,  but in modern WOL , they are 
simply long vowels .  laal is similar to French oeu in coe u r  heart , pronounced 
with the lips rounded.  It is the sound made by simultaneous pronunciation of  
lee I and 1001 . 1001 is  similar to Eng . ' aw '  in  l aw .  All  the other double 
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vowe ls are simply lengthened varieties o f  the corresponding simple ones . While 
simple vowels in word-final position are devoiced after a consonant or semivowel ,  
double vowels are slightly shortened ,  with voicing retained, in the same position . 
Thus , in the fol lowing examples , word-final (short) voiced vowels which occur 
after a consonant or semivowel are actually ' al lophones ' of double vowels . 
liiyaal [ i i ya ] where ? 
1 1  ee l i xuul 
Iyaa i l  
[ 1 ee 1 i �u ] 
[ yaa i ] 
[ l bb l o ]  
a taro sp. 
mine 
1 1  bO l bOl 
1 1 aa l aal 
I t uu l of)ol 
I"oot i l 
1 1 :):) ];)::>1 
[ 1 aa 1 a ]  
[ t u u l  of)g ] 
[ "Dot 1 ]  
[ 1 :):) ];)  ] 
to chew 
to fi l l  with liquid 
to dive in 
nose 
wavy 
( 3) WOL semi vowels 
There are two semivowels , Iwl and Iy/ . They are glides in that the tongue 
starts at a position slightly higher than for lui and I i i ,  respectively , and 
approaches the position for the vowel that immediately follows . Iwl and Iyl 
are phonemes in that they serve to di fferentiate meanings , as shown in the fol­
lowing minimal pairs . 
Iwaa i l  
Iyaa i l  
Iwool 
Iyool 
[ waa i ] 
[ yaa i ] 
C wo ] 
[ yo ] 
my canoe 
mine 
bunch 
to sneak 
( 4 )  Phoneme alternations 
While there are non-signi ficant ( allophonic) variations in sounds , as between 
[ i ] and [ 1 ] , there are also alternations between phonemes . As in allophonic 
variations , phoneme alternations are caused in many cases by the sound environ­
ment in which they occur . In what fol lows , l et us briefly observe such phoneme 
alternations in WOL . 
As already stated , the five simple consonants 1,,/ , lxi , I�/ , I rl ,  and I I I  
do not have corresponding double consonants . I f ,  for some grammatical purpose 
such as the formation of the progressive form of a verb , these consonants are 
doubled, a doubled 1,,1 becomes Ipp/ , doubled Ixl becomes Ikk/ , doubled lsi  and 
I rl both become Iccl , and doubled I I I  becomes Inn/ , as illustrated below . 
I!'uxaal 
Ixa f) i  i I 
Isaa l M 
1 1 0 t bl 
[ "uxa ] boi l i t :  Ippuppuxaal 
y 
[ p upp u�a ] be boi ling it 
[ xaf) i ] eat it : Ikkekka f) i i yel 
[ kekkaf) i  i y� ]  be eating i t  
[ �aa l g ]  water : Iccecca l bbwel 
[ cecca l b bw� J fi ll it with water 
[ raaf)� J yellow powder:  Icceccaf)el 
[ ceccaf)� ] app ly yel low powder 
[ l bt g J to jump : Innbt bl 
[ nn bt � J to be jumping 
In contrast to these grammati cally conditioned alternations , there are 
consonant alternations whi ch are phonologically conditioned .  For instance , 
Ima n n bl [ mann� J  bird of results from Ima l 01 bird + 1 1 i l  of with the deletion of  
the vowel 101 before a morpheme boundary and between I l l ' s .  With the deletion 
of I bl ,  two I l l ' s  are automatically changed to Inn/ . Also it is clear that I bl 
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causes the following vowel I i i  t o  be changed to 161 before it is de leted,  hence 
Imann 6/ .  Thus , we can say that Ima l 6- l i l  is the base form from which Ima n n ul 
is derived.  Base forms will be preceded by an asterisk in what follows e . g .  
*ma I 6- l i bird of. Observe the following examples . 
*xa l a- I a  Ixannel 
*ta�o- I i - � 66- l apa 
[ xann� ] his food 
Ita�occ6u l apel [ t a�occ66 I ape ] tip of the backbone " 0 
Notice in the second example that , with the deletion of  i ,  the consonants I 
and s are col lapsed to Icc/ . In the same way , I + r = Icc/ , I + t = I t t / ,  and 
I + S = Is s/ . Vowel deletions will be discussed shortly under vowel alternations . 
Rather extensive phoneme alternations may be  observed in vowels . For 
instance , the word which means ' name ' is phonemi cally represented in three 
di fferent ways , l i i t e/ , l i te/ , and l i t a/ .  The form l i i t e/ shows up when the 
word is pronounced without any modi fying element following . The form l i tel 
appears in three different environments : (i)  befo re a modi fying word , as in 
l i te xacc61 good name ; ( ii)  before a suffix whose initial vowel is high ,  as in 
l i te i l  my name ; and (iii)  before a suffix whose initial vowel is la/ , as in 
l i temam i l our (excl . )  name . The form l i tal  appears in all other environment 
not mentioned above , as in l i ta l el his name . Since the different reali sations 
of the word ' name ' are due to sound environments such as neighbouring vowels , 
the word boundary , and the presence or absence of a modifying word , we can 
easily imagine that there is a base form for each word which is free from 
environmental influence , and that the different forms associated with each word 
are predictable from the base form in terms of their sound environments . For 
instance , suppose we set up l i tal as the base form for ' name ' . Then l i i tel  and 
l i tel are derivable from the base form * i ta by means of a few general phonological 
rules which will be given shortly . We cannot adopt l i i te/ , l i tel , or any 
other form as the base form, because none of them can explain the derivation 
of the other forms . 
Technical details aside , the following simple procedures may be used to 
obtain base form vowels of WOL words . 
a .  If  there i s  an alternation between lal and other vowel s ,  choose lal as the 
base form vowel . For instance , between l e/ and /a/ in l i te i l  my name and 
l i ta l el his name, /al should be the base form vowel , hence * i ta name . 
b.  I f  a long first vowel of  an independently pronounced word , e . g .  l i i tel name , 
alternates with the corresponding short vowel contained in a larger word, 
e . g .  l i t a l el his name, the short vowel should be taken for the base form, 
e . g .  * i ta name. I f  a long vowel doe s  not have a short alternate vowel , the 
long one is the base form vowel . For instance , in I�oot i l  nose and I�oot i l el  
his nose, the first vowel is consistently long , hence *�oo t i  nose.  
c .  While a voiced final vowel o f  a content word is represented a s  long in both 
base and phonemic form, e . g .  *waa Iwaal canoe, a voiced final vowel of a 
function word of (C) V type is represented as short , e . g .  * i  I i i  I, *xo Ixol 
you, *ye Iyel he, she, it, and *8e 1 8el and. This is because a final vowel 
of  a content word is slightly longer than that o f  a function word even when 
pronounced in isolation , and the former is de finitely lengthened when fol­
lowed by some other element , e . g . [waa l � J  his canoe, but the latter remains 
always shor t ,  whatever environment it may occur in .  
d.  I f  there is no phoneme alternation , base form vowels should be based on rh� 
pronunciation , e . g .  *yase Iyaasel [ yaas � ] Liver, *ya l 6s 6  Iya l osol  [ ya l os � ]  
ghost, and "' taa i /taa i l  [ taa i ] no Longer. 
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e .  Many words and parts o f  words do not allow any el ement to b e  attached after 
them, preventing us from observing the alternation of final voiceless vowels .  
The general rule in such cases i s  simply to set up the voiced counterparts 
of the voiceless vowels for the base forms . Thus , for instance , the base 
forms of Isax61 [ sax� ] jus t� Ixaa86i [ xaa8g ] I� Imul [ mil ]  yoU1'� and I I  i l  
[ q ]  of are respectively *sax6 , ,'<xaa86 , *mu , and * l i .  One exception to this 
rule is that the base form vowel of a final lei [ � ]  is a ,  e . g .  * l a  I l el 
[ l � ]  his .  Thi s exception is based not only on historical and comparative 
evidence but on the fact that all other final a ' s  are reali sed as lei 
anyway . 
Once base forms for all WOL morphemes are determined , the following major 
phonological rules , among others , will derive the phonemic vowels from base 
form vowels . None of the following rules applies to base forms of (C) V type . 
(a )  A simple word- final a becomes 101 after 0,  �� . or u + consonant .  
Examples : *�unna I�unnol [ �unng ] . heart 
*�unna xacc6 I�unno xacc61 [ �unno xacc6 ] good heart 
y 
(b)  In all the other environments ,  a simple word-final a becomes lei . 
Examples : *mata  Imaatel [ maat� ] eye 
*mata xacc6 Imate xacc61 [ mate xaccg ] good eye 
v 
( c )  A simple word-final i becomes 161  after 6 ,  and l ui after u .  
Examples :  *ya 1 6s 6- l i lya 1 6s 6 l 61 [ ya 1 6s 6 l g ]  ghost of 
*me8aaxu- l i  Ton i i Ime8aaxu l u ton i i l  [ me8aaxu l u ton i ] 
v Tony 's c lothes 
(d )  The first simple vowel of a base form becomes doubled (or lengthened) when 
there is no modifier following and when both of the following conditions are 
met :  
i .  The base form must consist o f  only two simple vowels ,  with one or two 
simple consonants or semi vowel s .  Thus , the first vowels of *�unna 
heart , *fa l 6wa island, *�ee divination� do not undergo doubling . 
ii . The base form must be used as a noun . For instance , the first vowel s 
of the verb *6 1 6  to drink and the adverb *saxa just do not undergo 
doubling . 
Examples : *fau I faa 61 [ faa6 ] stone 
* i t a  I i  i tel [ i  i t� ]  name 
* 6wa 166wel [ 66w� ] neck 
*mata  Imaatel [ maat � ] eye 
( e )  A simple a becomes lei  between high vowels .  This rule applies across 
word boundaries as long as the word boundary is not accompanied by a 
breath pause . 
Examples : * i t a i  l i te i l  [ i te i ] my name 
* ra x i rax i  I rax i rex i l [ ra� i rexi ] to line up 
*ma 1 6 kka i l a  Ima 1 6 kke i l ei [ ma 1 6kke i l � ]  strong man 
*xaa6  8a l i  i Ixaa6  8e l i  i l  [ xaa68e l i ]  to say to him 
* i  ma8 i ma 8 i  I i  me8 i me 8 i l [ i me8 i me81 ] I think 
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( f )  When the simple vowel a occurs before a low vowel ( i . e .  /a/  or / / ) , it  
becomes lei . Thi s rule operates from right to l eft (Sohn 1971) . 
Examples : *mata- i /me ta i /  [ meta i ] my eyes 
*ma rama /me rame/ [ me ram� ] moon 
*xamo�a /xem��we/ [ xemo�w� ] erase i t  
(g)  Before a morpheme ( i . e .  minimal meaningful uni t) boundary , a simple vowel 
drops obligatorily between two identical consonants and optionally between 
I and a teeth-gum or palatal consonant . 
Examples : *ma I 6- 1  i /mann6/ [ mann g ]  bird of 
*s i l a- l a  /s i n ne/ [ s i n n� ] his mother 
* l i ma-ma 1 6 / 1  i mme 1 6/ [ l i mme l g ]  five animate objects 
*tama- l i - t ama - i  /temat tema i / [ temat tema i ] my grandfather 
*ya 6- 1 i - ra l e  /ya �cca l e/ [ yaacca l � ] weather *ta�o- l i -s a �  / ta�occ6�/ [ t a�occa J bone tip 
v 
(h)  Before the third person plural possessive suffix * ra / re/ , a simple  vowel 
is always lengthened and,  moreover ,  if the vowel is a preceded by a high 
vowel , it goes to feel , not /aa/ . 
Examples : *yawa - ra /yewaa re/ [ yewaa r� ] their mouths 
* u�a- ra / upee re/ [ upeer� ]  their chests 
* l ewe- ra / l ewee re/ [ l eweer� ] their tongues 
*s i l a- ra /s i l ee re/ [ s i l ee r� ] their mother 
Phoneme alternation is also observable in semivowels . There are certain 
morphemes which in their initial position have /w/ in one environment , /y/ in 
another , and zero in the thi rd ,  without any change in meaning . Thi s alter­
nation is perfectly predictable , given the base forms of  the meaning units and 
the environments in which they occur . That is , /w/ appears i f  the preceding 
vowel is round , /y/ appears i f  the preceding vowel is unrounded ,  and nothing 
appears i f  the preceding vowel is the same simple  vowel as the following one . 
For instance , the base form of the uni t meaning me is *a i and that of the unit 
meaning it is *a .  The base form * a i  me corresponds t o  the four alternant forms 
/we i / ,  /wa i / ,  /ye i / ,  and /ya i / . The base form *a it corresponds to lwei , /ye/ , 
and /a/ . The /w/-/y/-zero alternation i s  due to the environments stated j ust 
above . The alternation /e/-/a/ is due to the environments mentioned with 
regard to vowel alternations . Examples fol low. 
*xamas 6r6�- a i  /xemas 6r6�we i /  [ xemas6 r66we i ] make me s leep 
*'Xamof)oo-a i /xamof)oowa i /  [ xamof)oowa i ]  feed me 
*we r i - a i  /we r i y e i /  [we r i ye i ] see me 
*x6 1 aa- a i  /x6 I aaya i /  [ x6 I aaya i ] know me 
*xas uu-a /xas66we/ E xa s 6 aw� ] build it 
*� i i -a / l i i ye/ [ 1  i i y� ]  ki l l  i t  
*n66wa-a  /n66waa/ [ n 66wa ] wash i t  
3 .  THE PROPOSED WOL ALPHABET 
An orthography has two aspects ,  paradigmati c ( systematic) and syntagmatic 
( combinatorial ) .  The two aspects correspond respectively to sound systems and 
sound combinations . The paradigmati c aspect , to be di scussed in thi s  section , 
i s  associated with a set of  graphic symbols or letters , whereas the syntagmatic 
aspect , which will be taken up in Section 4 ,  is associated with spellings or 
spelling conventions . 
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( 1 )  The following alphabetic and other relevant symbols are proposed . 
Consonants 
simple 
.Ipl 
It I 
Icl 
Ikl 
I f  I 
lsi  
Ixl 
Ipl 
lsi  
I rl 
Iml 
Inl 
1 r)1 
ifni 
I I I  
Vowels 
simple 
I i i  
lei 
lal 
1 M  
l ui 
101 
Semivowels 
Iwl 
Iyl 
Other symbol s  
period 
comma 
alphabetic 
symbols 
p 
t 
c 
k 
f 
5 
h 
b 
s h  
r 
m 
n 
ng 
Il'W 
1 
alphabetic 
symbols 
e 
a 
i u 
u 
0 
w 
y 
? question mark 
exclamation mark 
( )  parentheses 
" " or I I quotation marks 
hyphen 
double 
Ippl 
I t t l  
Iccl 
Ikkl 
Ippl 
I ffl 
1 5 5 1  
Imml 
Innl 
1r)r)1 
Imml 
double 
I i  i I 
leel 
laal 
1 6 M  
l aal 
luul 
1001 
1:;:;1 
Arabic numerals are used to indicate numbers . 
Mathematical symbols  like + ,  - , and + are used . 
Capital letters are used for the fi rst letters in 
sentences and proper nouns . 
alphabetic 
symbols 
pp 
t t  
cc 
kk 
bb 
ff 
5 5  
mm 
nn  
nng 
mll'W 
alphabetic 
symbols 
i i 
ee 
aa 
i i u 
eo 
uu 
00 
ao 
( 2 )  All the symbols given above are borrowed from the alphabetic and other 
symbols used in writing Eng . By borrowing them from Eng. , time and labour wi ll 
I 
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b e  saved in learning to read and write , not only due to our fami li arity with 
them but also due to their simplicity in comparison with other alphabets existing 
in the present-day world. Furthermore , adoption of  the letters from the Sng . 
alphabet allows us to use machines for the graphic representation of  Eng. , 
including typewriters . 
The letters of  the Eng . alphabet , however , do not provide all the symbols 
required by the significfu,t WOL sounds . In order to ge t around such a situ­
ation , it is a common practice to use two l etters to indicate other sounds , or 
to introduce some kind of  superscript such as ( ' ) , ( n ) , and (-) . The former 
we call digraphs and the latter ,  diacritic marks . In general , l earning to 
discriminate digraphs ( consisting o f  two existing symbols) is easier than 
learning to discriminate diacritics which are entirely new symbols , since 
digraphs are mnemonically much better . Moreover , digraphs are easier to type 
than diacritics . One serious drawback of digraphs , however ,  is that ambiguities 
may occur as in Eng . ph (haphazard) vs . photo) . I f  such ambiguities are sup­
pressed , digraphs are preferred . In WOL, it is proposed not to include diacriti c  
marks . Digraphs are allowed to the extent that they do not bring i n  ambiguity . 
The digraphs are i u , i i u ,  eo , ao , s h ,  mw , mmw , n g , and n ng .  The reasons for 
proposing these symbols are summarised below . Throughout thi s section , aster­
isked morphemes or words represent spellings . 
The digraph i u  for 1 61 (as in * fa i u  I faaal stone ) is introduced to distin­
guish the vowel from I i i and l ui .  The fact that the phoneti c quality of 1 01 
is ambivalent between those o f  I i i  and l ui j usti fies the composition of the 
digraph . An alternative might be to set up u for 1 61 and wu for l ui ,  since it 
is more economical in terms of time , space , and labour in reading and writing 
to assign compl ex symbols to those sounds like l ui which occur rarely , and 
simple symbols to frequently appearing sounds like 16/ . Another supporting 
reason for this alternative might be that the original lui of the Oceanic lan­
guages corresponds to WOL 1 6/ ,  whereas WOL l ui is a later development . This 
alternative is not adopted , however ,  because then *mwu would be ambiguous between 
*m-wu Imu/ and *mw- u /mu/ . Actually, Imul does not occur in WOL while /mu/ 
does ( e . g .  Imueeu/ to complete ) , whi ch would allow us to establish a convention 
to the effect that , in such sequences , w always goes with u .  Even in that case , 
writing Imul your as *mwwu would look very inelegant . 
Both eo and ao (as in * l eo l eo I l aa l aal fi l l  with liquid and * l ao l ao I l �� l ��1 
wavy ) represent single long vowel s .  There is no short counterpart of either . 
The use of  two vowel symbols  is j ustified by the fact that they are long . 
Selection of  the composite symbols a and 0 for ao and e and 0 for eo is moti ­
vated by the fact that the sound represented by eo is pronounced with the tongue 
in a pOSition intermediate between that for e and that for 0 ,  while the sound 
represented by ao is pronounced with the tongue low as for a ,  but with the lips 
rounded as for o .  Eo and ao , wherever they appear , are each pronounced in only 
one way , and therefore there is no ambiguity . The WOL sound pattern does not 
permit sequences e and 0 ,  or a and 0 ,  without an intervening consonant or semi­
vowel . 
An alternative might be to reverse the letters as in oa instead of ao and 
oe instead of eo . This has to be decided upon during the upcoming orthography 
meeting . 
The choice o f  the symbol s h  is motivated by tradition as well as by simi­
larity to the sound sh in the Eng . word ' shoes ' .  However,  there are other 
alternatives that are equally plausible . It is strongly recommended that we 
use the same symbols for all the dialects o f  the Outer Is lands so far as the 
sounds represented by s h  and ee (or e )  are concerned, because the interisland 
pronunciation di fferences are quite regular and predictable as shown below in : 
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WOL 
[ 5 ] 
[ ee ]  
( [  e J )  
ULI 
[ e J  
[ ee J  
Satawal I 
sh  
ee  
( e )  
Alternative spe llings 
II III  IV V VI VII 
s h  s h  s h  e eh eh 
ee  e eh ee eeh ee 
As already mentioned , WOL lei occurs only in loanwords . The decision has to be 
made at the orthography meeting . 
Mw which is pronounced with the tongue back approaching the velum is di s­
tinguished from plain m . Tradition favours the digraph , too . 
As regards n 9 ' our alphabet follows tradition , because the alternative 
is commonly understood as indicating a non-nasal sound and sometimes people use 
9 for the sound represented by h (as in * l aho to go ) .  
Double sounds related to the above digraphs are represented by doubling 
the first symbol , as in i i u , mmw , and n n 9 . 
Besides the above digraphs , selection of simple symbols has also been given 
careful attention , particularly the following : 
h .  According to tradition ,  both h and 9 have been used for the same sound . 
Sometimes , one person may use both ' indis criminate ly . The reason for pro­
posing h is simply that the sound is fricative and basically voiceles s ,  
al though i t  becomes voiced between two voiced vowels . 
b and b b .  The sound represented by b I�I is basically a voiceless fricative , 
but it becomes voiced between voiced vowels . Whi le this sound is a 
fricative , its long counterpart, bb Ippl is a stop . There are several other 
alternative spellings to consider :  
Short Long 
l .  b pw 
2 .  pw ppw 3 .  fw f fw 
4 .  bw bbw 
Choice of b and bb is motivated by simplicity . 
1 .  Although the sound is more or les s  like a flap [ r ] as already mentioned,  we 
adopted the symbol 1 in view of the fact that the sound corresponds to [ 1  ] 
in the neighbouring languages and there is a separate sound , the resonant 
[ r ] ,  to which the symbol r is more appropriately assigned.  
4.  SPEL L I NG CONVENT IONS 
( 1 )  Basic principles .  
The next consideration is how to spel l  WOL words and sentences by means of 
the abovementioned alphabetic letters . In the first place , we have to decide 
in what manner sounds and letters are to be matched in actual words . There may 
be several alternative s .  
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One is to write down words in letters corresponding to their actual 
pronunciation . Since , for instance , the word for ' name ' is pronounced as 
[ i i t� ] , this phonetic transcription would be used as the spelling for the word . 
This type of writing may be called the phonetic spelling . However , phonetic 
spelling would require the writer spelling in this way to pay an inordinate 
amount of attention to purely automatic allophonic variations which may be 
predicted from the sound environment i:n which they occur . 
A second alternative is to spell words in letters corresponding to their 
phonemic representation . Since , for instance , the word for ' name ' is repres­
ented phonemically as / i  i te/ , the sequence * i i t e would be used as the spelling . 
In the same way , my name is * i te i , his name * i t a l e ,  and our (excl . )  names 
* i temam i . Thi s type of spe lling convention may be called phonemi c spelling . 
A third alternative is to write down words in letters corresponding to 
their base form representation . For instance , the word for ' name ' would be 
represented as * i t a .  In the same way , my name would be * i t a i , his name "' i t a l a  
and our (excl . )  names * i t amam i . As we have seen , base forms of words are set 
up by reducing any sounds caused by environments to their source sounds , that 
i s ,  to those sounds which would be pronounced if no sound environment were 
present . This type of writing may be called base form spelling . 
Other alternatives include combinations of the above three types of spelling , 
which will not be discussed here . Let us compare the phonemic and base form 
spellings to observe their merits and shortcomings . 
As we saw in the examples j ust above , phonemic spe lling is more faithful 
to actual pronunciation than base form spel ling is . On the other hand , base 
form spelling is very neat in that , in general , one morpheme may be spelled in 
only one way , which is not the case with phonemic spel ling . One of the most 
serious drawbacks of the latter system is that there mus t be two or three or 
more spel lings for a great many WOL morphemes .  Our example name must be 
spelled as three different ways , *i i te , * i  t e ,  and * i  ta in spite' of the fact 
that the di fferences are entirely predictable from the sound environment . The 
causative prefix must al so have two di fferent spellings , h e- and ha- although 
the first variant may be derived from the second by the a - raising that is 
conditioned by a low vowel in the following syllable .  
In general , a writing system need not reflect what native speakers can 
predict by general phonological rules (c . f .  Lester 19 74 : 14 1 ) . This is tantamount 
to saying that a writing system should be a base form spelling , in which one 
morpheme is represented only by one spelling . Even Eng . , in spite of so many 
irregular correspondences between sound and letter ,  has adopted an extensive 
degree of base form spelling (e . g . Chomsky and Halle 196 8 : 48) . Compare the 
two types of spelling below and notice how the actual practice fol lows the base 
forms . 
rough phonemic base form 
pronunciation spelling spelling 
[ pCBt 5 ] pats pats 
[ boyz ] boyz boys 
[ CBks h ]  axtz  axes 
[ pe i n t i d ] pe i  n tid painted 
[ wo rkt ] wo rkt worked 
[ p l e i d ] p l e i d  played 
[ po l i t i k ] po l i t i k  politic 
[ po l i t i 5 an ] pol i t i shi an politician 
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The one -morpheme one-spe l ling principle o f  the base form spelling has the 
fol lowing advantages among others . 
( a )  Reading and writing for meaning will be greatly faci litated , since one­
morpheme one-shape contributes to quick word-recognition as we ll as to quick 
memorisation of spel lings . This applies both to native speakers and to language 
l earners . Observe the ' plural ' suffix - 5  in the above Eng . examples . It has 
three different pronunciations [ 5 ] , [ z ] ,  and [ tz ] , yet all of them are spe l led 
the same way , i . e .  s .  As it is spe lled in only one way , it allows a more rapid 
translation from spelling to meaning and vice versa than would spe l ling it in 
three different ways , say , s ,  z ,  and i z .  One might say that thi s kind o f  
one-morpheme one -shape spe lling i s  a hindrance to those who are i n  the initial 
stages of l earning to read . Howeve r ,  there is no evidence that such a system 
i s  a barrier to learning to read , even in the initial stages . Once a few 
simple general rules o f  pronunciation are observed , together with instructions 
as to how each l etter is to be pronounced , it wi l l  be easy for the reader to 
pronounce each word correctly . Moreover ,  the ultimate goal o f  reading is not 
rapid pronunciat ion but quick recognition of meanings of words and sentence s ,  
to which one-morpheme one -spe lling definitely contributes , since such a system 
wil l  maintain a clos e corre spondence between morphemes and thei r  orthographic 
representations . 
(b)  The one-morpheme one-spe ll ing principle wi ll contribute to the s impl icity 
of dictionaries . Ins tead o f  l i sting di f ferent forms o f  one word as two , three , 
or four separate entries , we need l i st only one form, and the rules o f  predi ctable 
pronunciations can be given in a few lines at the beginning o f  the dict ionary . 
It would be pointless and clumsy for the o rthography to indicate such predictable 
forms and include them in the dictionary as separate entries . 
(c )  Furthermore , in many cases the base form spelling allows di f ferent dialects 
to have the same or very s imilar spellings in spite of considerab le differences 
in pronunci ation . Predictable sound changes are in many cases limited to certain 
dialects and not to others . If such predictable sounds are not represented in 
spe l lings , the same spe l lings can be used for many dialectal ly di f ferent words . 
For example , observe the di fference in phonemi c representation in the fol lowing 
words : 
�I 
Ima raml 
Ima rama l l  
WL 
Ime ramel 
Ima rema l i l  
moon 
moon of 
Spelling 
ma rama 
ma rama l i 
I f  we spe l l  leI in WOL dialect as a in view of the predictabil ity of leI from 
a ,  the same spel ling can be used for both ULI and WOL dialects in spite o f  the 
difference in pronunciation . One impo rtant consequence o f  this i s  that speakers 
of one dialect can read texts written in the other dialect easi ly because they 
recognise many words which are spe l l ed the same way in spite of different 
pronunci ations . Thi s  s ituation exists in many other languages , including Eng . 
and Chinese . For example , Eng . is spoken in many di fferent parts o f  the world , 
and speakers from one place , say Texas , may not at fi rst understand eas i ly the 
Eng . spoken by a farmer in New Zealand . In spi te of that , wri tten Eng . i s  
easily understood b y  everyone . What this implies is that i f  the Admini s tration 
of Yap Di stri ct were to make wri tten announcements , say , in the �I dialect , 
then the Woleaian and Satawalese people would have no di ffi cul ty in reading them 
because o f  the many words spe l led in the same way as in their own di alect . 
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Word boundaries wi l l  be marked by spaces . What constitutes a word for 
spelling purposes is determined by the sound patterns and grammatical s tructures 
of WOL ( see Sohn 19 75 for detai l s ) . However , traditional practices wi l l  also 
have to be taken into account so far as options are allowed . In principle , each 
content or function word with or without affixes is cons idered a spelling uni t ,  
as shown below . 
*Paanga l i  ya remata  nge re ccapa ra be re l aho teram i ya .  
IpaaQa l i ya remate  Qe re ccepa re pe re l axo t e ram i yel 
Everybody be lieves that he wi l l  go to heaven. 
*Sema l i u  ma l i umwas hoho ye l i i a me I ann i ruumwu wee yaa l a .  
Isema l u  ma l umasoxo ye I i  i ye me I ann i ruumu wee yaa l el 
A thief ki l led him in his room. 
I f  two or more geographi cal or social dialects have di fferent pronunciations 
for the same meaning , two cases may arise . Firs t ,  the pronunciations may not 
be related at all , as in the use of WOL * ranga and Farau1ep t a i ho for turmeric .  
Second , the pronunciations are s o  related that the general phonological rules 
we mentioned are able to reduce them to the same spel ling , then they are auto­
matically spell ed the same way as in the case of ULI Ima raml and WOL Ime ramel 
both as *ma rama moon. I f  they cannot be reduced to the same spel ling , they 
have to be spe lled dif ferently : 
Eastern WOL *pe l eeh i s i  
Western WOL *pe l a i h i t i  
b lanket 
" 
Which dialect of the Outer I s lands is to be used for ' s tandard ' or ' o fficial ' 
purposes should be decided by the speakers o f  the dialects taking into consider­
ation po li tical structure , geographi cal locations , popul ation , etc . 
( 2 )  Exampl es . 
In view of the advantages discussed above , I propose that the WOL spe l ling 
conventions fol low , in principle ,  the base form spel ling . Relegating some other 
spell ing-related conventions to the appendix , let us obs erve s ome examples of 
base form spe l lings below . 
pronunciation 
[ Mw� ] 
[ uwe i ] 
[ uwa I � ]  
[wa l uwe l u ]  
[ i te i I ax� ] 
[ yeta i l ax� ] 
[ me ram� ] 
[ ma rema l i ]  
[ te paQ i ] 
[ xetapetap� ] 
[ xa t a ]  
[ xerroow� ] 
[ I'unn� ] 
[ I'unna 1 e ] 
[ kkg ] 0 
[ kk u ] 
[ kkut u ] 
[ meQaaxu l \i ]  
v 
glosses 
neck 
my neck 
his neck 
plant 
I don ' t  go . 
He doesn ' t go. 
moon 
moon of 
help him 
to he lp 
make (him) c limb 
erase it 
heart 
his heart 
fingernai l 
my fingemai l 
my spi t 
clothes of 
phonemi c 
representation 
l o bwel 
l uwe i  I 
l uwa l el 
Iwa l uwe l Ui 
I i  t e i  l axol 
lye ta i I axol 
Ime ramel 
Ima rema l i l  
Itepa Q i  i I 
Ixetapetapel 
Ixataal 
I xerroowel 
/punno/ 
Il'unna l el 
IkkUl 
Ikk U ul 
Ikk ut uul 
ImeQaaxu l ul 
proposed 
spel l ing 
i uwa 
i uwa i 
i uwa l a  
wa l i uwa I i  u 
I t a  i I aho . 
Ye t a i  I aho . 
ma rama 
ma rama l i 
t apan g i  i 
hatapatapa 
hateo 
h amaoa 
b unna 
b unna 1 a 
k k i u 
kk i u i 
kkut u i  
mengaah u l  i 
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pronunciation 
[ pe�e ] 
[ i ] 
[ s  i ] 
[ xaaf)�  ] 
[ s� ]  ( suffix) 
glosses 
foot 
I 
we (incl . )  
I (ind _ form) 
our ( incl . )  
their [ r� ] (suffix) 
[ ya i ]  ( suffix) 1 
[ ye i ] ( suffix) 
[ wa i ]  (suffix) J 
me 
[ we i ] ( suffix) 
[ y� ]  ( suffix) 1 
[ w� ]  ( suffix) h - her, it 
( e . g _ [ x6 l a  ] 
know him) -
phonemic 
representation 
/pe�ee/ 
I i i 
Is i l  
I xaaf)1J/ 
/�e/ 
I rel 
Iya i l  1 
Iye i /  
Iwa i l  J Iwe i l  Iyel 1 lwei 
lal (e . g .  r 
Ixl!l1 aa/ )  J [ ] ( suffix) J 
'l-m, 
[ t a �eey� ]  fo llow him Ita�eeyel 
[ yaaw� ] mouth /yaawel 
[ yewaa r� ] their mouths Iyewaa rel 
[ s i i l � ]  mother Is i i l el 
[ s i l a l � ]  his mother Is i l a l el 
[ s i l ee r� ]  their mother Is i l eerel 
[ l i rm1e l � ] five animate obj ects / l i mme l lJ/ 
[ i me t t amo l � ]  the chief's house l i me t tamo l al 
[ wess i l e i ] my mothers Iwess i l e i l  
[wecca p L ] ancestors Iwecca p i l 
[ ya 6cca l � ] weather Iyaacca l el 
proposed 
spelling 
peshee 
s i 
haang i u  
s h a  
r a  
a i 
a 
t abeea 
yawa 
yawa ra 
s i I a 
s i I a l a  
s i l a ra 
I i  mama I i u 
i mwa l i tamwo l i u  
we I i s  i l a i  
we I i  shap i 
y a i u l i ra l a 
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APPEN D I X  
Following the general recommendations of the Yap Outer Islands Orthography 
Committee (Kuroiwa 1973) , I adopted the following alphabet and spelling con­
ventions for a reference grammar of Woleaian ( Sohn 19 75 )  and a Woleaian-English 
dictionary ( Sohn and Tawerilmang 19 76) . For related discussions , see Sohn 
( 1975 : Chapter 2 )  . 
( 1 )  The WOL Alphabet 
Consonants 
alphabetic alphabetic 
simple symbols  double symbols 
Ipl p Ippl pp 
It I t I t t l  t t  
Icl ch I ccl ch 
Ikl k Ikkl k 
If  I f IfJfJI bb 
lsI 5 I f fl f f  
Ixl 9 15 51  55  
IfJI b Imml mm 
lsI sh Innl n 
I rl  r 1r)r)1 nng  
Iml m lininl mfTW 
Inl n 
Ir)/ ng 
ifnI fTW 
I I I  I 
Vowels 
I i I  I i  i I i i 
leI e leel ee 
lal a laal aa 
I IJI i u I MI i u laal eo 
lui u luul uu 
101 0 1001 00 I:y;) I oa 
Semivowels 
Iwl w 
Iyl y 
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( 2 )  Spelling Conventions . 
Almost al l native speakers seem to prefer tradition and convenience to 
linguistic simplicity and clarity , at least at this stage of linguistic sophisti ­
cation . This is quite understandable when we take into account the popular 
notion that writing systems are only for those who know the language . Some 
major conventions are as follows . 
a .  Final simple vowels which become voiceless in independent forms are not 
spelled . Thus , for instance , the following three words are to be spel led 
identically in spite of the di fferences in pronunciation . 
[ xacc� ] 
[ xacc� ] 
[ xacc� ] 
good 
tiokle 
fish sme l l  
gach 
gach 
gach 
Moreover ,  in base form spelling , the third person singular obj ect suffix 
would be represented as a ,  as in *g i u l aa [ xb l a ]  know it� * I i i a [ I i  i y� ]  ki l l  it� 
and *gas i i ua [ xa sabw� ] ereot i t. In the spelling adopted ,  these words are 
represented as *g i u l a ,  * I i i y ,  and *gas i uw ,  respectively , thus entirely obscuring 
the formal identity of the grammatical morpheme . 
b .  The vowel lengthening that occurs in nouns o f  certain sound combinations 
is disregarded in spel ling , as in [ i  i t � l  / i i te/  name * i t .  
c .  Except for (a) and (b )  above , all sounds are , in principle , spelled as they 
are pronounced, as in [ i  t e i  ] my name * i  te i ,  [ i  ta I � ]  his name * i  t a  I ,  r p.e�e ] foot 
*peshe , and [ me ]  and *me . However,  i f  a word consists only of a double consonant 
followed by a voiceless vowel ,  that vowel is spelled , as in [ t t L ] to olose * t t i .  
Thus , spellings of [ t t L ] and [ t t i ] tea * t t i  are not distinguished.  
d .  The uni t  o f  spelling is the word , including compounds .  Each word is pre­
ceded and followed by a space . I f  two words , one of whi ch is a modifier,  are 
phonologically close-knit and one cannot occur without the other ,  like a numeral 
and a classi fier ( [ sema l * ]  ' one animate object ' *sema l ) ,  they form a compound . 
( 3 )  Examples . 
The examples given in Section 4 ( 2 )  are respelled as follows according to 
the conventions adopted.  
* i uw neok� * i uwe } my neok� * i uwa I his neok� *wa I i uwe I p lant � * I te i l ag 
I don ' t  go� *Ye t a i  l ag He doesn ' t  go� *meram moon� *ma rema I moon of� *tepang i 
help him� *getapetap  to help� *gat eo make (him) olimb� *gemoaw erase i t� *bun 
heart� *b una l his heart� *k i u  finger-nai l� *k i u  my finger-nail� *ku t u  my spit� 
*mengaa g u l  olothes of� *peshe foot� * i  I� *s i we (incl . ) �  *gaang I ( ind . form) , 
*sh  our (incl . ) , * r  their� *ya i , *ye i , *wa i , *we i me� *y , *w , * ze ro him� her� it� 
* t abeey fol low him� *yaw mouth� *yewaa r their mouths� *s i l  mother� *s i l a l his 
mother� *s i l ee r  their mother� * I i mme l ' five anmiate obj ects ' , * i mwe t tamwo l the 
ohief ' s  house� *wes s i l e i  my mother8� *wecha p  anoestors� *ya i ucha l  weather. 
Since the spelling conventions we have adopted are not those of the base 
form spelling , we have included a base form after each headword in the Woleaian­
English dictionary (Sohn and Tawerilmang 19 76 ) . 
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NOTES 
1.  This paper i s  a revised version of the one originally prepared for the Yap 
Outer Islands Orthography Commi ttee which met in Colonia , Yap , from December 
26 , 1972 through January 5 ,  1973 . The participants and members of the Committee 
were : 
Committee Members : Henry Ibwol , Ibemai 
Louis Sugmay 
Marcus Tewairal 
Thomas Yanesmal 
John Haglelgam 
Louis Roholesam 
Eppolitus Rugwe 
Anthony Tawerilmang 
PALI* Consultants : Anthony Tawerilmang 
Ramon Peyal 
Ken Kuroiwa 
( Satawal ) 
(Larnotrek) 
(Faraulep) 
( I faluk) 
(Eauripik) 
(Fai s) 
(Ulithi)  
(Woleai ) 
(Woleai) 
( Ulithi) 
( *Pacific and Asian Linguistics Institute of the University of Hawaii ) 
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S E L E C T I N G AN O R T HO G R A P HY F O R  SA l PAN CAR O L I N I AN 
Frede r i ck H .  Jack son 
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION 1  
One o f  the most important practical tasks which may be asked o f  a linguist 
is to assist in the development of an orthography for a language for which no 
systematic writing system has previously existed . There is a great responsibility 
inherent in attempting such a task , for the success of a proposed orthography 
(or lack thereof) may in large part determine administrative and educational 
policy for the speakers of the language and even the speakers ' own attitudes 
towards the inherent worth of their language . 
Although published discussion over the past fi fteen years or so may imply 
that the only crucial concerns in developing an ' optimal orthography ' are 
linguistic ones , it is clear that linguists who have been seriously involved 
in orthography development believe that socio-cultural concerns are even more 
important . For example ,  Pike ( 1947)  writes as a lingui st that "a practical 
orthography should be phonemic .  There should be a one-to-one correspondence 
between each phoneme and the symbolization of that phoneme " .  But he goes on to 
state : 
A good alphabet with no [ social ] motivation will not be read ; 
a poor one with good motivation wil l allow the absorption of 
much learning even by people who find reading di fficul t .  
(Pike , 194 7 : 2 15 )  
Similarly Sjoberg ( 1966 : 2 7 3 )  writes the following in conclusion to a dis­
cussion of several incidents where linguisti c assumptions had to give way to 
socio-cultural reality in the design of orthographies : 
It is apparent that , in the realm of orthography-making , 
narrowly linguistic factors are much less important than 
socio-cultural ones . 
In a 1976 panel discuss ion at the University of Hawaii whi ch dealt with 
the topic ' What constitutes ' optimal orthography ' " Byron W .  Bender and Kenneth 
Rehg, both of whom had been linguisti c consultants for the design of orthographies 
in Micronesia, 2 chose to focus their remarks entirely on social and cultural 
factors . Among those factors whose importance was discussed by Bender were 
the following : 
Byron W .  Bender ,  ed . St udies in Micronesian Lingui stics , 2 3 7 -2 5 8 .  
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( 1 )  Whether the language has ever been written in any form by its speakers , the 
nature of that form , and the deqree to which it is still known and used by all 
speakers . 
( 2 )  Whether the speakers are also speakers of one or more other languages , and 
whether they read and write those languages . 
( 3) What uses the speakers wil l  have for reading and writing their language , 
and what media are apt to be used :  print , typing, handwriting , etc . 
( 4 )  How strong the desire of the community of speakers is to have their 
language set to writing , or to have its written form regularised ; and what 
resources they are willing to commit to this purpose : time and energy for 
education and re-education , and money for publication . I f  there already exists 
a body of l i terature in some other written form , will it be rendered obsolete ; 
wil l  it need to be rewritten; will it  create confusion with any revised form to 
be used in future publication . 
Rehg also made the argument that an orthography cannot be accepted unless : 
( 5 )  The community acknowledges the authority of the designer ( s )  and/or 
implementers of the orthography ; and 
( 6 )  The community ass igns status to knowing the orthography and adj usts to the 
consequence that not knowing the orthography may result in less status . 
Of the many orthographies designed with the assistance of linguists for 
languages in the Paci fic basin , most have been reasonably well accepted . There 
are some , however ,  where a retrospective look suggests that some of Bender ' s  
and Rehg ' s  points may have been overlooked . In the states o f  Yap and Truk in. 
Micronesia,  for example ,  sophisticated , linguistically elegant orthographies 
were proposed and accepted by orthography commissions in the early 1970s . How­
ever , the populations of both states were already literate in the (quite 
unsystematic) orthographies used to translate the Bible .  As a result of this 
( and other factors) , the Yapese and Trukese have been quite reluctant to accept 
the new orthographies , 3 which despite good intentions have been associated by 
some native speakers wi th Western imperialism . 
Thi s attitude is perhaps especially widespread in the Mortlock Islands , 
which are part of Truk State and where a language clos ely related to Trukese is 
spoken . Despite the fact that several Mortlockese were on the commission that 
designed the new Truk orthography , many Martlockese apparently feel it will 
" steal"  from them both their language and culture ( Mikeas Olap ,  p . c . ) . Under 
these circumstances it will be very difficult for the new orthography to be 
given an opportunity to succeed . 
In contrast , the new Ponapean and Chamorro orthographies are in large part 
based on the spelling systems employed in earlier Bible translations . A few 
phonemic features are now distinguished that were ignored in the earlier systems , 
no phoneme is now represented by more than one symbol , 4 and the spelling of 
words has been standardised . Even so , these new systems represent minimal 
departures from what had existed previously . Both new orthographies are widely 
accepted . In Ponape , the Bible has now been retranslated into the new system , 
and in the Northern Marianas , where Chamorro is spoken , there was recently a 
strong negative reaction to the suggestion of a linguist that the new orthography 
should be revised so as to indicate al l phonemic contrasts . 5 
These examples highlight the importance of Bender ' s  first point . I f  a speech 
community already uses a writing system, no matter how linguistically naive that 
system may appear , it will be very di fficult to persuade the community to replace 
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it with a new one .  The importance of Bender ' s  and Rehg ' s  other points wil l 
become apparent in Section 3 of thi s paper . Next , however ,  I should like to 
examine some other factors in selecting an orthography . 
In an important article ,  Berry ( 19 5 8 : 7 5 3 ) , proposed the following three 
considerations for determining whether an orthography is ' scientifically 
acceptable , : 6  
( 1 )  linguisti c :  does the alphabet represent the language 
system economically , consistently , unambiguously? 
( 2 )  pedagogical : how does the alphabet achi eve the strictly 
utilitarian aim of economy of time and labor in l earning 
to read and write? 
( 3 ) psychologi cal : how far does the alphabet respect the 
psychological and physiologi cal processes involved 
in the reading and writing acts? 
Like Pike ( 19 4 7 ) , Berry clearly assumes that a lingui stically sound 
orthography must be founded on the representation of the taxonomic phoneme , on 
which basis the orthography o f ,  say , modern English would be considered poor . 7 
Since the publication of Chomsky and Halle ' s  Sound Pa t tern of Engl ish in 196 8 ,  
however , there has been increasing discussion among lingui sts and educators of 
the requirements of a lingui sti cally optimal orthography . 
In contrast to Pike , Chomsky and Halle ( 196 8 : 4 9 )  claim that the conventional 
English orthography is ' a  near optimal system for the lexi cal representation of 
English words ' .  The principle for orthographic design that they propose is that 
' phonetic variation is not indicated where it is predictable by general rul e ' . 
Since the articulation of these two claims , numerous articles and monographs 
have been written either to demonstrate further the proposed optimality of English 
orthography (see , e . g . , Carol Chomsky 19 70 , Hall e  1969 , Weir and Venezky 196 8) 
or to deny that it is optimal (Steinberg 19 7 1 ,  Burling 19 76 ) . 
Despi te the directly opposing claims that Pike and Chomsky and Hal le make 
regarding English spelling , however ,  the orthographic principles proposed are 
in many ways more similar than different , and the di fference that does exist is 
more one of linguistic theory than of orthographic theory . Pike , like Chomsky 
and Halle ,  assumes that native speakers ' tacit knowledge of lingui stic rules 
wi ll enable them to produce the correct phonetic representations when they are 
presented with the abstract phonemic syrnbolisations . Of course the phonemic 
representations posited by Chomsky and Halle are a good deal more abstract than 
Pike ' s .  It is this difference that causes the differing opinions on English 
orthography . 
Klima ( 1 9 7 2 )  proposes four points o f  view by which an orthography may be 
evaluated : 
( 1 )  the degree of arbitrariness in the relationsllip between 
the orthographic uni ts and the corresponding linguistic 
units : the less arbitrary the orthography the easier i t  
wi ll b e  to learn ; 
( 2 )  the degree o f  redundancy in the orthographi c represen­
tation vis-a-vis the linguistic form; the greater the 
parsimony of the orthography the better . . .  ; 
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( 3 )  the degree o f  ambiguity in the orthographic represen­
tation with respect to the lingui stic form represente d :  
the orthography must be suitably expressive ; 
( 4 )  standardi zation : one and the same word should not have 
several spell ings , that i s ,  a di fference in spe l ling 
should represent a di fference in lingui s tic structure . 
Like Chomsky and Halle , Kl ima explicitly assumes that the optimality o f  an 
orthography should be determined only with respect to native speakers of the 
language , and that an orthography that meets native speaker requirements wi ll 
certainly not be optimal for someone trying to l earn th e language . 
In explaining the ' points o f  view ' stated above , Klima s uggests six pos sible 
l etter-assignment conventions that might be us ed for English . Four of those 
conventions are discussed here : 
Convention I :  Presupposing the dominance of surface phonemes ( a  term roughly 
comparable to the Pikean phoneme ) . In thi s  convention , the wri ter ' reads up ' 
from the surface phoneti c representation o f  a word toward the systematic 
representation unti l he reaches a segment that quali fies as a permi ssibl e sys­
tematic phoneme . The symbol for that phoneme is then used to represent the 
segment . In other words , the l east abs tract segment in a phonological derivation 
that corresponds to a systematic phoneme is represented by the orthography . 
As suming the existence o f  fairly abstract underlying representation s ,  the 
resulting orthographic representations of some Enqlish words might be chosen as 
fol lows ( the underl ined segments represent the l east abstract segments that are 
permi ssible systematic phonemes )  : 
Underlying Form : /mi s+d/ /muv+d/ /k�n t /  / rotet + i ori/ / rsyd+e r/ 
Derivational stages : m i s t  muwvd kai!lt rotes i on ra : yge r 
m i s t  kai¢t rotes ¢Q!l ra : y D�c. 
Phonetic Form : LmiHJ [!!l!d�:m!. J L!5ai! ] [rQt�'i�� J  [ra ::rDr ] 
Orthographic Form : m i s t  muwvd kam t roteyson rayde r 
Neither long nor nasalised vowel s nor syllabic consonants nor fl aps are as sumed 
to be phonemic for Engli sh ,  and as a result they are not represented orthograph­
i cally . However , lsi , / t / ,  /d/ , and the glides are permi ssible phonemes ,  so 
they are represented .  
Convention I I : Presupposing the dominance o f  underlying s ound segments . In 
thi s convention orthographic representations would be based entirely on the 
abstract systematic phonemic representations of the segments in the lexi cal 
i tems : the predictable application o f  a phonological rule would not be refl ected 
in the orthography . Much as the preceding convention closely adhe res to that 
of Pike , thi s one corresponds to that of Chomsky and Hal l e .  A s  regards the 
preceding English example s ,  they would be written mi s d , muvd , kffin t , rotet i on ,  
and rayde r ,  respectively , with the spel ling corresponding directly to the under­
lying form . 
Convention I I I : Presuppos ing the dominance o f  underlying sound segments and 
mo rphological boundaries . As there seem to be case s where some phonological 
rules apply only across boundaries but not within morphemes , under th i s  con­
vention the boundaries would be made expl i ci t . Otherwi se , it is i dentical with 
Convention I I . In Engl i sh , it would distinguish between , for example , the 
representations of finger f i nger  and s inger s i ng-e r .  
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Convention IV : Presupposing the transparency o f  only regul ar phonologi cal rules . 
Under this convention , the appli cation of regularly productive phonological rules 
would not be reflected in the orthography ( i . e . , the orthographi c representation 
would correspond to the phonologi cal representation before the rules applied) . 
On the other hand , the output o f  minor or suppletive rules would be reflecte d .  
Referring once again to the Engli sh examples di s cus sed above , the orthographic 
representations would be m i s d ,  muvd , kren t , and rayde r ,  as in Convention I I , but 
roteson , close to Conventi on I .  
I f  we assume for the sake o f  argument the val idity o f  the type o f  abstract 
phonological analysis propos ed by Chomsky and Halle , it is not at all clear 
which o f  Klima ' s  conventions i s  pre ferable on sol ely lingui stic grounds . I f  we 
turn for a solution to recent studies of the writing and reading proces s ,  as 
Berry suggests , we find a great deal of relevant information , but in the end the 
s ituation is not much cl earer . 
For example , a number of experiments have demonstrated that f luent adul t 
readers make very l i ttle use o f  phoneme -grapheme correspondences in reading . 
Ins tead , fluent readers us e their semantic and syntacti c knowledge to predict 
the messages they are reading , and where individual words need to be i denti fied , 
they are recognised as gestalts . Although it i s  true that fluent readers have 
the capability of ass igning sounds to unfami liar orthographic forms , the 
evidence suggests that thi s  i s  accomplished through syllable recognition and not 
through an analysis o f  e ach individual · grapheme . Les s  conclus ive evidence al so 
suggests that writers pay little attention to phoneme-grapheme correspondences 
as well , but use memorised motor ges talts in the writing of messages ( Smith , 19 7 3 ) . 
Thus , for the fluent reader or writer the re i s  relatively little advantage to 
an alphabetic orthography over a logographic one which directly represents 
morphemes and i s  not phonologi cally based at al l . S 
For chi l dren l earning to read and , especially , wri te , however ,  the situation 
may be somewhat different . In a series o f  studies of chi ldren ' s  writing o f  
English before the commencement o f  formal education , Read ( 19 7 1 ,  19 7 3 ,  and 19 7 5 )  
has demonstrated that young chi ldren ' s  attention i s  focussed almost entire ly on 
phonetic characteristics of speech . For example , Read ' s  sub j ects consi stently 
represented alveolar stops befo re ' r '  as affri cates and did not represent nasal 
consonants at all before voiceless s tops , e . g . in camp . ( I t  should also be 
mentioned that in contrast to thi s  typi cal behaviour , most of the children 
selected s ingle representations for the pas t and present tense suffixes , regard­
less of the pronunciation . )  
I f  these children ' s  wri tings re fl ect the phonological representations in 
their memories , it seems plausible that they might acquire reading ski lls more 
quickly if the conventional o rthography also reflected these repre sentations . 
Furthermore , s ince i t  appears that once an orthography has been learned there 
is no great advantage of one type of orthography over anoth er , such a surface ­
ori ented orthography woul d presumably not disadvantage an adult reader and 
writer . 
There are , moreove r ,  further considerations to be taken into accoun t .  One 
of the more important i s  the matter of dialectal variation . An orthography 
that matche s the surface representations of one dial ect i s  certain to conflict 
with those o f  anoth er . This problem i s  somewhat alleviated when a more abstract 
orthographic repre sentation is se le cted . A second solution is to l et the 
orthography re flect the variations of individual dialects . This solution makes 
l earning to wri te relatively easy but in consequence creates additional problems 
for the reader (no more so , perhaps , than occur in the comprehension of di fferent 
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dialects when they are spoken - a task that all language users must master) • 
This solution has in fact been effected in Yugo s lavia ( Lyovin , 19 76) . 
It appears that further theoretical dis cussion o f  what constitutes an 
optimal orthography wi l l  only bec loud the i s sue more . In the remainder o f  this 
paper I shall turn to an immediate , practical concern : the task begun in 19 76 
to develop a practical standard orthography for Saipan Carolinian . Although 
all o f  the points that I have raised in thi s  introductory section ( and other 
points as we l l )  clearly had re levance to that task , it wil l  be seen that the 
Caro linians themse lves have taken a very eclecti c approach to choo sing an 
orthography . 
In the next section o f  this paper , I discus s briefly the linguistic and 
social information that was most rel evant to the selection of a Carolinian 
orthography . In Se ction 2 ,  I describe the hi story of the orthographi c  deci sions 
made over the l ast five years , and in the final section I present some final 
thoughts and conclusions . 
2 .  SOC IAL AND L INGU I ST I C  BACKGROUND 
With the exception o f  the large is land of Guam , located approximately 100 
mi les to the south , Saipan is the largest of the chain of high i slands known 
a s  the Mariana I s lands , whi ch cover the area between 1 30 and 2 10 north latitude 
and 1440 and 1460 longitude . Although large in relation to i ts neighbours , 
Saipan i s  only si xteen miles long, and four mi les wide at its widest point . By 
far the l argest proportion of i ts population is located in a series of small 
connected villages along the wes t  coas t ,  whi ch fronts on a large and beautiful 
lagoon ; the e ast coast consists almost entirely of sheer rocky cli ffs . Saipan 
has served s ince 1962 as the h eadquarters of the government of the Trust 
Terr itory of the Paci fic I s l ands , which is a United Nations trusteeship consi sting 
now of s ix governmental distri cts spread throughout the Marshal l and Caroline 
I s lands , or ' political Micronesia ' . Saipan also serves as the seat of govern­
ment of the newly formed United States Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 
I s l ands . 
There are approximately 15 , 000 native inhabitants on Saipan , of whom 
approximately 1 1 , 00 0  speak the Western Austronesian language Chamorro , whi ch i s  
a l so spoken throughout the other islands o f  the Northern Marianas Dis trict and 
on Guam . The remaining 4 , 000 inhabitants of Saipan speak one of the three 
Trukic ( TK) dialects that together have come to be cal led Saipan Carolinian , 
or simply Carolinian (CRL) . 
Caro linians came to Saipan from i s l ands in the Central Carol ines in a series 
of migrations , possibly commencing as e arly as the end of the seventeenth century 
when the indigenous Chamorros were forcibly removed to Guam by the ruling 
Spaniards , not to return unti l the middle of the nineteenth century . According 
to Spoehr ( 1954) , however ,  the first date that can de finitely be set is 1815 , 
when a major typhoon devastated the central Carolines and caused a small group 
o f  Carolinians to ask permission o f  the Spaniards to settle on Saipan . Other 
migrations fol lowed throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries . 
According to Tri fonovitch ( 1968) , the o riginal home islands o f  the Carol inians 
were the ato l l s  of Satawal , Elato , Lamotrek , Puluwat , and Namonuito . Some 
immigrants have also come from the Hall and Mortlock I s lands . 
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Although the Chamorros have not fared espe cially w e l l  under th e dominance 
of a sequence of metropoli tan powers , 9 the minority Carol inians have fared even 
less we ll . While Chamorros have had to l earn two languages , their own and that 
o f  the ruling power , Carol inians have had to learn three . When Chamorros have 
gone to church they . ·have been able to pray , l i s ten to s ermons , take cOIlUllunion , 
and s ing in their native language ; Carolinians have had to do these in Chamorro . 
The Bible was translated many years ago into Chamorro ( eHA) , but has sti l l  not 
been translated into CRL . 1 0  Several grammars and dict ionaries have been prepared 
over the years for CHA , b eginning with the grammar of Sanvitores in l66 8 ,  but 
to my knowledge CRL has only been de scribed in the short grammar and word l i st 
o f  Fritz ( 1911) . Until 1976 ( see b elow) , a Carolinian child entering school 
was e xpected to deal immediately with not one but two foreign languages , English 
and CHA . Teachers would consider him s low, inattentive , and a potential 
trouble -maker . In these circumstances i t  i s  not surprising that Carolinian 
children have in general performed poorly in schoo l . 
Beginning in early 1976 , however , and due in large part to the personal 
e f forts of the then dire ctor of the Chamorro Bilingual Pro j ect , Kit. Porte;r , and 
of the director of the Engl i sh programme , Imants Kl ingbergs , steps be gan to 
be taken to provide equal educational opportunities for the Carolinian papulation . 
A Carolinian Parent Advisory Council was e stablished , and it immediately 
requested the Marianas Department of Education to institute a bil ingual education 
programme for CRL , to begin in Fall 1976 . Recogni sing that an important first 
s tep in the institution of thi s  programme would be the deve lopment of a standard 
writing system for CRL , l l  The Council chose a young but wel l respected Carolinian , 
Jesus Mareham Elameto , to attend the University of Hawaii , where he v.ould 
receive training at the Bi lingual Educat ion Program for Mi crone sia , but where 
h i s  first priority would be to work with me on the development of a CRL 
orthography . 1 2  The propo sed orthography would in turn be presented at the first 
Carolinian Orthography Convention , which was to be convened on Saipan in July . 
2 . 1 .  L i ngui s t i c  characteri sti cs o f  Carol i n i an 
The two ma jor concentrations of Caro l inians on Saipan are th.e vi llages o f  
Tanapag in the north and Oleai and Chalan Kanoa about eight miles to the south . 
Tanapag is the home o f  the people whose ancestors migrated from the atolls of 
Unoun and Namonuito ; howeve r ,  many o f  the fami l i es here use CRA in their homes , 
and much of the original Carolin ian culture has b een modi fied . In contrast , 
in the southern villages where the o ther two dial ects are located ,  CRL is spoken 
consi stently in the home , and there i s  a strong sense of po litical and cultural 
unity . 1 3  
There i s  only one significant phonologi cal difference between the two 
southern dialects : hi storic *n and * 1 have merged as / 1 /  in one ( the mo s t  
populous ) ,  whi le they remain separate i n  the oth er .  Tanapag speech i s  quite 
d istinct . In the fol lowing chart , Tanapag phonemes are indi cated with a T ,  whi le 
the southern vi l lage phonemes are indicated with an S .  
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Tabl e 1 :  Inventory of  si ngl e consonant phonemes 
Tanapag ( T )  and southern ( S )  di al ects 
Labial Alveolar Palatal Retro flex Velar 
S T S T S T S T S T 
Stops [ - vd ] p p t t 
[ +vd J bl.l bl.l 9 
Fricatives f f 5 � x 
Nasals m m n n I) I) 
ml.l ml.l 
Liquids 1 , r  1 ,  r r 
i n  
Glottal 
S T 
h 
Glides w w y y (w) (w) 
In addition , both dialects include the fol lowing s ingle consonant phonemes 
in words that have been borrowed from CHA , Jp . ,  or Eng . : b ,  d ,  dz , g ,  s ,  ts . 
All consonants may occur as geminates ,  at l east mediall y ,  in all three 
dialects . For the most part , the geminate variety o f  each consonant is simply 
longer and tenser than th e s ingle segment .  For the following phonemes , however ,  
the phonetic qual ity o f  geminate consonants i s  markedly distinct from that o f  
the s ingle phones : 1 4  
S ingle Phones 
[ bl.l J 
[ x , g J 
[ 5 ,  r J  
[ h r 
Geminate Phones 
[ pl.l pl.l ] 
[ kk J  
[ cc J  
[ � �  ] 
All consonants are unaspirated , although when geminate the stops o ften 
seem aspirate d .  Al l obstruents and nasals are obli gatori ly re leased word- finally . 
Although there is some variation among the di fferent dialects in the vowe ls 
u sed in individual words ( indeed , there is signifi cant variation among individual 
speakers of a single dialect) , all three dialects have the same nine vowel 
phonemes ,  each of whi ch may occur both short and long : 
High 
Mid 
Low 
Front 
e 
aa 
Central 
w 
a 
a 
Back 
u 
o 
:> 
The history o f  CRL ( and of all o ther TK l anguages )  has included several 
important rules affecting vowel s .  These histori cal rules have given rise to 
important morphophonemic relationships in the synchronic grammar of all three 
CRL dialects , whi ch must be dealt with by an orthographer . These include the 
so-cal led process of ' compensatory l engthening ' ( di scussed in Rehg , this vo lume ) , 
and processes o f  vowel deletion and as similation . 
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The e ffect of the lengthening rule h a s  been to lengthen the vowel o f  
phonetically monosyllabic nouns and pronouns that do not also contain geminate 
consonants . Thus no noun has less than two mora in i ts surface free form . 
Lengthening does not apply to suffixed nouns , but there are some nouns where the 
vowel is inherently long (mo s t  commonly due to the lo ss of a medial consonant 
hi storical ly ) , and in these cases the vowel in the suffixed forms remains long . 
Forms reflecting th e lengthening rule : 
house skin sea father road 
Free noun i i mw  x i  i 1 scecet saam a a l  
of i mwa l  x i  1 i 1 set  i 1 s ama l a l  a l  
Forms with inherent l ength : 
nose song whale man 
Free noun bwoot kkaa l r::>::>s rrwcece 1 
of bwootw l  kkaa l  u l  r::>::>so l  mwcecel e l  
The se forms and the one s be low also provide synchroni c  evidence for a 
historical rule of word-final vowel deletion . The vowels thus deleted are 
retained before suf fixes . 
Glo ss skin house eye nose head 
PTK *k i 1 i * i mwa *mata  *pwau9 u *c i mwa 
Free form x i  i 1 i i mw  maas bwoot s i i rrw 
my -- x i  1 i y  i rrwey mesey bwoot i y  � i rrwey 
your x i l i mw  i mw::>mw mes::>mw bwootumw s i mw::>mw 
his xi 1 i 1 i mwa l  mesa l  bwootw l  � i mwa l 
Final vowels al so surface before directional and ob j ect suffixes and in 
several other environments : ( 1) in nominal compounds ; ( 2 )  in disyllabi c 
reduplication ; and , ( 3 )  in rapid spee ch , before demon strative and adverbial 
encliti c s .  
Los s  o f  vowel Vowel retention 
mwcece l man mwcece l exas:s: good man 
cecet child a t tex i t boy 
x i  t ma n x i  t i x i  i t  little 
rOf) hear rOf)orof) hear 
�::>::>bwu t woman s::>::>bwu to we the woman 
a ramas person � ramasa kkawe those people 
takk finished takka mwo finished yet 
Another important rule in the historical deve lopment of all three CRL dia­
lects was the loss of single *k before low vowels . i s  S ince geminate *kk was not 
los t ,  alternations l ike the fol lowing are common : 
cef  i � i like it akkaf i �  love 
abwas can akkabwas shout 
apasa say it kkapas word� speech 
a f) i  eat it akka f) i  eating it 
cecem i 2nd pI ind pron -xem i 2nd pI obj pron 
The last morphophonemic alternations in CRL to be discussed in thi s  section 
are those that occur among the preverbal sub j ect pronouns and aspect markers in 
the verb phrase . The basic morphemes for these forms are : 
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Subject Pronouns Aspect Markers 
1st sg 
u 2nd sg 
e 3rd sg 
s i 1st pI 
ay 1st pI 
aw 2nd pI 
re 3rd pI 
incl 
excl 
bwe 
a 
bwe l e  
se 
t e  
s sobw 
simll  
s aa 
future , i rrealis 
perfective , change o f  state 
immediate future 
perfective negative 
lest , impe rative negative 
future negative 
unaccomp lished 
no longer 
When the subj ect pronouns are followed by the perfective aspect marker -a , 
mo st o f  the resulting forms are predictable , but the third person forms are 
not :  [ aa ]  ' third person s ingular perfective ' ;  [ raa ] ' third person plural 
perfective ' .  Here the vowel of the sub j ect pronoun has presumably as similated 
to the fol lowing vowel . In forms involving the negative markers se and te , 
fol lowing vowels as similate to preceding ones : 
+ se  ..... [ i s i ] s i + se  -+ [ s  i s  i ] 
u + s u  -+ [ us u ]  ay + se ..... [ ays i ] 
e + se  -+ [ ese ] aw + se  ..... [ aws u ]  
re + s e  -+ [ res e ]  
u + te -+ [ ut u ]  e + te ..... [ ete ] 
Al l o f  thee matters created problems in the development of an effective orthogra­
phy . 
3 .  STAGES I N  THE SEL ECT ION OF AN ORTHOGRAPHY FOR CAROL I N IAN 
3 . 1 .  Nai ve orthograph i es 
In addition to conducting research into the phonology , morphology , and 
syntax o f  Elameto ' s  ( s outhern) dialect of CRL prior to drafting a proposal for 
a standard orthography , we also systematically examined a representative sampl ing 
of nonstandardised writings by adul t Carolinians . Al though the number of wri tings 
collected was not as great as we might have wished , and although the samples 
di ffered considerably in some respects - particularly in the representations o f  
the vowels - certain general isations can be made . 
1 .  Di stinctive vowel l ength was almost never written . 
2 .  Geminate consonants were written occasional ly , but normally only in medial 
posi tion . Occasionally some writers seemed aware that a word contained gem­
ination but were uncertain where to indicate i t ,  e . g .  1 0 1 1 for 1 1 1 0 1 1  in i t. 
3 .  Velari sed consonants were indicated by digraphs including either -w or - u , 
but only prevocal ically when the following vowel was nonround . word-final ly or 
before rounded vowel s ,  velarisation was almost never indicated : l i b for I l i i bwl 
hole but 1 i b ua l hole of; muen for Imwimlnl man� but s ch i m  for Is t tmWI head; i nwe i  
my house� but i mom l i mwomwi your house . . 
4 .  Only the five vowe l letters of the Roman alphabet were used to indi cate the 
nine dis tinc tive vowel s .  Thus i might correspond to both I i· 1  and Iw/ , u to 
both lui  and Iw/ , e to lei , lrel , and lal , a to lal , lrel , and occasional ly 10/ , 
and 0 to 101 and 10/ . Occasionally digraphs were used , such as e u  for lal and 
i u  for Iw/ , but then they were no t contrasted with the corresponding vowe l -glide 
sequences .  
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5 .  No attention was paid to mo rphophonemic regul ari ties such as the predi cta­
bility of the vowel qualities be fore possessive suffixes ; instead the writers ' 
attention was focussed on the surface phones .  
6 .  The subject pronoun was almost invariably attached to the part of the verb 
phrase that immediately followed , i . e .  the negative marker, the aspect marker , 
an aspectual adverb , or the verb i tsel f .  
7 .  S ingular determiners were usually attached to the preceding noun ; plural 
determiners were usually separated from them . 
8 .  The longer obj ect pronouns were occasional ly separated from a preceding 
verb s tem, whi le the shorter pronouns were invariably attached , e . g .  e wer i e i  
he sees me vs . e u r i  gh i s h he sees us ( incl . ) . 
9 .  Directional suffixes were always attached to the preceding verb . 
10 . Morphemes phonologically assimilated to other morphemes were o ccas ionally 
not written at all , e . g .  i to for / i + i t to/ I come (phonetically [ i i t to J) . 
11 . Although initial and medial /w/ were sometimes written as w ,  they were more 
commonly represented as u, and final /w/ was always written as u .  The gl ide /y/ 
was always represented as i :  ua /waa/ canoe; mot i u  /mo� t t i w/ sit down; keue or 
kewe /kkewe/ those; i a l  /yaa l /  hi s ( general obj ect) ; ma i /mrerey/ breadfruit .  
It i s  po ssible that many o f  these characteri stics can b e  traced t o  the 
influences of other orthographic systems with which Carolinians are fami l iar , 
and particularly to the CHA system . For example , CHA does not have phonemic 
vowe l l ength distinctions ; as a resul t there is no need for an orthographic 
mechanism to re flect long vowels . Simi larly , whi le CHA has geminate consonants 
( in the Saipan dialect) , they only appear medially , and traditional ly were not 
reflected in the orthography . (The newly standardi sed orthography , however , 
does reflect them ( Topping , 1973) . )  CHA also has no counterpart to the CRL 
velarised consonants , but does have initial Cw- clusters , where the glide has 
traditionally been re f lected by ei ther w or u .  Finally , al though CHA has six 
phonemic vowels , only the five Roman l etters are us ed to re flect them, with a 
corresponding to both /a/ and /re/ . Given these facts , the first four o f  the above 
generali sations regarding CRL writing may b e  explained; perhaps Caro linians 
tried to apply the orthographic conventions of a fami liar but quite different 
l anguage to the representation of their own l anguage . 
The text below i s  from one o f  the more sys tematic southern dialect writings . 
Phonetic transcriptions and morpheme glosses are a lso given : 
I gha  
[ i  xa 
When 
i va t i wo 
i va t i woow 
I-perf . nine 
torongko l mea i .  
to rol)koo l mrea3y 
trunk-of breadfruit 
me a i . Ruwo 
mrea3Y Ruwo 
breadfruit two 
p r i ma l  ta ta i . 
p r i i maa l t rea3trea3Y 
cousin-of father-my 
ragh i i va guku l a i  bue i bue t a t a  wa l 
rrex i y  i va xukku l eey b We i bwe taatre w::J::J l  
year-my I-perf redup . - learn-it that I-fut climb-up on -1:t 
L ugh u l  i memem nge eor  e l u  torongko l 
1 uxu l  i mwemem I)e eyoo r e l  uuw torol)koo l 
outside-of house-our topic it-exist three trunk-of 
mea i ka l  re 1 0  a ro l  i mmua l r us h a  i 
mrea3Y kka a l  re 1 0  a ro 1 i nwa l  rww�ay 
breadfruit pI-that they stay near-of house-of two-animate 
I kka l mea i ka a i  a fash  i b ue a i  b ue 
i kkaa l mrea3y kka ay ref i � i y  bwe ay bwe 
pI-that breadfruit pI-that we like-i t because we- fut 
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ta ta  wa l bue i gha 
t aat� w�� l  bwe i xa 
climb-up on-it because-then 
1 uga l i m . 
1 uuxa l i i mw . ] 
centre-of house 
re a rab 
re a rap 
they next 
nge l i i m  me re 
�rel i y  i i mw  me re 
to-i t house and they 
l ang 
l l a� 
tal l  
seg i  
s�� i y  
from-i t 
This text exemplifies mos t  o f  the above ge neralisations about naive CRL 
orthographies and also provides the most common written repre sentations of the 
following CRL consonants : 
Phoneme Naive written representations 
I t  I t 
lsi  5 
lsi s h  
I�I gh , sometime s 9 
Iml m 
I�I ng , sometimes 9 
I I I  1 
I rl r 
Ikkl k ,  sometimes kk 
In other passages , I pl was normally represented as p ,  If I as f ,  Iccl as 
ch , or t ch .  In Tanapag samples , Inl was always written as n and Ihl a� · h ,  but 
I rl was most commonly not di stinguished in writing from I r/ .  Occasionally it 
was written as rh o 
3 . 2 .  Recommendati ons presented to the fi rst orthography conventi on 
After extensive discussion , it was decided that the mo s t  important charac­
teristic for the propo sed orthography would be close approximation to the 
practices observed in the writing samples that had been collected . There were 
two reasons for this de cision . First ,  since the s choo ls on Saipan woul d open 
less than one month after the conclusion o f  the conventi on , it was felt that the 
orthography should be as famil i ar as possible for the teachers to be able to use 
i t .  Se cond , i t  was assumed that i f  the propo sal were clo se to fami liar practi ce , 
the chances o f  it being accepted would be enhanced . 
Accordingly , the fol lowing specifi c  recommendations were made : 
1 .  No distinction should be made between any short and long vowels . 
2 .  No dis tinction should b e  made between s ingle and geminate consonants . Option­
ally , geminate cons onants could be dist inguished medially . 
3 .  Velarised consonants should be written with di graph s ending in - w  because 
- u  can too easi ly be mi s taken for a vowe l ;  otherwi se , regular practice in the 
symbolisation of these consonants should be continued : the -w should not be 
written word- finally o r  befo re rounded vowels . 
4 .  Al l nine phonemi c vowels should be dis tingui shed by individual symbols . To 
avoid ambiguity with the diphthongs , digraphs should not be used . 
5 .  The orthography should re flect surface phonemes ; morphophonemi c alternations 
should be fully expressed despite their predictabi lity . 
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6 .  The subject pronoun shoul d be separated from al l fo llowing morphemes except 
the negative and aspect markers , to which it s hould be attached .  
7 .  Singular an d  plural determiners should b e  treated in the same way , whether 
attached to the noun or separated . 
8 .  Obj ect pronouns should all b e  attached to the preceding verb . 
9 .  Directional suffixes should not b e  attached to the verb , but the homophonous 
aspectual parti cles should .  
10 . Al l morphemes should be di sti nguishe d in formal writing . 
11 . The orthography should reflect dialectal variations ; there should b e  no 
attempt at selecting a s tandard dial ect at thi s  time . 
The orthographic symbols that were recommended to the convention we re as 
follows : 
Grapheme 
a 
e 
i 
0 
u , a 
, e 
, 0 
, u 
f 
h 
5 
s h  
gh 
k 
1 
m 
mw ,  m 
n 
ng 
p 
pw , p 
bw , b 
r 
rh 
ch 
t 
w 
Phoneme 
/a/ 
lei 
I i i  
101 
l ui 
lrel 
l al 
I�I 
Iwl 
I f  I 
Ihl  
lsi  
I�I  
Ixl 
Ikkl 
/ 1 1  
Iml 
I m'-' I 
Inl  
1r)1 
Ipl 
I b'-' b'-'I 
Ib'-'I 
I rl 
I rl 
1 r:;1 
I t  I 
Iwl 
Iyl 
Reason 
Standard practi ce . 
Standard practi ce . 
Standard practice . 
Standard practice . 
Standard practice . 
To agree wi th Trukese (TRK) and Pul uwate se (PUL) 
ortho graphies and thus ass i st in communications 
among the TK communi ties . 
To agree with TRK and PUL . 
To agree with TRK and PUL . 
To agree wi th TRK and PUL . 
Standard practi ce . 
Standard practice in Tanapag . 
S tandard practice . 
To ass i st in the l ater reading of Eng . 
Also common practice . 
Standard practice among mo s t  Carolinians . 
Most frequent practice . 
S tandard practice . 
S tandard practice . 
See Point 3 above . 
Standard practice . 
Standard practi ce . 
Standard practice . 
Standard practice . Geminate Ib'-'I i s  almost always 
devoiced. See Point 3 above . 
See Point 3 above . 
Standard practice . 
For simi lari ty with the symbol for I�/ , to which it 
regularly corresponds . Also common practice in T anapag . 
To ass is t  in later reading o f  Engli sh . Also to agree 
wi th TRK and PUL . 
S tandard practice . 
S tandard practi ce , except word-final ly . Need for 
consistency . 
Standard practi ce . 
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3 . 3 .  T h e  dec i s i ons  of the Convention  
The Carolinian Orthography Convention met for approximately four hours a 
day from July 26 to August 4 ,  1976 , at the conference room o f  the Marianas 
Department of Education . Twenty-two highly respected memb ers o f  the Carol inian 
communi ty attended the Convention , representing the three CRL dial ects and the 
major political and social organisations o f  the community . In addition to the 
Carolinian participants , representatives of the Marianas Department o f  Education 
and of the Chamorro Orthography Committee also attended on an i rregular basi s .  
The Convention was chaired by Jesus Elameto . I se rved as a non-vo ting lingui stic 
consultant . 
The firs t  task undertaken by the Convention was to determine whether a 
s tandard dialect could be decided on for the purpose o f  standardis ing the 
spe l lings of CRL words in schools and in o fficial documents . Although there was 
some support for se lecting such a dial ect , particularly among speakers o f  the 
southern dialect containing both I n l and I l l , eventually it was decided that 
such a far-reaching deci sion shoul d not be made at that time . Accordingly , i t  
was decided that the actual task o f  the Convention would b e  to select a standard 
system of representing orthographically the pronunciations o f  all three dialects , 
and that Carolinians should use that system to re flect their own individual 
pronunciations . Two corollaries to thi s de cision were that school teachers were 
not able to give standard spel lings of words to pupi ls and must instead as sist 
e ach pupil to le arn how to represent his or her own speech , and that textbooks 
for the early grades of the bilingual programme must be printed in three version s ,  
o n e  for each o f  the major di alects . 
Once that deci sion had b een made , the Convention memb ers turned to a con­
s i de ration o f  the alphabetic symbol s that would be used in the orthography . For 
the majority of the symbols that were chosen , discus sion was very brie f .  The 
symbols decided on with no debate were the vowel l etters a ,  e ,  i ,  0 , u ,  and w .  
The selection o f  symbol s  for the remaining four phonemi c vowel s took longer : 
while eve ry conference participant wanted these vowels di stinguished , some older 
participants sugge sted the use of the umlaut di acri ti c ,  and other parti cipants 
wanted to explore the pos sibil ity of using digraphs . Eventual ly,  however , the 
probable advantage of modelling the symbols after those used by Truk State proved 
persuasive , and the recommended symbols a ,  e ,  6 ,  and 8 were chosen . 
The next i ssue to be taken up was the .select ion o f  symbols for the ve lari sed 
consonants Ibwi and Imw/ . Mo st o f  the parti cipants were under the mi sappre­
hensi on that the initial consonants in such words as Imwoorel 1 man and I bwee l 1 
taro patoh were in fact clusters consisting o f  e ither Iml or Ibl and the gli de 
Iw/ , and that the symbol s already decided o n ,  with th e addition o f  b ,  were 
already adequate to represent these phonemes . From this point of view , the 
recommendation presented to the Convention made l i ttle sense ; the parti cipants 
seemed unaware consciously of the presence of ve larised consonants word-final ly 
or befo re rounded vowel s . After l engthy discussions o f  possessive paradigms for 
nouns ending in ve larised consonants , the participants came to appreciate thei r  
unitary status . Once this was understood ,  the Convention unanimously decided to 
represent th es e consonants with the same symbols , regardl ess of where they 
appear in words . The symbols chosen were mw and bw . 
One o f  the two most controversial decis ions o f  the Convention came next . 
More than five di fferent symbol s  were suggested for both o f  the two retro flex 
obstruents . The parti cipants were adamantly opposed to using the sh and ch 
as recommended ,  because , they said, the sounds in CRL were markedly di fferent 
from the phonemes of Eng . that are represented by those symbols . Afte r di s­
cus sion , the symbo l s ch was sele cted to represent the spirant I � / , and the 
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symbol t ch was eventually selected for the geminate s top , largely because i t  
seemed t o  match the e arlier cho ice . 
The question o f  whether to represent consonant gemination was then dis­
cus se d ,  and i t  was decided that geminates shoul d in fact be symboli sed in 
ini ti al and medial positions by doubling the consonant l ette r .  Where a s ingle 
consonant was represented by a di graph , only the initial l etter of the di graph 
was to be doub led , e . g . bbw , mmw ,  nng , s s ch , ggh . Devoiced /bwbw/ was to be 
represented with pw . For final geminates , the Convention firs t  decided to use 
the doubled symbols and then , on the last day , th is deci sion was rescinded and 
it was decided to use s ingl e consonant l etters , including s ingle k for /kk/ . 
Once the decision regarding symbolisation o f  the geminates had been made , i t  
took very l i ttle further discus s i on to decide that long vowels should not be 
distinguishe d .  
Although the letter w h a d  al ready been chosen t o  represent /w/ , at the end 
of the Convention i t  was decided that w should be written only in initi al pos ­
i tion o r  between unrounded vowel s .  I n  final position /w/ was to be written 
with u .  I t  was further decided that / y /  should b e  repre sented by i i n  al l pos ­
i tions . 
The Convention also decided that the fol lowing l etters could be used in the 
spel l ing of forei gn  words and proper nouns : b ,  c ,  d ,  g ,  j ,  k ,  n ,  q ,  v ,  x ,  y ,  z .  
Deci sions made regarding when to write two morphemes together as one word 
and when to wri te th em separately as two words generally emphasised the need 
for young s chool chi l dren to be ab l e  to recognise words quickly and e asi ly . It 
was expe cted that in informal wri ting such as letters Carolinians would continue 
to write several mo rphemes together as s ingle words . The de ci sions about word 
division can be s ummarised as follows : 
1 .  Posses sive suffixes shoul d always b e  written attached to the preceding nouns . 
2 .  All determiners should be written separately from the nouns they modi fy . 
3 .  Subj ect pronouns should be written attached to fo llowing aspect markers , 
but should be written separately from any other element in the verb phrase . 
4 .  Al l obj ect pronouns s hould be attached to the preceding verb stem . 
5 .  Both aspectual part icles and directIDonal suffixes should be written 
separately from the preceding verb . 
with very little debate it was decided on the last day of the Convention 
that foreign words which have become ass imilated into CRL shoul d be spe lled the 
way they are pronounced by Carolinians ( e . g .  res i t u ran  < Eng . res taurant, bwo l a  
< sp . bola) , but that unassimilated borrowings s houl d be spe l l ed the same as in 
thei r  original l anguage and should also be under line d to indicate thei r  foreign 
origin (education , president ,  commonwealth ) , that the new orthography should 
not influence the spe lling of CRL names , s uch as Jesus , and th at the system o f  
punctuation t o  b e  used should be identical with that of Eng . s o  as not t o  confuse 
schoolchildren , except that the first person pronouns ngang and i should only be 
capital i sed at the beginning of a sentence . 
The fol lowing table summari ses the Convention ' s  decisions regarding the 
recommendations made to it . 
Recommendations 
1 .  Vowel length di st inctions should not 
be represented .  
Convention Deci sions 
1 .  Agreed. 
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2 .  Geminate consonants should not be 
distinguished from single consonants . 
2 .  Initial and medial geminates 
should be distinguishe d .  
3 .  Ve lari sed consonants should be 
written Cw ; they should not be 
di stinguished before round vowe ls or 
at the ends of words . 
3 .  Agreement on the first recommen­
dation;  the consonants should 
be di stinguished wherever they 
occur . 
4 .  All nine phonemi c vowels should be 4 .  
separately represented . 
5 .  The orthography should re flect 5 .  
mo rphophonemic alternations . 
6 .  The subj ect pronoun should be sep- 6 .  
arated from al l morphemes except 
negative and aspect markers . 
7 .  S ingul ar and plural determiners 7 .  
should be written in the s ame way , 
whether attached or not attached .  
8 .  Object pronouns should all be 8 .  
attached to the verb . 
9 .  Aspectual parti cles should be 9 .  
attached to the ve rb ; di re ctional 
suffixes should be separated . 
10 . All morphemes should be distinguished 10 . 
in formal writing . 
11 . The orthography should refl ect 1 1 .  
dialectal variations . 
Agreed .  
Agreed. 
Agreed . 
Both singular and plural deter­
miners should be separated from 
the noun . 
Agreed . 
Both aspectual parti cles and the 
di rectional suffixes shoul d be 
written separate ly . 
Agreed ,  
Agreed . 
I t  was in conclusion decided to convene a Second Caroli nian Orthography 
Convention two years l ater to review the fi rst Convention ' s  decis ions . 
3 . 3 .  Dec i s i ons  of  the Second Carol i n i an Orthography Convention 
The second Convention was held in January , 19 78 , and was attended by almo st 
all of the previous parti cipants plus about 20 new ones , including two Carolinian 
legi s l ators . In general , thi s meeting approved the earli er decisions , but i t  
also made five new and i n  some ways surpri s ing recommendations . Firs t ,  in large 
part due to the suggestions of teachers and curriculum writers who h ad been 
us ing the new orthography , i t  was recommended that vowel l ength should be 
di s tinguished and that directional suffi xes should be attached to th e preceding 
verb s .  Representation of vowel l ength was urged so as to minimise homographs , 
and a lso because , as one participant sai d ,  CRL has long vowels , so they shoul d 
be wri tten . 
The third decision was not to write vowels that surfa ce before encliti cs , 
but to continue to write them before suffixes and in compounds . The fourth 
was to represent the phoneme Iyl as y in all position s ,  and having made that 
decision , the Conventi on also cho se to represent final Iwl as w ,  rath er than as 
u .  
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The decision t o  wri te y was arrived a t  largely by acci den t .  The COnvention 
was exploring the spell ings of redupli cated words and happened to examine a 
relatively rare pattern of redupli cation in verbs commencing wi th I i I , such as 
l i sl wri te . Al though most speakers either redupl icate that verb i kk i s ch or do 
not redupli cate i t  at all , others insert a protheti c [ y J  and treat the glide 
as an initial consonant ,  in which case th e redupli cated fo rm is [ y i yy i � J . 1 6 
Under the former orthographic conventions , that word would b e  written i i i i i s ch , 
a spe lling that was me t with horror by the Convention . As a resul t ,  the l etter 
y was introduced . I ?  
4 .  CONCLUS IONS 
More than three years have pas sed s in ce the l as t  Orthography Convention was 
h el d ,  and it appears that i ts recommendations wi ll stand . The Bible is now being 
translated into CRL using the new orthography , and a short book of hymns and 
prayers has b een rewritten in it . Perhaps equally important , a Carolinian-Engl i sh 
dictionary was to appear in late 1982 which wi ll further codify the new sys tem . 
Mo st CRL writings that I have had a chance to observe over the last few 
years , by both adults and chi l dren ,  adhere fairly closely to the decisions that 
were made , but there are still a few common divergences . Most common , perhaps , 
i s  the fai lure to represent predi ctable vowel length ( e . g .  as the resul t o f  the 
process referred to as ' compensatory l engthening ' ) . In addition the sub j ect 
pronoun is o ften written attached to a fo llowing adve rb or verb s tem, especial ly 
if that word is a short monosyllable (e . g . gha l  habitua l ly, kke repeatedly, 1 0  
go, 1 0  stay, m� die ) . I suspect that these ' errors ' wi l l  continue to b e  common , 
and that they wi ll probably become the preferred spelling pattern eventually . 
I f  so , it will be in keeping with the process by whi ch thi s orthography 
has been selected ( i . e .  not ' deve loped ' )  by the Carolinian people . From a 
l ingui stic point o f  view , the process o f  sel ecting the CRL orthography seems at 
best haphazard , and in many ways the res ul t i tsel f  fai ls to conform with what 
theory might pre fer . Indeed ,  it fai ls to meet many of Berry ' s  and Klima ' s  
requirements for an optimal orthography . I t  is not s tandard, in that each word 
i s  to be spelled according to the writer ' s  pronunciation . It is not parsimonious , 
in that many predictab l e  alternations are represented phoneti cally . In practice 
it is not even consi stent . But I do not believe that this matte rs . 
Al though linguisti c input has b een provided by myself and by others upon 
reques t ,  both the impetus for the orthography and the decisions made have come 
directly from the Carolinians themselves . The orthography i s  now both written 
and read by a l arge maj ority of Carolinians - from the age of five to 65 - and 
several e lderly Carolinians have expressed to me thei r  pri de in their grand­
chi ldren ' s  fluency in the written l anguage . Further modi fi cations of the present 
system may yet occur , but I think there is li ttl e question that the Carolinian 
orthography wi l l  remain vital and important in the community . 
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NOTES 
1 .  Thi s  paper is an extensive reV1Sl0n and updating of a paper co-authored 
with Jesus Mareham Elameto which appeared in 19 77 in the University of Hawaii 
Working Papers in Linguistics . It has bene fitted greatly from comments and 
suggesti ons from Rosa Roppul Warakai , Hiroshi Sugi ta , Byron W. Bende r ,  Jean 
Ki rschenmann , Bonnie Davi s , and especially Ken Reh g ,  to al l of whom I am 
indebted .  I retain full responsibi lity , however , for any erro rs o f  commis sion 
or omi ssion . 
2 .  Bender assisted in the de s ign of the Marshallese orthography, while Rehg was 
a consultant in the des i gn of the standard Ponapean orthography . 
3 .  This attitude has also been a factor in the relative lack o f  acceptance of 
the vernacular l anguage education programme s in those states . 
4 .  The earli er Chamorro orthography , wh ich was based on Spani sh , had represented 
the phoneme /k/ by the symbols k ,  c, and q u o  These l ast two symbo ls have now 
been dropped from the orthography . My statement needs to be modi fied s li ghtly 
in the case of Ponapean , where /w/ is sti l l  represente d  by w initia l ly and 
medi ally but by u finally . 
5 .  The new Chamorro orthography fail s  to di stinguish the phonemes /a/ and /m/ . 
Following Spanish tradition it also uses th e symbol y to represent / dz� despi te 
recent Engli sh loans with th e phoneme /y/ . The lingui stic consultant argued 
that all four phonemes should be di stingui she d .  
6 .  Although his paper focus sed on th e three concerns listed , Berry was also aware 
o f  the importance o f  social or socio-cultural factors in developing an acceptab le 
orthography : 
• • .  an alphabet is success ful in so far and only in so far 
as it is scienti fi cally a�d socially acceptable . The two 
intere sts o ften confl i ct and i t  would be a fal l acy to assume , 
as i t  sometimes i s  done , that the choice o f  an orthography 
can be determined solely on grounds that are linguisti cally 
or pedagogi cally desirable . . • •  there are factors in the social 
situation • • •  which merit the lingui st ' s  attention and for 
whi ch he should be prepared to condition his science to 
circumstances and seek a compromi se . (Berry , 19 5 8 : 7 5 2 - 7 5 3 )  
7 .  In s upport o f  his beli ef , Pike s tate d ,  "Children seem t o  require two o r  
three times a s  long t o  l earn t o  read English a s  comparabl e  chi ldren d o  t o  l earn 
to read Spanish , whi ch i s  written unambiguous ly . "  (Pik e ,  194 7 : 20 8) 
8 .  In fact , Davis ( 19 7 7 )  argues persuasively that th e only ul timate advantage 
for adults that an alphabetic orthography may have over a logo graphic one like 
that for Chinese is that the smal l er number of symbols in an alphabe tic orthogra­
phy can more easily be printed by the i nstruments of modern technology , such as 
the typewriter or computer .  As technology advances , howeve r ,  this advantage 
may vanish . Steinberg ( 19 7 7 )  uses evidence from hi s s tudy o f  Japanese chi ldren 
to draw the conclusion that a logographi c orthography is in fact easier to learn 
than a phonological ly based one . 
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9 .  Spain ruled the Northern Marianas until 1 899 , followed b y  Ge rmany (189 9 -
1914) , Japan ( 19 14 - 1944 ) , and the United States . 
1 0 . A small CRL hymn book was printed in th,e early 1970s . The Bible is als,o 
now being trans lated into CRL . 
1 1 .  An attempt had been made i n  the early 19 70 s  to develop an orthography , 
di ctionary , and grammar for CRL. However , despite the efforts of the Carol inian 
researcher ,  Lino Olopai , that pro j ect did not come to fruition . 
1 2 . Pro f .  Roderi ck Jacobs o f  the University o f  Hawaii had o ffered a Lingui stics 
Field Methods course in the Fall of 1 9 7 5  whi ch had dealt with one di al ect o f  
CRL . The informant for that class , Teresa Taitano , returned to Saipan in January , 
1 9 76 , to serve as pro j e ct director for the new Carolinian Bilingual Pro j ect . 
Jacobs continued to coordinate research into the CRL language at the University 
during Spring, 1976 , and i t  was through him that I became involved in work on 
CRL . It is likely that wi thout Jacobs ' initial e fforts on behal f  of the 
Carolinians much of the recent progress would have occurred at a much s lower 
pace , if at all . 
1 3 .  During the l as t  two years poli tical consciousness has been increasing in 
Tanapag as we l l .  Espe cial ly among the older peopl e o f  the vi llage a concern has 
developed that the next generation wi ll compl etely ass imi late to CHA culture 
unless something is done qui ckly . 
14 . In these cases , the geminate phonemes mo re clos ely retain the qual ity of 
the reconstructed histo ri cal segments . For example , both Tanapag /9/ and Southern 
/x/ are derived hi sto ri ca l ly from PTK *k . Simi larly , Tanapag /hl  derives from 
PTK *t (>  pre-CRL *5 ) , and Tanapag I r/ and Southern / � /  almost certainly derive 
from a PTK retroflex stop . ( See Jackson , thi s  vo lume . )  
1 5 . The rule i s  presumably not productive , as recent loans from CHA and Jp . ,  
for exampl e ,  do not undergo it . 
16 . The - kk- of i kk i 5 Ch i s  thought to h ave developed by analogy with the 
redupli cation pattern of forms in initial *ka , the *k of which was later lost 
( see the preceding disucssion o f  the loss o f  single - but not geminate - *k 
before low vowel s ) . A parallel development for TRK i s  des cribed by Goodenough 
( 196 3 )  under the heading ' The -kk- infix ' .  
1 7 .  Although the Second Convention agreed to wri te y in all places where the 
phoneme /y/ occurs , the Department of Education has s ince sent out a directive 
that it be written i when i t  occurs immediately before a consonant . The main 
reasons for thi s  appear to be aestheti c .  
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R E F LE X E S  O F  P ROTO-OC EAN I C  I N  TH E T R U K I C  LAN G UA G E S  O F  M I C R O N E S I A  
Frede ri ck H .  Jack son 
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION 1  
The Trukic (TK) l anguages are spoken by approximate ly 4 5 , 000 people who 
make up the populations of the large majori ty o f  the inhabited high i s l ands and 
ato l l s  in the Caroline I s lands o f  Mi cronesia , 2 and by the 4 , 000 des cendants o f  
recent migrants from the central Carolines who now reside o n  the i sland o f  
Saipan i n  the Northern Mariana I s l ands . 3 Excluding Saipan , the area covered by 
i s l ands where TK languages are spoken indigenously extends almost 1 , 500 mi l es 
from 1 3 20 - 1540 E .  longitude , and from 30 - 100 N .  l atitude . Quackenbush 
( 196 8 : 2 )  has estimated that the number of i s lands where the TK l anguages are 
spoken is at l east sixty-six . The number of dis tinct and separate ' languages ' 
has been estimated at as few as three ( Bender 19 7 1 )  to as many as thirteen 
( Quackenbush 196 8) . For the purposes of this paper , we shall assume at l east 
seven distinct l anguages , whi ch are l i s ted h ere together with the sources from 
which data have been obtaine d . 4 
Lagoon Trukese (TRK) 
Ulithian ( ULI ) 
Pulo Ana (PUA) 
Mortlockese ( MRT ) 
Puluwatese (PUL)  
Satawalese (STW) 
Woleaian ( WOL) 
Goodenough and Sugita 19 80 ; 
Sugita forthcoming ; 
Dyen 196 5 
Sohn and Bender 19 71 ; 
E lbert 19 4 7 ;  
personal notes 
Oda 19 7 7 ;  
Capel l  1969 
personal notes 
E lbert 1972 ; 
E lbert 19 74 
personal notes 
Sohn 19 75 ; 
Sohn and Tawerilmang 1976 ; 
personal notes 
Byron W. Bende r ,  ed . Studies in Mi cronesian Lingui stics ,  2 59-2 80 . 
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Although two separate and distinct languages may prove to be subsumed here under 
the label MRT ,  and the language o f  Tobi (TBI ) may also prove to be distinct from 
PUA, all evidence indicates that the above seven languages are representative 
of TK, and that accurate reconstructions may be made from their testimony . 
It i s  clear phonologi cally , morphosyntactically , and lexically that the TK 
languages form a distinct subgroup of Oceanic .  The languages with which they 
are mo st closely related are almost certainly Kiribati (Gi lbertese) (KIR) , 
Ponapeic  (PP) , Marshal lese ( MRS ) , and probably Kosraean (Kusaiean) (KSR) , although 
the status o f  that language is somewhat problematical . S These languages , 
together with TK , are referred to as nuclear Micronesian (MC) (Bender 19 7 1 ) . 
It  is not at all clear , however,  which languages or language groups outside 
of Micronesia are must close ly related to TK . Pawley ( 19 7 7 )  has tentatively 
assigned MC (and, thus , TK) to Remote Oceanic , almost solely on the bas i s  of 
somewhat ambiguous data from KIR. Other evidence , however ,  suggests other 
groupings . ( See Jackson , in preparation , for discussion . )  
In the following section of this paper I briefly present the phonological 
system reconstructed for Proto-Trukic (PTK) ; in the next section this system is 
related to Proto-Oceanic (POC) , with a discuss ion o f  problematic reflexes . The 
final section offers some tentative conclusions . 
2 .  PROTO-TRUK I C  P HONOLOGY 
Table I presents the consonant corres.pondences. among eight TK languages . 
Phonemes are represented using the orthography of the standard reference works 
for each language , with phonetic transcriptions added as necessary in square 
brackets . 
As the table demonstrates , most of the TK reconstructions are quite straight­
forward, the only problematic cases being those symboli sed as *k , * c ,  and 
particularly *t  and *9 . PTK *k ( rather than , e . g . , *x) is reconstructed because 
all those languages whi ch show single [ x ]  also show geminate [ kk ] ,  and because 
all MC cognates also show [ k ] . A post-alveolar stop *c is reconstructed because 
all reflexes except PUA 5 are either retroflex or palatal , and because those 
languages whi ch do not exhibit a stop in nongeminate reflexes do so when the 
reflex is geminate , as with *k . 
The phoneme *t  is reconstructed largely on the basis o f  external evidence 
( as will be seen , PTK * t  regularly reflects POC *t ) , but also in view of the t 
reflex before a in WOL , ULI , and PUA. PTK *t having been reconstructed for this 
set of correspondences , a di fferent reconstruction must be made for the set ULI 
d [ 9 ]3 PUA-TRK-MRT-PUL-STW-CRL-WOL t which reflects POC *5 , *n 5 . Marck (n . d . ) 
has suggested the reconstruction of a palatal *t Y for what I have written *t , 
and a plain * t  for what I have represented as *9 . Although Marck ' s  analysis 
i s  partly supported by the fact that t is also the reflex of POC *5 in all other 
MC languages except KIR (where it is r) ,  and although it is probably true that 
PTK *t « POC * t )  was in fact palatalised , 6 Marck ' s  suggestion does not provide 
an explanation of ULI d[ 9 ] , the development of which would in his analys.is require 
a spirant ( POC *5 , *n 5 ) to become a stop in PTK and then again a spirant in ULI . 
Sohn et al . ( 19 7 7 )  have suggested that ULI developed d from a PTK *5 
under the influence of neighbouring Yapese (YAP) , which frequently reflects POC 
*n5 and *5 as [ 9 ] (e . g .  ULI duud , YAP t h uuth  < POC * (n ) 5 u ( n ) 5 u  breast) . I f  this 
Tabl e 1 :  T K  consonant correspondences 
PTK *p *pw * f  * t  *c *e *k 
TRK p pw f 0 , 2 S ch [ d J  t k , 0 , 6 S 7 
ULI P b[ �w J f s , 2 t c[ d J  d [  e J g[ x J9 
PUA P pw[ �w J l f d e e  J ,  2 t S t k [ x J9 
MRT P pw f 0 , 2 S s h [ .r J 5 t k , � , 6 S 7 . 
PUL P pw f 0 , 2h , s S 4  r[ J J5 t k , 0 6 
STW P pw f 0 , 2 S rh [ J J5 t k , 0 6 
CRL p bw f 0 , 2 S SCh[ J J5 t gh [ x J , 0 6 , 9 
WOL p b[ �w J 1 f 0 , 3s , 1 3 t  S h [ J J5 t g [ x J , 0 8 , 9 
l voiceless stop [ pwpw J when geminate 
2 usually before non-low vowe ls 
3 irregularly before non-low vowels 
4 h + s / when geminate 
5voiceless stop [ t It I J  when geminate 
6 *k > 0 / before low vowels and sporadi cally before mid vowels 
7 *k > s / i sporadi cally ( less frequent in MRT) 
8 *k > 0 sporadi cal ly before low vowels 
9 voi celess stop [ kk J when geminate 
1 0 *1) > n / __ i in most cases 
l l the di stinction between * 1  and *n is apparently collapsing in 
1 2 both *n and * 1  
1 3 before non-low 
are [ 1  J singly , [ nn J  when geminate in WOL 
vowels and irregularly before a 
*m *mw 
m mw 
m mw 
m mw 
m mw 
m mw 
m mw 
m mw 
m mw 
STW 
*n *1) * 1 * r  *w 
n ng , n 1 O n r w � t>:I 
ng  r w '"'l t-t t>:I 
n ng n w � tI) 
n ng  r w a 
, '"'l n ng r w ;g n ,  I I I  ng 1 , n 1 1  r w a � a 
ng r w I a 
1 1 2  n g  1 1 2  r w � :c: I-i (") 
� 
� 
� 
� I-i 
(") 
� 
c;) 
§ 
g) tI) 
a '"'l 
� 
Q 
!iE ttl tI) 
� 
IV 0'1 
f-' 
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is  true , however ,  the influence must have been something other than a straight­
forward instance of borrowing.  ULI includes many lexical i tems containing d ,  
possible sources for which are not found in Yapese , and vice vers a .  Moreover,  
ULI always re flects POC *s , *ns as [ 9 J , while YAP does not : e . g . ULI t ae d ,  YAP 
daay sea water « POC *tans i ( k » ; ULI f i d i g ,  YAP qu- f i -n meat� j1esh « poe 
*p i n s i ko ) . Finally , ULI forms containing d are otherwise normal developments 
of PTK, showing no influence from YAP . 
Several other OC languages reflect *s or *ns  as a dental fri cative in 
addition to ULI and YAP , including Fijian ( FIJ) and languages of the South-East 
Solomons .  Levy ( 19 80 )  has in fact reconstructed *0 as the Proto-Eastern Oceanic 
(PEa) reflex of POC *ns . In these circumstancces , and because TK merges POC *s  
and *ns  ( see Section 3 below) , it i s  not implausible that PTK and YAP should 
separately reflect these consonants as *9 . 
All TK languages now have at least seven phonemic vowels (most have nine) ; 
vowel length is  also distinctive . It  i s  not yet clear whether all seven of the 
vowels need to be reconstructed for PTK , but i t  is certain that at least six do 
(both long and short) : 
* i  
*e 
*a 
*u  
*0 
The high central un rounded vowel *� was in pre-TRK an allophonic variant 
of * u  in the environment of a nonround vowel , and of * i  before *u . Marek ( 19 7 7 )  
has also suggested that there was an allophonic rule in PMC and PTK by which *u 
became *�  after what he terms " front consonants" , specifically *p , *t , *m, *n , 
and * 1 . However , it i s  clear that *�  had become distinctive in PTK in , e . g .  
*n �u coconut « poe *n i u (R» , and *9u� bathe « pac * (n ) s u ( � ) k i ) . 
Other assimilatory vowel al lophony mus t have been present in PTK as well , 
especially affecting the low vowel *a , which apparently fronted to a [ ffi ]  before 
(C) { i } ,  raised to e [ a J  before (C) u ,  and backed to 6 [ � ] before ( C) o .  e 
Al l TK languages also show evidence of a rule of phrase-final vowel devoicing 
and of the rule that Dyen ( 1949 ) has called "compensatory lengthening" , by which 
the first vowel in an unaffixed bimoric noun is lengthened . These rules , too , 
must be reconstructed for PTK. (See Jackson , 19 78 , and Rehg,  th is volume , 
respectively , for discussion of the two rules . )  
3 .  PROTO-TRUKI C REFLEXES OF PROTO-OCEAN I C  
The pac reconstructions that are compared in thi s section to PTK have been 
taken from many sources ,  including Grace ( 1969 ) , Blust ( 19 7 2 ) , Blust ( 19 7 8 ) , 
Pawley ( 19 79 ,  n . d . ) , Lincoln (ms) , and Ross ( 1 9 7 7 ) . A few new reconstructions 
are also proposed and supported . In addition ,  PEa reconstructions from Biggs 
( 1965 ) , Pawley ( 197 2 ) , and Geraghty ( 19 79 )  have also been examined . Al l PTK 
reconstructions are reflected in at least three TK languages ,  and most are 
reflected in six or more . 
The regular PTK re flexes of pac are shown in Table 2 .  Detai ls of this 
pattern , and exceptions to it are di scussed below . While all witnes ses of such 
relatively rare pac reconstructions as *�p , *�k , *n d ,  *y , etc .  are presented ,  
only representative samples o f  the more frequently witnes sed reconstructions 
are shown . All known exceptions , however , are presented . 
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Tab l e 2 :  PTK refl exes of POC phonemes 
poc : 
PTK : 
poc : 
PTK : 
poc : 
*p. 
S!l/ "* f 
*mp *I)P 
1 \  / *p *pw 
*nV: :�, * 1) *n  - ;ii I) 
*t '�n t  '�nd  
*w 
*w 
," d 
*k 
*k. 
*y 
(3 
* R  
PTK : *t V ,·,Vb 
poc : *a "ke 1:0 
PTK : *a *e *0 
3 . 1 .  The l abi al seri es o f  consonants 
*I)k *?  
S!l S!l 
*s�j 
*6 
* 1  
* 1  
* i  * u  
* j1u�� 
*m * I)m 
*�Iw 
( *nj ) 
(3 
poc *p is normally lost before round vowels in PTK and reflected as *f  
elsewhere . 
poc *p > PTK S!l 
*pupu  fish-trap 
* ( n ) topu sugarcane 
*pua frui t� spherical object 
*- l)a p u 1  u ten 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
* t a p u (,n ) i afterbirth 
*put i ( k )  pull, extract 
*punt i banana 
* t a p ud , R i conch 
*nopu  reef fish with poison 
* ( n ) s i po do�nwards� east 
*mapo heal 
*yapo fish- line 
*napo wave 
*n , nopo stay� dWell� sit 
*ponu turt le 
*po t u  outside� outwardS 
> 
spines > 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
*uu  
*tou 
*- ua general counting classifier 
*-l)a u 1 u 
* t a uu 
*ut u 
*ucG 
* t aw i  i 
*neu stonefish 
*6 i wo 7 
*mao 
*ao 
*nao 
*noo stay� dWel l  
* (w) on u 
* o t u  
poc * p  > PTK *f  
* fa R i - reciprocal prefix 
* pa 1 e  house 
* panua land� earth� vi l lage 
*pap i ne woman 
*pal)o snort, b low nose 
* I)apa fathom 
*pa 1 i s  i grass 
*pa 1 us a  paddle 
*pa t u  rock� stone 
*panda ( n )  pandanus 
*?a paRa shoulder 
*pi ( n )  sa how much 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
* fa-
* fa 1 e  
* fa n ua island� 
* fa i f i ne 9  
* fol)o 
* I)a fa 
* fa6 i 1 i 1 0 
* fa6 u 1 a 
* f a t u  
* faca 
*a fa ra 
* f i 6a-
land 
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*ap i  fire 
*p i l i  ( ? )  se lect, choose 
*p i ns i ko meat, flesh 
* p i t u? u  star 
> 
> 
> 
> 
*a f i  
* f i  1 i 
* f i S Gko 
* fut uu  
Although there are few clear examples , poe *mp is  apparently reflected as PTK *p 
before non-round vowel s ,  and merges with poe *�p as the labiovelar *pw before 
round vowels . 
*mpaya bai t 
* tamp i ( d ) a bowl 
*mpampa board, p lank 
*?e , ampa mat 
* l a ( m) pas big, great 
*mpa ( �) k i wak shark 
POC *mp > PTK *p  
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
*paa 
*tap i a  
*papa 
*e , a pa baby ' s  mat or c loth 
* l a pa 
*pakewa 
poe *mp/ * �p > PTK *pw 
*mpua bete l nut > *pwua 
* ( m) ponot shut, stop up > *pwono 
*mpo sme l l  > *pwoe 
*t ampu ban, taboo > *tapwu 
* ( m) p u l i cowry > *pw i  1 i 
* ( m) pu l u resin, sap > *pw u J  i 
* ( m) pono truth, correctness > *pwono agree to 
* (m) p u to nave l > *pwut u 1 1 
*1)pO� i night > * pwo l) i  
There are several exceptions to the above generali sations , however,  where PTK 
appears to reflect nasal grade *mp where only oral grade *p has been reconstructed 
for poe : 
POC *pupu l eak, drip, spi l l  out > PTK * pwuu  flow of liquid1 2 
*pupu  kind of fish > *pwupw u  triggerfish 
*puku knot, lwrrp, swe l ling > *pwukua knee ( ? )  / 
*pwuka knot, navel ( ?) 
* ( n ) t u pa derris fish poison > *t upa 
*p i 1 i p lait, wrap around > * p i  1 i plait, brai d 
*peka faeces, defecate > *pake , a  
*pa t u  ·knot, excrescence > *pwa t u  scar ( ? )  
*paRa t a  north-west monsoon > *pa rata windstorm 
*pe l a  dirty > *pwpwe l u  ( ?? )  
*ka p u  buttocks > *kap i  1 3  
It should also be noted that Geraghty ( 1 9 79 )  has suggested an alternative analysis 
for similar aberrant reflexes of poe *p in FIJ and the South-east Solomons . He 
has proposed for PEO ( and , with qualifications , for poe) a contrast between * p  
and * v ,  where previously reconstructed PEO *p corresponds in mo st cases to his 
*v . Only three of Geraghty ' s  PED reconstructions with *p are apparently 
reflected in TK, but each form reflects a stop , as predi cted under Geraghty ' s  
hypothesis , rather than a spirant : *pa pa board, plank , *puku  knot , and *pe l a  
mud, swamp ( PTK *pwe l a ) . 
poe *m is reflected as PTK *mw before round vowels and as *m elsewhere , 
with three apparent exceptions . 
poe 
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poe *m > PTK *m 
*n , 1  i ma bai l > PTK *n uma 
*manal)  supernatural power, wind > *mana 
*mea thing > *mee ( -8aa}  what? 
* i n u (m} drink > * u n um- drink (vt) 
*ma n u ( k }  bird, animal, fish > *ma nu  creature 
*ma t a  eye > *ma t a  
*mat ak u ( t }  afraid > *ma t a k u  
*mat udu  ( R) s leep > *ma t u r u  
*mate  die > *ma te 
*mas i breadfruit > *ma i 
*nsama outrigger > *8ama 
*kami  1st pl excl foc pron > *kamami  / *kami  1 '+  
*kamuy u [ EO *kami u J  2nd pl foe pron > *kam i i 
*dama torch, light > *ma rama moon 
* I umi fo ld, crease > * I um i  
*ma Ra ashamed > *maa 
* 1  i ma five > * 1  i ma 
poe *m > PTK *mw 
*mu 2nd sg pass pron > *mwu 
*mo , ut u  cut off > *mwet u cut off, adopt 
*komu mouthful, gargle > *kUfTWU rinse mouth 
*n , namo lagoon > *n afTWO 
*muta ( ? }  vomi t > * (mw) fTWuta  
*fi'amu mosquito > *nafTWU 
*mon se  s leep > * ( fTW )  fTWee 
*mu?a front, precede > *fTWoa-
*? umu oven > * umwu 
*mu d i  behind > *fTWu r i  
* 1  i mut seaweed, moss > * 1 UfTWU 
*t a-mo 1 u man 1 5 > * t afTWoo l u chief 
The apparent exceptions are two cases where poe *m is reflected as TK *fTW 
before a non-round vowel ,  and one instance where it is deleted be fore a round 
vowel . If  in fact the TK forms are cognate , I have no explanation for them . 
*k i ma giant clam 
*ma l i ( � )  bi tter 
* ( n } amu taHte, j1avour 
> 
> 
> 
*kafTWee 1 6  ( ? )  
* ( fTW} mwa l e  sour ( ? )  
* ( n ) n a u  de licious ( ? )  
In the five instances where poe * I)m seems to be re flected in TK , i t  is realised 
as *fTW four times , and as *m once : 
* Ru�ma house > * i mwa 
* t a - �ma?ane man > *fTWaane 
*I)ma ta worm, snake > *mwa t a  earthworm 
*nda�ma forehead > *eamwa 
*�ma l a l a  c leared ground > *ma l aa l a  ( ? )  
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3 . 2 . The vel ar  seri es of consonants 
poc *k i s  consistently retained as *k in PTK , while *f)K  and *? are always 
lost.  
poe *k > PTK *k 
*kapu  buttocks 
*katae lee side 
*toka land, arrive 
*ma t aku  afraid 
*ka i naf)a clan, descent group 
*ns a ( f)) kaRu  reef 
*ns ake up, rise 
* t u k i  strike, beat 
*k i ( n ) ta  1 st pl incl pron 
*mas a k i  pain 
*-ak i n i  remote trans suffix 
*k i n i t  pinch, pluck 
*koso husk coconuts 
* ( n ) soko caught, captured 
*ko 2nd sg pron 
*komu mouthful 
*kut u louse 
*k u l i skin, bark 
*wa f)ka canoe 
*- f)ku 1st sg pass pron 
* ( n ) s u f)k i bathe 
*so ( f)) ka ( r )  cross seat in 
* ? u l  a p i  parY'Ot fish 
*pa?u  tie, bind 
*?a s u  smoke 
*t a?e not 
*?ate liver 
*da?a branch 
*mu?a front 
*t u? u stand 
*ta?u  season 
* l e?o speech 
*pa?oRu new 
poe *f)k 
canoe 
poe *? 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> PTK 
> 
> 
> 
> 
*ka p i  
*kat ae 
*toka 
*mataku  
*ka i n af)a clan 
*Sakau reef i sland 
*Sake 
* t uk i  
*k i ca 
"'ma Sak i 
*-ak i n i  
*k i n i  
*koSo 
* ( y ) oko 
*ko 2nd sg  subj pron 
*k urrr.-Ju rinse rrouth 
*k u t u  
*k i I i  
fiJ 
*waa 
*- i 
*sM 
*toa ( 7 )  
> PTK !i1 
> *u l a f i  
> * fau ( fau)  
> *aSu 
> *tae , i 
> *a te  
> *raa 
> * rrr.-Jo a 
> *tuu  
> *tau  
> * l ewe tongue, speech 
> * fau 
(There seems to be one exception to thi s pattern , however ,  as poe *?o ( n ) t a  raw 
i s  reflected in PTK as *kocaa raw food. The rest of Me is ambivalent regarding 
the *k in this item , however ,  as *k is not reflected in KIR or KSR.  It may well 
be that the *k in TK and PP is a reflex of a fossilised causative prefix *ka- . )  1 7  
With only one apparent exception , poe *f) is re fl ected in PTK as *f) . The 
exception is the word for hennit crab , which has been reconstructed for poe by 
Lincoln (ms) as *uf)a , apparently on the basis of FIJ and PPN . The PTK form for 
hermit crab is *urrr.-Ja .  
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poe *� > PTK *� 
*a � i n wind > *a� i 
* ( n ) to�o mangrove > *to�o 
* l a �o fly > * 1  a �o 
* t a � i  ( s ) weep > *t � ? i *�uu  hwn, speak low > *�uu 
* t a 1 i �a ear > *t a 1  i �a 
*�apa fathom > *�a fa 
* s i � i  push, thrust > *9 i i � i  
*sa�a thigh, crotch > *9a�a insi de of upper thigh 
*de �a turmeric > * ra �a 
* t a � i R i  kind of fish > * t a � i  r i  ye llow fin tuna 
3 . 3 .  The coronal seri es of  consonants 
With only a few exceptions,  poe *t is  retained as PTK *t : 
* t a  anI!? 
* ta u  man, person 
*?atop thatch 
*ma t a  eye 
*mat e die 
*t ama father 
*t ano earth 
*toko ( n )  staff, po le 
*ata ( s )  on top 
*tas i (m) sharpen 
*tane skin disease 
* t us i , u ( k )  point 
*ma t a  raw, new 
* l oto boi l, abscess 
*p i t u seven 
*tans i k  seawater 
*t i do look at, gaze 
* Ra t u  one hundred 
poe *t > PTK *t  
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
*ta- /"' te-
* t a u- prefix to clan names 
*ato 
*ma t a  
*mate 
*t ama 
*tano 
*toko 
*ata 
*ta i m-
* t a n i 
* t i 9 i 
* ( a ) ma t a  
* l oto 
* f i  t u  
*ta9 i 
*t i ro 
* ( - �a ) r a t u  classi fier for thousands 
The exceptions are of several types : ( 1 )  poe *wa t u  thither, toward addressee 
and *na t u  offspring , in both of which the *t is lost in all TK languages . 1 8  
( 2 )  The *t in poe *pa t i four i s  lo st in TK and , in fact , in al l Me languages . 
( 3 )  poe *t is  apparently reflected as PTK *8 in *kato basket > * ka90 basket, 
*ta 1 e  return, circwnscribe > *9a 1 e  walk around in circles, wander, and , perhaps , 
*k i t a see > *ku9 9a find, look for. These may be borrowings , but i f  so the 
sources are not known . ( 4 )  The TK forms for urine appear to reflect poe *t i d , R i 
spurt, urine , but the reconstruction is  problematical . Adding to the problem 
is the fact that PTK reflects poe *s i d i ( t )  semen, masturbation as * t i r i 
masturbate. (The expected reflex of *s i d i ( t )  is *9 i r i . )  The TK data-sets for 
the two poe forms are as follows : 
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POC * t  i d ,  R i  SpUr-t, 
PTK * t i r i ( ? )  UY'ine 
TRK 5 i i r 
ULI (not attested) 
PUA (not attested) 
MRT 5 i i r 
PUL h i  i r 
STW 5 i i r 
CRL 5 i i r 
OOL (not attested) 
JACKSON 
UY'ine *5 i d i ( t )  semen, mastur-bation 
*t i r i mastur-bate 
i r 
5 i r 
(not attested) 
i r 
i r 
i r 
i r 
5 i r i  
The TK forms reflecting POC *5 i d i  ( t )  correspond exactly , but unexpectedly , with 
a PTK *t i r i ,  while those  that appear to be cognate with POC *t i d , R i are 
aberrant in that the languages attesting the form fail to lose * t  before the 
high vowel . The ULI and WOL forms for urine , where we might on the evidence 
expect a word homophonous with that for mastur-bate , is the euphemism kka J eo J eo ,  
l iterally to make puddles . One possible explanation of the aberrant refl exes 
for uY'ine in the other languages i s  that the loss of *t would have l ed to 
homophony with the terms for mastUY'bate , but this ' explanation ' requires us in 
turn to postulate that the two forms were homophones in PTK . Presumably , the 
solution lies elsewhere . 1 9 
POC *n t merges with POC *nd  as PTK *c , with no apparent exceptions : 
POC *punt i banana > PTK *Iko 
*k i (n)  ta 1st pl inc pron > *k i ca 
*- ( n } t a  1 st p l  incl poss pron > *- ca 
*?o ( n ) t a  r-aw > *kocaa 
*panda ( n )  pandanus > *fa ca 
*ndaf)ma for-ehead > *camwa 
* ( n ) danum water- > *can u 
* ( n ) dau  leaf > *ca u 
*nduR i  bone 0 > *cUQ 
* ( n )  t a u  per-son ( ? )  2 1 > *-cao  anim num cls 
Thi s merger also occurs in the other MC languages , in one language of the 
Admiralti es , and in many OC languages of the New Guinea North Coast ( Ross 19 7 7 )  
but not, to my knowledge , elsewhere i n  OC . 
wi th some exceptions (see below) POC *5 , *n 5 and *j merge as PTK *9 : 
POC *5 > PTK *9 
*ma5a k i  pain > *ma9ak i i l l  
*ka50 r-after- > *ka90 
*k050 husk coconuts > *ko90 
*ma5awa open sea > *ma9awa 
*?a 5 U  smoke > *a 9 u  
*s a u (? )  ou·tside, far- off > *9aa u 2 2  
*?a RU5a cur-r-ent > *au9a 
*5aRe tear- > *9a a r i ( f)- ) 2 3 
* i  5 U  nose > * ( pwa ) u9 u  
*5 i f) i  push, thrust > *9 i i f) i 2 '+  
*5edu  hiccough > * ( ma ) 9a ru 
*?a5 u gall bladder- > *a9 i 
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POC *n s > PTK *6 
*anunsa  sma II  is land > *an u6a 
*nsama outrigger > *6ama 
* ( n ) s a  one > * ( t e- ) 6a 
*mans u ( r , R) ful l, abundant > *ma6u  
*n uns i , 0  squid > *f)u6 i /1' f) i 602 5 
*7unsa ( n )  rain > *u6a 
* t a ns i ( k )  sea water > * t a 6 i  
*wa ( n ) se count > *wa6e 
* ( n ) s i wa n-z..ne > *6 i wa 
* ( n ) s u ( n ) s u  breast > *8u6u2 6  
* ( n )  s a f)a thigh, crotch > *6af)a inside of upper thighs 
* ( n ) soko arrive ,  come > *60ko 
POC *j > PTK *6 
*aj a ( n )  name > * i 6a2 7 
*maj a dry, low tide > * ( m) ma6a 
* p i  j a  how much, how many > * f i 6a 
*Ruj a ( n )  load, cargo > *u6a 
* ( f) ) i j a  when? > * ( i - ) n , f)a i 6a2 8 
The exceptions are of two types :  ( 1 )  unexpected loss of *s/*ns  in : *mas i 
breadfruit > *ma i , 2 9  * ( n ) soko caugh t, captured > * ( y) oko , and *mo n s e  s leep > 
* (mw ) mwee ; and ( 2 )  *s/*ns  reflected as PTK *t in : *so ( f) ) ka ( r ) cross-seat in a 
canoe > *toa , * s u l i shoot, sucker > * t i l i ,  *s i d i  ( t )  semen, mas turbation > *t i r i 
masturbate, *ns i f) i fart > * t i f) i  , 3 D  and * ( n ) s a i  who ? > ( i - ) t e , a u . 3 1  So far , 
these exceptions defy explanation . 
Very unexpectedly ,  TK provides external evidence for the segment *nj , which 
has been reconstructed for several Siassi (SIA) subgroups in northern New Guinea 
( Ross 1977 ) . Although only four o f  the forms reconstructed with *nj by Ross 
are reflected in PTK , in each instance the segment corresponding to the *nj is  
lost :  *nj a l an path, road > PTK *a l a ; *k i an j o  outrigger boom > k i ao ;  *tanj i m  
sharpen > * t a i m- ;  and *panj i 3 2  arm, wing > *pau . 3 3 Ross writes that the SIA 
distinction between *ns and *nj " i s  a feature found nowhere else in Oceania" 
(p . 54 ) , and proposes that the distinction resulted from a split of POC *ns in 
several SIA groups (p . 60 ) . While these TK (and other MC 3 4 ) forms may be only 
coincidental aberrant reflexes of *ns , it appears more likely that they are 
systemati c .  
The PTK reflexes o f  * n  and * n  are only problematical in a few forms before 
high vowels , where they appear as * f) ( see below) . Otherwi se,  *n and *n merge 
as PTK *n : 
POC *n  > PTK *n  
*n i uR coconut > *nuu  
*n i genitive marker > *n i 
*onom six > "ono 
* i  n u (m) drink > *unum-
*nana ( 7 )  pus > *nana 
*ena away from speaker > * ( ke ) e na 3 5  
*napo wave > *nao 
*na t u  offspring > *na�  
*7una  fish-scale, feather > *�na 
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* ( n )  dan i ( ? )  day 
*t i na mother 
*manal) supernatural power 
*eno lie down 
*namu ( k )  mosquito 
*na  3rd sg  pass pron 
*i1amu taste� flavour 
*ma?anu  float 
*i1oRa yesterday 
*manawa breathe� be Uy 
* k i i1 i t  pinch� pluck 
*n , nopo stay� cMe U� sit 
*?an , i1 i t u  ghost� spirit 
*n , i1arno lagoon 
> *raan i 3 6 
> *t i na 
> *mana 
> * (w) ono 
poc *i1 > PTK *n 
> *nalTWu 
> *-na 
> * ( n ) na�  
> *maan�  
> * ( na ) newa 3 7  
> *manawa life� existence 
> *k i n i  
> *noo 
> *an�t  G 
> *nalTWo 
In the environment /a i ,  however ,  OC *n usually becomes the velar nasal * 1)  
in PTK : 3 8  -
pac * ( n ) t a n i source > PTK * t a l) i  
*kan i eat > *ka l) i  
*ma n i  remerriber > *ma l) i  think� remerriber> 
*kan i sharp 3 9  > * (k ) ka l) i  
PTK * 1)  may also reflect POC * n  in *n i pon tooth > * I) i i and * n a u  1st s g  pron > 
*I)a l) � .  ( In this example , it is the initial velar nasal that shows an aberrant 
TK reflex of pac *n (also found in other MC languages and in Rotuman) . The 
appearance of the second velar nasal is problematic .  4 0 )  pac *i1 also is 
reflected as velar *1) in PTK *1)�9 i /*l) i 90 squid < pac *n , i1 uns i , 0  and *I)e n �  
shadow� ghost < pac *n , i1 un , i1 u  shadow� and in TRK , PUL , STW, CRL , WOL wool) ( i )  
turtle < Poe *pon u . 4 1  
3 . 4 .  The l i q ui ds 
While  the TK reflexes o f  pac * 1  are straighforward, those for * r  and,  to 
even greater extent , those for * 1  are not . 
With only two exceptions , pac * 1  is reflected as PTK * 1 : 
pac * to l u three > PTK *te l u  
* 1  i ma five > * 1  i ma 
* l a ( m) pa ( s )  big > * l apa 
* l awa stuck in throat > * l awa 
* l um i fold, crease > * l �mi 
*ma l u  calm, quiet > *ma l ua calm� of the sea 
*ka 1 i dig > *ke l i 
*k i 1 a know > * ku l a  know, see 
* 1 a 1)0 canoe rol ler > * 1 a 1)0 
*wa l u eight > *wa l u 
* l umpa ho le4 2  > * 1  i pwa 
* d , l a l o  inside, deep > * l a l o- inside 
*s , j  0 1 a mix > *90 1 a  
* l ako go > * l ako dir suff : away, go 
PAN *?a l ej aw day 4 3 > *a l o  sun4 " 
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In the two exceptional cases , POC * 1 i s  replaced by PTK *r :  
*k u l a oi�oumoise 
*sak u l aya swo�d-fish 
> 
> 
*k ura  
*9ak u l  • raa ra4 5 
poe *d i s  normally reflected as PTK * r ,  but there are four in stances where 
the nasal grade *nd i s  reflected in stead ( as PTK *c) . 
*I)odo sno�e 
* i da 3rd pI foe pron 
*dua two 
*daLi hunifx>ed 
*dama light� shine 
* ( n) dol)o hea� 
*mud i behind 
*daku so�atoh, so�ape 
*k , ta - dawa b lue/g�een 
*?uda ( l) )  lobste�� sh�mp 
*data  level� smooth 
*do ( n ) do . da�k 
*e ra existentia l  verb4 6  
*dede t�emble with fea� 
* d , l i k i  small, li ttle 
*ma da fe�ented� soft, �pe 
*daRa b lood 
*dede t�emb le wi th fea� 
poe *d > PTK * r  
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
*I)o ro 
* i  ra 
* rua 
* ( -l)a- ) raQ high numbe� 
* ( ma - ) rama moon 
* rol)o 
*mwu r i  -
* raku 
*ka rawa 
* Q ra 
* rata  
* roco 
*o ra 
* re re 
poe *d > PTK *c 
> 
> 
> 
> 
*c i k i  
*maca 4 7 
* ( c) caa 
*cece4 8 
TK (and Me) re flexes of * R  are extremely problemati cal . In the s li ght 
majority of cases , *R is los t ,  while in all but one of the oth er cases , it 
merges with *d as PTK * r .  The one instance where i t  seemingly fai l s  to fol low 
either of these patterns i s  th e reflex for poe *ta rae adze, which i s  PTK * ta l ee ,  
perhaps indicating a loan . All TK refl exes o f  *R are presented h ere : 
*maRa ashamed 
*daR 3 b lood 
*pa?oRu new 
*Ru?a neok 
*s uR i  bone 
*uRa sinew, vein 
*Ru j a  load� oa�go 
*nsakaRu �eef 
*kuR i t a  ootopus 
*noRa yeste�day 
* tapud , R i conch 
*?aRusa cu��ent 
*pa R i  �y-fish, skate 
*Ra p i  evening 
*paRu hibisous 
*Rul)ma house 
poe *R > PTK *0 
> *maa 
> * ( c) caa 
> *fau 
> *ua 
> *cGQ 
> *wa (ka )  ( ? )  4 9  
> *u9a 
> *9aka u 
> *kQQta 
> * ( na ) newa 
> * taw i  i 
> *a u9a 
> *fa i i 5 0 
> *faka- a f i  evening, evening meal 
> *fau 
> * i rrwa 
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*Ra t u  hundred 
*sa Re tear 
*puR i  wash 
*?apaRa shoulder 
*ma Ra light in weight 
*wakaRa root 
*paRata  north-west monsoon 
*takuRu back 
* ( n ) t al) i R i  kind o f  fish 
poe *R > PTK * r  
> * ( - r)a - )  ra t u  thousand 
> *9a a r i  ( 1)- )  
> *uro wash (face) ( ? )  
> *a fa ra 
> *ma ra fast (e . g. of canoes) 
> *waka ra 
> *pa rata windstorm 
> *takuru 
> *ta l) i  R i  ye Uow fin tuna 
George Grace (p . c . )  has suggested that *R  may tend to be retained in Me between 
identical vowels , and lost between unlike vowels .  Although this suggestion 
seems generally valid,  the first two forms in the above l ist indicating loss 
of *R ,  and the first three forms in the list indicating its retention are 
counter-examples . 
3 . 5 .  The g 1 ; des 
poe *w is regularly retained in PTK , while *y seems to be lo st , with two 
exceptions . 
poe *w > PTK *w 
*wa t u  thither > *wau 
*wa l u  eight > *wa l u 
*awar) mouth > *awa 
*mawap yawn > *mawoS 1 
*pa ( r)) k i wak shark > *pakewa 
*s awar) channel > *9awa 
*wa ( n ) se  COunt3 divide > *wage 
*kawakawa kind of fish > *kawakawa kind of reef fish 
*war)ka canoe > *waa 
* ( n ) s i wa nine > *9 i wa 
*manawa bellY3 existenae > *manawa 
poe *y > PTK *� 
*mu ( y u) 2nd pl poss pron > *m i  i 
*ya l)o ye llow3 ginger > *a 0 
*yapo fish- line > *ao 
*mpaya bait > *paa 
The apparent exceptional reflexes of *y are poe *yadu  mother of pearl > * t a ru ( ? ) , 
and *sak u l aya swordfish > *9aku l , raara . The second example seems to be either 
a case of copying of the preceeding consonant or , perhaps , the accretion of an 
unknown morpheme *- ra onto a cognate stern ( i . e .  poe *saku l aya > * 9ak u l aa- ra , 
where the *y i s  lost between the two final vowels ) . The first example is 
inexplicable if indeed i t  is cognate . 
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3 . 6 . T h e  vowel s 
As the above cognate lists indicate , PTK reflexes o f  POC vowe ls are gener­
ally identical except for the allophony among the high vowels ( dis cussed briefly 
in Section 2 ) . As most unusual reflexes in the consonant lists have been treated 
in notes , no further dis cussion will be provided here . 
4 .  CONCLUS I ONS 
The patterns of  regular PTK reflexes ,of POC presented in Section 3 provide 
strong evidence for the integrity o f  the TK subgroup . To my knowledge , there 
is no other language or language group that combines all of the following 
phonological innovations ( see Jackson , in preparation , for lexical and grammatical 
innovations of TK) : 
( 1) Loss of  POC *p before round vowels ; 
( 2 )  Loss of POC *�k in all environments ; 
( 3) Loss of  POC *7 in all environments ; 
( 4 )  Merger of  POC *n with *8  in the environment /a_i ; 
( 5 )  Merger of  POC * n  and *n elsewhere ; 
( 6 )  Merger of  POC *s , *ns , and *j ; 
( 7) Separate reflex o f  POC? *nj ; 
( 8) Merger of  POC *n t and *nd ;  
(9 )  The patte rn o f  loss of *R and i ts merger with *r  descr ibed in Section 
3 . 5  above ; 
( 10) Loss of POC *y . 
Innovations ( 1) , ( 3 ) , ( 8) , and ( 9 )  are also attested in oth er MC languages , 
and (6 )  is  attested in all MC except KSR (where POC *ns is apparently lost) . 
This fact , in turn , provides some evidence for the integrity o f  that group . 
Additional evidence for MC i s  provided by the sharing o f  the rule by which POC 
*mp and *m are merged with * 8P and *8m before round vowels , and by a general 
MC consistency in re flecting nasal and oral grade segments . ( For example , for 
POC *daRa b lood� *d i k i  small� *mada ripe� * ( n ) dau  leaf� * ( n ) dan um water� *peka 
faeces� * ( n ) t upa derris fish poison� and many others , all MC-reflexes of  tne 
underlined segments are of nasal grade consonants . )  It is beyond the s cope of  
this paper to provide further evidence for a Me grouping ( further evidence will 
be found in Harrison and Jackson , in preparation) ,  but the above observations 
are suggestive . 
Another task that is beyond this paper ' s  s cope is to attempt to determine 
the closest relatives of TK outside MC . However,  it is perhaps appropri ate at 
this time to mention that the distinct TK reflexes of *nj  dis cussed in Section 
3 . 3 are not the only characteristics that appear to link TK with languages of  
the New Guinea north coast .  Jackson ( in preparation) provides a list of such 
similarities . 
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NOTES 
1. I am indebted to a great many people for comments , suggestions , and obser­
vations at di fferent times in the development of this pape r .  Foremost among 
them are Paul Geraghty , Shelly Harrison , Jeff Marek , Ken Rehg ,  Ho-min Sohn , 
Hiroshi Sugita , Jude Wang , and the following Micronesians , who were always 
willing to answer still more questions about their languages : Marciana Akasy , 
Jesus E lameto , Rioichy Johnny , Tony Kaipat , Rosario Ngirbabul , Mike Olap ,  Frank 
Olopai , Tony Otto , Ancheres Rechim, Tony Taweri lmang,  and Joe Tiucheimal . 
Naturally , however,  any errors of  reporting or interpretation are my own .  
2 .  Non-Trukic languages are spoken on ten islands i n  the Carolines : Ponape , 
Ngatik , Pingelap ,  Mokil , Kosrae , Nukuoru, and Kapingamarangi in the east , and 
Yap ,  Babelthuap and Peleliu in the west . The high is lands of Yap and Babelthuap , 
however ,  do have populations of  Trukic immigrants from neighbouring atolls , and 
large numbers of Truki c speakers have resettled on Ponape in this century . 
3 .  Goodenough and Sugita (1980)  have also identi fied as Trukic the language 
spoken by earlier inhabitants of the island of Mapia , approximately 100 miles 
north of West Irian . They include no supporting evidence , however,  and the 
small amount of data avai lable to me are not conclusive , although Old Mapian 
does appear ' Mi cronesian ' .  ( See also Bender 1975 . )  
4 .  In addition,  I have also referred to my own notes on Saipan Carolinian (CRL) , 
which is very closely related to STW . 
5 .  Nauruan may also be a member of  MC; i t  is di fficult to know from the 
available data. Problems regarding the status of KSR are due in large part to 
its inconsistent reflexes of pac , probably suggestive of  several layers o f  
borrowing.  ( See Lee and Wang, this volume , and Harrison and Jackson , in 
preparation . )  
6 .  In fact , pre-MC * t  (> PTK * t )  was probably palatalised as well ,  and there 
is evidence in MC to suggest that it had already developed a sibilant allophone , 
at least before * i . (See Harrison and Jackson , in preparation . )  
7 .  The glide i n  this PTK form i s  expecte d .  The most probable histori cal stages 
in pre-TK were : pac * ( n ) s i po > *9 i o , > PTK *9 i wo .  
8 .  This form i s  tentatively reconstructed on the basis of  Lakalai (LAK) pot u  
outside , o t u  to go out , Ponapean (PNP) i e i  out , and the TK forms . 
9 .  The unexpected extra vowel in PTK *fa i f i ne mus t be reconstructed to account 
for ,  e . g . TRK feef i n  and WOL fa i f i l �  woman. Goodenough (p . c . )  has suggested 
that the initial element of the form may be related to PAN *bah i female� woman. 
10 . The consonant metathesis that occurred in pre-TK to POC *pa l i s i  grass and 
*pa J us a  paddle is  also witnessed in PP , and the metathesised form for ' paddle ' 
is  witnessed in KIR, as well , implying that this  change may have occurred in 
pre-MC . (No other MC language attests the forms at all . )  
1 1 .  The final vowel i s  unexplained . 
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12 . PTK *pwuu suggests a pre-TK *mpupu .  
1 3 .  The change from final * u  to * i  in this form mus t presumab ly have antedated 
the rule velarising *mp before a back round vowel . Otherwi se, the PTK form 
should be *ka pw u .  
14 . TRK reflects only *kami , whi le the other TK languages reflect *kamam i . ULI 
reflects both forms , although the reflex o f  *kamami is apparently more frequent .  
15 . This form i s  tentatively reconstructed on the basis of the TK forms and 
Gedaged tamo l man� ma le person� Nguna and Sesaki ( n a ) tamwo l i human being� and 
perhaps Rotuman famor i human being� the last three of which Pawley ( 1979a) 
assigns to a POC * ta-maqu i d i p  living man. PTK * tamwoo l u ,  however , does not 
reflect Pawley ' s  reconstruction . 
16 . TRK also has a form 5 i i m medium sized t:t'1:dachna� which i s  a more l ikely 
reflex of pac *k i ma .  However , no comparable  form appears in other TK languages . 
1 7 .  This analysis is weakened by the fact that the vowel after the *k is short . 
I f  the form in fact were derived from a hypothetical *ka-oca-a , then two moras 
would be expected in the first syllable . However ,  note that the final syllable 
in PTK *kocaa ( cf .  CRL osch aa l his raw food) is long, whi ch would be  expected 
i f  the form were a fossilised causative . 
18 . The * t is reflected in the cognate forms in MRS and KIR,  which means that 
i t  was certainly present in PMC . The loss of * t  before non-low vowels has been 
spreading at di ffering rates through the lexi cons of all TK languages ( see 
Jackson , in preparation) ,  so it is pOssible either that the loss in these forms 
h ad already occurred by the PTK stage , or that the *t  was present in PTK but 
has s ince been lost in al l TK languages . 
19 . Dyen ( 1949 ) has pointed out that TRK s i i r  is a reflex of  PAN *c i r i t spray 
out� urine . I f  PAN *c could be shown to be reflected distinctively in other 
forms in TK , then the mystery of this form' s development would be solved, and 
another segment would be reconstructed for PTK ( and paC) . However ,  there is  no 
corroborating evidence , and, as Blust ( 1978)  points out , it is  inappropriate to 
reconstruct a distinction in pac on the basis of one form in one group of  
languages . 
20 . pac *nduR i  bone i s  also re flected in the Admi ralties ( Blus t 19 78) and in 
Proto-Sepik-Madang of  the New Guinea north coast ( Ross 19 7 7 ) . 
2 1 .  Although PTK reflects POC * tau  person as *tau- prefix to c lan names� there 
is also found in MRT , PUL , STW , and CRL the animate number classi fier *-ca l� .  
Although the latter form may be an innovation , I have tentatively concluded that 
it derives from a nasal grade alternant of the pac form . Other evidence exi sts 
in TK for such alternants (e . g . PTK * f i c i  to shoot a weapon� such as a s lingshot 
or bow� to spear; *p i c i  to snap� spring ( c f .  FIJ v i d i  to snap) ) .  
2 2 .  The long vowel in PTK *Saau is unexplained.  
2 3 .  The long vowel is unexplained . 
24 . The long vowel is unexplained.  
25 . There is  no obvious explanation for the two forms for squid in TK . PTK 
* � i So is reflected in TRK, PUL , WOL, ULI , and PUA ; apparent *�uS i is reflected in 
MRT , STW, and CRL.  
2 6 . An alternate form * tuSu  breas t must be  reconstructed for several TK languages .  
Interestingly , Ross ( 19 77 )  has reconstructed the same form for his Proto-North 
Coast in New Guinea . 
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2 7 .  The high front vowel found in PTK * i 9a name i s  unique in MC , but i t  is  
witnessed in  LAK i sa ( Chowning 19 73 ) . 
28 . I t  is  possible that the alternate forms for when? in TK may re flect a 
distinction similar to that found in LAK a l a i sa when? (past) , ga i sa when? ( future ) . 
It i s  di fficult to te ll , however ,  as no singl e TK language reflects both forms 
for when. 
29 . Cf . PPN *me i b readfruit .  
30 . TK forms for fart are problematical in the same way as those for urine 
discussed above : they reflect failure to lose the *t in TRK , PUL ,  MRT ,  STW , and 
CRL , where such loss is expected. 
31.  Cf .  Gedaged i t a i  who ? (maZe) . 
32 . Ross recons tructs thi s form only for Proto-Manarn . 
3 3 .  The form *pau arm3 wing is  also witnessed i n  the Admiralties , where there 
is no other evidence for a distinct *nj . The PTK form, thus , may not in this 
case reflect loss of that segment.  The other three forms remain of interest , 
however . 
34 . In addition to TK , MRS and PP reflect PMC *a l a  road and *k i ao outrigger 
boom (KIR and KSR reflect an apparent PMC *k i aso for the latter form) ; all MC 
languages reflect PMC *pa u arm3 wing and *t a i m- sharpen. 
3 5 .  This  form i s  probably derived from *ko ' 2nd sg pron ' and *ena away from the 
speaker. I t  is  attested throughout TK , but apparently in no other languages . 
36 . Vowel length is unexplained . 
3 7 .  Loss of rounding from a vowel following insertion of  a rounded glide is 
frequent in TK . 
38 . The TK forms *ka � i  eat and * ( k) ka � i  sharp are also attested e lsewhere in MC . 
39 . This  form is tentatively reconstructed on the basis o f  MC and several 
languages in the New Hebrides ( Tryon 19 76 ) • 
40 . As Harrison (p . c . )  has pointed out ,  the initial * �  in PTK *�a�� ' 1st sg 
foc pron ' may well not re flect pac *n at all , but �ay instead reflect a pre fixal 
e lement *�- . Evidence for thi s  is provided by the fact that all KIR focus 
pronouns re flect such a pre fix.  
41 . MRT ,  ULI and PUA reflect the expected alveolar nasal . 
42 . This form is  tentatively reconstructed on the basis of  TK and PAN * I uba� 
hoZe. 
4 3 .  Thi s  PAN reconstruction i s  from Blust n . d . 
44 . Tryon ( 19 76 )  reports many instances of a l o  sun in the New Hebrides , and 
Blust ( 19 78) has also reported it for the Admiralty Islands . Presumably ,  there­
fore , *?a l 0  sun mus t be reconstructed for pac in competition with already recon­
structed pac *?anso sun. PUL , STW , and CRL a l et sun may reflect the *j of PAN 
*?a l ej aw ,  through a hypotheti cal PTK *a l e9 i . So far as I know , however ,  this 
consonant is not reflected elsewhere in MC . 
4 5 .  I n  th is form, the expected * 1  i s  reflected i n  all languages except TRK and 
WOL , and TRK has a doublet with the expected reflex . 
46 . This form is  reconstructed on the basis of PTK *o ra , MRS or , and PAN *e ra 
' existential verb ' . 
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4 7 .  Reflexes o f  the nasal grade variants of  POC *mada ripe� fermented� e tc .  and 
*daRa b lood are attested in the Admiralties (Blust 1978) , the North Coast of 
New Guinea ( Ross 1977) , and throughout MC . 
48 .  There i s  apparently no distinction in meaning between PTK * re re and *cece 
shake� tremble.  
49 . Although a pre-TK *ua could reasonably evolve into PTK *wa ( c f .  the fact 
that many CRL speakers say wa and wwa for frui t « PTK *uwa» , I am unable to 
identi fy the final *ka in *waka sinew� vein. 
50 . Final vowel length is unexplained.  
51 .  The final vowel in PTK *mawo yawn is presumably the result of  progressive 
assimilation from the preceding glide . Tnis  is unusual ,  however .  
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ON T H E  H I STORY O F  P O N A P EAN P HO N O LOGY 
Kenneth Rehg 
This paper l presents some preliminary observations on the history of Ponapean 
(PNP) phonology . First,  to provide a context for this discussion , synchronic 
statements about Ponapean di alectology and phonology are presented . Then , 
diachronic hypotheses are developed by examining the phenomenon of  segmental 
erosion from the right and by detai ling Proto-Oceanic ( POC) sources for the 
phonemes of the Main di alect . Finally , concluding comments are offered along 
with a list of POC/PNP cognates .  
1 .  A BOUT PONAPEAN 
PNP is a nuclear Micronesian (MC) language which serves as the lingua-franca 
of the Ponape district of the United States Trust Territory of the Paci fic 
I slands . At present,  PNP is  spoken as a first language by approximately 16 , 000 
inhabitants of the i slands of Ponape , Ant ,  and Ngatik . 2 Al though no variation 
studies have been conducted on this language , at least three geographically 
defined dialects may be easily discerned . 
1 . 1 . The Ma i n  d ia l ect 
On the is land of Ponape , in the municipalities of Madolenihmw, Uh ,  Net ,  and 
Sokehs , and in the administrative centre of Kolonia , the northern or Main dial ect 
is spoken.  If one may speak o f  a prestige dialect of PNP , it is this  one . It 
is the dialect most widely spoken and its pronunciation has been adopted as the 
basis for orthographic reform. 3 It i s  the dial ect to be  considered in this paper . 
1 . 2 .  The Ki ti d ia l ect 
On the southern part of the island of  Ponape , principally in the munici­
pality of  Kiti , the Kiti dialect is spoken . A few Kiti speakers also reside on 
the atoll of Ant .  The Kiti dialect di ffers from the Main most noticeably in 
terms of  vowel distribution . Many Main dialect forms containing [ E ] have Kiti 
cognates with [ � ]  or [ a ] . Further, a surface contrast between [e ] and [ E ] exists 
in the Main dialect that is not found in Kiti speech . In an essentially taxonomic 
analysi s of the language , Garvin reports that 
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in the Kiti dialect , the only mid front vowel phoneme has a 
clo sed al lophone [ e ] before y and w ,  an open allophone [ E ] 
in all other positions ; long e '  is  always as [ E '  ] . . . .  � 
In Section 2 . 3 . , it wil l be suggested that within a generative framework , a very 
similar statement may be made to account for occurrences of [ e ]  in the Main 
dialect , and that the surface contrast between [ e ] and [ E ] is not phonemic .  
1 .  3 .  Ngati kese 
Ngatikese (NGK) is spoken on the atoll of Ngatik , located approximately 90 
miles to the south of Ponape . Little information is available concerning this  
dialect , but other speakers o f  PNP characterise it as  being an Engli sh/Ponapean 
creole . All dialects of PNP contain a large number of Engl ish loans , but 
apparently NGK has borrowed entire phrases from English and employs loans not 
present in any other PNP dialects . Purportedly this came about as a consequence 
of contact with New Engl and whalers who , during the mid-nineteenth century , 
invaded the island, slaughtered the male population , and intermarried with the 
women . At least one unique phonological feature of NGK has also been observed ; 
that i s ,  the trilled r of  other dialects is  reflected here as a voiceless velar 
fricative . 
2 .  PONAPEAN PHONOLOGY TODAY 
Compari sons between PNP and Proto-Pceanic (POC) are based on the following 
inventory of systematic phonemes for the Main dialect of Ponapean . 5 
2 . 1 . Consonants 
Apico- Apico- Dorso-
Bilabial Dental Alveolar Retroflex Velar 
Stops 
Plain p t k 
Velarised pW 
Affricates t s  
Fricatives ' , 5 
Nasals 
Plain m n f) 
Velaris ed mW 
Laterals 
Trills  r 
For orthographic convenience , these phonemes will subsequently be written as 
fol lows : 
The Phoneme 
p W 
mW 
i' 
t s  , , 
f) 
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Will be written 
pw 
mw 
r 
t , 
n g  
All other phonemes will b e  represented as they are on the preceding chart . 
2 . 2 .  Semi -consonants 
For the purpose of  this report , two semi-consonants , /y/ and /w/ are 
postulated . The phonemic status of /y/ , however , i s  uncertain . 
2 . 3 . Vowel s 
High 
Mid 
Low 
Front 
Unrounded 
e 
a 
Back 
Rounded 
u 
o 
� 
Each of  these vowel s occurs long as we ll as short , with length being phonemic . 
Long vowels in thi s report will be wri tten doubled . 
Garvin , however ,  in his analysis states : 
The Main dialect of [ PNP ] has 7 determinate syllabic vowels : 
a ,  � ,  e ,  0 ,  e ,  u ,  i ;  one indeterminate syllabic vowel : a ;  
. . .  all the determinate syllabic vowels have the addi tional 
prosodic feature of quantity ; . • . .  6 
Thus , the analysis suggested in this paper differs from Garvin ' s  in two respects . 
First ,  no intermediate vowel schwa is postulated.  Second , the contrast between 
e and e is not considered phonemic . Since this position has not before been 
formally presented , its bases are outlined below . 
Note that in Garvin ' s  analysis only determinate vowels may occur long . 
/a/ , an indeterminate vowel , is always short .  It will be argued in this paper ,  
however ,  that all vowel phonemes occur both long and short , and,  when they are 
short, they all have central allophones conditioned by adjacent consonants . 
Consonants in Ponapean form two series - a front series and a back series .  
Front Back 
p pw 
m mw 
t t , 
r 
n n g  
s 
k 
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This  front/back distinction is  based on the observation that consonants of  the 
front series centralise short back vowels , and conversely , consonants of  the 
back seri es centrali se short front vowels . Il lustrations of this follow . 
Front Vowels 
i 
e 
a 
Back Vowels 
U 
o 
Between Front C ' s  
[ p I l ] 
[ mEm ] 
[ pa " p ] 
also 
sweet 
swim 
Between Front C ' s  
[ 1 tiS ] 
[ pes ] 
[ p�s ] 
jwrrp 
explode 
hammer 
Between Back C '  s 
[ rrr  ] 
[ t a� ] 
, 
[ ka. "k ] 
secret 
tight 
can 
Between Back C '  s 
[ pW UI) ] 
[ topW ] 
, 
[ r:> I) ] 
correct 
lush 
burned 
The examples above il lustrate short vowel phonemes in 'pure ' environments ; that 
i s ,  in positions between either front or back consonants . However , when these 
vowels  occur between consonants of different series ,  as they often do , the vowel 
quality detectably glides in response to the adj acent gonsonant , with the fo l­
lowing consonant dominating . An example o f  this is [ m  ak J rust where the onset 
of the vowel is front , but the primary quality of the vowel is central . 
Further justification for setting up two series of  consonants is the 
interesting fact that front/back consonants form pairs , as they are li sted in 
the preceding chart , and these pairs , excluding s and k ,  almost never occur 
within the same morpheme . 7 Thus , a morpheme like pVp or pwVpw i s  acceptable ,  
but not pVpw or pwVp . Apparently, there i s  a morpheme structure rule in PNP 
which involves consonant harmony of  this nature . 
Central vowels , then , even within a taxonomic framework , are not phonemic 
in PNP . Instead , consonants condition centralisation in a manner reminiscent 
of Marshallese . The other point of disparity with Garvin ' s  analysis ,  though , 
the number of  mid front vowel s ,  is a consequence of  the generativist position 
taken in thi s paper as opposed to the structuralist position taken by Garvin . 
Garvin postulated two mid front vowels for the Main dialect , lei and lEI , 
based on minimal pairs like [ seysey ] to cut hair and [ SEYSEY ] to paddle ; [ ee t ] 
bag and [ E E t ] one . However, other considerations are relevant here . 
1 )  Excluding loan words , [ e ] never occurs long except as a consequence of 
compensatory lengthening . Thus , one finds forms like [ ee t ] , but in 
the construct it is  [ et i n ] . [ EEt ] is also long in the construct , 
[ E E t i n ] . 
2 )  [ e ] i s  always followed by a high vowel o r  glide , either on the surface 
as in [ sey sey ] or when affixed as in [ e t i n ] . [ e ] never occurs word 
final ly . 
3 )  Where minimal pairs occur between short [ e ] 
[ E ] has a related form with the vowel [ a ] . 
but [ s aay ] is  a paddling trip. 
and [ E ] , the form containing 
[ S EY S EY ] means to paddle, 
4 )  Other occurrences o f  short [ E ]  not alternating with [ a ] are not followed 
by high vowels or glides . Thus , [ t E ] or or [ mE t ] here . 
, 
These observations then suggest that one postulate a single mid front vowel with 
a phonetic norm [ E ] and a raised short allophone [ e ] . The fol lowing informal 
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rules and base forms suggest how surface minimal pairs can be accounted for .  
The seemingly unnecessary complexity o f  the rules i s  motivated by other facts 
of the language not discussed here . 
Base 
Glide Insertion 
Short E -+ e/ __ C o  
Short a -+ E/ C __ 0 
�con� 
. _�high �'YllobiCI +high # -back 
Final Vowel Deletion 
Surface Form (Reduplicated) 
s E i  s a i  
sEy i s ay i 
sey i 
s Ey i  
sey SEy 
seysey S EY S EY 
To account for nouns like [ eet ] , [ EEt ] , and [ s aay ] ,  it is  neces sary to add a 
lengthening rule which applies only to nouns of  the canonical form # ( C) VC (V) # .  
Base 
Glide Insertion 
Short E -+ e/ C o  G:�� 
Lengthening �SYllabi-J Short a -+ E / __ C 0 +high # -back 
Final Vowel Deletion 
Et i 
e t i  
eet i 
eet 
H t  i 
E E t  
s a i  
say i 
s aay i 
s aay 
Further di scussion of  the lengthening rule and its peculiar order with respect 
to final vowel deletion will be offered in Section 3 . 2 .  
It is necessary , then , within a generative framework , to establish only a 
single mid front vowel phoneme . However ,  since the theoretical position on which 
this analysis is  based is  not accepted by all scholars , and so that information 
may not be lost to them, the subphonemic contrast of [ e ]  and [ E ] will continue 
to be indicated in all transcription . 
3 .  E ROS ION FROM THE R IGHT 
The deletion of final POC consonants and vowels is a phenomenon character­
istic of MC languages .  The status of  these final segment deletion rules ,  though , 
whether synchronic or diachronic, is not easily determined . 
3 . 1 .  Fi nal  consonant de l et i on 
In general , final POC consonants are lost in PNP . 
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* a l ap 
*?atop 
*awang 
*ngk i n i t 
*manang 
*onom 
*pak i wak 
*Ruap 
*7u l  i ng 
a l e  
:>:>s 
aaw 
k i  n i  i 
manaman 
wene-
pako 
uu 
i I i  i I 
take 
thatch 
mouth 
pinch 
spiritual power 
six 
shark 
tide 
steer 
In five in stances , however ,  final poe consonants are retained . 
* i n u {m) 
*pang (ou) ( n ) 
*p i t i  ( k )  
*sakan 
*tokon 
n i  m 
pan g i n 
p i t i k 
, 
sakan 
sokon 
drink 
awaken 
spring up 
eat - honorific 
cane 
The retention of the final *n in sokon is  unexplainable . A possible explanation 
for the first four items , though , is suggested by the fact that they are all 
transitive verbs , three of which have derived intransitive forms which do not 
reflect the final consonant . 
Transitive 
pang i n  
p i  t i k 
, 
sakan 
Intransitive 
mpE:ng 
p i t , 
sak  
The retention of the final poe consonant in these transitive verbs might be 
explained then by postulating the presence of a transitivising suffix which 
blocked the application of the final consonant deletion rul e .  I n  the intransitive 
forms , where this suffix was not present , the final consonant dropped .  This 
position seems highly tenable in light of synchronic facts about the language , 
where , in fact , transi tive suffixes do occur . 
A problem with this solution is  that final consonants were deleted in some 
transitive forms . 
*a l ap 
*ngk i n i t  
* ?u l  i ng 
a l E:  
k i n i  i 
k i n i k i n  
i I i  i I i  i 
i I i  i I 
Since a l E:  occurs only transitive , one might assume 
tr . 
tr . 
intr . 
tr . 
intr . 
that no 
take 
pinch 
steer 
transitive suffix 
occurred wi th th is form. In the case of the other two verbs , the intransitive 
form appears to be the base . Note the presence of the transitivising suffix - i i .  
Which form of  the verb was selected as the base , though , ultimately appears to 
be morphologically conditioned . 
Further complexities with transitive/intransitive pairs are suggested by 
these verbs : 
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*sa? i t t EEk  tr . 
t eytey intr . sew 
* i  r i  R i r i  p tr . 
i r i  r intr . fan 
*sampo t a p E r  tr . 
t apat ap intr . catch 
*p uk i w i k i t  tr . 
w i k intr . turn 
The transitive form of the verb in each of the above cases exhibits a final 
consonant . In no case , though , is this final consonant a reflex of the final 
reconstructed segment of the poe form. What the source is o f  these final con­
sonants is at this point unexplainable , but , of course , this is a common problem 
with Oceanic languages . 
3 . 2 .  Fi nal vowel del et i on 
A comparison of  poe reconstructions and PNP cognates illustrates the motiv­
ation for a final vowel de letion rule . 
*ap i aay firo 
*dongo rong  hear 
*kuku k i  i k nai l 
* 1  i mu 1 i i mw  sponge, moss 
*masawa mat aw sea 
*nana naan pus 
*puko uuk net 
*sa l a a a l  road 
*so l o too l  mountain 
*t a l  i s a a l  rope 
*t uk i  s uk pound 
*p i t u?u  us u star 
The e ffect of this rule is to delete a single final vowel mora.  Thus , consider 
*p i t i ?u . Since *? apparently goes to 0 in al l Me languages ,  one may assume the 
loss of  this consonant first .  This results in an intermediate form p i t u u .  By 
then de leting a final vowel mora , one can account for the short final vowel which 
is present in the PNP form , us u .  
Further , i t  i s  clear that final vowel del etion must follow final consonant 
deletion in order to account for forms like these : 
thatch *awang mouth 
Final e deletion 
Other rules 
Final V deletion 
*?atop 
?ato 
:::>:::> so 
:::>:::> s 
awa 
aawa 
aaw 
What is not 
of the language . 
for establi shing 
clear is the extent to which this rul e is a diachronic phenomenon 
As previously discus sed in Section 2 . 3 . ,  there is  j ustification 
a synchronic final vowel deletion rule . Notice : 
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Elicitation Form construct Form 
k i i k 
l aang  
aat  
k i k i n  
l Eng i n  
E t En 
To derive these forms , the following bases and rules are pos tul ated.  
Bases 
k i k i  nai l� l an g i  sky� a t a  name� n i  ' construct suffix , . 8 
Compensatory Lengthening (CL) 
#[ ([ +cons J) [ +syll J[ -syll J ( [  +syll J) �# => 
#[ « [  +cons J )  r+syll] [ -syll J( [ +syll ] ) IN # 
l!lon� 
Thi s  rule lengthens the first vowel of nouns with the canonical shape described 
above . 
Vowel Rai sing (VR) �SYl l abi
J 
-back 
+low 
-long 
L 
[ -low J/_co �����abi� # thigh J 
Thi s rule rai se s short a to e (phonetically epsilon) when followed by 
final position . 
in word 
Vowel Copying (VC) rSYllabil 
-back 
+low 
-long 
�SYllabi
J 
-back 
[ -low J/_cI -low 
-long 
�SYllabi
J -back # +high 
This i s  a vowel harmony rule which raises a to e (phoneti cally epsilon ) . Thi s 
is an approximation of this rule . Its precise nature i s  still not understood . 
Final Vowel Deletion 
V + �/VC (V) # 
Note that this rule does not delete the final vowel of monosyllables . 
Based upon a large body o f  synchronic data , these rules appear to be well 
motivate d .  They are applied to the above base forms as follows : 
k i k i  k i k i +n i  l an g i  l a ng i +n i  a t a  a ta+n i 
CL k i  i k i  l aang i aata  
VR a t E+n i  
VC l Eng i +n i  E t E+n i 
FVD k i i k k i k i +n l aang l En g i +n aat E t E+n 
Surface k i  i k k i k i n  l aang  l Eng i n  aat E t En 
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These rules , in this order , generate the correct PNP surface forms . It would 
at first seem curious that compensatory lengthening is synchronically ordered 
prior to final vowel deletion . But , this is very likely the order in which these 
changes took place diachronically . Some western Trukic languages , Woleaian for 
example ,  still retain voiceless vowels in final position . This suggests that 
final vowels were first devoiced , compensatory lengthening then took pl ace , and 
finally voiceless vowels were deleted . 
A comparison of the base forms that have been postulated for the above 
nouns with their poe reconstructions illustrates that for at l east some forms in 
the language , POC final vowels have been retained , although thei r quality may 
be modified . Thus : 
poe Reconstruction 
*kuku 
* I ang i ( t )  
*ansa ( n )  
PNP Base 
k i k i  
l ang i 
a t a  
The problem i s  that synchronically it i s  probably not possible to postulate a 
final vowel for all bases where poe reconstructions suggest one . Indeed, as 
one would expect ,  final vowels appear to be retained only in those forms which 
take closely bound suffixes . Otherwise , final vowels are lost with subsequent 
restructuring of the lexicon . Thus , if one is to reconstruct to the leve l of 
the phonological base of  PNP , a diachronic final vowel deletion is required 
which wil l  account for thi s restructuring , and a synchronic final vowel deletion 
rule is necessary to generate correct surface forms for those items which do 
retain the final vowel . Unfortunately , too little is known about PNP to establish 
reliable base forms for all i tems cognate with poe . The extent of restructuring 
that has taken place , then , remains unknown . It is consequently necessary in 
this paper to reconstruct,  not to the base , but to an intermediate point of  
derivation approximately equivalent to the level of  the taxonomic phoneme . 
4 .  POC SOURCES FOR PNP CONSONANTS 
Following is  an inventory of  poe consonants . 9 
p t d 5 k ? 
n gp mp n t  n d  n s  n gk 
ngm m n n ng  
w r y R 
PNP reflexes of  these poe consonants will be presented in the fol lowing discussion . 
The procedure wil l  be to discuss first the laryngeal *? , then the velar con­
sonants , the coronal consonants , and finally the labial consonants . In addition , 
comments on glide insertion wil l  be o ffered along with some observations on the 
source of initial consonant clusters in PNP . Li sts of  regular consonantal 
correspondences will not be exhaustive . Lists o f  exceptions will be . 
4 . 1 .  The l a ryngeal *? 
*? in PNP , as probably in all other Me languages , is  reflected as 0 .  
Example s  fol low: 
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*?ate EE 
*?atop oos 
*ma?ud i ( p )  mawr 
*nana ( ? )  naan 
*p i t u? u  us u 
*sa? i  t teytey 
*? u l  i ng  i I i  i 1 
In the following example , w appears to be a reflex of  *? 
*?una ( p ) w i nE  
liver 
thatch 
life 
pus 
star 
sew 
steer 
fish scales (i ts) 
In Section 4 . 5 . , however,  it will be argued that this w can be accounted for by 
a glide insertion rule . 
4 . 2 .  Vel a r  consonants 
4 . 2 . 1 .  *k 
*k > k 
* i ku i i k  
*ka ( Rd r ) angpa kapw 
*kamu kolTlv'J 
*kuku k i  i k  
*k u 1 i ( t )  k i  i 1 
* l ak i  l aak 
*masak i ( t )  mE tEk  
*puk i w i k  
*puko uuk 
*sakan  sakan 
A single irregular reflex of  *k occurs : *k > ¢ .  
*nsake 
4 . 2 . 2 .  *ngk 
*ngk > k 
*ngk i n i t  
*sangka ( ? )  
*mpengka 
4 . 2 . 3 . * R  
*R  > 0 i n  seven case s .  
*daRa ( ? )  
*ka ( Rd r ) angpa 
*k u R i  ta  
*ma uR i  
- t a  
k i  n i i 
t ak  
pweek 
n t a  
, 
kapw 
k i i s  
mEyng 
tail 
new 
you - honorific 
nai l 
skin 
penis 
pain 
turn 
net 
eat - honorific 
upwards 
pinch 
ride (vehicle) 
bat 
b lood 
new 
squid 
left 
*R i pa 
*Ruap 
*nsakaRu 
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mp£ 
uu 
t £k£  
dose (to i t) 
tide 
island 
Note that in all these cognates except the first two ,  *R is deleted before a 
high vowel . The first two forms , however,  are also irregul ar in other respects . 
The initial segment in *daRa ( ? )  should be nasal rather than oral grade to account 
for the retroflex in the PNP cognate . kapw from *ka ( Rd r ) angpa should reflect 
a long vowel rather than a short one . 
*R  > r in two case s .  
*?apaRa 
*meRa 
Here , *R is preserved before *a . 
first is archai c and is  retained 
speakers of PNP know this word . 
' reddish ' to PNP ' rust ' . Also , 
reflecting the wrong re flex for 
ap£ r£ 
me r 
shouldEr (its) 
rust 
However,  these cognates are also suspect . 
only in the highest honorific speech . Few 
The second exhibits a semantic shift from 
the construct form o f  this word is me r i n ,  
the POC final vowel . 
The 
POC 
Thus , two positions may be taken with respect to *R . A claim might be made 
that *R deletes before high vowels only , with two possible exceptions , or one 
might argue that *R deletes everywhere also with two possible exceptions . It is  
impossible at  this point to determine which hypothesis is  correct . 
4 . 2 . 4 .  *ng 
*ng > ng 
*angoango ::>ng::>::>ng  yel low 
*dongo rong  hear 
* 1  ang i ( t )  l aang  sky 
* l ango 1 ::>::>ng  j1y 
*ngapu l u (? )  ngow l ten 
*ng i po n g i  i tooth 
*pang (ou)  ( n )  pan g i n  awaken 
*sanga taang thigh 
*ta  1 i nga  s a l £ng  ear 
4 . 3 . Coronal consonants 
4 . 3 . 1 . * s  
* s  > t 
* asang  £ t £  gil l  (its) 
*masa k i  ( t )  m£ t £k pain 
*sa? i t  t ey tey sew 
*masawa mat aw open sea 
*sanga taang thigh 
*sa u ( ? )  too far off 
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*50 1 0  
* 5u l u 
* t U 5U  
*sampo 
*s i I i  
In two instances ,  *5 
*sa l a  
*5 u l  i 
In one unexplainable 
*sakan 
4 . 3 . 2 .  *ns 
*ns  > t 
*ansa ( n )  
*nun5 ( i  0 )  
*mans u ( rR)  
* p i n s i ko 
*nsama 
*ns i wa 
*n50ka 
* t ans  i ( k )  
In one case , *ns  > � .  
*n sang i 
> � .  
instance , * s  > 
t oo l  
t i i I  
i t  
t apatap 
t i l  
aa l 
i i I  
5 .  
5akan 
aat 
n uut 
mE t 
ut uk 
t aam 
t uwa­
tok 
seet 
aang 
mountain 
torah 
point 
aatah 
penetrate 
road 
shoot� suaker 
eat - honorific 
name 
squid 
ful l  
flesh 
outrigger 
nine 
stab 
sea 
wind 
Thus , the regular refl ex of both oral and nasal grade *s is  t .  In three 
instance s ,  * ( n ) s > � . This sporadic deletion of * ( n ) s  with no obvious phono­
logical conditioning is apparently characteristi c of Me languages . It has also 
been reported for Kusaiean , Mokilese (MOK) , Trukese (TRK) , and Ulithian . 1 0 
4 . 3 . 3 . *d 
*d > r 
*- da - ra-
*da?a ( n )  raa 
*dongo rong 
*dua r i a-
*mada maa r  
*ma t udu meyr 
*ma?ud i  ( p ) mowr 
*madama ma ram 
In two instances oral grade *d shows a nasal grade reflex . 
*da Ra ( ? )  
* ( d l ) i k i  
n ta  , 
t i k  , 
their 
branah� twig 
hear 
two 
preserved breadfruit 
s leep 
life 
moon 
b lood 
small 
4 . 3 . 4 .  * r  
* r  > r 
* i r i R  
* raku 
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i r i  p 
i r i  r 
rak i 
trans . 
intr . fan 
scratch 
In addition , the fo l lowing ambiguous cases occur . 
* ( d r ) an ( i )  
* ( d r ) on ( s t ) o  
*ka ( d r )  u 
* p i  ( d r ) i 
raan 
rot 
karu  ( pwut )  
p i r 
day 
dark 
scratch 
twis t  
This amb iguity i s  of no consequence , however ,  s ince i n  PNP both *d and * r  are 
regularly reflected as r .  
4 . 3 . 5 .  *nd 
*nd > t 
, 
*ndangma t aalTM forehead , 
*ndamu talTM ( e )  Uck , 
*ndau  tEE  teaf , 
4 . 3 . 6 .  *nt 
*nt > t , 
* ( d r )  on ( s  t ) 0 rot dark , 
*k i n ta k i t - 1st pl , 
*mun ta  lTMut putverised , 
*p i n ta p i  i t  sp U t  teaves of , pandanus 
*pun t i uut banana , 
*n t a  - ta-
, 
our 
Thus , *nd and *nt  have fallen togeth er ,  the normal PNP reflex being t .  , 
4 . 3 . 7 . *t 
* t  > S in these case s . 
* t a l  i saa l rope 
* t a l i nga  s a l Eng ear 
*tama saam father 
* tan g i  ( s )  s Eng  weep 
*to l  u s i l i - three 
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*topu seew 
*?atop ;) ;) 5  
*mata  maas 
*ngmata  mwaas 
*mputo pwuus 
*uto uus 
* t  > 0 in the following examples . 
*t upa uup 
*t us u i t  
*t u?u uu 
*t umpu i pw 
*t i n a i i n  
*na t u  nee 
*mat udu  mey r 
*an i t u en i 
sugar cane 
thatch 
eye 
worm 
nave l 
float of fishing net 
fish poison 
point 
stand 
parentage 
mother 
poss. for chi ldren 
s leep 
ghost 
The preceding forms illustrate that *t  > 0 before high vowe ls , and that el sewhere 
*t > s .  Thi s  5 re flex of *t , however ,  is p robably a rather recent deve lopment . 
Luther Gul ick , in a generally insightful article publi shed in 1880 , entitled "A 
Vocabulary of the Ponape Dialect" , 1 1 descr ibes no 5 for PNP . Instead , he states : 
. • •  there i s  a series o f  variable and interchangeable sounds , 
including our ' g '  soft or j ,  and the corresponding surd ch , 
and verging sometimes even upon s h  and ts , for whi ch the 
s ingle character j i s  employed h ere , as being on the whole ,  
the truest rendering of the entire group . 
Al l forms which he spells with j are in modern PNP pronounced with an 5 ,  which 
i s  phonetically palatal i sed . In MOK ,  a l anguage clos ely rela ted to PNP , *t is 
still refl ected as a voiceless palatal affri cate . Thus , it seems reasonable to 
as sume that in PNP , *t first went to a voi celess palatal affricate , and only 
wi thin the past one hundred years developed the palatal i s ed 5 . 1 2 
In two additional cases *t  > 0 .  
*?ate 
*mate  
ee 
med J a )  
liver 
die 
These forms would appear to be exceptions to the rule stated above that *t 
deletes only before h igh vowel s .  I t  may b e ,  though , that e provides a special 
environment .  There still remain these i rregular refl exes of *t . 
*t uk i 
*p i t u  
* p i  t u? u 
Here , *t i s  
a ¢ reflex . 
as wi th the 
rather than 
in an environment be fore 
Other MC languages also 
problems of * 5 , thi s may 
of PNP . 
s uk 
i s  i ­
usu 
pound 
seven 
star 
a high vowel , but it has an 5 rather than 
exhibit i rregular refl exes of *t . Thus , 
be a phenomenon of Proto-Microne sian (PMC) 
In a s ingle instance , *t shows a nasal rather than the expected oral gr ade 
refle x .  
*p i t i ( k )  p i  t i k  , spring up 
4 . 3 . 8 .  *n 
*n > n 
*an i t u 
* i n u (m) 
*manang 
*rnan u (k )  
*nana ( ? )  
*n i u ( R) 
*pa n i  
*t i na 
*n > � 
*pon u 
*namu ( k )  
*pan ( i )  
*tan um 
Except for *pan ( i )  , where 
phonological conditioning 
4 . 3 . 9 .  *1 
* 1  > I 
*a l ap 
* I ang i ( t )  
* 1  i ma 
* 1  i mu 
* p  i I i  ( 7 )  
*mp u l  u ( t )  
*5 a l a ( n )  
*50 1 0  
* t a l  i 
* to l u 
*7 u l  unga 
one 
may 
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E n i  
n i m  
manaman 
maan 
naan 
n i i 
paan 
i i n  
weey 
aanw 
pEE 
50W50W 
ghost 
drink 
spiritual power· 
bird� animal 
pus 
coconut 
bait 
lTKJther 
turt le 
bug 
wing� arm (its) 
grave 
might as sume *n was in final position , no plausible 
be establ i shed to account for the delet ion of *n . 
a l E take 
l aang  sky 
I i  ma- five 
I i  i nw  moss� sponge 
p i  I choose 
pw i i I gum 
aa l road 
t oo l lTKJuntain 
5aa l rope 
5 i l i - three 
u l ung or pi l low 
u l  u u l  
Thi s  i s  a regular correspondence . There are no exceptions in the data . 
4 . 4 .  Labi al consonants 
4 . 4 . 1 .  *p 
*p  > P 
*pa­
*pa­
*pa7a 
*pa?a 
*pada 
*pak i wak  
pey 
pa -
pa (k i ) 
paa 
-pa r 
pako 
fight 
causative pre fix 
cut yams for p lanting 
leaf 
pandanus 
shark 
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*pan ( i ) pee wing (its )  
* pang (ou)  ( n )  pang i n alJaken 
*pat paa- four 
*p i ( d r ) i p i  r spin, twist 
*p  i I i  ( ? )  p i  I choose 
*pa l i pe l respect 
*t upa uup fish poison 
*p  > Ql 
*punt  i uu� banana 
*puko uuk net 
*pua ( ? )  waa fruit 
*ngapu l  u ( ? ) ngow l ten 
*puk i  w i k  turn 
*tapu- sow i conch sheU trumpet 
*topu seew sugar cane 
*tapu ( n )  i sow afterbirth 
*pon u weey turtle 
*mapo mo heal 
*ns i po - t i  d01VYlWards 
*ng i po n g i  i tooth 
The PNP cognates re flecting *p l i sted above suggest that *p is los t  b efore round 
vowe l s  and is retained elsewhere . In s ome forms , it appears that *p > W ;  however ,  
i t  wi ll be argued in Section 4 . 5 .  that the w in these forms occurs as a con se ­
quence o f  gl ide insertion . 
The following two cognates present pos s ible ordering arguments for the 
deletion of *p . 
* p i ns i ko ut uk flesh 
*p i t u?u us u star 
These forms sugge st the existence of a vowel harmony rul e ,  the e ffect of whi ch 
was to back and round * i  to u in concord with the final r.ound vowel o f  the 
morpheme . * p ,  then in the proper environment , was deleted . 
Now note this cognate : 
*p i t u  i s  i - seven 
Thi s  form sugge sts that the deletion of *p should precede the fronting of final 
short * u  to i ,  a rul e which wil l  be discussed in Se ction 5 . 1 . 2 .  Thus , PNP 
cognates of *p i n s i ko ,  *p i t u? u ,  and *p l t u  may have evolved as a consequence o f  
these o rdered rules . 
POC Forms 
Other Rules 
Vowel Harmony 
p Deletion 
Short *u + i f  # 
Vowel Harmony 
Final Vowel De letion 
Surface Form 
*p i ns i ko 
p i t i ko 
put uko 
ut uko 
ut uk 
ut uk 
*p i t u? u  *p i t u  
p i s uu p i  s u  
pus uu p us u  
us uu usu 
us i 
i s  i -
us u 
us u i s  i -
(Vowel harmony is al lowed to apply twi ce h ere ; therefore , it is as sumed that 
thi s  rule is older than p deletion and u fronting and sti l l  e xisted in the 
grammar at the time these rules appl i ed . )  
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Thi s  may be a plausible way t o  account for these forms . Vowel harmony and the 
fronting o f  final short u are reasonably wel l  es tablished facts about the history 
of PNP phonology . Appeal to these rules will also be made when discussing 
prothetic w in Sect ion 4 . 5 .  But , the ordering presen ted above is based on too 
few forms to be convincing . Further, tho se forms con taining *t  above are i rregu­
lar in another respect . *t should have deleted . And ,  there still remains in 
the data one instance of *p  deleting before * i  that cannot be accounted for . 
*ap i aay 
If *p  do es in fact sporadi cally de lete before i ,  then th e previous dis cussion 
is suspect . 
4 . 4 . 2 .  *ngp 
*n g p  > pw 
*ka ( Rd r ) angpa 
*ngpong i 
kapw 
pwoon g  
Only these two cases occur i n  the data . 
4 . 4 . 3 . *mp 
*mp > pw 
*mpo- pwoo 
*mpou rrwpwey 
*mp ua pwuu  
*mp u l e pw i 1 i 
*mputo pwuus 
*mpengka PWEEk 
*mpou pwow 
Two exceptions occur : 
*mponot pon 
*sampo tapa tap  
new 
night 
sme l l  
gal l  b ladder 
bete l nut 
cowry she l l  
nave l 
bat 
fishing po le 
b locked 
catch 
No obvious explanation suggests itself for these i rregular refl exes . They i l lus­
trate again the problem o f  oral/nasal grade contrast in POC o 
4 . 4 . 4 .  *m 
*m > m 
* 1  i rna 
*mada 
*manu (k )  
*ma t a  
*ma uRi  
*nsama 
1 i ma­
maa r 
maan 
maas 
meyng  
t aam 
five 
preserved breadfruit 
bird, animal 
eye 
left 
outnggeY' 
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*mans u ( rR) mEt ful l  
*tama saam father' 
*ma?ud i ( p ) mowr life 
*m > nw  
*kamu korrw you - honori fic 
*1 i mu I i i  rrw mossJ sponge 
*-mu -rrw your - sg 
*?umu uunw earth oven 
*namo naamw tagoon 
Thus , *m i s  reflected as rrw before round vowel s and as . m  els ewhere . 
4 . 4 . 5 .  *ngm 
*ndangma 
*ngmao 
*n gma ta 
*Rungma ( ? )  
No exceptions occur here : *ngm > rrw .  
4 . 4 . 6 .  *w 
*w > W 
*awang 
*ns i wa 
*wa l u 
*wawa 
*masawa 
taamw 
, 
mwaang 
rrwaas 
i i rrw 
aaw 
t uwa­
WE I i ­
waawa 
mat aw 
In a s ingle instance , *w i s  refle cted as � .  
*pak i wak pako 
Thi s  cognate wi l l  be further dis cussed in Section 5 . 1 . 1 . 
4 . 5 .  Gl i de i n serti on 
forehead 
taro 
worm 
house 
mouth 
nine 
eight 
newphew retationship 
open sea 
shark 
Gl i de s  in PNP ori ginate from three pos sible sources - from proto-glides ( in 
the case of *w ) ,  from * i  or *u ,  or from gl i de inse rtion . In this se ction of 
the paper,  only those glides whi ch occur as a consequence o f  i nsertion are to 
be cons idered . 
As has already been suggested in Section 2 . 3 . , one glide in sertion rule i s  
the following . 
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[SYl labiJ �SYllabiJ 
f+SYllabiCl �SYllabi
J 
�SYllab i
J 
-hi gh +hi gh => �h i gh J +hi gh +hi gh aback # aback aback # 
�round �round �round 
Thi s  rule inserts [�J be tween a non-hi gh vowel and [�J # .  
Examples fol low: 
*ap i aay fire 
*rnpou pwow fishing po le 
*topu s eew sugarcane 
*sa? i t teytey sew 
*tan urn sowsow grave 
That i s ,  after the de letion o f  appropri ate consonants , glides are inse rted and 
the final vowel is delete d .  
The principal basis o f  thi s  argument is that within a generative framework 
i t  i s  synchronically necessary to preserve the final vowel of at l east some o f  
the se forms in order to account for morphophonemi c al ternation . Thus aay fire 
occurs in a compound as k i s i - n i -ey a fire, as for cooking ( l i t . bit-o f-fi re ) . 
Only syll abic i can raise short a to e i  therefore , a base a i  must be postulated 
to ac�ount for the elici tation form, whi ch undergoes compensatory lengthening , 
and the compound form whi ch does not .  Glide ins ertion i s  thus required synchron­
icallY i  the extent to wh i ch it is neces sary di achroni cally is unclear s ince , as 
was explained previously,  it i s  not known to what extent final vowel s  have been 
preserved in the base . 
In three instances th e preceding rul e seems to give the wrong resul t .  
*rnpo u 
* tapu­
*ponu  
mNpwey 
s ew i  
weey 
gall b ladder (i ts)  
conch she ll trumpet 
turtle 
Note , however ,  that the first two forms are morphological ly complex . mNpwey is 
pos ses sed and sew i  occurs in POC as a bound s tem . It is not immediately obvious , 
though , how these affixes interact with the stem to produce the glide they do . 
The thi rd form , *pon u > weey is aberrant in a number o f  respe cts , and remains 
without explanation . 
Prothetic w al so occurs as a consequence o f  glide inse rtion . Note these 
example s : 
*eno wen- lie down 
*onorn wene- six 
*pon u weey turtle 
*?una w i ne feathers, scales 
*puk i w i k  turn 
(its) 
If one assumes that in the first form, *e was backed and rounded to 0 in harmony 
with the final vowel ,  that in the l ast three forms initial *p and *? were 
deleted ( recall that *p del etes before round vowel s ) , then one may postulate 
that w was inserted between # and round vowel s .  Later deve lopments then unrounded 
these vowels . 
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Synchronically prothetic w i s  preserved only before non-round segments . 
Thus : 
*puko uuk net 
*p i ns i ko ut uk flesh 
*Ruap  uu tide 
*t upa uup fish poison 
*p i t u? u  us u s tar 
*? u l ung u l ung pi l low 
*pun t i  uut , banana 
There i s  sti l l  some instability in PNP be tween initial w i  and initial u .  The 
word for lobster , for example , is alternately pronounced w i  rEnna or urEnna , 
apparently in free variati on . 
4 . 6 .  I n i t i al consonant c l usters 
There are four instances o f  ini tial consonant cl usters in the data . 
*muta ( ? ) 
*daRa ( ? )  
*mpou 
*R i pa 
ITWITWUS 
n t a  
, 
ITWpwey 
mpE 
vomit 
b lood 
gall b ladder (its) 
close (to him) 
As Goodenough s uggested in hi s article "The Long or Double Consonants of 
Truk ese ,, 1 3  these occurrences of initial consonant clusters probably reflect 
o l der forms with first syllable reduplication . Comparing the first two i tems 
with Kiribati ( Gilberte se ) (KIR) and TRK, one finds : 
KIR 
MuMuta 
ra raa 
TRK 
bb us 
cca 
PNP 
ITWmwuS 
n ta , 
TRK and PNP both delete the first vowel in the redupl i cated syllable , thus 
producing geminate consonants . In PNP , howeve r ,  still another rul e appl i es .  
Synchroni cally,  this rule i s  very general ; in e ffect , i f  two adj acent homorganic 
consonants occur , the se cond of which is voiceles s ,  the first becomes a homorgani c  
nasal . Thi s  rule then accounts for nta  from t t a .  What the preci se nature o f  
, , , 
thi s  rule was diachronically i s  not yet known . 
4 . 7 . A s ummary of  regul a r  consonantal refl exes 
Final Consonant De letion C > �/ # --
Laryngeals *? > � 
Ve lars { *k } > k *ngk 
*ng > n g  
* R  > � in seven cases 
r in two cases 
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Coronal s { *s } > t *ns 
(d } > r * r  
{ *nd } > � *n t 
*t  > �/ __ high vowels 
s/els ewhere 
*n > n 
* 1  > 1 
Labials p > 01 round vowels 
pi e l sewh ere 
{ *ngp} > pw *mp 
*m > rMl round vowels 
m/e l sewhere 
*ngm > rM 
*w > w 
Glide Inse rtion Rule s  See Section 4 . 5 . 
5 .  POC SOURCES FOR PNP VOWELS 
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Five vowels are postulated for POC o These are * i , *e , *a , *0 , and *u . PNP 
re flexes o f  these POC vowel s wil l  be presented in the following dis cuss ion . 
First , the high vowels wi l l  be examined , then the mid vowels , and finally the 
low vowel a .  As in th e discussion o f  consonants , l i sts o f  regul ar correspondences 
wi l l  not be exhaustive , but l i sts of exceptions wi l l . 
5 . l . Hi gh vowel s 
5 . 1 . l . * i  
* i  > i 
* i a  i i he, she, it - emphatic 
* i  r i  R i r i  p fan 
*ngk i n i t  k i n  i i pinoh 
*k i n ta  k i t - we , 
* 1  i ma 1 i ma - five 
*p i n t a  p i  i t  split leaves of , pandanus 
*p i t i ( k )  p i t i k  spring up , 
* t i na i i n  mother-
* ( d l ) i k i  t i k  , small  
*an i t u  En i ghost 
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* i  k u  
* 1 i mu 
*n i u 
*p i t u  
* i  > £ 
*ta l i nga 
In this instance , * i  + £/aC  
following odd form. 
*pak i wak 
i i k  
1 i i mw  
n i  i 
i s i -
s a l £ng  
tai l 
m?ss, sponge 
coconut 
seven 
ear 
C a .  Thi s  rule can also be used to e xplain the 
pako shark 
After the appli cation o f  the preceding rule and the deletion of the final con­
sonant and vowel , the intermediate form pak£w occurs . A synchroni c fact o f  
PNP i s  that £w alternates with ow and sometimes o .  This alternation , then ,  
might account for the form pako . 
In two instance s ,  * i  > u .  
*p i ns i ko 
*p  i t  u? u 
ut uk 
us u 
flesh 
star 
A po ssible explanation for why u o ccurs in these forms , but not in a form l ike 
i s i - from *p i t u ,  h as already been presented in Section 4 . 4 . 1 .  under the di s ­
cuss ion o f  the loss o f  *p . 
In a s ingle instance , * i  > � .  
* i n u ( m) n i m  drink 
5 . 1 .  2 .  *u  
* u  > u 
* t u? u ( d) uu stand 
*? u l unga u l ung pi llow 
*muta ( ? )  rrwrrwus vomi t 
* t upa uup fish poison 
*mpua pwuu bete l-nut 
*? uda  u rdnna )  lobster 
*puko uuk net 
*mputo pwuus nave l 
* uto uus float of fishing net 
*nuns ( i o )  n u ut squid 
Note that in these example s ,  *u > u in those cases where the vowel i s  inherently 
long,  as in the first form after the deletion of *? , or where the stem-final 
vowel i s  *a or *0 . Thi s  observation lends further credibi lity to the argument 
developed in Section 4 . 4 . 1 . , and referred to above , where i t  was hypothesised 
that high back vowel s  remained back in stems ending in short non-high vowels . 
In cases where the final vowel o f  the reconstructed form i s  high , the 
s ituation is more complex . Note these examples where the final vowel i s  * i . 
*k u l  i 
* p uk i 
*s u l  i 
* ? u l i n g 
*mu d i  
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k i  i I skin 
w i k  turn 
i i I  shoot, sucker 
i I i  i I s teer 
nwi r i  after (it) 
Here , * u  is refl ected as i .  This can be attributed to vowel harmony of the 
type previously di scussed in thi s pape r .  
Now note the fo l lowing forms where the final vowel i s  * u .  
*kuku k i  i k  nai l 
*ma t ud u  mey r  s leep 
*mpu l u ( t ) pw i  i I gwn, glue 
*s u l  u t i i I  torch 
* t ump u ( ? ) i pw parentage 
* t u s u (k ) i t  point 
If one assumes that short *u � i / ___ #, then vowel harmony will again explain 
the fronting of non-final u to i .  Based on synchronic evidence , the fronting 
of final *u is a reasonab le hypothes i s . ( See Sect ion 3 . 2 . ) . Further s upport 
for the position that short *u was fronted to i in final pos ition i s  provided 
by forms like these . 
*wa l u 
* p l  t u  
we I i ­
i s  i -
eight 
seven 
In these forms , which were free in poe but only occur affixed in PNP , the final 
vowel is c learly prese rved as i .  
In two cognates , * u  fronts to 
* i  n u ( m) 
even though i t  i s  not in final position . 
*pang (o u) ( n ) 
n i m  
pan g i n 
drink 
awaken 
Two explanations suggest themselves h ere . It may be that * u  fronts to even 
i f  an intervening non-round segment occurs , or more likely , the final consonants 
here , whi ch shoul d have del eted ,  are analysed as being themati c and not part o f  
the s tem itse l f .  
All the preceding high vowel reflexes , then , mi ght b e  acco unted for by 
these two rules . 
Vowel Harmony 
rsyllabiC"1 tlow J 
* u  Fronting 
� [:��� I __ [ +cons ] 
� r:+SYllabi
J +high +back � r-back J troun� 
�SYl l abil 
-low 
aback 
Sround 
1_# 
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Vowel harmony i s  probably the olde r  o f  these two rul es , and very lik ely applied 
both before and after the fronting o f  *u . Again , I refe r the reader to Section 
4 . 4 . 1 .  for examples of this position . 
As one would expect,  there are exceptions to these rul es . 
*? umu uumw earth oven 
*mun t u  mwut puZverised , 
* punt i uut banana , 
* t uk i s uk pound 
*Rungma i i mw  house 
*dua r i a - two 
*ns i wa t uwa - nine 
In the fi rst four forms (assuming the fronting o f  final * u )  the vowel harmony 
rule does not apply . Even synchroni cally , though , vowe l harmony (or copying) 
i s  a very complex phenomenon , the p recise nature o f  which is not understoo d .  
The fronting o f  *u in the fi fth and sixth forms i s  al so unexpl ainable . The last 
form , though , might be explained by the fact that iw is synchroni cally an 
impermi ssable sequence ; thus , * i  was probably backed and rounded to u as a con­
sequence of thi s con straint . 
5 . 1 . 3 . Gl i de format ion 
POC high vowel s  become glides in the following i tems . 
*ma t udu 
*ma?ud i ( p ) 
*ngap u l  u 
*pua ( ? )  
mc:y r 
mowr 
ngowl 
waa 
s Zeep 
life 
ten 
fruit 
A comparison of the first three forms suggests that rules affecting *t are more 
recent than the loss of *? or *p . Assuming a gl ide formation rule 
r+syllabiC'l 
L+hi9h J 
r:t SYllabiC"l 
-+ [ -syl l ab i c ]/ L-hi9h J -- [ -syl l abic ] 
then the following rule ordering would explain these forms . 
POC Reconstructions mat udu ma?ud i 
*? -+ fij ma ud i 
Glide Formation mawd i 
*p  -+ fiji round V --
Gl ide Formation 
*u -+ i /  # mat ud i 
Vowel Harmony mat i d i  
* t  -+ fiji __ high V ma i d i 
Glide Formation mayd i 
Other Rule s  mc:y r mowr 
ngapu l u 
ngau l u  
n gawl u 
ngaw l i 
ngow l 
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Note that the glide formation rule has been al lowed to apply whenever the con­
dition s  are correct . Thi s ,  in es sence , is claiming that this is a rule whi ch 
has been in the l anguage for a long time . Al so note that the ordering here i s  
consistent with ordering arguments presented e lsewhere in th is paper . I t  should 
not be as sumed , however ,  that rul es subsumed under ' Other Rules '  are ordered in 
th is position . Rather , s ince these rules are not di rectly relevant to the 
argument ,  they are grouped together to avo id obscuring the presentation . 
The fourth form , waa from *pua (? ) , can be explained by a gl ide formation 
rule of thi s nature . 
r+syllabiC"l thigh J + 
r+ SYllabi Cl 
[ -syllabic ] /# ___ thigh 
I f  one takes the position that j uncture has a minus value for all distinctive 
features that apply to segments , then the two glide formation rules presented 
here can be written as a s ingle mirror image rule . 
r+syllabiC"l thigh J 
5 . 2 .  Mi d vowel s 
5 . 2 . 1 .  *e 
+ [ -syllabi c ] % 
r+SYllabiC"l thi gh J 
There are relatively few non-final occurrences of *e . 
*eno 
*k i ek i e  
*mpengka 
\-Jen (t i ) 
k i E  
PWEEk 
[ -syllabic ] 
lie down 
posses sive for mat 
bat 
These forms suppo rt the posit ion taken in Section 2 . 3 . that *e i s  realised as e 
when fol lowed by a high non-consonantal segment , and that elsewhere *e > E .  
The first item, for example , when followed by the suffix - to ,  i s  pronounced 
wEn t o .  
I n  a s ingle instance , *e > a .  
*katea kasa side of canoe 
opposite outrigger 
Based on a s ingle example , one might hypothe sise that ea > aa . 
There are additionally two quest ionable cognates re flecting *e . 
me Ra 
peng u 
me r 
pEng i ( t:>y) , 
pang i t  
rust 
b low the nose 
The construct form of the first word is me r i n ,  thus reflecting the wrong final 
vowel ( and explaining the occurrence of e rather than E . )  I n  the second i tem , 
a be tter reconstruction for the PNP form would seem to be *pan g u .  
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5 . 2 . 2 .  *0 
*0 > 0 
* ( d r) on { s t ) o  rot dark , 
*dongo rong hear 
*mpo- P\<K)O sme ll 
*ngpong i pwoong night 
*mpou pwow fishing pole 
*nsoka tok. stab 
*toko ( n )  sok.on cane 
*0 > eI E 
*topu seew sugarc(Z"(le 
*ponu we ey turt le 
*ko {e ) ke you - sg 
*mpou mwpwey gal l  b laddEr (its) 
*onom wene- six 
The fronting of *0 to e or e apparently involve s  vowel harmony , but s ince the 
precise nature o f  vowel harmony i s  not understood , it i s  di fficult to account 
for these forms systemati cal ly . The l ast cognate also suggests that final *0 
was fronted to e ,  but thi s  cannot be j us ti fied by synchroni c  data . More l ikely , 
final *0 was lost ; for example , the vowel that app ears in the construct form 
of a noun like roong news ( from *dongo hear) is j us t  an insert vowel . Thu s ,  
one may say either rong i n  or rongen . Both forms are acceptable . 
In two instances , *0 be comes a high vowe l . 
*to l u 
*mato l u  
s i I i  -
mo s u l  
three 
thick 
In both instances , *0 is between S and 1 ,  whi ch are phonetically palatalised . 
Thi s  palatal isation probably accounts for the rai s ing,  but the motivation for 
the front/back di ffe rences here i s  again not very cl ea r .  In general , reflexes 
o f  mid vowels are not very well understoo d ,  principal ly because th ere are 
rel atively few forms to work with . 
5 . 3 . *a 
*a > :> 
*angoango 
*?atop 
* l ango 
:>ng:>:>ng 
:>:>s 
b:>ng 
yel low 
thatch 
fly 
These three forms ill ustrate what was apparently an early development affecting 
*a ; that i s ,  *a + :>/ ___ Co . Note that this rule precedes compensatory lengthenin g .  
( The long vowel i n  :>ng:>:>ng i s  a consequence of redupli cation rather than length­
ening . )  Unfortunately , there are only three examples of thi s rul e ,  and almost 
as many exceptions . Thus : 
*namo 
*sampo 
naamw 
t apatap 
lagoon 
catch 
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The second of these , though , may not be a good cognate ; *mp should h ave been 
refl ected as a ve larise d ,  not a plain , l abial . 
In the following forms , *a i s  reflected as a .  
*-da 
*da Ra (7 )  
*dua 
*kaka 
*1 i ma 
*madama 
*manang 
*masawa 
*pua ( 7 )  
*-nta  
- ra-
n t a  , 
r i a -
kaaka 
I i  ma -
ma ram 
manaman 
mat aw 
waa 
-ta-
, 
their 
blood 
two 
respect 
five 
moon 
spiritual power 
sea 
fruit 
our 
Note that in all of the above PNP cognates a i s  sho rt ,  except as a consequence 
o f  redupli cation or compensatory lengthening . Note also that in the poe 
reconstructions , *a i s  fo llowed by no vowel except *a . 
In these forms , after the deletion o f  a final consonant , the final vowe l 
i s  * i . Note that *a raises to € .  
*man i p i  ( s )  
*masak i ( t )  
* pa l  i 
*ma u R i  
*sa7 i t  
*tang i ( s )  
m€n i p i n i p  
m€ t€k 
p€ 1 
m€yng 
t €€k 
s €ng 
thin 
pain 
respeot 
l eft hand 
sew 
weep 
The following forms are all po ssessed nouns . Synchronically the third p erson 
possessive suffix i s  - i . 
*7apa ra 
*asang 
*pan ( i ) 
ap€ r€ 
€ t €  
p€€ 
shoulder (its) 
gil l  (its) 
wing (its) 
Thu s ,  the raising here might be attributed to the presence of an - i  suffix , which 
is deleted on the surface . 
The fol lowing items also exhibit the rais ing of *a  to € ,  but the final 
vowel is * u .  
*an i t  u 
*mans u ( r R) 
*mat udu  
*nat u 
*nas ka Ru 
*wa l u 
€n i 
me t 
m€y r 
n€€  
t €k€ 
w€ l i -
ghost 
ful l  
s leep 
possessive for child 
is land 
eight 
If the raising of a to € is ordered after the fronting of u to i ,  then these 
forms , too , i l l ustrate regular re flexes of *a . Thi s  a rais ing rule can now 
be formulated as follows : 
[+�;�l abiJ + [ -low ] / e -long -- 0 -back 
�SYl l abi
J +hi gh # -back 
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This rule state s that short a (probably a front vowel at thi s  point as a 
consequence of the introduction o f  � )  raises to E: when followed by any number 
o f  consonants and i in final posit ion . Final posit ion appears to be important 
based on forms l ike thi s  one . 
*pang {ou )  ( n )  pang i n  
mpE:ng 
trans . 
intr . azvaken 
There are diachronical ly few cases which support the importance of f inal 
position , but synchroni cal ly it i s  clearly important . Additionally, a vowel 
copying rule i s  needed to account for the raising of the first a in forms 
l ike E: t E:  gi l l  (i ts) , mE:t E:k pain, etc. ( See Section 2 . 3 .  for further comments 
on this rule . )  
The fol lowing items i l lustrate that a rais ing should also be ordered after 
compensatory lengthening .  
*a p i  aay fiY'e 
*ansa { n )  aat name 
*awang aaw mouth 
*da?a {n )  raa bY'an".Jh, twig 
* l ak i  l a ak. penis of adult 
* l ang i { t }  l aang sky 
*man u {k )  maan bird, animal 
*namu aamw bug 
*pan i paan bait 
*sa l a { n )  a a l  road 
*nsama taam outrigger 
*ta l  i saa l rope, cord 
*t ama saam fathe.r 
Note that a rai s ing affects only short vowels . Thus , i f  this rule i s  ordered 
after l engthening , even if a final high vowel occurs , the rule cannot apply . 
There are instances , though , where a raises to 0 under the influence of 
final * u .  
*kamu komw you - honorific 
*ngapu l u { ? )  ngow l ten 
* tanum sowsow grave 
*tapu- sow i conch shell trumpet 
* tau  sow- practitioner of 
sow {npa r )  *ta?u  year 
In each o f  these examples , note that 0 precedes either a vel arised 
w .  It i s  difficult to know j ust what the s igni ficance of this is . 
that *u  did not front in this environment ,  and thus raised *a to 0 ,  
where * u  was final it did front with subsequent raising of *a to E ,  
to 0 before mw or w .  
In two case s ,  *a i s  refl ected as e .  
* tan s i  ( k )  
*pa-
seet 
pey 
sea 
fight 
consonan t or 
It may be 
o r  pos sibly , 
but E backed 
Apparently thi s  vowel occurs as a consequence of restructuring of the lexicon . 
The mo s t  common word for sea in PNP is nanset ( l it . i n -sea) . The e lici tation 
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form seet was probably formed from the compound form; thus set after compensatory 
lengthening became seet . pey has no related forms where alternat ion would 
provide evidence for *a . Thus , synchronically perhaps thes e two forms occur in 
the base as s e t i and pe i .  Diachron i cally , then , the rai sing o f  a to e Occurred , 
and because synchronically e i s  the vowe l o f  the base and a h igh segment follows , 
e rai ses to e .  
These unexpl ained cognates remain : 
*mate  mee ( 1 a )  die 
*mapo mo hea'l 
*sa u {? )  too far off 
*'?ate ee 'liver 
*nda u { n )  t e e  'leaf , 
*ma t aku  ( t )  masak afraid 
*mato l  u mos u l  thick 
*ka ( Rd r ) angpa kapw new 
In each an unexpe cted re flex of *a o ccurs , e ithe r in terms of he i ght , frontness , 
or l ength . Pos s ible explanations could b e  o ffere d ,  but they would be ad hoc 
to an extreme . 
5 . 4 .  A s ummary o f  regul ar  vowel refl exes 
Only regular reflexes of POC vowe l s  wil l  be l i sted here . Condit ioning wil l  
b e  stated i n  terms o f  the rules that have been dis cusse d .  
High Vowel s 
* i  > u Vowel Harmony 
e i Lowering 
y Gl i de Formation 
El sewhere 
*u > i u Fronting and Vowel Harmony 
w Glide Formation 
u E l sewhere 
Mid Vowels 
*e > e e Rai sing 
e E l sewhere 
*0 e/e Vowel Harmony ( ? )  
0 E l sewhere 
The Low Vowel * a  
* a  > :) a Backing 
e a Raising 
0 Conditioning not clear 
a E l sewhere 
Other Rules Affecting Vowels 
Compensatory Lengthening 
Final Vowel Deletion 
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6 .  CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
The purpose of thi s  paper has been to present some prel iminary observations 
on the history of PNP phonology . Like most s tudies o f  th is nature , however ,  
the comments have raised perhaps as many questions as they have answered . Cer­
tainly,  there are many forms in PNP that appear to be cognate with POC that 
cannot be systematically accounted for by the sound change rul es that have been 
proposed . These di fficul ties cannot be el iminated , but their possible sources 
ought to be conside red , for they s uggest future areas of research . 
Obviously,  a better understanding o f  synchroni c  phonologi cal phenomena in 
PNP would l ead to improved diachronic hypotheses . The restraints on vowel 
harmony , for exampl e ,  and th e extent o f  final vowel retention , i f  known , would 
almost certainly eliminate s ome of the di f fi culties involved in establishing 
PNP reflexes for POC vowels .  
Arguments concerning rule ordering, too , need to be better developed and 
tes ted . In this paper , a numb er of arguments concerning ordering have been 
sugges ted , but unfortunately , these too o ften are based on only a few cognates . 
I deal ly , a l i st of POC reconstructions should be presented in con j unction with 
a sequence of ordered rules whi ch would correctly predict current PNP forms . 
Probably another source o f  di ffi culty i s  that false cognates have been taken 
into consi deration in formulating s ound change rules . Because of the prel iminary 
nature of thi s  s tudy , however ,  al l i tems whi ch might reasonably be considered 
cognate have been included . The el imination of some of the more troublesome 
forms would certainly produce neater results , but i t  is impos s ible at thi s  
s tage o f  research , and perhaps a t  any s tage , to es tablish precise criteria that 
would be necessary to insure that only true cognates were considered . 
NOTES 
1 .  I a m  indebted t o  Mr . Damian Sohl who provided the date for thi s chapter .  I 
also wish to thank him, along with George Grace , I rwin Howard, and fe l low 
participants in the Mi cronesian Seminar , for the many helpful comments I 
received concerning the analysi s  of these data . I ,  o f  course , accept final 
responsibi lity for all errors . 
2 .  Other languages spoken in Ponape Di strict are P ingelapese ,  Mokilese (MDK) , 
Kosraean (Kusaiean) (KSR) , Nukuo ro ,  and Kapingamarangi . The first three of 
these are Mi cronesian ; the last two are Polynesian .  For further di scussion 
of the relations of PNP to other MC languages , see Rehg 19 81 : 3-12 . 
3 .  The adoption of the Main dialect as a bas i s  for spell ing was made o fficial 
in January , 1972 at an orthography conference conducted by the author . In 
practice , this procedure is much older . 
4 .  Garvin , n . d . , p . 8-9 . 
5 .  A taxonomi c inventory of PNP consonants would be i dentical . 
6 .  Garvin , n . d . , p . 5 .  
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7 .  A s ingle I - r  exception occur s ;  that is l uh r  shrimp . Four n-ng  exceptions 
have been found , but these are al l of the canonical form • .  ngVn • • . The 
s ignificance of thi s  is not clear . 
8 .  The construct form n i  occurs without the final vowel being de leted in 
compounds l ike k i s i - n i - £y ( lit . b i t-of- f i re )  meaning a fire� as for cooking. 
9 .  Grace , (Microne sian Seminar , Fall 1971 , Spring 1972 ) . 
10 . Micronesian Seminar , Spr ing 1972 . 
1 1 .  Gulick , 1880 : 9 7 . 
12 . Damian Soh l , a native speaker of PNP , reports having heard older speakers 
of PNP still u sing the voice less palatal affricate . (personal communi­
cation) 
13 . Goodenough , 1963 : 78 .  
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APPEN D I X  
Proto-Ocean i c/ Ponapean Cognates 
Reconstructions based on Dyen ( 1949)  will be preceded by D; those from Blus t 
( 19 7 2 )  wil l  be preceded by B .  All others are from Grace ( 1969 ) . 
POC 
1 .  -?ak i cause or instrument suffix 
2 .  a l ap take 
3 .  D an i t u ghost 
4 .  ?a pa Ra shouldEr 
5 .  a p i  fire 
6 .  ansa ( n )  name 
7 .  asang gi l l� fin 
8 .  ?ate liver 
9 .  ?atop thatch� sago palm 
10 . awang  open space� mouth 
1 1 .  - da their 
12 . da?a ( n )  branch� twig 
1 3 .  n dangma forehead 
14 . 
15 . 
16 . 
17 . 
18 . 
19 . 
2 0 .  
2 l .  
2 2 . 
2 3 .  
2 4 . 
25 . 
26 . 
2 7 .  
2 8 .  
29 . 
30 . 
3l . 
32 . 
3 3 . 
ndamu chew� lick 
( d r ) an ( i )  day 
daRa ( ? )  day 
n da u ( n )  leaf 
( d l ) i k i  small  
( d r ) on ( s t ) o  night 
dongo hear 
d ua two 
eno lie down 
i k u  tai l 
i n u  ( m) drink 
i r i  R to fan 
ka ( d r) u scratch 
ka ( Rd r ) angpa new 
kaka oldEr sibling of same sex 
kamu ye 
katea sidE of canoe opposite 
outrigger 
k i ek i e pandanus 
n gk i n i t  pinch 
k i n ta  1st incl 
PNP 
- k i  instrumental suffix 
a l e: take 
e:n i ghost 
ape: re: shouldEr (its)  
aay  fire 
aat  name 
e: t e:  gil l  (its) 
e:e: liver (its) 
��s thatch� sago palm 
aaw mouth 
- ra- their 
raa branch� twig 
t aamw forehead , 
tamwe: , 
raan 
n ta  , 
lick 
day 
blood 
t e: e:  leaf 
, 
t i k  small 
, 
rot dark , 
rong hear 
r i  a - two 
wen ( t i )  lie down 
i i k tai l 
n i  m drink 
i r i  p trans . 
i r i r intr . to fan 
karu ( pwut )  scratch 
kapw new 
kaaka respect of e ldErs 
komw ye - honorific 
kasa side of canoe opposi te 
outrigger 
k i e:  pos s .  for mats 
k i n i i trans . 
k i n i k i n  intr . pinch 
k i �- 1st pl stem 
POC 
34 . 
35 . 
36 . 
3 7 . 
3 8 .  
39 . 
40 . 
4 1 .  B 
4 2 . 
4 3 .  
4 4 . 
45 . 
46 . D 
4 7 .  
4 8 .  
49 . 
50 . 
5 1 .  
5 2 . 
5 3 .  
54 . 
55 . 
56 . 
5 7 .  
5 8 .  
59 . 
60 . 
6 1 . 
6 2 . 
6 3 .  
64 . 
65 . 
66 . 
6 7 .  
6 8 .  
69 . 
7 0 .  
7 1 .  
72 . 
7 3 .  
74 . 
75 . 
76 . D 
7 7 .  
7 8 .  
79 . 
80 . 
81 . 
82 . 
83 . 
84 . 0 
85 . 
86 . 
ko (e)  thou 
kuku  claw3 nai l 
k u l  i ( t )  skin3 bark 
k uR i  t a  octupus 
l ak i  male3 adult 
l ang i ( t )  sky 
I ango a fly 
( I n ) i rna bai l 
I i rna five 
I i mu seaweed3 moss 
maa be ashamed 
mada fermented3 ripe 
madama moon 
ngma l a l a  cleared ground 
manang power3 wind man i p i  ( 5 )  thin 
manu (k )  bird3 animal 
ngmao taro 
mapo to heal 
masak i ( t )  sick3 pain 
masawa shore3 sea 
mat a  eye 
ngmat a  snake3 worm 
matak u ( t )  afraid 
man s u ( rR) plenty of food 
mate  die 
mato l u thick 
mat ud u ( R) s leep 
ma uR i  left (hand) 
ma? ud i ( p ) life 
meRa reddish 
-mu your - sg 
mud i behind 
muta ( ? )  to spit3 vomit 
munt u  severed3 cut short 
narno lagoon 
namu (k )  mosquito 
nana ( ? )  pus 
n i u ( R) coconut 
n a t u  chi ld3 offspring 
n uns ( i o )  squid 
ngapu l u (? )  ten 
ng i po tooth 
onom six 
pa- fight 
pa- causative pre fix 
pa?a stem of ensiform leaves 
pa?a cut yams for planting 
pada pandanus 
pak i wak shark 
pa I i respect 
pan ( i )  wing 
pan i ba1".t 
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kE: you - sg 
k i i k  nai l 
k i i I  skin3 bark 
k i i s  octupus 
l aak penis of adult 
l aang sky 
b::>n g  a fly 
I i. m  bail 
I i  ma- five 
I i  i mw  moss3 sponge 
maak be ashamed 
maa r preserved breadfruit 
ma ram moon 
ma l I cl ear grassy spot 
manaman spiritual power 
mE:n i p i n i p thin 
maan bird3 animal 
mwaang taro 
rno to heal 
mE:tE:k pain 
mataw open sea 
maas eye 
mwaas worm 
masak afraid 
mE:t ful l  of food 
mE:d l a ) die 
rnos u I thick 
mE:y r  s leep 
mE:yng left 
rnow r  life 
me r rust 
-mw your - sg 
mw i r i  behind3 after (it) 
mwmwus vomit 
mwu� anything pulverised 
naamw 
aamw 
naan 
n i i 
nE:E: 
n uut 
ngow l 
n g i  i 
lagoon 
bug 
pus 
coconut 
poss for chi ld 
squid 
ten 
tooth 
wene- s.ix 
pey fight 
pa- causative pre f i x  
pa leaf including stem 
pa ( k i )  cut yams for planting 
( k i ) pa r  pandanus 
pako shark 
pE: l  respect 
pE:E: wing3 arm (its) 
paan bait 
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roc p� 
8 7 . 
88 . 
89 . 
90 . 
91 . 
9.2 . 
9 3 .  
94 . 
9 5 . 
96 . 
papa downliJards 
pang (ou) ( n )  awaken 
pat  four 
mpengka bat 
pengu blow the nose 
p i  ( d r ) i fold, twist 
p i l i  ( ?) select, choose 
p i n s i ko flesh 
p i n t a  spUt 
p i t i  (k) spring up 
9 7 .  p i t u  seven 
9 8 .  p i t u? u  star 
99 . mpo - to sme l l  
100 . B mponot blocked 
10 1 .  pon u  turt le 
102 . ngpong i  night 
10 3 .  pua ( ? )  fruit 
104 . mpua areca nut 
105 . mpu l e  cowry she l l  
106 . puk i  return 
107 . mpu l u ( t )  gum, glue 
108 . D puko net 
109 . D p un t i banana 
1 10 . 
111 . 
112 . 
11 3 .  
114 . 
115 . 
116 . 
117 . 
118 . 
119 . 
120 . 
121 . 
122 . 
12 3 .  
124 . 
125 . 
126 . 
12 7 .  
1 2 8 .  
129 . 
1 30 .  
mputo nave l 
rak u scratch 
R i pa go dose 
Ruap rising tide 
Rungma ( ? )  house 
s a? i t  sew 
sakan cooking and everything 
associated with it 
sa l a (n )  road, path 
nsama outrigger 
sampo catch 
sanga thigh 
sangka ( ? )  to hop 
nsang i wind 
nsakaRu reef, sandbank 
nsake upwards 
nsapa what 
s a u ( ? )  outside, far off 
( s ) i da they 
n s i po doWnliJards 
ns  i wa nine 
nsoka stab 
p a a downliJards 
pang i n  awaken 
paa- four 
pweek bat 
pang i t  trans . 
peng i ( t�y ) intr . blow the nose , 
spin, turn 
choose 
flesh 
p i r 
p i  I 
u t uk 
p i  i t  , spUt leaves of pandanus 
p i t i k  trans . , 
p i t intr . spring up , 
i s i - seven 
usu  star 
pwoo sme LL 
pon b locked 
weey turtle 
pwoong night 
waa fruit 
pwuu areca nut 
pw i l  i cowry shell  
w i k i t  trans . 
w i k  intr . to turn 
pw i i I gum, glue 
uuk net 
uut banana , 
pwuus nave l 
rak i trans . 
rEk i rEk intr . 
mpE close (to 
uu tide 
i i nw  house 
t EEk tran s .  
scratch 
him) 
teytey intr . sew 
s akan tran s .  
sak intr . eat - honori fic 
aa I road, path 
t aam outrigger 
tapEr  tran s .  
t apatap intr . catch 
t aang thigh 
takE ride (a vehi de) 
aang wind 
t EkE  island 
ta upwards 
ta  what 
too far off 
i r- they 
- t i downwards 
t uwa- nine 
tok stab 
POC 
1 3 1 . so l o mountain 
torch 
penetrate 
shoot� sucker 
breast 
1 3 2 . s u l u 
1 3 3 .  5 i I i  
1 34 . B s u I i 
135 . s us u  
1 36 . -nta  our ( incl) 
1 3 7 .  
1 3 8 . 
1 39 . 
140 . 
14 1 .  
142 . 
14 3 .  B 
14 4 .  
14 5 .  
146 . 
14 7 .  
14 8 .  
14 9 .  
150 . 
151 . 
15 2 .  
15 3 .  
154 . 
155 . 
156 . 
15 7 .  
158.  
159 . 
160 . 
16 1 .  
162 . 
ta 1 i cord� rope 
t a l  i nga ear 
tama father 
tanum bury 
t an 9 i ( s )  weep 
ta pu- conch 
t a pu { n ) i afterbirth 
tans i ( k )  sea� salt water 
tau  man� person 
t a? u  year� season 
t i na mother 
toko ( n )  staff, po le 
to l u three 
topu sugarcane 
t uk i  hammer, pound 
t upa fish poison 
t umpu { ? )  grow 
t us u { k )  to point 
t u? u { d )  stand up 
? uda {ng )  lobster 
? u l  ung pi l low 
? umu earth oven 
? una { p )  fish-scale 
uto float of fishing net 
wa l u  eight 
wawa mother ' s  brother 
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PNP 
too l mountain 
t i i I  torch 
t i l  penetrate 
i i I  shoot� sucker 
t i i t i  breast 
-�a - 1st pl poss 
saa  1 cord� rope 
s a l  Eng ear 
saam father 
sowsow grave 
s Eng weep 
S Ew i  or sow i conch she ll trumpet 
sow afterbirth 
seet  sea 
sow- practitioner of 
sow {n pa r )  year 
I I n mother 
sokon cane 
s i l i - three 
seew sugarcane 
s uk hammer� pound 
uup fish poison 
i pw- parentage 
i t  to point 
uu ( t a )  stand up 
urE ( nna )  or w i rE {nna )  lobster 
u l ung or u l uu l  pi llow 
uumw earth oven 
w i nE fish-scale (its )  
uus float of fishing net 
W E I  i - eight 
waawa nephew relationship 
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NASAL S U BST I T U T I O N R U L E S  I N  PONAPEAN 
Kenneth Reh g  
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION l  
In Ponapean (PNP ) 2 , a nuclear Micronesian (MC) language 3 spoken in the 
Eastern Caroline Islands , the two optimal consonant cluster types are those 
involving ( 1 )  geminate sonorants or ( 2 )  a sequence of a nasal fol lowed by a 
homorganic obstruent . An inventory of the consonantal phonemes o f  PNP is pre­
sented in the chart be low . � 
Stops 
Plain 
Velarised 
Fricatives 
Affricates 
Nasals 
Plain 
Velaris ed 
Liquids 
Labial 
Consonantal Phonemes 
Dental Alveolar 
t 
s y  
n 
Pos t-Alveolar Velar 
k 
t s  
f) 
For orthographic convenience , these phonemes will subsequently be written as 
follows . 
The Phoneme Will be Written 
pW pw 
mW rnw 
r r 
t s  t '  
f) n g  
The remaining phonemes will be represented as they are on the preceding chart . 
In accord with these orthographic practices , the optimal consonant clusters 
of PNP may be li sted as follows . 
Byron W. Bender , ed . Studies in Micronesian Lingui stics ,  317-337 .  
Pacific Lingui stics, C-80 , 1984 . 
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Optimal Consonant Clusters 
Geminate Sonorants Nasal-Obstruent Sequences 
mm mp 
mwmw mwpw 
nn nt  
1 1  ns 
r r  nt ' 
ngng  n gk 
The clusters n s  and n t ' are homorganic as a result of a process which assimilates 
n to the position of a following coronal obstruent . 5 
Consonant clusters not of  these two types ,  non-optimal clusters , either do 
not occur or are subject to modifi cation by ( 1 )  the insertion of  an epenthetic 
vowel , ( 2 )  the complete assimilation of the first consonant to the second , or 
( 3 ) the substitution of a nasal for the first of the two consonants in the 
cluster. 6 The focus of this paper is on the latter phenomenon , which will sub­
sequently be referred to as nasal substitution . 
2 .  SYNCHRON I C  NASAL SUBST ITUT ION RULES 
The first description of  nasal substitution in PNP was provided by Paul 
Garvin ( 1962 : 120 ) . He observed : 
Morphemes with final p ,  t ,  k have within the same phrase 
sandhi variants dissimi lated to final m ,  n , 8 respectively 
before morphemes with initial consonant identical to their 
non-contact final . . . .  
Among the examples Garvin cited were the following, rewritten here in accord 
with the transcription system used in this paper.  
Morphemes 
soop+p i i r  
ship+fly 
mwoot+t i 
sit+down 
t:> t:>:>k+k i 
work+instrumental suffix 
Pronounced 
somp i i r  
aeroplane 
mwoont i 
sit down 
t:>t:>:>ngk i 
work with 
Garvin ' s  account of nasal substitution in PNP , however ,  is deficient in three 
respects . First , data not considered by Garvin illustrate that other clusters 
in addition to geminate p ,  t ,  and k may undergo nasal substitution . Second , 
the condition that these clusters be in the same phrase is not sufficient to 
explain the constraints on the operation of  nasal substitution . Third , nasal 
substitution is apparently best understood, not as a consequence of dis similation , 
but rather of  weakening . 
The third point above will be explored in Section 4 .  of  thi s  paper , which 
deals with the motivation for nasal substitution . The first two points will be 
examined in the remainder of  this section , where it will be argued that there 
are in fact two synchronic rules of nasal substitution , one of which is con­
strained in its appli cation to reduplicated forms , while the other has a wider 
domain of application .  The nasal substitution rule found i n  reduplicated forms 
will be examined first . 
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2 . 1 .  Nasal s ubsti tuti on i n  redupl i cati on 
Reduplication is productively employed in PNP to signal durative aspect . 7 
There are at least eleven distinctive surface patterns of  reduplication , the 
occurrence of which i s  governed by the phonological shape of the word being 
reduplicated . Two of these patterns , affecting words in which the first three 
segments are CVC , may lead to consonant clusters , as illustrated by the following 
examples : 
Pattern I :  Total Reduplication 
re r tremble 
re r re r  tremb ling 
Pattern I I : Partial Reduplication 
re re pee l 
re r re re pee ling 
Within the framework of generative phonology , both of these patterns may be 
characteri sed as initial CVCV reduplication . Evidence for this analysis follows . 
As noted in Rehg 19 73 , there is a synchronic rule in PNP that deletes the 
final vowel of a polysyllabic base before word boundary ; elsewhere , this vowel 
is retained . Thus , a base of the shape *C1V1C2V2 will surface as C1V1C2 
(unreduplicated) or as C1V1C2V2C1V1C2 (reduplicated) . Examples follow ,  where 
the final base vowel ( or a conditioned variant of this vowel )  is underlined in 
the reduplicated form. 8 
The 
the 
Word Gloss 
tep  kick 
tep start 
kos throw 
kos bent 
net  sme ll 
ne t '  se ll 
l e t ' flick 
base form of an intransitive 
transitive form tepek )  . The 
Base : 
Reduplication : 
Final V Deletion : 
tepe 
tepe tepe 
tepetep 
Reduplicated 
tep�t ep 
tep�tep 
kosokos 
kos Tkos 
netenet 
net'i ne t '  
l e t ' el e t ' 
verb like tep kick, therefore , is * tepe (cf . 
surface form tepe tep  is derived as follows : 
Pattern I reduplication may therefore be characterised as involving total 
reduplication of *CVCV bases . 
Pattern I I  reduplication , partial reduplication , also involves initial 
CVCV reduplication , as evidenced by the following examples : 
Word Gloss Reduplicated 
nga 1 i s  bite nga l�nga l i s  
sapeng answer sapesapeng 
sa kone force to do sa kosa kone 
ma rep blink ma r�ma rep 
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Under certain conditions that I will not discuss here,  the vowel of the second 
reduplicated syllable may be reduced to a high vowel ,  as the fol lowing examples 
illustrate . 
p i rap 
l :>nge 
steal. 
l.ay across 
p i r i p i rap  
l ;)ng i l ;)nge 
I am not aware of any data which would support the position that these latter 
forms involve only CVC reduplication , thus enabling one to treat the high vowel 
that occurs before the base as an epenthetic vowel . On the contrary , evidence 
not considered in th1s paper supports the position that these high vowels may 
be derived from non-reduced vowels and that all of the examples above involve 
initial CVCV reduplication . 9 
As the preceding examples il lustrate , vowel s in the environment 
CVC &CVCV . . .  (where & represents the boundary type characteri stic of redup­
lication) may be retained . Under conditions to be speci fied , however,  these 
vowels may also undergo deletion . As a consequence of  such deletion , consonant 
clus ters result,  some of which are subject to modi fi cation by nasal substitution . 
The conditions under which these vowels are retained or deleted are examined 
below . 
A vowel in the environment CVC l-- &C2 VCV . . .  will be retained if ( 1 ) Cl 
and 
C2 differ in their values for the feature coronal , or ( 2 )  Cl 
and C
2 are both non­
coronal , but di ffer in their values for the feature anterior . What happens in 
the remaining cases is illustrated in the charts below , where the consonants 
listed down the left side of the chart represent C
l 
and the consonants li sted 
across the top represent C
2
' A V is used to indicate that a vowel is retained 
in the environment specified . If  the vowel is deleted, the resulting surface 
cluster is listed. I f ,  because of  co-occurrence restri ctions on consonant 
types within a single morpheme , no example exists , an asterisk ( * ) i s  employed . I O  
If  the mis sing exampl e is presumed to be due to an accidental gap in the language 
(or in the data) , a dash ( -) is listed .  
Labials 
p pw m rrw 
p mp .C .C 
pw • C mwpw ... rrwrrw 
m .C mm .C 
mw * .C 
5 
5 ns 
t V 
t '  V 
n ns 
1 ns 
r ns 
Coronals 
t t '  n 
n t  ... V 
... � n t ' V 
n t  n t ' n n  
nt  n t ' 
n t  n t ' n n  
V 
V 
V 
1 1  
1 1  
1 1  
k 
ng 
r 
V 
V 
r r  
Velars 
k ng 
ngk 
ngk ngng 
Examples of  the clusters listed in the preceding charts are provided in column 
three below . 
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Labials 
Word Gloss Reduplicated Underlying Cluster 
pap swim pampap pp 
pwupw fal l  pwumwpwupw pwpw 
mwopw out of breath mwomwmwopw pwmw 
mem sweet memmem mm 
Velars 
kak able kangkak kk 
kang eat kangkang ngk 
ngong bark ngongngong ngng  
Coronals 
sas  stagger sansas  5 5  
t i t bui ld a wal l  t i nt i t t t  
t ' a t '  writhe t ' a nt ' a t t ' t '  
s i nom sink in s i n s i nom n s  
t une ti e toqether t unt une n t  
t ' e nek hung up t ' en t ' enek n t ' 
nenek oommi t adultery nennenek nn 
1 i nenek oversexed 1 i 1 1  i nenek n 1  
s e 1  tied sense 1 1 5  
t i l  penetrate t i n t i 1 1 t 
t ' a 1  oliok� tsk t ' a n t ' a 1  1 t ' 
1 a 1  make a sound 1 a l l a 1  1 1  
s a r  fade sansa r rs 
t a r  strike� of a fish t an ta r  r t  
t '  i r narrowing t '  i n t ' i r rt ' 
n u r  oontraot n unnur  rn 
1 i rooro proteotive 1 i 1 1  i roo ro r 1  
re r tremble re r re r  r r  
Examples o f  potential clusters where a vowel i s  retained are : 
Word Gloss Reduplicated Flanking Consonants 
1 us jump 1 us u 1 us 5 
rese saw res i rese 5 r 
set artifioial ly ripen seteset  t 5 
breadfruit 
net sme l l  n etenet t n 
1 i t u i  i serve as female 1 i t  i 1 i t ui i t 1 
servant 
set i k  quiok in pel'forming set ' i set ' i k t '  5 
ne t '  sell  net ' i net ' t '  n --1 e t ' fliok 1 et ' e 1 et '  t '  1 
rot ' dark rot ' o rot ' t '  r 
To account for the the preceding data , it i s  clear that rules o f  two types 
are required . First , one or more vowel deletion rules must be posited to 
explain the occurring consonant clusters . Second, one or more rules of cluster 
modi fi cation are necessary to deal with the fact that the reSUl ting surface 
clusters are not necessarily identical to the underlying clusters . In the 
analysis that follows , it is argued that, in fact , nine synchronic rules are 
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requi red to account for these data - five rules of vowel deletion and four 
rules o f  cluster modi fication . 
In the formulation of these rules , features will be employed only when they 
permit a more elegant characterisation o f  a natural class o f  segments that can 
be captured through the us e o f  informal notational devices . Also , two ad hoc 
notational devices will be used in writing thes e rules . First , following an 
already common practice , the suprafeature F will be employed to represent all 
unspeci fied features . Second , in some rules , two boundary markers wil l be 
included within braces to indicate that the rule in quest ion may apply at/across 
either of these boundaries . The boundary types that play a role in these rules 
are & , which has previously been identi fied as the boundary characteri sti cally 
found between a redupli cated portion of a root and the root itself , and = ,  which 
will be used to represent the boundary characteristically occurring between a 
verb root and directional suffixe s . I I  Thus ,  a rule of the nature 
A-+B/C ___ t�}D specifies that A-+B in both the environments C &D and C =D . 
A full discussion of the role o f  boundaries in PNP , or even of the role they 
play in these rules ,  is well beyond the scope o f  this  paper .  Data presented in 
Section 2 . 2 .  will make clear , however ,  the necessity for at least these two 
boundary types .  
The following nine rules are 
in the preceding cluster charts . 
these rules should prove use ful . 
1 )  Vowel Deletion Rule # 1  
v -+ ",/V 
r;�+nasaJ aant Scor --
posited to account for the phenomena summarised 
Reference to those charts while examining 
�consJ aant Scor 
This rule deletes a vowel in the environment VC1---
{ &}C , where C is a 
= 2 2 
consonant homorganic with the nasal Cl
. 1 2  This rule therefore creates the 
clusters mm , ngk , ngn g ,  ns , n t , n t ' ,  and n n ,  as well as n 1  1 which sub­
sequently becomes 1 1  through the operation of Rule #8 .  
A V (vowel ) mus t be  included as the first segment in  the envi ronment 
o f  this rule s ince the first vowel in a word of the shape CV . . . .  may 
(synchronically) never be deleted or reduced . For example , durative aspect 
is signal led with morphemes of the shape CVCC or CVVC by reduplicating 
the initial CV . Note in the following examples of such morphemes that a 
vowel before & boundary does not delete , even though it is  in the correct 
consonantal environment . 
Word 
man t  
m i i k  
Gloss 
tame 
suck 
Redupli cated 
mamant  
m i m i  i k  
An identical constraint exi sts on all o f  the following vowel deletion 
rules . 
2 )  Vowel Deletion Rule #2 
V -+ ",/v 
�- conJ +son aF 
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Thi s rule deletes a vowel in the environment VC1 ---
{�}C2 ' where Cl and C2 
are identi cal sonorants . Thi s  rule creates 1 1  and r r  clusters , and in the 
absence o f  Vowel Deletion Rule #1 , would also lead to mm , nn , and n gng . 
(mwmw occurs only as a derived cluster in redupli cation . )  This rule could 
therefore be rewritten to de lete a vowel only between potential geminate 
liquids , but , for purposes of simplicity ,  it seems preferable to state 
this rule in its most general form . 
3) Vowel Deletion Rule #3 
V + �/V 
�conJ -cor __ {�} 
aant 
�conJ -cor 
aant 
Thi s  rule deletes a vowel in the environment VC1----
{ &}C , where C and C 
= 2 I 2 
are either both labials or both velars . When considering redupli cated forms , 
only the cluster mwmw from *pwmw motivates thi s  rule , since Vowel De letion 
Rule #1 and Vowel Deletion Rule #4 wi ll account for all other such clusters . 
Unlike Rule #4 , however ,  this rule also plays a role in non-redupli cated 
forms . Its importance in such forms will be further examined at th.e end 
of this  section and in Section 2 . 2 .  
4 )  Vowel Deletion Rule #4 
V + �/V & 
This rule deletes a vowel in the environment VC
I
---- &C2 ' where Cl 
and C
2 
are identical obstruents . This rule therefore creates the clusters p p ,  
pwpw , kk , 5 5 , t t ,  and t ' t ' , all of  whi ch serve as input to Rule #7 , Nasal 
Substitution . 
5 )  Vowel De letion Rule #5 
V + �/V ���� l;naJ & [ +cor J 
This ruie deletes a vowel in the environment VCI ---- &C2 ' where CI i s  a 
liquid and C is a coronal . Thi s rule creates the �lusters 1 1  and r r ,  
as well as t�e underlying clusters 1 5 , I t ,  I t ' ,  rs , rt , r t ' ,  rn , and r l , 
all of which serve as input to Rul e #6 . 
6 )  Liquid Assimilation �son� 
+cor 
-nas 
+ [ aF J/
_
& 
This rule states that a liquid will completely assimilate to a 
following coronal across & boundary . This rule appli es vacuously to 1 1  
and r r  clus ters , changes I n ,  l r , rn , and r l  to n n ,  r r ,  nn , and 1 1  respect­
ively , and changes all homorganic liquid-obstruent clusters to geminate 
obstruent clusters which s erve as input to Rule # 7 . 1 3  
7)  Nasal Substitution Rule A 
+ ITson J +nas . :voic: & 
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This rule states that all geminate obstruent clusters that occur with an 
intervening & boundary will be modified to homorganic nasal-obst�uent 
clus ters . Thus , the underlying clusters p p ,  pwpw , kk , 55 , t t , and t I t '  
become m p ,  mwpw ,  ngk , ns , n t , and nt ' respectively . 
8) Nasal Assimilation 
[+cor] l�nas I 
�na� fco�r 
aF / & +son 
- --
-nas 
aF 
This rule states that an n before & boundary will compl etely assimilate 
to a following liquid. Thus , in reduplicated forms , n l  becomes I I . No 
reduplicated examples exist of n r  becoming r r ,  but other forms in the 
language evidence thdt this change does occ ur . 1 4  
9 )  Nasal Substitution Rule B 
+cons 
-cor 
aant 
Shigh 
yback 
around 
+son 
+nas 
+voice / ___ [ -pause ] 
13high 
yback 
around 
+cons 
-cor 
aant 
Shigh 
yback 
around 
This rule states that i f  two labial or two velar consonants come together 
in the flow o f  speech (that i s ,  no pause intervenes ) ,  the first consonant 
will become a nasal that copies the features of velarisation (high ,  back , 
round) of  the second . Within the data previously examined , only the modi ­
fi cation of the cluster pwmw to mwmw illustrates the operation of this 
rule . But this rule is well supported by forms in which reduplication is 
not involved.  The operation of this nasal substitution rule outside of 
reduplication will be examined in Section 2 . 2 .  
The preceding rules will account for all o f  the surface clusters listed in 
the charts at the beginning of this section . Admi ttedly , the fact that nine 
rules are required to explain -these data suggest an inelegant or inaccurate 
solution . Especially suspicious is the necessity for five rules of vowel 
deletion . It i s  by no means obvious , however , how the number of  such deletion 
rules could be reduced . A solution wherein all vowels are deleted before 
reduplication boundary , and subsequently vowels are inserted to break up imper­
missable clus ters , is ruled out by the fact that the vowels that occur between 
such potential clusters are not predictable ; they are underlying vowels . A 
solution in whi ch two or more of these deletion rules are collapsed into a 
single rule also suggests i tsel f ,  but , in such a solution , one must take into 
account the fact that the vowe l deletion rul es previously li sted are of  two 
types - those that apply both at & and = boundary , and those that apply only 
at & boundary . Thus , if the number of vowel deletion rules is to be reduced ,  
one must find a way to combine rules I and/or 2 and/or 3 as one set and rules 
4 and 5 as another set . The collapsing of rules within these constraints is 
not possible . It i s ,  of course , possible to restate these vowel del etion rules , 
and to reorder them , but none of these alternant solutions is better motivated,  
nor does any come as  close as  the existing solution to capturing what must 
have happened histori cally in the language . I S  Given the current status of  
research on PNP , nine rules are required . 
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2 . 2 . Nasal s ubsti tuti on outs i de of  redupl i cat ion 
Of the two nasal substi tution rules cited above , only Rule B applies to 
clusters outside o f  redupli cation . Rule B states that whenever two labial or 
two velar consonants come together in speech , therefore no pause intervenes , 
the following results obtain :  
Labials Velars 
p pw m nw k ng 
p mp nwpw mm rnwnw k ngk ngng 
pw mp nwpw mm nwnw ng  ngk ngng 
m mp nwpw mm nwnw 
mw mp mwpw mm mwnw 
Examples of the application of this rule in polymorphemic words of various types 
are presented below . The clusters resulting from this rule are lmderl ined in 
the first column . In the second column , the morphemes of which these words 
consist are li sted as they would occur after the application of all rules except 
Nasal Substitution Rul e B .  The dash in these forms simply indicates the presence 
of a boundary marker whi ch ,  for the purposes of these examples , may remain 
unspecified . Eng . glosses are provided in the third column . 
Word 
l ompeseng 
sa rempene 
t::>t::>::>ngk i 
i s i ngkl 
keen;mei rke 1 i k 
enwpw::>t ' 0 1 
keernwrnwot ' 
sampaa 
1 i mwpw::>t I 
1 i mwmwut ' 
Consi sting of the Morphemes 
l op-peseng 
s a rep-pene 
t::>t::>::>k-k i 
i s  i k-k i 
keep-me i r-ke 1 i k 
ep-pw::>t ' o l  
keep-rnwot ' 
sapw-paa 
1 i m- pw::>t ' 
1 i m-rnwut ' 
Gloss 
out apart 
sorape toge ther 
work with 
burn with 
yam varie ty 
a game 
yam vari ety 
world, earth 
five (oblong things) 
five (pi les) 
Note that the last five exampl es illustrate regressive assimilation to the 
features o f  velarisation . 
At nonnal conversational speed, this rul e applies even across word boundary , 
as il lustrated by the following examples : 
Sentence : 
Pronotmced : 
Gloss : 
Sentence : 
Pronounced : 
Gloss : 
Sentence : 
Pronounced : 
Gloss : 
Sentence : 
Pronounced : 
Gloss :  
Sentence : 
Pronounced : 
Gloss : 
E ka l ap paan soup i sek . 
Ie ka l am paan  soup i sekl 
He ' l l  always be busy.  
E ka l ap men me i r .  
Ie ka l am men me i rl 
He 's always s leepy . 
E sa i k  kengwi n i . 
Ie sa i ng kengw i n i l  
He hasn ' t  yet taken medicine . 
E sa i k  nget . 
Ie sa  i � ngetl 
He 's not yet out of breath . 
Sou l i k  k i n  soup i sek . 
Isou l i �  �i n soup i sekl 
Soulik is (habitually) busy . 
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The last example (where Sou l i k  is a noun phrase and k i n  soup i sek is a verb 
phrase ) illustrates that this rule also applies to segments belonging to different 
syntactic phrases . 1 6 The constraint on Nasal Substitution Rule B ,  then , is that 
it applies to segments within the same phonological phrase ; that i s ,  to segments 
which are not separated by a pause . 
Garvin ' s  constraint on nasal substitution , that it applies to segments 
within the same phrase ( assuming that he was referring to phonological phrases)  
is accurate for homorganic labial and velar clusters . But , coronal consonants 
do not behave in a paralle l manner .  Coronal consonants undergo nasal substi­
tution in reduplicated forms only . The nasal substitution rule affecting 
coronal consonants ,  Nasal substitution Rule A ,  never applies across word bound­
ary , as the following examples illustrate . 
Sentence : 
Pronounced : 
But Never:  
Gloss : 
Sentence : 
Pronounced: 
But Never : 
Gloss : 
E ek i s  s uwet . 
Ie ek i s  s uwetl 
*Ie eki n s uwetl  
It 's kind of bad. 
Ke me i t tangaanga ! 
Ike me i t  tangaangal 
'�/ke me i n tangaangal 
Aren 't you lazy ! 
Coronal consonants also do not undergo nasal substitution in polymorphernic words , 
typically because coronal clusters do not arise in such words . Therefore , 
Vowel Deletion Rules 4 and 5 are constrained so as to apply at & boundary only . 
In words involving other boundaries , these rules do not apply and coronal 
clusters do not resul t ,  as il lustrated by the following examples . 
WOrd 
i s i se l  
i s i sop  
pa I i sa  1 -
we i t i t a 
p::> tet  i 
l us i s ang 
Consisting of the Morphemes 
i s i +se l 
i s i +sop 
pa l i +sa l -
we i t i =ta  
p::>te=t i 
I us i =sang 
Gloss 
seven (ropes) 
seven (stalks) 
side exposed to 
proceed upward 
plant dowrTlJJard 
jump from 
In these example s ,  the final vowel of the base is retained before + and = 
boundary . However , even where an enclitic boundary occurs , before which base 
final vowels delete , nasal substitution does not apply . Either a copy vowel 
is inserted to break up the coronal cluster or the cluster occurs without further 
modification . Note the fol lowing exampl es : 
mweme i t ' et ' e 
mas s uwet 
mwemwe i t ' #t ' e 
mas #s uwe t 
jus t visiting 
ugly 
The example Garvin cited of mwoon t i  sit down from mwoo t sit and - t i down 
would appear to violate the claim that coronal consonants do not participate in 
nasal substitution except in reduplication , but in fact this form is anomalous . 
This  same verb followed by the directional suffix - t a  upward, for example, 
results in the form �vootat a .  One explanation for the occurrence of the form 
mwoon t i  rather than mwoot i t i  (which some speakers also accept) is that this 
verb so often occurs with this particular suffix that the boundary normal ly 
present between verbs and directional suffixes (= boundary) was replaced by the 
tighter boundary & and the correct environment for Nasal Substitution Rul e A 
arose . It is also possible that this form simply underwent lexicalisation early 
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in the h istory of PNP and that diachronically Nasal substitution Rule A operated 
morpheme-internally as we ll as across & and poss ibly other boundaries . Some 
support for this latter po s ition is offered in the section that follows . 
3 .  D IACHRON I C  APPL I CAT IONS OF NASAL SUBST ITUTION RULE A 
Synchronically in PNP ,  homorgani c  nasal obstruent clusters occur not only 
in polymorphemic words ,  but morpheme-internally as well . Morpheme-internal 
examples of such clusters follow .  
Initially Medially Finally 
mp ( i ) mpe tempe l emp 
next to (it) kava pounding rhythm coconut crab 
mwpw ( u ) mwpwu l semwpwe ( u ) mwpw::>mwpw 
flame turn windward low hi l l  
n t  ( i ) n t i l man t a  man t  
torch fish next day tame 
ns  ( j )  nsa r kounsup  kens 
snare frowning yaws 
n t ' ( i ) n t ' a  een t ' a ken t '  
blood fish sp . urine 
ngk ( j ) ngket 1 i ngk i  r i  engk 
thatch oyster landslide 
The vowel enc los ed in parentheses before initial occurrences of such clusters 
is a predictable vowel . Further comments on the origins of this vowel will be 
presented later in this section . 
Considerable evidence exists to support the position that at l east some 
o f  these c lusters arose from earli er geminate obstruent sequences that underwent 
Nasal Substitution Rule A ,  or some historical antecedent of this rul e .  Con­
s i dering PNP data alone , thi s  position is weakly supported by the nature of the 
distribution of geminate consonants morpheme-internally . 
Occurring 
mm 
mwmw 
nn 
1 1  
r r  
ngng  
Non-Occurring 
*pp 
'�pwpw 
i,t t  
"'5 5  
*t ' t '  
'�kk 
Note that whereas a l l  sonorants occur geminate morpheme-internally , obstruents 
never dO . 1 7  The skewed distribution of these segments could obviously be 
explained by assuming that all geminate obstruent clusters were modified by 
nasal substitution . 
The most perusasive evidence in support o f  thi s  position , however , comes 
from external comparisons with other MC languages . Compare ,  for example , the 
previously c ited PNP forms containing initial nasal -obstruent clusters with 
their cognates in Trukic (TK) . (Lagoon Trukese (TRK) forms are employed except 
where noted . )  
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PNP 
( i  ) mpe 
next to (i t) 
( u ) rrwpwu l  
flame 
( i )  n t  i 1 
torch fish 
( i ) n sa r 
snare 
( i ) n t ' a  
b lood 
( i ) ngket 
thatch 
TK 
ppa­
next to 
pwpwun 
flame 
t t u l - ( Saipan Carolinian) 
fish with a light 
s s a r  
snare 
v v  cca 
blood 
kket 
thatch 
In these examples , the nasal-obstruent clusters of PNP systematically correspond 
to the geminate obstruent clusters of TK . 
Since geminate consonants do not occur initially or in any other position 
in Proto-Oceanic (POC) reconstructions , the presence of such clusters consti­
tutes a problem in understanding the history of these languages . Goodenough 
( 19 6 3 )  recognised this problem and argued that morpheme-internal geminates in 
TRK developed as a consequence of vowel deletion in earl ier morphologically 
complex forms . TRK morphs with initial geminates , he stated "reflect older 
forms with classic first syllable reduplication" (Goodenough 196 3 : 78 ) , as 
evidenced by cognates in Kiribati (KIR) ( Gilbertese) .  
KIR TRK 
v v  ra raa cca 
blood b lood 
kakang kken 
sharp sharp 
Such reduplication is not evidenced in POC ( * daRa ( ? )  b lood) , 1 8 but it does 
apparently date back as far as Proto-Micronesian (PMC *t ' a t ' aa blood and 
*kakang i sharp) . 1 9 What function this pattern of reduplication served is not 
entirely clear . 
It is also not entirely clear how a PNP form such as ( i ) n t ' a  b lood 
developed from PMC * t ' a t ' aa ,  but one possible scenario follows . 
PMC 
1 )  Metathesis 
2 )  Nasal Substitution 
3) Vowel Reduction 
4 )  Final Vowel Deletion 
5 )  Reduced Vowel Deletion ( Opt ional)  
*t ' at ' aa 
a t ' t ' aa 
ant ' aa 
i n t ' aa 
i nt ' a  
( i ) n t ' a  
Comments concerning the motivation for constructing this particular scenario 
follow . 
That a rule of metathesis might have existed diachronically in PNP is 
supported by evidence from Marshallese ( MRS ) . The developments affecting 
potential initial geminates in the Ratak and Ralik dialects of this  language 
are particularly suggestive of what might have happened in PNP . 2 0 
Ratak 
k�k�n 
1 i 1 i w  
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Ralik 
y�kk�n 
y i  1 1  i w  
Gloss 
invent 
angry 
The Ratak forms are the result of earlier CV- reduplication , where the vowel 
between the potential geminates is not deleted . In the Ralik dialect , however , 
as possibly in PNP , metathesis has taken place ( along with the development of 
a PFothetic y) and geminates result . 
The diachronic rule governing nasal SUbstitution was apparently identical 
to Nasal Substitution Rule A ,  presented in the last section , with one important 
difference .  Whereas the synchronic rule of nasal substitution must be con­
strained so as to operate only across & boundary , the diachronic rule apparently 
also operated morpheme-internally . Considering only forms involving earlier 
initial CV- reduplication , this position is tenuous,  but can be argued.  There­
fore , since a form such as * t 1 a t 1 aa b lood was already inherently reduplicated 
in PMC , it does not seem unlikely that thi s  form at some point relatively early 
in the history of these languages underwent l exicalisation , so that no internal 
boundary remained . At l east , it does not seem unlikely that this boundary 
information was lost by the time nasal substitution applied, which was apparently 
no earlier than Proto-Ponapeic (PPP ) . Nas al substitution is not found outside 
this subgroup . Since the time depth between PMC and PPP is unknown , however ,  
this  argument is  weak . Further j ustification for this position i s  necessary 
and will be provided in the discussion of the origin of medial and final nasal­
obstruent clusters . 
To account for the synchronic shape of a word such as ( i ) n t ' a  b lood, a 
diachronic rule of vowel reduction i s  also required . The effect of this  rule 
was to reduce metathesised vowels to either U or i ,  depending upon the rounding 
of the following segment . 2 1  Therefore , these vowels were reduced to U before 
( I) clusters of velarised labial consonants , and ( 2 )  clusters of other consonants 
followed by a round vowel , thus leading to the rounding of the preceding 
segments . El sewhere , these vowels reduced to i .  This is the synchronic situ­
ation , as illustrated by the following examples . 
Initial u 
ulThllpwe r 
ungkopw 
Initial 
i mpe 
i n ta 
i nt  I a 
i ngkapwan 
twin 
crab sp . 
next to (it) 
say 
b lood 
a whil e  ago 
The last two developments , Final Vowel Deletion and the optional rule of Reduced 
Vowel Deletion , are well attested synchronic rules of PNP . 
One might , of course ,  construct alternate scenarios that would equally well 
account for synchronic surface forms l ike ( i ) n t ' a . I am not certain ,  for 
example ,  whether Nasal Substitution was a later or earlier development than 
Vowel Reduction . I am confident , however ,  that the optional , predictable 
vowels that occur in such forms represent vowels that , from a historical pers­
pective , are in the process of being lost , rather than added . In earlier 
analyses of PNP , I had in fact taken the opposite position . 2 2  Because these 
vowels are optional and predi ctable , I assumed that they originated as prothetic 
vowels . While such an analysis might be possible in a synchronic grammar o f  
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PNP , it is now clear that forms such as ( i )  n t ' a must have developed from an 
earl ier i n t ' a . As evidence for this position , consider the fact that among all 
the speech communities that make up Ponapeic  (pP ) , it is only in PNP that 
these vowels are optional . In Ngatikese (NGK) , for example , the initial vowels  
before nasal -obstruent clusters may never be deleted, as  illustrated by the 
following examples . 2 3  
PNP 
( i  ) mpaa i 
( u) IThV pw::> S 
NGK 
i mpaa i 
i IThVPWoS 
subrrrissive 
boi l  
Note , further , that in NGK the vowel that precedes these clusters i s  always i ,  
regardless of  the rounding of  the following segment . In light of this obser­
vation , the following forms are particularly interesting . 
PNP 
( u ) mwpwe l 
( u ) mwpwe l  
NGK 
i mwpwe l 
umwpwe l 
cY'ab sp . 
earth oven fi lled with food 
While the first NGK example has an initial i ,  the second does not . It is not 
the NGK form which is aberrant , however . It is the PNP form .  I n  both PNP and 
NGK , the word umwpwe l is , historically at least , a compound cons isting of the 
two morphemes UIThV eay·th oven and pwe 1 eaY'th. 2 4  In PNP , therefore , the first 
vowel of  the word umwpwe l is being treated precisely like the metathesised 
reduced vowels of earli er reduplicated forms and is consequently subj ect to 
deletion . 
Further support for the position that these vowels are being lost is provided 
by a comparison of the following forms in PNP and Mokilese (MOK) (Harrison 19 77 ) . 
PNP 
mma t ' 
IThVIThVUS 
MOK 
i mmas 
UIThV IThV U j 
Pipe 
vorrri t  
The geminate sonorants that occur i n  these forms i n  both languages also apparently 
arose as a consequence of initial CV- reduplication , metathesis , and vowel 
reduction . 2 5  In MoK ,  the resulting initial high vowels are retained in these 
forms , but in PNP they are completely lost. Thus , the rul e optionally deleting 
initial vowels before homorganic nasal-obstruent clusters in PNP appears to be 
an extension of a rule which historically deleted such vowels before geminate 
sonorants . There thus appears to be little doubt that the optional initial 
vowels that we have been examining represent vowels in the process of  being lost 
rather than added . The importance of this in explaining the motivation for 
nasal substitution will be examined in the next section of this paper . 
So far as I am aware , except for the aberrant form ( u) mwpwe l , all surface 
initial occurrences of nasal-obstruent clusters derive historically from under­
lying geminate obstruents , where the first obstruent underwent nasal substitution . 
The origin of  morpheme-internal nasal-obstruent clusters in other positions , 
howev�r , is not so wel l understood, primarily due to the difficulty o f  finding 
non-PP cognates with these forms . Apparently , though , these clusters arose in 
two distinct ways . 
First , non-initial nasal-obstruent clusters arose morpheme-internally as 
a result of the deletion of a vowel that was preceded by a nasal and followed 
by a consonant homorganic with that nasal . Vowel loss in this environment 
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occurred in earlier morphologically complex forms , as illustrated by the 
following example . 
menseng 
morning 
Fran : man i +sang i 
animal+cry 
Vowels were also lost in this environment in monomorphemic words , however , as 
illustrated by the next example . 
man t  
tame 
From : POC '�manasa 
tame 
The rule that governed this vowel deletion was the progenitor of synchronic 
Vowel Deletion Rule # 1 ,  cited in the preceding section . For reasons that I will 
not explore in this paper , the synchronic version of this rule must be con­
strained so that it will operate only at & and = boundaries , but ,  as the form 
man t  illustrate s ,  this rule gid operate morpheme-internally diachronocially . 
Second , non-initial nasal-obstruent clusters arose morpheme-internally 
as a consequence of nasal substitution . Such clusters occur in forms involving 
a now-fossilised pattern of -CVCV final reduplication , as the following example 
illus trates . 2 6  
opampap 
hwnble 
From : ," opapa &pa pa 
Vowel Deletion Rule #4 and Nasal Substitution Rule A, as synchronically stated, 
will account for the preceding form, but some evidence exists that both of these 
rules also operated morpheme-internally . Consider , for example ,  the word for 
' coconut crab ' in the following languages . 
PNP : 
MOK: 
Woleaian (WOL) : 
emp 
opup 
yaff  
Further research will b e  required to determine precisely how the synchronic 
vowel deletion and cluster modification rul es operated diachronically . It seems 
likely , however ,  that all of these rules played a role in the origin of  morpheme­
internal clusters in modern PNP . 
4 .  THE MOT IVAT ION FOR NASAL SUBST ITUT ION 
The presence , either diachronically or synchronically , of nasal substitution 
rules is one of the defining characteri stics of PP languages . No other nuclear 
MC language exhibits this phenomenon , nor , so far as I am aware , does any other 
OC language . Nasal substitution is  by no means a common phonological develop­
ment . Thus , why such rules should have developed in PP is a question o f  both 
historical and theoretical interest . 
Fi scher ( 1965 : 1496 ) takes up this question and argues that nasal substitution 
in PNP is stylistically motivated. He notes that , across word boundary , TRK 
and PNP treat homorganic consonant clusters in antithetical ways . " In Trukese , 
the preference is for clusters of  two identical stops ( articulated as a single 
long stop) , while in Ponapean the preference is for clusters of  nasal plus 
stop . " The Sandhi rules presumably leading to these clusters , he notes , are 
as follows (where N = nasal , S = stop , and subscript a = point of articulation) . 
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underlying Forms 
Trukese 
Ponapean 
• • •  N a 
. •  . S 
a 
• • •  N 
a 
• • •  S a 
S • . .  
a 
S • • •  
a 
S • • •  
a 
S • • .  
a 
Result of Sandhi 
• • •  S S • . .  
a a 
• • •  S S • • .  a a 
• • •  N S . "  a a 
• • •  N S • • •  
a a 
Based on the cultural attitudes toward speech as they are influenced by the 
social structure of these speech communities , and on the occasions on which he 
heard the sandhi rules apply or fail to apply in PNP , Fischer ( 1965 : 1500) 
hypothesises that 
there is a common expressive significance for each of the 
two types of consonant clusters in the two languages . 
Specifically , in both languages the double stops seem to 
have the value of abruptness and freedom of emotional 
expression , while the clusters of nasal plus stop seem to 
have the value of restraint , poli teness , and gentleness . 
Ponapean s ,  who value restraint and the avoidance o f  overt expressions of 
aggression in speech , prefer nasal -stop clusters because of their symbolic value . 
Trukese , who are more aggressive in their speech behaviour , prefer double stops . 
He further suggests that the patterns displayed by TRK and PNP might be explained 
in terms of a "potentially universal symbolism" (p . 1500) . Double stops involve 
a more forceful vocal gesture , and may thus be expressive of aggression , while 
nasal-stop clusters are l ess forceful , and may thus be expressive of restraint . 
I do not disagree that phonetic symbol ism plays a role in language , but 
I think Fischer ' s  position , that such symbolism motivated nasal substitution , 
fails in two ways . First , Fischer ' s  account of the rules which govern nasal 
substitution follows Garvin ' s  analysis , and is thus wrong . As noted in the 
second section of this paper , coronal stop clus ters do regularly occur across 
word boundary and,  within certain prosodic configurations , in other environments 
as well . It is not simply the case , therefore , that geminate stops are avoided 
in PNP ; their occurrence is governed by a complex series of phonological rules . 
Second , I suspect that whi le phonetic symbolism may play a role  in determining 
the shape of some morphemes ,  it does not normally , if ever , dictate regular 
sound change . 2 7  Labov has noted, of course , that social and stylistic factors 
play a role  in sound change , but these factors serve to influence the utili sation 
or non-utili sation of otherwise phonetically or functionally motivated processes . 
The motivation for nasal substitution can , I believe , be  explained in these 
terms . 
One obvious motivation for nasal substitution i s  the functional role it 
plays in limiting the number of optimal consonant cluster types in PNP . As 
demonstrated in the second section of this paper , nasal substitution rules 
interact with a complex series of other rules as part of a conspiracy to reduce 
144 potential consonant cluster types to 12 optimal ones . Thus , nasal substi­
tution is motivated in part by the role  it plays within the phonological system 
of PNP . 
Nasal substitution would also appear to be  well-motivated on perceptual 
grounds . Voiceless geminate obstruents are difficul t to perceive , especially 
when they are in initial or final position . 2 8  By lowering the velum and adding 
voicing to the first obstruent - the changes involved in nasal substitution -
this perceptual problem is alleviated.  Many languages , o f  course ,  do tolerate 
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voiceless geminate obstruents , an d  some languages (MOK for example ) even have 
rules which create such c1usters . 2 9  On the whole , though , rules which simplify 
such clusters appear to be far more common , probably for the reasons cited above . 
The lowering of the velum involved in nasal substitution also suggests a 
physiological motivation for this phenomenon . Sheldon Harrison first noted that 
the conversion of an obstruent to a nasal in this environment 
can be viewed as a response to the heightened pressure 
inherent in geminate obstruents . This pressure can be 
reduced by lowering the velum to allow some air to escape 
through the nasal cavity, thereby destroying the obstruent 
articulation . 3 0 
Another motivation for nasal substitution rests on the claim I wish to 
advance , that this phenomenon is not the result of dissimilation , as Garvin 
proposes ,  but rather is a consequence of weakening . As Johnson ( 1973 : 52 )  has 
insightfu11y noted , "What appears . . .  as a dissimilatory state . . .  may not be due to 
a dissimilatory process . "  Johnson , along with Foley (1972 ) , takes the position 
that many seemingly dissimilatory processes involving contiguous segments may be 
better explained in terms of weakening . It is therefore of significance that in 
PNP , both synchronically and diachronically , nasal substitution affects conson­
ants in syllable-final position . The two rules of nasal substitution operate 
in the following environments (where $ represents syllable boundary ) : 
Initial Medial Final 
#VC$CV . . •  . • •  VC$CV . . •  • • .  VC$CV# 
Hooper ( 1976 : 196)  and others have argued that certain environments are particu­
larly conducive to weakening . One such environment for consonants is sy11ab1e­
final position , the environment described above . 
The terms ' weakening ' and ' strengthening ' are commonly employed in dis­
cussions of sound change , but as Sommerstein ( 1977 : 228 )  has noted , " their 
definitions have tended to remain intuitive rather than explicit • . .  " Weakening 
processes for consonants , however , are typically those which result in less 
obstruction and/or increased sonority , with the extreme case of weakening being 
deletion . Based upon the extreme case of deletion , an explicit definition of 
weakening has been attempted by Hyman ( 1975 : 165 ) who states "a  segment X is said 
to be weaker than a segment Y if Y goes through an X stage on its way to zero" . 
Hyman ' s  definition very nicely supports the position that nasal substitution in 
PNP i s ,  in fact , weakening , as evidenced by data from Pingelapese (PNG) , a PP 
language bordering on mutual intelligibility with PNP . In PNG , the word for 
b lood, for example , is i i sa ( c f .  PNP ( i ) n t ' a ) . 3 1 Considerable evidence exists 
to support the position that this form developed from an earlier i s sa that 
underwent nasal substitution , resulting in i nsa . Subsequently , the n was deleted 
and the preceding vowel was lengthened to maintain the original number of moras 
in the word . Thus , following Hyman ' s  definition , it can be argued that nasals 
are weaker than obstruents ,  since , as PNG evidences , obstruents go through a 
nasal stage on their way to zero . 
The motivation for the weakening of consonants in syllable-final position , 
and thus a motivation for nasal substitution , is almost certainly related to 
the fact that the single universal syllable type is the open syllable - CV . 
Within OC , and PNP , this is the dominant syllable type . Substituting a nasal 
for a syllable-final obstruent would appear to be one way of opening up the 
syllable,  as evidenced by the many languages in the world that permit only open 
syllables or syllables ending in a nasal . Thus , nasal substitution may represent 
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an attempt to restore the optimal pattern of syllables in PNP , sequences of 
open syllables ,  that was violated by earlier vowel deletion rules . 
It is not possible , nor is it even desirable , to single out one of the 
motivations I have suggested as being the ' correct ' or the ' major ' motivation 
for nasal substitution . Quite likely , all of these considerations played a role 
in the development of this phenomenon . The problem posed by Fischer - why a 
related language like TRK did not develop nasal substitution , but in fact devel­
oped rules creating geminate obstruents - of course remains . It is not the task 
of this paper to answer that question , but it seems likely that in TRK sufficient 
numbers of surface geminate obstruents occurred that a change was effected in 
the preferred syllable type . Further research into this question is required . 
NOTES 
1 .  I wish to thank Byron W .  Bender , Iovanna Condax , John L .  Fischer , Ward 
Goodenough , Jimmy Harris ,  Irwin Howard , Jeff Marck , and David Stampe for 
discussing with me some of the ideas expressed in an earlier draft o f  this 
paper . The responsibility for the final form of  this work is mine alone . 
2 .  Ponapean (PNP) is  spoken by approximately 16 , 000 residents of the island of  
Ponape in  the Eastern Caroline  Islands . 
3 .  Included in nuclear Micronesian are Kiribati (KIR) ( formerly Gilbertese)  , 
Marshallese (MRS) , Kosraean ( formerly Kusaiean) (KSR) , the Trukic (TK) languages , 
the Ponapeic (PP)  languages , and possibly Nauruan . The PP subgroup includes 
PNP , Ngatikese (NGK) , Mokilese (MOK) , and Pingelapese (PNG) . 
4 .  The consonant represented as t s  in this chart is labelled post-alveolar . 
The precise position of  articulation o f  this consonant , however ,  is in doubt . 
So far as I have been able to determine , it  is  produced by placing the blade 
o f  the tongue against or slightly behind the alveolar ridge , while the sides of  
the tongue are in  contact with the upper gums approximately as  far back as  the 
palatal region . Further comments on the segmental phonemes of PNP are presented 
in Rehg 19 73 . 
5 .  I have not yet determined precisely how this process should be formal ised.  
It operates ,  however , in at least the following environments (where C represents 
a coronal consonant and $ represents a syllable boundary ) : nC , nVC , and 
nV$CV$ . 
6 .  The insertion o f  epenthetic vowels i s  briefly commented on in Section 2 . 2 .  
It should also be noted that while geminate obstruents never occur morpheme­
internally in native vocabulary , they do occur in some loan words from Jp . 
( e . g . nappa Chinese cabbage) .  They also arise across morpheme boundaries in 
particular prosodic configurations . 
7 .  PNP also evidences several fossilised patterns of  reduplication , including 
final -CVCV reduplication . This latter pattern is briefly commented on in 
Section 3 .  
8 .  Only high and mid vowels  surface in the environment CVC &CVC , where V 
is a non-low vowel , due to a rul e which raises low vowels in thi s and similar 
environments . 
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9.  In certain segmental and/or prosodic environments ,  full vowels are reduced 
to high vowels . High vowels in PNP function as ' minimal ' vowels and , in these 
same environments ,  are subject to deletion in rapid speech . 
10 . These co-occurrence restrictions are discussed in Rehg 197 3 ,  Section 2 . 3 .  
11 . A third boundary not dealt with in this  paper is the boundary character­
istically found between nouns and possessive suffixes . 
12 . For the purposes of this rul e ,  t '  is tre.ated as +anterior . However , i f  
t '  is i n  fact articulated far enough behind the alveolar ridge that it must 
be considered -anterior ,  then this rule will not work . In this case , one 
could either formulate two rules in place o f  Vowel Deletion Rule #1 - one which 
would operate on coronals and one which would operate on non-coronal s - or one 
could allow the process described in note 5 to operate before thi s rule . 
1 3 .  I n  MOK, a PP language in which nasal substitution i s  no longer productive , 
homorganic l iquid-obstruent clusters surface as geminate obstruents . In MOK , 
as in PNP ,  this rule operates only in reduplicated forms . See Harri son 
( 19 76 : 4 5 ) . 
14 . This  rule operates optionally in other environments as well . Therefore , 
nan l eng heaven ( from nan in and l aang sky) may also be pronounced na l 1 eng . 
Similarly , nan Ruk in Truk may in rapid speech be pronounced n a r  Ruk . 
15 . Actually , the overlapping involved in these rules , at least historically , 
is not surprising. For example , because Rule 1 accounts for nasal-obstruent 
clusters as well as nasal-sonorant clusters , and in fact del etes vowels between 
all geminate sonorants except 1 1  and r r ,  a new rul e ,  Rul e 2 ,  arises which takes 
care of these exceptions . Synchronically , these rules have not progressed to 
the point where vowels simply delete before & boundary , but one can specul.ate 
this  is the direction in which the language is heading . In fact , MOK apparently 
has moved rather far along toward j ust such a treatment o f  these vowel s .  
16 . Patterns of intonation in PNP , however , are determined by syntactic con­
stituents . Thus , suprasegmental and segmental phenomena are governed by phrases 
of  different types . 
17 . Except , as noted in note 6 ,  in some Jp . loan words . 
18 . POC reconstructions are from Grace (1969) . 
19 . PMC reconstructions are from Marck ( 1977 ) . 
20 . From Abo et al . ( 19 76 )  and Karen Kaeo (personal communication) .  
2 1 .  The notion of  ' reduction ' i s  appropriate here since non-high vowels are 
changed to high vowels , the minimal vowels in PNP . See note 9 .  
2 2 .  I stated this poSition in a number o f  unpubl�shed papers , and it is 
implicit in Rehg (1973) . 
2 3 .  NGK is mutually intelligible with PNP . It is  spoken on the atoll of  
Ngatik , located approximately 90  miles south-west of Ponape . 
24 . This  form is also interesting from the point of  view of  reconstructing the 
material culture of Ponape . While  the contemporary Ponapean oven is built on 
the surface of the ground , and is never covered with earth , this  form suggests 
an earlier technique of building such ovens underground, as is the more common 
practice in the Paci fic . 
2 5 .  Vowel reduct ion applies vacuously i n  the case of *umwmwus . 
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26 . See Harrison ( 1973 )  for a discussion of final reduplication in MC languages .  
2 7 .  For example , surface-initial ( u ) mwpw clusters in PNP do seem to have a 
phonoaesthetic function . Morphemes beginning with this sequence of sounds 
typically involve the semantic notion of ' roundness ' ,  as illustrated by the 
forms ( u ) mwpwe curve� ( u ) mwpwe i bal l, ( u ) mwpwek bud of a flower, ( u ) mwpwe l 
b lister� ( u ) mwpwet to blister, (u ) mwpw i a drop� ( u ) mwpwokos humpback, ( u ) mwpwos 
boil, ( u ) mwpw�mwpw low hi ll, ( u ) mwpwun barnacle, and so on . Final amp clusters 
in English seem to have a similar value , as evidenced by hump, lump, rump, 
c lump, dump, etc . 
28 . But it is possible to perceive even geminate stops in these positions . 
The articulation may be more fortis ,  and slight differences in the coiouring of 
the adj acent vowel may occur . Also , there may be visual clues , such as the 
shape of the speaker ' s  mouth . 
29 . See note 1 3 .  
30 . Harrison ( 1983 : 359) . This motivation for nasal substitution was also 
suggested to me independently by Ward Goodenough and Jimmy Harris . 
3 1 .  Elaine Good , personal communication . 
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MO K I L E S E  R E F L E X E S  O F  P R OT O - O C EAN I C  
Sheldon P .  Harri son 
l .  SOME REMARKS ON MOK ILESE ( MOK) PHONOLOGY I 
Comparisons between MOK and Proto-Oceanic (POC) are made on the basis of  
the following taxonomic phonemic inventory for MOK : 
Consonants Labials Dentals Palatals Velars Labio-velars 
Stops p t j k pw 
Nasals m n f) I1lN 
5 
1 
r 
Vowels 
u Long vowels are 
e 0 represented as geminate.  
e :J 
a 
Glides 
y W 
Post-vocal ic glides are occasionally represented as i and u .  This i s  not 
intended to reflect any phonetic difference , but is merely an inconsistency 
in the transcription . 
The sound represented by j is phonetically a prepalatal stop or affricate . 
As regards the vowels , all occur lon g ,  althou9h there is some question as 
to their distribution in final position . ( U U ,  ee and ee are not attested in 
final position.) The vowel e is of  low frequency . The vowels 0 ,  :J ,  and U 
have obviously centralised allophones in certain consonantal environments , the 
details of  which are not yet completely clear . For example :  
pwo [ pwo ] steri le 
po C pa ]  deck 
pW:J [ pW:J ] fern 
p:J [ pA ]  a1'l7l 
pwu [ pwu  1 bete l nut 
p u  [ p+ J ben t  
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In addition , initial u sometimes varies with w i . Thus , uk blow is o ften 
homophonous with w i k  change , while upw young coconut has no alternate **w i pw . 2 
Long back rounded vowels seem to preserve their backness in all environments . 
The glides appear initially , medial ly , finally , and preconsonantally . 
Their phonemic status remains undecided. 
pEyn 
ya 
key::>w 
pEy 
t awn 
woy 
j ow i  
EW 
female 
who ? which? 
first 
figh t 
fi ll 
turtle 
conch 
one� general classifier 
2 .  MORPHEME STRUCTURE O F  MOK 
As has been observed for Trukese (TRK) (Dyen : 1949 : 42 l )  and other ' nuclear ' 
Micronesian (MC) languages , MOK does not normally reflect POC final vowels . 
* l a Qo (aJ fly > I ::> Q (aJ fly 
Thus , all monomorphemic (unaffixed and noncompound) reflexes of  POC vowel -final 
items should be consonant-final . In cases where this is not true we must assume 
either loss of  C2 in a POC *ClV1C2V2 # structure , subsequent addition of a final syllable , or some aberrant development . 3 
The identity of lost final vowels can be inferred in many cases from the 
quality o f  synchronic refl exes o f  historical ly non-final vowels .  Thus 
ma r 
j ::> Q  
preserved breadfruit < 
weep < 
*mada 
*taQ i ( s )  
fermented 
weep 
That i s ,  final non-low vowels raised a preceeding *a , while low vowels had no 
similar effect . (This will be treated more fully in Section 4 . 1 . ) . 
I am also led to believe that synchronic reflexes of  POC final vowels 
appear on the surface in certain paradigmatic alternations ; in particular , the 
posse ssive forms of inalienable nouns and the transitive forms of verbs . I 
would l ike to suggest that these reflexes appear in some cases because an ol der 
syllabic suffix has been lost . For exampl e :  
*ansa ( n )  name > at name 
> ::> t ::>  his name 
*nsoka stab > dok J .  t stab I n  
> d::>ko ] t r  
This is not to say that these paradigms are a perfect reflection o f  the POC 
final vowels .  For example , w i n i n  his hair < *?unap fish scale� where *a  � i 
in this  environment (a  doublet w i nE its feathers� seales from the same source 
shows a regular reflex) . My data contain no comparable examples for transitive 
verbs , but I do not doubt that they could be found. 
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Synchronic facts about MOK l ead me to conclude that the productive pattern 
for the creation of inalienable nouns is the i -stem pattern (for example, 
n uus i n  news of him < Eng . news ) , and that for transitive verbs the addition of 
the suffix - i  ( a i n i  iron i t  < Eng .  i ron) . Thus, whereas many verbs and nouns 
come by their i -stem vowels ' honestly ' (j uk i pound i t  < * t uk u  pound and k i l i n  
its bark < *k u l i ( t )  skin, bark) , the mere fact that a given lexical item is an 
i -stem is not necessarily evidence that the hi storical vowel was in fact one 
that yielded i .  This does not seem to be the situation for £- and �-stem nouns 
and non- I -stem transitives, whose final vowel always s eems to be reconcilable 
with the POC final vowel. 
Two examples of the reduplication of a synchronic vcv show what I believe 
to be a reflex of a POC final vowel : 
Thus : 
*tunu  
*t  umpu (7 )  
cook 
grandparent • .  
> 
> 
i n i  i n  
i pw i  i pw 
VlClV2 
VlC lV2V { lV2 
VlClV2Vl
Cl 
(reduplication) 
(final vowel deletion) 
aook 
parentage 
In the two examples cited, Vl= V2 • More evidence of thi s phenomenon is n eeded.  
As with final vowels, it appears that all POC final consonants were lost 
in MOK. Of the nine POC consonants reconstructed in final position ( *m ,  n ,  Q ,  
p ,  t ,  k, 7 ,  s ,  R) , six (*n, p ,  t ,  7 ,  s ,  R )  are regularly or o ften reflected as 
zero. Zero reflexes for * m, * Q , and * k are attested only in final position : 
*tan (ou) m bury > j �wj �w grave 
*awa Q mouth > aw mouth 
*mana Q power > manman  possessing spiritual power 
*pak i wak shark > pako shark 
*put i k  pull out > w i j  pull out 
A rule of final consonant deletion is supported by the existence of 
transitive-intransitive and adj ective-noun doublets, where the deleted consonant 
appears in an environment where it would have been protected by a vowel suffix 
(later deleted) . Thus : 
*paQ (ou) n awake, arouse > call 
*mp u l  u ( t )  gum, . . .  > pw i 1 gum 
pw i l l j to paste 
*put i k  pul l out > w i j  pull out 
7 w i j  i k  cany 
Note also that these examples suggest that consonant deletion preceded vowel 
deletion (whether diachronically or synchronically is open to question) . 
**pa Q i nV  paQ i n  
paQ i 
paQ 
(final C del etion) 
(final V deletion) 
(Vowel raising and reduplication have been ignored here . )  
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It is interesting that the noun paradigms do not generally reflect the 
lost consonants . Whether this is to be taken as an instance of restructuring 
( analogical levelling?) or as an indication that the morphological process of 
possessive suffixation is ' n ewer ' than the transitive-intransitive distinction 
is still quite speculative . 
Final consonants are reflected in non-alternating forms in the following 
cases : 
* i n um 
*mp u ( d r) i ( t ) 
*?uda ( 0) 
drink 
excrement 
lobster 
> 
> 
> 
n i m  
pwi rej 
wuronna 
drink 
dirt 
lobster 
I mus t assume that the first two cases reflect a deleted suffix . The third 
seems to be cognate , but the final na remains unidentified. The geminate 
may have resulted from an *0  that has assimilated to the point o f  articulation 
of a following n .  
3 .  CONSONANTS 
The regular reflexes o f  POC consonants are summarised below . Cases o f  loss 
are not treated unless they appear to be regular reflexes in some non-final 
environment . 
( All environments are tentative . ) 
*p + pi a 
+ 0 
*mp + pw 
*op + pw 
*t  + 01 V 
Lh� 
- 1 0  
+ j 
*n t  + 5 
*d + r 
*nd  + 5 
*k + k 
*Ok + k 
*? + 0 
*m + m 
rrwl u 
*om + rrw 
* n + n 
* 0 + 0 * 1 + 1 
* 5 + t 
* n5  + t 
* R + 0 
*w + w 
3 . 1 .  Nasal grade 
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Reconstructions of POC non-sonorants ( * P .  d ,  t ,  s ,  k )  are given in both 
oral and nasal grades on the assumption that these are reflected differently in 
the daughter languages .  While this seems justified for *p and *mp , *d and *nd , 
and * t  and *n t ,  my data give me no reason to believe this to be so for *s 
and *ns and *k and *�k .  The data do suggest , however , that in a few instances 
MOK reflects the opposite grade from that given in the reconstructions . An 
incomplete list of these cases is given here . 
reflex of *mp for * p  
* puku knot > pwu k  knot 
*upu smaH p lant > upw unripe coconut 
reflex of * p  for *mp 
*mpampa board > p:>p board 
* tamp i bowl. > j a p i  bowl. 
reflex of *nd  for *d 
*daRa { ? )  Hood > nsa 4  bl.ood 
* { d l ) i k i  sma H > s i ks l k  smaH 
3 . 2 .  Laryngea l s  
* ?  > (3 
*?ate Uver > :>j Uver 
*?a top thatch > :>j thatch 
*?umu oven > umw oven 
*da?a { n )  branch > ra branch 
*ma?ud i ( p )  Ufe3 · . .  > mou r Ufe 
* p i tu?u star > u j u  star 
* ta ?u year3 · • •  > .l.£onpa r year 
However , in the following examples *? seems to be reflected as w .  Glide 
formation will be discussed more fully in section 5 ) . 
*,?una fish scal.e > w i n  haiZ'3 feathers3 sca l.es 
*?usa rain > wut rain 
* ?u l u l)a pi l. l.ow > w i  1 i l)  rest one 's head 
*?uda ( I) )  l.obster > wu ronna l.obster 
* ?uta { n )  inl.and > ew i j inl.and 
3 . 3 .  Vel ars 
*k > k 
*ku l i { t )  skin3 " . > k i  1 skin 
* kau  tree > suuk:> tree 
*kuku nail.3 · · • > k i k- nail. 
*kopu { t )  mist3 . . .  > s:>:>koy fog 
* kuR l ta octopus > k i  i j octopus 
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* k i ma 
* ka (d  r )  u 
* i ku 
* p i n s i ko 
* tu k i  
* nsakaRu 
* l oku 
* l ak i  
* pa k i wak 
*ma taku ( t )  
giant clam > 
scratch > 
tail > 
flesh > 
pound > 
reef > 
bend > 
great > 
shark > 
afraid > 
More problematic cognates are :  
*ka ( Rd r ) a8pa new > 
* kau  fish-hook > 
k i m  
karpw i t  
I k  
u tuk  
j uk 
toko 
l ok l ok 
l ek l ek i n  
pako 
m l  j i k 
kapw 
kaw 
kind of clam 
scratch 
tai l 
flesh 
pound 
island 
bent 
big 
shark 
fear 
neW 
fosh-hook 
In the first case,  *aRa should be reflected as a a .  The second suggests a 
reconstruction like *kawa . 
* 8k > k 
* f)ka l a  
* 8k I n i t  
* sa f)ka ( ? )  
male genitals > 
pinch > 
hop3 ' "  > 
ko b 
k i n l  
tak] . 
t 1n 
tab ]  tr 
3 . 4 .  Pal ata l s and api ca l s  
* t  > j 
* tama 
* ta ( n ) s i  
* to l u  
* tu k l  
* tapu­
* ta?u 
* taku 
* t a f) i  ( 5 )  
*?ate 
*ma ta 
* p l tu 
* p i tu?u 
* f)ma ta 
*ma to l u 
*ma taku ( t )  
father 
sea3 · ·  . 
three 
pound 
conch 
year 
back 
weep 
liver 
eye 
seven 
star 
worm 
thick 
afraid 
> j amaa 
> j e t  
> j 1 1  i w  
> j u k  
> jow l  
> l2.onpa r  
> l l k i njark i ­
> j 08 
> oj 
> maj 
> i j  I w  
> uj u 
> mwaj 
> moj u l  
> m i j l k  
his penis 
pinch 
drive a vehicle 
his father 
sea3 salt 
three 
pound 
conch 
year 
back (cf .  TRK s�ka r )  
weep 
liver 
eye 
seven 
star 
worm 
thick 
fear 
Note also *mpu to nave l > pWU J J O his nave l3 showing gemination , and * ku t u  
louse > pak l t  de louse3 showing the irregular reflex * t  > t .  
* t  > � 
Both * t - and * - t - are often reflected as 0 when followed by a high vowel 
(ambiguously synchronic or diachronic ) . 
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* t i na mother > i na a  his mother 
* t umpu ( ? )  grandpea'ent > i pw i  i pw pea'entage 
* tu?u ( d )  stand up > u u ta stand up 
* t u R i  ( a )  to string > Tr string 
* t u n u  cook > i n  i i n  cook 
* t i do look at > i roQ look at 
*an i t u ghost > en i spirit 
*ma tudu ( R )  s leep > mo i r  sleep 
*natu  child > naa his sma l l  thing 
In one case * t  > � before * e .  
*ma te die > mee- t i die (animates) 
> me:e:- ta die (plants) 
If  both these forms are taken to be cognate , the divergent development of *a 
must be explained in terms of the synchronic environment ; that is , the suffixes 
- t i  and - t a o It is tempting to try to extend the environment for a zero reflex 
of * t  to non-low vowels in light of this cognate . However , in the examples above 
* t  does not go to zero before *0 .  An explanation in terms of the reflexes of 
*e is  hindered by the paucity of cognates reflecting that segment . 
Exceptions to the high vowel environment are the following : 
* p i t u  seven > i j  i w  seven 
*p i tu?u  stea' > u j u  star 
* tuk i pound > j uk pound 
A [ j ] reflex of * t  is also found before a synchronic high vowel in : 
* t o l u  three > j i 1 i w  three 
*ma to l u  thick > moj u l  thick 
*ma taku  ( t )  afraid > m i  j i k fear 
Rather than increase the list of exceptions , I propose to 
ment for a zero reflex of * t  to I __ rvl '  For the first restrict the environ­three exceptions I 
0-h !.J 
can offer no explanation. 
* n t  > s 
*pu ( n ) t i  banana > wu s banana 
* (d r ) on ( s t ) o night > ros darkness 
* - n t a  our� incl > - s a  our� dual incl 
*nt  > � 
k i a n to outrigger boom > k i a  outrigger boom 
S ince the Mokilese maintain that their canoe terms are borrowed from 
Marshallese (MRS) (viz . MRS k i y�y outrigger boom) , we can write this item off 
as a MRS loan . However , if  other languages show similar ref lexes for this item 
or if loss of *n t  is not regular in this environment in MRS , then it must remain 
a problem. 
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*d > r 
*dof)o hecrr> > rOf) hecrr> 
*dua  two > r i ow two 
*da7a ( n }  branch > ra branch 
*de f)a ye l low > .G?.!lrof) yel low 
*madama moon > ma ram light 
* -da their > - ra their, dual 
*matudu ( R )  s leep > moyr B leep 
*pada pandanus > k i� pandanus 
The anmiguous reconstruction * ( d r )  is also reflected as r :  
* (d r } an ( i )  day > re:e:n day 
* (d  r ) on ( 5  t )  0 night > ros darkness 
*ka ( d r )  u scratch > karpw i t scratch 
*nd > 5 
*ndau ( n }  leaf > so leaf 
*nda f)ma forehead > somwe: his forehead 
*ndamu chew bete l, . . .  > samwe: ]tr lick 
*5 > t 
* 50 1 0  mountain > t0 1 mountain 
* 5 i 1 i enter > t i l  enter 
* su 1 u  torch > t i l torch 
* sa f)ka { 7 }  hop, . . .  > ta k ] . t drive a vehicle *7u sa rain > wu t �n rain 
*masawa sea > ma taw open sea 
*masak i ( t )  pain > motok pain 
* ta { n } s i  sea, . . .  > j e: t  sea, sa lt 
* 5 > � 
* sa 1 a ( n )  road > a 1  road 
* tas  i m i  sharpen > j a i m  BhaY'pen 
* su 1 i shoot > i 1 sma l l  p lant 
* s i da they > i i r they 
* n s  > t 
* nsama outrigger > tam outrigger 
*ns i wa nine > t iwow nine 
*ansa ( n }  name > a t  name 
*nsakaRu reef > toko is land 
*nsoka s tab > tok J .  t s tab �n 
> toko ]tr stab 
*mansu ( rR )  p lenty > mo t  fat 
* p i n s i ko flesh > uduk flesh 
* n s  > � 
*nsa f) i  wind > E: f) wind 
The environments for a zero reflex of both *5 and *ns  overlap with those 
of the reflex t :  
* ( n ) s > t 
* saf) ka ( ? )  
* su 1 u  
* t a ( n ) s i  
*nsakaRu 
hop, . . .  
torch 
sea, . . .  
reef 
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* ( n ) s > 0 
* sa 1 a  road 
*su 1 i shoot 
* tas i m i  sharpen 
*nsa f) i  wind 
Since *s  and *ns  do not appear to be reflected differently it is  possible 
to assign one reflex to each of them and explain the overlap as a change of 
' grade ' . Given the preponderance of t reflexes for both *s and *ns ( eight out 
. of twelve for *s  and nine out of ten for *ns ) , however , this solution seems 
quite ad hoc . If ,  however , all the MC languages were to agree as to which items 
reflecting *s or *ns share a given reflex , a grade-alternation solution could 
more realistically be proposed for Proto-Micronesian (PMC ) . 
*n  > n 
*n i u  coconut > n i  coconut 
*napo surf > no wave 
*nua inside > nEEn  inside 
*an i t u spirit > en i ghost, spirit 
* i num drink > n i m  drink 
*-na his > -n  his 
*onom six > wonow six 
* f)k i  n i t  pinch > k i n i  pinch 
*mana f) power > manman spiritual ly powerful 
*n > 0 
*namu ( k ) mosquito > amw ij E mosquito 
* pan ( i )  wing > p:> arm, wing 
* ponu turtle > woy turtle 
* tanum bury > j�wj :>w grave 
with the exception of the first example of loss of * n ,  this change seems 
to have taken placp in the environment */V V# , , where * indicates a 
[ +balI +h i ] 
proto-language environment , and where the condition on the preceding vowel is 
included because of 
* f)k i n i t  pinch > k i n i  pinch 
* i num drink > n i m  drink 
and the condition # is included because of 
*an i tu spirit > en i spirit, ghost 
This environment is nothing more than an observation ; the phonetic motivation 
of such a change is not clear to me . 
* 1  > 
* l a f) i  sky > bf) sky 
* l a f)o fly ( n . ) > bf) fly ( n . )  
* 1  i ma five > 1 i m�w five 
* l oku bend > l ok 1 ok bent 
*mpu 1 u ( t ) gum, . . .  > pw i 1 gum, sap 
* to l u three > j i 1 i w  three 
*a 1 a p take > � b J t r  take 
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I have also found some evidence for a zero reflex of * 1  in the environment 
*/ V 
L- l o J 
*ma l u  
*ma l i l) 
* I)ma l o  
soft 
SOUI' 
submerge 
> 
> 
> 
mo 
me:e:n 
mwo i t i  
grass 
sour 
sink 
This  is somewhat tempting since the environment postulated is reminiscent of  
that for *n > 0 and, to a lesser extent , that of  * t  > 0.  (Note that the 
feature [ - l o J , rather than [ +h i  J ,  appears here to account for *I)ma l o .  A 
similar solution was considered for the zero reflex of * t  at the beginning of 
this section . )  The first , while regular phonologically , is semantically odd . 
The long vowel and final n of the second case and the front glide in mwo i - in 
the third would require further explanation . In any event,  wa l i w  eight < 
*wa l u  eight and j J l rope < *ta l i rope would remain exceptional . 
*R > rlJ 5 
*ka ( Rd r ) a l)pa new > kapw new 
*Rul)ma house > umw house 
*daRa ( ? ) b lood > nsa blood 
*nsakaRu reef > tJkJ i8land 
*kuR i ta octopus > k i  i j octopus 
* pa R i  ray fish > PJ ray 
*R i pa near > i paa near him 
*R > r 
*?apaRa shoulder > apa rJ his shoulder 
* t u R i  ( a )  t o  string > i r string 
Grace has proposed ( in a 1972  seminar) that the zero reflex of *R is 
conditioned by a following high vowel . This seems to be a reasonable hypothesis , 
given the similarity between this environment and those proposed for a zero 
reflex of the other protoapicals . The problem with this solution in light of 
the MOK evidence is a statistical one . Of the nine cognates showing reflexes 
of *R , only two have the r reflex and one of these shows it in the environment 
proposed for the zero reflex . Thus I cannot present any evidence from MOK 
that strongly supports this treatment of  * R .  
3 . 5 .  Labi a l s 
*p  > p 
*pan ( i )  wing > PJ arm, wing 
*pak i wak  shark > pako pako 
*pan i bait > pEEn bait 
*p i l i ( ? )  se lect > p i  1 choose 
*p i ( d r )  i twist > ka� twist 
*man i p i  ( s )  thin > m i n ipn i p  thin 
*R i pa near > i paa near him 
*p  > (ij 
*p i n s i ko flesh 
* p i tu?u star 
*puko ne t 
*pun t i banana 
*ponu turt le 
*pu k i  return 
*ap i  fire 
*napo surf 
*mapo heal 
*kopu ( t )  dust� mist 
*tapu ( n )  i bury 
* tapu- conch 
(Apparent cases of *p > w 
Section 5 . )  
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
will 
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u t uk flesh 
u ju  star 
uk net 
wus banana 
woy turtle 
w i k change 
'Jy fire 
no wave 
mo heal 
s'J'Jko i fog 
j 'Jwj 'Jw grave 
j ow i  conch 
be treated under Glide Formation in 
The normal reflex of *p seems to be zero , except before *a . Of the eleven 
p-reflexes of * p ,  three show retention before * i : *p i l i ? se lect > p i l choose� 
*p i ( d r )  i twist > kap i r  twist , and *man i p i ( s )  thin > m i n i pn i p  thin , as compared 
with *ap i  fire > 'Jy fire and *p i t u seven > i j i w seven . I have no explanation 
for these cases . 
In 3 . 1 . above I treat the p of j a p i  bowl as an irregular-grade reflex of 
* t amp i bowl. It is evident,  however ,  that p is also an exceptional reflex of 
*p  in this environment . An alternative explanation for this form is given 
below. 
*p  > pw 
*puku 
*upu 
knot > 
young leaves > 
pwuk 
u pw 
knot 
unripe coconut 
In 3 . 1 .  these are treated as examples of an *mp reflex for *p . An 
alternate hypothesis might have had *p > pw/ ___ *u { # } .  This rule would 
[ +back J 
have had to apply before final vowel deletion , since a final *u provides part 
of its environment .  Possible exceptions are : 
* tapu ( n )  i 
*kopu ( t )  
*pu k i  
*puko 
afterbirth 
mist� . . .  
return 
net 
> 
> 
> 
> 
j 'Ju 
s'J'Jko i 
w i k---
uk 
afterbirth 
fog 
turn� change 
net 
The first three might be explained by a more detailed specification of ' velar 
(rounded?) environmen t ' , whereby the [ C  J must be followed by *u at the +back 
time of application of the rule . While there appears to be no synchronic kw 
in MOK, it is not inconceivable that a historical *ku could have left synchronic 
reflexes of its presence in the form of velarised labials and/or rounded 
vowels . The potential of this hypothesis as an explanation of such reflexes 
is yet to be explored . I shall return briefly to this ' velar environment 
hypothesis ' in the discussion of high vowels . 
*m > m 
> mw */ u 
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In my data *m is found before only two vowels , *a and * u .  ln the former 
environment it is reflected as m ,  in the latter as mw . 
*madama moon > ma ram light 
*ma ta  eye > maj eye 
*mapo heal > n10 heal. 
* tama father' > j amaa hiE< father 
* 1  i ma five > 1 i m;)w five 
*nsama outrigger > tam outrigger 
*muta {? )  vomit > mwwuj vomit 
*mud i behind > mw i r i  n after 
*?umu oven > umw oven 
*namu ( k )  mosquito > amw ij e:  mosquito 
* 1  i mu seaweed > 1 i mw moss� seaweed 
*ndamu chew bete l > samwe: lick 
*mp > pw 
*mpo- sme l l  > PWO;) his sme l l  
*mpua areca > pwu bete l nut 
*mpu 1 u { t )  gum . .  > pw i 1 gum� sap 
*mputo  nave l > pwuj j ;)  his nave l 
* t umpu (? ) grandparent > i pw i  i pw parentage 
*mpu ( d r )  i ( t )  excrement > pw i rej dirt 
* mponot blocked > pwon blocked� stuffed 
*mpou post > pwo pole 
In all these examples , a pw r�flex of *mp 1. S  found in the environment 
*/ ___ ��ac� . In 3 . 1 .  p reflexes of *mp were treated as grade alternants . It hrndJ 
is perhaps worth pointing out that the three examples in quesr.ion show 
*mp/---r V ] which suggests that these discrepancies may result more from 
-rnd 
other environmental factors than from grade alternation .  
3. 6 .  Labi o-vel ars 
*r)p > pw 
*I)pol) i  night > pWOI) night 
*ka { Rd r ) a l)pa new > kapw new 
* I)m > mw 
*Ru l)ma ( 7 ) house > Umw house 
* I)ma ta worm > mwaj worm 
*nda l)ma forehead > s;)mw;) his forehead 
*w > w 
*awa l) mouth > aw mouth 
*masawa ocean > mataw ocean 
*waw;) forest > W;)W;) s �rub 
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3 . 7 .  Some Genera l i sati ons Concern i ng Consonant Loss in Nonfi nal Envi ronments 
The following consonants show loss as a regular reflex : *p , t ,  *n , 5 ,  
1 ( 7 ) , R ,  7 .  The nasal grade of *5 and * t  each show one cognate with a zero 
reflex. With the exception of *7 ( and perhaps *R ) , all these consonants are 
[ +ant J . *7 is aberrant i n  that its only reflex is zero . Of the anterior 
consonants in the POC inventory only *m, *d ( * r ) , and *nd do not have zero as 
a reflex . If *d ( * r )  had already become a retroflex before POC anterior 
consonants began to be lost,  thi s would explain the fact that it did not 
participate in this change . As pointed out earlier, *m is found only in very 
restricted environments , which might explain the apparent lack of zero 
reflexe s .  As regards * R ,  I have no reliable information on its probable point 
of arti culation . 
In most cases the environments for loss are quite similar , suggesting a 
[ *V . J as the prime conditioning factor . One should bear in mind that in none +h1 
of these cases are the environments exceptionless and in most , 1f not all , 
the phonetic motivation i s  unclear . ( ( * )  indicates an ambiguous synchroni c  POC 
environment . ) 
*p > 0 
* R  > 0 
* t  > 0 
*5 > 0 
n > 0 
> 0 
1- [ -�o J 
f [ +� i J ( from GracE;  
f [ ( * )  v . J -- +h l 
I 
f 
fa 
sporadically 
( * )  V V 
[ +back J _ [ +h i J 
V [ - 1 0  J 
see Section 3 . 4 ) 
These observations are intended to be suggestive only . In my opinion no 
real generalisations can be made about these cases of loss (nor , for that 
matter , about nasal grade variation) until a comparison has been made of such 
phenomena throughout MC . Only when it has been determined which cognate itLms 
and segments reflect similar changes in the same environments can we begin to 
draw any conclusions about what constitutes a regular development in a 
particular MC language . 
4 .  VOWELS 
It is trivial to point out that historical investigation cannot be carried 
on in a vaccuum. A comprehensive account of any diachronic phenomenon must 
be built upon a thorough analysis of the synchronic facts . The sketchy nature 
of 1..he following treatment of MOK vowels reflects an as yet merely superficial 
understanding of patterns of vowel alternation as they are �videnced in the 
possessive paradigm and in various aspects of the verb morphology . I will 
draw upon such observations as I have been able to make , though it must be kept 
in mind that any conclusions must be considered tentative . 
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4 . 1 .  *a 
4 . 1 . 1 .  
*a > a 
* / Ca --
*da?a ( n )  
*mada 
* tama 
*ma ta 
*masawa 
branch 
fermented 
father 
eye 
sea 
> ra branch 
> ma r preserved breadfruit 
> j amaa his father 
> maj eye 
> mataw ocean 
In other forms in the paradigms of inalienably possessed nouns like j amaa 
his father and maj eye, *a is reflected differently : j �m�y my father, j c:m£n 
father of, and m i j �  hiR eye . 
4 . 1 .  2 .  * / some open monosyl l abl es 
*-da their > - ra their, dual 
*-nta  our, ineZ > - sa our, dual incl 
*-na his > -n  his 
The vowel is preserved in the first two cases undoubtedly because at some 
stage in the history of MOK these suffixes were phonetically (morphological ly) 
more complex . Note the plural forms - ra i  their and -sa i our incl .  If  the 
vowel in the deleted syllab le were inferred to be one that conditioned an a 
reflex of a preceeding *a , then these cases need not be treated differently 
from oUler a reflexe s .  
It i s  also pcssible that the above environmental statement might be 
generalised to all open monosyllables (including those resulting from final 
consonant dpletion) • .  Evidence Of this is based solely on the form *pat four 
> �aw four, and thi s  example is itself prejudiced by the existence of a second 
stem for four, as in �p�� (four (serial) . It is not at all likely that a more 
thorough search might produce real counterexamples to this claim.  
4 . 1 . 3 . * / mu  
*namu ( k )  
*ndamu 
mosquUo 
chew be iel 
> 
> 
amw i j £  
samwsamw J .  I n t 
samwc: ] t r  
mosquito 
Lick 
It wight be thc.t *u# was dropped when it velarised *m, so that these items 
were not vowel-final when raising applied . This is suggested by the fact that 
the intransitive of samwc: ( samwsamw) does not reflect a final vow�l ,  but this 
argument carries no weight if reduplication occurred after final vowel 
deletion . In the case of amw i j c:  mosquito the i is probably excrescent . This 
question wil l  be touched upon briefly in the di scussion of high vowels below . 
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4 . 1 . 4 .  Other i sol ated occurrences o f  * I ___ Cu# 
> ka rpw i  t scratch *ka ( d r ) u 
*taku 
*wa l u  
*ma n u (k )  
scratch 
back 
eight 
anima l 
> 
> 
1 i k i nja rk i -
wa l i w  
back (cf . TRK s�k�r  back) 
eight 
> maan  anima l 
I hesitate to draw any conclusions about these cases given examples like : 
*ma taku  afraid > m i j i k  fear. 
4 . 1 . 5 .  Other cases 
*pak i wak  
* k i anto 
* tamp i 
shark > 
uutrigger boom > 
bo�l > 
pako 
k i a  
j a p i  
shark 
outrigger boom 
bowl 
In spite of the problematic nature of several of the examples - metathesis 
in the case of -ja rk i - back, vowel length in maan animal (the vowels in 
ffionosyllabic nouns do not regularly lengthen in MOK, unlike those of Ponapean 
(PNP ) , TRK, etc . ) ,  and the grade alternation problems discussed above (Section 
3 )  - the facts of Section 4 . 1 .  lead me to believe that an environment both 
velarised ana rounded did contribute to a reflexes of *a in the examples cited.  
Firm evidence is still l acking however .  
4 . 1 . 6 .  *a > e: 
This reflex is attested in : 
*tans i sea, . . .  > j e: t  sea . .  
* l ak i great, . . .  > l e:k l e:k i n  big 
*nsa l) i wind > e:1)  wind 
*manu ( k )  anima l > me:n el .  for animates (cf . maan )  
* ( d r ) an i day > re:e:n  day 
*ma te die > me:e:ta die (plants) 
*ma ( R) a ashamed > me:e:K ashamed 
*nda l)ma forehead > s:Jmwe: his forehead 
*?una scale > w i n e:  i ts sca les, feathers 
The last two cognates probably reflect a deleted vowel suffix . The e: 
outcome suggests an earlier *a+ i ,  but I am unable to give a more detailed 
justification of this conclusion here . 
If  me:e:k ashamed is indeed cognate , then the - e:k mi ght be the ' middle ' 
suffix attested synchronically . Nothing in the synchronic morphophonemics of 
-e:k ,  or of any other suffix of this type , would l ead one to expect me:e:k < 
*ma + e: k .  
The final * i  of four of the examples is a logical environment for *a > e: ,  
but still leaves a residue of problem case s .  Thus : 
* ta l) i  ( s )  weep > j :J1) weep 
*pan ( i )  wing > p:J arm, wing 
*ap i  fire > :Jy fire 
*masak  i ( t )  pain > m:Jt:Jk pain 
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The case of rEEn day is further complicated by the irregular vowel length , 
and that of mEn animate classifier by the existence of another reflex : maan 
animal .  
While I can draw no conclusions from these data , i t  seems t o  me that a front 
environment in terms of consonants , perhaps more than vowels ,  was a contributing 
factor to E reflexes of *a . In the case of E �  wind and mEEta die , a consonant 
that normal ly yields ' front ' reflexes was lost.  (Comparing *nsa � i  > E �  with 
* ta � i  ( s )  > j ::> � ,  one might get the impression that such loss constituted nlore 
of a front environment than d id the presence of a fronting consonant . )  
In comparing MOK with other nuclear MC languages one is impressed by the 
fact that ::> seems to have proliferated in MOK at the expense of E .  Thus : 
MOK ::>y fire� PNP EEY TRK a a f  KSR ec , and MOK j ::>m::>y my father PNP sEmEy MRS 
j ema- . These facts , as well as the fact that the i reflexes of *a can best 
be explained by positing an intermediate E-stage , lead one to conclude that 
the replacement of E by ::> is an innovation in MOK, 
) 
and that those items which retain E were in some way excluded from the E > ::> 
change . That these conclusions are probably false will be shown in Section 
4 . 1 . 9 .  
4 . 1 .  7 .  *a > e 
This reflex is attested in only two cognates :  
*an i tu 
*ma te 
ghos t 
die 
> 
> 
en i 
meet i 
ghost 
die (for animates) (cf . mEE t a  
die (plants) ) 
In view of the alternation in the two reflexes of *ma te die , and similar 
forms (e . g .  �En� �en i n  spirit� spirit of> and in light of the PNP reflex En i 
ghost < *an i t u ,  I conclude that this reflex of *a is probably conditioned 
synchronically in MOK by a ' front ' environment ( in this case , an anterior 
consonant followed by i ) . My synchronic analysis of MOK is not yet sufficiently 
refined for me to be able to give a clearer statement . 
4 . 1 . 8 . *a > 
*mataku fear > m i  j i k afraid 
*ma ta eye > m i j::> his eye (maj eye ) 
*kam i we� excl > k i m i  we� excl 
*kamu you� pl > k i mw i  you� p l  
*man i p i ( s )  thin > m i n i pn i p  thin 
In comparing the first two examples with the MRS and PNP cognates ; 
m i j a k ,  meja - and mEsEk , mEsE respectively , we find what I take to be an inter­
mediate stage in the development of the MOK forms . It seems that where E 
preceeded j it was raised to i in MOK in open syllables . The following k of 
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m i j i k  must have provided enough of a ' high ' environment to permit ' assimilatory ' 
raising of the following e as wel l .  I would like to attribute the j reflexes 
in k i m i  and k i mw i  to a similar consonantal environment . The raising in the 
last cognate is anomalous in this analysis , however , and must be attributed 
to the influence of the two following j ' s .  
4 . 1 .  9 .  *a > ;) 
This is by far the most cammon reflex of *a . It is found : 
a) alternating with a in paradigrnatically-related forms 
*ansa ( n )  name > at  name ;) t;)  his name 
*a 1 ap take > a 1 j apw take land ;) b  take 
*awa l) mouth > aw mouth ;)W;) his mouth 
b)  before * (C ) V 
[ - l o J 
*ndau leaf > s;) leaf 
*matudu s leep > m;)yr s leep 
*mansu ( rR )  plenty > m;)t fat 
*ap j fire > ;)y fire 
* l a l) i  ( t ) sky > bl) sky 
* pan ( i )  wing > p;) arm� wing 
*ma s a k i  ( t )  pain > m;)t;)k pain 
*paR i ray > p;) ray 
*ta l) i  ( s )  weep > j ;)1) weep 
*al)oal)o yel low > 01)  ye l low� turmeric bush 
*?atop thatch > ;)j thatch 
* l a l)o fly > bl) fly (n. ) 
c )  other examples include 
*mpampa board > P;)P board 
* l)ka 1 a  male genitals > b b  his penis 
*nda l)ma forehead > S;)mWe his forehead 
The last two examples are the third person singular of two inalienable 
nouns that are defective in that they do not possess isolate forms . If these 
are hypothesised to be **ka 1 penis and **samw forehead , then these forms fit 
the same pattern as the examples under a )  above . The first case under c) 
remains problema�ic . 
A comparison of some MOK ;) reflexes of *a with reflexes of the same items 
in PNP and MRS will show that the backing is in fact much more general .  ( It 
should of course be kept in mind that in MRS fronting/backing seems to be 
wholly dependent on the synchronic consonantal environment - see Bender 1968 . )  
POC PNP MOK MRS 
*ap i e ey ;)y fire 
* l al) i  ( t )  1 aa l) ,  1 e l) i n  bl) l ag sky 
*ansa ( n )  aat , e t c  a t , ;)t;)  vat , yeta- ncune 
*ndau ( n )  tee  S;) leaf 
*masak i ( t )  mctek  m;)t;)k metak pain 
*ma tudu ( rR )  meyr m;)y r . . . . sleep maJ l r  
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*na tu  n E i  no i naj i - ohiLd 
*pan { i )  pEE po pay arm, wing 
* tama S EmE- j omo- j ema- father 
* ta l) i  ( s )  S EI) j OI) j ag ory 
* t i na i nE- i no- j i ne- mother 
*yal)o 0 1)001) 01)  ye L Low, turmerio 
a l)OE l)o 
*?atop 005 oj haj thatoh 
*?ate EE oj haj Liver 
* l a l)o 1 001) 1 01) lag fLy (n. ) 
nsakaRu tEkE toko tekay reef 
It should be pointed out that in MRS raising occurs only under very 
specific and restricted conditions,  while in MOK and PNP raising accompanies 
all instances of fronting and backing , at least as these languages are being 
analysed at present . a-raising in MRS is a dissimilation rule of the following 
type : 
aCa + eCa (Bender 1969) 
A rule of this kind does not seem to be operating in MOK , at least not syn­
chronically , since aCa sequences are permitted, as in taka r to i L Luminate. 
Were it possible to construct a version of this rule that applied only to 
alternating forms , as in the possessive paradigms , the rule in question would 
have to be supplemented by a later rule of raising assimilation to account 
for the fact that in most cases every reflex of * a  is raised in an item where 
raising has applied . A more refined version of this analysis probably could 
be produced after a closer examination of the data , but at present this 
solution does not seem the most likely of the alternatives .  
A second possibility involves a rule o f  prejunctural raising followed by 
a leftward assimilation rule . Whether prejunctural raising should be ordered 
before or after final vowel deletion seems to rest on the theoretical admissi­
bility of ' dangling junctures ' .  Other details of this analysis remain to be 
worked out . 
A final alternative would have raising apply before a following non-low 
vowel and proceed (with some restrictions) leftward through the word . Syn­
chronical ly this analysis has the disadvantage of forcing us to make a statement 
about the height of a vowel that never appears on the surface . In historical 
terms , however ,  it seems to be the correct analysis (as suggested in Section 
4 . 1 . 9 (b» • 
I should like to make clear that I am treating the environment of raising 
and the phonetic outcome of raising as two different problems . I have no 
conclusions to draw about the former , other than those sketched above . (For 
convenience , a comparison of the three possible rule sequences fol lows . )  The 
rest of this section will be devoted to a consideration of the problem of the 
relative backness of raised vowels . 
I .  Raising Dissimilation 
**ata 
a t  
a t  name 
**a ta+V 
a ta+ 
ota+ 
oto+ 
oto his name 
Final Vowel Deletion 
Raising Dissimilation 
Raising Assimilation 
I I .  Prejunctural Raising 
**ata  **ata+V 
a ta at:J+V 
a t  a t:J+ 
:Jt:J+ 
a t  name :Jt:J 
I I I .  Vowel-sensitive Raising 
**ata **ata+V 
[ - l o J 
a t a  a t:J+V 
a t  a t:J+ 
:Jt:J  
a t  name :Jt:J  
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his name 
his name 
Prej unctural Raising 
Final Vowel Deletion 
Assimilation 
Raising 
Final Vowel Deletion 
Assimilation 
As is evident from the chart given earlier in this section , the cognates 
in which MOK and PNP agree as to the bo.ckness of the reflex of *a are restricted 
to those cases in which *a was followed in the next syllable by *0 . 
In previous discussion it was assumed that raising as a historical rule 
followed fronting/backing . This need not have been the case , however . In the 
alternative solution , raising would apply before backness adj ustment . 
Backing First 
e 
t 
:J 
t 
a +- a -+ a 
Raising First 
a 
In formal terms , the raising-first solution is simpler in that at the 
time raising applies there is only one �V� ' while with the backing first 
-h i 
+ i o 
solution there are three , necessitating the addition of the features rabackl 0rnd J 
to the input of the rule to prevent a itself from raising . This solution is 
further complicated by the fact that it forces us to make the ' unnatural ' 
assumption that a )  in MOK, certain instances of *a backed even before front 
vowels ( e . g .  *ap i  > :JY ) ,  and that b )  in PNP , certain instances of *a were 
fronted even before back vowels (e . g .  *natu  > ne i ) .  (The latter is less crucial 
since we know that *a became :J before *0 in both languages ,  and that there is 
evidence that points to a fronting of *u ) . 
In addition to these advantages ,  the raising-first solution provides 
the beginnings of an explanation for the lack of agreement between MOK and PNP 
on the position of the reflex of raised *a . If raising had been from r a J  to 
[ A J ,  then this disparity is explained by the fact that in MOK there was a 
fronting of [ A J in a ' front ' environment (which will probably turn out to 
require the presence of both a front vowel and a high consonant) ,  while in PNP 
[ A J  was backed in a ' back ' environment . In MOK, all those occurrences of [ A J 
that were not fronted were interpreted phonemically as :J (merging with lowered 
reflexes of *a ) , while in PNP those occurrences of [ A J  that were not backed 
became phonemically e .  This analysis might turn out to be reconcilable with 
the backing-first solution set forth above , but I am unable to explore this 
and other refinements at this time . 
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4 . 1 .  10 . *a > 0 
7 
This reflex appears in the environment * 1 ____ { p}v , as in : 
[ +rnd J 
*ma7ud i ( p ) life, . . .  
*napo surf 
*mapo heal 
* ta pu- conch 
* ta7u year, . . .  
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
mou r 
no 
mo 
j ow i  
joonpar  
life 
wave 
heal 
conch 
year 
I assume that the loss of *7  and *p in this position resulted in the 
creation of a glide agreeing in backness and roundness with the following vowel 
If  that vowel was final , it was later lost . The fact that in these examples 
the hypothesised glide seems to appear in only one form , j ow i  conch - it might 
be present , though difficult to hear , in mou r life as well - suggests that 
under certain conditions these glides were deleted ( see Section 5 ) . 
A more thorough analysis might shed light on the relation between the 
conditioning of this rule and that of the rules accounting for the other 
reflexes of *a , perhaps in terms of a rounded environment , as opposed to the 
palatal and front and back environments suggested above . Any such synthesis 
is still quite speculative however. 
*a is also reflected as 0 in : 
*ma to l u  thick > moj u l  thick 
*7uda ( I)) lobster > wu ronna lobster 
I have no explanation to offer for these reflexes.  
4 . 2 .  *e 
Only three cognates show reflexes of *e : 
*del)a 
* k i e 
*mpe l)ka 
twneric, . . .  
pandanus 
bat 
> 
> 
> 
rO l)ro l) 
k l o  
pw££k 
yeUO/JJ 
his mat 
bat 
The first two examples suggest that *e merged with the raised reflexes 
of * a .  This type of solution might be possible for the third case as well ,  
although the environment for fronting i s  not obvious and the long vowel is 
problematic . It is impossible to say more with such scant data. 
4 . 3 . *0 
This vowel is most canmonly reflected as o .  
* I)pol) i night > pWOI) night 
* ponu turt le > woy turtle 
* l oku bent > l ok l ok bent 
*mpou pos t > pwo pole 
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*kopu ( t )  mist > s::>::>ko i 
*do !)o hear > rOI) 
* ( d r ) on ( s t ) o  night > ros 
*mpo- smel l  > pwo::> 
* 50 1 0  mountain > to l  
* t  i do  look at > i ro !) 
*mponot blooked > pwon 
In the above example ,  *0 is either : 
a) followed by a round vowel and/or 
fog 
hear 
darkness 
his sme l l  
mountain 
look at 
blooked 
b)  preceded by  a consonant that yields a rounded reflex and/or 
c) followed by a back consonant . 
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These are all environments in which our previous assumptions about both the 
synchronic and diachronic phonology of MOK would lead us to expect a round 
vowe l .  I might add that synchronically 0 seems to b e  the vowel most responsive 
to its environment in terms of backness . Thus ,  the ' 0 '  in pwo pole is phoneti­
cally [ o J ,  while that in tol mountain is r a J , and that in wo i n ,  construct of 
wo i turtle , begins back and round but through most of its articulation sounds 
much more like [ e J .  It is perhaps odd that the 0 of wo i is not equally 
fronted , unless there is something about the construct state that provides 
more of a fronting environment (compare j ::>m::> i my father and j EmEn father of) . 
This would appear to coincide with the PMC reconstruction *-n i for the construct , 
but must be examined in more detail .  
*onom six yields wonow six, general o lassifier and oon six, general oounting. 
The latter is probably morphemically comple x, consisting of the numeral base 
**on six and a prefix ,  tentatively * *a , which is var iously realised as ::> 
(::>p::>!) foUT', a ( a l  i m  five ) ,  e (e i j  seven) , and in this example as o .  I cannot 
yet explain the presence of the initial [ w J  in the unprefixed form . 
One alternation suggests that a reflex of *0 \'las lowered before a reflex 
of *a  at some later stage following final vowel deletion : 
*nsoka stab > tok J . t stab �Il 
t::>b Jtr 
*0 is reflected as a high vowel in two examples : 
* to l u  
*ma to l u  
three 
thiok 
> 
> 
j i 1 i w  
moj u l  
three, general ol 
thiok 
The environment for this raising seems to coincide with that for the rule 
*a > i ( see Section 4 . 1 . 8 . ) .  An interesting problem , however , is that while 
it does not participate in the *a > i change , PNP does show raising in these 
forms : s i l i - three and m::>su l  thiok. The difference in backness of the high 
vowel reflexes in these two examples is also without an obvious explanation . 
4 . 4 .  *i 
* i > 
*n i u  oooonut > n i  oooonut tree 
*an i tu ghost > en i ghost 
* t i na mother > i naa his mother 
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* 1  i ma five > 1 i mow five, general, c7, 
* r)k i n i t  pinch > k i n i  pinch 
* 1  i mu seCZUJeed > 1 i mw moss, seaweed 
*s  i I i  enter > t i l enter 
* p i tu  seven > ell seven, serial, * tamp i bowl, > j a p i  bowl, 
* i > u / V 
L+rnd ] 
* p i n s i ko f7,esh > utuk  fl,esh 
* p i t u7u star > u j u  star 
As is obvious from the examples that show i reflexes of * i  many instances 
of *u do not cause backing of a preceding * i ,  contrary to what the above 
environmental statement would suggest . In this section counterexamples to 
this claim are considered and some general solutions suggested . 
In the case of * l i mu seaweed it seems most likely that it was the effect 
of the preceding 1 that prevented the backing of * i . It is also possible , 
though less likely (see Section 4 . 5 . ) ,  that velarisation of *m/ u resulted 
in a loss of final *u that was earlier than the loss of other final vowels . 
Thu s ,  at the point at which backing assimilation was to have applied to the 
form in question , it might no longer have been vowel-final . However , even 
if this sequence of events were basically correct , a velar consonant cou ld have 
provided a backing environment in a number of cases . It seems most likely , then , 
that the preced ing consonant was the determining inf lu ence . 6  
* i ku tai l, became i k i - taiL rather than **uku- . As will be shown below 
there seems to have been widespread fronting of *u , perhaps to something like 
[ + ] . Thus,  in this example , the reflex of *u may not have been a back rounded 
vowel and hence would not have provided a backing environment if this latter 
change had taken place before backing assimilation of * i .  In the case of 
* p i tu?u star , the development of a w-glide from *7 ( see Section 5)  would have 
produced a backing environment ; thus u ju  star. It is not clear whether we 
are to interpret the influence of [ w ]  as having been to prevent the fronting 
of *u or , at some later period , of ' rebacking ' a previously fronted [ + ] . That 
this process in fact might be synchronic is suggested by the fact that a more 
narrow phonetic transcription of uj u star might resemble [ yj y {w) ] ( the final 
[ w ]  is questionable ) , where the quality of the vowels might be attributable 
to the presence of j ,  but might also reflect their status as phonemic i .  This 
analysis gains further support from alternations like [ e i j ]  seven, serial, and 
[ yj yw ]  seven, general, < / i j i +wV/ .  The two solutions are roughly as follows : 
* p i  tu?u *p i tu?u 
y i j uwu Glide-Forma Lion y i  j uwu Glide-Formation 
*u-frontiny y i  Hw+ *u-fronting 
i j uu Glide-deletion ij i w i  Glide-deletion ( and reinterpret-
ation of 
u j u u  u-assimila: _ _  0n i j  i w  Final V Deletion 
u j u  Final V Del etion yj yw Rounding Assimilation 
A much finer phonetic study of the primary MOK data will be necessary to 
evaluate the second solution. 
i ) 
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* i  > 0 
This reflex is attested in two forms : 
*pak i wa k  
*ns i wa 
shark 
nine 
> 
> 
pako 
to-
shark 
nine 
Synchronically to- alternates with tu and t i w�- in the following forms : 
toopas ,  toomEn ,  took i j  nine - long object3 animate3 partitive 
t i w�w [ tuw�w ] nine - general 
atu  [ a t i w ]  nine - serial 
The to- alternate occurs preconsonantally in this paradigm , in the same environ­
ment that yields an 0 reflex of *- i wa- in the case of * pak i wa k .  Although 
admittedly based on only two forms , this fact allows us to present an interesting 
hypothesis as to their derivation : 7 
* * pa k i wak  
pakewak 
pakook 
pakoo 
pako 
**ns i wa+pas 8 
tewa+pas 
too +pas 
Lowering 
Vowel Hiatus 
Final Consonant Deletion 
Final Vowel Deletion 
pako shark toopas nine3 long object 
Thus a sequence * i wa becomes [ 00 ]  *I ___ C .  
* i  > e 
*mpu ( d r )  i t  excrement > pw i rej dirt 
I cannot explain the lowering of * i  in this item , although the fact that 
the final consonant is preserved suggests a deleted suffix which might have 
contributed to the lowering (perhaps underlying **pw i r i j -a ) . 
* i  > � 
This reflex occurs inexplicably in * i num drink > n i m  drink. 9 
4 . 5 .  *u 
*u > U 
MOK u is seldom fully rounded thoughout its articulation but tends , rather ,  
to be influenced by its consonantal environment . It retains its rounding only 
when long and in a few monosyllables closed by rounded or ' back ' consonants .  
* tu?u ( d )  stand up > uuta  stand up 
*puko net > uk net 
* puku knot > pwuk knot 
*upu young leaves > upw young coconut 
*mpua areca nut > pwu betel nut 
*Ruf)ma house > umw house ( i  mwaa his house) 
*?umu oven > umw oven 
*mud i behind > mwuu r afterwards 
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*mu ta? vomit > mwwuj vomit 
*mpu to navel > pwu j j ;)  his navel 
* pun t i banana > wus banana 
*?usa rain > wu t rain 
* tu k i  pound . .  > j uk pound 
In most of the examples above * u  yields [ u ] in a closed syllable containing 
a velar or velarised consonant . 1 0 The closed syllable restriction accounts 
for alternations like umw house and i mwaa his house .  
In  several of  the cases *u went to u where a *C  was lost , possibly leaving 
in its place a glide homorganic with the following *V. 
* tu?u+taV *puko 
wuwu+taV wuko Glide Formation 
uu+taV uko Glide Deletion 
uu+ta uk Final Vowel Deletion 
uuta stand up uk net 
uuta  stand up is derived with the suffix - ta up to account for the length of 
the vowel . If that length can be shown to be a synchronic juncture phenomenon , 
then the base for stand could be derived as u- . It seems likely that the 
vowel following *u in these cases must be [ +rnd ] , in order to account for cases 
l ike : 
*puk i  
wu k i  
w+ k i  
w i k i  
w i k  
w i k change 
Glide Formation 
*u-fronting 
+ -reinterpretation 
Glide Deletion (inapplicable) 
Final Vowel Deletion 
In all these cases where Glide Formation is a factor ( * tu?u ( d ) , *puko , 
and * pu k i  etc . ) ,  the issue of whether *U-fronting never applied or was later 
reversed by a ' back rounded ' environment remains problematic ( see Section 4 . 4 . ) .  
Similarly, *0 in *puko net might have blocked * u-fronting or , alternatively , 
might have 'velarised ' *k befQre Final Vowel Deletion , thu s providing a 
' rounding ' environment . 1 1 No matter how its role is to be interpreted in the 
final solution, it remains clear that the sequence * ko is relevant to the 
' preservation ' of rounding in a preceding * u .  (The rule of Glide Deletion 
will be discussed at greater length below. ) 
More problematic cases of an u reflex of * u  include wus banana < * pun t i  
and wu t rain < *?usa as compared with w i n  scales3 feathers < * ?una and w i j  
pu l l out < *pu t i k . I have no explanation for the rounding in these case s .  
Even stranger i s  j uk pound < * t uk i , where a rounding environment is even less 
in evidence . Finally , I must rely for the moment on grade alternation to 
explain why *p  was not lost in *puku > pwuk knot . I do not find this explan­
ation satisfying , however .  
* u  > 
This seems to be the more common reflex of *u , found in all environments 
except those outlined above . 
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*dua two > r i ::>w two, general 
* i num drink > n i m  drink 
*?u l uf)a pi l low > w i  1 i f) rest one 's head 
*su l u  torch > t i l  torch 
*kuR i ta octopus > k i  i j octopus 
* tapu- conch > j ow i  conah 
Problematic cases include : 
* t umpu ( ? )  grandparent . .  > i pw i i pw parentage, where we would have 
expected **upwuupw ,  and 
*namu (k )  mosquito > amwi j e  mosquito 
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The most likely explanation for this latter form is that the is epenthetic . 
5 .  GLIDE  FORMAT ION 
As pointed out above (Section 3 . 7 . ) , *n , p ,  ? ,  R ,  5 ,  and t all have zero 
as one of their reflexe s .  Let us consider the hypothesis that they were 
replaced by a glide agreeing in backness and rounding with the following *V 
( the rule of Glide Formation used in several derivations above ) rather than 
being lost without a trac e .  This is proposed in order to explain cases like 
the following : 
* p  > w 
* tapu- conch > j ow i  conah 
*puk i return > w i k change 
*pun t i  banana > wus banana 
*tapu ( n ) i afterbirth > j ::>wj ::>w afterbirth1 2 
* p  > y 
*ap i  fire > ::>y 
* kopu ( t )  mist . .  > so::>ko i 
* ?  > w 
*?una scales > w i n  feathers, seales 
*?u l u?a pil low . .  > w i  1 i f) rest one 's  head 
*?usa rain > wu t rain 
*?uta inland > ew i j inland 
* ?uda ( f)  lobster > wu ronna lobster 
There are , of course , other examples of the same environments where no 
glide appears :  
* p  > � 
*napo surf > no wave 
*puko net > uk  net 
* p i t u seven > lliw seven, general cl . 
*?  > � 
* ?umu oven > umw oven 
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These last examples point to the existence of a rule deleting a glide that 
agrees with a following vowel in backness and rounding (the rule of Glide 
Deletion mentioned earlier ) . 
It would be reasonable to suppose that a theory permitting the development 
of y and w might also allow an h-glide , as in Bender ' s solution for MRS . Some 
examples do in fact suggest a phonetic [ h J : oj liver � hoj , but a l  road � * * ha l .  
This might turn out to be some sort of onset phenomenon , however . 
* n  > � 
* namu ( k )  
* pan ( i )  
* pon u 
* tan (ou ) m 
mosquito 
wing 
turtle 
bury 
amw l  j c  
po 
woy 
j ou jou 
mosquito 
arm, Vling 
turtle 
grave 
* ponu > woy turt le seems to suggest that *n  > � after the application of 
*u-fronting (to explain the front glj.de) . This conclusion is partially 
suhstantiated by the fact that MRS w�n ,  Kiribati (Gilbertese) (KIR) on , and TRK 
w i i n  turtle still show n .  The form J ou j ou , however , seems to be a counter­
example . Note that, in this case , even if *n-loss had occurred before 
*u-fronting , the resulting reflex would still be exceptional in the same way as 
that of * ta pu ( n ) i , discussed in Note 12 . The similarity between these two 
reflexes invites further study . 
* p > � 
For *napo > no wave and *mapo > mo heal, I hypothesise the following 
developnent : 
*napo *mapo 
nawo mawo Glide-Formation 
nowo mowo Raising 1 
nowo mowo Raising 2 1 3  
noo moo Glide Deletion 
no mo Final Vowel Deletion 
no wave mo heal 
KIR seems to reflect these forms without Raising and Final Vowel Deletion as 
nao wave and mao heal.  
Forms like j ow i  conch < * tapu and w i k change < *puk i suggest that glide 
formation preceded the fronting of *u , while sooko i fog *kopu ( t )  suggests the 
opposite . It is possible that the latter is not the best of cognate s ,  however . 
In wus banana < *pun t i and woy turtle < * ponu , w is preserved in an environment 
where we would have expected it to have been deleted . wu s ,  however , also 
contains an anomalous u reflex of * u .  The fact that a word poses two problems 
is a solution to neither , but in this case it ddes suggest that we not consider 
wu s a strong counterexample to Glide Deletion until we have solved the problem 
of the vowel reflex . As suggested in Section 4 . 3 . , woy turtle may not be a 
counterexample if its underlying form is taken to be /wey/ . This also serves 
to substantiate the rule ordering in the developments of * p i tu?u posited in 
Section 4 . 4 . , where Glide Deletion was ordered before Rounding Assimilation. 
A final problem concerns *ap i > oy fire . In the rule sequence proposed 
so far , this form should have the following derivation : 
*ap i 
a y i  
;)y i 
;) i  
**;) 
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Glide Formation 
Raising 
Glide Deletion 
Final Vowel Deletion 
The fact that the result is a non-occurring form suggests that either Glide­
Deletion or Final Vowel Deletion has not applied . Since this is my only example 
of * • . •  p i # ,  it remains a problem. l �  
*?  > fc1 
This environment shows the expected developments in all but two case s ;  wu t 
rain < *?usa and wu ronna lobster < *?uda { Q) . As with wus banana , wut shows 
an unexpected u reflex of * u .  In the case of wu ronna ( if it is a good cognate) 
the 0 reflex of *a , which is itself strange , may account for a somewhat more 
recent backing of i to u .  
*R  > fc1 
No glide is reflected in forms exhibiting this change , even where we 
might expect a glide , given examples like * a p i  > ;)y fire . For example : *paR i 
ray > p;) ray and nsakaRu reef > t;)k;) island. 
*s > fc1 
*sa l a { n }  road > a l  road 
* tas i m i  sharpen > j a i m sharpen 
* s i da they > I i  r they 
*su l i shoot . .  > i 1 sma l l  plant 
If i 1 is a cognate , it suggests that loss of *s ( like loss of * n )  is a 
more recent development than loss of *p  and *?  
The treatment of  glide formation outlined above was to  account for the 
following correspondences : 
*u  > w i , in cases like * pu k i  > w i k 
{ * p} > w ,  in cases like * ponu > woy and ?usa > wu t *?  
*a > 0 ,  in cases like *napo > no  
The last case is  the most abstract in  that no surface glide appears . An 
alternative solution does not come readily to mind . 
For the first case it would be possible to construct a theory in which 
w i  < [ + J  (a rounded central reflex of *u in Pre-MOK) by a rule of prevocalic 
glide insertion and concommitant unrounding and fronting of [ + J  (perhaps in 
terms of a contradictory feature solution like that proposed for Eng . vowels 
in Krohn 1971 ) . Such a theory might provide an explanation for alternations 
like w i na Jt and w i naun J .  t to scale, pluck . Whether this solution would , in _ r l.n 
fact,  be very different from the one proposed above remains to be seen. An 
alternate solution for the second correspondence would involve a rule like 
*p > W / V , with subsequent deletion of w in some as yet undetermined 
L+back J 
environment. 
All these alternatives are in the direction of decreased generality in 
the treatment of glide s .  The rules by which glides are formed might be 
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similar in both treatments , except that in the former they are treated as a 
single phenomenon , while in the latter any similarity between individual rules 
of glide formation is coincidental .  I n  any event , w seems to be the only glide 
to appear regularly . At the moment [ y ]  and [ h ]  are theoretical constructs yet 
to be justified on a synchronic basis . 
6 .  OUTLOOK 
Very little more progress can be made in the history of MOK without a 
better understanding of the synchronic phonology . In this regard two areas 
seem salient : 1) paradigm alternations and 2) vowel/glide phonetics . The 
first is important in that it might provide insight into the general direction 
of change in MOK and also a set of rules that might mirror historical change . 
The phonetic area seems to hold the most promise . Interest in Me vowels , both 
from a synchronic and diachronic point of view has proceeded through Dyen ' s  
work on TRK and Bender ' s  ' provocative ' solution for MRS . I feel that an import­
ant contribution can be made in trying to reconcile Bender ' s  four-vowel three­
consonant-series solution with the facts of other Me languages .  
At present I feel that this kind o f  solution i s  not suitable for a 
synchronic grammar of MOK, principally because it lacks the relatively large 
number of consonant contrasts found in MRS . Thus ,  MOK j i k tern and j uk  pound, 
and i k tai l and uk  net are minimal pairs distinguished by their syllabic 
nuclei , while Marshallese w�q net and y�k fish differ with respect to the con­
sonants surrounding phonemic ally identical syllable nuclei . It might still be 
possib le to analyse MOK i k  and uk with differing initial glides , but as yet 
there seems to be little justification for setting up more than one velar stop . 
Historically , however , I believe it possible to speak of a ' back rounded ' 
environment , as the * ko in *puko net > uk  net ,  in contrast to a more neutral 
*kuku > k i k nai l .  (I use the term neutral in the sense of unmarked . )  The 
distinction between marked and unmarked environments I hope to formalise to 
account for the rounding in the example just cited and for the raising and 
fronting (palatalisation) in m i j � his eye < *ma ta  and j i l - three < * to l u  as 
compared with the more ' normal ' ,  less marked reflexes .  It will be interesting 
to attempt to prove if either the MRS or the MOK pattern is the more conserva­
tive or , indeed, if the two systems are part of the same line of development 
or are merely parallel but unrelated developments.  
As has been stressed at numerous points in this paper , it is urgent that 
we compare the various Me languages with each other . Many interesting problems , 
and hopefully some solutions , will remain hidden until we are more certain which 
developments are attributable to PMC and which are language-specific . For 
example , it has recently corne to my attention ( Sugita , personal communication) 
that TRK has a few nouns that must be represented with a long vowel in the 
base , and that these nouns seem to correspond to a class of MOK nouns with a 
long stem vowe l .  (MOK, as I have already mentioned , has no rule of vowel 
lengthening for monosyllabic nouns . )  For example , MOK maan  anima l TRK maa n  
bird, MOK r E E n  day TRK rAAn day and MOK pEEn bait TRK paa bait. I t  i s  hoped 
that further investigation will make it possible to resolve these noun sets in 
terms of PMC , and that the solution will shed some light on the genesis of the 
vowel lengthening rule . 
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NOTES 
1 .  This paper was written in Spring 1972 for a University o f  Hawaii graduate 
seminar on Micronesian linguistics conducted by Professor George W. Grace.  
The data on which this summary is  based were obtained by eliciting from 
a native speaker of Mokilese (MOK) forms which appeared to be cognate with 
forms reconstructed for Proto-Oceanic (PCC) by Grace and others (see 
Appendix or Grace 1969 , Grace n . d. , Blust 1972) . Statements about the 
synchronic phonology of MOK are based on data obtained from the MOK 
informant . It is not expected that all of the generalisations presented 
here , both historical and synchronic , will hold up in the light of further 
work on the comparison of Micronesian (MC ) languages and on the system 
of MOK itself.  
2 .  Two asterisks ( * * )  preceding a form indicate that it is nonoccurring. A 
single asterisk is used to mark reconstructed proto-forms . 
3 .  Polysyllabic forms showing retention of a PCC final vowel are :  
k i m i  we3 exal < *kam i we3 exal 
k i mw i  you3 pl  < *kamu you3 pl 
j a p i  bowl < * tamp i bowl 
j ow i  aonah < * tapu- aonah 
bw fish-hook < *kau fish-hook 
* tapu- aonah is not exceptional if the hyphen may be taken to represent 
an unidentified *V . In all but the last case (where the reconstruction 
*kau might be wrong for Micronesia - cf.  MRS kayaj , PNP kees )  all these 
forms end in i preceded by a reflex of • • •  *a[ C ] .  The only other +labial 
example of this environment , *ap i  fire > oy fire might also be interpreted 
as reflecting * i #  ( see the discussion of this example in Section 5 ) . I 
hesitate to draw any conclusion from these observations , however . 
4 .  The prenasalisation in nsa may reflect an earlier stage of initial 
gemination , as evidenced in TRK ccaa blood (cf.  Rehg on nasal substitution , 
in this volume ) . 
5 .  Following Dyen , I include my discussion of *R among the palatals and 
apicals .  Dempwolff suggests a more velar articulation for this proto­
phoneme . 
6 .  Note that this argument i s  not trivial even i f  the vowel in question can 
be shown to change its backness and rounding during its articulation , 
since synchronic u can be shown to be acoustically very different from 
this vowel .  The argument becomes trivial only if u is phonotactically 
impossible in this environment . I am not certain whether this is in 
fact so . 
7 .  The actual mechanics of the rules in question are unclear . They must 
precede final consonant deletion , a fact which may reflect their age , 
depending on the theoretical position one adopts concerning rule ordering 
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and reordering . What is probably at issue is whether final consonant 
deletion is a synchronic rule of MOK grammar , was one at the time these 
rules were introduced , or had not entered the grammar of MOK at that time . 
8 .  The underlying form o f  pas might b e  given as **pasV, depending on the 
synchronic/diachronic position of Final Consonant Deletion . 
9 .  Note also the apparent retention of the final consonant . This form is 
aberrant in almost all of the MC languages ,  reflecting something like 
PMC * n i ma .  
10 . The distinction I am making is between those consonants reconstructed as 
*mp and * 8m and those occurrences of *p  and *m that yield pw and mw . 
1 1 .  The fact that this k is  not rounded synchronically is ,  quite obviously,  
a problem to this ' Marshallese ' type of analysis .  
1 2 .  Note that the last example , * ta pu ( n ) l ,  appears to be a counterexample 
to the claim made about 0 reflexes of *a ( in section 4 . 1 . 10 )  following 
glide formation . I have no explanation for this particular case . 
1 3 .  I n  view of the counterexamples cited above , the exact nature o f  Raising 2 
is still very much in doubt . An alternative would be welcome but it is 
not yet clear to me what that might be. 
1 4 .  I n  this regard it i s  significant that i f  u j u  star < * p i tu?u i s  analysed 
synchronically as / i j i w/ ( see the developments posited in section 4 . 4 . ) , 
then the whole analysis of glide formation presented in this paper will 
have to be re-examined . 
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APPEND IX  
Prel i mi nary l i st of Mok i l ese cognates 
The POC reconstructions used here are from three sources .  Those found in 
Grace ( 1969)  appear here with no special designation. Those based on Dyen 
1949 (cf .  Grace n . d . b )  are preceded by the letter D and those from Blust ( 197 2 )  
b y  the letter B .  
POC 
l .  * - ?ak i cause or instrument 
2 .  *a l ap take 
3 .  *a f)oa f)o ye Uow 
4 .  * ?apaRa shouZder 
5 .  *ap i  fire 
6 .  *ansa { n )  name 
7 .  * ?a te Uver 
8 .  *?a top thatch 
9 .  *awaf) mouth 
10 . *-da their 
1 1 .  *da?a { n )  branch 
12 . *nda f)ma forehead, . . .  
13 . *ndamu chew betel, 
1 4 .  * (d r ) an { i )  day 
1 5 .  *daRa { ? )  blood 
16 . * n rau { n )  Zeaf 
17 . *de f)a tumeric, ye ZZow 
1 8 .  *dof)o hear 
19 . * ( d r ) on { s t ) o  night 
2 0 .  *dua  two 
2 l .  * i ka { n )  fish 
2 2 .  * i ku taU 
2 3 .  * i nu {m) drink 
2 4 . *ka {d r ) u  scrape ( * ka r i s ) 
2 5 .  *ka {Rd r ) af)pa new 
2 6 .  * f)ka l a  maZe genitaZs 
2 7 .  *kam i we, excZ 
2 8 .  *kamu you, pZ 
2 9 .  *kan i eat, food 
3 0 .  *ka u  fish-hook ( *kawa ) 
3 l .  *kau tree ( *ka i )  
3 2 .  *kapu tu  stomach 
MOK 
- k i  instrument suffix 
:> 1::> take 
a 1 j apw divide Zand 
:> f) tumeric bush 
apr:> his shouZder 
:>y fire 
a t  name :>t:> his name · 
:>j Uver :>j :> his 
:>j thatch 
aw mouth :>w:> his mouth 
- ra their 
ra branch raa its 
s:>mwe his forehead 
samwsamw ] . 
] wt samwe tr 
Uck 
reen day 
nsa  blood nsaa his • . •  
5:> Zeaf 5:>:> its . . .  
r:> f)r:>f) ye Z Zow 
rOf) hear 
ros darkness 
a r i  two - seria l, 
r i :>w two - genera 1, 
i k- prefix on some fish names 
i k  taU 
n i m  drink 
ka rpw i t scrape with hands 
kapw new 
b 1::> his penis 
kama we, dual, excZ 
k i m i  we, co Uective excZ 
kamwa you, dual, 
kamw i  you, co llective 
kanaa his food 
kaw fish-hook 
suuk:> tree 
( 7 ) kapeet stomach 
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3 3 .  *k i anto 
3 4 .  * k i ek i e  
3 5 .  * k  i ma 
36 . * I) k i n i t  
37 . *k  i n ta 
3 8 .  *ko ( e )  
3 9 .  * kopu ( t )  
4 0 .  B*l)kompu 
4 1 .  *kuku 
4 2 .  *ku 1 i ( t )  
4 3 .  * kuR i ta 
4 4 .  *ku tu 
45.  * l ak i  
46 . * l ako 
4 7 . * l aman 
4 8 .  * l al) i  ( t )  
4 9 .  * l a l)o 
5 0 .  * l anje  
51 . B * l a to 
5 2 .  B* ( 1  n )  i ma 
5 3 .  * 1  i ma 
54 . * 1  i mu 
5 5 .  * 1 0  
5 6 .  * l oku 
57 . B* l omp i 
5 8 .  *mada 
POC 
outrigger boom 
pandanus 
giant clam 
pinoh, . . .  
we, inol 
you, sg 
mist, dust 
visoera 
olaw, nai l, . • •  
skin, bark 
ootopus 
louse 
great, . . .  
go 
sea, lake 
sky 
fly (inseot) 
branohing ooraG . . .  
stinging nettle 
bai l out 
five 
seaweed 
in 
bend 
fold 
fermented 
5 9 .  
6 0 .  
6 1 . 
6 2 . 
63 . 
6 4 .  
6 5 .  
6 6 .  
67 . 
6 8 .  
6 9 .  
7 0 .  
7 1 .  
7 2 .  
7 3 .  
7 4 . 
7 5 .  
*ma i oome 
*ma 1 i no oalm, . . .  
*ma 1 i I) sour 
* l)ma 1 0  submerge, . . .  
*ma 1 u  soft 
*-mam i  our, exol 
*mana l) power, wind 
*man i p i  ( 5 )  thin 
*mapo heal 
*masak i ( t )  pain 
*masawa 
*mata 
* ma ta 
*ma taku ( t )  
*manu ( k )  
*mans u ( rR )  
*ma te 
7 6 .  *ma to 1 u  
sea, . . .  
eye 
worm 
afraid 
animal 
p lenty of food 
die 
thiok 
k i a  
k i o  
k i  pa r 
k i m  
k i n i  
k i 5a 
k i i 5 
koo 
('" kowo) 
sooko l 
( 7 ) pwuk 
k i k  
k i  1 
k i i j  
pak i t 
1 ek 1 ek i n  
1 a  
( 7 )  1 akon 
l am 
1 01) 
1 01) 
( 7 )  1 a r  
( 7 )  l oj 
1 i m  
1 1 mee l a  
a l l m  
l l mow 
1 i mw 
1 0 1 0  
1 0k 
1 i m 1  i m  
ma r 
me 
( 7 ) mu 1 un 
( 7 ) meen 
( 7 ) mwo i t l  
( 7 ) mo 
-maa 
manman 
m i n l pn i p  
mo 
motok 
ma taw 
maj 
mwaj 
m i j  i k  
maan  
mot 
mee t  i 
meeta 
moj u 1  
MOK 
outrigger boom 
ol . , his mat 
pandanus 
kind of olam 
pinoh 
we, inel dual 
we, inel ool leotive 
you, sg 
fog 
bladder 
nai l k i k i n  his . • •  
skin, bark k l l i n his • • •  
ootopus 
delouse 
big 
away 
absolute superlative marker 
lagoon 
sky 
fly 
branohing ooral 
leader of a fishing party 
bai ler 
bai l out 
five, serial 
five, general 
seaweed 
inside 
ohange direotion, orooked 
fold 
preserved breadfruit 
here 
oalm 
bitter 
sunk 
grass 
our, dual exol 
spiritual ly powerful 
thin 
heal 
pain 
open sea 
eye m i j o  
worm 
afraid 
animal 
fat 
his . . .  
die (of animates) 
die (of p lants) 
thiok 
7 7 .  
7 8 .  
79 . 
80 . 
8 1 .  
82 . 
8 3 . 
84 . 
85 . 
86 . 
87 . 
8 8 .  
8 9 .  
9 0 .  
9 l .  
9 2 .  
9 3 .  
94 . 
9 5 .  
96 . 
97 . 
9 8 .  
99 . 
100. 
10l . 
102 . 
103 .  
104 . 
105 . 
106 . 
1 0 7 .  
1 0 8 .  
109 .  
110 . 
1 1 l .  
112 . 
1 1 3 . 
114 . 
115 . 
*matudu ( R )  
*ma?ud i ( p ) 
*-mu 
*mu?a 
*mud i 
*muta (? ) 
*-na 
*namu ( k )  
*napo 
*na t u  
*n i u ( R ) 
*nua 
*onom 
*pada 
*pak i wak 
D*pa l i 
poe 
s l-eep 
Ufe, . . .  
your, sg 
front 
behind 
vomit 
his, her, its 
mosquito 
surf 
ohi l-d 
oooonut 
inside 
six 
pandanus 
shark 
hol-iness, prayer 
* pan i ( *mpaya ) bait 
* pan  ( i )  wing 
*pa Q (ou)  ( n )  awaken, arouse 
*mpampa ( n )  
*pa R i  
*pat 
*mpeQka 
*pi ( d r )  i 
* p i l i ( ? ) 
*p i n s i ko 
*p i t u 
*p i t u?u 
*mpo-
B*mponot 
*pon u 
* QpoQ i 
*mpou 
*pua ( ?) 
board 
stingray 
four 
trying fox, bat 
fol-d, twist 
se l-eot, ohoose 
fl-esh 
seven 
star 
sme l- l­
bl-ooked 
tU!'He 
night 
post 
fruit 
*mpua areoa nut 
*mpu ( d r ) i ( t )  exorement 
* pu k i  return 
*puko net 
*puku knot 
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m;)y r  
mou r 
-mw 
mwoo 
mwoon 
mw i r i n  
mwuu r  
mwwuj 
-n 
amw i j e  
no 
nov 
naa 
n i i n  
n i  
neen 
oon 
wonow 
k i pa r  
pako 
( 7 ) po l  
MOK 
s l-eep 
Ufe 
yoU!', sg 
in front of it 
in front of 
behind, after 
afterwards 
vomit 
his, her, its 
mosquito 
wave 
my ohUd 
his ohUd 
ohUd of 
oooonut tree 
inside 
six, seria l­
six, general­
pandanus 
shark 
re l-ated so as to exol-ude 
marriage 
peen bait 
P;) arm, wing poo his . . .  
paQ i n J  oaE t r  
pOQPo Q ] . t I n  
pop board 
po 
;)P;)Q 
paaw 
pweek 
kap i r 
p i  1 
u t uk 
e i j  
i j  iw  
uj u 
pwo 
pwon 
woy 
pwoQ 
pwo 
waa 
Ween 
pwu 
pw i rej 
w i k  
uk 
pwuk 
ray 
four, serial­
four, general 
bat 
twist 
ohoose 
fl-esh u t uk i n  his . . .  
seven, seria l-
seven, general-
star 
sme l- l-
brooked 
tU!'He 
night 
pol-e PWOO his . . .  
its fruit 
fruit of 
bete l- nut 
dirt 
turn, ohange 
net 
knot 
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116 . *mpu l u ( t )  gwn� . . .  pw i I i j sticky pw i I gwn, sap 
117 . * pu t i  banana wus banana 
D 8 .  B*pu t i k  pluck, pul l  out w i j  pul l out 
( 7 ) w i j i k  carry 
119 . *mpu to nave l pw i j j ::> his nave l 
120.  *R i pa go close i p- near, close to 
12 l .  *Rul)ma ( 7 )  house umw house i mwaa his • . .  
12 2 .  * sa l a (n )  road a I road 
12 3 .  *nsa l) i  wind e l)  wind 
124 . *sal)ka ( 7 )  hop, . . .  ta k::> drive a vehicle 
125 . *nsakaRu reef, · . .  t::>k::> is land 
126 . *nsake upwards ta up 
12 7 .  *nsama outrigger tam outrigger 
1 2 8 .  *sampo catch tap::> r ] catch tr 
taptap ] . �nt 
129 . *s i da they i) r they 
1 30 .  * 5  i I i  enter t i l  enter 
13l . *ns i po downwards t i down 
132 . *ns i wa nine a t u  nine, seria l 
tuw::>w nine, general 
1 3 3 .  *nsoka stab t::>k::> ]tr stab 
tok J . �nt 
134 . *50 1 0 mountain to l  mountain 
1 3 5 .  B*su l i shoot, sucker i I sma l l  plant 
136 . *su l u  torch t i l  torch 
137 . * s uR i  bone 5 i bone 5 1  I n  his . . .  
138 . * - n ta our, incl - saa our, dual incl 
139 . * taku back I i k i nj a rk i n  his back 
140 . *ta  I i  rope j ::> 1  rope 
14l . * tama father j amaa his father 
142 . * tan (ou ) m  plant, bury j ::>wj ::>w grave 
143 . * ta !) i  ( 5 )  weep j ::> !)  weep 
144 . * tamp i bowl j a p i  bowl 
145 . * ta pu- conch j ow i  conch ( ?  older j ::>w i ) 
146 . B*tapu ( n ) i afterbirth j ::>w afterbirth 
147 .  *tans  i ( k )  salt, salt water j e t salt, sa lt water 
148 .  D*tas i m i  sharpen j a i m ]tr sharpen 
j ::>yj ::>Y ]int 
149 . *ta7u  year, season j oonpar  year 
150 . *t i do look at i ro!) look at 
15l . * t i na mother i naa his mother 
152 . * to l u three ej i I three, seria l 
j i I i w  three, general 
15 3 .  * t uk i  hammer, pound j uk pound 
154 . * t unu  cook" . , i n  i i n  cook 
155 . * t umpu ( 7 )  grow, grandparent i pw i  i pw parentage 
156 . *tuR i ( a )  to string i r to string 
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157 . * tu?u ( d )  stand up uuta  stand 
158 . *?uda ( f)) lobster wu ronna lobster 
159 . *?u l uf)a pi llow, . . .  w i  1 i f) rest one 's  head 
160 . *?umu earth oven umw earth oven 
16l . w i na to scale *?una ( p) fish scale 
w i n  feather, hair, w i  nE  its 
162 . *?unsa ( n )  rain wut rain 
16 3 .  *?uta ( n )  inland, forest Ew i j inland 
164 . B*upu young leaves upw unripe coconut 
165 .  *wa l u  eight awa l eight, serial 
wa l i w  eight, genera l 
166 . *wao forest woods wowo forest 
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S E G M E N TA L  QUANT I TY I N  MO K I L ES E : 
A S Y N CH R ON I C  AND D I A C H R O N I C  STUDY 
She ldon P .  Har r i son 
1 .  I NTRODUCTI ON l 
Segmental quantity distinctions are a feature of most Oceanic (OC) lan­
guages 2  but have not been reconstructed for either Proto-Oceanic (pCC) or 
Proto-Austronesian (PAN) . The present study does not attempt to demonstrate 
that extant POC and PAN reconstructions are inadequate in this respect , though 
this may eventually prove true . Its purpose is to give a history to the 
segmental quantity distinctions found in one OC language , Mokilese (MOK) , a 
Micronesian (MC ) language of the eastern Caroline Islands . While some claims 
regardi�g segmental quantity distinctions in Proto-Micronesian (PMC) and in 
putative lower order subgroups of MC arise from this study, the main focus 
remains the history of MOK. 
Some attempt will be made to provide justification for the major quantity­
generating processes considered . The conclusions that follow are admittedly 
weak , on the one hand because of the lack of a solid theoretical framework and , 
on the other , because of the paucity of secure comparative data . The study is 
presented in this rather unpolished form, nonetheless ,  in the hope that it 
will act as a stimulus for further research in this area. 
Section 2 presents the phonemic inventory of MOK. The origin of vowel 
length distinctions is considered in Section 3 :  through the morphological 
processes of reduplication (3 . 1 . )  and affixation ( 3 . 2 . ) ,  through assimilation 
of vrywel sequences (3 . 2 . ) ,  and through consonant loss (3 . 3 . ) .  Section 3 . 4 .  
investigates the possible role of a bimoric canonical target in the genesis of 
vowel length . Section 4 investigates the history of consonant gemination in 
MOK. The pre-enclitic lengthening process termed junctural lengthening is 
considered in Section 5 .  Section 6 provides a short summary of conclusions 
reached. 
2 .  SEGMENTAL I NVENTORY OF MOK 
2 . 1 .  Consonants 
The following chart gives the contrastive consonants of MOK : 
Byron W. Bender , ed . Studies in Micronesian Linguistics , 37 5-401 . 
Pacific Linguistics , C-80 , 1984 . 
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Bilabial 
stop p 
Nasal m 
Fricative 
Lateral 
Trill 
Dental 
d 
n 
s 
1 
r 
Palatal Velar Velarised labial 
j k pw 
ng  mw 
The symbols used are orthographic . stops are typically voiceless and 
lenis .  All consonants occur both single and geminate ( long) but ,  in contrast 
to many other MC languages ,  geminate consonants are found only medially 
( inter-vocalically) . As will be demonstrated , historical initial and final 
geminates have been resolved into more ' tolerable ' patterns . 
Although consonant gemination is contrastive , minimal pairs are rare . 
The only lexically simplex minimal pair as yet identified is l i koau chapped 
and l i kkoau c loth, clothing, clothed. 3 In other extant minimal pairs , one of 
the members is lexically complex; for example , moange his head (third person 
singular of the possessive paradigm of moang head) and moangge this head, a 
combination of moang head and the enclitic determiner -e  this.  All MOK 
enclitics trigger lengthening in the preceding segment of the lexical items to 
which they are clitic ( see section 5) . 
2 . 2 .  Vowel s 
The following chart gives the contrastive vowels4 of MOK: 
Front Central Back 
High u 
Higher mid e 0 
Lower mid e oa 
Low a 
Minimal pairs for contrastive length can be found for all vowels except 
/e/ : 5  
w i n  feather 
-men /men/ one (animate ) 
paj nest 
ros darkness 
koap to grow 
pwu r to turn 
3 .  OR I G I N  OF D I ST I NCTIVE  VOWEL ENGTH 
3 . 1 .  -VC# and -CV# redupl i cati ons 
w i hn to win 
mehn /men/ bitter 
pahj hoHow of a canoe 
rohs flower 
koahp yam 
pwu h r  to sink 
The no longer productive process of (C) V (C) V# reduplication discussed in 
Harrison 1973 was used to derive ' descriptive ' verb forms (Harrison : 197 7 )  -
stative verbs from various word classes and intransitive verbs (Vi) from 
transitive verbs (vt) , with some semantic restrictions that are irrelevant 
here.  Examples are : 
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p i nap i n ]  . Vl 
pw i rej rej 
poadpoad ] . Vl 
to cover 
dirty 
to p lant 
p i na ]vt 
pw i rej 
poadok ]vt 
to cover something 
dirt 
to plant something 
These derivations involve the operation of three phonological processes ; 
the deletion of final consonants at a relatively early period , the subsequent 
deletion of final vowels , and a synchronic process of vowel reduction which in 
some instances appears to have restructured phonological representations . 
Vo�el reduction applies to forms of the shape # (Cl) V1C2V2C3V3 . . .  ; that is , 
to forms of at least three syllables where the first two syllables are open , 
deleting V2 or reducing i't to [ 'f ]  if  deletion would give rise to an 
impermissible consonant cluster . It creates alternations like a l  i j  beard, 
oa l j oa his beard; and m i j i k  afraid, kamj i k  frightening, kamj i k i to frighten 
someone . Reduction does not apply i f  the first vowel is high and the second 
non-high , as in the case of p i nap i n  to cover, but operates normally i f  both 
vowels are high : ku rujek ] . [ ku rj ek ]  to grate < ku ruj ] t to grate something . Vl V 
This process does not account for the internal vowel loss in forms · like 
pw i rej rej dirty.  In Harrison ( 1973 : 67) , it is suggested that pairs like pw i rej 
dirt, pw i rej rej dirty were restru ctured without final vowels during a period 
when the reduplication in question was still a productive morphological 
process . 
We assume derivations like the following : 
*p i na poadok6 
poado 
p i nap i na poadopoado 
p i nap i n  poadopoad 
poad poad 
-C# De letion 
Reduplication 
-V# Deletion 
Vowel Reduction 
Rightward (C) V (C) V# reduplication yields synchronic long vowels under 
three sets of circumstances :  
i )  from roots of  the historical shape #VCV# 
a l ah l  striped cf.  a l  
oaroa h r  beach < *oa roa 
u ruh r to laugh < *uru  
i 1 i h l  to steer < * i  1 i 
line 
i n i h n to cook cf . i n  i m  to cook something 
ii )  from roots of  the historical shape . • •  (C) V# 
ma rah ra light (in weight ) < *ma ra 
koroh ro white < *ko ro 
pw i ah i a  grey-haired cf . pw i a  grey hair 
pw i j ehj e  ridden with excrement cf . pw i j e excrement 
dangahnga lazy ( cf .  dangpa u r  s lacker . probably a compound 
built on *dangah ,  the vowels of which were 
lost by -V# deletion and vowel reduction . )  
iii)  from roots of the historical shape -VCV 
pwuhs uhs  round 
poahjoahj  smooth 
soh roh r different 
< :*pwuhsu 
< ; *poahjoa 
< *soh ro 
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Under the assumption that pre-MOK and probably PMC tolerated only open 
syllables , the (C) V (C ) V# reduplication process copied either a final CVCV, a 
final VCV in disyllabic roots of this shape , a final long vowel ( this counting 
as two morae) and preceding consonant if any , or the final mora of a penultimate 
long vowel and a following short syllable . 
3 . 2 .  Affi xati on and ass i mi l ati on 
As is to be expected , the juxtaposition of a vowel-final prefix and a 
vowel-initial stem or a vowel-initial suffix and a vowel-final stem gave rise 
to a long vowel if the vowels were identical or were reconciled by an assimi­
lation process . For example . the causative prefix ka- yields long vowels in 
forms like kah l ua to lead ( c f .  a l u  to walk) and kah re- to cause ( c f .  Kosraean 
(Kusaiean) (KSR) orA to make ) . other long vowels may be the outcome of his­
torical prefixation where the prefixes ceased to function as such at an early 
date . This could be true of poahj oahj smooth ( c f .  mahj ahj cleared3 not over­
grown) and pahdehd b lurred ( c f .  ed i ed smokY3 misty [ probably a borrowing from 
Ponapean (PNP) - see Note 2 7 J ) . These examples might involve the causative 
*pa- reconstructed for pac and the PAN stative marker *ma- , though the paucity 
of data and the great time depth involved make these observations rather 
speculative . 
It is likely that native speakers no longer identify the ka- of the above 
examples with the productive prefix ka- , in the latter case because the root 
*a re- is not a lexical item and in the former probably because no form *kah l u  
or *a l ua exists.  In such cases the lexical relationship between the derived 
causative and its probable source has become opaque . These contrast with 
examples like kahdank i  to name ( from adan k i  to be named) , which is often 
pronounced with four distinct syllables [ kaadank i J . Thus , it can be inferred 
that the tendency to merge two adjacent short vowels over a morpheme boundary 
into a single long vowel increases as the analysability of the item concerned 
decreases . The single case of merger involving the prefix j a- not is morpho­
logically opaque : j ehjoa to not know ( cf .  PNP ese to know3 sehse to not know) . 
No examples with j a- parallel to kahdank i are attested. 
Suffixation of -ek intransitive , -oa r and then, and -oang towards to vowel­
final stems yields a long vowel . Thus :  
p i roa Jvt 
p i roahk J . V� 
okdekda 
okdekdah r  
k i j ou l a  
k i j ou l ahng 
to twist something 
to twist 
to lie down 
to lie down and then 
to trave l 
to trave l onwards 
In such cases one must assume the operation of a process assimilating the 
vowel of the suffix to that of the stem. It is not perfectly clear , however ,  
that the observed long vowels did in fact , arise in this manner . This issue 
will be considered in Section 5 .  
In the case of j ehjoa to not know the low level o f  the prefix j a - not has 
been raised (assimilated) to the following lower mid vowel (probably an original 
*oajoa to know) . The result is phonetically [ e ] ,  however , raised and fronted 
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between palatal consonants . 7 Note , however , that assimilation of this sort is 
not categorical since alongside jehjoa we find cases like kaemen first (animate) 
( from emen one, another (animate) . (Cf . also kopwung to judge and kapwung to 
oorreot ( from pwung  oorreot)  and koa rj oa to finish, to empty and ka roj i to 
empty ( from roj empty) . Assimilation , then , is also governed by derivational 
opacity ; the more opaque the semantic/formal relationship between a root and 
an affixal derivative , the more likely assimilation is to take place . (The 
limiting cases are non-occurrence of the independent root and non-analysability 
of the affix . ) 
There is evidence both of diachronic development of long vowels from 
sequences of non-identical vowels and of synchronic variation between long 
vowels and sequences of non-identical vocalic elements . Cases of this sort 
involving assimilation across morpheme boundaries have just been noted. The 
vowel most frequently derived in this manner is [o J .  In the data at present 
available this resulting vowel has two pre-MOK sources : [ o� J  and [ � i  J or 
[ �u J .  8 
MOK shows synchronic alternations between ooa# and oh- in a small class 
of inalienably possessed nouns : 
kooa on top of it kohn on top of 
koa l ooa its root koa l ohn  root of ( koa l o  root) 
pooa on it pohn on 
mwooa in front of it mwohn in front of 
pwooa his sme ll pwohn sme l l  of ( pwo sme l l )  
pwudooa his sweat pwudohn sweat of ( pwudo sweat )  
sooa member of i t  sohn member of 
A final ooa# in the third person singular alternates with oh- in the rest 
of the paradigm of these nouns . For many speakers ,  oh- has been extended to 
the third person singular as wel l ,  yielding pwoh his sme ll, pwudoh his sweat, 
etc . 
Kiribati (Gilbertese) (KIR) moa first and ao surfaoe , cognates of MOK mwooa 
in front of i t  and pooa on i t, respectively , suggest a PMC *oa# source for MOK 
ooa# ( /o�#/)  sequences .  (KIR ao shows regular loss of PMC * p .  I cannot account 
for the order of the vowels in this form , where the MOK cognate would lead 
one to expect *oa ) . POC/PMC short final *a , when protected from final vowel 
deletion by some suffix later lost , was regularly raised to a lower mid vowel 
in MOK. The usual outcome was I�/ , sometimes lei ( regularly after a nasal ) ; 
thus MOK m i joa his eye < Poe *ma ta eye , MOK koa l oa his penis < poc * 8ka J a  male 
genitals , MOK soamwe his forehead < Poe *nda 8ma forehead , k i joa his gift ( cf . 
k i j ak i j  gift ) . Verified cases of final a from short *a  appear to involve 
relatively recent loss of a final consonant - MOK p i na to oover something, 
Marshallese (MRS )  p i nej to oover somethir� , (cf . MOK p i ne its oover) , MOK w i na 
to soale something < POC *?una { p )  fish soale ( c f .  MOK w i ne its soa le ) . Internal 
raising of *a to I�I or lei under conditions not yet fully understood is also 
conunon . 
Poe * i wa# and *awa# sequences yield *oa# in pre-MOK. Thus : MOK pako 
shark, KIR bakoa shark « POC * pak i wak  shark , with PMC loss of POC *k#) ; MOK 
l awa J o  wi ld < pre-MOK * l awa l awa , j awaj o J  . to mix < pre-MOK *j awaj awa ( c f .  V1 
j awa Jvt to mix something, PNP sewe to mix something) . We hypothesise that 
j awa to mix something did not develop into *jo because of a later deleted 
transitive inflection . These cases should yield [ o J  where final vowel deletion 
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did not apply , as , for example , before the construct suffix PMC *n i : MOK 
pakohn shark of. 
Without speculating as to the phonetic motivation of the [ o� J > [ o J  change 
in MOK, it is likely that the survival of the earlier form in third person 
singular is due to either of two factors : 
i )  absolute final position (after loss of the hypothesised third 
person singular suffix) 
ii) generalisation of -oa# ( /�#/)  as third person singular nominal 
possessive marking (cf .  third person singular examples in the 
preced.ing paragraphs) 
Cognates of pwooa his sme t t  and koa l ooa its root do not show reflexes of the 
expected PMC *oa# , but rather a final high vowel (glide) - KIR bo i and MRS 
bw i i - sme t t  (note also Trukese (TRK) pwoen his sme t t ) ; PNP ka l eu root . As will 
be seen , it is not uncommon for vowel-glide sequences to yield (or to alternate 
synchronically with) long vowels in MOK. The nature of the historical develop­
ment represented by these two examples reI!lains to be clarified. 
PMC final *a i and *au yield long vowels in MOK in four attested cases : 
j oh there is not, doh l uh l  to pass by (of time),  poah his hand, and soah its 
teaf < PMC *t ' awu < POC *dau teaf. It is likely that j oh there is not and 
j aud i no, it is not, have a common source , reflected also in KIR ta i do not via 
a raising of PMC *a i #  � *au# to MOK oau# , later reanalysed to Oh# . 9  A s imilar 
change , word-internally , is reflected in the MOK doublet dau l uh l  � doh l uh l  to 
pass by (of time) . The cognate sets : MOK poah his arm (cf . poa arm) , KIR ba i 
arm, MRS pe i n  his arm (cf .  pa arm) , TRK pewun his arm (cf . paaw arm) , Ulithian 
(ULI) pee l his arm (cf .  pee arm) , and MOK soah its teaf (cf . soa teaf) , KIR rau 
pandanus thatch, TRK ceen its teaf (cf . cee teaf) , ULI cee l its teaf (cf . Cee 
teaf) , Sonsorolese (SNS) saawy rA its teaf ( cf .  s��w teaf) must have a somewhat 
different history since the MOK outcome is oah ,  not oa . The existence of an 
alternation between a final and a non-final vowel glide sequence in isolate 
and paradigm forms of these two nouns may have been a contributing factor to 
the low mid vowel outcome . Note also the pair MOK poa i d i  downwind side of the 
main is tand of Moki t ato t t  (cf . -d i down) and MOK pahdak upwind side of . . . .  
( cf .  -da  up , MRS - tak up) . These forms may also reflect PMC *pau  arm. Their 
paradigmatic separation from poa arm accounts for their independent phonological 
development . Even if they do have the etymology proposed , an adequate expla­
nation for the long vowel of pahdak upwind side . . . is still lacking . 
In four cases , earlier sequences of a high vowel followed by a non-high 
vowel yield long vowel s .  Two are based on comparisons with PNP : MOK j a h l eh l  
unab te to cope, PNP sah l i e l ; MOK mah l eh l  brain, PNP mwa l i e l . (The consonant 
discrepancy in the latter set may be due to a transcription error) . These 
examples are problematic since a PNP VCiV sequence is normally reflected as 
VC1C1V in MOK (see 4 . 3 . ) . The final two cases involve the numbers two and 
nine (POC *dua two , *ns i wa nine) . These have the following forms in MOK : 
two 
a r i  
r i aw 
roahmen 
rahpas 
r i  eki  j 
nine 
adu 
duoaw 
dohmen 
doh pas 
dohk i j  
serial counting 
general classifier -w 
animate classifier -men 
long object classifier -pas 
partitive classifier - k i j  
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In view of the earlier observations on the history of POC * i wa# in MC , 
POC *ns i wa nine might be expected to yield MOK *dooa- and KIR * roa nine 
(attested KIR rua ) . The observed reflexes can be attributed to PMC * s ua nine� 
without the *w of the Poe reconstruction . Final vowel deletion yields the bas� 
- du of the MOK serial counting series . The oa ( from PMC * a )  of duoaw nine 
cannot be attributed to final raising (a  possible explanation if the numeral 
classifiers are considered to have been independent lexical items fused to the 
numeral base before the operation of final vowel deletion) if final raising in 
MOK entered the language after final vowel deletion . The final vowel would 
then have either been deleted before it could be raised or not have been raised 
at all . Allowing some other process to account for the raising here , the 
change *ua or uoa to oh parallels other cases that have been discussed, though 
again it is difficult to specify precisely the environment in which it took 
place , except to say that in these cases the oh is not the final syllable of 
the forms in question .  
PMC * r ( i , u ) a  two shows a long vowel i n  two of its MOK reflexe s :  rahpas 
and roahmen . (The lower mid vowel of the latter may reflect assimiration to 
the following lower mid lei) . The form r i ek i j  I r i ek i j l  is puzzling , however ,  
in that it does not show a long vowel .  This may be due to its higher mid lei , 
the result of raising between high segments ( see Note 7 ) . Such raising , 
however ,  usually involves earlier lower mid vowels : p i l oad to pick something� 
p i l ep i l to pick , but p i na to cover something� p i na p i n  to cover. I t ,  therefore , 
suggests an earlier * r i oak i j , with a base * r i oa - rather than the * r i a- suggested 
by the other paradigm members . 
There is some synchronic variation in MOK between vowel-glide sequences 
and long vowels .  For example , dah l i mw  � da u l i mw to wipe , roah l a  � roa i l a  ( roa 
to pee l + i transitive + l a  away ) to pee l off something. This can be viewed 
as a continuation of the same tendencies that gave rise to the historical 
changes discussed above . This is not to say that it involves a continuation of 
the same ' rules ' in a generative phonological sense . In the view taken here 
historical processes do not persist as synchronic rules . The pressures to 
which these processes are a response can persist and surface periodically , but 
each time they do so they may take a slightly different form in response to 
the extant phonological system. (This sort of behaviour might be termed a 
' historical conspiracy ' ;  the traditional term is ' drift ' ) . The rise of long 
vowels from rising diphthongs of the sort considered here can be viewed as an 
abductive innovation (Anderson 1973) , sensitive to the articulatory distance 
between low or lower mid and high vowels . In such cases , a language acquirer 
might assume the required bimoric structure to have been attained before the 
tongue has reached its highest point and thereby reinterpret the product as a 
long vowel .  
3 . 3 . Med i a l  consonant l oss  
Poe *?  an d  * R  are usually reflected a s  zero i n  MC languages ( though MOK 
reflects Poe * R  as r in some cases - a p roa his shouLder < Poe * ?a paRa shoulder 
and i r  to string < Poe * t uR i ( a )  to string) . Such loss gave rise to long vowels 
in forms like rah its branch (base form : ra branch) < Poe *da?u ( n )  branch� 
u j uhn star of (base form : uj u star) < POC * p i t u?u star, i n sah his blood1 o 
(base form : i n sa blood) < POC *daRa blood, and k i hj octopus < Poe *kuR i ta .  
Medial consonant loss often fed the long vowel generating processes discussed 
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in the last section ; for example , MOK j ohnpa r year, KIR ta i  time ( from Poe 
* ta?u year, season) ; MOK no wave, KIR nao wave, MRS QO wave ( from poe *napo 
wave ) and MOK mo healed, KIR mao healed ( from poe *mapo to heal) . The short 
vowels of the MOK forms are the result of final vowel deletion . One last case 
involves MOK reflexes of poe *natu  chi ld (KIR na t i  chi ldJ MRS naj i - child, 
TRK nawu- child) , which is reflected as the MOK stem n i h - in all forms of the 
possessive paradigm except the first and third persons singular ( noa i my child 
and nah his chi ld , respectively) . This form seems to have been earlier *ne i ­
( c f .  MOK p i h r i n  envy, PNP pe i r i n ) , phonetically *[ ne i  J , l l  itself from an even 
earlier *nej i still reflected in the oath mej en nej i on my first born child) . 
The long vowel of nah his child does not seem to come from an earlier *na i 
since the third person singular form of all MOK possessi�e classifiers (of 
which set nah is a member) shows an unexpected -ah# (cf. j amah his father, 
j oamoamw your father; ah his thing, oamw your thing; wa rah his vehicle, woa roamw 
your vehicle ) . It seems to suggest an earlier *na his child, whose later 
history remains a mystery . The failure of the first person singular form to 
yield a long vowel can be related to its low mid reflex I�I of PMC *a , in con­
trast to the hypothesised high mid reflex lei in forms that ultimately yielded 
[ T ] .  In view o f  the complex history o f  MOK vowels it can nnly be suggested 
that the different reflexes of PMC *a in this paradigm may be related to the 
fact that , in the first person singular form , the possessive suffix -1  my is 
not independently reflected due to the fact that the stem itself ended in [ i J  
( c f .  KIR nat i chi ld, na t u (alternate nat i u  my child) . Putative pre-MOK fo�s 
*na i my chi ld and *na i mw  your chi ld - the latter with a suffix , the former 
effectively without - may have had different phonological histories because of 
this fact . 
3 . 4 .  B imori c phenomena 1 2  
Among the most problematic issues in MC phonology is the existence of a 
process lengthening VI in ' nouns whose historical shape was * (C1) VI (C2 ) V . This 
process has operated throughout the Trukic (TK) continuum and in PNP . It can 
be seen in KIR with nouns of the appropriate shape when not accompanied by the 
article te , but does not appear to have operated in MOK,  Pingelapese (PNG) , or 
MRS . Its status in Nauruan (NAU) and KSR is unclear ( see Bender 197 3 : 469) . 
In those languages where final vowels have been deleted , historical 
* (C ) VI (C2 ) V2 nouns are reflected as (C1 ) VIVI (C2 ) .  *V2 is retained as a voice-
less vowel in a number of western TK languages , yielding (CI ) VIV1 (C2 ) ¥2 ' and 
in most cases , as a full vowel in KIR. Lengthened VI noun forms have short VI 
alternates when a possessive suffix follows (and, as already noted, when 
accompanied by the article te in KIR) . Consider the following reflexes of Poe 
*ku l i ( t )  skin (STW = Satawalese ; PUL = Puluwatese) : 
Isolate form 2SG possessed form 
SNS 9 i i rI g i r i mwU your skin 
STW g i  i 1 g i  1 i mw  " " 
PUL k i  i 1 
TRK 5 i i n s i numw " " 
PNP k i h l  k i  1 i mw " " 
MOK k i  1 k i  1 i mwen " " 
MRS k i  1 k i I i  III " " 
KIR kuun . te kun kun i m  " " 
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The term compensatory lengthening was applied to this process on the 
understanding that its motivation was to restore a favoured disyllabic (or at 
least birmoric)  canonical shape to disyllabic forms subject to final vowel 
deletion . As reported in Bender ( 197 3 : 467-469) , however , evidence suggests 
that ' compensatory lengthening ' preceded loss of final vowels and in fact , 
applies in languages where final vowels are preserved (as in KIR) or merely 
devoiced (as in western TK) . One might want to view the process as in some 
sense ' anticipatory ' ,  applying initially at a stage when final vowels were 
devoiced in anticipation of this eventual loss . Its application in KIR remains 
problematic even under this interpretation , however . 
Whatever the motivation of this lengthening process , it is clear that its 
target , in languages other than KIR, is a bimoric canonical shape (ignoring 
voiceless final vowels) .  Thu s ,  it has not applied to otherwise appropriate 
nouns which show geminate· consonants (or reflexes thereof - see Section 4) : 
PNP nta , TRK ccha , Woleaian (WOL) cha blood, PNP send finger ,  WOL bun !pWunnO! 
heart. It appears that geminate consonants count as one mora . 1 3  
In PNP , this lengthening does not apply in ·incorporated object constructions , 
' compounds '  analogous to English constructions like to baby-sit in which the 
nominal element is directly dominated by the major category V rather than the 
phrasal category NP . Compare : 
1 .  
2 .  
P 
s 
I 
/J\ PM MOD vt 
i pahn doakoa mwahmw -0 
I wi l l  spear fish that 
I pahn doakoa mwahmwo 
I ' l l  spear that fish. 
S 
I 
VP 
MOD 
pahn 
I pahn dokomwomw 
Vi 
/� Vi N 
dok mwomw 
I ' ll be spear-fishing 1 �  
Thus , a form like dokomwomw to spear-fish is treated as a single polysyllabic 
lexical item in PNP .  Similar constructions in TK languages do not seem to 
have the same analysis (see Sugita 197 3 : 400f) . 
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It has long been a puzzle to Micronesianists that lengthening applies to 
the major category noun , but not to the major category verb . 1 5  Two sorts of 
hypothesis might be used to explain this fact ; one syntactic , the other 
morphological . Under the syntactic hypothesis , lengthening can be viewed as 
applying to major category items when they occur in initial position in a 
major oategory phrase (or ,  alternatively , to an item exhaustively dominated by 
a major category) . Nouns , then , undergo lengthening either because they are 
always initial in the Np 1 6 or because they are exhaustively dominated by N (and 
no other lexical category) . Nouns in PNP incorporated object constructions 
are not l engthened because they are also dominated by the lexical category V.  
A similar account may be given for the failure of KIR nouns to lengthen when 
preceded by the article te o 
To demonstrate that verbs cannot undergo compensatory lengthening under 
this hypothesis one must appeal , for PNP at any rate , to the history of MC 
syntax. There is evidence that in PMC (and synchronically everywhere in MC 
except in Ponapeic (pP) and KSR) all predicates were preceded by clitic person 
markers (often termed predicate markers) . This syntactic fact rules out 
VP-initial position for verbs . 
Verbs used attributively (in a NP) typically follow the head noun and hence 
are not phrase-initial . If they precede the head nouns they usually take a 
suffix and thus are not monosyllabic . Only the PP languages and KSR do not 
have obligatory predicate markers . Of these languages , MOK and PNG have no 
lengthening process , while in KSR all monosyllables are long . In PNP , clitic 
person markers are required except after noun phrases ,  but this does not seem 
to have any effect on the lengthening process in that language . 
The major category domination alternative of this hypothesis would involve 
a claim that clitic person markers are dominated by V ,  not VP .  This would seem 
to be an unwarranted assumption . Nor can this version of the hypothesis account 
in any elegant way for the failure of lengthening in attributive s .  
The morphological hypothesis involves a claim that verbs do i n  fact undergo 
lengthening , but of a kind different from nouns . As noted elsewhere ( Harrison 
1 9 7 3 ) , monosyllabic verb roots are frequently reduplicated (or undergo initial 
gemination) when used intransitively  (without a transitive suffix) and when 
exhaustively dominated by V (that is , when , not part of an incorporated obj ect 
construction) . 
While this reduplication process does not appear to be motivated by any 
constraints on canonical shape , since it is found in languages with no length­
ening process for nouns and is far from exceptionless , it can nonetheless 
provide an account of the failure of the lengthening process to apply to verbs . 
That is , it might be suggested that the very existence of this reduplication 
process obviates a general rule of lengthening for monosyllabic verbs . 
Consider now the following vowel length alternations in MOK mah n  animal, 
-men animate numeral c lassifier ( from POC *manuk bird, animal) ; mwuh r  afterwards, 
mwe r i n  behind it ( from PCC *mud i behind) ; k i hs we (inclusive) as a group, 
k i sa we two (inclusive ) ,  k i sa i  we (inclusive) ( from PCC * k i n ta  we (inclusive) ; 
i h r they as a group, i ra they two, i ra i  they ( from PCC *s i da they ) . 1 7 The 
pronouns ngoa h i  I (KIR ngnga i I) and i h  he, she ( poc * i a  he, she ) are similarly 
lengthened , though without short vowel alternates . These items suggest that 
lengthening did , in fact , apply in MOK and was later lost.  The above long forms 
were ' stranded ' when lengthening ceased to operate either because the rule was 
undone only in monosyllabic nO\:f ,," (not pronouns or adverbial nouns) or , and 
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more likely , because only regularly alternating forms were shortened . On the 
latter hypothesis , we must infer that the lexical relationships holding between 
the above forms had become opaque enough for their alternatives not to be 
considered ' regular ' . 
It might also be suggested that only pronouns underwent compensatory 
lengthening (perhaps that the process began in the pronouns and later spread 
to the nouns in the languages west of Mokil) . This hypothesis is unappealing , 
given the present lack of empirical evidence , but cannot be discounted com­
pletely , even though it would necessitate a separate explanation for the long 
vowels of mahn animal and mwuh r afterward ( see below) . 
Of particular interest are those long monosyllabic nouns whose vowels 
remain long in polysyllabic paradigm alternates , even in those languages with 
an active lengthening rule . Although there is not complete agreement among all 
Me languages as tc which forms follow this pattern , the degree of correspondence 
is great . MOK has approximately forty long monosyllabic nominals whose length 
cannot be accounted for .  Unfortunately , cognates and/or Poe reconstructions 
can be found for only a few : 
poe 
MOK 
PNP 
KIR 
MRS 
TRK 
ULI 
poe 
MOK 
PNP 
KIR 
MRS 
TRK 
WOL 
PUL 
poe 
MOK 
PNP 
KIR 
MRS 
TRK 
WOL 
poe 
MOK 
PNP 
KIR 
MRS 
TRK 
WOL 
SNS 
*manuk 
mahn 
mahn 
man 
man n i  , , maan , menun 
maa l I ,  mann 
* ( d , r ) an i  
rehn 
rahn 
ra n i w i  
raan , , raan , 
rann 
raan , 
" . raan l n  
" . raan l n  
* f)mane 
mwahn , mwe i n  
mwahn , mwan 
mwmwane 
fllfllaan , , " . mwaan , mwaan l n  
mwaa 1 ,  mwann i 
*pan i 
pehn 
pahn 
anea 
anan 
paa 
paa 
ppa 
bird� animal 
" " 
" " 
" " 
creature (in compounds) 
bird� bird of 
bird� animal 
day 
" 
" 
birthday� rannano daydream1 B 
day 
day� day of 
day 
day� day of 
male� brother-in- law 
ma le 
" 
" 
" 
man� man of 
" " "  
bait 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
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POC 
MOK j ah r  knife 
PNP sah r " 
MRS jaj e  " 
WOL saa r " 
poc 
OOK rohp mat (�r s leeping) 1 9  
ULI coobw " " 
SNS soobwA " " 
These data suggest the reconstruction of bimoric roots (trimoric if  one 
counts the final vowel) in PMC for these cognate sets . In most cases a long 
vowel is suggested , though KIR anea bait suggests a final vowel sequence (but 
see below) . The bimoric root is sporadically reflected as a geminate consonant 
( SNS ppa bait, WOL rann day) , an atypical ' compensatory ' response for nouns . 
These forms are also sporadically treated as short vowel roots (TRK maan , menun 
bird, animal, PUL raan , r3an i n  day, KIR man animal) . The lack of any pattern 
hints at language-specific restructuring in such cases . 
These sets may have undergone lengthening as far back as PMC , so that their 
reflexes passed into the daughter languages with bimoric root vowels . Three 
of the six sets can be related to POC forms (with final consonant deletion) 
ending in a high vowel preceded by a sonorant consonant (POC *manuk bird, 
animal, * ( d , r ) an i  day, and *pan i bait) . We might hypothesise that final vowel 
devoicing may have begun in forms with this canonical shape , yielding long 
vowels in PMC under the hypothesis that lengthening was ' anticipatory ' :  PMC 
* ran I day, *manI bird, animal, *panI bait. This last reconstruction is problem­
atic because the KIR reflex suggests a final vowel sequence - more evidence is 
needed here . In another case , PMC *mwane male, a long internal vowel can be 
reconstructed , but evidence suggests that the final vowel remained intact . 
(The reconstruction PMC *mwan is possible , except for the KIR reflex) . The 
last two cognate sets are problematic . 
I f  it turns out that some sort of ' anticipatory ' lengthening had taken 
place in PMC , it is interesting to speculate as to whether the lengthening 
phenomena found synchronically are a generalisation of this process . The 
geminate consonant reflexes of some of the forms and the fact that all were not 
restructured with short root vowels in languages with a generalised compensatory 
lengthening rule for nouns leads me to hypothesise some historical discontinuity , 
however . 
4 .  ORIG I N  O F  GEM I NATE CONSONANTS 
The distribution of geminate consonants is not identical in all MC 
languages , though all , to my knowledge , show such sequences . KIR has initial 
and medial geminate nasals , but there is no evidence that these have the same 
history as the geminate consonants of other MC languages .  MRS shows initial 
and medial geminates ,  the former broken by an epenthetic vowel in the Ratak 
dialect . So far as I am aware , the only true geminate consonants of PNP are 
nasal ( initial and medial) and lateral ( final) . Other historical and synchronic 
geminates have been resolved into homorganic nasal-obstruent sequences in that 
language . The TK languages show true geminates in all positions , although 
individual languages may prove 1.0 be exceptions to this generalisation . 
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MOK permits true geminate consonants only medially , although historically 
it had such consonants in all positions . With the exception of nj # ,  final 
consonant clusters are tolerated only in recent Eng . borrowings like pangk 
bank. All historical final geminates ( excepting n j #  as a possible reflex of 
older *j j # )  are reflected as single consonants in contemporary MOK ( see 4 . 4 . ) . 
Initial non-nasal geminates have all been resolved , as in PNP , into homorganic 
nasal-obstruent sequence s .  Unlike PNP , MOK has an obligatory prothetic vowel 
in these cases , so that even historical geminate nasals are now no longer 
initial . Any discussion of consonant gemination in MOK is further complicated 
by the existence of synchronic processes creating geminates ( see 5 ) , which 
must be distinguished from the reflexes of Proto-Ponapeic (pPP) . One must 
also recognise that relatively recent borrowings from PNP may lead to confusion 
between direct MOK reflexes of PPP geminates and recent adaptatj on to canonical 
shapes not permitted in MOK. Such borrowings are difficult to detect , given 
the fact that MOK frequently interprets PNP loans in terms of recognised sound 
correspondences that themselves reflect historical changes .  
4 . 1 .  I n i ti al geminates 
As first noted by Goodenough ( 1963) , the initial geminates of MC languages 
seem to have arisen through the reduction of original #CV- reduplications , as 
evidenced by a comparison of TRK and KIR cognates :  
POC TRK KIR MOK 
*daRa (7 ) ccha ra ra blood i nsa 
*muta (7 ) mwmwus mumuta vomit umwwuj 
kken kakang shaT'p i ngkoang 
nne t true nene ra search out 
This change took place only when the original * #CIVICIVl shape was the result 
of morphological reduplication . There are no cases in which fortuitous 
*#CIVICIVl becomes #CICIVl ( for example , MOK poap board < POC * papa ( n ) , nor 
any cases in which a prefix CIV1- on a #CIVl root yields CICIVl ( for example , 
MOK kakapw i h l a  to repair - ka- causative + kapw new + - i  transitive + - I a  
away) . Gemination from *#CV- reduplication seems to have been further restricted 
in MOK , not applying to #CIVI-CIVIVICI cases ( for example , doadoahk to work, 
mwamwah l to malign, koakoahk tired) , nor when there existed a related unredupli­
cated form ( for example , doadoa ] . doa ] t to sew; sasa ] . s ah r ]  to core) . Vl. V Vl. vt 
This last restriction appears to be specific to MOK , as witnessed by the cognate 
set : TRK ffeg ] . fegun i ]  t to awaken, PNP mpeng ] . pang i n ]  t to ca ll, MOK Vl. V Vl. V 
poangpoang ] . pang i n ]  t to cal l .  Vl. V 
Probable compounds aside , all but four of the twenty-three forms reflecting 
initial geminates in MOK have the structure [ V ]NICIVI (C)  < PMC *CIVICIVl (C) V,  
where [ v ]  is a prothetic vowel and NICl is the homorganic nasal-obstruent reflex 
of initial gemination . The four exceptions are : i mwpw i l apw i l  pink, a -CVCV# 
reduplication of an earlier * i mwpw i l a  and , therefoye , not a counterexample , 
i ngka rak large louse and i ng k i n i k  small louse, perhaps older compounds , and 
umwwoa i s  to p lay, to be engaged in an activity not related to work. These three 
final cases remain counterexamples . z o  
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It is possible to construct a hypothesis , albeit quite tentatively , to 
account for the rise of initial geminates #C1C1Vl from earlier #C1Vl-C1V 
reduplications based on a constraint that the reduplicated #C1Vl syllable 
eschewed primary stress . Though stress assignment in MOK is a complex matter 
yet to be explored in detail ,  it ap�ears that primary stress is usually pen­
ultimate , though sometimes initial . 1 Given this stress pattern , primary stress 
in pre-MOK #C1Vl-C1Vl (C2 ) ,  following the loss of final vowels (or their 
devoicing if voiceless final vowels were not significant for purposes of stress 
assignment) , would have fallen on the reduplicated #C1Vl syllable in violation 
of the constraint noted above . The vowel loss giving rise to initial geminates 
can then be' v iewed as a mechanism for raaoving an otherwise stressed syllable so 
that primary stress would fall on the ' root ' vowel . The lack of initial 
gemination (f rom #CV reduplication) in KIR might then be considered a result 
of the retention of f inal vowels in that language , so that primary stress 
remains on the penu ltimate ' root ' vowel . Further , the fact that #CV redupli­
cation is retained in MOK before a long vowel ( for example , doadoahk to work) 
is explained by the fact that prim.ary stress falls on the long ' root ' vowel , 
where stress is seen as sensitive to vocalic moras rather than to syllables as 
such . The very tentative nature of these proposals must be borne in mind . 
4 . 2 .  Fi na l  gemi nates 
The existence of final geminate consonants at some earlier period in the 
history of MOK can only be inferred indirectly through PNP . The only surface 
final geminate consonant found in contemporary PP languages is PNP 1 1 # ,  as in 
ma l l  fie ld (MOK ma l cleared area) and d i l l  penetrate (MOK d i l ) .  Given the fact 
that all geminate obstruents are realised in PNP as homorganic nasal-obstruent 
clusters (PNP nda to saY3 nta blood3 doadoa hn k i  (MOK doadoahkk i ) to work with 
[ PNP/MOK doadoahk to work + - k i  with ] one might infer that PNP N1C1# in such 
native lexical items as mand tame3 send finger3 emp coconut crab3 ndand famous3 
and engk mountain reflect earlier final geminates in similar fashion . The 
evidence in favour of this proposal is not unequivocal , however , since cognate 
items are both few and difficult to evaluate . One such cognate set is : 
PNP 
MOK 
KIR 
mand 
ma i d  
manana 
tame 
" 
" 
If the KIR reflex is assumed to mirror the PMC shape of this form , one can 
postulate the following history for PNP mand : 
PMC *m�nana 
manna 
mann 
mand  
Reduction of post-stress vowel 
Final Vowel Deletion 
Nasal Geminate Dissimilation 
This case represents the only evidence to date for the dissimilation of 
final nasal geminates ,  if the KIR form is in fact cognate , and if its shape 
cannot be otherwise explained. The postulation of a process deleting post-stress 
vowels (under circumstances as yet unclear) in the history of PNP final nasal­
obstruent clusters is appealing , but requires more substantive evidence.  The 
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case in question , moreover ,  points twoards at least some instances of initial 
stress in PMC . 
All synchronic N1Cl# clusters in PNP cannot be accounted for in terms of 
earlier N1Nl# geminates .  Since PNP cannot be assumed to have ever had more than 
the four contrastive nasals (m ,  n ,  ng , and mw) , which could give rise to mpH , 
nd# , ngk# , and mwpw# ( the last unattested) , the sequences ns#  ( PNP kens u lcer) 
and ns# (PNP kent urine ) are left unexplained . Other cognate sets are more 
suggestive of final g'eminate non-nasals . e . g .  PNP emp , omp coconut crab MOK opup 
coconut crab. In the absence of conflicting evidence , the mpH of the PNP forms 
can be assumed to represent a development from two labial stops as reflected 
in the MOK cognate.  What is not completely clear , though , is whether the u 
of the MOK form was deleted at some stage in the history of the Ponapean forms 
(yielding *opp , later omp � emp ) , or is to be considered an epenthetic vowel 
inserted to break up an earlier final geminate in MOK.  Non-PP cognates might 
resolve this issue . 
Consider now the following 
PNP send , send i 
MOK j a l d ,  j and i n  
KIR ta t l  
MRS j an l t ,  j a n t i n ,  
SNS gaatY � ga t tY 
WOL g a t t  
TRK ew6t 
cognates for PNP send finger: 
finger, his finger 
c lCD.J 
" " 
finger, his finger; c law, its c law 
finger 
" 
" 
The TK cognates are problematic since they reflect PMC *#k , rather than the PMC 
* # t  suggested by the other forms . The cognacy of the KIR form is doubtful in 
view of the fact that MOK d is usually reflected as KIR r .  The TK forms , if 
cognate , suggest that the n appearing 'in the PP and MRS reflexes should not be 
reconstructed for PMC and make it likely that the i of the MRS and � of the TRK 
isolate forms are epenthetic . A final cognate set , PNP pwand s low, late MRS 
ba t s low bba t slow, late is problematic . Though the data are admittedly scant , 
it can be tentatively concluded that at least some cases of PNP NlCl# clusters derive from earlier final geminate obstruents .  The same would be true for MOK 
where , though only one NC# cluster n j #  is attested in native vocabulary, alter­
nations like j a i d  finger j and l n  his finger suggest that others can be recon­
structed for some earlier stage of the language . 
4 . 3 .  Med ia l  gemi nates 
All MOK consonants can be found geminated medially :  
oppop 
pw i dd i hd i  
waj e j j ej 
1 i kkoau 
j i pwwu 
p i j i mmere 
wu ronna 
kangg i r 
j umwwa 
wahssa 
pa l l an  
1 i por ro 
to pun 
wart 
to skip (over water) 
c loth 
to tip (in baseba l l )  
coconut meat 
lobster 
be lt 
chicken 
red 
to compete against 
seed 
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Some medial geminates are to be found in Jap. borrowings - J I PWWU to tip 
(in baseba l l ) �  na ppa Chinese oabbage� wannangge shotput m i ddo oatoher 's mit .  
Others are the result of historical or synchronic vowel reduction or assimilation 
- wa r ra their (two) vehiole ( from wa ra ra ) , j umwwa chicken { cf .  archaic j umuwa , 
where the Iml of the archaic form has assimilated to the velarity of w yielding 
synchronic mww , wa h s sa red {cf .  PNP wehtata  red) , 2 2  poappa the board ( poap board 
+ -wa the ) , p i l e l l e  olarified coconut oil ( p i  l en water of + I e  ooconut oil ) , 
d i dd i l  to stick through ( cf .  d i l i m to stiok through something) . By far the 
majority of medial geminate consonants are , however , the result of the syn­
chronic process of junctural lengthening , to be considered in Section 5 .  A 
residue must be accounted for historically . 
In most of these residual cases neither internal nor comparative evidence 
sheds any light on their genesis : 
MOK l i nnapw MRS l ennab  a llergy 
MOK pwa kke MRS bakke yaws 
MOK pw i dd i hd i  MRS bw i t t  I wart 
Consider , however ,  the following alternations in MOK : 
pw i r i  
pw i k i 
stomach (of a fish) 
knee� cape 
pwu r roa 
pwu kkoa 
his stomach 
his knee 
These forms suggest earlier *pwu r i oa his stomach and *pwu k i oa his knee� 
reconstructions confirmed by the following comparative data : 
MOK pwukkoa his knee 
PNP pwuk i e  " " 
MRS bukw i en " " 
TRK p6k6wen " " 
MOK pa l l a l  i counterpart 
PNP pe l i a l i " 
MRS pal een his spouse� pal e l e  married 
TRK pw6n 6wen2 3 " " 
MOK pa l l an to compete against 
PNP pe l i an " " " 
MOK k i r rej hawkfish 
MRS k i d i ej " 
MOK k i r red muddy 
PNP k i r i  ed " 
MOK j a  l l a 1 i meat course� sauce 
MRS jal e l e  " " " 
MOK j oa 1 1  oa his meat course� sauce 
MRS jal een " /I /I /I 
On the basis of these data it can be hypothesised that at least some 
instances of medial gemination in MOK derive from earlier VCiV . This hypothesis 
receives additional confirmation from the reduplicated intransitive form of 
verbs whose historical root seems to have been of the form #VCV# , for example : 
oPpoP ]Vi oa p i ]�� 
onggong ] . ungud ] V1 vt 
to pul l  
t o  wring out 
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edded ] . V1 
oa r roa r ]  . V1 
oa I I  oa I ]  . V1 
i d i p ]vt 
oa r i  �t 
oa l oa ]Vt 
to draw uxzter 
to dismantLe (an earth oven) 
to take 
These pairs can be derived ( ignoring vowel alternations) via the historical 
processes of final consonant deletion , - (C } v (C} V# reduplication , final vowel 
deletion , and a medial gemination rule VlClV2Vl =
> VlClClVl (where V2 is higher 
than VI ) (see below) : 
*ongud 
ongu 
onguongu 
onguong 
onggong 
ong ud+v 
Final Consonant Deletion 
Reduplication 
ongud (> ungud)  Final Vowel Deletion 
Gemination 
Unless the synchronic vowels of oa l oa ]vt to take something were of different 
heights at some historical period one would expect the reduplicated intransitive 
form to be *oa l oa h l  (cf . a l  roadJ Line a l ah l  Lined) . The PNP cognate a l e  to 
take something suggests this might have been the case . Though both these forms 
can be related to POC *a l a p to take (cf .  KIR anaa to take something) , it is 
sufficient that the vowels of the MOK reflex were of different heights at the 
point when reduplication took place to guarantee a geminate outcome . 
The suffix -ek in MOK regularly affixes to transitive verbs to derive 
intransitives : k i d i m ]  t k i d i mek ]v . to wpap , poadok ] poadoke k ] . to p LantJ V 1 n � 
p i hn i ] p i hn i ek ] . to paint. Four verbs show gemination before -ek : vt V1 
s i p i s ]Vt to tie something 
s i ppek ] . to tie V1 
l ukum � l i m ]vt to foLd something 
I i mmek ]  . to foLd V1 
we i j  � w i j ]  to puL l  up something vt 
w i j j e k ]Vi to puL L  up 
p i d �t to wind something 
p i dde k J  . to wind V1 
In the first example , the -ek intransitive is formed not on the transitive verb 
but on what appears to be the transitive verb root , (termed non-transitive form 
in Harrison 197 7 )  used in incorporated obj ect constructions ( s i p  j oa l  to tie 
rope ) , with gemination of the final consonant . In the ne:�t two cases , the 
-ek intransitive is formed on the ' short ' transitive (of CiC shape ) rather than 
on the more c�on longer transitive . (These ' short ' transitives may be back 
formations on the -ek intransitive. The KIR nukuma � ru kuma to foLd something 
suggests a PMC * I ukuma to fo Ld something ) . In these three examples , then , the 
root of the -ek intransitive appears to have been haplologised .  KIR evidence 
suggests a similar history for MOK p i d �t p i ddek ]Vi to windJ KIR b i roa to twist 
something , whose MOK cognate we would expect to be *p i doa ]vt . These four cases 
of gemination can be viewed as a response to haplological phenomena which , at 
present , defy systematic explanation . 2 5  
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It was demonstrated above that the cases of MOK medial geminates under 
consideration here (with the possible exception of the -ek intransitive examples) 
derive from earlier VICIV2Vl sequences in which V2 was higher than VI ' This 
structure is not reflected , however , in a number of non-PP cognates . 
MOK pw i r i , pwu r roa (fish) stomach� his stomach (emotional ly )  
KIR buro ,  bu rona hea:t't3 his heart 
MRS boro , buruon " " " 
ULI bwu l l ,  bwu l l a l  " " " 
poc '�mpu to navel 
MOK pw i j j oa his nave l 
KIR buto , bu tona nave l, his nave l 
MRS bw i j en his nave l 
SNS bwu u t O , bwu u torA navel� his nave l 
TRK bwuuw , bwuuwen 2 6 " " " 
MRS boro is a regular cognate of KIR bu ro heart. If  PMC * pwu ro is reconstructed 
the MRS paradigm forms ( buruon his heart� etc . ) suggest a ' breaking ' of the 
PMC final *0, ultimately giving rise to the TK/PP forms . No other examples of 
this phenomenon are extant , however . Both the KIR and MRS reflexes of POC *mputo 
nave l are regular , while the TK/PP forms suggest innovations in the direction of 
a bimoric root (a  l ong vowel in TK and an earlier *#CVCiV# structure in MOK) . 
The motivation for this change is opaque , however . A most tentative hypothesis 
might relat.e it to the inherent weakness of high vowels that we see in MOK 
where , for example ,  high vowels are often ' skipped over ' by processes like vowel 
reduction ( see 3 . 1 . ) and stress placement ; for example ,  � r i a r  gaff� 2 7  not 
*a r (a r ,  m i j oa his eye� not *m i j oa . One notes that , in a large number of the 
forms witll medial geminates discussed here (the -ek intransitive cases and many 
of the inalienable nouns) ,  the root vowel is high . Moreover , a surprising 
number of these forms also show adjacent high consonants (palatals , velars , and 
velarised labials ) .  While these facts are suggestive , their explanatory value 
remains weak . 
The medial gemination process VICIV2Vl => VICICIVI (where V2 is higher than 
VI hypothesised to govern the cases of medial gemination discussed above can be 
viewed as another instance of the drift toward a closed syllable pattern in MOK 
(a previously noted instance being the process of vowel reduction - see Section 
3 . 1 . ) .  The maximum number of closed syllables in a structure like pre-MOK 
*op i op ( later oppop to pul l )  can be obtained by adjusting the syllable structure 
from o . p i . op to op . i . op . The resulting internal $ i $V would then tend to become 
$lV , yielding the structure op. lop with two closed syllables .  It is  to be  ex­
pected , however , that glides in structures of this shape will be unstable , being 
interpreted as vowel colouring on the preceding consonant as in the Eng . rapid 
speech rendering of [ ga t . ya ] got you as [ g� . ca ] .  Such a reinterpretation in 
the MOK structures at issue (op . lop > o . p Yop) would have the result of creating 
an open syllable from a closed one . A closed syllable pattern could , however ,  
be maintained i f  the CG of these VCGvC structures was reinterpreted as a geminate 
�o that it functioed at the �e time as coda for a preceding syllable and onset 
for a following. It is hypothesised that maximisation of the number of closed 
syllables in this way provided the motivation for the change from pre-MOK 
VICIV2VICI to VICICIVICI ' 
4 . 4 . Di ssol ution of  gemi nate consonants 
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The history of MOK reflects moves towards the dissolution of initial and 
final geminate consonants . Medial geminates appear to be stable and , in fact , 
to some degree favoured , there being at least two synchronic processes giving 
rise to such geminates . One of these processes , junctural lengthening , will 
be treated in section 5 .  The second involves assimilations of three sorts : 
i )  o f  liquids to obstruents 
s a s sa l i p  to be app lying pomade (from sa l i p  to apply pomade ) 
d i dd i l to stick through ( from d i l i m  to stick through something) 
j oaj j oa l  to wind (rope) (from j a l  to wind something) 
j oaj j oa r  to dig ( from j a r i pw to dig something) 
ii) of nasals to liquids 
i l I a to go (alternate of i n l a  to go ) 
me l l au thanks (alternate of men l au thanks ) 
iii) of velarisation in labj als 
poa ppa the board ( poa p board + -wa the ) 
j a pwwa the land ( j a pw land + -wa the) 
This third assimilation type is the only one that crosses lexical boundaries 
(where noun + wa the combinations are noun phrases - see Harrison 1977 : 208 ) . 
In this case , the velarity of the initial consonant of the enclitic assimilates 
to that of the final consonant of the item to which it is clitic.  Word­
internally , non-velarised assimilates to velarised , as in the case of j umwwa 
chicken (archaic j umuwa ) . 
Assimilations of the first two types appear to follow a consonant strength 
hierarchy of the sort suggested in Foley ( 197 2 )  and Zwicky ( 197 2 ) , where 
obstruents are stronger than nasals ,  and nasals ,  in turn , stronger than liquids . 
The fact that these assimilations are regressive in MOK may , in part , explain 
the apparent reversal of the principle of assimilation to the stronger of two 
adj acent consonants in the case of the nasal to liquid assimilations . However , 
as Foley ( 1 97 2 : 97 )  notes ,  the assimilation of nasals to liquids in not uncommon 
(Latin co l I i s  hi l l, Lithuanian ka l na s )  Foley ' s  suggestion that liquids are 
in fact stronger than nasals does not appear to be completely justified by these 
facts , since liquid to nasal assimilations are attested . In Yokuts , a Turkic 
language , the plural suffix - l a r becomes - n a r  after e n ] . Note also that in WOL 
[ n ]  is the tense (geminate) counterpart of [ 1 ]  (Sohn 1975 : 15 ) . While the 
notion ' consonant strength hierarchy ' seems to be a useful one , it requires 
considerably more investigation . 
The first stage in the dissolution of initial (and , probably , final )  
geminate obstruents is their conversion into homorganic nasal-obstruent clusters.  
This can be viewed as  a response to the heightened pressure inherent in geminate 
obstruents . This pressure can be reduced by lowering the velum to allow some 
air to escape through the nasal cavity , thereby destroying the obstruent 
articulation. 2 8  These reflexes of initial geminates are further weakened in 
MOK by an obligatory prothetic vowel .  This vowel is i unless followed by mw 
and a round vowel in the next syllable , in which case it is u .  Thus : i mma s 
ripe, i n sa blood, i ng koang sharp, umwwoa i s  to p lay, umwwuj to vomit (but 
kaumwwuj i to nauseate , where a non-syllabic ' prothetic ' vowel is always i ) .  The 
fact that the prothetic vowel appears even after prefixes like ka - ' causative ' 
demonstrates that it is part of the lexical representation of the forms in 
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question . PNG appears to reflect a further stage in the disso�ution of 
initial geminates , by which they are reflected as #VC ; for example , PNG ah l a  
to go (MOK i n l a  to go) , PNG ahdoa to come (MOK i ndoa to come ) , PNG i hsa  bZ-ood 
(MOK i nsa  b Zood) . The lack of uniformity of the vowels of the PNG cognates is 
troublesome . More PNG data are , therefore , necessary in order to correctly 
evaluate these correspondences . 
As noted in Section 4 . 2 . , it is less certain that final NICl# clusters 
(or reflexes of such clusters) derive from earlier ClCl# geminates than it is 
that initial #NICI clusters derive from earlier initial geminates .  Whatever 
the provenience of such final clusters in PNP , it remains true that they have 
been altered significantly in MOK. Consider the following correspondences : 
PNP ndand famous 
MOK i ndan " 
PNP pwa i pwand to be in debt 
MOK pwa l pwan i d  " " " " 
PNP s i rangk  tx>unk ( from Eng. tpunk) 
MOK j i rang " 
PNP mand tame 
MOK ma i d  " 
PNP send , send i finger, his finger 
MOK j a i d ,  j and i n  " " 
PNP kens  u Zcer 
MOK ke i nj " 
From the above data we see that the weakening of *NlCl# clusters takes three 
forms in NOK :  
i )  deletion o f  the final obstruent 
ii)  insertion of an epenthetic vowel 
iii)  weakening of the nasal to a glide 
Since all three manifestations can be seen in the resolution of earlier *nd# 
clusters , it is safe �o assume that they represent independent approaches to 
the same problem at different historical periods.  Since the only examples that 
show non-PP cognates are of the third type ( see Section 4 . 2 . ) ,  this can be 
assumed to be the oldest . The first and second types may represent relatively 
recent adaptations to PNP borrowings . If j i rang tpunk and pa l ang porch are 
also borrowings from PNP , then they shed no light on the history of any putat"ive 
*ngk# clusters in earlier periods of MOK. The data available show one example 
of n j #  in non-Eng. derived forms (ke i nj uZcer) 2 9  and one of a hypothetical *ns#  
( j a i s  finger, an alternate of  j a i d  finger in  the expression nga p i n  j a i s  (aJ span) . 
No forms that might be attributed to earlier nasal-obstruent clusters involving 
labials occur (but recall MOK opup coconut crab) . The apparent stability of 
final nj# is interesting , but without additional data , no further conclusions 
can be drawn . 
Medial geminates , as pointed out above , do not appear to have been weakened . 
The six examples containing medial NICI clusters known to me ( j oampoak unkind, 
1 i mpoak affection, moadoa ndoa l smooth, j anj a l  cZear, koandoau  Zaddel?, and 
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j an d i n  his finger) can be otherwise accounted for . The f irst two cases appear 
to involve a hypothetical *mpoak and the prefixes j a - not and l i - character­
istically.  The next two forms show an Ie to nC ch��ge that is not general in 
MDK. It is possible that some , or all , of these cases are loans from PNP . 
The form koa ndoau ladder is possibly a compound involving the verb doau to 
climb , and the last case , as noted in 4 . 2 .  reflects an earlier MOK form * j and 
( extant j a i d  finger) . In this example we must assume that thp. phonological 
shape of the earlier isolate form was used in the paradigm. 
5 .  JUNCTURAL LENGTHEN I NG 
Geminate consonants and long vowel s  arise synchronically in MOK through 
a general process triggered by a following enclitic . These include the 
enclitic determiners (both definite and indefinite) , verbal directional/ 
aspectual enclitics , the instrumental - k i  with� -oang towards and -j ang from� 
and the delimiting enclitics -oa r only� up to/and then and -oa roh unti l .  Any 
vowel-initial enclitic from this set triggers gemination of a preceding con­
sonant ; any consonant-initial enclitic triggers lengthening in a preceding 
vowel .  No adjustment i s  made to consonant clusters arising " through clisi s .  
Vowel-initial enclitics have consonant (or glide) initial sandhi alternates 
when preceded by a vowel .  3 0  Some examples of these phenomena are : 
I .  consonant gemination 
lao woa l l o  that man (woa l man + -0 that) 
b .  woa l koa l i kko that big man 
C .  woa l koa l i k  roahmenno those two big men 
2 .  kada r roang to send something to ( kada r to send something) 
3 .  Ih k i n  kang rokumwwoa r doa r i .  ( rokumw crab) 
he MOK eat crab-only finished 
He ate nothing but crab. 
I I .  vowel lengthening 
4a . pukohka i 
puko wa h s sa hka i 
5 .  I h  p i hn i hk i h 1 a  pa rn i j . 
He painted it with varnish. 
( p i hn i  to paint something + - k i  
with + - I a  away) 
6 .  Penno kupd i hj ang i n  kohn n i ho .  
That coconut fe l l  from the coconut tree . 
( kup  to fal l  + -d i 
down + -j ang from) 
"Though usually enclitic to the verb phrase (as defined in Pawley 1972 : 4 1 ) , the 
enclitics k i  with� oang towards� j ang from� and oa roh until can appear outside 
the verb phrase and separated from it by a preceding noun phrase . In such 
instances they do not trigger junctural lengthening . Thus : 
7 .  Je r i mwe i n  koa l i kko pok i hd l  j e r i mwe i n  s i ks i kko k i  suhkoa h pa s . 3 1 
The big boy hit the little boy with a stick. 
a .  Ih k i hd i  ek i j  mw i ngehu oang l a ka pw .  
He set some of that food aside for tomorrow. 
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9 .  Kama s i kes i kkoang a ra i  oa roh j i ppo k i j ou l a . 
We chatted with them unti L the ship Left. 
While it is tempting to try to account for these phenomena phonetically 
either in terms of some feature of the underlying phonological shape of the 
enclitics or of the forms to which they are enclitic ,  or historically in terms 
of the phonetic processes described above as giving rise to segmental quantity 
distinctions in MOK, such analyses can be shown to be untenable . In the case 
of consonant gemination , one might want to hypothesise an underlying/historical 
initial glide for the vowel-initial enclitics . One such enclitic , -oaw 
a (generaL) does show a glide in its post-vocalic sandhi alternate . Thus : 
pukkoaw 
pukoh i oaw 
a book 
a basket 
This is not true of other vowel-initial enclitics , however ( pukken that book 
(near you) pukohn that basket (near you) , nor could it have been true histori­
cally for at least one enclitic , -ok those� which seems to have been metathesised 
from an earlier * - ko ( c f .  MOK - ka i  these� - kan those (near you) PNP -kat  these� 
- kan  those (near you) , - ko those) . This being the only likely phonetic 
explanation for consonant gemination before enclitics , its weak motivation 
suggests that we seek an explanation of some other sort . 
Vowel lengthening might be considered to reflect historically (or syn­
chronically underlying) long vowels . This hypothesis can be vitiated by 
demonstrating that many of the vowels which undergo j unctural lengthening were 
short historically . For example , enclitics like - k i  with or -da up lengthen 
before other consonant-initial lexical suffixes , as in k i jouk i hdah l a  to trave L 
away eastward (up) by means of. It is argued in Harrison ( 1977 : 186)  that - k i  
with reflects PMC *ak i n i , the form o f  which is better preserved in WOL yag i l i  
and KIR ak i n i . It Il\Cly be that -da up can be related to POC *nsake to cLimb 
( c f .  MRS - tak  (alternate - ta )  eastward� up and the MOK nominalised directional 
-dakoa it 's  (V-ing) up) . Any argument that these and similar forms have been 
restructured with a synchronic underlying long vowel must be abandoned in view 
of the fact that short vowels often appear in forms built on the same root in 
cases other than those predicted by the rule of final vowel deletion . For 
example ,  the vowel ,  of s i  ear is lengthened bEfore determiners , as in s i hka i 
these ears , but not before the suffixes of the possessive paradigm ( s i oa i oa 
my ear� s i oamwen your ear , s i oa his ear� etc . ) .  Similarly , the final vowel of 
p i na ]vt to cover something lengthens before directional/aspectual enclitics 
like - d i down as in p i nahd i to put a cover on something� but not in the 
reduplicated intransitive p i nap i n ]  . to cover. We are again forced to conclude Vl. 
that vowel lengthening before enclitics , like consonant gemination under the 
same conditions , is not phonetically motivated but conditioned solely by the 
enclitic status of the immediately following element . 
Junctural lengthening before enclitics can be viewed as a direct response 
to their enclitic status . As MOK moves towards an ' agglutinating ' structure 
where such non-affixal formatives come to form a single phonological word with 
preceding formatives , j unctural lengthening functions to preserve the ' lexical 
integrity ' of individual lexical items by providing a clear surface marking of 
the boundary between lexical items in an agglutinated string . It prevents 
resyllabification (as in cases like woa l l e  this man , syllabified *woa . I e  without 
gemination) and blocks processes like vowel reduction (as in cases like poa l oahd i 
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to chop something� surface *poa l oad i [ po l d i ] without vowel lengthening) which 
would becloud lexical boundaries. In phonetic terms , junctura1 lengthening 
prevents long disfavoured sequences of internal short open syllables which 
would arise through agglutination . However , its operation seems to be motivated 
more by lexical than by purely phonological considerations . 
6 .  SUMMARY 
Two broad mechanisms giving rise to segmental quantity distinctions can be 
distinguished in the arguments presented here . The first , for the most part 
restricted to vowel length , involves such uncontroversia1 phonological and 
morphological processes as segment loss , assimilation , affixation , and redupli­
cation , all resulting in the juxtaposition of identical vowels and thereby 
giving rise to long vowel s .  The second may be characterised in terms of the 
maintenance of favoured ' target ' patterns.  Among the targets considered are : 
bimoric canonical shape , ' root ' morpheme primary stress , closed syllables , 
and phonetically marked lexical boundaries , all of which have been appealed to 
in this study to account for some cases of vowel length and/or consonant " 
gemination. Teleological accounts of this sort are at present controversial 
in linguistics , and the present study , because of limited data , cannot claim to 
have provided strong justification for them. While the results of this study 
may remain unconvincing , such �,ccounts should , nonetheless , not be dismissed 
out of hand. 
NOTES 
1 .  This paper was first written in 1974 and only slightly revised in 197 8 .  
Since that time a considerable body o f  data bearing o n  the issues discussed 
here has come to light . Considerations of time have prevented a further 
revision of the paper incorporating the information now available . 
2 .  Vowel length distinctions are widespread in Oceania . Contrastive consonant 
length is , on available evidence , restricted to MC languages and to the 
Polynesian outliers within Micronesia . 
3 .  Orthographically , geminate consonants are written double in MOK. The 
geminate versions of the digraphs pw , mw , and ng are pww , mww , and ng g ,  
respectively . 
4 .  All vowel symbols in this chart are orthographic except lEI , which is not 
distinguished trom lei in the orthography : pwe i pwe i [ pwe i pwe i ] sil ly 
pwe i pwe i [ pwE i pWE i ] tuna. The digraph oa represents a vowel whose approxi­
mate value is 10/ . There is considerable phonetic variation in the 
realisation of MOK vowels , conditioned for the most part by adj acent 
consonants . For some discussion , see Harrison , 1976 , Section 1 . 6 .  
5 .  Vowel length is indicated by an h following the vowe l .  
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6 .  Historical final consonants and final vowels remain i n  transitive verb 
forms because these are assumed to have taken a vocalic transitive suffix 
later removed by final vowel deletion . 
7 .  Raising of lower mid vowels to higher mid between high segments can be 
demonstrated by alternations like p i l oad to pick something p i l ep i l 
/ p i l ep i l /  to pick and pwu roa to tu� something, pwu ropwu r to turn, to spin. 
8 .  possible counterexamples to these developments are not considered here . 
9 .  MC languages frequently show variation in high vowel (or glide ) reflexes , 
for example , MOK n i  coconut tree KSR nu  (from Poe *n i u (R) coconut tree. 
10.  The history of the consonants in items such as this is treated in detail 
in Section 4 . 1 . 
1 1 .  Note that PNG shows the stems neu- ( nou - ) , before [ mw J ,  and ne i - elsewhere 
in forms where MOK has n i h- in this paradigm. 
12 . A more recent and thorough treatment of the phenomena considered in this 
section can be found in Rehg ( this volume ) . 
. 
1 3 .  WOL ch  is a palatal stop , the tense (geminate) counterpart of s h  [ 5 J ;  n 
is the tense ( geminate) counterpart of I .  Nasal-obstruent clusters in 
PNP reflect earlier geminate obstruents - see Section 4 .  
14 . The second vowel of dokomwomw to spear fish is excrescent . 
1 5 .  I t  has since come to light that imperative forms o f  verbs o f  the shape 
# (C ) Vl (C) V2# in KtR show a lengthened V2 , for example , naako !  Go! 
« nako to go) . 
1 6 .  Certain quantifiers like MO K  d i r  many can precede the head noun of an NP .  
It c an  b e  argued that these stand outside what might be termed the 
' nuclear noun phrase ' .  
17 . Plural pronouns like k i sa i  we (inc lusive) and i ra i  they reflect older 
trials .  The forms i ra and i ra i  are archaic , having been replaced , for 
the most part , by a ra and a ra i . 
18 . KIR ra is of doubtful cognacy , since poe *d , * r  is usually reflected as 
� in KIR and since poe *n is not , to my knowledge , typically lost . 
19 . There is no obvious explanation for the consonant discrepancy here . 
It might reflect a transcription error . 
2 0 .  I discount transitive verb forms like i n s i nge to write on ( c f .  i n s i ng to 
write ) and umwwuj oa to vomit on ( cf .  umwwuj to vomit) as true counter­
examples , since they reflect the appropriate historical root canonical 
shape , preserved in these forms before a later deleted vocalic transitive 
suffix . 
2 1 .  Rehg (personal communication) has suggested that stress in PNP i s  realised 
as a rise in amplitude on the penultimate vowel and of pitch on the 
antepenultimate . I can neither confirm nor deny a similar pattern in 
MOK , lacking convincing acoustic data. 
2 2 .  MOK wa h s sa red might reflect a compound built on the reconstructed pre-MOK 
* s sa bLood. I know of no arguments to decide between these two analyses . 
2 3 .  I have no explanation for the initial consonant discrepancy between the 
TRK and other cognates . 
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24 . The synchronic vowel alternations shown here are not yet understood . 
Whatever their provenience , they are irrelevant to the present argument . 
2 5 .  One might want to attribute these cases , at least i n  part , to an earlier 
form of the suffix , * - i ek .  This alternate appears synchronically , 
however , in only one form p i na i ek to wind ( from p i na to wind something) . 
Anyone entertaining this hypothesis would still have to explain the cases 
in which gemination does not occur , as well as the vowel-final transitives 
that do not take - i ek .  I attribute the - i - of the form just cited to 
recent loss of a final palatal stop in this verb ( c f .  MRS p i nej to cover) . 
2 6 .  TK cognates i n  languages west of Ifa1uk seem to reflect a n  earlier * k ,  
rather than the PMC * t  of other cognates . Compare the cognate set for 
' finger ' in 4 . 2 .  above . 
27 . Forms with extant vc i v  sequences in MOK can only be explained as borrowings 
from PNP . 
2 8 .  The fact that the dissolution of geminate consonants has not spread to 
medial geminates in MOK might be explained in part by the fact that the 
two ' parts ' of these geminates are assigned to different syllables . 
29 . The - i - of MOK ke i nj ulcer might represent a first step in the dissolution 
of this cluster . It also appears in recent borrowings like da i nj to dance 
and Pa ra i nj Franoe . Note , however , alternations like pwa i j  share, 
pwoa i j oa his share, pwa j a n k i  to have as a share, in forms with single 
palatal stops . I cannot as yet account for this phenomenon .  
3 0 .  Note that the consonantal , rather than the vocalic , sandhi alternates of 
these enclitics appear after high vowels - l i ho that woman ( I i  woman ) , 
suhkoahu  that tree ( suhkoa tree) . 
3 1 .  Sentences with independent - k i  do occur , but are not regarded a s  fully 
grammatical by all speakers .  
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KOS RAEAN R E F LE X E S  O F  P R OTO - O C EA N I C  P H O N EMES 
Kee- dong Lee and Jud i th W .  Wang 
1 .  I NTRODUCTION 
This discussion of Kosraean ( Kusaiean) (KSR) reflexes o f  the phonemes 
reconstructed for Proto-Oceanic (POC )  is based on a set of approximately 100 
putative cognates culled by Kee-dong Lee 1 from some 180 KSR forms possibly 
cognate to the POC reconstructions given in Grace 1969 , Dyen 1949 , and Blust 
197 2 .  The purpose of this paper is to present the major correspondences 
between present-day KSR segments and the phonemes reconstructed for POC , as 
represented in these data , and to consider how the one set might have developed 
from the other . 
Let us begin with a brief discussion o f  the sound system of KSR. Lee 1975 
gives the following inventory of distinctive surface vowels : 2 
front central back 
high [ I J i h [ t ]  u [ u J  
higher mid e [ e J  uc r a J  0 [ o J  
lower mid ac [ e J  uh  [ 1\ J oh [ 0 ]  
low ah  [ CB J  a [ a.] oa [ �o.J 
The KSR standard orthography adopted in 1973 clearly is not phonemic ; however , 
it will be used in this paper in the absence of an adequate analysis of the 
KSR phenological system. The phonetic values given for the vowels are those 
in Lee 1975 .  
Like several other Micronesian 3 (MC) languages ,  KSR has three different 
sets of consonants : plain , velarised , and labialised (phonetically rounded) .  
The following table of KSR consonants is adapted from Lee 1975 . 
bilabial labiodental dental palatal 
( retroflex) 
stops plain p t 
velarised pw tw 
labialised to 
frica- plain f 5 s r  
tives velarised fw sw s rw 
labialised so s ro 
Byron W .  Bender , ed . studies in Micronesian Linguis.tics , 403-442 . 
Pacific Linguistics , C-80 , 1984 . 
velar 
k 
kw 
ko 
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nasals plain 
velarised 
labialised 
liquids4 plain 
velarised 
labialised 
m 
mw 
n ng 
nw ngw 
no ngo 
I r 
I w  rw 
1 0  ro 
As with the vowels , the symbols in this table are those of the 197 3  standard 
orthography . 
Since the sequence of consonant followed by w is relatively rare in KSR, 
a w following a consonant generally can be interpreted as a diacritic . A fol­
lowing 0 is used to represent distinctive rounding - non-distinctive rounding 
is not spelled out . With one or two exceptions , both distinctive velarisation 
and distinctive rounding appear to be restricted to consonants preceding a 
mid front vowel (e or ac ) . Non-distinctive velarisation of consonants before 
central and back vowels and non-distinctive rounding of consonants before round 
vowels are not indicated in the standard orthography . All three types of con­
sonants appear to occur non-distinctively in syllable-final position . 
KSR also has two glides w and y .  W occurs both velarised and rounded 
( not distinguished orthographically) , but never plain . Y has all three 
variants , of which only the rounded y is distinguished orthographically as yo. 
KSR monosyllables generally conform to the canonical shape (C) V:  (C) . In 
citation forms , at least , all KSR monosyllables have long vowels - this appears 
to hold for lexical (content) words in context , but is not necessarily true of 
grammatical morphemes .  Disyllables may have one o f  a number o f  shapes ,  all of 
which can be collapsed into the schema (Cl) Vl (C2) (C3) V2 (C4) . Vl may be either 
long or short , but V2 appears always to be long . One- and two-syllable words 
are the most common in KSR ; however , words of up to five (underlying) syllables 
are possible - e . g . , sefo l os uwohs  (adJ) s leeping lightly. In normal speech 
many of these longer words will lose a syllable , even two , through processes 
of vowel reduction and los s .  It should be noted , however , that consonant 
clusters are permitted only in medial position . Such clusters frequently , 
though not always,  represent the j uxtaposition of two morphemes .  Thus , the 
basic morpheme ( as well as (mono-) syllable) shape in KSR appears to be (C) V (C) . 
2 .  CONSONANT CORRESPONDENCES 
The table below summarises the consonant correspondences represented in 
the data on which this paper is based . Conditioning environments are not given 
for the different reflexes in the table because it is not always clear what 
the conditioning factors might have been . In many cases different reflexes of 
the same proto-segment occur in the same environment , suggesting either sporadic 
change or possibly dual inheritance . 
POC * p * t  * k  *7  
KSR � , p , y  t , s , n S  k � 
POC *mp *nt  * ok 
KSR f , p  s , s r , t  k 
POC *s  
KSR s , s r , t , � 
poe 
KSR 
POC 
KSR 
POC 
KSR 
POC 
KSR 
POC 
KSR 
2 . 1 .  Stops 
2 . 1 . 1 .  *p 
POC *p 
POC 
*pap i ne 
* p i tu 
*punt  i 
* topu 
* na po 
* pa i -
* pa ka-
* pa t u  
*m 
m , w 
* 1  
1 
*y 
� 
*ns 
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s , t , � 
*n * 1) * f)m 
n f) w , m  
*d 6 * ( d  r )  *R7  
1 r � 
*nd 
s r  
*w 
w , �  
is normally lost in KSR: 
KSR 
a c n  woman 
i t- seven 
us r banana 
tuh  sugarcane 
surf noa wave 
a- reciprocal pref 
ahk- causative pref 
yot s tone 
In the last example above it appears as though *p  > y .  Why this should have 
occurred is not clear. Ordinarily one would expect to find the glide agreeing 
with the vowel in backness and roundness , regardless of whether one believes 
that the consonant was lost first and an epenthetic glide inserted , or that 
the glide was inserted first and then the consonant lost , or even that the 
glide resulted from the weakening of the consonant and is thereby a direct 
successor of the consonant . It is possible that *p was a palatalised segment , 
in this item at least , and that the y somehow preserves the palatality of the 
lost consonant . In that case , the glide must have arisen before the consonant 
was los t ,  but it would appear not to be a direct successor by weakening of the 
consonant , since [ y J  is not on the most natural path from [ P J to � via [ b J > 
[ � J  > [ w J .  The status of y in the synchronic phonology of KSR i s  unclear . 
Most of the glides which appear in the standard orthography (both w ' s  and V ' s ) 
appear to be phonemic . It is possible that there was a diachronic process of 
glide insertion in the development of KSR from POC . Whatever the case , a single 
instance of *p > Y is not much basis for any kind of generalisation . It may 
be worth noting, however , that there is no trace of a glide in the pronunciation 
of any of the other KSR forms that once contained * p .  Only noa wave sometimes 
sounds as though it were [ nwa J ,  but the probable explanation for this may lie 
elsewhere ( in the synchronic nature of oa ) . 
The other exceptions to the complete loss of *p  are more b latant : 
* pa k i wak  
*pa f) (ou)  ( n )  
pahko 
pahngon 
shark 
(vt) to ca ll  
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What is not obvious is the factor conditioning the retention of *p  in these 
forms . It is evidently not the presence of a following *a , since *p  was lost 
in forms like *panua land (> KSR aen ) , as well as in the reciprc.cal and causative 
prefixes ( see above) and the troublesome *patu  ( >  yo t ) . What it is , is not 
evident. 
A further question occurs to u s :  if PCC * p  nonnally i s  lost in KSR and 
*mp normally becomes KSR f ( see Section 2 . 2 . 1 . ) , then where does KSR p come 
from? p is not at all rare in contemporary KSR ,  but its historical source at 
the PCC level is not clear . Further investigation will be required to unravel 
this mystery. 
2 . 1 . 2 .  *t 
poe *t is most frequently reflected as KSR t .  
* t ama 
* ta f) i  ( 5 ) 
* to l u 
* t U? U  
*p i t u 
*natu  
*?utup 
*muta ( ?) 
*ma to l u 
However , when followed by * i  or *e , * t  
*?ate 
* t i a ( n )  
* f)k i n i t  
*mpu l u t 
tuhma-
tuhng  
to l -
tu  
i t­
nahtuh- /nuhtV- 8 
u t i 
w i hte  
ma h t o l  
father 
to cry 
three 
to stand 
seven 
child 
(vt) to draw water 
(vt) to vomit 
thick 
appears to become KSR s .  
aesyae-/esyae- liver 
( I n - ) s i yae- be l ly 
k i hn i s  (vt) to pinch 
fu 1 us  (vt) to paste 
The change of * t  to KSR 5 in the last two examples above can be accounted for 
by supposing the presence of a transitivising suffix *- i on the verb ( see 
Harrison 1978 ) . 
In one case * t  is reflected by KSR 5 in an environment in which one would 
normally expect to find KSR t :  * ta l i > sue 1 rope. 
The KSR word n i nae for mother is probably cognate to the POC form * t i na ,  
with an idiosyncratic change in the initial segment . 
2 . 1 . 3 . *k 
The KSR reflex of * k  in non-final position is k ,  as shown in the following 
examples : 
* k i an to k l yaes  outrigger boom 
* k i n ta  kuht we (1 pl) 
* t u k i  t u k  (vt) to pound 
*kuR i ta koet  octopus 
* ka 1 i kuh 1 kuh 1 (vi) to dig 
*n saka Ru reef t uhka is land 
*wa ka okah root 
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2 . 1 . 4 .  *? 
*? appears to have been lost completely in KSR. 
*ma?u d i  ( p )  
* ? u l  u l)a 
*?umu 
* tu?u ( d )  
* ?a te 
*da?a ( n )  
* tudu ( ? )  
piZlow� to r'est 
one ' s  head 
2 . 2 .  Prenasa l i sed stops 
mou l 
i 1 ung 
um 
tu 
acsya c-/esyac­
l ah 
t u l  
aUve� Ufe 
(vt) to r'est .• 
pr'op� suppor't 
eaT'th oven 
to stand 
UVer' 
br'anch 
dT'ip� dT'op 
The following prenasa1ised stops occur in the PCC reconstructions used in 
this paper : *mp , *n t ,  *I)k.  The problem of the oral and nasal grades in PCC 
is well beyond the scope of this paper ; however , it is worth pointing out that 
the various CC languages frequently differ not merely on the question of pre­
serving the original oral-nasal grade distinction ( supposing there to have been 
one at all ) , but also on which grade is reflected in a given lexical item. 
Some of the confusion in the KSR reflexes of poe prenasa1ised segments may be 
due to unresolved confusions at a higher leve l .  
2 . 2 . 1 .  *mp 
*mp appears to become KSR f with only one exception : 
*mpel)ka fa k bat � flying fox 
*mpo- fo sme l l  
*mponot  fonos (vt) to b lock� stop up� 
p lug up 
*mpou fo post� po le� s tick 
*mpol) i fong night 
*mpu l e  fu l she Z l  : cowr'y 
*mpu l u t fu l us (vt) to paste 
*mputo fuh t / f i h t ac- nave l 
The exception is PCC *mpaya > KSR pa bait. It is possible that KSR pa comes 
from some other source such as PCC * pan i ,  but then one would have to explain 
the loss of the entire second syllable of the proto-form. Final vowel deletion 
could account for the loss of * i  ( see Section 3 . 2 . ) ,  but the loss of *n could 
only be regarded· as idiosyncratic . It is also possible that *mp > p/ ___  *a , 
although one hesitates to postulate such a rule based on only one instance . 
Additional data will be needed to decide whether or not this form is an 
exception to a general change of PCC *mp to KSR f .  
2 . 2 . 2 .  *nt 
Only three instances of *n t  occur in the data : 
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* k i an t o 
* k i n ta 
*pun t i  
k i yaes 
kuht 
u s r  
outrigger boom 
we 
banana 
With so little data it is difficult to arrive at any conclusions regarding the 
regular development of *n t .  Both outrigger boom and banana have alternate 
reconstructions with * t .  KSR 5 suggests * t  in the word · for outrigger boom , 
while KSR s r  would seem to suggest something other than * t  in the word for 
banana. 
2 . 2 . 3 . *f)k 
KSR appears to have merged * f)k with *k,  reflecting both as k .  This 
generalisation is based on only two forms , however :  
2 . 3 .  Fri cati ves 
2 . 3 . 1 .  *s 
*mpe f)ka 
* f)k i n i t  
fak 
k i hn i s  
* 5  is sometimes preserved as KSR 5 ,  as in 
* s u l u  
*sae ( t ) /*sa i /*se i 
s u I  
se 
bat, flying fox 
(vt) to pinch 
torch 
(vt) to tear 
In the case of * s us u  > t i t i - breast ,  *5 appears to have become KSR t under 
conditions which would appear to favour preservation of s .  
*5  appears to have been lost in forms in which it preceded * i : 
*?anus i aen i to spit 
*5 i ( d r )  j (  t )  i r i masturbation 
* 5  i I i  to enter i I to come, go, move 
* t a s i m i  sharpen it twem (vt) to sharpen 
More data will be needed before anything more definitive can be said concerning 
developments of poe *5 in KSR. 
2 . 3 . 2 .  *ns 
It appears to be the rule that *ns  is lost in KSR : 
The 
in 
-ya k/-aek 
eng 
yuh 
*nsake 
*a f) i n/*nsa f) i  
*n s i wa 
* t a n s l ( k )  sea, salt water, 
salt 
te9 
two KSR words containing a non-zero reflex cf *ns  
what appears to be the same environment : 
* nsa i sue 
*n saka Ru reef tuhka 
up, upwards 
wind 
nine 
beach, seaside 
show different 
who ? 
island 
reflexes 
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2 . 4 .  Nasa l s  
2 . 4 . 1 .  *m 
poe *m is regularly reflectd as KSR m .  
*ma ta muhta-/mwet l O  
*ma po ma h 
*ma tudu ( R )  mu t u l  
* t ama tuhma -
*?uma i mac 
* 1  i ma l uhm- / l  i me-
* ta s  im i twem 
*-mu -m 
In two instances , however , *m seems to have become KSR 
*ma nu ( k) won 
*mu ta (? ) w i h te  
eye� faae 
to heal. 
to s l.eep 
father 
garden� fie l.d 
five 
(vt)  to sharpen 
2sg poss suff 
W :  
bird 
(vt) to vomit 
It is no t clear what could have conditioned this change . Not the presence of 
a following round vowel ,  because mu t u l  has a ( synchronic) following round vowel 
and *-mu a historical one . *man u ( k )  has *a following *m,  just as in *ma t a , 
*ma po , etc . , and i h  in w i hte  is not a round vowel . Vowel height cannot be a 
conditioning factor , for similar kinds of reasons . Nor does it seem likely 
that a change of *m to w was conditioned by any of the other consonants in 
either of these forms . The only explanations left to us are sporadic change 
or borrowing ; there is no evidence in the data to show which might have 
occurred . 
2 . 4 . 2 .  *n 
Non-final *n is normally reflected as KSR n .  
*ma n i p i ( s )  m l hn i n i  thin 
* n i u (R )  nu aoaonut 
* I)k i n i t  k i hn i s  (vt) to pinah 
*ma nu  ( k )  won bird 
*panua acn l.and 
*natu  nahtuh-/nuh tV- chil.d 
* i nu (m)  n i hm (vt) to drink 
2 . 4 . 3 . * 1) 
Non-final * 1) normally remains I) (orthographic ng ) in KSR. 
* l a l) i  ( t )  
* I)a pu l u (? ) 
*?u l u l)a 
*pa l) ( ou)  ( n )  
*dol)o 
*mpo l) i  
piUow 
l ucng 
s i -nguhu l 
i 1 ung 
pa hngon 
l ohng 
fong 
sky 
ten 
(vt) to rest� prop� 
support 
(vt)  to aaU 
to hear 
night 
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2 . 4 . 4 .  *I)m 
Only two instances of the labiovelar nasal * I)m occur in the data : 
* I)ma ta 
*Rul)ma ( ? )  
wet /wa t 
yuwac-/ i wac­
l ohm 
UJO!'171 
house, shelter 
house 
Disregarding for the moment the form l ohm , it appears as though the regular 
reflex of * I)m might be w. The form l ohm is peculiar in two respects . In the 
first place , * R  is regularly lost in KSR ( see Section 2 . 5 . 5 . ) . In the second 
place , the remaining evidence suggests that * I)m regularly became KSR w rather 
than m .  However , if one were to disregard for a moment one ' s  beliefs about 
regular reflexes , l ohm appears quite plausible as a ref lex of *Ru l)ma ( ? ) . Both 
the phonetics and the semantics fit well enough . It is possible , though it 
seems unlikely in view of the meaning and frequency of the word , that l ohm 
is a borrowing and ��at this is an instance of what Biggs 1965 termed ' indirect 
inheritance ' .  The fact that both the initial 1 and the final m appear to be 
irregular reflexes of the corresponding proto-segments tends to support this 
hypothesis . Against it is the fact that no donor language has yet been ident­
i fied. Thi s ,  however , may be merely a matter of conducting a systematic search 
for the likely donors of not only this , but possibly other as yet unidentified 
loanwords in KSR.  
2 . 5 .  L i qui ds 
As mentioned in Note 6 the term ' liquid ' is used loosely in this paper to 
denote the set of proto-phonemes including * 1 , *d , * ( d r ) , * nd , and * R .  The 
first three all have KSR liquids 1 or r as their reflexes .  * nd is included 
because it is the nasal-grade counterpart of * d ,  although it is not regularly 
reflected as a liquid in KSR. *R is included here only by virtue of the fact 
that it appears to correspond to a liquid in some other DC languages .  
2 . 5 . 1 .  * 1  
The normal reflex of non-final * 1  i s  KSR 1 .  
* s u l u  s u I 
*wa l u  oa l -
* to l u to l -
* 1 i ma l uhm-/ l i me-
* l a l)o l oang 
* 5 i I i  to enter i 1 
2 . 5 . 2 .  *d 
KSR 1 appears to be also the regular reflex of *d . 
*da?a ( n )  
*dol)o 
*dua 
*madama 
l ah 
l ohng 
l o/ l uo-/ l u ­
ma h l wem 
torch 
eight 
three 
five 
fly (insect) 
to come, 
branch 
to hear 
two 
moon 
go, move 
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*ma tudu ( R )  
*ma?ud i ( p )  
* t udu { ? )  
2 . 5 . 3 .  (dr ) l l  
mu tu 1 
mou 1 
tu 1 
to s leep 
alive, life 
drip, drop 
The proto-segment which has been reconstructed as * ( d r )  is quite a differ­
ent matter , however . Judging from the scant evidence available , it seems to 
be regularly reflected as r in KSR :  
* p i  ( d r )  i 
* s i  ( d r )  i ( t )  
i r 
i r i 
twist, twisted 
masturbation 
r is not a particularly frequent sound in KSR . I ts retroflexed quality is 
unusual for Micronesia , where some sort of flap or trill is  the norm . Words 
with r often seem to be either onomatopoeic or loanwords .  
Since the regular reflex of * d  appears to be KSR 1 ,  one i s  tempted to 
suggest that KSR r might reflect * r  rather than *d in these two forms , at leas t .  
The fact that the * ( d r )  ' s  i n  these forms share a common environment I* i * i  
may or may not be relevant . More evidence is needed to decide . However , given 
the data at hand , one is inclined to suggest that the KSR evidence points to 
* r  rather than *d in these forms . 
2 . 5 . 4 .  *nd 
*nd is the nasal-grade counterpart of *d ; however , it appears to be regu­
larly reflected in KSR as the retroflexed fricative s r .  
*ndanu {m) 
* ndau { n )  
s roano­
s ra 
liquid 
leaf 
A third form has been reconstructed alternately with *d and *nd : 
*dof)o/* ndof)o l ohng  to hear 
The presence of KSR 1 suggests that the KSR form , at least , comes from *dof)o 
rather than *ndof)o . 
It may seem rather odd that the nasal grade of *d should be reflected as 
a fricative rather than as a liquid like the oral grade reflex . However , a 
relationship seems to exist between liquids and affricates (rather than 
fricatives)  in some of the Trukic languages .  In Woleaian , for instance , the 
geminate counterpart of r is a retroflexed affricate ch [ � : J « PMC * r ) , which 
suggests that an affricate may be the ' strengthened ' counterpart of a liquid . 1 2  
I f  pre-nasalisation can be regarded as a kind of ' strengthening ' ,  then it is 
perfectly possible that a fricative sr may have come to be the ' strengthened ' 
counterpart of *d , since KSR lacks affricates . It is even possible that KSR 
did at one time possess an affricate reflex of * n d  which later merged with or 
became s r .  On present evidence , however , this is mere speculation . 
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2 . 5 . 5 .  *R 
One might expect *R to be lost in KSR as it is in so 
guages . However , it is not clear that this is the case . 
list of all forms in the data involving *R : 
many other OC Ian­
The following is a 
*kuR i ta koet octopus 
*waRo ah  rope 
*RuQma ( ? }  yuwac-/ i wac- house , she lter, place 
l ohm house 
* ?a to l uR a h t ro- egg 
*?aRu ( s }  acs r current 
In the first two forms and one (pair of ) reflex (es)  of the third , *R has indeed 
been lost.  In *?a to l uR the final consonant would probably have been lost 
whatever it might have been . In the form *?a Ru ( s }  it is not clear whether KSR 
s r  is supposed to reflect *R  or *5 . Given that POC final consonants were regu­
larly lost in KSR (see Section 2 . 7 . ) , it seems unlikely that the final KSR s r  
would reflact a final * 5  whose presence was doubtful to begin with . However , 
there is another form containing a non-zero reflex of * R ,  which is l ohm < 
*RuQma ( ? } . The evidence seems a bit more clear in this second case . The fact 
that there are ' regular ' reflexes of *RuQma ( ? }  (see Section 2 . 4 . 4 .  for reflexes 
of * m) suggests that l ohm is an irregular reflex , possibly a borrowing 
(although rather an unlikely one , in view of its meaning and frequency of 
occurrence) ,  possibly a case of sporadic change , or possibly dialect mixing . 1 3 
Whatever the case , it is clear that more could be said about the develop­
ment of * R  in KSR if more data were available .  At the very least,  one might 
hope to clarify the status of the various reflexes 0 ,  I ,  and s r .  
2 . 6 .  Gl i des 
2 . 6 . 1 .  *y 
There is only one instance o f  * y  i n  the data , and i t  has been lost i n  the 
KSR reflex of that form : 
*mpaya pa bait 
It is not clear that *y was phonemic in POC . 
2 . 6 . 2 .  *w 
The reconstruction of a *w phoneme in POC appears to be more secure . *w 
generally is lost in KSR , although not always without leaving some trace of its 
presence on the vowels either preceding or following it.  
*waka okah root 
*ns i wa yuh nine 
* pak i wak pahko shark 
*wa Ro ah  rope 
*wa l u  oa l - eight 
In *wa ka > okah  the sequence *wa appears to have coalesced as O .  Similarly , 
in the word for shark * - i wa- appears to have become 0 ,  possibly via **ewa . 1 4  
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Why the identical sequence in *ns i wa did not become 0 is not clear , although it 
is possible that the changes which brought about the presence of the initial 
glide in the KSR form yuh may have had some effect . 
On the other hand , *wa Ro did not become 0 ,  nor did *wa l u  become 0 1 - .  
There is some disagreement among KSR speakers as to the nature of the initial 
vocalic portion of the word for eight . In some people ' s  speech it appears to 
be a diphthong [ �Q J .  An occasional speaker might give a citation form which is 
best transcribed [ n : 1  J ,  in which the symbol n represents a monophthongal low 
back round vowel rather like that in some British speakers '  pronunciation of 
the English word hot . In many people ' s  speech , however , the sound spelled 
with the digraph oa has no rounding whatsoever ; it is simply [ Q : J .  Younger 
speakers ,  in particular , appear to be losing this rounding feature . 
2 . 7 .  Fi na l  consonants 
Like other Me languages , KSR normally does not retain POC word-final 
consonants . For example , 
* a l) i n/*nsa l) i  
*?a tol u R  
*da?a { n )  
*ndanu {m)  
* ku l i { t ) 
* I a l)  i ( t ) 
*man  i p i  ( s )  
* pak  i wak 
* tu?u { d )  
eng 
ah t ro-
l ah 
s roano­
ko l o-/ku l u ­
l ucng 
m i hn i n i 
pahko 
tu  
unnd 
egg 
bY'anch 
Uquid 
skin� baY'k 
sky 
thin 
shaY'k 
to stand 
In transitive verbs , however , the last consonant was ' protected ' from loss by 
the presence of a transitive suffix *-a  or * - i (cf . Harrison 1978)  which was 
subsequently lost through a general process of final vowel deletion . Thus one 
finds transitive-intransitive verb pairs such as 
* I)k i n i t  
*mpu I u ( t )  
* pa l)  (ou ) ( n )  
* tanom/*tanum 
* tas i m i  shaY'pen i t  
* '?u I ul)a 
k i hn i s  
k i hnk i hn 
fu l us 
fu l fu l  
pahngon 
pahngpahng 
taun 
ta tuh 
toan 
toa toa 
twem 
twetwe 
i l ung  
i 1 u l  
(vt) to pinch 
(vi) to pinch 
(vt) to paste 
(vi) to adhere� e tc .  
(vt) to cal l  
(vi ) to cal l  
(vt) to bury 
(vi) to bury 
(vt) to pY'ess� bury 
(vi) to pY'ess� bur>y 
(vt) to sharpen 
(vi) to shaY'pen 
(vt) to Y'est� pY'op 
(vi) to Y'est� prop 
KSR k i hn i s  is presumably descended from a proto-form * I)k i n i t - i  in the same 
fashion that KSR twem can be traced back (despite a number of phonological 
changes) to POC * tas i m i . KSR k i hnk i hn and twe twe , on the other hand , may be 
taken to reflect * I)k i n i t  and * t a s i m , respectively , with reduplication occurring 
after final consonant deletion and final vowel deletion ( see Section 4 for a dis­
cussion of diachronic rule ordering) . 
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The development of i l u ng/ i l u l from *?u l u �a may represent an analogical 
extension of this pattern . It is possible that the final vowel on the recon­
structed Poe form may have been (reanalysed as) the transitive suffix *-a , 
in which case it would serve the same function as the final * i  of * t as i m i . 
Why the intransitive form is i l u l  rather than ** i l i l  is not clear , any more 
than the fact that the initial vowel of both forms is i rather than u .  
As for * t anom/* tanum , one would have predicted something like KSR * * t a num/ 
* * tantan  rather than either of the actually occurring verb pairs . The exact 
relation between the two pairs of KSR verbs is not clear . They may be variant 
pronunciations of the same forms - that is , ta tuh may be merely toa toa minus 
rounding , as a l - is oa l - eight� minus rounding , and taun may be a variant of 
toa n or vice versa . Both are equally ' acceptable ' as reflexes of * ta nom/*ta num . 
In both instances KSR behaves as though the last consonant of the proto-form 
had been n and the last syllable of the Poe form had been lost at some earlier 
stage . The fact that MRS has j ewen press down on suggests that the final *o/um 
of the Poe form might not have been present at the PMC level - unless either 
KSR or MRS (or both) had borrowed the form from some third language . It is 
also possible that these particular pairs of verbs did not exist in KSR until 
after final consonant deletion (and probably also final vowel deletion) had 
applied historically , and that they were created later by a still-productive ( ? )  
process o f  reduplication . 
Our data contain two instances of KSR transitive verbs without the final 
consonants reconstructed for poe : 
*s i ( d r )  i ( t )  
*sae ( t )  
i r i i 
se 
(vt) to masturbate 
(vt) to tear 
In both cases the fact that the final consonant of the poe form is enclosed in 
parentheses indicates that it "may or may not have been part of the form" (Grace 
1969 : 44 ) . In neither case does the f inal * t  appear to have been present in PMC 
(cf . KIR t i  i to spurt , MRS j j i r  s Zippery� Zubrication, TRK s i  i r  urine, to 
urinate and i r  to masturbate (taboo) ,  and WOL s i r i to masturbate ) .  For to tear 
there exist alternate reconstructions without the final consonants (PEO *sa i 
and * se i )  which are included as possible Oceanic proto-forms because of the 
point-for-point congruence between the phonological systems reconstructed at 
that time for poe and PEO . 
Some poe verbs ended in consonants that are normally lost in KSR :  
*punu? 
*?utup  
u n i 
u t  i 
u t  
to hit, ki U 
(vt) to draw water 
(vi ) to draw water 
The only notable feature of these forms is the fact that the final vowel is i 
in KSR rather than u as one might expect from a straightforward application of 
the process of final vowel deletion . 1 5  
* punu? + i 
* * punu  + i 
* * punu  
? > f1J 
final vowel deletion 
Evidently, something happened to the second * u .  Whether i t  was assimilated to 
the following * i , which suggests that the order of the rules must be as given 
above with assimilation applying before final vowel deletion , or whether it 
was replaced by - i  by analogy to the productive transitivising suffix , cannot 
be decided on the basis of the evidence at hand . 
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Poe verbs which are reflected only as intransitive verbs ( i . e .  without 
transitive counterparts ) show no trace of the reconstructed final consonants :  
*ma t udu ( R )  
*ma? ud i ( p )  
* tal) i ( s )  
mu tu l 
mou l  
tuhng  
to s leep 
(be) alive� life 
to ory 
Admittedly , these are not the best possible examples , as there is some uncer­
tainty as to the presence of the final consonant in the Poe forms ( although 
one wonders whether it is not the historical existence of a process of final 
consonant deletion which created this uncertainty) ,  and there is the possibility 
that all of these consonants might have been lost in KSR , anyway , even had there 
been a following vowel to ' protect ' them. Stil l ,  one would expect that KSR 
intransitive verbs without transitive counterparts would not retain any recon­
structed Poe final consonant . 
2 . 8 .  Di sti ncti vel y vel ari sed consonants i n  KSR 
As mentioned in Section 1 . , velarised consonants appear to occur non­
distinctively in the environment of central and back vowels in KSR.  Distinctive 
velarisation is restricted to syllable-initial position before a front vowel , 
generally the mid vowels e and a c , occasionally before i ,  apparently never 
before the low front vowel a h .  
Comparison with other MC languages suggests that this distribu tion of 
velarised consonants must have developed at some post-PMC stage . Marck 1977 
reconstructs a distinct set of velarised labials in PMC . KSR agrees with the 
other MC languages in reflecting PMC *p ' ( > KSR f) differently from PMC *p 
(>  KSR p l . However ,  PMC *m and *m ' are treated identically in KSR - they are 
merged so that it is impossible to tell whether any given instance of synchronic 
m or �v comes from PMC *m or *m ' . It does appear , however ,  that distinctively 
velarised consonants are especially. likely tu occur before KSR e < *a : 
*ma dama 
*ma ta 
* t a s i m i  
mah l wem 
muh ta -/mwe t 
twem 
Not all instances of *a > e condition velarisation , however : 
* 1  i ma 
*sae ( t )  
* tans  i ( k )  sea� sa lt water� 
salt 
1 uhm-/ 1 i me­
se 
te 
five 
(vt) to tear 
beaoh� seashore 
The problem of the history and synchronic status of velarisation in KSR requires 
more consideration than can be given it here . 
2 . 9 .  Di sti ncti vel y  l abi al i sed consonants i n  KSR 
It was pointed out in Section 1 . , that distinctively labialised (r�lnded) 
consonants occur only before the mid front vowels e and ac . Only one form in 
the data contains such a sequence - KSR koet « POC *kuR i ta  ootopus ) - although 
such forms are �ot extraordinarily rare in KSR. No doubt a more extensive 
search would discover POC antecedents for a number of these words . The diffi­
culty in this instance is not necessarily lack of data , but is due to the 
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unresolved question of how to analyse such sequences in the synchronic phonology . 
The problem of the vowel/diphthong oa may be related to this .  
On the one hand , it appears a s  though KSR might be analysable as having no 
underlying diphthongs . That is , sequences such as orthographic koe and koac 
would be analysed as consisting of a (distinctively) rounded consonant followed 
by an unrounded vowel . This is the analysis implied in Lee ( 197 5 ) . 
There is no a p r i o r i  reason why a sequence such as orthographic koa could 
not be analysed in a similar fashion . Lee ' s  decision to describe oa as a low 
back vowel (Lee 1975 : 1 5-16)  may be attributed to a desire to fill an empty 
slot in the vowel. matrix - Lee clearly describes the diphthongal pronu nciation 
represented by this orthographic symbol . 
Not all speakers actually use this diphthongal pronunciation , however .  In 
fact , some (younger?) speakers appear to have lost all trace of rounding in 
words that are spelled in the dictionary with oa and also in at least some 
words given as having rounded consonants . 1 6  It may be as much a matter of 
theoretical prejudices as of empirical fact whether one chooses to interpret 
this synchronically as loss of rounding or as loss of a labial glide between 
the consonant and the vocalic nucleus of the syllable . 
Historically , on the other hand, one would probably prefer an analysis 
that would account for oa as well as oe and oac . The example cited , KSR koe t 
< POC * k u R i t a ,  does not seem to be typical of this class of sound changes . One 
suspects the following examples to be more representative of this kind of 
rounding : 
*ndan u (m}  fresh water s roano- liquid 
* l aQo l oang fly (insect) 
*napo surf noa wave 
* t anom/* tan um toan (vt) to press, bury 
toa toa (vi) to press, b�y 
Evidence has been given for a process of rounding assimilation in the 
evolution of KSR phonology (Section 3 . 2 . 3 . ) . Excluding the operation of other 
processes , one would expect to find a unitary low back rounded vowel in the 
first syllable of these forms as a result of the application of this rule . The 
synchronic loss of rounding in oa suggests that this vowel is not particularly 
stable , perhaps because it is relatively difficult to round the lips when the 
mouth is open so wide . Some speakers - historically the majority? - circumvent 
this difficulty by diphthongising oa , pronouncing it as Lee ( 1975 ) describes . 
Other speakers - including many young people - find it easier to simply do away 
with the rounding feature . AntiCipatory rounding of the preced ing consonant does 
appear to occur when speakers pronounce oa as a round vowel or as a diphthong 
whose first part is rounded . When oa is unrounded , however ,  the preceding 
consonant is not rounded , either . 
In the case of the mid vowels e and a c ,  one can imagine rounded counter­
parts of these vowels ,  probably not very stable because there would not be much 
support for them from the rest of the phonological system. Diphthongisation 
would represent a way to retain the rounding feature without adding two new 
vowels to the inventory . 
In both cases , once d iphthongisatioI! has occu rred , it would be a simple 
matter to transfer some features from the first part of the diphthong to the 
preceding consonant . There is some question as to whether the letter 0 in the 
sequences oe and oac really does represent merely a feature of the consonant 
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or an actual segment , a glide , occurring between the cons�nant and the vowel . 
This paper ,  however ,  is not the place to attempt to resolve the issue . What we 
are suggesting here is that the problem appears to exist on a diachronic as wel l  
a s  a synchronic level . 1 7  
To further complicate the issue , there are a few forms like oa l (< poe 
*wa l u  eight) in which the KSR form may or may not reflect loss of poe *w , either 
preceded or followed by rounding of the *a , conditioned by either the preceding 
*w ( if  rounding occurred before loss of *w) or by *u in the following syllable 
(presumably before final vowel deletion) . Synchronically the alternation 
between a diphthongal pronunciation [ �Ql ] and an unrounded pronunciation [ Q: 1 ] 
is associated with different dialect areas - Maclwem vs . the other villages . 
However , all KSR speakers consulted insisted that this is not a general phono­
logical feature by which the dialect areas could be distinguished , merely a 
single idiosyncratic lexical item. 
3 .  VOWELS 
The following vowels occur in the POC reconstructions used in this paper : 
e 
a 
u 
o 
Their reflexes are distributed among the twelve ( surface) vowels of contemporary 
KSR ( catalogued in Section 1 . )  in ways which are not entirely predictable . 
What regularities can be found in the data are presented below . 
3 . 1 .  Vowel correspondences 
3 . 1 . 1 .  *i 
Non-final * i  is most often reflected as a high vowel in KSR, particularly 
if the following vowel in the proto-form was also high : 
* f)k i n i t  
* 1  i ma 
*man i p i ( 5 )  
* p i ( d r ) i 
*p i t u 
* p i tu?u  
*5 i ( d r ) i ( t )  
* 5  i I i  
*an i t u 
*n i u (R )  
k i hn i 5  
l uhm-/ l i me­
m i h n i n i  
i r 
i t ­
i t u/ i t i h  
i r 
i 1 
i nu t  
n u  
(vt) to pinch 
five 
thin 
twist 
seven 
star 
masturbation 
to enter 
ghost, spirit 
coconut 
Of these high vowel reflexes , KSR i is the most frequent . * i  corresponds to 
KSR i h  in only one form in the data , but this low frequency is most likely an 
artifact of the highly restricted database - a wider-ranging search would 
probably discover more instances of this historical development , which might 
make it possible to attempt to explain it , something one hesitates to do on the 
basis of a single instance . 
* i appears to become u when the next vowel is *u  in the forms *an i tu and 
*n i u ( R ) , but not in *p i t u or * p i tu? u .  It is remotely possible that the 
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preceding consonant may condition the application of this (diachronic) rule or 
possibly even a later change back from an intermediate **u to i ,  but there is 
not enough evidence here for any more precise statement . 
The presence of a following *a in the proto-form seems to have caused 
lowering of * i  in some forms : 
However , there 
* k i n t a  
-t ku R i ta 
* 1  i ma 
*pak i wak 
*ns i wa 
are exceptions 
* k i a n to 
* 1  i ma 
* t i a { n )  
* t i na 
to this 
kuht  
koe t 
1 uhm-/ l i me 
pahko 
yuh 
generalisation , 
k i yaes 
1 uhm-/ l i me-
( i n - ) s i yae-
n i nae 
we (1 plY 
octopus 
five 
shark 
nine 
too : 
outrigger 
five 
be l ly 
mother 
boom 
It  is interesting to note that the KSR reflexes of * k i anto and * t i a { n )  both 
contain a y glide between the i and the reflex of *a . When and how these glides 
originated is not at all clear ; however , it would not be surprising to find a 
connection between their presence and the preservation of * i  as KSR i in an 
environment in which one might otherwise expect lowering of * i . 
This explanation will not apply to * t i na and * l i ma ( > KSR l i me- ) ,  however .  
No non-ad hoc account o f  these forms is possible on the basis of the evidence 
at hand . There may be a way to account for the doublet from POC * l i ma when the 
KSR numeral system is more carefully examined . 
In two instances medial * i  appears to have been lost following *a , but not 
before having had some effect on that vowel : 
*pa p i ne 
* tas i m i  
aen 
twem 
woman 
(vt) to sharpen 
The second of these forms suggests that the loss of * i  in this environment 
must have been preceded by the loss of *5 , which is conditioned by the 
presence of a f ollowing * i : 
There is some evidence to suggest that * i may have conditioned a more 
general raising and sometimes fronting of a preceding *a : 
* a l) i  n/*nsa l) i  eng wind 
*ap i e fire 
* ka 1 i kuh l kuh l (vi) to dig 
* l a l) i { t )  l ueng sky 
*man i p i  ( s )  m i hn i n i  thin 
*nsa i s ue who ? 
* t a  1 i s uc 1  rope 
* tal) i ( s )  tuhng to cry 
* tans i ( k )  sea� etc. te  beach� seaside 
What determines the resulting KSR vowel is not clear , possibly a combination 
of the consonantal environment and whether or not the vowel is stressed . I f  
conditioned by a following * i , the raising rule must have applied before final 
vowel deletion removed the conditioning factor in many of the forms above . 
The reciprocal prefix *pa i - is the sole exception ( in the data) to this 
raising rule , as its KSR reflex is a - .  
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* i  evidently had no effect on preceding non-low vowe l s :  
*mpol) i fong night 
*pu ( n } t i  us r banana 
*s  i I i  i I to enter 
* t u k i  t u k  (vt) to pound 
In only one instance is non-final * i  lost without any trace : 
* i n u (m} n i hm (vt) to drink 
Evidence from other MC languages suggests that this development must have 
occurred at some proto- or pre-MC stage (cf.  KIR n i na (vt) drink, swaZ Zow, 
MRS l i m i y  (vt) to drink, PNP n i m  (vt) drink, ULI l ema (poss cZ) drinki .  
3 . 1 . 2 .  *e 
*e is indisputably the lowest-frequency vowel in the POC reconstructions 
on which this paper is based . Only one form had a KSR reflex of non-final *e : 
*mpe l)ka fak bat, fZying fox 
A handful o f  forms suggest that *e might have had an effect on preced ing 
*a similar to that of * i : 
3 . 1 . 3 .  *u 
*?ate 
* ( n } sake 
*sae ( t )  
*mpu l e  
*pa p i ne 
acsyac-/esyac­
-yak/-ack 
se 
fu l 
acn 
Uver 
up, upwards 
(vt) to tear 
she U :  cowry 
woman 
Like * i , * u  is most often reflected as a high vowel in KSR, most frequently 
u :  
*kutu  kut  Zouse 
*mpu l u ( t }  f u l us  (vt) to paste, gum 
*pu ( n } t i  u s r  banana 
*su l u  s u I  torch 
* t u?u ( d }  t u  to stand 
*?umu urn earth oven 
* ?una ( p }  unac-/une- fish scaZe, etc. 
but sometimes i or i h :  
*mputo fuh t / f i h t ac- nave Z 
*Rul)ma ( ? )  y uwac-/ i wac- house, e tc. 
* s u s u  t i t i - breast 
*?u l ul)a i l un g  (to )  pi Uow 
*?uma i mac  garden, eta. 
* i n u (m}  n i hm (vt) to drink 
Again like * i , *u is sometimes reflected by a lower vowel in KSR, apparently 
due to the presence of a low vowel in the following syllable :  
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*dua 
*mu t a { ? )  
*Ru l)ma { ? )  
There are exceptions to this , however : 
*dua 
* ?una { p ) 
*?uma 
*mu ta { ? )  
l o/ I uo/ l u­
woh t 1 8 
l ohm 
l o/ l uo/ l u­
unac=-/une­
i ma c  
w i h te 1 9  
two 
(vi) to vomit 
house 
two 
fish scale, etc. 
garden, etc. 
(vt) to vomit 
as well as one and a half instances of unexplained lowering : 
*?ato l u { R)  
*pa l) {ou ) (n )  2 0  
ah t ro­
pahn gon 
egg 
(vt) to cal l  
A somewhat better case can be made for *u having conditioned raising and/or 
rounding of the vowel in the preceding syllable : 
*ndanu {m )  s roano- liquid 
*manu  ( k) won bird 
*ma t udu ( R )  mu t u l  to s leep 
*ma?ud i ( p )  mou l  alive, life 
* I)apu l u { ?) ( s i - ) nguh u l  ten 
*an i t u i nu t  ghost, spirit 
*n i u { R)  nu  coconut 
*pa t u  yot s tone 
* taku  tok/ tohkoh/ t uku- back (anat. ) 
However , there are exceptions to this ,  too : 
*?a n us i acn i to spit 
*?aRu { s )  acs r current, s tream 
*?a to l u { R )  a h t ro- egg 
*nda u { n )  s ra leaf 
*natu  nah tuh-/nuhtV- chi ld 
* panua acn  land 
for which no systematic explanation is currently available . 
3 . 1 . 4 .  *0 
Non-final poe *0 is generally reflected as 0 in KSR , occasionally as oh , 
occasionally as a non-round mid vowel :  
*ma to l u  
*onom 
*pa l) {ou )  ( n )  
*mpo­
*mponot  
*mpol) i  
*mpou 
* to l u  
*dol)o 
* topu 
*?u l o ( s )  
mah to l 
on - /ohn­
pahngon 
fo 
fonos 
fong 
fo 
to l ­
l ohng  
tuh  
u l ac 
thick 
six 
(vt) to cal l  
sme ll  
(vt) to block, etc. 
night 
pole, etc. 
three 
to hear 
sugarcane 
maggot 
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A possible explanation for the unrounding of the vowel in t uh « * top u , which 
contains two round vowels)  may be found in the fact that the word tohoh also 
exists in KSR as the name of a kind of tree . This may be an instance of avoid­
ance of ambiguity . 
The presence of a final vowel in u l ac is unexpected to begin with . 
Ordinarily the last vowel would have been lost , whether or not the final *s  
was actually present , because final vowel deletion seems to have followed final 
consonant deletion historically ( see Section 4 .  for further discussion of 
diachronic rule ordering) . In a so-called ' alienable ' noun like u l ac ( see 
Section 3 . 3 . 3 .  for further discussion of ' alienable ' vs . ' inalienable ' nouns) , 
there would have been no possessive suffix to ' protect ' the historical final 
vowel from deletion . This suggests that the final vowel in KSR u l ac does not 
reflect the last vowel of POC *?u l o ( s ) , but there is no evidence to indicate 
where it might have come from. 
The evidence concerning the effects of a following *0 on a preceding non­
round vowel is contradictory . In some instances it appears to have no effect : 
* a Qoa Qo yel low 
* k i a n to 
*mapo 
* ta nom/*tanum 
*wa Ro 
ahog  
k i yacs 
mah 
taun  
tatuh  
ah 
turmerio 
outrigger boom 
to heal 
(vt) to bury 
(vi) to bury 
string, rope 
Sometimes , however , it appears to result in rounding of the vowel in the 
preceding syllable , in forms very much like those listed above : 
* l a Qo 
*napo surf 
* ta nom/* ta n um 
l oang  
noa 
toan 
toa toa 
fly (inseot) 
wave 
(vt) to press, bury 
(vi) to press, bury 
There is always the possibility that the surrounding consonants may have an 
effect on the vowel ,  although this remains to be demonstrated . There is also 
the possibility that these two different sets of forms represent different 
historical strains in the development of KSR. As mentioned in Section 2 . 7 . , 
the relationship between ta un/ t a t uh and toa n/ toa toa has not yet been explained 
satisfactorily - it may be that different dialects of KSR varied in their 
application of the rounding assimilation rule and that the present situation is 
a result of dialect mixing . 
In all of the examples above the vowel which could have been influenced by 
*0 was *a . That is  not because there is any a priori reason to expect that 
only *a was susceptible to such influence , but because the data contain no words 
of the shape *C i Co or *CeCo . Obviously , words of the shape *CoCo or * C u Co would 
not constitute evidence either for or against a historical ru le of round ing 
assimilation unless that rule were supposed to have operated at a Pre-POC stage 
which is well beyond the domain of this paper . 
3 . 1 . 5 .  *a 
*a may be reflected as any of the twelve surface vowels in KSR. Generally , 
it is a non-high , but not necessarily low , vowel .  More often than not , it is 
unrounded . 
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low vowel reflexes 
*a > ah 
*al)oa l)o 
* ?a to l u R 
*da?a ( n }  
*madama 
*ma po 
*natu  
*paka-
ye "l "low 
*waka > PMC *wakaRa 
*a > a 
*ndau ( n }  
* I)ma t a  
* pa i ­
*mpaya 
*nsakaRu reef 
* ( n } s ake 
* tama 
*tanom/*tanum 
*a > oa 
*ndanu (m) 
* l al)o 
*napo surf 
* ta nom/ tanum 
*wa l u  
ahng 
a h t ro-
l ah 
mah l wem 
mah 
nah tuh-/nuhtV-
ahk-
okah 
s ra 
wet/wa t 
a -
pa 
t uh ka 
-yak7-a ck 
tuhma ­
taun  
tatuh  
s roano­
l oang 
noa 
toan 
toa toa 
oa l -
tumeric 
egg 
branch 
moon 
to hea"l 
chi "ld 
causative 
root 
"leaf 
wom 
pref 
reciprocal pref 
bait 
is "land 
up, upwards 
father 
(vt) to bury 
(vi) to bury 
"liquid 
f"ly (insect) 
wave 
(vt) to press, bury 
(vi) to press, bury 
eight 
Notice that in all cases where *a > oa the vowel in the following syllable 
is round . The converse is not true , however �  that is , a round vowel in the 
second or subsequent syllable of a proto-form does not necessarily cause 
rounding of *a in the preceding syllable . No ready explanation offers itself 
for the choice between a and ah  reflexes of *a . 
low-mid vowel reflexes 
*a > ac 
* ?anus i 
* ?a Ru ( s )  
*panua 
* pa p i ne 
* t i a ( n }  
*?una ( p }  
* ( n } sake 
* k i a n to 
*Rul)ma ( ? )  
*?a te 
* t i na 
*?uma 
acn i 
acs r 
acn 
acn 
( i n - } s i yac­
unac-/une­
-yak/-ack 
k i yacs­
yuwac-/ i wac­
�syac-/es yac­
n i na c  
i mac 
to spit 
current, stream 
"land, earth 
woman 
be "l"ly 
body hair, etc .  
up, upwards 
outrigger boom 
house, she "l ter 
"liver 
mother 
garden, etc.  
*a > uh 
*ma ta 
*na t u  
*nsakaRu 
* tama 
* t a r) i  ( 5 ) 
*a > oh 
* taku 
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muh ta -/mwet eye3 face 
nahtuh-/nuhtV- chi ld 
t uhka is land 
t uhma - father 
tuhng to cry 
tok/tohkoh -/t uku- back (anat .  ) 
Among the lower mid vowel reflexes of *a  the front vowel seems to predomi­
nate . As before , the only instance in which *a  is reflected as a round vowel 
is when the vowel in the following syllable of the proto-form is round . Contrary 
to the case of the low vowel reflexes of *a ,  there appears to be a synchronic 
explanation for the choice between one lower mid reflex and another .  Except 
for tuhng , all of the words with KSR uh as a reflex of *a have that vowel in 
unstressed position ( see Lee 1975 : 33-35 for a summary of KSR stress patterns) • 
The fact that the KSR word for to cry is tuh ng rather than t ueng ( see examples 
below) remains inexplicaple at present . 
high-mid vowel reflexes 
*a > e 
*ar) i n/ nsa r) i  
*ap i 
*?ate 
*madama 
*ma ta 
* r)ma ta 
*sae ( t ) /*sa i /*se i 
* tas i m i 
* tans i ( k ) sea3 etc. 
* ?una ( p )  
*a > ue 
*a > 0 
*ka I i  
* I a r) i ( t )  
* r)a pu l u ( ? )  
* ta  I i  
*nsa i 
* taku  
*manu ( k )  
*ma?ud i ( p )  
*pa t u  
*waka 
eng 
e 
aesyae-/esyae­
mah l wem -
muh ta-=-/mwe t 
we t /wa t 
wind 
fire 
liver 
moon 
eye3 face 
worm 
se 
twem 
te 
unae-/une-
(vt) to tear 
(vt) to sharpen 
beach3 seaside 
body hair3 etc. 
kuh l ku h l  
l ueng 
s i nguh u l  
s uc l  
s ue 
[ ka : I ka : I J2 1 
sky 
[ 5 i : r)a : u :  I ] 
rope 
who ? 
(vi) to dig 
ten 
tok/ tohkoh -/t uku- back (anat. ) 
won bird 
mou l life3 alive 
yot stone 
okah root 
As before , rounded reflexes of *a occur in words with a round vowel in the 
following syllable , except for okah , in which the 0 may be taken to result from 
the coalescence of the sequence *wa . 
In addition to this ,  there appears to be some evidence here for a histori­
cal process of low-vowel dissimilation : 
*a > e / *Ca 
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as exemplified by the KSR forms mah l wem , mwet ,  and wet .  The non-occurrence of 
forms like * *me l wem suggests that the rule must have applied from right to left . 
The lower mid front vowel (orthographic a c )  never seems to be the result of 
low-vowel dissimilation , nor do the central or back mid vowels . 2 2  
Most often , KS R  e ,  uc , and 0 reflexes o f  POC *a seem to have resulted 
from an assimilative process of *a-raising conditioned by the presence of a 
high vowel in the following syllable . I f  that following vowel is round , the 
result is usually a round vowel ( although not in the case of s i nguh u l  < 
*8apu l u ( ? ) . e frequently alternates with ac as the stem vowel of the so-called 
' inalienable ' nouns , apparently in free variation , based on the ( synchronic) 
evidence to date . 
high vowel reflexes 
*a > 
*an i t u i nu t  ghost, spirit 
*a > i h 
*man i p i  ( 5 )  m i hn i n i  thin 
*a > u 
*ma t ud u ( R) mu t u l  to s leep 
* taku  tok/toh toh -/ t uku- back (ana t . ) 
One would not normally expect to find a proto-low vowel reflected as a 
high vowel in a daughter language (although the Great English Vowel Shift 
demonstrates that stranger things have happened) . At any rate , it will not 
surprise most readers that KSR high vowel reflexes of pac *a are so few . What 
seems to be significant about these reflexes is the fact that they all occur in 
the unstressed ( first) syllable of words whose stressed ( second) syllable con­
tains a ( synchronic as well as historical) high vowel .  This suggests that 
there might have been a second (whether synchronic or historical is not clear) 
assimilative vowel-raising rule which operated on short unstres�ed vowels (most 
likely mid vowels resulting from the other - presumably earlier - rule) , causing 
them to become high vowels when followed by a stressed high vowel .  Considerably 
more data would be needed to test this hypothesis . 
3 . 2 .  Vowel ass i mi l ati on ru l es 2 3  
The vowel correspondences catalogued above seem to suggest that a number 
of vowel assimilation rules must have applied in the development of KSR from 
POC o Most prominent among these are vowel height assimilation (both raising 
of low vowels and lower ing of high vowels)  and rounding assimilation . There 
also seems to be some evidence for a process of monophthongisation . 
Other developments involving the vowels are low-vowel dissimilation ( see 
Section 3 . 3 . 1 . ) , glide insertion/glide formation ( 3 . 3 . 2 . ) , and final vowel 
deletion ( 3 . 3 . 3 . ) . 
3 . 2 . 1 .  *a-rai s i ng 
Evidence has already been presented in Section 3 . 1 . 5 .  which indicates that 
there might have been at least two rules having the effect of causing POC *a 
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to be reflected as a higher vowel in KSR. One of these rules (historically the 
earlier of the two? )  had the effect of raising *a to a mid vowel (ae , uh , oh , 
e ,  ue , 0) when the vowel in the following syllable was a high vowe l .  Aside 
from rounding assimilation , which will be discussed more fully in Section 3 . 2 . 3 . , 
it is not clear what determines which of the mid vowels would develop in any 
particular instance . Examples of this first raising rule are repeated here 
for the convenience of the reader : 
*?anus i aen i to spit 
* pa p i ne acn  woman 
* ta f) i  ( 5 ) tuhng  to cry 
* taku tok/ tohkoh-/t uku- back (anat. ) 
*a f) i n/*nsa f) i  eng wind 
*tas i m i  twem (vt) to sharpen 
* l a f) i ( t )  1 ueng sky 
*nsa  i s ue who ? 
*ma n u ( k )  won bird 
*patu  yot s tone 
The second of the ra�s�ng rules appears to have applied only to unstressed 
vowels in the first syllable of a word - which need not necessarily have been 
low vowels at the time that the rule applied , although they seem to have come 
originally from *a - followed by a stressed high vowel in the next syllable . 
The output of the rule was an unstressed shor� high vowel ( examples repeated 
from Section 3 . 1 . ) : 
*a n i t u  
*man i p i  ( 5 ) 
* taku  
*ma t udu (R )  
i n ut  ghost, spirit 
m i hn i n i  thin 
tok/tohkoh-/tuku- back (ana t . ) 
mu t u l  - to s leep 
At least the first of these rules is not without exceptions : 
*nda u ( n )  s ra leaf 
*pa i - a- reciprocal pref 
*nsakaRu  reef tuhka is land 
*natu  nah tuh-/nuhtV- chi ld 
*ndan u (m) s roano- Liquid 
*wa l u  oa l - eight 
However , no systematic explanation for these is immediately apparent . 
3 . 2 . 2 .  H i gh vowel l oweri ng 
The evidence for a rule lowering POC hi gh vowels to KSR mid vo�els when 
followed by *a in the next syllable is rather less satisfactory than that 
given above for low-·vowel raising . Favouring the existence of such a rule are 
forms such as 
* k i n ta kuht  we (inel) 
*ku R i ta  koe t octopus 
* 1  i ma l uhm/ l i me- five 
* pak i wak  pahko shark 
*ns i wa yuh nine 
*dua l £.1' l uo/ l u- two 
*mu ta ( ? )  woh t (vi) to vomit 
*Ru f)ma ( ? )  l ohm house 
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Almost as many forms can be found that would have to be regarded as exceptions 
or counterexamples to this rule : 
* k i a n to k i yacs outrigger boom 
* t i a { n )  ( i n - ) s i yac- be lly 
* t i na n i nac  mother 
* 1  i ma 1 uhm/ 1 i me- five 
*d ua 1 0/ 1  u071 u- two 
*?una { p )  u n  a c-=-/ une- fish scales, etc. 
*?uma i ma c  garden, etc. 
Again , no systematic explanation immediately suggests itself . It is quite 
possible that there is some other way to account for this distribution of 
reflexes of the poe high vowels which might be uncovered by further investi­
gation. 
3 . 2 . 3 .  Round i ng ass i mi l at ion 
On the other hand , the evidence is relatively good for a historical process 
of rounding assimilation whereby unrounded proto-vowels became rounded when the 
vowel in the following syllable was round : 
*ndanu {m) s roano- Liquid 
*ma n u {k )  won bird 
*ma t udu ( R) mu t u 1  to s leep 
*ma ?ud i ( p )  mou l  Life, alive 
*an i t u i n ut  ghost, spirit 
* n i u { R) nu  coconut 
* pa t u  yo t stone 
* taku  tok/ tohkoh-/ t uku- back (anat. ) 
* l a l)o l oang  fly (insect) 
*napo surf noa wave 
* ta nom/*ta num toan (vt) to press, bury 
toa toa (vi) to press, bury 
But one can find just as many exceptions to this generalisation : 
* ?a n us i 
*?aRu { s )  
*?a to 1 u { R) 
*nda u { n )  
*natu  
* panua 
*a l)oa l)o 
* k i a n to 
*ma po 
* t anom/*tanum 
*wa Ro 
acn i 
acs r 
a h t ro-
5 ra 
nah tuh-/nuhtV­
acn 
ahng 
k i yacs 
ma h 
taun  
tatuh  
ah  
t o  spit 
current, s tream 
egg 
leaf 
chi ld 
land, earth 
turmeric 
outrigger boom 
to heal 
(v·t) to bury 
(vi) to bury 
string, rope 
It would be interesting to see if the exceptions to one rule also turned 
out to be exceptions to other rules ; however ,  this possibility cannot be 
explored in this paper , owing to limitations on time and data . 
3 . 2 . 4 .  Monophthong i sati on 
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The evidence is  scanty , but a few forms in the data suggest that some kind 
of monophthongisation or coalescence rule may have applied in the history of 
KSR . The forms that most strongly suggest the existence of such a rule are 
* pa k i wak 
*pap i ne 
*tas i m i  
*waka 
pahko 
acn 
twem 
okah 
shark 
woman 
(vt) to sharpen 
�oot 
From the first three examples it appears that either the second vowel (which 
became juxtaposed to the first as a result of the loss of the intervening 
proto-consonant) in a vv sequence , or the glide in the sequence VG , first con­
ditioned assimilation of the first vowel ( for height and/or roundness)  and 
then was lost through either deletion or coalescence - e . g .  either 
or 
*pap i ne 
**a i ne 
* *a i n  
**ac i n  
acn 
[ e : n ]  
*pa p i ne 
* *a i ne 
* *a i n  
acn  [ e : n ]  
* p  > � 
final vowel deletion 
*a -raising 
V > � / V 
monosyllabic lengthening2 �  
*p  > � 
final vowel deletion 
monophthongisation 
For reasons of economy at leas t ,  one would probably want to op� for the second 
of these derivations , but it is not clear from the data that things were necess­
arily so . 
�he fourth f orm cited above differs from the first three primarily in that , 
in this case , the glide precedes the vowel and the resulting vowel may be short 
rather than long (although the question of vowel length in KSR has yet to be 
resolved on either a historical or a synchronic basis ) . Perhaps the rule ought 
to be written to accommodate both orders V-Vc and Vc-v (where the symbol VC 
stands for the segment - vowel or glide - that seems to ' disappear ' from the 
proto-form) . 
Again , there are exceptions , forms such as 
* oma ta 
* tanom/ tan um 
we t /wa t 
taun  
worm 
(vt) to bury 
as well as synchronic forms like pa i ng to greet� sauk to catch� grasp, wa l 
proper, suitable, va t eastern part of a vi l lage, etc . which suggest that this 
rule of coalescence was probably rather restricted in its application and , 
furthermore , is no longer active . 
3 . 3 .  Other h i s tori cal devel opments i nvol v i n g  poe vowel s 
3 . 3 . 1 .  Low vowel di s s i mi l at ion 
The evidence for such a rule is scanty in KSR (although it appears to form 
part of the history of other nuclear Micronesian languages) . 
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*ma dama 
*ma ta 
* Qma ta 
mah l wem 
muhta:-/mwet 
we t/wa t 
moon 
eye, face 
worm 
Evidence against a rule of low vowel dissimilation is provided by forms 
such as 
* da?a ( n )  
*paka­
*mpaya 
* nsakaRu  reef 
l ah 
ahk-
pa 
t uh ka2 5 
branch 
causative pref 
bait 
is land 
A more extensive database is clearly necessary for the resolution of this 
question . 
3 . 3 . 2 .  Gl i de i nserti on/gl i de formati on 
The question of the status of glides in POC has not yet been resolved to 
everyone ' s  satisfaction , nor has it been entirely resolved with respect to the 
synchronic phonology of KSR - all of which means that any statement about devel­
opments involving glides must necessarily be highly tentative . Nonetheless , 
it seems clear enough that the glides are distributed differently in present-day 
KSR than in the ancestral language . The reconstructed POC glides all have been 
lost (see Section 2 . 6 . ) , while other glides have arisen in different places . 
Not all o f  the glides in present-day KSR can be accounted for on the basis of 
the few forms considered in this paper , but some guesses can be hazarded . 
Some instances of KSR w appear to be merely irregular reflexes of poe *m 
or (regular reflexes of) * Qm :  
*ma n u ( k )  
* Qma ta  
*mu ta  (7 ) 
* Ru Qma ( 7 )  
won 
we t /wa t 
w i h te  
woh t  
yuwa c -/ i wac-
bird 
worm 
(vt ) to vomit 
(vi ) to vomit 
house, she lter 
Some instances of KSR y appear to be successors of lost proto-consonants :  
* pa t u  
* RuQma (7 )  
* (n ) sake 
*ns i wa 
yot 
yuwac-/ i wac­
:-.t.ak/-ack 
yuh 
stone 
house, shelter 
up, upwards 
nine 
although the exact mechanism by which these arise remains unclear . 
Still other instances of KSR y appear to be epenthetic . 
Forms such as 
* k i a n to 
* t i a (n )  
k i yacs 
( i n - ) s i yac-
outrigger boom 
be l ly 
suggest that there may have been a rule in KSR inserting a y -glide between a 
high front vowel and a following ( lower) mid front vowel or possibly a histori­
cal rule inserting y between a historical high front vowel and a historical 
low vowel . The data at hand do not even permit a statement of whether or not 
a similar rule applied with respect to historical sequences of high (rounded) 
back vowel followed by low vowel , much less any statement concerning the syn­
chronic as opposed to diachronic status of such a rule . 
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Further complications arise from the as yet unresolved nature of such 
features of synchronic KSR phonology as the rounding on the consonant or the 
first part of the diphthong ( if such it be) in forms like the following : 2 6  
koe t 
s roano­
l oang 
noa 
< *kuR i ta 
< *ndan u (m)  
< * l a r)o 
< *napo 
octopus 
liquid 
f7,y (insect) 
wave ( < surf) 
The problem of glides clearly warrants further investigation . 
3 . 3 . 3 .  Fi nal vowel del etion  
In  addition to final consonant deletion ( see Section 2 . 7 . ) , there appears 
to have been a rule in the development of KSR deleting final vowels from POC 
forms . This rule evidently applied after final consonant deletion ( see Section 4 
for discussion of diachronic rule-ordering) , resulting in many consonant-final 
words in KSR : 
* an i tu i n ut  
*a r) i n/*n sar) i eng 
*ndau ( n )  > * * ndau > **nda > s ra 2 7  
* k i n ta kuht  
* kuR i ta > **ku i ta > * *kueta > * *kuet > koe t 
* pak i wak  > **pa k i wa > * *pa kewa > ** pa kew > pahko 
* pa t u  yot 
* dor)o l ohng  
*ma to l u  mah t o l  
* p i ( d r ) i i r  
*s  i i i  i 1 
*ka l i > **kuh l i  > * *kuh l > kuh l kuh l 
* tas i m i  twem 
ghost, spirit 
wind 
leaf 
we (ind) 
octopus 
shark 
stone 
to hear 
thick 
tUJist (ed) 
to enter 
(vi) to dig 
(vt) to sharpen 
As indicated by the above examples , this process appears to have applied to 
words of all classes impartially. 
However , as with final consonant deletion , there appears to be an entire 
class of cases in which the final vowel of the POC form has been 'protected ' 
by the presence of a suffix . This class consists of ' inalienable ' nouns , those 
nouns for which possession is indicated by the direct attachment of a possessive 
suffix (as opposed to the ' alienable ' nouns , for which possession is indicated 
by a following ' classifier ' carrying the possessive suffix) . The vowel that 
was affected · by final vowel deletion was the final vowel of the possessive 
suffix rather than that of the noun stem . Thus we find the final vowel of the 
reconstructed proto-form reflected as the stem ( -final ) vowel of the inalienable 
noun : 
* t ama 
*ma ta 
*natu  
*mputo 
*taku 
* ?a te 
tuhma - father 
muh ta-/mwe t eye, face 
nahtuh-/nuhtV- child 
f i htac-/fuht  navel 
tok/ tohkoh -/tuku- back (anat. ) 
a csyac -/esyac- liver 
The alternation in the vowels of the contemporary KSR forms may be attributed 
(at least historically) to the influence of the vowel in the possessive suffix . 
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4 .  D IACHRON IC  RULE-ORDER I NG 
In preceding sections of this paper we have tentatively put forward a ·  
number o f  rules that might have applied during the development o f  the KSR phono­
logical system . It seems quite clear that the changes represented by these 
rules did not all occur at one and the same time . In this section we will 
examine the data for evidence bearing on historical rule ordering . 
Final consonant deletion may have occurred quite early in the history of 
KSR . It must have preceded final vowel deletion , if  one can assume the final 
consonant to have been present in the following POC forms : 
*a l) i n/*nsa l) i  eng urind 
* l a l) i  ( t )  l ueng sky� heaven 
*manu  ( k )  won bird 
*ma t ud u ( R }  mu t u l  to s leep 
*ma ?ud i ( p )  mou l  alive� to live 
* ta l) i  ( s )  tuhng to cry 
* t ud u ( ? }  t u  to stand 
This ordering is supported by the existence of forms in which a final recon­
structed vowel was lost but the consonant that preceded it has been retained , 
e . g .  : 
*an i tu  i n u t  ghost� spirit 
*dol)o/*ndol)o l ohng  to hear 
* k i anto k i yaes outrigger boom 
*madama mah l wem moon 
*mpel)ka fak bat� flying fox 
*ta  1 i sue l rope 
A number of forms seem to suggest that final consonant deletion , but not 
final vowel deletion , must have taken place before the development of the 
inalienable possessive marking system . For example , 
*ndanu (m} 
*ku l i ( t }  
*Ru l)ma ( ? }  
* t i a ( n }  
*?una (p }  
s roano­
ko l o -/ku l u ­
yuwae-/ i wae­
( i n - } s i yae­
unae-/une-
liquid 
skin� bark 
house � she lter 
be l ly 
fish scale� etc. 
The presence of the possessive suffix would 'protect ' the final vowel of 
vowel-final forms from deletion : 
*?ate a esyae -/esyae- liver 
*ma ta muhta -/mwet  eye� face 
*na tu  nah tuh-/nuh tV- child 
*mputo fuht/ f i h tae- nave l 
*susu  t i t  i - breast 
*t aku tok/toh koh -/t uku- back (anat . )  
* tama t uhma - father 
These forms support the hypothesis that the development of inalienable possession 
marking preceded final vowel deletion . 
A number of changes are conditioned by a following vowel . There is evidence 
that these , too , must have occurred before final vowel deletion . For instance , 
in forms such as 
* f)k i n i t  
*mpono t/*ponot 
*mpu l u ( t )  
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k i hn i s  
fonos 
fu l us 
(vt )  to pinch 
(vt) to block, plug 
(vt) to paste 
the final -s in the KSR forms presumably reflects Poe * t ,  which became s in the 
presence of a following * - i transitive suffix ( see Section 2 . 1 . 2 . ) ,  which was 
later deleted along with other final vowels . 
The set of transitive verbs cited above also provides evidence that the 
* t  > s change must have followed the change of *s  > 0 / * i  ( see Section 
2 . 3 . 1 . )  - or else that the latter change did not occur until after final vowel 
deletion had taken place . To suppose that a final * i  conditioned first a change 
of * t  to s and then *s > 0 before being deleted would leave the final s in 
these forms unaccounted for . However , the data used for this paper do not 
permit us to clarify the matter . Only one item in the data is reconstructed 
as ending in * - s i ,  Poe *7anus i to spit . This is reflected in KSR as aen i . The 
absence of s suggests that *s  did become � .  Since we have established that 
final consonant deletion preceded final vowel deletion (and if we can take the 
synchronic final - i  to be an irregular reflex of *u rather than a reflex of the 
Poe final vowel ) ,  the only rule that could have deleted *s presumably was the 
one conditioned by following * i . Thus we argue that the loss of *s / * i  
must have antedated not only final vowel deletion but also the change of 
*t  > s .  
The loss of *s  / ____ * i  also must have occurred before monophthongisation 
( see Section 3 . 2 . 4 . ) ,  as evidenced by KSR twem (vt ) to sew « POC * tas i m i ) :  
* tas i m i 
* * ta i m i  
* * ta i m  
twem 
* s  > 1/1 / _ * i  
final vowel deletion 
monophthongisation/velarisation of 
the preceding consonant 
Loss of *ns  and *p also may have preceded monophthongisation . For example , 
* tans  i ( k )  
* * t an s i 
* * ta i 
te2 8 
final consonant deletion 
*ns  > 0 
monophthongisation 
(See also the derivation given for aen woman < poe *pap i ne in Section 3 . 2 . 4 . ) . 
KSR e fire may have evolved from poe *a p i  in a similar fashion . 2 9 
Among the other changes that must have antedated final vowel deletion are 
*a-raising , high-vowel lowering , rounding assimilation , and low-vowel dissimi­
lation . The examples below give evidence that all of these rules may have been 
conditioned by a final vowel which was subsequently lost . 
*a -raising 
*a f) i  n/*nsa f) i  eng wind 
* 1 a f) i ( t )  l ueng sky, heaven 
*ta  1 i sue l rope 
* t a f) i  ( s )  tuhng  to cry 
high-vowel lowering 
*k i n ta  kuh t we (1 plY 
*kuR i ta koe t octopus 
*mu ta ( 7 )  woh t  (vi ) to vomit 
* Ru f)ma ( 7 )  1 ohm 3 0 house 
*ns i wa yuh nine 
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rounding assimilation 
* l al)o l oang 
won 
fly (insect) 
bird *manu ( k )  
*napo surf noa wave 
* taku tok/ tohkoh - / t u k u - back (anat . )  
* t anom/* tanum toan (vt) to press, bury 
low-vowel dissimilation 
*madama mah l wem 
muh ta -/mwe t 
we t/wa t--
moon 
*ma ta 
* I)ma ta 
eye, face 
worm 
No evidence can be found in the data to order the various other consonantal 
changes with respect to any of the rules described in this paper . This includes 
the loss of *7 and * R ,  and the various replacements ( * d  > 1 ,  *nd > s r ,  etc . ) . 
The development of distinctive velarisation and labialisation may be connected 
with low-vowel dissimilation (and monophthongisation?) and rounding assimilation , 
respectively . The development of glides in KSR warrants another paper in itself . 
The following schema sums up what we have been able to observe about 
diachronic rule ordering in KSR ( following the old transformational-generative 
convention , pairs of rules that can be ordered with respect to each other are 
connected by lines ) : 
final consonant deletion 
development of inalienable possessive marking 
* p > 0 
*ns  > 0 
S > 0 / * i  
t > s / * i  
monophthongisation (and distinctive velarisation? ) 
*a -raising 
high-vowel lowering 
rounding assimilation (and distinctive labialisation?) 
low-vowel dissimilation (and distinctive velarisation?)  
final vowel deletion 
unordered with respect to the above : 
other consonantal changes 
( * 7 > 0 ,  * R  > 13 ,  *d > 1 ,  *nd  > s r ,  etc . )  
development of glides 
late or synchronic : 3 1  
reduplication 
- i  transitive derivation 
etc . 
5 .  UNANSWERED QUEST IONS 
It 
general 
various 
in KSR . 
is difficult to come to any conclusions in a paper of this sort . No 
questions have been asked or answered , only the specifics of how the 
phonemes that have been reconstructed for POC appear to be reflected 
With a sample as small as that used for this paper , it is not easy (or 
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perhaps all too easy) to  generalise from the data . Clearly more work needs to 
be done , both synchronic and diachronic , before we will know enough about the 
evolution of KSR phonology to be able to attempt a clarification of relation­
ships between KSR and other MC languages .  
Many of the unanswered - perhaps unanswerable - questions about the history 
of KSR concern the amount of variation in the phonology and the multiple 
reflexes of the various POC phonemes .  We have speculated about the possibility 
of dialect mixing and/or borrowing from as yet unidentified sources . These are 
among the areas in which work needs to be done . 
POSTSCR I PT 
Since the time when Kee-dong Lee wrote the original version of this paper , 
much work has been done in both synchronic and diachronic MC and OC linguistics . 
I have access to the KSR dictionary and reference grammar which Lee did not 
complete until well after he wrote his term paper for Professor Grace ' s  course . 
The one thing that still is lacking is  a good description of the synchronic 
phonology of KSR . Many of the questions raised but not answered in this paper 
will not be resolved without an understanding of the underlying representations 
of the synchronic forms involved . The orthography used in the dictionary is 
adequate for most purposes , but it is not phonemic .  
I have been attempting to attack the KSR problem from both sides , syn­
chronic and diachronic . The small samples of KSR speakers with whom Lee and I 
have worked do not allow us to solve the problem of synchronic variation . We 
recognise that variation exists and suspect that it may lie behind some of the 
complications in the phonological system . Perhaps if  it were possible to sort 
out the variation , it might be possible to establish a ' core ' phonological 
system shared by all KSR speakers , from which individual speakers may deviate 
in idiosyncratic ( ? )  ways . No one has ever found much evidence for local 
dialect variation in present-day KSR ,  although such variation probably existed 
in pre-European contact times , as in most other Micronesian speech communities . 
The historical records are poor . It most likely never will be known exactly 
what happened to the population of Kosrae as it dwindled from early estimates 
of 2000 - 5000 to less than 200 native Kosraeans in 1880 . A recent count gives 
a population of 4900 , but does not specify how many of these are native 
Kosraeans . However many native Kosraeans there may be at present , they are 
almost certainly not distributed according to the original precontact dialect 
groups . In the absence of extensive written records , the only information 
available is whatever might have been passed via oral tradition - including , 
of course , the language itself .  To my knowledge no one has attempted any 
thorough study of the oral traditions of Kosrae . It will soon be too late -
if  it is not already too late - to do so . The younger people are not learning 
either the old ways or the old language . Both the society and its language 
have been changing rapidly . The lexicon is the most obvious aspect of this 
linguistic change , but informants note differences in pronunciation between 
older and younger speakers (cf .  Lee 1975 : 391-392 ) . No observations have been 
made of differences in syntax , but that is not to say that such differences may 
not come to light . 
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There is another possible explanation for some of the variation in KSR -
that is , that present-day KSR may reflect a mixed linguistic heritage , not 
merely in terms of dialect mixing , but also mixing in elements from some other 
language (or languages?) . This is not necessarily to say that KSR is a 'mixed 
language ' - any more than is a language such as Rotuman (Biggs 1965 ) . 
I have begun re-examining KSR reflexes of POC phonemes using a larger 
sample than was available to Kee-dong Lee in 1972 . The reconstructed POC 
lexicon is considerably larger than it was then , and by being more flexible 
about cognacy - at least as a first step - than Lee allowed himself to be , I am 
finding that KSR has multiple reflexes of many POC phonemes .  Of these , there 
often is one that might be considered the ' regular ' reflex . It seems to be the 
most frequent and generally agrees with the reflexes in the other MC languages .  
Of the minor reflexes , a few can be explained away as sporadic changes , but 
there are others that occur too frequently to be so lightly dismissed . A 
preliminary examination of these minority reflexes suggests that there may be 
a tendency for them to co-occur with each other in given lexical items , and not 
with the majority set . The next step is to take the entire corpus of POC 
reconstructions available to me and examine the KSR reflexes of that set . If  
my preliminary findings are borne out by the larger set , KSR will join Rotuman 
as another definitely identified case of direct and indirect inheritance in OC .  
Unlike the Rotuman situation , however ,  the source of the indirect inheritance 
in KSR is not particularly evident . The suspect forms do not immediately call 
to mind any other MC language . Nor do they look especially polynesian , although 
Nukuoro and Kapingamarangi - and Kiribati - testify to the presence of Poly­
nesians in Micronesia . Nauruan is a possibility which needs to be examined more 
closely . The next most likely candidates lie in Melanesia , but not much is 
known about many of these languages .  
In terms of the nuclear Micronesian languages as a group , 3 2 sorting out 
the different sets of KSR reflexes may help to clarify relationships within 
the group . Subgrouping within the putative MC group has been relatively shallow . 
The relatedness of the Trukic languages is apparent even to the non-specialist , 
as is the relation between Ponapean , Mokilese , and Pingelapese . Among Micro­
nesianists there is a general impression that KSR is most closely related to 
the Ponapeic languages , but this has never been demonstrated systematically . 
Perhaps I will eventually manage to do so . 
Judith W .  Wang 
University of Hawaii 
December 1981 
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NOTES 
1 .  The orQginal version of this paper was written by Kee -dong Lee in May 1972 
for a University of Hawaii seminar on historical-comparative Micrones ian 
linguistics conducted by Professor George W .  Grace . Since that time Lee 
has published a Kusaiean -Engli sh dictionary (Lee 1976 ) and a Kusaiean 
reference grammar (Lee 1975) . However , he never did write the definitive 
phonology of Kosraean that might have resolved some of the unanswered 
questions in this paper . 
Judith Wang took up the study of Kosraean in 1977 , after Lee was obliged 
to return to his native Korea , hoping to find the key to the phonology 
that had eluded Lee .  In the interval between Lee ' s  departure and Wang ' s  
arrival on the Micronesian linguistic scene , considerable progress had 
been (and continues to be) made in historical and comparative Micronesian 
linguistics , some reports of which appear in this volume . 
The present paper is wang ' s  revision of Lee ' s  original work . Since Wang 
has not yet succeeded in untangling the synchronic phonology of KSR , this 
paper must necessarily reflect the analysis presented in Lee 1975 . More­
over , owing to limitations of time , additional historical-comparative 
data not available to Lee in 1972 have not been systematically incorporated , 
although occasional reference is made to such data . 
2 .  It should be noted , however , that there is some question as to the nature 
of two of these vowels . Native speakers seem to disagree about the sounds 
spelled uc and uh . Lee (1975 : 13-14)  indicates that these are distinct 
vowels , but that uh may alternate with uc under certain conditions . Most 
words,  however , containing one or the other clearly have the one or the 
other without alternation . The dictionary (Lee 1976) makes no mention of 
variation between the two sounds . 
However , not all KSR speakers seem to agree with the dictionary . Wang ' s  
two principal informants are quite consistent in distinguishing between 
the sounds spelled uc and uh . For both uc is somewhat higher and has a 
noticeable diphthongal quality in careful pronunciation . These two 
speakers generally seem to agree with each other as to which words have 
uc and which uh . However ,  their j udgments do not wholly agree with those 
of the KSR speakers who served as consultants for the dictionary . A 
larger sample of speakers will have to be consulted before any resolution 
can be expected to this problem . 
The sequence of letters oa actually represents two possibilities in KSR . 
One clearly is a sequence of two vowels [ o : a : J - e .g .  toa s r  [ to : a : � J 
heavy, sad. No further attention will be paid to these forms . The other 
possibility is the troublesome - and interesting - one . For the purposes 
of the reference grammar Lee treated oa as a vowel among other vowels . 
However , Lee ' s  own statements (Lee 1975 : 15-16) indicate that oa appears 
to be a diphthong rather than a unitary vowel . The behaviour of Wang ' s  
KSR consultants appears to be consistent with oa being a diphthong : only 
one speaker ever pronounced it as a unitary low back rounded vowel , and 
did so only as a careful (elicitation) pronunciation . Both this speaker 
and one of the others alternated between a careful diphthong pronunciation 
[ oa J  and a casual pronunciation in which the first part of the diphthong 
appears to have been lost [ a : J .  A third speaker consistently gave a low 
back unrounded vowel [ a :  J and only evidenced awareness that this vowel 
might be rounded for some other speakers when questioned directly about 
it . See Section 2 . 9 .  for further speculation on this question . 
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3 .  For the purposes of this paper Micronesian (MC )  means nuclear Micronesian 
as defined by Bender (1971) . 
4 .  Lee ( 1975)  distinguishes between a dental lateral I I I  and I r/ ,  which is 
described as a palatal flap . Wang finds no evidence that KSR r is ever 
pronounced as a flap by native speakers. Rather , it is a voiced , retro­
f lexed palatal continuant , more strongly retroflexed than in most varieties 
of American English, but not unlike the Beij ing ( Mandarin) r .  
5 .  This n reflex of POC * t  occurs in only one form , KSR n i nac mother ( <  POC 
* t i na ) , and is most plausibly explained as a sporadic change . 
6 .  * d  and * (d r )  are regarded as liquids for the purposes of this paper on the 
basis of their reflexes in KSR . The KSR reflex of *nd is not a liquid 
but a fricative s r ,  with the same strong retroflexion as KSR r . 
7 .  * R  is not reflected as a l iquid in KSR ;  however , it i s  included among the 
l iquids because it appears to be reflected as some variety of r or other 
liquid in some other OC languages .  
8 .  The alternation in the stem vowel of this and other so-called ' inalienable ' 
nouns ( i . e .  those for which possession is marked by the direct suffixation 
of the possessive marker , rather than by a following ' classifier ' marked 
for possession ) appears to be morphologically conditioned in the synchronic 
grammar . It is possible that such alternations were at one time con­
ditioned by the final vowel of the possessive suffix , but this conditioning 
factor was lost when a (historical )  rule of final vowel deletion came 
into the language . There is no synchronic evidence for the retention of 
historical vowels , even in underlying forms . The variation one is apt to 
encounter within a single possessive paradigm , as well as the competition 
between alternative paradigms for the same noun , both testify to the 
present fluctuating state of KSR morphophonemics . 
9 .  This may be the same formative as in k i h f i hnte  saltwater (< kof water + 
ligature ( ? )  + te sea3 salt water) . 
10 . See Sections 2 . 8 .  and 2 . 9 .  for discussion of distinctive velarisation and 
labialisation in KSR . 
1 1 .  Grace ( 1969) uses the convention o f  writing two or more segments within 
parentheses to ind icate that there is ev idence for each of the alternative 
reconstructions , but that the evidence does not appear to favour one over 
the other { s )  . 
12 . Note also PUL r ,  cc , STW r h ,  c h ,  CRN rh , tch  < PMC * t ' ,  which also happens 
to be the source of KSR s r .  Also CRL geminate sch  + tch , and WOL geminate 
s h  + CC (< PMC * t ' ) . 
13 . ward Goodenough (personal communication) points out that the present-day 
(native) Kosraean population is probably mostly descended from a small 
group of Christian converts who managed to survive the demographic dis­
asters of the 19th century . An 1880 census count showed approximately 
200 (adult? )  native Kosraeans , as compared to early European contact 
estimates of several thousand . The people who survived the various European 
diseases probably did not reflect the original (precontact) dialect 
distribution of Kosrae . If , as Goodenough suggests , these survivors formed 
a single Christian convert community , there is every likelihood that the 
speech of that mixed community would have undergone dialect mixing and 
levelling . The considerable variation in present-day KSR ,  as well as the 
lack of systematic dialect distinctions , may well be the result of such 
a situation . 
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14 . Two asterisks (* * )  preceding a form indicate that it is not attested . 
1 5 . The order of the rules here is quite arbitrary . There is no evidence as 
to which order these developments occurred in historically . 
16 . The same one of Wang ' s  informants who consistently unrounded oe also 
unrounded the stop in the word i n toe to look . When shown the written 
word , this speaker did not recognise it at first and commented that he 
did not know that there was supposed to be an 0 there . No trace of lip­
rounding was observed when this speaker was asked to pronounce this word , 
but his pronunciation of other words containing the orthographic sequence 
of a consonant followed by oac consistently included the phonetic sequence 
[ we ] and the preceding consonant appeared to be rounded .  
17 . Furthermore , a similar problem may exist with respect to the distinctively 
velarised consonants so glibly summed up in the preceding section (2 . 8 . ) . 
That is , it may be that these ought to be analysed synchronically as an 
underlying plain consonant (which becomes non-distinctively velarised) 
preceding a high back (central? ) unrounded glide . The diachronic version 
of this analysis· would be that the back quality of the vowel was separated 
from the vocalic nucleus through diphthongisation and that the glide (at 
least the backness represented by the glide ) was subsequently assigned to 
the preceding consonant . The apparent association between low-vowel 
dissimilation and distinctive velarisation may be explainable as a transfer 
of the quality of backness from the vowel to the preceding consonant , with 
simultaneous or subsequent raising of the now-front vowel . Even the case 
of twem (vt )  to sew « Poe * tas i m i ) ,  while evidently not involving low­
vowel dissimilation , still may be analysed as a transfer of the quality 
of backness from the *a to the preceding consonant . 
All this is pure speculation , of course , that would have to be fitted 
somehow in a coherent analysis of KSR phonology before it can be used to 
account for anything . 
1 8 .  This KSR form probably ought to b e  attributed to poe *mu ta ( ? )  plus the 
* - i  transitive suffix , which may have conditioned a different set of 
changes before it was lost through final vowel deletion . 
1 9 .  The difference between this and the form woh t (also attributed to poe 
*mu ta ( ? ) ) is that w i h te is transitive and properly ought to be attributed 
to poe *mu t a ( ? )  + - i . 
2 0 .  The * (ou )  i n  the reconstruction indicates that the available reflexes of 
this proto-form do not point unequivocally to either of these vowels , 
merely that it must have been one or the other of them . KSR seems to 
point toward *0 ( see section 3 . 1 . 4 . ) . 
2 1 .  As pointed out in Note 2 ,  there appears to be some confusion among native 
speakers regarding the vowels spelled uh and uc . The uh spelling is the 
one given in the dictionary; the uc spelling was offered by one of Wang ' s  
KSR consultants . 
22 . KSR uh in words like muh t a - « poe *ma ta eye, face ) and tuhma - « poe 
* t ama father) does not seem to be so much the result of historical low­
vowel dissimilation as of synchronic stress patterns . Both of these words 
are stressed on the second syllable , suggesting that the uh in the first 
syllable may be the result of vowel reduction . 
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2 3 . The word ru l es is used here solely for reasons of convenience . It is not 
meant to imply any particular theoretical position with regard to the 
nature of rules and how (or even if) they should be formalised . 
24 . See Section 1 . 3 .  or Lee (1975 : 30-32 )  regarding (synchronic ) vowel length 
in KSR . 
25 . See Note 22 . 
2 6 .  See Section 2 . 9 .  
2 7 . Obviously , these derivations are merest speculation , serving only to sketch 
out possible paths of development from the reconstructed POC form to the 
currently-attested KSR form . 
28 . Presumably final vowel deletion did not apply to monosyllables , or if it 
did , it produced short vowels that were then lengthened again by mono­
syllabic lengthening . 
29 . There is  an equally plausible alternative derivation for at least the 
forms te « *tans i ( k ) ) and e « *ap i ) ,  involving *a-raising , loss of 
*ns/ * p , and final vowel deletion . That derivation will not work for acn 
« *pa p i ne ) , however , because the * i  that would condition *a-raising is 
not in word-final position and would require an additional rule to delete 
it . It was to account for forms like * pa p i ne and *tas i m i  (> twem) that 
the rule of monophthongisation was proposed . 
30 . I f  this form is not a borrowing . 
3 1 .  See Lee ( 1974 ) for a description o f  these and other verbal derivation 
rules which also play a role in the evolution of the KSR forms under 
consideration . One would expect that there would be a corresponding set 
of synchronic phonological rules , but the phonology has resisted all 
attempts to date at systematic description . 
32 . This presupposes the existence of a distinct nuclear Me subgroup within 
Oceanic . However ,  the group described in Bender ( 1971 ) has never been 
clearly defined in terms of a set of exclusively shared innovations .  
POC RECONSTRUCT IONS 
Most of the reconstructions listed below are taken from Grace 1969 . Those 
taken from Blust 1972 are prefixed with a B ,  those inferred from Dyen 1949 with 
a D .  
POC KSR 
D*an i t u i n u t  ghost, spirit 
*?an us i acn i to spit 
B*a Q i n  (also *nsa Q i ) ye l low eng wind 
*a Qoa �o ahng kind of p lant : turmeric 
*a p i  e fire 
*?aRu ( s )  acs r  current, stream 
*?a te 
*?ato l uR 
*da?a ( n }  
*ndanu ( m) ,  
*ndau ( n }  
*do l)o/ *ndol)o 
*dua 
* i n u (m }  
* ka 1 i 
*k i anto 
* I)k i n i t  
*k i n ta 
*ku l i ( t }  
*ku R i ta  
*kutu  
* l a l) i ( t }  
* l a l)o 
* 1  i ma 
D*madama 
*man u ( k )  
*man i p i ( 5 ) 
*mapo 
*ma ta 
* I)mata 
*ma to l u  
*ma t udu ( R )  
*ma ?ud i ( p )  
* -mu 
*mu ta ( ? )  
*napo 
*na tu  
*n i u ( R) 
* I)a pu l u ( ?) 
*onom 
*pa i -
*paka-
*pa k i wak  
*panua 
* pa I) (0 u )  ( n )  
*pap i n e 
*pa t u  
*mpaya 
*mpel)ka 
*p i ( d r )  i 
*p i t u 
*p i t u?u/ * p i t u?o ( n }  
*mpo 
B*mponot/*ponot 
*mpo l) i  
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esyac -/acsyac - Liver 
ah t ro- egg 
l ah branch 
fresh water, bathe, 5 roano- Liquid 
mix wi th Liquid 
5 ra leaf 
l ohng to hear 
l o/ l uo/ l u - two 
n i hm (vt) to drink 
kuh l kuh l (vi) to dig 
k i yacs outrigger boom 
k i hn i s  (vt) to pinch 
k i hnk i hn (vi) to pinch 
kuht  we (1  pl) 
ko l o-/ku l u - skin, bark 
koe t octopus 
kut  louse 
l ucng sky, heaven 
l oang fly (insect) 
l uhm-/ l i me- five 
mah l wem moon 
won bird 
m i h n i n i  thin 
mah heal 
muh ta-/mwe t eye, face 
we t/wa t worm 
mah to l thick 
mu t u l to s leep 
mou l alive, Life 
-m 2 sg poss suff 
w i h te (vt) to vomit 
woh t (vi) to vomit 
surf noa wave 
nahtuh-/nuhtV- child 
nu  coconut 
s i - nguh u l  ten 
on - /oh n - six 
a - reciprocal pref 
ahk- causative pref 
pahko shark 
acn land 
pahngon (vt) to call  
pahng pahng (vi) to cal l  
acn woman 
yo t stone 
pa bait 
fak bat, flying fox 
i r twist 
i t - seven 
i t u/ i t i h  star 
fo sme l l  
fonos (vt) to b lock, plug 
fohn fohn (vi) to block, p lug 
fong night 
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*mpou 
*mp u l e  
*mp u l  u ( t )  
*punu  ( ? )  
* pu t  i / D * p u n t  i 
*mputo 
*Ruf)ma ( ? ) 
gum, Sap, pulp, glue, 
sticky 
*sae ( t ) /*sa i / *se i 
*nsa i 
*nsakaRu  reef 
*sake/*nsake 
* n s a f) i  (also *a f) i n )  
* 5  i ( d r )  i ( t )  
* 5  i I i  to enter 
*ns i wa 
* s u l u  
* s u s u  
* ta ku 
* t a  I i  
* tama 
* tanom/ * tanum 
* t a f) i  ( 5 )  
* tans  i ( k )  
D * t a s i m i  
* t i a ( n )  
* t i na 
* to l u  
* topu 
* t ud u ( ? )  
* t u k i 
* tu?u ( d )  
* ?u l o ( s )  
*?u l uf)a 
*?uma 
* ?umu 
* ? una ( p )  
* ?u t u p  
sea, saltwater, salt 
sharpen it 
pi l low, head rest, 
to rest one 's head 
to flood, draw water, 
fi l l  with liquid, soak 
fo 
fu l 
fu l us 
fu l fu l  
post, po le, stick 
kind of she l l :  cowry 
(vt) to paste, gum 
(vi) sticky, gummy, 
adhesive, viscous, 
juicy, sappy 
un i to hit, ki l l  
u s r  banana 
fuht/ f i htae - navel 
yuwae -/ i wae- house, she lter, p lace 
l ohm house 
se (vt) to tear 
sue  who ? 
t uh ka is land 
-yak/-aek dir suff :  up, upwar'd 
eng wind 
i r i (n) masturbation 
i r i i (vt) to masturbate 
i l  to come, go, move 
yuh nine 
s u I  torch 
t i t i - breast 
tok/tohkoh -/tuku- back (anat) 
sue I string, rope 
tuhma - father 
taun (vt) to bury 
ta t uh (vi) to bury 
toan (vt) to press, bury 
toa toa (vi) to press, bury 
t uhng to cry 
te beach, seaside 
twem (vt) to sharpen 
twetwe (vi) to sharpen 
( i n - ) s i yae - be l ly 
n i nae mother 
to l - three 
tuh  
t u l  
tuk  
tuktuk  
t u  
u l ae 
i l ung  
i I u I 
i mae 
um 
unae-/une-
u t i 
u t  
sugarcane 
drip, drop 
(vt) to pound 
(vi) to pound 
to stand 
maggot 
(vt) to prop, support, 
rest 
(vi ) to rest, prop 
(n) pi l low 
garden, fie ld 
earth oven 
fish scale, feather, 
fur, body hair 
(vt) to fetch water, 
draw water 
(vi) to fe tch water, 
draw water 
*waka 
*wa l u  
*waRo 
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oka h 
oa l ­
ah  
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OBJ E C T. MAR K I NG I N  MAR SHA L L E S E  
Byron W .  Bender 
This paper focuses on two formatives /ey/ and / i y/ and the multiple 
functions they fill in contemporary Marshallese (MRS ) , which include both the 
formation of transitive verb stems , and the marking of third person objects of 
such verbs . The variety of ways in which they fill these functions ( together 
with alternative means of transitive verb formation) serve to establish seven 
major classes of transitive verbs , each of which will be looked at in some 
detail . Where possible , knowledge of the history of the language will be used 
to bring understanding to the present complex situation . l Although most of the 
discussion will deal with transitive verbs , it will be extended to include 
three prepositions which are thought to have had a verbal history , and which 
demonstrate parallel object marking . The object and absolute pronouns will also 
be treated because of  their close relation to object marking . 
The obj ect and absolute pronouns are largely identical , differing in form 
only in the first and second persons singular . The two sets may be displayed 
as follows : 
PERSON AND ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE AND OBJECT 
NUMBER PRONOUNS OBJECT PRONOUNS PRONOUNS 
Is na /gah/2. eo /y�h/ 
2 s  kwe /q ey/ eok /y�q / 
3s e /y�y/ 
Ipi koj /k�j / 
Ipe kom /k�m/ 
2p ko'1l /q �'1l/ 
3p e r  /y�r/ 
The plural pronouns as listed may be used for any number of referents greater 
than one , but may also be further specified through the addition of suffixes as 
dual ( - ro / - rew/ ) , trial ( -j e J  / -j � J /  � -j ee J / -j �y� J / ) ,  quadruple ( -men / -men/ 
� -ean / -yag / )  , or mUltiple ( -woj / -w�j / ) . Both sets serve only for human 
referents; there are no full pronouns in the language for non-human referents . 
The latter have as their only obj ect substitute forms the two formatives under 
discussion . 
The absolute pronouns may be used in equational sentences such as the 
following , where the obj ect pronouns may not be substituted . 
Byron W. Bender , ed . studies in Micronesian Linguistics , 44 3-465 . 
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la o Ruka k i  na . 
teacher lsABS 
I 'm a teacher. 
lb . * Rukak i  eo. 
lsOBJ 
On the other hand , the absolute pronouns may generally be substituted for the 
obj ect pronouns in the positions they typically occupy , following transitive 
verbs as their obj ects , or as obj ects of prepositions such as nan /gan/ to, 
j an /j an/  from, or kon /k�n/ with, concerning, because of. 
2a . Kwo-n j a b  den lqke eo . 
2sSM-IMP not hit lsOBJ 
Don ' t  hit me . 
2b . Kwo-n j a b  j oon na . 
3a .  
2sSM-IMP not press down on lsABS 
Don 't put your weight on me . 
Kwo-n 
Hurry 
ka i u r bwe e-naaj 
hurry because 3sSM-FUT 
up before it gets dark . 
bon-e eok . 
night-TM 2 s0BJ 
3b . E -ma ron Jepto�ba - i k  kwe Qa an - i n . 
3ssM-ab le September-TM 2 sABS LOC islet-oEM : this 
September might sti ll  see you on the is land. 
4a . E-a r j a b  e l tok nan eo. 
3 sSM-PAST not pay attention to lsOBJ 
4b . E-a r j ab e l tok nan na . 
lSABS 
He didn ' t  pay attention to me . 
While there is a decided preference for the obj ect pronouns following 
transitive verbs in sentences like those of 2 and 3 ,  the absolute pronouns are 
almost equally common following prepositions as in 4 ,  and any differences in 
meaning between sentences such as 4a . and 4b . are too subtle to have been clearly 
identified as yet . 
Noun phrases with a variety of internal structures may occur as obj ects 
of transitive verbs . Common structures include , in addition to one of the pro­
nouns , a proper noun , or a common noun followed by a demonstrative (with optional 
additional modifying material ) . All such noun phrases are definite , and all 
normally follow a transitive verb directly , although certain adverbial material 
may intervene . Thus in the following sentence , the obj ect of the transitive 
verb bw i n i  is the noun phrase ek ka, consisting of the noun ek and the demon­
strative ka . 3 
Sa . Kwo-n bw i n - i  �ok 
2sSM-IMP count-OM please 
Count these fish please . 
ek ka. 
fish OEM : these 
The verb and its obj ect are here separated by an optional adverbial particle , 
common as a softener in such imperative s .  The verb consists of a root /b i n / 
and an obj ect marker / i y/ ,  one of the forms that are the subj ect of this paper . 
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CLASS I .  THEMATI C  TRANSITIVE  VERBS 
The formatives leyl and l i y/ ,  together with several others ,  perform five 
distinct functions for the various classes of transitive verbs and prepositions . 
The functions will be introduced with respect to the class of verbs for which 
they are maximally differentiated in form , Class I Thematic , one of four strong 
classe s .  The other classes , strong and weak , will then b e  introduced and 
surveyed with respect to the five functions . The terms strong and weak are 
applied conventionally , with weak classes being those whose membership is still 
open to new additions according to regular derivation patterns , and strong 
classes those with closed , fossilised membership . Other terms used to name the 
classe s ,  such as thematic , will be explained in what follows . 
F-l . Tran s i t i ve marker and genera l obj ect marker 
The formatives in this function serve to mark a transitive relation 
between a verb (or a preposition) and its object . Neither leyl nor l i yl fills 
this function for the thematic classes (which , as will be seen , include not 
only Class I Thematic , but also Class II Thematic High , and Class VII Weak 
Thematic) . For these classes the formative filling F-l has the shape VC , of 
which the vowel will be called the stem vowel , and the consonant the thematic 
consonant . Both the vowel and consonant of thematic formatives ( for the strong 
classes I and II )  were part of the verb root historically , and the transitive 
stem was formed by a vowel suffixed to the root . When the deletion of final 
consonants became a general rule in the language , the thematic consonants were 
lost from unsuffixed forms of the root where they were final , but were retained 
in the transitive forms where they were 'protected ' by the transitivising 
suffix . Thus ,  for example ,  a representative Class I verb Idegetl  hit was 
transitivised by the addition of a suffix thought to have been * -a before a 3s 
noun phrase obj ect : dege t -a hit S • •  4 with final consonant deletion , other 
unsuffixed forms of the verb came to be dege , while the transitive form 
remained dege ta . Later a rule of final vowel deletion changed both these forms , 
to deg and dege t respectively . 
EARLIER FORM 
AFTER FCD 
AFTER FVD 
UNSUFFIXED FORM 
deget 
dege 
deg 
TRANSITIVE FORM 
dege ta 
dege ta 
dege t 
Thus the former transitive marker , a vowel suffix , was lost , and a former portion 
of the root , the last vowel and consonant , came to be interpreted as the 
transitive marker . Since the various verb roots that underwent parallel devel­
opment had a variety of final consonants (and vowels) , a number of different 
thematic consonants (and stem vowels)  today serve as transitive markers for 
these verbs : while -et is the marker for dege t , -en serves the same purpose 
for pewen , and -ak serves for l emak , to take just two other examples . 
Ipewenl lower the sai l of 
I lema k/ 5 determine s .  
Ipewl 
f laml 
lower sai l; to land 
scheme, shape 
(The forms on the right are infinitive counterparts of the transitive verbs on 
the left . )  Each such VC transitive marker must be learned separately for each 
of these verbs , making them truly ' strong ' .  There has been some interchange , 
so that certain verbs today have thematic consonants other than the original 
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ones , and there has been great generalisation of one marker ,  - i k , to form a 
new class , Class VII Weak Transitive , as will be seen . 
In addition , the infinitive counterparts of many transitive verbs , 
including /deget/ , have undergone reduplication , thereby increasing the formal 
difference , 
/deget/ 
/d i bej / 6 
hit s ,  
spear s . .  
/degdeg/ 
/d�bd�b/ 
hit, s lap 
to spear 
Furthermore , a number of Class I verbs manifest no thematic material when 
compared with their roots or infinitive counterparts . The latter , like the 
preceding two examples , undergo reduplication , and this today is the sole formal 
difference . Some may have had thematic material historically which has since 
been lost or reanalysed ; others probably had none . They are subsumed under 
Class I as a subclass with no extant thematic material because their behaviour 
with respect to the four functions yet to be introduced generally parallels 
that of the other members . 
/kad/ 
/flla n/ 
/j �m/ 
throw s .  
ki ll  s .  
sharpen s .  
/kadkad/ 
/flla nfllan/ 
/j �mj �m/ 
throw 
kil l  
sharpen 
For some , the reduplication in the infinitive is not full , but consists of 
initial consonant doubling . ? 
/dewe r/ 
/j eyer/ 
put s . down 
erase s .  
Finally , for some there is full suppletion . 
/kag/ eat s .  
/ddewe r/ 
/jj ewer/ 
deposit 
ob li terate 
/fllegay/ food; eat 
In general , as will be seen from the discussion of the other verb classes , the 
criterion by which they are established is the nature of the formal difference 
between transitive verbs in F-I and their infinitive counterparts . Subsumed 
under Class I are a number of verbs for which a thematic VC on the transitive 
form constitutes the sole difference , others which show reduplication in the 
infinitives as well , and others that have the latter but not the former , which 
might be thought of as ' zero thematics ' .  This varied class has an identity of 
behaviour with respect to the obj ect marking functions to be discussed which 
contrasts with that of the other six classes . F-I , the behaviour of stems 
marked as transitive , will now be exemplified using the Class I verb denot 
/dege t /  hit s . .  
Class I stems marked as transitive fill in F-I a most general object 
marking function for any definite noun phrase that overtly follows the verb in 
the same clause , with or without intervening adverbial material . Such noun 
phrases may be singular or plural , human or non-human , nouns with accompanying 
demonstratives ,  or pronouns .  There are no restrictions other than that the 
noun phrase obj ect be definite and expressed in the same clause following the 
verb . 
6a . RUkak i eo e -a r 
teacher OEM 3sSM-PAST 
denot l ad i k  eo . 
boy OEM : the rag) 
The teacher slapped the boy . 
6b . Ruka k i  eo ea r denot e .  
PRO : 3s0BJ (human) 
The teacher s lapped him. 
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7a . Ruka k i  eo ea r denot l ad i k  ro o 
OEM : the (pl, human) 
The teacher slapped the boys . 
7b . Ruka k i  eo ea r denot e r .  
PRO : 3pOBJ (human) 
The teacher slapped them (human) .  
8a . Kora eo ea r denot kweet eo . 
woman octopus OEM : the (sg) 
The woman pounded the octopus . 
9a .  Kora eo ea r denot kweet ko . 
OEM : the (p l, non-human) 
The woman pounded the octopuses .  
The b .  sentences o f  6 .  and 7 .  have obj ect noun phrases filled by obj ect pronouns 
that are equivalent to the obj ect noun phrases of the respective a .  sentences . 
The absence of non-human full pronouns does not permit parallel b .  sentences 
for 8 .  and 9 .  
F-2 . Trans i t i ve stem extens i on and general obj ect marker 
The formative leyl may optionally serve to extend Class I stems that have 
been formed as discussed under F-l .  Thus each of the above a .  and b .  sentences 
6 .  through 9.  could equally well have a verb of the form denote Idegetey/ . 
Some of the pressures working both for and against this optional function will 
be noted in later discussion . 
F-3 . 3s anaphori c object marker 
The formative leyl obligatorily marks third person singular obj ects , both 
human and non-human , of Class I verbs in anaphoric contexts . This may occur 
when the referent is understood from the context and unexpressed , or when the 
noun phrase expressing it has been relativised , or moved to the front of the 
clause by other proce sses such as topicalisation . 
6c . Ew i lad i k  eo rUkak i  eo e - a r  
where ? (sg) boy OEM teacher OEM 3sSM-PAST 
Where is the boy the teacher s lapped? 
8c . Ew i kweet eo kora eo ea r 
octopus woman 
Where is the octopus the woman pounded? 
F-4 . 3p  non-human anaphor ic  object marker 
denot -e? 
s lap -OM 
denote ? 
The formative l i yl obligatorily marks third person plural non-human obj ects 
of Class I verbs in anaphoric contexts . 
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9c . E rk i  kweet  ko kora eo ea r denot - i ? 
where ? (pnh) oc-topus DEM : 3pnh woman s lap-OM 
Where are the octopuses the woman pounded? 
Parallel anaphoric treatment of third person plural human objects is not 
possible . 8 The equivalent for sentence 7 .  would obligatorily use the full 
pronoun . 
7c ' .  E r r i  lad i k  ro rukak i  eo ea r denot (e )  e r ?  
where ? (ph) boy DEM : ph teacher (F-2) PRO : 3pOBJ 
Where are the boys the teacher slapped? 
The following would be an acceptable but rarely used alternative to 6c , where 
the object referent is to be emphasised . 
6c ' .  Ew i 
where (sg) 
lad i k eo rukak i  
DEM: s 
Where is the boy the teacher s lapped? 
eo ea r deiiOt (e) e? 
(F-2) PRO : 3s0BJ 
The optional F-2 stem extension is possible in both 6c ' .  and 7c ' . , as is true 
for any F -l context . 
F- 5 . 3p non-human object marker 
The formative l i yl may optionally be used to mark third person plural 
non-human expressed obj ects . Thus F-5 can be seen as the optional extension of 
F -4 to non-anaphor ic contexts ,  where the noun phrase object is expressed . As 
such , it is in conflict with F -2 for Class I verbs (and as will be seen , for 
the verbs of several other classes as well ) . parallel extension of F -3 for 
singular obj ects presents no such conflict with F -2 and is indistinguishable 
from it, since the marker in both cases is ley/ . 
9d . Kora eo ea r denot - i kwee t ko . 
woman pound-F -5 octopus 
The woman pounded the octopuses . 
Thus Class I verbs may have three alternative forms before third person 
plural non-human objects:  with neither formative (F-l ) : deiiOt (as in 9a . ) ;  with 
leyl (F-2 ) : denot e ;  and with l i yl (F-5 ) : deiiOt i (as in 9d . ) . F-l is the 
preferred alternative , and presents a way out of the conflict between F -2 and 
F-5,  calling as they do for different formatives in the same suffix position . 
Nevertheless , there are competing pressures favouring on the one hand F -2 , and 
on the other F-5,  and for some classes F-l does not present a way out . More 
wil l  be said on this later , after all the classes have been surveyed . The 
formatives filling each function for each class are summarised in Table 1 .  
CLASS I I . THEMAT I C  H IGH 
One key difference distinguishes Class I and Class I I  verb s ,  and that is 
revealed by the complementarity of their stern vowels :  Class I I  verbs have only 
the high stern vowel I i i , whereas Class I verbs have only the non-high vowels  
lei , I�/ , or la / .  This difference has wide -ranging effects because of  a limited 
vowel harmony that is observed with respect to the leyl and l i yl formatives .  
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Although leyl fills both F -2 and F-3 for Class I verbs , it is excluded from 
both fUnctions for Class II verbs ,  which permit only l i yl to follow their I i i  
stem vowel (with intervening thematic consonant) . The result then is that l i yl 
fills all four functions F-2 through F-5 , thereby neutralising the contrast 
between the marking of singular and plural objects . Otherwise the two classes 
are qUite parallel . F-l for Class II is generally marked by thematic material , 
and the relations between transitive verbs and infinitive counterparts parallel 
those of Class I . 
Simple thematic 
Ijag i tl cry for s .  Ijagl 
Ij i g i tl fart on s .  Ij i gl 
Iha r i nl imitate s . Iha rl 
I k i b i j l  dig s . IkEfbl 
Thematic vs . reduplication 
l'll i j i tl cut s .  l'll i jn;1i j l  
Idap i j l  hold s.  IdapdEfpl 
Iy i g i rl sprain s .  Iy i gy i g l 
Iy i g i t l twirl s .  I y i  g y  i g l 
Thematic vs . initial consonant doubling 
I I i k i  tl  deposited s .  I I  I i kl  
Itaw i kl mend a net I t tawl 
' Zero thematic ' vs . redUplication or consonant doubl ing 
I I  i ml 
I I  i wl 
Miscellaneous 
Ika l b i nl 
Ikaj i t i k i n l 
suppletive 
fold s .  
sco ld s .  
p lant s . 
question s .  
I y i l i m � y i n i ml drink s .  
Ika l I i b l 
Ika j j i t�kl 
Iy i dahakl 
cry 
fart 
image 
dig 
cut 
hold 
change for worse 
kinky 
contribute 
mend 
fo ld 
angry 
nets 
to plant 
question 
to drink 
The syntactic behaviour of such verbs parallels that of Class I verb s ,  except 
that l i yl everywhere takes the place of leyl in F-2 and F-3 . 
CLASS I I I . STRONG H IGH 
These verb s ,  like those of  Class II , have high stem vowels ,  but differ in 
that they do not observe the vowel harmony found there . Unlike any other class , 
they permit the leyl formative to follow a high stem vowel . In fact , all of 
them end obligatorily in this formative , which is thus said to fill F-l . As 
will be seen , there are a number of indications that this formative was orig­
inally part of the verb root for original members of this class . Proto-forms 
have been reconstructed for several :  the forms cited are proto-Oceanic . 9 
I r i peyl smash s .  Jr i pr i pl break < * ropa 
Ij i nj i neyl swear at s .  Ij Efnj�nl curse < * t i n a 
Iw i teyl rain on s .  Iw�tl  rain < * ?usa  
I t i  l eyl ignite s . I t t  i l l burn < *s i 1 a 
Ik i l eyl recognise s.  Ika l � l k� 1 1  try to recognise < *k i l a  
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It will be noted that these proto-forms all end in *a , and with the exception 
of the first example , are preceded by a high vowel . The final vowel is thought 
to have been raised to the mid vowel lei , and - supplied with an epenthetic 
Iyl - reanalysed as the leyl formative . This would seem to be the basis for 
the formation of this class : a group of roots containing a sequence of high 
and mid vowels, the latter of which came to be interpreted as the leyl formative . 
such historic final vowels have been lost in the infinitive counterparts, but 
participate in a regular alternation that results in a lowering of preceding 
high vowels to a derivative high�id quality . This alternation, common in both 
noun and verb morphology, can be summarised as follows : C i Ce - I C�C# . This 
expected quality is found in three of the infinitives above , as well as in a 
good majority of the 40 some members of this class that have been discovered 
to date , of which a few more examples follow . 
Ib i neyl count s . Ibtfnb�nl count; math 
Ij i beyl hold s. Ij�bj�bl hold 
Ik i ney/ compose s . Ikklfnl invent, compose 
I t  i weyl dig s . out I t t�wl dig taro 
I b i wey/ cut s. Ib i qab�ql cut 
The last infinitive , with original final low vowel preserved medially in the 
reduplicative process, exemplifies nicely the suppOsed history of this class . l o  
This is not to say that all present members of the class actually participated 
in that history . Some no doubt had their f inal vowels lowered by analogy with 
true members . This seems to have been the case for the following three verbs , 
for example,  the first of which retains a variant that belongs to Class IV . 
Ij i qj i qeyl massage s.  
('V Ij i qj i q i y/ )  
Ik i rk i reyl tickle s . 
Ikenaj n i j eyl curse s .  
Ij i qj i ql 
I k i r k i rl  
Il<enaj n�j l 
pound breadfrui t 01' 
taro; massage < * t u ku 
tickle < * k i d i  
curse < *na t u  
The last pair o f  examples introduce a second alternation involving the high�id 
vowel , in which the original vowels were in the oppOsite order from that of 
the alternation above : CeC i - I CIfC# . l l  Derivative high�id vowels , as in the 
last infinitive , could thus be interpreted as having two pOssible sources -
historic C I Ce or CeC i - and are often reinterpreted counter to actual history 
with the today more pOpular C i Ce . This can be shown to have occurred for a 
number of words outside this class as well . The verb Ikenajn i jeyl has an 
alternative Ikenaj n�j tfyl that reflects neither alternation pattern , but is 
formed instead by treating the infinitive as basic and adding ley/ , which is 
then raised to Ilfyl by a rule discussed under Class V termed the 'high�id 
harmony ' rule . such alternates should be considered members of Class V; there 
are at least a dozen parallel examples,  a few of which are given here . 
Class III Class V Infinitive 
Iyam i j eyl 'V Iyam�j �yl mourn s .  Iyam�j l mourn 
Ibawr i keyl 'V Ibawrlfk�yl to p lug s .  Ibawrlfkl plugged 
I hawe I i key I 'V IhaWIf I �klfyl sting s .  Ihawlf l lfkl Portuguese man-o '-war 
Iya k l  i peyl 'V Iyak l �p�yl rob a hen of Iya k l �pl rob eggs 
eggs 
Iya k p i  l eyl 'V Iyakplf l lfyl jettison s .  lyakp� 1 1  Ugh ten ship 
Another pOssible source for members of Class III  was verbs in which an earlier 
non-high vowel was somehow raised , as seems to be true for Ir i peyl from * ropa . 
This raising is not well understood , but can be shown to have occurred else­
where as in Im i j a kl fear from *ma taku , or Iyam i j eyl mourn from * pa -mate . 
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As might be expected in view of the high vowel harmony prevailing elsewhere , 
there are strong pressures to bleed members from Class III , and a nUmber of 
variants confirming this ( in addition to those like Ikenaj n�j�yl are to be 
found, including a variant of one of the verbs c ited above : Ib i n i yl count s • .  
For this verb the infinitive Ib�nb�nl still serves as a reminder of history; 
other infinitives have given way , as for example I t t i I I  burn, or the variant 
for Ij�nj�nl curse : Ij i nj i n/ .  
Since leyl now f ills  F-l as part of the basic transitive stem for this 
class,  it is precluded from distinctively marking F-2 and F-3 . It is replaced 
by l i yl in F-4 and F-S for plural objects , one of the reasons for analysing 
it today as a transitivising increment rather than an integral part of the verb 
root - as is the case in the next class to be considered . 
CLASS IV . STRONG ZERO 
This is an extremely small class ,  with a total of six members discovered 
to date . They divide into two subclasses of three each . The members of Class 
IVa are monosyllabic in F -l ,  F-2 , and F-3 ,  and this one syllable contains an 
leyl formative . Whether or not to identify this as the leyl under discussion 
is problematic . Favouring the identity is the fact that a second leyl is not 
added for F-2 and F-3 . Countering it is the fact that l i yl is added to leyl -
instead of replacing it - in F -4 and F -S .  The latter view is adopted here for 
its apparent historic validity . 
F-l , F-2 , F-3 F -4 , F-5 Infinitive 
Ijey -�I Ij�y i yl write s . Ij�yj �yl to write 
Imey-01 Im�y i yl chew s .  Im�ym�yl to chew 
Iqey-01 Iq�y i yl scratch 8 .  Iq�yq�yl to scratch 
The root vowel for the se verbs can be said to be the mid leI . The rais ing in 
the F -4 , F-5 forms takes place generally when leI precedes I i I  with any of the 
semiconsonants Iy/ , Iw/ , or Ihl intervening . The fact that this derivative 
quality is also found in the infinitives points toward an earlier high vowel 
there , e .g . *j ey i j ey i . The F -l ,  F-2 ,  F-3 forms may be derived from an earlier 
form that included the transitivising suffiX *- a  (already referred to in 
connection with the development of thematic consonants) : *jey i -a . The i ' s  have 
been dropped from forms like the latter , yielding *j eya , and the final a ' s were 
later lost by final vowel deletion . Harrison ( 1977 : 50-51 ) has demonstrated 
how the dropping of such i ' s might have come about through the reinterpretation 
of the paradigms of some roots with final high vowels as being consonant-final 
instead . Parallel developments have taken place in Kiribati (KIR) and Mokilese 
(Harrison 1977 : 8 ) , and in ponapean (Ken Rehg: personal communication) • 
Class IVb consists of three roots that are compounded with one of the three 
directional postpositions: tok / teq/  hither, 1qk  / l aq/ thither, and waj toward 
the speaker. The first two l isted are compounded obligatorily, the third 
optionally . 
F� 
I l ey -oIR-01 
Ij ew-OIR-01 
Ibek- {oIR) -0) / 
F�, F �  
I l ey-OIR- {ey) 1 
/jew-oIR- {ey ) 1  
/bek- {oIR) - { ey ) 1  
F � f F �  
I I  i y -oIR- { i y ) 1  
Ij i w-OIR- { i y ) /  
Ib i k - {OIR) - { i y ) 1  
give 
throw 
bring, take 
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The infinitive forms are identical to those for F-l .  The fact that the direc ­
tionals are only optionally compounded with /bek/ makes it possible for them to 
occur instead in their usual post position , following the /ey/ or / i y/ increments 
of the uncompounded stem . Thus,  for example , /bek/ in F -4 with the directional 
tok may be alternatively: 
10 . E rk i  peba ko kwa -a r  
where ? paper pl 2sSM-PAST 
{ buk tok 
buktok i 
buk i  tok 
Where are the papers you brought ? 
/ b i k-DI�-�/ } 
/b i k-DI�- i y/ 7 
/b i k- i y  # DI�/ 
Two interrelated points are especially noteworthy concerning the forms of these 
verbs . First , each has a mid stem vowel in F-l ,  F-2 , and F -3 which is replaced 
by a high vowel in F-4 and F-5 , and secondly, this replacement alone is suf ­
f ic ient to signal the latter fUnctions , just as the presence of the mid vowel 
signals the former . This is the only class (Class IVa and IVb ) in which either 
the /ey/ or / i y/ formative is not mandatory in F-3 ,  and Subclass IVb is the 
only one in which / i y/ is not mandatory in F-4 .  
CLASS V .  WEAK 
This and the following two classes represent productive means of transitive 
verb formation . The infinitive counterparts of Class V verbs end in full 
consonants (as opposed to semiconsonants)  that are preceded by vowels other 
than high .  The transitive stern is formed by the addition of the /ey/ formative 
in F -l , and the distinctive use of this same formative is thereby precluded for 
either F -2 or F -3 . It is replaced by / i y/ in F -4 and F -5 . 
/ka teqey/ sacrifice s . /ka teq/ sacrifice 
/flle�ey/ trick s .  /flle�/ lie, deceive 
/ beqey/ throw sand on s . /beq/ sand 
/n�n�y/ put a mulberry pou ltice /n�n/  mulberry 
on s .  
Follo�'ing are some loans from English . 
/bahy i be l ey/ teach s. Bible /bahy i be l /  Bible 
/j ewebey/ put soap on s .  /j eweb/ soap 
/ t�y�p�y/ tape s .  /t�y�p/ tape 
/m�y� l �y/ post s . /m�y� l I  mail 
The last two examples, and the last one in the first group above , illustrate 
the 'high-mid harmony ' rule which prevents the mixing of mid and high-mid 
vowel s  within a word and in this case raises the vowel of the /ey/ suffix to 
agree with the stern vowel ( s ) . Class V ,  like the other two weak classes to 
follow , is a large one for which examples could be extended indefinitely . 
CLASS V I .  WEAK H IGH 
Like Class V , the infinitive counterparts of verbs in this class end in 
full consonants ,  but in this case the vowel preceding the consonant is always 
high . Thus there is the same sort of complementarity between Classes V and 
VI that was noted between Classes I and II - except that here it is root vowels 
rather than stern vowels , with the harmonising formative ( / i y/for Class IV )  
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being added to form the stem , The net effect is complete neutralisation among 
all the functions : for Class VI , and for Class VI alone , one and the same 
transitive stem ending in / i y/ fills all five functions , 
/k i I b i 'r i y/ cover s. up /k i l b i r/ cuddle; blanket 
/'1la k i r i y / prick s, /'1la k i r/ pandanus thorns 
/ k i n;1i r i y/ rub herbs on s. / k i fll i r/ herb ointment 
/j i mag i g i y/ ferment s. /j i mag i g/ fermented toddy 
Following are some loans from English , 
/j i w i b i y/ make s ,  into soup /j i w i b/ soup 
/j i p i j i y/ lecture s. /j i p i j l speechl lecture 
/tan i j i y/ dance with s. /tan i j /  dance 
/w i y i n i y/ win a contest /w i y i n/ win 
/ I i w i j i y/ lose a contest /1  i w i j /  lose 
/baw i n i y/ weigh s.  /baw i n/  pound, scales, weigh 
V I I ,  WEAK THEMAT IC 
These verbs are derived from roots that end in one of the semiconsonants : 
fyi , /w/ , or /h/ , which may be preceded by any of the vowels , To such roots is 
added in all cases for F-l the transitive marker / ( y ) i k/ .  The / i k/ of this 
marker can be seen as paralleling in canonical form the thematic markers that 
fill F-l for Classes I and II ;  hence the word thematic in the name of this 
class , The presence of the " /y/ and its optionality suggest an earlier particle 
status for the marker , during which time the /y/ was added prothetically - a 
fairly common means of fulfilling the canonical requirement that all free forms 
begin and end with a ( semi) consonant. It is even possible that /y i k/ may have 
metathesised from an earlier /k i y/ « * k i ) ,  as can be shown to have happened 
for other particles such as the construct /y i n / « *n i )  and the complementiser 
/bey/ � /ye b/ (<*be <*ba ) , The high stem vowel / i /  of the marker triggers the 
same limited vowel harmony observed in Classes II and VI ,  so that / i y/ alone 
fills F-2 through F-5 in the same non-distinctive way it does for Class I I , the 
strong Thematic High class , 
Many native members of the class rarely or never occur with /y/ in the 
marker , 
/b i w i k/ 
/kah i h i k/ 
/f11 i y i k/ 
/yaw i k/ 
shoot s, 
make faces at s, 
dirty one 's diapers 
tattoo s, 
/b i w/ 
/kah i h/ 
/Il' i y/ 
/yaw/ 
gun 
pout 
soft faeces; defecate 
tattoo 
Others ,  especially derivative causatives and recent loans,  show it optionally , 
/ka r i t tew ( y ) i k/ 
/kaw i new ( y ) i k/ 
/k i l i w (y )  i k/ 
/ j i k i r i w ( y )  i k/ 
deflower s, 
dye s,  
glue s ,  
fasten with tcrews 
/r i t tew/ 
/wi  new/ 
/k i I i w/ 
/j i k i r i w/ 
o ld 
paint; co lour 
glue 
screw, bo lt 
Generally , its presence or absence seems to be a function of lexicalisation 
(being included in new derivatives) and of tempo (dropped in more rapid speech) • 
This class could be termed 'pseudo-thematic ' because of the way in which it 
parallels the strong thematic classes , specifically Class II  Thematic High . In 
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fact , one possible account of the origin of this class would have some members 
being former members of Class I I :  those like /� i y i k/ above , which happened to 
have a semiconsonant as the penultimate consonant , / i /  as stem vowel , and /k/ 
as final consonant . After final consonants became thematic , with the reanalysis 
implied , some interchange of thematic consonants took place, with /k/ being 
favoured as replacement for others .  A nucleus of candidates for new class 
membership was thus formed , together with a marker / (y )  i k/ that could be used 
by others of different canonical ( and class) origins �  speCifically , roots that 
happened to have a semiconsonant preceding the final vowel�  . • •  CVYV# (where Y 
stands for semiconsonant) . When final vowel deletion left such roots with 
f inal semi consonant , their resemblance to infinitives of nuclear members ( e . g . 
/� i y/ )  was sufficient for the / (y ) i k/ marker to be extended for their inclUsion . 
Another pos sible account would have vowel -final roots of the latter sort 
transitivised by a separate particle /k l y/ ,  which with final vowel deletion 
affecting such roots , metathesised to /y i k/ and proceeded toward a closer union 
with them, as suffix . These two possible accounts are not mutually exclusive , 
and Class VII may have been born as a result of the merger of both developments . 
The second may have influenced the first: the /k/ of the particle may have 
contributed to replacement of historic thematic consonants by /k/ , or conversely, 
the inCipient / ( y ) i k/ marker may have encouraged the metathesis and union of 
the particle /k i y/ . This latter could have taken place under the same influences 
posited by Harrison ( 1977 : 39-40) for the apparent metathesis of the I s and 2 s  
obj ect pronouns: /y�h/ < /h�y/ < *a i and /y�q/ < /q�y/ < *ko,  respectively . 
PREPOS IT !  ONS 
The formatives /ey/ and / i y/ perform some functions for prepositions that 
parallel those performed for verbs . Cognates of the first three prepositions 
listed below in some other Micronesian languages are still partially verbal 
in function , and are thought to have originated as verb s .  The last listed has 
not been attributed a verbal history, but the present fUnctions of /ey/ with 
it may have been extended by analogy . They are listed with the major case 
roles they mark for their noun phrase objects .  
Jan 
nan 
kon 
/jan/  
/gan/ 
/k�n / 
/y i y/ 
SOURCE 
GOAL , BENEFACTIVE 
INSTRUMENT, COM ITATIVE , CAUSE 
LOCATIVE 
The filling of the fUnctions is identical for the first two ( see Table 1 ) ; the 
last two each present separate departures from what might be seen as the 
overall preposition pattern . Part of this pattern is for F-I , F-2 , and F -5 to 
be filled by a zero marker . One might be tempted to say that F-2 and F-5 are 
not filled for prepositions - rather than to say that they are filled by zero 
- but the fact that they are f illed for /k�n/ indicates that they are poten­
tially f illable for all . Sentences 4a . and 4b . illustrate F-l with /gan/ . For 
it and / j an / ,  F-3 is filled by /ey/ and F-4 by / i y/ .  /k�n/ is deviant in 
having the partially suppletive / ka h key/ and / ka h k i y/ in these fUnctions,  and 
by extend ing the same forms respectively to F-2 and F-5 . /y i y/ deviates from 
the prepositional pattern by having a single form , with a compromise /�y/ -
neither /ey/ nor / i y/ - in both F-3 and F-4 . This formative , however , would 
have to be interpreted as basically /ey/ , with its vowel raised to high-mid by 
the preceding /y i y/ stem . The most str iking feature of the deviancy is that 
Tabl e 1 :  Formati ves fi l l i ng trans i ti ve and object mark i ng functi ons i n  present-day Marshal l ese 
FUNCTIONS 
F-l (OBL) 
Transitive 
Marker 
F-2 (OPT) 
Stem 
Extension 
F-3 (OBL) 
TRANSITIVE VERB CLASSES WITH REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES AND INFINITIVES 
I 
Thematic 
deget 
degdeg 
( -ey)  
-ey 
II III 
High Strong 
Thematic High 
rv i  j i t b i q uy 
JIl i j rv  i j b i qa b�q 
IVa IVb 
Strong 
Zero 
j ey l ey-DIR 
j �yj �y l ey-DIR 
V 
Weak 
beqey 
beq 
VI VII 
Weak Weak 
High Thematic 
t i r i y  b i w i k 
t i r  b i w  
[ ey J 0 
I - - - l 
i C -ey [ e J 0 -ey I 
I r- - - -I 
I ( - i y) I [ ey J [ ey J 0 [ e ] (  -ey ) [ ey J I 
I I I 
I - i y I [ ey J [ ey J "  [ e J ( -ey) [ ey J : 
- i y  I - ( y ) i k  
[ i y J 
[ i y J 
L _ _ _ _  I 
( - i y )  I 
- i y  
I 
I 
PREPOSITIONS 
SOURCE! INSTR 
GOAL COM LOC 
BEN CAUSE 
j an/ k�n y i y  
gan 
-ey 3s Anaphoric 
Object Marker 
F-4 (OBL) 
3p Non-human 
Anaphoric OM 
I I 
L- - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _  J r- - - -I 
[ ey J- i y  [� i ] ( - i y ) 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  I 
F-5 (OPT) 
3p Non-human 
Object Marker 
- i y  
( - i y ) 
- i y  
( - i y )  
�i y �i y  
(�i y ) [ �y J ( - i y ) [�i  J ( - i y ) (�i y )  
KEY : ( )  enclose optional formatives 
[ i y J - i y  - i y  �kahklY I - �y 
L _ 
[ i y J ( - i y )  
[ J enclose formatives identical to stem (or root) formative , thus indicating that formative 
does not perform function distinctively 
� replacive or suppletive for F-l stem material 
- --- - indicates / i y/ ' isogloss '  
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this is the only place where leyl - the usual filler of F-l , F-2 , and F-3 except 
when supplanted by l i yl as a result of vowel harmony - infringes on the domain 
of l i yl as filler of F-4 . 
THE PRESENT SYSTEM 
The complex pattern of the filling of the functions for all transitive 
verb classes and the prepositions is summarised in Table 1 .  For Classes I ,  I I I ,  
and V,  and for two o f  the prepositions , leyl serves to mark singular obj ects in 
F-3 , in opposition to the marking of plural objects in F-4 (and F-5) by l i y/ .  
This clear singular-plural correlation is broken by the intrusion of l i yl into 
leyl territory for Classes II , VI , and VII , as shown by the broken line in 
Table 1 .  A more ideal marking system would have the line run straight across 
the table between F-3 and F-4 . There seems little likelihood , however , that 
there will be any move in this direction , because two of the three classes 
where the intrusion takes place are weak productive classes , and the principle 
of high-vowel harmony is strictly observed in assigning new full-consonant-final 
roots to Class VI vs . V.  The principle is also at work bleeding verbs from 
Class I I I , and seems firmly entrenched on all sides . Because it at the same 
time provides a clear domain for the leyl marker in the addition of new verbs 
to Class V, there is little likelihood that leyl will be completely replaced 
by l i y/ .  
As will be seen , some classes ( such as I I I  and V) received the leyl marker 
as part of their historic endowment , and thus came ready-made with the stem 
extensions of F-2 . Class VI received the l i yl marker in the same way . Other 
classes ( such as I ,  I I ,  and VII )  had neither historically , inheriting instead 
what might be viewed as a zero following their final consonants in F-l . These 
latter classes have since taken on one of these two markers (as appropriate 
in keeping with high-vowel harmony) as stem extensions by analogy with the 
former . Some classes thus have obligatory stem extensions , while others do not , 
but tend to acquire them in the general transitive/object marking function , 
oblivious to singular-plural distinctions . This can be seen as the motivating 
force behind F-2 : that all transitive stems , in their general non-anaphoric 
obj ect marking capacity , should end in either leyl or l i y/ .  
Stems in their F-l forms may be freely used before all types of expressed 
obj ects , including non-human plural . Extended stems in F-2 should be equally 
free . The leyl used to extend stems of Classes I and IVb ( and the preposition 
Ik�nl as Ikahkey/) , however , clashes with the l i yl called for by F-5 , which is 
sensitive to the plurality of expressed non-human obj ects . The obligatory leyl 
in F-l and F-2 for verbs in Classes III and IV similarly clashes with the 
replacive l i yl called for in their F-5 forms . These opposing tendencies , the 
one oblivious to non-human object number , the other sensitive to it ,  result in 
a state of variation between leyl and l i yl for verbs in all classes that do not 
observe high-vowel harmony , in sentences with expressed non-human plural 
obj ects . 
A review of some 6 , 000 example sentences written by three of the native­
speaking co-authors of the Marshallese-English Dictionary (Abo et al.  1976) 
reveals 75 sentences in which this clash and ensuing variation can be seen . Of 
these sentences with expressed non-human plural obj ects , 31  used an F-l or F-2 
form that did not agree with the obj ect , and 44 used an F-5 form that did . 
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Classes I I I I  V Ik�nl Total 
ley I 3 2 2 3  3 3 1  
l i yl 1 5 3 8  0 44 
Total : 4 7 61 3 75 
The preponderance of these examples are in Classes I I I  and V ,  for which leyl 
is obligatory in F-l (and therefore in F-2) , and for which l i yl in F-5 is thus 
replacive . In Class I and for the preposition Ik�n/ ,  the leyl is an F-2 
extension whose use was optional . The low incidence of examples of this latter 
type reflects a proclivity for omitting (at least in writing) the optional 
extensions of F-2 for those classes where that is possible . The same is true 
for the optional use of l i yl in I I  and VII .  
Although the above figures would indicate some preference for showing 
agreement , it is not readily apparent that this is the direction in which the 
variation may eventually be resolved . If  it is true (as will tentatively be 
concluded) that the antecedent of l i yl in F-5 was once obligatory , the present 
situation constitutes a deterioration of the former domain of l i yl brought about 
by two factors : ( 1 )  the dilution of its role as plural marker by its extension 
to the singular function F-3 with the rise of high-vowel harmony , and ( 2 )  the 
dilution of its role as obj ect marker with its extension to F-2 as general 
transitive marker ,  as part of the tendency toward stern extension . 
THE OR I G I NS OF leyl AND l i yl I N  THE I R  PRESENT FUNCT IONS 
Speculations as to origins have accompanied the discussion of some of the 
individual classes , and it has sometimes been noted how class membership might 
have changed .  Each class of verbs no doubt contains renegade members . The 
basis for their establishment is a synchronic one : how their transitivity is 
marked in comparison with the most common extant reminder of their roots ,  the 
infinitive counterparts . Because the latter often acquired their own differ­
ential markers through reduplication , the burden on transitive marking was 
lightened , and some transitive markers became optional . This enabled some 
original members of Classes V and VI , as their ley I and l i yl markers in F-l 
became optional , to merge with members of Classes I and II respectively in all 
functions , and this was the origin of most zero thematic members of these latter 
classes .  
It seems clear that originally Classes I and II  were consonant-final , 
Classes III  through VI were vowel-final , and that Class VI I (as already noted) 
may have had either or both origins . Of the originally vowel-final classes , 
I I I , IV, and VI can be seen as subtypes of a more general V .  
Harrison ( 1977)  has reconstructed three transitive markers for Proto­
Micronesian ( PMC) , and has traced their development in the various daughter 
languages based on information available . Since all three were vocalic suffixe s ,  
and many o f  the languages have undergone a general deletion o f  final vowels , 
most weight has had to be put on evidence from the one language that has escaped 
this process ,  KIR. The suffixes and functions posited for PMC are : 
-* i ,  used with pronominal objects , 
- *a , used with singular noun phrase obj ects , and 
- * i i ,  used with plural noun phrase obj ects and , anaphorically for 
plural inanimate objects . 
Tabl e 2 :  M arkers predi cted for Marsha l l  ese by pos i ti ng Proto -Mi crones i an markers i n  one 
pos s i bl e  arrangement wi th present functi ons  
P R o T 0 - M I C R O N E S I A N R O O  T T Y P E S  
FUNCTIONS PROTO MARKERS Consonant-final High-vowel-final Non-high-vowel-final 
F-l *-a . . .  *C-a > • . •  C� • . •  *C[  i J-a  > • • •  Cn. 'V . . •  C� • . •  *Ce-a > • • •  C� 
F-3 *- i -a . . .  *C- i - a > . .  -:CE;Y • • .  *C[ i J - i -a > • • •  C i YE;Y 'V • • .  C� . • •  *Ce- ( i ) -a > • • •  CE;YE;Y 'V • • •  C� 
F-S *- i i . • .  *C- i i > . . .  C i:t.. · . .  *C[  i J- i i > . • .  C i y i y 'V . • •  C i:t.. • . .  *Ce- ( i ) i > • • .  CE;y i y 'V CE;Y 
KEY : [ ] enclose high vowels whose reflexes have become optional in Kiribati through 
paradigmatic pressures that have caused partial reanalysis of high-vowel-final 
roots as being consonant-final 
enclose other high vowels whose reflexes in Kiribati have dropped as a result 
of phonological processes 
underlining indicates plausible present-day markers 
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One possible matching of these functions with those of leyl and l i yl in present­
day MRS is shown in Table 2 .  F-3 , the 3s anaphoric function , is shown as being 
filled by the reconstructed 3s object - *a following the - * i transitive marker . 
Final non-high vowels are represented by e in the table , since many earlier a ' s  
are known to have raised to e , especially under the influence of neighbouring 
i ' s , and since there are no a ' s  to be found in the present-day markers . Changes 
known to have taken place generally between PMC and MRS are applied to these 
posited proto verb endings . They include the raising of a to e after i ,  the 
development of � from i and e sequences ( in either order) when the second is 
dropped by final vowel deletion (as reflected in the two alternations involving 
I�I already noted) , the ' high-mid harmony ' rule , final vowel deletion , and 
epenthetic semi consonant insertion . Both longer and shorter proto-forms have 
been developed for most vowel-final roots ( following up on the discovery by 
Harrison ( 1977 : 50-5 1)  of evidence for possible paradigm reanalysis) , giving the 
variants shown in Table 2 .  In no case (with one possible exception , to be 
discussed) do the longer forms yield present-day markers . Plausible markers 
( including ley/ , l i y/ ,  and zero) are underlined singly in the table . 
Several interesting points emerge from Table 2 .  There is a scarcity of 
present-day markers developing from *- i -a as filler of F-3 . In too many cases 
the predicted development yields a form that is too long , or that contains I�I 
instead of lei . Only the shorter variant for non-high-vowel-final roots , 
yielding the ley I to be found in the F-3 forms of three of the classes , conforms 
at all to expectations , but this development is identical to that for the *-a 
filler of F-l .  Thus it can be concluded that the leyl filling F-3 today did 
not develop from * - i -a ,  but was instead an extension to anaphoric contexts of 
the *-a filling F-l . This yields plausible results across the board , with zero 
for consonant-final roots and the high-vowel- final roots reanalysed as such 
( in the short form developments) , and leyl for non-high-vowel-final roots . It 
is thus questionable whether the *-a reconstructed as the 3s object pronoun had 
achieved suffixal status in PMC , as hypothesised by Harrison ( 1977 : 16 ,  32 ) . If  
it  had , its failure to show the expected reflexes with the various root types 
might be explained either by its being restricted to animate referents like 
the other pronouns and thus unavailable for inanimate , or by its reflexes 
having been replaced by those of the *-a from F-l at some point . 
The developments predicted in Table 2 for the *-a  in F-l for roots with 
final high vowels are especially interesting , with the longer form yielding an 
I�yl marker (with high-mid vowel) , and the shorter ones yielding zero . A 
scanning of the lexicon for transitive verbs with high-mid vowels (and whose 
leyl markers would be expected to raise to the same height by high-mid harmony) 
produces some interesting examples.  There are some which are still members of  
Class V ,  which have a mandatory I�yl suffix in F-l even though their infinitives 
show reduplication : 
Ij�d�yl 
1 1 �q�yl 
It�p�yl 
observe s .  
wash oneseZf 
give gifts to s .  
Ij�d i ed l  
1 1 �q l �q l  
It�p t�pl 
observe 
wash femaZe genita Zs 
rituaZ gift-giving 
There are others whose I�yl suffix has become optional , thus shifting them to 
zero thematic status in Class I .  One of these - Ij �ml sharpen s.  - has already 
been cited in the discussion of that class . Another is 
wear s .  wear for the first time 
Most interesting is the infinitive Ij�kj�kl chop which has variant transitive 
stems I j ekl (Class I )  and Ij �k�yl (Class V) chop s . .  These are precisely the 
variant developments that would be posited for *-a  in F-l with a proto-root *j ek i . 
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Long Form 
*j ek i a  
j ek i e  
j ek�e 
j ek� 
j �k� 
j �k�y 
Ij �k�yl 
Short 
* j eka 
j ek 
Ij ekl 
Form Developments 
(a > e l i ) 
( i  > e I_e# ) 
(final vowel deletion) 
(high-mid harmony) 
(epenthetic semiconsonant) 
The verbs with high-mid vowels previously cited have undergone only the long 
form development , or have lost the historic short form . A verb like the one 
below has undergone only the short form development , or has lost the long form : 
I te l l  put s .  inside It� l t� l l  col lect 
Note that verbs like Ij ekl and I te l l  now take ley/ in F-2 , rather than the I�yl  
they should have gotten historically through the long form development . The 
discovery of verbs of this type strengthens the assertion made above that *-a  
in F-l  produces plausible results across the board . 
Another item of interest from Table 2 is the lack of present-day markers 
in the development of *- i i in F-4 and F-5 for roots in final non-high vowels.  
It must be concluded that such roots received their modern l i yl marker in these 
functions by analogy with the other types of roots , which show this development 
normally . Even more striking is the lack of development of any l i y/ marker in 
either of the singular obj ect functions F-l or F-3 when only *-a and *- i -a are 
posited as sources .  Such development , if it occurred , might be a means of 
explaining the origin of the classes with high vowels that neutralise markers 
(Classes II and VI ) . It should be noted that even the zeros that develop from 
*-a  in F-l would have as concomitant development a high-mid vowel preceding the 
stem consonant , from an earlier high vowel as part of the i Ce- / eC# alternation . 
Such roots , originally with high vowel preceding their final consonant , with 
that vowel thus converted to high-mid , would hardly form an inviting base for 
analogi sing the l i yl marker from its plural functions in these classes .  They 
would have been more likely to attract the ley I from where it is thought to 
have developed in F-l , with the final-non-high-vowel roots , and raise it by 
the high-mid harmonising rule . 
Thus it seems necessary to conclude that *-a did not fill F-l for original 
members of Class I I ,  those whose roots were consonant-final with a preceding 
high vowel , but that *- i i  did instead . It should be noted that Harrison ( 1977 : 
10-12 ) found it necessary to posit the same deviation for all consonant-final 
roots in Trukic , not just those with preceding high vowel .  This leads to the 
conclusion that the distribution of the reflexes of the *-a , *- i ,  and *- i i  
markers in KIR should not be reconstructed as firmly fixed in PMC , since both 
Trukic and MRS evidence points with partial agreement to a partially different 
distribution . There almost certainly were dialectal differences in PMC . I f ,  
a s  hypothesised , these markers were primarily transitive markers and only 
secondarily obj ect markers depending on their selection with different types 
of objects ,  it should not be too surprising if they came to be sorted out 
differently in the various dialects , subj ect to phonological influences , among 
others . 1 2  
Parallel use of the * - i i  marker should not be posited in F-l for all final­
high-vowel roots , for as has been noted , the positing of *-a  in this function 
gives felicitous results for verbs such as Ij ekl � Ij �k�yl chop s .  < *jek ( i ) - a .  
Tab l e  3 :  Surrmary of pos s i b l e  account of the orl g l n s  of present f i l l ers of F - l ,  F-2 , F - 5 ,  and ' F-5 ' for 
ori gi na l  members of the vari ous transi t i  ve verb c l a s s e s . 
VERB CLASSES AND CANONICAL FORMS OF ORIGINAL ROOTS BEFORE SUFFI XATION (WHERE e STANDS FOR NON-HIGH v) 
v IVa IVb V III I I II  VII VI 
Proto- j �k�y j ey l ey-DIR beqey b i qey j ek deget lJl i  j i t b i w i k t i r i y  
Functions Suffixes j �kj�k j �yj �y l ey-DIR beq b i qab�q j�kj �k degdeg lJli j lJl i j b i w  t i r  
. • •  eC ( i )  . . .  ey ( i )  . . .  eCe-DIR . . .  eCe . . .  i Ce . . .  eC ( i )  " . eC  . . .  i C  • • .  i k . . .  i C ( i )  
long short 
F-l *-a -�y 0 ! ey ey ! ! � 0 � 0 i y  
t t t t t 
r-a [ �C ]ll [ ey ]! [ e ] ey + � � � ey � ey t F-2 t *- i i .!.y. .!.y. .!.y. 
[ �y ]iY 
(ll) (ll) 
F-S *- i i .!.y. [ i ]iY � i y i y + iY .!.y. .!.y. .!.y. .!.y. 
' F-6 ' *- i (iY) ([ �y :i'!'y') 0 (ll) (ll) (�) (�) ! ! 0 
Note : Predicted historical development of each suffixed root type is underlined , and listed by its present-day 
function . Functions fil led by extension from other function s ,  o r  by analogy with other classe s ,  are shown 
by arrows pointing from the supposed source . Predicted developments thought to have been replaced are 
enclosed in parentheses . Square brackets enclose present-day stern material of special interest. 
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The .*- i i marker in F-l can be posited , however , for final-high-vowel roots that 
also had a high vowel preceding the last consonant - those in • . .  i C i , or at 
least those in . • .  i C i  that were reanalysed as consonant-final , and could then 
be expected to undergo a short-form development paralleling that outlined above 
for original members of Class II  in singular functions . This then provides 
an explanation for original members of Class VI : with final vowel deletion , the 
remaining I i i  reflex of the *- i i  marker (and epenthetic Iy/) became the dis­
tinctive transitive marker in F-l , the only formal difference between such verbs 
and their infinitives - where the latter had not reduplicated . This was not 
the case for original members of Class II , which had thematic material available 
to make the distinction , and could leave the l i yl optional , at least in non­
anaphoric contexts . The positing of . • •  i C i  roots (which like original members 
of Class II  selected the *- i i  marker for singUlar functions as well as plu ral) 
as original members of Class VI makes sense from a synchronic point of view ,  since 
the final i of such roots would have been lost in nonsuffixed forms such as 
infinitives , and since today it is the reflex of the or iginal penU ltimate i that 
governs the selection of the l i yl marker , and the neutralisation of functions 
that it entails . 
The predictions of Table 2 ,  modified according to the preceding discussion , 
are summarised in Table 3 ,  as constituting a possible account of the origins of 
the ley I and l i yl formatives in their contemporary functions . In Table 3 ,  the 
order of the classes has been rearranged from their numbered sequence (as in 
Table 1) to better display the interclass influences posited . As can be seen , 
the leyl formative began as the root-final non-high vowel of original members 
of Class III  and V. When this vowel was lost from unsuffixed forms and the *-a 
suffix was also deleted from transitive stems by final vowel deletion , it took 
over the distinctive transitive marking function of the latter . It was then 
available for extension in the optional F-2 to Class I stems , whose transitivity 
was already sufficiently marked in F-l by thematic material . On the other hand , 
the l i yl formative is the continuation of an original suffix , which with 
original double or long vowel , was not totally obliterated by final vowel 
deletion . The leyl that developed from the *- i i  suffix in the plural functions 
of Classes III and V was levelled by the l i yl that developed elsewhere . It is 
ironic that this levelling should have occurred in precisely the same classes 
that were the sole source for leyl in the singular . 
Little can be said with certainty concerning the *- i reconstructed as 
transitive marker before pronouns , other than that if it ever functioned in that 
capacity for MRS , it has disappeared without a trace . It should have left 
traces of two types other than zero , as indicated for ' F-6 ' in Table 3 :  roots 
ending in i should have suffixal l i yl in their longer developments , and roots 
ending in e or eC should have had those mid vowels raised to high-mid as part 
of the • • •  eC i - / �C# alternation . 
This latter development may have taken place but been reinterpreted as the 
result of a synchronic rule , the high-mid harmony rule , because of the coinci­
dence that all the object pronouns have high-mid vowels.  The rule not only can 
be viewed as a constraint on morpheme structure , requiring that mid and high-mid 
vowels not co-occur , but also operates as a low-level phonetic rule , raising 
both prefix and suffix mid vowels with high mid stems . The latter often extends 
to elements within compounds and phonological phrases ,  usually regressively, so 
that the second syllable of the compound Ij i ten - b� r�wl sweetheart may be pro­
nounced with [ � J while being felt to have underlying lei, and - most relevant 
here - the second syllable of verbs such as Ip i qe tl look for s .  may be pronounced 
with [ � J  before object pronouns , again while maintaining underlying lei : 
1 1 .  I y i -ha r p i qe t  y�q I .  
lsSM-PAST look for 2s0BJ 
I was looking for you. 
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Thus , as in this example , if transitive verbs such as / p i qet/  originally took 
an * - i marker before pronoun objects such as /y�q/ ,  when this marker was lost 
by final vowel deletion and the preceding lei concomitantly raised to I�/ , such 
raising could have been attributed instead to the high-mid harmony rule oper­
ating in an environment in which the next morpheme always had a high-mid vowe l .  
If  this i s  what happened , the other vestiges o f  the *- i transitive marker - the 
l i yl developed for roots ending in i - must have been dropped through paradigm 
levelling . 
NOTES 
1 .  This paper owes its or�g�n to the stimulating and insightful presentation 
of S . P .  Harrison ( 1977)  to the Second International Conference on Austro­
nesian Linguistics held in Canberra in January 1978 . I am indebted to 
Robert Blust , Alfred Capelle , Michael Forman , Sheldon Harrison , Paul Hopper ,  
and Laurence Thompson for comments made on an earlier version . 
2 .  The orthcgraphy i s  that of Abo et al . ( 1976) . The phonemic transcription 
from the same work is used to show morphological detail , and may be 
summarised briefly as follows : four vowels differing among themselves 
only along the height dimension ( I i i  high; I�I high-mid ; lei mid ; lal low) 
are front next to unmarked (phonetically palatalised) consonants ( /y/ ; 
Ip/ , Ij l [ t Y J ;  Im/ , In/ ; I l l ,  Idl [ r Y J ) ,  back (but unrounded) next to 
pharyngealised or velarised consonants (/h/ ; Ib/ , I t / , Ik/ ; I�/ , IQ/ , 191 
[ o J ;  1 \ / ,  I r/ ) , and backed and rounded next to rounded consonants ( /w/ ; 
3 .  
Iql [ kw J ;  Ig/ , Igl [ Ow J ;  ITI , Ir/ ) . Vowels between consonants from differ­
ent of these three sets , as a result of the counter influences of the 
consonants , may be perceived as breaking , or as of an intermediate quality .  
Excrescent vowels of predictable quality are produced between contiguous 
consonants that are not homorganic . 
The basic demonstrative system is as follows : 
' Person ' Singular Pl o Non-human Plo  Human 
, 0 1  eo Iyewl ko Ikewl ro I rewl 
I e  e Iy�yl ka Ikayl ra I rayl 
1 i i n  Iy i nl ke i n  Ik�y i nl re i n  I r�y i nl 
2 r,le Ir,leyl kaQe Ikar,leyl raJ;!e I raJ;!eyl 
3 eJ;! lyeJ;!1 kaJ;! IkaJ;!1 raJ;! I raJ;!1 
. ?  I ew i Iy�w i yl e r k i  Iye rk i yl e r r i  Iye r r i yl 
The person labels traditionally associated with pronouns seem apt for 
extension to the basic semantic distinctions among the rows of the system , 
with even the inclusive-exclusive distinction being observed in the first 
person . Thus , ka, being ' first person exclusive plural non-human ' ,  might 
be translated as these things (oloser to me than to you) . The ' zero-person ' 
demonstratives are used for definite referents not in view , and also serve 
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as relative pronouns .  The last row ( labelled with a question mark) 
contains locative interrogatives ,  which are formally similar to the demon­
stratives ,  and which occur in some of the example sentences used in this 
paper . It may be noted that this system counters a putative language 
universal by maintaining in the plural a contrast - human-non-human - not 
found in the singular. 
4 .  Reconstructed and contemporary transcriptions are intermingled in the 
following example for simplicity of exposition . 
5 .  The vowel alternation exemplified here has been termed " low vowel 
dissimilation" (Bender 1969) . 
6 .  The vowel alternation exemplified here i s  discussed later in the paper ,  
and in Note 1 1 .  
7 .  Ward Goodenough ( 1963)  has demonstrated the origins o f  initial double 
consonants in Micronesian languages in the reduplication of initial 
syllables ,  with later vowel loss . 
8 .  Such sentences are dismissed by adult speakers as possible only on the 
part of children learning the language , or of non-native speakers . 
9 .  As found , for example , in Grace 1969 , and subsequent unpublished updatings 
of this list. 
10 . Only the low vowel /a/ escapes syncope in reduplicated forms such as this . 
1 1 .  The two alternations seem to serve the purpose of reducing the homophony 
that would otherwise result from final vowel deletion , by creating a new 
intermediate quality in the penultimate vowel that remains . An umlaut 
explanation is unsatisfactory , since assimilation does not generally take 
place when the final vowel is preserved by suffixation . Only those final 
vowels that are lost leave their imprint on the preceding vowel : final 
vowels that are mid when the preceding vowel is high , or vice versa. 
12 . Jeff Marck (personal communication) has recently discovered a semantic 
contrast between sterns formed with i and a transitivising increments on 
one and the same root in Saipan Carolinian , with i -sterns having a locative 
and/or partitive meaning , and a-sterns a more perfective and wholly 
transitive meaning . Parallel phenomena have since been attested in most 
other Trukic languages by Frederick Jackson (personal communication) . 
This phenomenon seems limited to the Trukic group within Micronesian . 
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S OME S Y N TACT I C  P R OC E S S E S  I N  K I R I BA T I 
Rode r i ck A .  Jacobs 
I .  I NTRODUCT ION 
I describe here some major syntactic processes in Kiribati (Gilbertese) 
(KIR) and consider their relevance to general syntactic theory and to problems 
in the description of the syntax of Oceanic languages .  The general theoretical 
framework assumed here is a semantically-oriented modification of Chomsky ' s  
so-called ' Standard ' theor� (Chomsky 1967 ) , one similar to that used in the 
present writer ' s  comparative syntactic study of three Amerindian languages 
(Jacobs 1975) . The data discussed here are drawn from texts and from elicitation 
sessions with KIR speakers , both in Hawaii and in Kiribati ( formerly Gilbert 
Islands) .  Two brief descriptions exist - Bingham 1861 and Cowell 1954 , a 
series of grammar lessions and exercises for non-native speakers . Sohn 1973 
includes a useful discussion of relativisation in KIR.  
I I .  EQUATIVE  AND PRED ICATIVE  SENTENCES 
Sentences in KIR fall into two major classe s :  equative and predicative . 
Equative sentences are verbless sentences in which both the subject and the 
predicate phrase are noun phrases .  The subj ect noun phrase typically expresses 
' given ' information , information assumed to be familiar already to the addressee 
while the predicate noun phrase is the major assertion of the clause . What is 
asserted may be a role predication , as in ( 1) below, or an identity predication 
as in ( 2 ) : 
1 .  Nakaa ( bon )  te t i a-mot i .  
ASSERTIVE ART judge 
Nakaa is/was (aJ judge . 
2 .  Te t i a-mot i a re i  ( bon )  Nakaa . 
ART judge that ASSERT 
That judge is Nakaa. 
Equative sentences have no aspectual marking . We will discuss some apparent 
exceptions to this claim later . The optional assertive particle bon introduces 
the predicate phrase , the main assertion of the sentence . 
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The linear ordering SUBJECT- ( bon ) -PREDlCATE PHRASE of ( 1 )  and ( 2 ) above 
seems less common than the ordering ( bon ) -PREDlCATE PHRASE-SUBJECT , as in 
3 .  Bon tama-u Nak i bwae 
ASSERT father-my 
Nakibwae is my father. 
with such an ordering the assertive bon is almost never omitted , suggesting 
that this may be a more marked ordering for equative sentences . 
Predicative sentences consist minimally of a subject proform , which appears 
to be prefixed to the predicate phrase , and the predicate phrase consisting 
minimally of a main verb . The obligatory occurrence of the subject pro form is 
a major distinguishing criterion for predicative sentences . Equative clauses 
have no subject proforms . Following the predicate phrase is an optional noun 
phrase , the referential ' antecedent ' of the subject proform. Where the infor­
mation represented by this noun phrase is quite clear from the context , it is 
frequently omitted . Of course the obligatory subject pro form marks the role 
of this noun phrase , as in 
4 .  A-maeka i ka i . 
they- live here 
They live here . 
although , as mentioned above , the a they can be more fully specified : 
5 .  A-maeka i ka i  a tae i -n-a i ne akeke i 
they- live here young-of-female those 
Those girls live here . 
The predicate phrase may also include negative and aspectual markers ,  direct 
and indirect object noun phrase s ,  and prepositional phrases .  The KIR equiva­
lents of English predicate adjectives may be considered to be intransitive 
verbs . 
Lyons ( 1978) has argued that it is valid , even necessary , for the investi­
gator of the grammar of a language to seek to determine how and to what extent 
the grammatical structure of a sentence determines its meaning regardless of 
situational factors.  These include contextual appropriateness , speech act 
function , politeness rules , and , more obviously , such performance factors as 
stammering , slips of the tongue , and even differences arising from minor 
dialectal and idiolectal variations , and age and sex differences . Such a 
heuristic may involve delicate decisions by the investigator but it appears 
essential for effective investigation of the syntax of a language . In the case 
of KIR , sentences like ( 4 )  above are probably more common than sentences like 
( 5 ) with its noun phrase specification , a t ae i -n-a i ne akeke i those girls, of the 
subject proform a they . But we consider the more fully specified ones more 
basic to an understanding of the system of the language . The subject proform 
can be considered a kind of grammatical agreement marker , one which serves as 
a ' trace ' if the noun phrase it stands for is omitted . 
For equative sentences we noted earlier an indication that the ordering 
SUBJECT- ( bon ) -PREDlCATE PHRASE was the less marked ordering . But unless we 
identify the subject pro form as a noun phrase , the subject of its clause , 
predicative sentences in KIR seem to be predicate-initial as they actually 
OCCllI . We assume a framework in which there is a linearly unordered semantic 
deep structure with hierarchical structuring to capture semantic scope 
relations.  At some fairly deep level , linearisation occurs according to 
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language-specific restrictions and the informational status of the content . 
For the predicative sentence ( 6 ) : 
6 .  E-na rauna t e  umwa te 
he-IRREALIS thatch ART house ART 
The man wi l l  thatch the roof. 
mmwaane 
man 
we posit an earlier state of the derivation which can , with details omitted 
that are nor immediately relevant , be shown thus : 
7 .  
te mwaane 
man 
S 
PREDICATE 
PHRASE 
ASP�C:-- ----�P 
IrulALIS � N  
I I I I 
na  rauna te  umwa 
wi l l  thatch house 
with a yet earlier stage marking topic-comment structure , 1 much as in the so-
called topicalised forms : 
8 .  Te mmwaane , e-na  rauna te umwa . 
9.  
10 . 
As for the man, he ' l l  thatch the house . 
Te umwa , e-na rauna te 
ART house, he-wi l l  thatch-it  ART 
mmwaane 
man 
As for the house, the man wil l  thatch it .  
Te umwa , e-na  rauna-ak i 
house it-wi l l  thatch-PASSIVE 
i roun te mmwaane . 
by ART man 
As for the house, it wi l l  be thatched by the man. 
A structure like ( 7 ) for sentence ( 6 )  suggests that some sort of agreement 
phenomenon produ ces the subj ect copy , especially since other nuclear Micronesian 
(MC) languages have surface structures corresponding either to ( 7 )  or to ( 7 )  
with a subj ect pro form at the beginning of the verb phrase , e . g .  
l l .  Oh l -o mweme i t l a  Ruk 
man-that visit Truk 
That man visi ted Truk. 
(Ponapean) 
12 . Mwa l - l a  e- pwe l a  
man-that he-wi l l  go 
That man wi l l  go. 
(Saipan Carolinian) 
Moreover , a fairly similar marking phenomenon has an obj ect suffix attached to 
the verb if the object does not immediately follow the verb and is animate . 
Full noun phrases seem to determine affix pro forms rather than vice-versa . 
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To convert ( 7 ) into sentence ( 6 ) , then , a SUBJECT COPYING rules adds a 
pronominal copy , possibly by Chomsky-adjunction as in ( 13 ) : 
1 3 .  S 
NP P 
N��O ASP PRED NP 
AR� AR� 
I I I I 
te mmwaane e n a  rauna te umwa 
and then obligatory EXTRAPOSITION shifts the specified noun phrase te mmwaane 
to the position after the predicate phrase , leaving the subj ect pro form (hence­
forward the subject copy) in initial position . A fairly late morphophonemic 
process incorporates the subject copy as a prefix to the first constituent of 
the predicate phrase . 
Predicative sentences ,  then , differ from equational sentences in having 
a verb as head of the predicate phrase and , in surface ordering , having 
14 . COPY . - PREDICATE PHRASE (NP . )  I I 
(where subscript i marks assumed coreference) while equatives have two cornmon 
orderings : 
or 
1 5 . NP - PREDICATE PHRASE 
16 . PREDICATE PHRASE - NP 
A further difference is that equative sentences allow no aspectual marker : 
1 7 .  *Na kaa na te t i a -mot i 
IRREALIS ART judge 
Nakaa wi l l  be the judge . 
18 .  * Nakaa a te 
REALIS ART 
t i a-mot i 
judge 
Nakaa is/was the judge . 
However the subj ect may be one of the set of independent (or ' emphatic ' )  
pronouns :  
19 . 
2 0 .  
Bon te 
ASSERT ART 
t i a-mot i nga i a  
judge he 
He is the judge. 
Nga i ra bon 
we ASSERT 
taa n i -mot i 
judges 
We are the judges.  
More cornmon still are sentences in which these pronouns are predicate noun 
phrase s .  
2 1 . 
2 2 .  
Bon i 
ASSERT 
nga i a  te 
he ART 
t i a-mot i 
judge 
It 's HIM that 's the judge . 
Bon i 
ASSERT 
nga i ra taan i -mot i  
we judges 
WE are the judges .  
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A final difference is that predicative sentences are negated with a k i : 
2 3 .  E-ak i a ta i -a 
he not know-him 
He doesn 't know him. 
while equative sentence have t i a k i : 
24 . T i ak i  te t i a-mo t i Nakaa 
not ART judge 
Nakaa is not the judge . 
I I I .  TOP I CAL I SAT ION AND ASSERT IONAL STATUS 
In the previous section EXTRAPOSITION was described as an obligatory trans­
formation . Sentences like (6 ) , repeated here as ( 2 5 ) , represent the usual 
constituent ordering for predicative sentences : 
2 5 .  E-na rauna te umwa te mnMaame . 
he-IRREALIS thatch ART house ART man 
The man wi l l  thatch the house .  
But there also exist sentences in which a full noun phrase subj ect has apparently 
not been extraposed - as in ( 8) , repeated here as ( 26) : 
2 6 .  Te mmwaane , e-na rauna te umwa 
ART man he-IRREALIS thatch ART house 
As for the man, he ' ll thatch the house . 
But here an intonational break , shown above with a comma , indicates that te 
mmwaane is not an ordinary subject noun phrase but the topic noun phrase . 
It might seem reasonable to generate both ( 2 5 )  and ( 26)  from a single 
underlying structure , say ( 7 )  above . After all , the two sentences are cogni­
tively synonymous in the sense that the same truth conditions hold for both. 
After SUBJECT COPYING , an optional TOPICALISATION rule could apply , raising a 
noun phrase (not necessarily the subj ect) into topic position . Finally , if the 
subj ect is not topicalised , the EXTRAPOSITION rule must apply . 
But such a solution seems unsatisfactory since it implies that ( 2 5 )  and 
( 26)  are exact paraphrases . Like their English translations , ( 2 5 )  and ( 26)  can 
be almost exact paraphrases . But the environments in which ( 26)  may be uttered 
felicitously are a special subset of those for ( 2 5 ) , which is not atypical of 
forms elicited as isolated sentences . In fact ( 26)  is part of a longer dis­
course , a small segment of which is given below as ( 2 7 ) . Here the boy Toaa is 
talking to his older sister , Nei Ribwa , after a storm had destroyed their 
house : 
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2 7 .  Toaa : Ao 
And 
t a ra i a  bwa i a i  Nak i bwae ao Bwa tuku 
look ! that there 's Nakib 'ae and Bwatuku 
ao te mmwaane ! 
and a man! 
I -a k i  a ta i -a .  
I-not know-him. 
Ne i R i bwa : Nak i bwae ao Bwa t uku , 
and 
n i  
to 
urak i n i  i kaa i a i ka ka i na .  
bring wood whioh pandanus . 
rauna te umwa . 
thatoh the house . 
Buk i n  te raa bwa a- roko i ka i  
Why that they-oome here ? 
a- roko n i  i buobuok i 
they-oome to he lp 
Te 
The 
mmwaane , 
man, 
e-na 
he-wil l  
sentence ( 26 )  i s  spoken after the man in question has already been referred to . 
In an interesting sense , the topicalised noun phrase functions in the discourse 
much as a relative pronoun might function in a single sentence . Both relate a 
proposition to a previously mentioned referential noun phrase . The major infor­
mational difference is that , when ( 2 6)  is uttered , the clause e na rauna te 
umwa , he wi l l  thatoh the roof is still new information - an assertion . A little 
later , when the man is gone , Toaa refers to him thus when his mother asks what 
has happened : 
2 8 .  E - a  roko ma i te 
He-REALIS oome here ART 
un i mmwaane 
old-man 
ae e-na rauna te umwa . 
that he-IRREALIS thatoh ART house . 
An o ld man who 's going to thatoh the house oame here . 
The relative pronoun ae reduces the informational prominence of the clause it 
introduces , so that the clause is part of a referential noun phrase rather than 
the major assertion of the sentence . It must be noted however that the relative 
clause here still retains a degree of assertional prominence and communicates 
information believed by the speaker to be new to the hearer . 
It  is obvious that one- major reason that generative grammars have treated 
topicalised noun phrases so differently from relativised noun phrases is that 
the former present major difficulties in formalisation for a sentence grammar . 
A single set of interrelated semantic propositions can take on a variety of 
syntactic and morphological forms . The forms are in part determined by supra­
sentential speaker-hearer relations . Assumptions as to the style and content 
of a discourse are subj ect to revision as the discourse is under way . The 
participants continually structure and restructure the content . Asserted 
( ' new ' )  information in one sentence becomes ,  by regular processes , assumed 
( ' given ' )  information later in the same sentence or in a subsequent sentence . 
The simple assertion (with a passive verb) : 
29 . Ko-a 
YOU-REALIS 
tang i r-ak i i rou - u .  
love-PASV by-me 
You are be loved of me . 
may in a subsequent sentence be represented as a referential entity , a nominal­
isation : 
3 0 .  tang  i ra-m 
(the) loving-you 
my love for you 
i rou-u  
by-me 
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Nominal structures are typically used to refer rather than assert . 5uprasen­
tential discourse factors are the major determinants governing the occurrence 
of forms like ( 30) rather than ( 29) . 
The topic noun phrase in ( 26) , te  mmwaane , the man , is a resumptive element 
referring back to something earlier in the discourse or otherwise assumed to be 
known to the addressee . In such sentences the subject copy e- , if there is no 
other noun phrase in the clause that it refers to , refers back either to the 
topic or to some other already familiar entity . In sentences in which a full 
noun phrase follows the predicate phrase as its extraposed subject,  the e­
refers forward . Where the subject copy refers back to the topic noun phrase , 
the relation between the topic and the following predicate phrase is not unlike 
that holding between a head noun phrase and its relative clause , which in the 
generative tradition is u sually shown as ( 3 1 ) : 
31 . NP 
NP� 
though we have argued for a somewhat different structure in the paper on Trukic 
languages elsewhere in this volume . If the corresponding structure for a 
topicalised sentence is 
3 2 .  5 
� NP 5 
then the fact that the NP 5 in ( 31)  is dominated by an NP rather than an 5 ,  as 
in ( 32 ) , corresponds rather neatly to the difference in informational status 
between relative clauses and topicalised sentences . 
But both forms represent points along a continuum of assertive prominence . 
The topic noun phraase , despite its status as given information , is more promi­
nent than the subject noun phrase in the untopicalised ( 25 ) . A noun phrase 
could , of course , be yet more prominent if it were treated as new information , 
i . e .  as a predicate . 
Indeed it is possible for a noun phrase to constitute an independent 
sentence : 
3 3 .  Te mmwaane . 
ART man 
It 's a man. 
An Englishman , seeing a man with a long white wig strolling towards the Old 
Bailey court buildings in London , might remark to a non-British friend : 
34 . A j udge . 
But we might prefer to mark the predicative status of the noun phrase more 
clearly : 
3 5 .  I t ' s  a j udge . 
The availability , indeed the preferability , of bon in Gilbertese for ( 36) : 
3 6 .  ( Bon )  te mmwaane . E -na  rauna te umwa . 
It 's a man. He 's going to thatch the house . 
indicates that te mmwaane is actually a predicat� noun phrase here . 
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Another option determined , in part at least , by discourse function is a 
sentence in which te mmwaane and e-na rauna te umwa reverse the ir normal infor­
mational roles . The noun phrase te mmwaane , as we have already seen , may serve 
as predicate phrase . In ( 3 7 )  it is predicated of the clause e-na rauna te umwa . 
3 7 .  Bon te MMWAANE 
ASSERT ART man 
a re e-na rauna te o umwa . 
which he-IRREALIS "tha"tch ART house 
It 's "the MWN who 's gonna thatch the house . 
In KIR , as in Eng . , it is possible to have a different version in which the 
primary sentence stress is on the last word : 
3 8 .  Bon te mmwaane a re e-na rauna te UMWA . 
It 's the man who 's gonna thatch the HOUSE. 
In ( 3 7 )  the predicate phrase is just te mmwaane , while in ( 3 8)  the predicate 
phrase includes everything after bon . We claim that a re e na rauna te umwa in 
( 37 )  is not part of the predicate phrase but rather an extraposed noun phrase 
which was the underlying subj ect . So ( 3 7 )  is derived from an underlying 
structure something like that of ( 39 ) : 
3 9 .  A re e-na rauna te umwa bon te MMWAAN E .  
'Who wi I I  thatch the house is the MWN. 
The one who wi l l  thatch the house is the MWN. 
The subj ect noun phrase in ( 39) consists of a clause introduced by a relative 
proform a re ,  i . e .  the subj ect is a relative clause without a noun phrase head . 
The KIR version is perfectly acceptable although its Eng . counterpart requires 
a NP head like the one . Such headless relative clauses are not uncommon in 
texts but are a little less frequent in modern spoken KIR. I suspect the 
discrepancy has resulted from the impact of Eng . Of course in Eng . too such 
clauses were formerly more common : 
4 0 .  Who steales my purse steales trash . 
Shakespeare , Othello III , 3 . 15 7 . 
4 1 .  Whom the gods love die young . 
Byron , Don Juan , 4 . 1 2 .  
Now, if  ( 3 9) indeed has a relative clause as its subj ect NP , then ( 3 9)  
consists of two maj or constituents :  a noun phrase subj ect and a noun phrase 
serving as predicate . So ( 39 )  is an EQUATIONAL SENTENCE relating two noun 
phrases to each othe r .  And the extraposed version ( 37 )  i s  likewise an 
equational sentence . 
But sentences like ( 37 )  present a problem . 
noun phrase te mmwaane a re e na rauna te umwa . 
noun phrase . Nor has sentence ( 4 2 ) : 
42 . ( Bon ) te t i a-mot i 
ASSERT ART judge 
It/he is the/a judge . 
The predicate phrase is the 
But ( 3 7 )  has no overt subject 
Yet it is clear that the predicate noun phrases are being posited of some entity 
considered as ' given ' and that underlyingly ( 3 7)  and ( 4 2 )  are equative sentences . 
Some speakers in fact use a version of ( 4 2 )  with a subj ect proform : 
4 3 .  E - bon te t i a-mot i .  
it/he-ASSERT ART judge 
It/he-is the/a judge . 
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Informants describe sentences like (43)  as most often produced by KIR children . 
But (43 )  is much less common if the assertive bon is omitted . On the other 
hand , with an additional aspectual element intervening , many adult speakers 
accept the sentence : 
44 .  E-na  bon te 
he- IRREALIS ASSERT ART 
He ' l l  be the judge . 
t i a-mot i 
judge 
Subj ect copies are unacceptable with predicate noun phrases in verbless 
sentences . But apparently the intervention of elements that normally introduce 
verbs allows many speakers to ' forget ' this restriction . Since -na cannot 
introduce a predicate noun phrase , the bon is the true culprit causing the 
speaker to ' forget ' .  
4 5 .  * E-na te t i a-mot i Nakaa 
he-IRREALIS ART judge 
Nakaa wi l l  be the judge . 
However a very similar form is perfectly acceptable : 
46 . E-na  
he-IRREALIS 
t i a-mot i Nakaa 
judge 
Nakaa wi l l  be the judge 
sentence (46)  means that Nakaa will judge , i . e .  act as judge , take on the role 
of judge . Likewise a sentence like (47 ) : 
4 7 .  E-na Geo rge Wa s h i ng ton . 
means that someone is going to play the role of Georg6 Washington in a theatri­
cal performance . The forms t i a-mot i and George Wash i ng ton have become verblike 
enough in ( 46 )  and (47 )  to forbid the occurrence of the article t e o  Both (46 )  
and (47 )  are predicative sentences and therefore have subj ect copies . This 
also accounts for the unacceptability of t i ak i  negation and the acceptability 
of ak i negation : 
48 .  * E-na  t i a k i  t i a-mot i .  
49 . E-na a k i  t i a-mo t i 
He won ' t  be the judge . 
These facts might be represented in the grammar by a surface filtering 
restriction , one which blocks subj ect copies or aspectuals before noun phrases , 
with some idiolectal variation where bon intervenes . Or we might avoid such 
a device by generating subj ect copies for both predicative and equative sen­
tences and positing a rule deleting the copies before noun phrases .  The same 
idiolectal variation can be incorporated in such a rule . Where an aspectual 
marker intervenes ,  predicate noun phrases must be converted into verbs . We 
might use the term denominal for such ex-NP ' s . We will , for the purposes of 
this paper ,  choose the second alternative and refer to the two transformations 
needed as SUBJECT COPY DELETION and DENOMINAL FORMATION . 
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IV . THE UNDERLY ING L I KENESS OF EQUATIVES AND PRED I CATI VES 
The equative/predicative distinction now appears more like a surface dis­
tinction arising out of the lexical category status of the head of the predicate 
phrase . Whi le predicatives have the surface ordering : 
50 . COpy - PREDICATE PHRASE - NP L L 
where the NP has been extraposed , equative sentences have been described as 
allowing two Lorders : 
or 
51 . PREDICATE PHRASE - NP 
5 2 .  NP - PREDICATE PHRASE 
The order ( 5 2 ) , which earlier was argued on other grounds to be less marked , 
may be the basic underlying form , as it may be for predicative sentences . So 
equative sentences like ( 5 3 )  and (54 )  
53 .  Nakaa bon te t i a-mot i 
Nakaa is the judge . 
54 . Bon t e  t i a-mot i Nakaa 
Nakaa is the judge . 
though very , very slightly different in use , share a common underlying config­
uration we might show as (55 ) : 
55 . S 
-------- --
NP PREDICATE 
� 
ASSERT NP 
� 
ART N 
I I 
Nakaa bon te  t i a-mot i 
To this , as to all other sentences , SUBJECT COPYING applies , yielding an inter­
mediate 
56 . *Nakaa e-bon te t i a-mot i 
Now EXTRAPOSITION can apply , yielding 
5 7 .  *E bon te t i a-mot i Nakaa . 
a form like many produced by Kiribati children . But for most adult speakers , 
whether or not EXTRAPOSITION has applied , COpy DELETION must apply , resulting 
in ( 5 3 )  or ( 54 )  above . 
The creation of a subject copy followed by its deletion is not as inelegant 
as it at first seems , since this deletion applies only to a subset of the cases 
to which the SUBJECT COPYING rule applies and also allows for the operation of 
an alternative DENOMINAL FORMATION rule for forms like (46)  and (47) above . A 
more significant question , perhaps , is why EXTRAPOSITION is optional for 
equatives and obligatory elsewhere . It is noteworthy that where bon occurs 
in the predicate , extraposition is far more likely . Certainly bon seems to be 
required in such extraposed forms . 
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It seems as if , when both subject and predicate are noun phrases , speakers 
are unclear as to which is the predicate . Hence the wavering over extraposition . 
This confusion should hardly be surprising since the semantics reinforces it . 
After all x equa l s  y means also that y equa l s  x .  The occurrence of the 
predicate-marking particle bon clearly identifies the constituent eligible for 
extraposition , hence the rarity of unextraposed bon sentences . I t  may be that 
these rare unextraposed bon forms represent somewhat different discourse 
assumptions , assumptions which could be represented in a more adequately 
worked-out version of this framework in terms that could block the application 
of EXTRAPOSITION . 
On this view , then , the distinction between equational sentences and 
predicative sentences is a fairly superficial one . The surface differences 
arise from probable processing difficulties caused by the use of the same major 
category for quite distinct informational functions . In this connection it is 
interesting to note the existence of strategies like the occasional omission 
of the article before predicate noun phrases , especially role predicates , in 
other languages .  This creates a possible contrast between subj ect noun phrases 
and predicate noun phrases : 
5 8 .  Jacques e s t  ( I e/un )  p rofes seu r .  
Jacques i s  a teacher. 
5 9 .  You be ( t he/a )  j udge , ffothe r i ngay . 
6 0 .  * P rofesseur  e s t  Jacques . 
6 1 .  *J udge wa s ffothe r i ngay . 
62 . *V i ce - P res i dent  wa s Ag new. 
V .  RELAT I V I SAT ION 
We have already discussed data indicating that relative clauses in KIR are 
noun phrase s .  At first sight relative clause constructions look much like their 
Eng . counterparts : 
6 3 .  
64 . 
65 .  
6 6 .  
te  
�T 
mmwaane 
man 
a re 
tMt 
ko-noo r i -a ngkoananoa 
you-see-him yesterday 
the man that you saw yesterday 
te 
�T 
mmwaane 
man 
a re e- ka -ma te- a k i  
tMt he-CAUSE-die-PASV 
the man tMt was kiZ Zed 
te ka i - n - teka teka a re ko- teka teka 
�T stick-of-sit tMt you-sit 
the cMir tMt you sat on 
te umwa ane t i -nako i a i 
�T house tMt we-go there 
the house tMt we went to 
i - ao -na  
on-surface-its 
Perhaps the most obvious difference is that the relative clause always has 
a trace proform assumed to be coreferential with the noun phrase head . In ( 63 )  
the pro form is the object suffix , i n  ( 6 4 )  the subject copy , i n  ( 6 5 )  the 
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possessive suffix on the nominal preposition , in (66)  the locative pronoun i a i . 
We assume that the head noun phrase forms a single noun phrase along with the 
relative noun phrase : 
6 7 .  NP 
------- ------NP N� 
�"'N P� S 
I I I � ________ te mrnwaane a re NP PREDICATE 
I 
ko 
PHRASE 
PR�P 
t I I . noor I x 
The relation between the head noun phrase and the relative noun phrase is the 
' presupposed ' equivalent of the equative relation of (68)  and its unextraposed 
counterpart (69) : 
6 8 .  Bon te 
ASSERT ART 
mrnwaa ne a re ko-noo r i -a 
man that you-see-him 
It 's the MAN that you saw. 
6 9 .  A re ko-noo r i -a  bon te mrnwaane.  
that you-saw-him ASSERT ART man 
The one that you saw was the m:zn. 
Such relative noun phrases can be subj ects as in (69) above , and objects 
as in ( 70) : 
70 . 
7 1 .  
I -a t i a- n  
I -REALIS COMPLETIVE 
noora a re ko- uot i -a 
see that you-bring-it 
I have seen what you brought. 
I -a t i a - n  
I-REALIS COMPLETIVE 
noo ra 
see 
a ke ko-uot i - i a  
those you-bring-them 
I 've seen the things you brought . 
In all these cases the so-called coreferential proform , we claim,  is simply 
an entity specified , like t he one/ones , for number and , in KIR,  for certain 
other dimensions marked on the introducing proform ( a re etc . ) . It is the 
construction itself that asserts ( in equatives) or presupposes ( in relative 
constructions) the equative relation referred to as coreference . 
The proforms ' linking ' relative sentences to their heads are quite differ­
ent from those in other nuclear MC languages .  The actual forms are 
7 2 .  SINGULAR 
1 .  ae 
2 .  a ne 
3 .  a re 
PLURAL 
a i ka 
akana 
ake 
These forms express differences in time , location , or discourse perspective 
which we need to investigate further . The ( 1 )  forms are the here and now forms , 
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often introducing entities or qualities not referred to before or perhaps 
generally true . They are the forms most often used in intransitive adj ectival 
verbs : 
73 . te waa ae (e- ) u ra u ra 
the boat that (it) red 
The red boat 
The parentheses around e- indicate here that the vowel is elided because of the 
preceding e .  The same elision occurs for the plural a - , they . However this 
elision occurs only when the proform would be prefixed to the final word in the 
clause , normally an intransitive verbal . The forms marked ( 2 )  are typically 
discourse-oriented , introducing material previously referred to in the discourse , 
often by the addressee . Hence there is also a connection with second-person 
forms . 
The ( 3 ) forms often refer to past time outside the discourse and are the 
most common introducers of longer relative clauses .  
Parallel with these pro forms are the set o f  independent demonstratives :  
74 . 
l .  
2 .  
3 .  
SINGULAR 
ae i 
anne 
a re i  
this 
that (by hearer) 
that 
PLURAL 
a i ka i  
akanne 
akeke i 
these 
those (by hearer) 
those 
with very similar temporal , locative , and discourse functions . Except for the 
( 2 )  forms and some minor morphological processes we cannot go into here , the 
suffix - i  indicates that no further delimitation of the noun phrase will follow . 
Absence of the - i  requires the occurrence of a subsequent relative clause 
sentence.  In this connection it is interesting that if one adds an - i  to the 
complementiser bwa that the resulting form bwa i is identical with the word for 
thing� fact.  
We will see that the relative pro forms also play an interesting role marking 
sentences embedded as noun phrase complements . 
These forms also occur in a special type of equative used for the counter­
part of some WH questions in English : 
7 5 .  
76 . 
7 7 .  
Te- raa ae ko-a t i a- n  
ART-what that you-REALIS COMPLETIVE 
What did you see ? 
noo r i - a ?  
see-it 
An t a i  a re e-ka-uka te ma ta roa ? 
who that he-CAUSE-open ART door 
Who opened the door? 
N i nga i ae e-a ma te? 
when that he-REALIS die 
When did he die ?  
I n  these sentences the ae/a re clauses are given information , the subject noun 
phrases . The question word is a predicate noun phrase . We might thus translate 
( 76 )  more literally as Is who, the one that opened the door? 
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V I .  SOME PROBLEMS CONCERN I NG COMPLEMENTAT ION W ITH BWA 
As mentioned just above , KIR has a complementiser bwa , translated as that 
because it introduces embedded clauses . So , we can replace the obj ect noun 
phrase te koa ua the truth in ( 78) : 
78 .  I a ta-a te 
I-know-TRANSITlVE ART 
I know the truth. 
koaua 
true 
with a sentential noun phrase : 
79 .  I -a ta i -a bwa ko-na rako n i ngabang . 
I-know-it that you-IRREALIS come tomorrow 
I know you ' l l come tomorrow. 
But that is not always a good translation . r'or example the question ( 76 )  
above can be  embedded after bwa , as  in  ( 80) : 
80 . E-a t i a- n i  kaot i -a bwa anta i a re e-ka - uka 
he-REALIS COMPLETIVE point-out-it that who that he-cause-open 
te ma ta roa 
ART door 
He has pointed out who opened the door. 
But that  could not be used for bwa here . Bwa has also been translated as 
beca u s e ,  j ust as Trukic pwe , that , often is too , along with the corresponding 
forms in other MC languages .  We will consider this special role later in our 
discussion . There is one other apparently special role with the verb r i k i 
become� come about� happen : 
8 1 .  E - n a  r i k i bwa t e  
he- IRREALIS become that ART 
He ' l l  become judge . 
t i a-mo t i  
judge 
The complementiser bwa appears to be followed by a simple noun phrase rather 
than an embedded sentence . It is possible to specify the subject more fully 
and the specified form occurs in extraposed position 
82 . E-na r i k i  bwa te  
he-IRREALIS become that ART 
Nakaa wi l l · be the judge . 
t i a-mot i Nakaa 
judge 
There is however an alternative analysis which can save our analysis of bwa 
as always an introducer of embedded sentences . We have seen that te t i a-mo t i 
can be a predicate noun phrase . Under such an analysis Nakaa is the specified 
extraposed subject of the embedded sentence : 
8 3 .  Te t i a-mot i Naka a . 
Nakaa is the judge . 
So in ( 8 2) Nakaa may not have been extraposed from subj ect position in the 
higher clause . This will be clearer from the following example : 
84 . E - na r i k i  bwa te t i a-mo t i nga i 
me 
I wi l l  become the judge . 
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The first-person independent pronoun cannot have come from the higher clause 
because the subject marker left behind in the higher clause is third-person 
singular . The forms after bwa clearly constitute an embedded equative sentence . 
This also accounts for the ' new information ' assertive statu s of te t i a-mo t i .  
But what then does the subject copy e- refer to in ( 84 ) 7 Our answer is 
that r i k i is more accurately translated as come about here and that e- is the 
predictable third-person copy . It is the trace of an extraposed third-person 
subject noun phrase ,  the entire clause bwa te t i a-mo t i nga i . Prior to EXTRA­
POSITION but subsequent to SUBJECT COPYING , the constituent structure for (84)  
would have been ( 85 )  below : 
85 . 
N��ICATE 
______ ______ PHRASE 
� 
COpy /� 
CMP  
bwa 
that 
te t i a-mot i nga i 
judge me 
e 
it 
That I (am) judge wi l l  come about. 
ASPECT PRED 
v 
I 
na r i  k i  
wi U  come-about 
The fact that there is a paraphrase of (84 )  with a first-person subj ect copy in 
the higher clause indicates that there may be a RAISING much like the Eng . one 
conver ting the unextraposed version of 
into 
86 . I t  happened that  I was nea rby . 
8 7 .  I happened t o  be  nea rby . 
A precise formulation of RAISING awaits more detailed investigation . One type 
of RAISING , that involved here , is not raising in a literal sense . A copy of 
the lower subject replaces the original third-person subject copy of the higher 
clause . The bwa clause can remain intact with a possible condition that it not 
be a subject or obj ect . Raising from lower subject to higher obj ect position 
applies to structures underlying sentences like ( 88 ) : 
88 . I - tang i r i -a 
I-want-it 
bwa ko-na na koma i 
that you-IRREALIS come-here 
I want you to come here . 
to generate 
89 .  I - tang i r i - ko bwa ko- na na koma i 
I-want-you that you-IRREALIS come-here 
I want you to come here . 
We will return to RAISING in our discussion of the verbal auxiliaries in KIR. 
It was noted above that bwa clauses , unlike tha t  clauses in English , can 
remain intact after raising . If this kind of raising is merely a copying rule , 
such a phenomenon is hardly unexpected . But the condition that it not be a 
surface subject or obj ect is surprising . Part of the evidence for this claim,  
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moreover ,  is shaky . Is it in fact true that extraposed subject noun phrases 
cease to be subjects? We cannot be sure at present since there is as yet no 
detailed study of subject and obj ect properties in this language , nor of 
processes affecting them. What about obj ect complements? 
In KIR, many transitive verbs have a special obj ect suffix when a singular 
obj ect noun phrase is not specified . This suffix can refer to an animate being 
or to a proposition . Thus ( 90)  has three renderings : 
90 . I -a ta i -a 
I-know-it/him/her 
I know it/him/her. 
provided that the i t  refers to some previously mentioned proposition . If a 
singular obj ect noun phrase is specified , then the ordinary transitive thematic 
suffix -a occurs : 
9 1 .  I -a ta-a 
I-know 
te koaua 
ART truth 
I know the truth. 
92 . I - a ta-a te mwaane 
I know the man. 
But when a bwa clause appears in what should be obj ect position , the verb 
has the unspecified obj ect suffix : 
93 . I -a ta i -a bwa ko-na roko n i ngabong 
I-know-it t�t you-IRREALIS oome tomorrow 
I know you ' l l  oome tomorrow. 
The homophony of the two -a  suffixes seems synchronically irrelevant , especially 
as they occur in different positions on the verb stem . One explanation of the 
fact that bwa complements are not treated as obj ects in surface structure is 
that , in fact , they are not surface obj ects . They may be like deep subj ect 
complements in that they are always extraposed . As in Eng . , extraposition from 
obj ect is far less obvious than extraposition from subj ect and this earlier 
caused some doubt as to its existence . The evidence for it in KIR seems 
stronger . 
Bwa followed by an ordinary embedded sentence can never appear in sentence­
initial position , e . g .  as topic . Thus while complex topics like the following 
are not uncommon in traditional texts : 
94 . Ao te uea ae (e- ) ko rakora 
and ART king t�t (he)  great 
aoma ta 
people 
ae Au r i a r i a ,  
t�t 
e- ka rau l i  nano- i a  
he- oomfort mind-their 
Then the great king Auriaria oomforted the hearts of the peop le .  
a bwa clause cannot occur sentence-initially : 
9 5 .  * Bwa a-na 
tr�t-they-IRREALIS 
maeka ma- nga i i ra ,  
live with-us 
e-a 
it-IRREALIS 
kakuk u re i a- i  
p leased-me 
T�t they would Live with us p leased me . 
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Various syntactic processes serve to prevent initial bwa . 2 The adverbial 
predicate noun phrase i buk i - n te- raa , because of what, why, precedes the 
extraposed bwa subject in the question : 
96 . I bu k i -n  te- raa bwa e-a 
because-of what that he-REALIS 
Why is he itching ? 
ngong07 
itch 
But the sentence following bwa can remain in initial position provided that it 
is de-subordinated by lowering the adverbial predicate : 
97 . E-a 
he-REALIS 
ngongo i bu k i - n  
itch because of 
Why is he itching? 
te- raa 
what 
Passive structures are also a means of avoiding initial bwa . Thus the 
passive ( 98)  corresponds to an active sentence with bwa as its subject , but the 
bwa S is extraposed , as in (99) : 
9 8 .  
99 .  
I - ka - kukure i -a k i  bwa a-na  
I-CAUSE-happy-PASV that they- IRREALIS 
maeka ma-nga i i ra 
live with-us 
I was p leased that they were going to live with us . 
E-a ka-kuku re i -a- i 
it-REALIS cause-happy-me 
It made me happy that they 
bwa a-na  
that they-IRREALIS 
lived with us . 
maeka ma-nga i i ra 
live with-us 
The bwa clause , no longer a subject , seems to be an oblique noun phrase bearing 
no major grammatical relation , much as adverbs . In fact , the clumsy ( 99)  is 
likely to be phrased more simply as ( 100) : 
100 . I -a 
I-REALIS 
kuku re i 
happy 
bwa a-na  
that they-IRREALIS 
maeka ma-nga i i ra 
live with-us 
I 'm happy that they 're going to live with us . 
where the ' cause ' relation is pragmatically inferrable from the combination of 
the emotional state and the prospect to which the state is a reaction . This 
kind of pragmatic relation has led grammarians of several MC languages to 
describe the bwa counterparts as ' because ' conjunctions distinct from the 
complementiser . The same kind of reasoning would identify t ha t  in the Eng . 
version of ( 100 ) as a causal conjunction . Like that  clauses in Eng . bwa clauses 
cannot be preceded by a preposition that would otherwise mark them clearly as 
oblique noun phrases .  
However , bwa complements do  occasionally have head noun phrases : 
101 .  Ngka i t i -a bon a taa t e  koaua bwa bon akea 
now We-REALIS ASSERT know AR
�
T�t
=
ru�t�h
-=�
---AS
==
S
�
E-R-T-n-o�t
=
-
�
exist 
Ne i N i ba ra ra i aon namwaka i na .  
on moon 
Now we are real ly sure of the fact that there is no Nei Nibarara 
on the moon. 
though they are frequently extraposed away from their heads : 
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102 . E-a bon i ka-nako-a naba ana taeka te  na t i -n i - uea 
she-REALIS ASSERT cause-go also her word ART daughter-of-king 
bwa e-na kat l e t i e-ak i i roun te te i -n i -mmwaane a r e i  
that She-IRREALIS swing-PASV by ART boy that 
The princess sent the message that she wished to be swung by 
that boy . 
One final phenomenon involving bwa is puzzling at first sight . Bwa is 
sometimes followed by a re ,  which we identified earlier as a relative clause 
marker . Sometimes the a re serves as a head for a referential entity while the 
bwa perhaps just marks embedding : 
103 . I -a 
I-REALIS 
noora 
see 
bwa a re ko- uot i -a 
that that you-bring-it 
I saw what you brought. 
which also involves the non-referential meaning , I saw that you brought 
something, hence , possibly, the bwa a re co-occurrence . But this explanation 
will not work for ( 104) which has no referential entity to be marked with a re :  
104 . T i - kakoaua rao i bwa a re a - bon t i a- n  roko 
we-believe firmly that that they-ASsERT COMPLETIVE come 
i - namwaka i na i -Ame r l ka 
at-moon Americans 
We are convinved that the Americans have already arrived on the moon. 
The bwa a re constructions occur in our data where either reference is 
intended or where a factive sense seems to reside . If  the latter observation 
holds , the function of a re as marking an assumed or ' given ' relationship between 
a head noun phrase and its relative has made it eligible to mark presupposed 
truth , i . e .  fact ,  for complement sentences . 
V I .  EQU I DELET ION I N  K IR  
Some verbs which take bwa sentential complements also occur with a different 
construction which appears to paraphrase the bwa clauses .  For example , in the 
sentence 
105 . A- bon a k i  tang i r i -a bwa a-na 
they-ASSERT not want-it that they-IRREALIS 
They didn ' t  want to wake up the old woman. 
kau t i a  te  unna i ne 
awake ART 0 ld-W<lman 
the subjects of the higher and lower clauses have the same referent . The verb 
tang i ra does not require that this be so , but , when such coreference occurs , 
an alternative structure is available as in ( 106) : 
106 . A- bon a k i  tang i r i - a n i  kaut i a  
they-AssERT not want-it -- awake 
te unna i ne 
ART 0 ld-woman 
They didn 't want to wake up the o ld woman. 
sentence ( 106) has n i  instead of bwa and what follows n i  is not a clause with 
subject copy , aspect , and the rest of the predicate phrase but simply the 
predicate phrase starting with the verb. Nevertheless , KIR speakers know that 
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the persons referred to in the higher clause are also the persons involved in 
the possible waking of the old woman . 
We therefore assume that EQUI NOUN PHRASE DELETION can apply to structures 
like that underlying ( 105) , deleting the coreferential lower subject noun 
phrase . Such reduced clauses in Eng . may be marked for aspect and voice , though 
not tense . In KIR, aspectual marking cannot occur in such constructions but 
passive voice marking on the verb (with -a k i ) is very common . The EQUI process 
can apply to intransitive verbs like nako go , so that 
107 . E-a nako R i bwa bwa e-na koon i ta i an reemon 
she-REALIS go that she-IRREALIS squeeze some lemons 
Ribwa went to squeeze some lemons . 
can become : 
108 . E-a nako R i bwa n i  koon i ta i an reemon . 
she-REALIS go to squeeze some lemons 
with the same basic meaning . 
As in Eng . , for verbs like i mwanonoa, force , which take three noun phrase 
arguments , the controller for the deletion is not the higher subject but an 
animate noun phrase obj ect of the higher verb . The shared semantic character­
istic of all such EQUI-triggering verbs is that they are all future-oriented 
the event represented in their lower S is always future with respect to the 
time reference of the higher verb . The function of EQUI is to reduce the 
hierarchical structure by purging the lower clause of constituents whose sense 
is completely recoverable from the higher clause . This is most obviously the 
case for verbs which allow only the n/n i 3 construction , i . e .  for which EQUI is 
obligatory . This kind of verb requires the deep subj ect of its lower sentence 
to be coreferential with its own subject. This is in contrast to verbs like 
tang i ra want , noo ra see , nako go for which such coreference is optional , and 
for which EQUI need not apply even if the structural description is met . Verbs 
like ka ta l a  try, kona be able, can, moana begin, ta t ane i a  used to, which occur 
only with n ( i }  seem more like modal auxiliaries , and , for some of them , some 
process other than EQUI may be involved . We will discuss some of these cases 
shortly. 
Just as interesting from a cross-linguistic point of view is the fact that 
some verbs we might expect to allow, if not require , EQUI may perhaps occur 
only with full bwa complements . These include tuanga order, te ll and ka t aua 
and ka r i a i a  allow. However this , perhaps understandably , appears to vary among 
speakers and it requires further study . 
According to Cowell , the particle n ( i }  is really four particles - an 
infinitive marker also used to form adverbial phrases , a genitive proposition 
( te umwa n ro ronga  the house OF young men ) , an agent preposition with inanimate 
agents (e-ka raoa k i  n te a t i bu it was done by the .rock) ,  and a locative prepos­
ition ( n  te umwa , in the house ) . We might say instead that the particle appears 
to be a general linking element and that the interpretations Cowell assigns 
arise from their syntactic and pragmatic contexts .  The particle allows 
additional non-nuclear noun phrases to be added to clauses and identifies them 
as ' circumstances ' .  Likewise it allows the collapsing of an object clause with 
the higher clause and , especially where the other clause is not a term ( subj ect 
or obj ect) , it reduces the clause to a n VERB structure that can be translated 
with an English adverb . 
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V I I .  A RAI S ED CONSTRUCT ION WITH N ( I )  
We now examine one such structure in more detail .  Assume an original 
Topic-Comment underlying structure in which the Topic is nga i , I� and the 
major assertion of the Comment is that my speech is rapid . After whatever 
processes copy the Topic into subj ect position and then delete it after SUBJECT 
COPYING , and after bwa has been introduced before the clause complement , we 
would have a structure corresponding more or less to ( 109) below : 
109 . 
�-----
NP PREDP 
------ --NP COpy 
___________ I 
t�� /\ 
NP PREDP 
I I 
i 
I 
taetae 
talk 
e 
it 
u i  i ta ta  
quick 
EXTRAPOSITION can now be applied to shift the bwa clause to the position after 
the predicate u i i ta t a : 
110 . E- u i i ta ta bwa i - t aetae 
it-quick that I-talk 
I speak quickly 
Alternatively,  before the subject copies have been attached to the predicates , 4 
we can instead RAISE the lower subject to higher subject position and shift the 
predicate phrase , minus any aspect marking , into a n ( i )  phrase at the end : 
111 .  S 
--------------
NP PREDP 
i 
I 
I -u i i ta t a  n taetae 
I-quick talk 
I speak quickly 
PRE�DP 
I /� 
u i  I tata  P PRED 
quick I I 
n taetae 
talk 
It is also possible to lower the higher predicate into a n ( i )  adjunct : 
112 . I - taetae n u i i ta ta . 
I talk quickly. 
The n ( i )  phrase in ( 112)  is the form sometimes described as adverbial . 
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V I I I .  SOME AUX I L IARY FORMS I N  K I R  
We can use the following to represent the order and possible constituents 
of the pre-verb part of a predicate phrase in a predicative sentence.  The 
formula is not quite correct because the positions of the assertive particle , 
aspectual marker , and negative are somewhat variable and , in the case of 
auxiliaries , several may co-occur , each followed by a n ( i ) .  
113 . COPY- (ASSERT) (ASPECT) (NEG) (AUX n ( i )  
We are concerned here witn the part we have marked as AUX n ( i ) . KIR has a fair 
number of these auxiliary forms , all of which seem to express primarily modal 
or aspectual notions . They include t i a ,  which we have labelled ' completive ' ,  
bwaan e ,  be a 'l l, r i a i  oan, trust, tabe and kume , which are used as a kind of 
progressive/durative markers , ka ta i a ,  try, kan , want, kaan a lmost, tok i stop, 
taa t ane i used to, and others . 
We want to determine more precisely the nature of the relation between the 
auxiliary forms and the verbs following . Why do just these forms and none of 
the others - the copy , assertive and aspect markers , or the negative - require 
a n ( i )  to follow them? We have seen that combinations of verbs formed as a 
result of EQUI are separated by n ( i ) .  This is certainly likely to be what 
happens with ka ta i a  try , which looks like a verb anyway , with its ka- • • .  -a 
causative marking . 
But what of the ' completive ' t i a ,  r i a i  oan, must, and the ' progressive/ 
durative tabe and kume? If they are verbs , they have no obj ects in surface 
structure . Moreover there are some interesting paraphrase relations to account 
for . Why should ( 114) and ( 115)  below have almost exactly the same meaning? 
114 . E- r i a i  bwa ko-na 
it-must that YOU-IRREALIS 
115 .  Ko- r i a i  n nako 
you-must to go 
You must  go . 
nako 
go 
sentence ( 114) contains a r i a i  in an environment quite distinct from any 
suggested by the formula of ( 113 ) . The form r i a i  has no n ( i )  following it;  nor 
is a main verb the next maj or contentive . The bwa sentence complement has 
obviously been EXTRAPOSED. If this is so , then r i a i  would appear to be a verb 
which has a sentence complement as subject . A reasonable underlying structure 
might be ( 116) : 
116 . 
�-----
NP PREDP 
I I 
� PjD 
ko-na nako 
you-wi'l l,  go 
r i  a i  
must 
Structural ly this is just the kind of construction we posited for the u i i ta t a  
(quiok) construction earlier . SUBJECT COPYING can apply , followed by EXTRA­
POSITION , yielding ( 114) . The bwa complementiser has to be inserted since the 
clause has retained its integrity as a clause . On the other hand , we could 
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instead RAISE the subj ect , ko you� of the subj ect complement sentence into 
subject position in the main clause and attach the predicate phrase nako (with­
out its aspectual markers) to the higher predicate phrase by means of n ( i ) .  
So r i a i  appears underlyingly to be an intransitive verb . We can check this with 
another criterion - is it possible to transitivise r i a i  must� can with causative 
affixation ( ka - • • .  -a for the third person singular) ? The form ka r i a i a  is indeed 
a verb and it means allow , a fairly plausible causative for a verb having as 
one meaning can� be able. 
Not all of the forms allow the possibility of EXTRAPOSITION . As with the 
English auxiliaries may , can , s hou l d ,  they do not occur in sentence-final 
position either . Gundel and Jacobs have claimed this as a general characteristic 
of verbs whose primary role is to express modality , since the major assertion 
is not in such a verb but in the embedded clause which is its subject noun 
phrase ; many languages position the most assertive constituents , the newest 
information , in sentence-final position . For t i a ,  tabe , and kume , only the 
RAISING alternative is available . In fact , these three forms also have 
causatives corresponding to them : ka t i aa cause to be completed� ka tabea cause 
to be busy� and kaka umea , bother� all of which have at least diachronic relation 
to the auxiliary verbs . The intransitive verb t i a  finished� comp lete� is very 
common : 
117 . E-a  t i a  te umwa 
it-REALIS finish ART house 
The house is finished. 
Even if we ignore the connections with causative verbs and intransitives ,  
it seems economical , in terms of both processes and categories in KIR,  to 
regard these auxiliary forms as main verbs . We need no special processes to 
generate such forms , except perhaps for a crosslinguistic restriction on the 
position of non-assertive predicates . And the semantics of these forms seems 
more accurately represented in such an analysis . 
I X .  A FEW CONCLUSIONS 
KIR is a very ' verby ' language , using verbs where other languages might have 
more numerous and specialised categories . It has very few ' genuine ' prepositions, 
the others being verbs or nominals . Forms translated into Eng . as quantifiers 
all� many etc . are verbs , as are the KIR equivalents of many Eng . adverbs . As 
in other Pacific languages , many noun forms can , without modification , be used 
as ordinary verbs . 
A language with comparatively few categories and many verbs would seem to 
be a very hierarchically structured one with many clauses .  Presumably such a 
language might present problems for memory capacity although its semantics 
would be more transparent . Gorbet has pointed to a Hokan (Amer indian) language , 
Diegueno , as an extreme example of a ' verby ' language . Diegueno makes use of 
an elaborate system of case-marking and switch-reference suffixation which 
forestalls such problems . In KIR,  syntactic complexity is reduced by a few 
significant reduction and restructuring processes - EQUI , RAISING , and EXTRA­
POSITION - along with an industrious exploitation of proforms , assertive! 
referential contrasts , as in relative and equatives , and by a very productive 
morphology . We suspect that the other nuclear Me languages are similar in this 
respect . 
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NOTES 
1 .  I t  seems likely that such Topic-Comment structuring should b e  represented 
in underlying semantic structure along with some kind of marking of the 
Given-New informational status of the various semantic constituents . 
Furthermore it may in fact be preferable to posit underlying predicate­
initial structuring and thereby avoid having to posit obligatory extrapos­
ition for all subjects . Object-marking on predicates is far less regular 
for plural animate obj ects and it is possible that the phenomena noted here 
are in fact synchronic relics of a significant diachronic shift . We are 
currently exploring these promising possiblities .  
2 .  We have encountered a few cases of sentence-initial bwa but all of them 
involved a following noun construction buk i -n base of ( literally) , the 
meaning being because, for the sake of. 
3 .  The form of the n ( i )  is phonologically conditioned by the following segment . 
The particle is n i  before labial and velar consonants , including nasals ,  
and before i .  Otherwise the form is n .  
4 .  The precise formulation of these processes still requires much investigation . 
This kind of RAISING appears to require that the raised noun phrase have 
the same referent as the Topic . It is fairly clear that the SUBJECT COPYING 
rule will have to apply after RAISING although we have assumed the reverse 
to keep our exposition fairly simple . Furthermore it may be possible , even 
desirable , to reformulate this RAISING as a LOWERING rule . 
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ON THE V E RBAL NATU R E  O F  K I R I BAT I b a n e  ' ALL ' 
She ldon P .  Harri s on 
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION 1  
In Kiribati (Gilbertese) (KIR) the universal quantifier is encoded by the 
verb bane exhausted, used up, all in what can be termed a clause chain construc­
tion . The morphology and syntax of bane , when used as a quantifier , varies , 
however , depending on the surface status of the nominal in its scope in the 
clause encoding the propositional content of the sentence ( that is , whether 
that nominal is surface subject , obj ect , or oblique) . Ignoring some minor 
patterns , if the quantified nominal is surface subject , bane appears as an 
intransitive verb initial in its chain; if non-subject,  bane appears as a super­
ficially ' causative , 2 verb non-initial in its chain . 
The behaviour of bane as a quantifier follows from the interaction of 
constraints on coreference in clause chains and from the functions of causative 
derivation as a transitivising mechanism . It will be argued that while non­
initial clauses with causative bane resemble other clause chain constructions 
over which a coreferential subject constraint holds , these clauses are in fact 
subj ectless . 
2 .  SURFACE GRAMMAT ICAL RELAT IONS AND CLAUSE-CHA I N ING I N  K I R  
The surface grammatical relations subj ect and obj ect are encoded in KIR 
verbal clauses by means of proclitic subj ect markers ( referencing the person 
and number of the subject) and verbal obj ect suffixes ( referencing the person , 
number , and , in the third person plural , animacy/humanness of the obj ect) 3 :  
1 .  I a kua . 
SM ASP tired 
I am tired. 
2 . A ma tuu  ngka i a tae i . 
8M sleep now ohildren 
The ohildren are s leeping now. 
3 .  I noo r i a ngkoaananoa . 
8M see-OM yesterday 
I saw him yesterday . 
Byron W .  Bender , ed . Studies in Micronesian Linguistics ,  491-501 . 
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4 .  E ka i r i i a  a tae i n akon t e  t i toa . 
SM take-OM children to ART store 
He took the chi ldren to the store . 
5 .  A a k i  tang i ra i . 
SM NEG like-OM 
They don ' t  like me . 
6 .  E ka rea te kamea t e  a t ae i  n t e  a t i i bu .  
Sm throw-OM art dog ART child with ART stone 
The child threw a stone at the dog. 
Subj ect markers are obligatory in all verbal clauses except imperative clauses 
and non-initial clauses in a chain . In the analysis of KIR assumed here , obj ect 
marking is a defining characteristic of the category transitive verb . 
In their surface syntax what are here termed clause chains bear some 
resemblance to English sentences with infinitival adjuncts . They consist of a 
series of clauses linked by the morpheme n i  ( n  before vowels and apical con­
sonants) : 
7 .  Ko a i naaoma ta n ok i . 
SM ASP free n i return 
You are free to return. 
8 .  E te i  n i ango . 
SM stand n i  think 
He stood thinking . 
9 .  E a ka bwakaa waana n nako n a kawa . 
SM ASP cAus-fall-OM canoe-his � go � fish 
He took down his canoe to go fishing. 
10 . E rawea a t u una n taua ma rar i k i n  waana . 
Sm catch-OM head-his n i  hold-OM PREP side-of canoe-his 
He caught its head and held it against his canoe . 
1 1  . .  A bon t i a  n roko I -Wa ruwa ru n i  maeka i buako i a .  
SM ADV finish n i  come W. n i  dwe l l  among-them 
The Waruwaruans came to dwe I I  among them. 
12 . E kaea n i  kanakoa n i  ba t i bo i a  n t i r i ngnga n i  kama tea . 
SM chase-OM n i  take-OM n i  beat-oM n i  s lay-OM n i  ki ll-OM 
He chased him and got him and beat him and s lew him and ki l led him. 
Clause chains contain a single subject marker and modal/aspectual proclitic , 
drawn from an optional and mutually exclusive set including a ' immediate 
relevance ' ,  na ' irrealis ' ,  and nang ' immediate future ' ,  appearing before the 
first verb in the chain . In one sense , then , the entire chain has a single 
surface subj ect , typical ly the nominal that would appear as surface subject of 
all ' links ' in the chain were it decomposed ( for example , the same agent for 
all five chained clauses in 12 . ) . 
Some apparently chained constructions show coreferentiality between the 
subj ect of the n i -clause and the obj ect of the preceding clause : 
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13. I namwa k i na te raan t i  n i  bu t i .  
SM feel-OM ART launch n i  move 
I fe lt the launch move/moving. 
Under the view of KIR syntax assumed here such examples are not clause chains , 
however . Rather , they represent another construction type in which , in this 
instance , the phrase te raan t i  n i  bu t i  the launch moving is a noun phrase . The 
same ' participial n i ' construction is found in sentences like : 
14 . Maan ra ng koe n i  mwmwa k u r i ?  
duration-what you n i  work 
How long did you work? 
Some n i -clause occurrences of bane all are open to a ' participial n i ' analysis 
( see Section 6) • 
Some of the most frequently occurring chain-initial predicates are 
operators (over clauses) whose semantics preclude actant subj ects : 
15 . I rang i n i  kukure i n anne . 
SM very n i  happy n i  that 
I 'm very happy with that. 
16 . I a t i a  n i  mwmwakur i .  
SM ASP finished n i  work 
I 've finished working. 
Rang i very is found only in clause chains . While t i a  finished does occur in 
isolation , its subj ect is always an event , never an individual : 
17 . E a t i a  te mwmwakur i .  
SM ASP finished ART work 
The job has been finished. 
While the semantics of KIR clause chaining have yet to be investigated in detail , 
enough information is available to enable some conclusions to be drawn regarding 
the behaviour of bane as a quantifier in a clause chain construction . 
3 .  SYNTAX AND SEMANT ICS OF bane 
The verb bane , in isolation out of a clause chain , is a stative whose 
surface subject is a semantic patient : 
18 .  E a bane  a i a  t i anak i . 
SM ASP exhausted their provisions 
Their provisions ran out.  
19 . E ak i  baabane ana i ango . 
SM NEG RED-exhausted his thought 
He wasn 't  running out of ideas . 
( lit . His ideas were not exhausted. ) 
As with all other KIR statives ,  the valency of bane can be increased by adding 
the causative prefix ka- and appropriate object marking to derive a controlled 
transitive verb kabanea to use up, run out of something, with a typically 
agent subj ect : 
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20 . E a kabanea ko rako rana . 
SM ASP cAus-exhausted-OM st!·ength-his 
He had used up his strength. 
2 1 .  E bon a i baba i a  naba n i  kabanea a i toana . 
SM ADV pull-OM ADV � CAus-exhausted-oM riva l-his 
He pulled at it to exhaust his rival .  
The most frequent use of  bane , however , is to  lexicalise the universal 
quantifier . In this use , it occurs in a (minimally) two member clause chain , 
as in : 
2 2 .  A bane n i  ma tuu  i ruwa . 
SM all n i  s leep stranger 
All  the strangers were s leeping. 
23 . A bane n i  mamaeka i buakon i ka i . 
SM aU nT RED-dwe U in-midst-of-tree 
They all lived in the forest. 
24 . Kamw na bane n i  uot i i kanam i i .  
SM MOD all � bring-oM food-your 
You wi ll all bring food. 
2 5 .  A bane a t ae i n i mwaane n i  kan i kabuta te kaa . 
SM a l l  boy n i  want drive ART car. 
The boys aU want to drive the car. 
Clause chains in which bane functions as a universal quantifier are of four 
types ,  summarised in the following table : 
Tabl e 1 : Quanti fi er bane constructi ons 
Type Initial clause n i -clause Scope of V Examples 
A bane proposition surface subj ect 22-25 
B proposition ka - ba ne non-subject 26-28 
C ka-bane proposition su rface obj ect 
D proposition bane surface oblique locative 
Type A (henceforth SUBJECT-SCOPE bane CHAINS) and type B (henceforth NON­
SUBJECT SCOPE bane CHAINS) are the most frequent bane constructions . The scope 
domains of types C and D are subdomains of Type B .  Type C ,  in other than 
elicited examples , is attested only in the KIR Bible . Type D is more common , 
but can always be replaced by the corresponding type B construction . Types C 
and D will be treated in more detail in Section 5. and 6 "  respectively . 
The salient differences between subject and nonsubj ect scope bane chains 
( these latter illustrated in 26.  - 2 8 .  below) are then : 
i) the relative position of bane in the chain 
ii) the causative morphology ( the prefix ka- )  of non-sub j ect scope bane 
iii) the surface status of the nominal in the scope of bane 
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26 . E noor i i a  raona n i  kabane . 
SM see-OM friend-his � CAus-all 
He saw all his friends . ( obj ect scope) 
2 7 .  Te uea e ka raoa te amwa rake ae e abwaa bwak i  nako i i a  aoma t a  
ART king SM make-OM ART meal REL SM big to-them person 
n i kabane i i a .  
n i CAUS-aU-OM 
The king made a great feast for all the peop le .  ( benefactive scope) 
28 . E r i neak i i rou i i a  kaa i n  te kaawa n i  kabane . 
SM choose-PASS by-them people-of ART vi llage n i  CAus-alZ 
He was chosen by aZl  the people of the vi llage . (passive agent scope) 
An account of the syntax of subj ect scope bane chains can be given in 
terms of : 
i) constraint on the grammaticalisation of operators 
ii)  constraints on the recoverability of subjects in clause chains 
All operators in KIR that are encoded as lexical verbs normally surface in a 
clause chain in a position preceding the grammaticalisation of the propositional 
content , whether these operators be modal ,  aspectual , or argument operators 
like the universal quantifier : 
2 9 .  A r i a i  n nako Ba i r i k i  n te bong ae i . 
SM must n i go B .  PREP ART day this 
They must go to Bairiki today . 
30 . A a t i a  n nako Ba i r i k i  n te  bong ae i . 
3 1 .  
SM ASP finished n i go B.  PREP ART day this 
They 've gone to Bairiki today . 
A bane n nako 
SM aU n i  go 
They aU went 
Ba i r i k i  n te bong ae i .  
B .  PREP ART day this 
to Bairiki today . 
Further , the person and number of the surface subj ect of the clause encoding 
the propositional content must always be referenced in a subj ect marker appearing 
initial in the clause chain . The subject must then be coreferential for all 
propositions in the chain , so that it need only be lexicalised once for the 
entire chain . In the view adopted here , with one exception , no propositional 
subject recoverability problem arises when the first clause of the chain is a 
modal or aspectual operator since these operators have no logical arguments 
and , hence , can have no surface subj ects distinct from that of a following 
propositional clause . The subj ect marker then uniquely references the surface 
subject of the clause encoding the proposition , no matter what operators inter­
vene on the surface , although grammatically it remains the subject of all 
clauses ( operator or propositional) in the chain . 
Recoverability problems arise only in the case of quantifiers grammati­
calised as verbs in a clause chain , since the element on which the quantifier 
operates ( the nominal in its scope) will typically be an argument of the 
proposition encoded in the chain . The subject marker must then fill a dual 
role , referencing the subj ect of the propositional clause and the nominal in the 
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scope of the quantifier . 
grammaticalisation of the 
type A subject-scope bane 
In a sentence like : 
Only when these nominals are identical is the 
universal quantifier straightforward , resulting in 
constructions . 
3 2 .  T i  bane n i  kang i i ka .  
SM all n i  eat-OM fish 
We all ate the fish. 
logically either argument of eat (we or fish) might be in the scope of the 
universal quantifier , but only the interpretation with subject (we) scope is 
possible since it is only in this interpr etation that the subj ect marker 
uniquely determines both the scope of the quantifier and the subject of the 
propositional clause . Were an interpretation of 3 2 .  with obj ect scope required , 
the following sentence would result : 
3 3 .  T i  kang i i ka n i  kabane . 
SM eat-oM fish n i  CAus-all 
We ate all the fish. 
where bane no longer occupies normal (chain-initial) operator position and , 
moreover , has acquired causative morphology . 
To make clear the relationship between subject and non-subj ect scope 
constructions like 3 2 .  and 33 . , it may be opportune to view the latter as the 
result of a process that might be termed subject demotion (without wanting to 
claim that these constructions are necessarily derived by some rule or process 
of subject demotion in some particular theoretical framework) , which has the 
effect of grammatical ising a propositional clause non-subj ect in the scope of 
bane as surface obj ect of the bane clause . Since only overt transitive verbs 
have sur face objects , bane then acquires the causative morphology appropriate 
to transitivised statives in KIR. (Arguments for the obj ect status of the 
nominal in the scope of surface kabane are given in Section 4 . )  The process 
is considered to be subject demotion in view of the fact that the nominal in 
the scope of bane , otherwise referenced by the subject marker of the c lause 
chain of which the surface bane clause is the first member ,  can be viewed as 
the surface subject of the bane clause , as in 2 2 .  - 25 . 
4 .  SURFACE GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS I N  n i  ka bane CLAUSES 
Grammaticalising propositional non-subj ects in the scope of bane as surface 
obj ects of kabane transitive clauses obviates the subj ect recoverability problem 
that would arise in clause chains involving universally quantified non-subj ect 
nominals (where the subject of bane , that is ,  the nominal in its scope , is not 
also the subj ect of the propositional clause) . No subj ect recoverability prob­
lem arises in such clause chains ( for example , 26 . - 2 8 . ) since the quantified 
nominal is surface obj ect ,  not surface subject , of the kabane clause . 
The morphological causativity of kabane in such cases is , however , 
insufficient to demonstrate the syntactic transitivitiy of ka bane clauses ,  given 
that KIR, like other MC languages ,  allows intransitive causatives ,  as in : 
34 . E kamaama te te  i t i . 
SM CAUS-RED-die ART e lectricity 
Electricity is dangerous. 
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3 5 .  A tabe n i  kaka rabwakau naaka i . 
SM busy n i  REO-cAus-knowledgeable these-men 
These men are conversing. 
where the single overt nominal argument of the causative clause , te i t i  e lec­
tricity and naaka i these men , respectively , is surface subj ect of the clause 
( chain) and where no surface obj ect is present . 
The syntactic transitivity of KIR clauses , and thus the presence of an 
obj ect , can usually be demonstrated by the potential for passivisation , as in : 
3 6 .  kaamwa rake i i a a tae i . 
SM CAus-eat-oM children 
I fed the chi ldren. 
3 7 .  A kaamwa rakea k i  a tae i i rouu . 
SM CAUS-eat-PASS chi ldren by-me 
The chi ldren were fed by me . 
Passives of kabane quantifier clauses are disallowed , however , since such 
structures would automatically violate the coreferential subject constraint on 
clause chains . That is ,  the passive subj ect of the kabane clause would remain 
non-subj ect of the propositional clause , thus re-establishing the coreferen­
tially problem that motivates subject demotion (Type B bane constructions) .  
(Note that passivisation of a transitive propositional clause whose obj ect is 
universally quantified yields a subj ect-scope bane chain , as in : 
3 8 .  A bane n i  kanak i i i ka i rou ra . 
SM all n i  eat-PASS fish by-us 
All  the fish were eaten by us . 
a possible , but rarely encountered alternative to 3 3 .  above . )  
The most obvious test for object status of a nominal in KIR is the presence 
of an obj ect marker on the verb. Quantifier kabane is somewhat idiosyncratic 
with respect to obj ect marking , however . In some cases obj ect markers do appear 
on kabane ( as in 2 7 .  above ) , but in most cases they do not .  It would appear , 
with the exception of Type C bane constructions , that kabane references only 
animate surface objects , and then only optionally : 
39 . T i  k i na i  i a  aoma ta akeke i n i  kabane ( i i a ) . 
SM know-OM person those n i  CAus-all- (OM) 
We know all  those people . 
4 0 .  T i  bon a ta i  ba i kanne n i  ka bane ( * i ) .  
SM ADV know-OM those-things n i  cAus-all- ( *OM) 
We know all  those things . 
The sporadic nature of object marking with kabane suggests that a reanalysis of 
these constructions may be under way , a hypothesis that wil l  not be explored 
here . The fact that such object marking occurs at all does , however , suggest 
that the nominal referenced by the obj ect marker ( the nominal in the scope of 
bane) is surface obj ect of a transitive kabane clause . 
Somewhat more vexing is the question of the status of the surface subj ect 
relation in non-subject scope kabane clauses ,  where the nominal that would be 
expected to be grammatic ali sed as subj ect ( the nominal being quantified) is  in 
fact grammaticalised as object . To the extent that the nominal referenced by 
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the subject marker appearing initial in a clause chain is subject of the entire 
chain , then n i  kabane clauses do have subj ects . It should be pointed out , 
however , that n i  kabane clauses do not have subj ects in the same sense as do 
' typical ' non-initial clauses in a clause chain , whose subjects are grammati­
calisations of a particular argument of the proposition realised as the non­
initial chained clause in question . bane (or kabane) clauses are semantically 
one-argument clauses , that argument being the nominal in the scope of the 
quantifier . The superficial transitivity of kabane clauses is a purely 
syntactic response to the problem of specifying the scope of the universal 
quantifier . As already pointed out , the nominal in the scope of the quantifier 
is grammaticalised as subject of bane unless this grammaticalisation results in 
a subject coreferentiality conflict within the chain , in which case it is 
grammaticalised as obj ect of a superficially causative and transitive kabane . 
The ' causative ' prefix ka- with bane can thus be viewed as serving at least two 
distinct functions : 
i )  the lexical (derivational) function of increasing the valency of 
stative bane exhausted, run out to pe� it the expression of a 
controller (agent) 
ii)  the syntactic function of permitting a nominal otherwise grammati­
calised as subj ect of quantifier bane all to be grammaticalised as 
non-subj ect (object) in cases where the coreferential subject 
constraint on clause chains would otherwise be violated 
The fact that kabane , though syntactically transitive , remains semantically 
intransitive can be used to account in part for the fact that kabane vacated 
the typical operator position , initial in the clause chain . If one considers 
this position to be restricted to predicates that are either without arguments 
( as in the case of modal/aspectual operators) or to predicates for which the 
subject of the clause chain is an argument ( as in the case of non-operators of 
subj ect-scope bane) , then non-subj ect-scope kabane will not occupy the typical 
operator position since the subj ect of the chain in which it occurs is not the 
nominal in the scope of bane . There is , however ,  one set of circumstances in 
which kabane does occur in operator position in the chain , the Type C bane 
construction . The properties of this construction are considered briefly below .  
5 .  CHA I N - I N IT IAL kabane 
As noted earlier , chain-initial kabane is a rare construction attested , in 
data available to me , only in the KIR Bible : 
4 1 .  Kamw n a  kabane i i a a tea i n i mwaane akana a bung i ak i  n tewe i i a  
8M MOD CAU8-all-OM boys REL 8M bear-PASS n i  throw-OM 
nako nanon te ka ranga . 
to inside-of ART river 
You shall throw all the boys who are born into the river. 
42 . Ao Mote e kabanea te bootak i a ke t i bun I te raera n i kot i i a .  
and M. 8M CAU8-al l-OM ART group REL descendant-of I. n i  gather-OM 
And Moses assembled all the congregation of the chi ldren of Israe l .  
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4 3 .  E na kabane am ka i rna uaan abarn te roka t i  n i  bwa i n .  
SM MOD CAus-al l  your tree and fruit-of land-your ART locust n i  own-OM 
The locust wi l l  possess all  your trees and the fruit of your land. 
Obj ect marking is much more frequent , if not obligatory , with chain-initial 
kabane than with n i  kabane (43 . being unique in my data in not exhibiting 
agreement) .  Moreover ,  chain-initial kabane constructions are fully acceptable 
only when the quantified nominal is surface obj ect of the propositional clause . 
Thus 44 . , with a passive agent in the scope of bane , and 4 5 . , with a human 
goal in the scope of bane , were rej ected by informants .  46 . ,  identical to 4 5 .  
except for the surface position o f  un i rnwaane e lder, was considered marginally 
better but still odd : 
44 .  *E  kabane i i a  n i  kabu tak i  te  kaa i rou i a .  
SM CAus-al l-OM n i  drive-PASS ART car by-them 
The car was driven by them a l l .  
4 5 .  * 1  kabane i i n i  kaota te re ta  aare l nako i  i a  un i rnwaane . 
SM CAuS-al l-OM n i  shoW-OM ART letter that to-them e lder 
I showed that letter to all  the e lders . 
46 .  ?* I kabane i i a un i rnwaane n i  kaota te reta a a re i  nako i i a .  
SM CAus-al l-OM e lder n i  shOW-OM ART letter that to-them 
I showed that letter to a l l  the e lders . 
The only obvious distinguishing characteristic of chain-initial kabane is 
its restriction to obj ect scope . Under this restricted set of conditions , one 
might hypothesise , a tighter form of chaining results in which , superficially , 
both subj ect and obj ect of each link in the chain are shared by the entire 
chain . This would not be the case if the scope of bane were the subject of the 
propositional clause ( as no kabane c lause would result) , nor if it were an 
oblique nominal in a transitive propositional clause ( since that clause and the 
kabane clause would have distinct obj ects) , nor if it were an oblique nominal 
in an intransitive clause ( since only the kabane clause would have an obj ect) • 
While this construction remains anomalous in any case , its occurrence does 
appear to be a function of the complete argument sharing noted above . 
6 .  n i  bane CLAUSES 
Similarly anomalous are Type D constructions , with bane that is not chain­
initial , as in : 
4 7 .  E na tauak i te bot i i buk i n  te roro r i rnw i i n i  rnwaneaba n i  bane . 
SM MOD hold-PASS ART p lace for ART generation after PREP meeting-house 
n i  all  
A p lace wi l l  be  reserved for future generations in a l l  meeting houses. 
48 .  A uke r i a  i aon Tarawa rna aban Tunga ru n i  bane . 
SM search-OM on T .  and land-of T. n i  a l l  
They searched for him o n  Tarawa and all  the lands of Tungaru. 
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49 .  E kaueaak i i aon Tarawa n i  bane . 
SM CAus-king-PASs on T. n i  all 
He was made king on all of Ta�awa. 
in which : 
i )  bane is not in the typical operator position 
ii)  the subj ect of bane ( the nominal in its scope) is not the surface 
subject of the propositional clause 
It is significant that this construction is restricted , in my corpus , to 
locative complements . As has frequently been pointed out ,  such complements 
are ' peripheral '  in more than one sense of that term. Most significantly , 
their occurrence is not a function , in most cases ,  of the inherent semantics 
of the predicate of the clause . in which they occur . I would suggest,  tenta­
tively , that a verbal operator on a peripheral nominal of this sort does not 
form part of a clause chain with the proposition to which that nominal is 
peripheral , and is therefore not subject to the usual constraints on coreference 
governing KIR clause chains . Type D bane constructions , then , resemble the 
' participial n i  constructions ' considered in Section 2 .  
Some evidence that the juncture between locative nominals and the prop­
ositions of which they might be taken to be arguments is in fact weak is 
provided by constructions like the following : 
50 . N te i te ra meaang ao a r i nea k i  taan tautaeka ma i buako i a  
PREP ART half no�th and SM choose-PASS doe�s rule f�om among-them 
u tuun  i naaomata . 
fami ly-of free 
In the northern half, officials were chosen from among the chiefly 
fami lies. 
in which a locative phrase is left co-ordinated with the rest of the sentence , 
in the same way as distinct clauses , with distinct subj ects , would be 
co-ordinated . 
7 .  CONCLUS ION 
Though KIR bane 'al l ' is semantically an operator on nominals , it is 
governed by the same syntactic constraints as operators on propositions ; 
crucially , it forms part of a clause chain with the proposition of which the 
nominal in its scope is an argument . Clause chaining in KIR is governed by a 
like-subject constraint on all surface verbs in the chain . Where this constraint 
would be violated for bane (when its subject , the nominal in its scope , is not 
surface subj ect of the propositional clause) bane appears as a transitive 
causative . Only when the nominal in the scope of bane is peripheral (a locative) 
can the like-subj ect constraint be violated . In such cases it can be argued 
that the peripheral nominal in fact stands outside the propositional core . 
Operators on peripheral nominals thus will not form part of a chain but will 
be linked to their operand in a ' participial-n i '  construction . 
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NOTES 
1 .  An earlier version of this paper was read at the annual meeting of the 
Australian Linguistic Society , Monash University , Melbourne , August 1980 . 
Thanks to Bill Foley,  Alan Dench, and Monty Wilkinson for comments . The 
usual disclaimers apply . 
2 .  The term ' causative ' is usually applied to verbs with the prefix ka- and 
will be used in this sense here , although the semantic suggested by that 
term is appropriate only to some functions of KIR ka- . 
3 .  Most KIR transitive verbs distinguish third person singular pronominal 
object and expressed nominal obj ect forms : 
E noora te a i ne .  
E noo r i a .  
He saw the woman. 
He saw her. 
No such contrast is found in the third person plural however . There , a 
somewhat complex contrast involving animacy/humanness holds , the details 
of which are irrelevant here : 
E noor i i a aomata akeke i . 
E noo r i  i waa akeke i . 
He saw those peop Le.  
He saw those canoes . 
A mnall class of ' cognate object ' verbs , including perception verbs like 
ongo to hear and psych verbs like mwan i nga to forget have no obj ect 
marking . These verbs are considered , under the analysis assumed here , to 
be superficially intransitive and are , in any case , irrelevant here . 
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